
file:///C|/...ts%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070711-[SALIGAONET]%20St%20Anne's%20feast-75200007.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:39 PM]

Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] St Anne's feast
From: "ANNETTE D'SOUZA" <luwannette@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Jul 2007 08:59:10 +0000
To: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113b481295e3aa42
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs8849wag; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 02:01:10 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.80.6 with SMTP id d6mr9202359wxb.1184144369841; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 01:59:29 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h8si13413750wxd.2007.07.11.01.59.29; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 01:59:29 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 6578 invoked from network); 11 Jul 2007 05:59:23 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 11 Jul 2007 05:59:23 -
0400
Return-Path: <luwannette@hotmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 6399 invoked from network); 11 Jul 2007 05:59:20 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 11 Jul 2007 05:59:20 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
0EBC5325455 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 02:23:57 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -0.565
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-0.565 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=0.027, BAYES_00=-1.312, 
MAILTO_TO_SPAM_ADDR=0.446, MSGID_FROM_MTA_HEADER=0.274]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id R28f5QpI1N6M for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 02:23:56 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from bay0-omc3-s37.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc3-s37.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.237]) by 
mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id B49143253E2 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 
02:23:55 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.54.168.46]) by bay0-omc3-s37.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Wed, 11 Jul 2007 01:59:15 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 01:59:15 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY113-F36CD729693C1EDD645FD68C0040@phx.gbl>
Received: from 65.54.168.200 by by113fd.bay113.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 08:59:10 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [193.188.110.102]
X-Originating-Email: [luwannette@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: luwannette@hotmail.com
In-Reply-To: <20070711075232.2236.qmail@webmail100.rediffmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 11 Jul 2007 08:59:15.0442 (UTC) FILETIME=[C1EEE520:01C7C399]
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?



file:///C|/...ts%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070711-[SALIGAONET]%20St%20Anne's%20feast-75200007.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:39 PM]

subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

> From: "Daniel F.  de Souza" <dannyboy04@rediffmail.com>

> What abt the St. Cajetan Chapel feast in Arrarim? It is also celebrated in July, right?

Wrong!

St. Anne's feast falls on 26th July & is celebrated the 1st Sunday after that date.  Which means the St. Cajetan's feast is 
celebrated in August - I think it is the Sunday after the St. Anne's Feast (5th August 2007) or 2nd Sunday after that 
(12th August 2007?).  Hmm why cant I recall this - my memory is surely failing!... I seem to recall going to 
Sinquerim for the St. Lawrence Feast on 10th August. Or is that Feast also a "Sunday" Feast?

Anyway to all the Benedicts on this Net, Happy Feast as it is the Feast of St. Benedict today.

Have a nice day
Annette

_________________________________________________________________
Express yourself instantly with MSN Messenger! Download today it's FREE! http://messenger.msn.click-
url.com/go/onm00200471ave/direct/01/

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet



file:///C|/...ram%20varma%20email/20070711-USA%20top%203%20tech%20blogs%20-%20techgoss.com%20gets%20mention-75205105.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:39 PM]

Subject: USA top 3 tech blogs - techgoss.com gets mention
From: "Dhananjay Varma" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Jul 2007 22:16:31 +1000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com, janani.rajagopal@gmail.com
BCC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113b535bf13a44ea
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.17 with SMTP id c17cs7456wag; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 05:16:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.35.128.1 with SMTP id f1mr10328922pyn.1184156204671; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 05:16:44 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.137]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id v55si18334908pyh.2007.07.11.05.16.41; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 05:16:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of techgoss@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.137 as permitted sender)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.55.135.107]) by bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Wed, 11 Jul 2007 05:16:37 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 05:16:36 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY130-F2768A355936FC5C9A3B185DD040@phx.gbl>
Received: from 65.55.135.123 by by130fd.bay130.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 12:16:31 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.159]
X-Originating-Email: [techgoss@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: techgoss@hotmail.com
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0707090034v59d32c8ana7481bab56bdd574@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 11 Jul 2007 12:16:36.0870 (UTC) FILETIME=[53F96A60:01C7C3B5]
Return-Path: techgoss@hotmail.com

Hi brother and sister,

Today is a good day for us.  One of America's top 3 tech/goss blogs has mentioned techgoss and linked to us.  Their 
articles are read by more than 100 thousand Americans in the tech sector.

Check this out in his website http://fakesteve.blogspot.com/.

Regards

Dj

"

I just did an interview with the Indian version of Valleywag -- a site called Techgoss. See the Q&A here. Much love 
to my main man DJ Varma, who sat down with me in Bangalore. We ended up talking for hours about music, which is 
a shared passion. Keep spinning those records, DJ!

Email this

Posted by Steve at 12:40 PM 0 comments Links to this
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Subject: [SALIGAONET] Checkout Cartoon/Blurb/Bubble of Savio
From: "ANNETTE D'SOUZA" <luwannette@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Jul 2007 09:07:00 +0000
To: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113b9aeb52838785
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.17 with SMTP id c17cs86761wag; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 02:07:21 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.98.17 with SMTP id v17mr774031wxb.1184231240993; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 02:07:20 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i12si13368371wxd.2007.07.12.02.07.20; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 02:07:20 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 24945 invoked from network); 12 Jul 2007 06:07:10 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 12 Jul 2007 06:07:10 -
0400
Return-Path: <luwannette@hotmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 24757 invoked from network); 12 Jul 2007 06:07:07 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 12 Jul 2007 06:07:07 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
5FE11A5808E for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 02:31:50 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -0.789
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-0.789 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=0.249, BAYES_00=-1.312, 
MSGID_FROM_MTA_HEADER=0.274]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id g7ip6+UEbe+u for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 02:31:49 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from bay0-omc2-s38.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s38.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.174]) by 
mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id C05E232549C for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 
02:31:48 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.54.168.50]) by bay0-omc2-s38.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Thu, 12 Jul 2007 02:07:04 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 02:07:03 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY113-F40E62CCD6161CCD4F65F5AC0FC0@phx.gbl>
Received: from 65.54.168.200 by by113fd.bay113.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 09:07:00 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [193.188.105.230]
X-Originating-Email: [luwannette@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: luwannette@hotmail.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 12 Jul 2007 09:07:03.0904 (UTC) FILETIME=[03924600:01C7C464]
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
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List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

Hi SaligaoNetters

All who wish to get their smile/grin for the day like I did (& I hope Savio does his good deed everyday & affords me 
one) do checkout M&M's Blog.

Saw Savio's cartooning of the cable pics.  Savio, Marbrouk! & you sure have the talent, why didnt you join Saligaonet 
before? Hiding your light under a bushel eh?  & why stick to the "hobby", you could even make it your living....- on 
seeing your blurb, reminded me of the cartoons that Mr. Mel D'Souza (Canada) used to draw in the newspapers in 
Africa & he writes too. Pay heed to M&M's advice & get your cartoons into the newspapers. All the best!

I enjoyed the charged & charred one. Savio, I'm looking forward to each blurb, bubble - just dont go too fast, prolong 
our smiles please,  take one picture a day & who knows M&M might provide you with more pictures by the time we 
get to the culmination of this huge cable project. I will be checking the blog because of the cartoons.

Ciao
Annette

_________________________________________________________________
Need a brain boost? Recharge with a stimulating game. Play now!  http://club.live.com/home.aspx?
icid=club_hotmailtextlink1

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070712-Cnn%20reports-75227058.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:40 PM]

Subject: Re: Cnn reports
From: Ð˜Ð½Ð´Ð¸ Ð¡Ð¿Ð°Ð¹Ð· <belli_indi@rambler.ru>
Date: Thu, 12 Jul 2007 16:04:57 +0400
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113ba5155581e966
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.17 with SMTP id c17cs99468wag; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 05:05:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.174.20 with SMTP id w20mr356183bue.1184241898823; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 05:04:58 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <belli_indi@rambler.ru>
Received: from mcgi15.rambler.ru (mcgi15.rambler.ru [81.19.67.220]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
f3si6494148nfh.2007.07.12.05.04.57; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 05:04:58 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of belli_indi@rambler.ru designates 81.19.67.220 as permitted sender)
Received: from [59.161.8.62] by mcgi15.rambler.ru with HTTP (mailimap); Thu, 12 Jul 2007 16:04:57 +0400
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="_----------=_11842418975915413"
MIME-Version: 1.0
References: <f4302a0a0705180841i6cc834e1qa7a4ebeabbba2ff7@mail.gmail.com> 
<878515533.1179589199.192912208.54169@mcgi20.rambler.ru> 
<f4302a0a0705190855s359fcc6ci41eda5a5cea9867a@mail.gmail.com> 
<173857187.1180774409.158745796.49427@mcgi16.rambler.ru> 
<f4302a0a0706060757p1a6b2d47l6ba7d2656f07645@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0706060757p1a6b2d47l6ba7d2656f07645@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <814402453.1184241897.217390672.59154@mcgi15.rambler.ru>

Vikram,
Attahed I send you file about Promod I added more points there.

Best Regards,

Julia
DOCUMETNS OF PROMOD.xls
        



file:///C|/...ments%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070712-Rs.%201_000%20for%20this%20writer-75207652.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:40 PM]

Subject: Rs. 1,000 for this writer
From: "Dhananjay Varma" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Jul 2007 14:56:45 +1000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
BCC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113b8c9f1ea7642a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.17 with SMTP id c17cs72927wag; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 21:57:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.35.91.10 with SMTP id t10mr428534pyl.1184216248560; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 21:57:28 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s20.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s20.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.156]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id n44si26368203pyh.2007.07.11.21.57.27; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 21:57:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of techgoss@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.156 as permitted sender)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.55.135.107]) by bay0-omc2-s20.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Wed, 11 Jul 2007 21:56:50 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Wed, 11 Jul 2007 21:56:50 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY130-F27EFC7043336B02A42A488DDFC0@phx.gbl>
Received: from 65.55.135.123 by by130fd.bay130.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 04:56:45 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [15.219.233.70]
X-Originating-Email: [techgoss@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: techgoss@hotmail.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 12 Jul 2007 04:56:50.0630 (UTC) FILETIME=[0EF67660:01C7C441]
Return-Path: techgoss@hotmail.com

Hi Vikram,

Please could you send a cheque for Rs. 1000 to this writer.

Please collect your moneys the next time you are in Shiekh Sarai

Much love

Dj

> From: "NishiRoy" <NishiRoy@airtelbroadband.in>
> To: "'Dhananjay Varma'" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
> Subject: Details:RE: Hello from techgoss.com
> Date: Wed, 11 Jul 2007 19:54:12 +0530
>
>
> Hi,
>
> I am extremely sorry; I have not been able to reply to your earlier mails. I
> was not in town.
>
> The name and address in which the chq should be sent is:
>
> Nishi Roy Choudhury



file:///C|/...ments%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070712-Rs.%201_000%20for%20this%20writer-75207652.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:40 PM]

> Flat 204, Salarpuria Paradise
> 31, Aga Abbas Ali Road
> Ulsoor,
> Bangalore - 560042
>
> Thanks,
> Nishi
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Dhananjay Varma [mailto:techgoss@hotmail.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2007 4:12 PM
> To: NishiRoy@airtelbroadband.in
> Subject: Hello from techgoss.com
>
> Hi Nishi,
>
> Hope you are well and enjoying life.
>
> We have uploaded a story about Yahoo 7th anniversary celebrations.
>
> Finally,  send us a name and address where we can send your cheque.
>
> Regards
> Dj
>
>
>



file:///C|/...ments%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070712-Rs.%201_000%20for%20this%20writer-75213912.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:40 PM]

Subject: Re: Rs. 1,000 for this writer
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Jul 2007 14:06:40 +0530
To: "Dhananjay Varma" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113b9929f7ca551b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.114.205.17 with HTTP; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 01:36:40 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0707120136q2bc2df97wa641da9568980a48@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY130-F27EFC7043336B02A42A488DDFC0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_15777_3450797.1184229400491"
References: <BAY130-F27EFC7043336B02A42A488DDFC0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

Would send this money to the writer today.

Love

Vikram

On 7/12/07, Dhananjay Varma <techgoss@hotmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,

    Please could you send a cheque for Rs. 1000 to this writer.

    Please collect your moneys the next time you are in Shiekh Sarai

    Much love

    Dj

    >From: "NishiRoy" < NishiRoy@airtelbroadband.in>
    >To: "'Dhananjay Varma'" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
    >Subject: Details:RE: Hello from techgoss.com
    >Date: Wed, 11 Jul 2007 19:54:12 +0530
    >
    >
    >Hi,
    >
    >I am extremely sorry; I have not been able to reply to your earlier mails.
    >I
    >was not in town.
    >
    >The name and address in which the chq should be sent is:
    >
    >Nishi Roy Choudhury
    >Flat 204, Salarpuria Paradise
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    >31, Aga Abbas Ali Road
    >Ulsoor,
    >Bangalore - 560042
    >
    >Thanks,
    >Nishi
    >-----Original Message-----
    >From: Dhananjay Varma [mailto:techgoss@hotmail.com]
    >Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2007 4:12 PM
    >To: NishiRoy@airtelbroadband.in
    >Subject: Hello from techgoss.com
    >
    >Hi Nishi,
    >
    >Hope you are well and enjoying life.
    >
    >We have uploaded a story about Yahoo 7th anniversary celebrations.
    >
    >Finally,  send us a name and address where we can send your cheque.
    >
    >Regards
    >Dj
    >
    >
    >
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Subject: Re: USA top 3 tech blogs - techgoss.com gets mention
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Jul 2007 13:55:07 +0530
To: "Dhananjay Varma" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113b9880d6fe7d7d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.114.205.17 with HTTP; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 01:25:07 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0707120125l2f348555o5fd8ede93e929bce@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY130-F2768A355936FC5C9A3B185DD040@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_15697_30526709.1184228707400"
References: <f4302a0a0707090034v59d32c8ana7481bab56bdd574@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
F2768A355936FC5C9A3B185DD040@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ

Nice to learn about your passion for music  :-)

Love

Vikram

On 7/11/07, Dhananjay Varma <techgoss@hotmail.com> wrote:

    Hi brother and sister,

    Today is a good day for us.  One of America's top 3 tech/goss blogs has
    mentioned techgoss and linked to us.  Their articles are read by more than
    100 thousand Americans in the tech sector.

    Check this out in his website http://fakesteve.blogspot.com/.

    Regards

    Dj

    "

    I just did an interview with the Indian version of Valleywag -- a site
    called Techgoss. See the Q&A here. Much love to my main man DJ Varma, who
    sat down with me in Bangalore. We ended up talking for hours about music,
    which is a shared passion. Keep spinning those records, DJ!

    Email this



file:///C|/...ram%20varma%20email/20070712-USA%20top%203%20tech%20blogs%20-%20techgoss.com%20gets%20mention-75210492.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:40 PM]

    Posted by Steve at 12:40 PM 0 comments Links to this
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Subject: Re: USA top 3 tech blogs - techgoss.com gets mention
From: "Dhananjay Varma" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Jul 2007 18:30:06 +1000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
BCC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113b9cae1863abd4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.17 with SMTP id c17cs88901wag; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 02:38:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.35.68.3 with SMTP id v3mr828195pyk.1184233087059; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 02:38:07 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc1-s32.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc1-s32.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.104]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id f6si31031586pyh.2007.07.12.02.38.06; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 02:38:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of techgoss@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.104 as permitted sender)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.55.135.112]) by bay0-omc1-s32.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Thu, 12 Jul 2007 01:30:08 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 01:30:08 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY130-F320099C793136E659631B2DDFC0@phx.gbl>
Received: from 65.55.135.123 by by130fd.bay130.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 08:30:06 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.114]
X-Originating-Email: [techgoss@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: techgoss@hotmail.com
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0707120125l2f348555o5fd8ede93e929bce@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 12 Jul 2007 08:30:08.0040 (UTC) FILETIME=[DAD04280:01C7C45E]
Return-Path: techgoss@hotmail.com

Hi Vikram,

He just made that part up.

Basically,  what he wanted to say is that DJ is a nice guy and log on to his website to read.

Thousand of technology Americans logged in yesterday.  Priceless publicity.

And so we grow.

Just spoke to mom.  Told her that you will take whatever you need from our funds in Delhi

Love

Dj

> From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
> To: "Dhananjay Varma" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
> Subject: Re: USA top 3 tech blogs - techgoss.com gets mention
> Date: Thu, 12 Jul 2007 13:55:07 +0530
>
> HI DJ
>
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> Nice to learn about your passion for music  :-)
>
> Love
>
> Vikram
>
>
>
>
>
>
> On 7/11/07, Dhananjay Varma <techgoss@hotmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Hi brother and sister,
>>
>> Today is a good day for us.  One of America's top 3 tech/goss blogs has
>> mentioned techgoss and linked to us.  Their articles are read by more than
>> 100 thousand Americans in the tech sector.
>>
>> Check this out in his website http://fakesteve.blogspot.com/.
>>
>> Regards
>>
>> Dj
>>
>> "
>>
>> I just did an interview with the Indian version of Valleywag -- a site
>> called Techgoss. See the Q&A here. Much love to my main man DJ Varma, who
>> sat down with me in Bangalore. We ended up talking for hours about music,
>> which is a shared passion. Keep spinning those records, DJ!
>>
>> Email this
>>
>> Posted by Steve at 12:40 PM 0 comments Links to this
>>
>>
>>
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Subject: Monique Z sent you a message...
From: Tagged <tagged@tagged.com>
Date: Thu, 12 Jul 2007 16:11:00 -0700 (PDT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113bcb31b99fb37a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.17 with SMTP id c17cs144769wag; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 16:11:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.59.1 with SMTP id h1mr1066183waa.1184281860987; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 16:11:00 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce@tagged.com>
Received: from sfo-mta-83.taggedmail.com (sfo-mta-83.taggedmail.com [64.125.115.83]) by mx.google.com with 
ESMTP id j39si19503857waf.2007.07.12.16.11.00; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 16:11:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce@tagged.com designates 64.125.115.83 as permitted sender)
Message-ID: <4696b504.27ba720a.5ceb.ffff8866SMTPIN_ADDED@mx.google.com>
Received: from tagged.com (10.15.10.18) by sfo-mta-83.taggedmail.com (PowerMTA(TM) v3.2r4) id hiqqg80d9j0c 
for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 12 Jul 2007 16:07:20 -0700 (envelope-from <bounce@tagged.com>)
Reply-To: Tagged <tagged@tagged.com>
X-Log-Id: 3687671159
MIME-Version: 1.0
List-Unsubscribe: <http://www.tagged.com/no_more.html?unsem=varma.vikram%40gmail.com>
Sender: Tagged <tagged@taggedmail.com>
Content-Type: text/html; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

        My Profile|Messages|Friends|Fun Stuff|Chat|Browse|Search
Monique Z, 23   

You have a new message!

Monique Z says: So, i guess the time ...

This week's popular videos
Viper vs. Corvette              6 beers in 10 seconds!          Shark attacks Tarpon
 

Click here to manage your email preferences on Tagged, P.O. Box 193152 San Francisco, CA 92119-3152
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Subject: Game Splash: Get 30% off ALL 25 Hidden Object Games
From: "Big Fish Games News" <newsletter@bigfishgames.com>
Date: Sat, 14 Jul 2007 09:14:46 -0700
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113c582769a67118
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.17 with SMTP id c17cs263530wag; Sat, 14 Jul 2007 09:14:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.209.7 with SMTP id l7mr759138rvq.1184429668626; Sat, 14 Jul 2007 09:14:28 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <newsletter@bigfishgames.com>
Received: from sm-gold.bigfishgames.com (sm-gold.bigfishgames.com [66.150.15.184]) by mx.google.com with 
ESMTP id f28si229828rvb.2007.07.14.09.14.27; Sat, 14 Jul 2007 09:14:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of newsletter@bigfishgames.com designates 66.150.15.184 as permitted 
sender)
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
X-VirtualServer: sm-gold, sm-gold.bigfishgames.com, 66.150.15.184
X-VirtualServerGroup: sm-gold
X-Destination-ID: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-MailingID: 1473576960::20070713112337::1234::0000::337035::337035
X-SMFBL: dmFybWEudmlrcmFtQGdtYWlsLmNvbQ==
X-Mailer: StrongMail Enterprise 3.2.1.1(3.00.215)
Received: from localhost by sm-gold.bigfishgames.com (StrongMail Enterprise 3.2.1.1(3.00.215)); Sat, 14 Jul 2007 
09:14:47 -0700
X-SMHeaderMap: mid="X-MailingID"
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; s=default; d=bigfishgames.com; q=dns; 
b=Sam3Pieadh+TL2+9lbnvif+crFNvVlHbHDtFNRDy4TQmrdRViXBmgY3d2PZd/8jx4jNYwi6GXxdDlSiwcskbRPKt
hw05y2CMx8PIDxN6azfScOIL2Vhah7hCQ80Zgg/w
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_NextPart_001_AEA6_74B0DC51.19495CFF"
X-DM-Campaign: [-497.291615-]
Reply-To: newsletter@bigfishgames.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <1473576960.337035@bigfishgames.com>

This newsletter is being sent to: varma.vikram@gmail.com. Ensure these newsletters go to your inbox and not your 
junk folder by adding newsletter@bigfishgames.com to your address book. If you do not see the images, click here: 
www.bigfishgames.com/newsletters/jul14_2007.html
Big Fish Games - Game Splash!   

Issue #401
July 14, 2007
(To no longer receive these newsletters, see below.)
HIDDEN OBJECT TIDAL WAVE!
Surf the Largest Selection of Hidden Object Games!      
Get 30% OFF Every Hidden Object Game!

1. Click the "BUY" button for any game you want
2. Sign-In or create a new account
3. Select the $19.99 price option
4. Type this coupon code into the box:

HIDDENOBJECT
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Expires: July 23, 2007 Good for ANY of our 25 Hidden Object Games!
        The Stone of Destiny
        Hidden Expedition: Everest
        Secrets of Great Art
        Rome: Curse of the Necklace
        G.H.O.S.T. Hunters: The Haunting of Majesty Manor
        The Magicians Handbook: Cursed Valley
        Mystery Case Files: Ravenhearst
        Big City Adventure - San Francisco
        Agatha Christie - Death on the Nile
View All 25 Games
        

You're getting this because you played a game from the Big Fish Games collection. We respect your privacy, and don't 
ever sell or share our customers' information. We will always honor your request to be unsubscribed from this mailing 
list. If you do not wish to receive these newsletters in the future, unsubscribe here or contact us at Newsletter 
Coordinator, Big Fish Games, Inc., 1501 Fourth Ave. Suite #800, Seattle, WA 98101. To take a look at our Privacy 
policy, click here.

Â© 2003 - 2007 Big Fish Games, Inc. Patents pending. All rights reserved. Big Fish Games, Big Fish Studios, Big 
Fish Greetings, My Big Fish Games are trademarks or registered trademarks of Big Fish Games, Inc. All other 
companies or products listed herein are trademarks of their respective owners.
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Subject: Rs. 1,250 for this writer
From: "Dhananjay Varma" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2007 00:18:06 +1000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
BCC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113c5187011fc736
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.17 with SMTP id c17cs258523wag; Sat, 14 Jul 2007 07:18:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.35.68.16 with SMTP id v16mr4601128pyk.1184422719724; Sat, 14 Jul 2007 07:18:39 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc3-s41.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc3-s41.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.241]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id f51si27801429pyh.2007.07.14.07.18.39; Sat, 14 Jul 2007 07:18:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of techgoss@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.241 as permitted sender)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.55.135.116]) by bay0-omc3-s41.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Sat, 14 Jul 2007 07:18:08 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Sat, 14 Jul 2007 07:18:08 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY130-F36E6BA5D04A8392CE86254DDFE0@phx.gbl>
Received: from 65.55.135.123 by by130fd.bay130.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Sat, 14 Jul 2007 14:18:06 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.236]
X-Originating-Email: [techgoss@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: techgoss@hotmail.com
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0707120136q2bc2df97wa641da9568980a48@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 14 Jul 2007 14:18:08.0144 (UTC) FILETIME=[CD26C900:01C7C621]
Return-Path: techgoss@hotmail.com

Hi Vikram,

Hope all is well with you.  By Mothers grace,  techgoss is growing from strength to strength.

Please could you Rs 1 thousand and 250 ruppees to this writer as soon as possible.  This is an urgent one.

Love

John Matthew
10/28 Artist Village
New Bombay 400614
Mobile: 9221222660
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Subject: RE: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
From: "dilip" <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2007 21:24:44 +0400
To: <saligaonet@goacom.org>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113cae97f751ef3a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs32351wag; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 10:25:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.15.15 with SMTP id 15mr6448257wxo.1184520306234; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 10:25:06 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h9si14864231wxd.2007.07.15.10.25.05; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 10:25:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 12174 invoked from network); 15 Jul 2007 14:24:49 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 15 Jul 2007 14:24:49 -
0400
Return-Path: <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 11998 invoked from network); 15 Jul 2007 14:24:47 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 15 Jul 2007 14:24:47 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
CF1AD324264 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 10:49:51 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -0.075
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-0.075 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=0.962, BAYES_00=-1.312, HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, 
MSGID_FROM_MTA_HEADER=0.274]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id xBeJt8aEfgqY for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 10:49:51 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from bay0-omc2-s31.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s31.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.167]) by 
mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 048C4324263 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 
10:49:50 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.55.153.11]) by bay0-omc2-s31.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Sun, 15 Jul 2007 10:24:50 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 10:24:50 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY142-DAV154C2AA9D02D7519E8DE1B3FF0@phx.gbl>
Received: from 195.229.236.250 by BAY142-DAV1.phx.gbl with DAV; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 17:24:47 +0000
X-Originating-IP: [195.229.236.250]
X-Originating-Email: [cruzmissile53@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: cruzmissile53@hotmail.com
Message-ID: <000601c7c705$0980ac20$01fea8c0@IBM3EC086921DE>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Microsoft Office Outlook 11
X-MIMEOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.2962
Thread-Index: AcfG2S7gsph/DRJkTamFKQ5wsnvWjwAK4Zgg
In-Reply-To: <004e01c7c6d8$91f50ce0$a11d41db@home>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 15 Jul 2007 17:24:50.0447 (UTC) FILETIME=[0CA851F0:01C7C705]
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list



file:///C|/...0Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070715-[SALIGAONET]%20Fw_%20something%20to%20share-75516241.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:41 PM]

List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="===============0451564404=="
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

 

I trust the people who used the walker are alive and well? Iâ€™m getting worried about using these things.

After all, the waterbed doesnâ€™t have a great track record!

Joe

 

From: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org [mailto:saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org] On Behalf Of Yvonne Vaz Ezdani
Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:06 PM
To: saligaonet@goacom.org
Subject: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share

 

 

----- Original Message -----

From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani

To: saligaonet@goacom.org

Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:36 PM

Subject: something to share

 

M & M wrote

 

By the way, we have a *water mattress* to lend, only to patients
who are *completely* bed ridden and have bed sores.  It was used
for Mario's dad for two days before he passed away and later for
Celia Ribeiro's (and Alito Siqueira's) father (Savio Ribeiro's
father-in-law) at Grande Morod till he passed away recently.
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We will not only guide people on how to use and look after the
water mattress, but train them on how to treat bed sores too.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

My father's walker has been used by 3 other people after he passed away. now its been returned to me. if anyone needs 
to use a walker just send me an email or give me a call.

 

Yvonne

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet

Part 1.2
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Subject: Artlibori
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2007 21:48:04 +0530
To: verma2@vsnl.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113caac1e28a5871
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with HTTP; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 09:18:04 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0707150918g287bd915r5583364adaf58d6c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_2597_12116709.1184516284238"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Artlibori files
Rejoinder R 2.doc
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Subject: From: "Sanjay Prakash" <spaark@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2007 20:10:20 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113ca52a69afb1c0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs23489wag; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 07:40:20 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.14.1 with SMTP id 1mr3349152wan.1184510420897; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 07:40:20 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.108.4 with HTTP; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 07:40:20 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <fb1d0ca70707150740u5a3b4825ra66f12b7049fe139@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_50630_17882117.1184510420600"

YO old boy! 
 



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070715-no_subject-75286158.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:42 PM]

Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2007 21:47:02 +0530
To: "Sanjay Prakash" <spaark@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113caab2d8830b6d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with HTTP; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 09:17:02 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0707150917y531480c1yf3c8a1be1c432969@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <fb1d0ca70707150740u5a3b4825ra66f12b7049fe139@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2586_6728022.1184516222392"
References: <fb1d0ca70707150740u5a3b4825ra66f12b7049fe139@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi see you in delhi.

On 7/15/07, Sanjay Prakash <spaark@gmail.com> wrote:

    YO old boy! 
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2007 21:49:42 +0530
To: verma2@vsnl.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113caad9df125e98
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with HTTP; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 09:19:42 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0707150919h257b5e2agf6982b4356836700@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_2605_2379786.1184516382037"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Artlibori files
Additional Affidavit R1
        

Additional Affidavit R2.doc
        

Additional Afidavit R 3.doc
        



file:///C|/...0Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070716-[SALIGAONET]%20Fw_%20something%20to%20share-75532631.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:42 PM]

Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani <raynon@vsnl.net>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 12:35:20 +0530
To: dilip <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com>, saligaonet@goacom.org
CC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113cdd951783ad70
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs64428wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 00:06:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.116.1 with SMTP id o1mr7327945wxc.1184569577804; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 00:06:17 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i10si19695361wxd.2007.07.16.00.06.17; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 00:06:17 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 16875 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 04:06:03 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 04:06:03 -
0400
Return-Path: <raynon@vsnl.net>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 16680 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 04:06:00 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 04:06:00 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
36A16324234 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 00:31:08 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: 0.142
X-Spam-Status: No, score=0.142 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=0.863, BAYES_00=-1.312, HTML_70_80=0.144, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, MAILTO_TO_SPAM_ADDR=0.446]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id lsTkswBb5lge for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 00:31:07 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from fe2.vsnl.net (fe2.vsnl.net [203.200.235.172]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
CFA8A324227 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 00:31:06 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from fe2.internal.vsnl.net ([172.16.28.189]) by fe2.internal.vsnl.net (vsnl mail server fe2) with ESMTP id 
<0JL9003FKFQ265B0@fe2.internal.vsnl.net> for saligaonet@goacom.org; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 12:36:03 +0530 (IST)
Received: from home ([219.65.29.226]) by fe2.internal.vsnl.net (vsnl mail server fe2) with ESMTPA id 
<0JL900I3EFPZ4ND0@fe2.internal.vsnl.net> forsaligaonet@goacom.org; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 12:36:02 +0530 (IST)
Message-ID: <002f01c7c777$ad2ea760$e21d41db@home>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-MIMEOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.3028
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2900.3028
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-priority: Normal
X-imss-version: 2.047
X-imss-result: Passed
X-imss-scanInfo: M:T L:E SM:1
X-imss-tmaseResult: TT:1 TS:-22.4884 TC:1F TRN:95 TV:3.6.1039(15296.003)
X-imss-scores: Clean:100.00000 C:0 M:0 S:0 R:0
X-imss-settings: Baseline:1 C:3 M:3 S:3 R:3 (0.0000 0.0000)
References: <BAY142-DAV154C2AA9D02D7519E8DE1B3FF0@phx.gbl>
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5



file:///C|/...0Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070716-[SALIGAONET]%20Fw_%20something%20to%20share-75532631.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:42 PM]

Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="===============2137860997=="
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

just to set your mind at rest, 2 of the 'walker users"are alive and well after their hip operations.
yvonne

    ----- Original Message -----
    From: dilip
    To: saligaonet@goacom.org
    Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 10:54 PM
    Subject: RE: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share

     

    I trust the people who used the walker are alive and well? Iâ€™m getting worried about using these things.

    After all, the waterbed doesnâ€™t have a great track record!

    Joe

     

    From: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org [mailto:saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org] On Behalf Of Yvonne Vaz 
Ezdani
    Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:06 PM
    To: saligaonet@goacom.org
    Subject: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share

     

     

    ----- Original Message -----

    From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani

    To: saligaonet@goacom.org

    Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:36 PM

    Subject: something to share
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    M & M wrote

     

    By the way, we have a *water mattress* to lend, only to patients
    who are *completely* bed ridden and have bed sores.  It was used
    for Mario's dad for two days before he passed away and later for
    Celia Ribeiro's (and Alito Siqueira's) father (Savio Ribeiro's
    father-in-law) at Grande Morod till he passed away recently.

    We will not only guide people on how to use and look after the
    water mattress, but train them on how to treat bed sores too.
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     

    My father's walker has been used by 3 other people after he passed away. now its been returned to me. if anyone 
needs to use a walker just send me an email or give me a call.

     

    Yvonne

    _______________________________________________
    Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
    Saligaonet mailing list
    Saligaonet@goacom.org
    http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet

Part 1.2
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Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
From: "ANNETTE D'SOUZA" <luwannette@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:48:18 +0000
To: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113ce6def2d95074
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs73592wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 02:48:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.25.12 with SMTP id 12mr7555313wxy.1184579317571; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 02:48:37 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h34si26920393wxd.2007.07.16.02.48.37; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 02:48:37 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 10120 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 06:48:19 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 06:48:19 -
0400
Return-Path: <luwannette@hotmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 9934 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 06:48:15 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 06:48:15 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
573F8324222 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:13:24 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -0.576
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-0.576 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=0.016, BAYES_00=-1.312, 
MAILTO_TO_SPAM_ADDR=0.446, MSGID_FROM_MTA_HEADER=0.274]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id Szc448GC9VvM for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:13:24 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from bay0-omc1-s16.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc1-s16.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.88]) by 
mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id E445E3241F9 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 
03:13:23 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.54.168.24]) by bay0-omc1-s16.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Mon, 16 Jul 2007 02:48:20 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 02:48:20 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY113-F14DAF4AA79C7CF95735578C0F80@phx.gbl>
Received: from 65.54.168.200 by by113fd.bay113.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:48:18 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [193.188.105.230]
X-Originating-Email: [luwannette@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: luwannette@hotmail.com
In-Reply-To: <002f01c7c777$ad2ea760$e21d41db@home>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Jul 2007 09:48:20.0765 (UTC) FILETIME=[718C44D0:01C7C78E]
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
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subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

Ha! Ha!

I like this sort of humour.

> From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani <raynon@vsnl.net>
> To: dilip <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com>, saligaonet@goacom.org

> just to set your mind at rest, 2 of the 'walker users"are alive and well after their hip operations.
> yvonne

Yeh right Yvonne!  I'm glad you set Dilip's mind at rest.  Hey hey! The walker is used to help people walk & they are 
definitely on the mend.  It is just a help & prop.

>   From: dilip
>   To: saligaonet@goacom.org

>   I trust the people who used the walker are alive and well? I'm getting worried about using these things.

Dont get worried Dilip!  I'm sure you wont need to use "these things" - I might need them as I'm limping today, usual 
pain in back & leg.   & for the last 4 years I see a Bahraini guy over here walking along our roads with the walker - 
alive & well!

>   After all, the waterbed doesn't have a great track record!

Yeh, I agree it doesnt! but that is because it is a fact that......  Usually people need the waterbed when they are on their 
last legs - oops! sorry! I mean they are very sick & bedridden & the only way to give them their rest, some degree of 
comfort & try & prevent the bedsores is the "waterbed"!

Oh, what's this news I heard about some T.V. warning - check if the caller on your cell phone is a regular caller ... to 
avoid having your eardrums blasted & your brains bleeding leading to death.  (28 deaths? where?) Must be some scam 
I guess after the one like the lottery & prize winning mails on yahoo. I havent watched T.V. as our cable channels 
seem to have disappeared from our screen since 8 p.m. yesterday.

Hope you all had a good weekend!

Ciao
Annette

_________________________________________________________________
Express yourself instantly with MSN Messenger! Download today it's FREE! http://messenger.msn.click-
url.com/go/onm00200471ave/direct/01/

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
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Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
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Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
From: "Frederick Noronha [à¥žà¤°à¥‡à¤¦à¤°à¤¿à¤• à¤¨à¥‹à¤°à¥‹à¤¨à¤¯à¤¾]" <fred@bytesforall.org>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 15:41:49 +0530
To: dilip <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com>, saligaonet@goacom.org
CC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113ce838bf67bacc
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs75369wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:12:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.73.12 with SMTP id v12mr7641057wxa.1184580734213; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:12:14 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h9si15452893wxd.2007.07.16.03.12.13; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:12:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
DomainKey-Status: bad (test mode)
Received: (qmail 14392 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 07:11:47 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 07:11:47 -
0400
Return-Path: <fredericknoronha@gmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 14201 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 07:11:45 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 07:11:45 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
4336E32423C for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:36:54 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -1.219
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-1.219 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=-0.353, BAYES_00=-1.312, 
MAILTO_TO_SPAM_ADDR=0.446]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id 2z23bn3GRCjQ for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:36:53 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from wr-out-0506.google.com (wr-out-0506.google.com [64.233.184.224]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com 
(Postfix) with ESMTP id D2EBE324228 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:36:53 -0400 (EDT)
Received: by wr-out-0506.google.com with SMTP id 60so469207wri for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 
2007 03:11:50 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=gmail.com; s=beta; h=domainkey-
signature:received:received:message-id:date:from:sender:to:subject:in-reply-to:mime-version:content-type:content-
transfer-encoding:content-disposition:references:x-google-sender-auth; 
b=L8UWxADSkupWDJAmU2ZSBy/BVF9OmaIO4E02CfaSD2vIUxoqXQpgHx8rvC7JSGZjEPnMmZYFWuQ0bQDn
ppHaMc/Ii+hE5JtyXmvNEC3roFJq9Jh9w3EURClS47kOUKpOzh/h9/ynDZ1EXkCauX7X2x9ro5vuU2gr5nOwFE0brt
U=
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=gmail.com; s=beta; h=received:message-
id:date:from:sender:to:subject:in-reply-to:mime-version:content-type:content-transfer-encoding:content-
disposition:references:x-google-sender-auth; 
b=JW4+oQEUZVVbB/roJauRrz03nB4MJmmgHHDOA0NfglF6TXWI/3MJy8v/oBQjdgNNYItsQYFn/fgqNRTPbueoC
SAPiDDC7kO7tZ7+C8wMauwTL1cH04B6Gbea4JvaX4w6EeZB9lbyzZt1BsDbAXd1b77e4RDWmZQI2g8sIPWYdjM
=
Received: by 10.142.14.20 with SMTP id 20mr308525wfn.1184580710151; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:11:50 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.106.4 with HTTP; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:11:49 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <8ea78e010707160311m503d2f26n300aab319e1219e4@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY142-DAV154C2AA9D02D7519E8DE1B3FF0@phx.gbl>
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline
References: <004e01c7c6d8$91f50ce0$a11d41db@home> <BAY142-
DAV154C2AA9D02D7519E8DE1B3FF0@phx.gbl>
X-Google-Sender-Auth: 8ac5e0789f590ebf
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

Hey Joe, So what is *your* contribution besides your sense of humour
:-) No offence. FN

On 15/07/07, dilip <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I trust the people who used the walker are alive and well? I'm getting
> worried about using these things.
>
> After all, the waterbed doesn't have a great track record!
>
> Joe
>
>
>
>  ________________________________
>
>
> From: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org [mailto:saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org]
> On Behalf Of Yvonne Vaz Ezdani
>  Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:06 PM
>  To: saligaonet@goacom.org
>  Subject: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
> ----- Original Message -----
>
>
> From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani
>
>
> To: saligaonet@goacom.org
>
>
> Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:36 PM
>
>
> Subject: something to share
>
>
>
>
>
> M & M wrote
>
>
>
>
>
> By the way, we have a *water mattress* to lend, only to patients
>  who are *completely* bed ridden and have bed sores.  It was used
>  for Mario's dad for two days before he passed away and later for
>  Celia Ribeiro's (and Alito Siqueira's) father (Savio Ribeiro's
>  father-in-law) at Grande Morod till he passed away recently.
>
>  We will not only guide people on how to use and look after the
>  water mattress, but train them on how to treat bed sores too.
> -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
>
>
>
>
>
> My father's walker has been used by 3 other people after he passed away. now
> its been returned to me. if anyone needs to use a walker just send me an
> email or give me a call.
>
>
>
>
>
> Yvonne
> _______________________________________________
> Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
> Saligaonet mailing list
> Saligaonet@goacom.org
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> http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
>
>

-- 
Frederick Noronha  Journalist http://fn.goa-india.org
E: fred@bytesforall.org or fredericknoronha@gmail.com
P: +91-832-2409490 M: +91-9970157402
Yahoo: fredericknoronha Skype: fredericknoronha GTalk: fredericknoronha
784, Sonarbhat, Near Lourdes Convent, Saligao 403511 Goa India
_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
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Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
From: deepaloy@vsnl.com
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 14:55:57 +0500
To: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani <raynon@vsnl.net>
CC: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113ce8a4ff0ebfa2
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs75829wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:19:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.14.20 with SMTP id 20mr7576813wxn.1184581177321; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:19:37 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i20si33145430wxd.2007.07.16.03.19.36; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:19:37 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 17190 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 07:19:18 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 07:19:18 -
0400
Return-Path: <deepaloy@vsnl.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 16973 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 07:19:16 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 07:19:16 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
4AABE324236 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:24:18 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -1.339
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-1.339 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=-0.473, BAYES_00=-1.312, 
MAILTO_TO_SPAM_ADDR=0.446]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id uf3tnYfA8xnT for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:24:17 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from fe1.vsnl.net (fe1.vsnl.net [203.200.235.171]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
9B632324235 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:24:17 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from vsnl.net ([172.16.28.36]) by fe1.internal.vsnl.net (vsnl mail server fe1) with ESMTP id 
<0JL9003XUNL94440@fe1.internal.vsnl.net> for saligaonet@goacom.org; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 15:25:57 +0530 (IST)
Received: from [172.16.28.178] (Forwarded-For: [59.183.8.195]) by store1.internal.vsnl.net (mshttpd); Mon, 16 Jul 
2007 14:55:57 +0500
In-reply-to: <002f01c7c777$ad2ea760$e21d41db@home>
Message-ID: <e2b3f7c25f6d8.469b86fd@vsnl.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Sun Java(tm) System Messenger Express 6.2-6.01 (built Apr 3 2006)
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-language: en
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT
Content-disposition: inline
X-Accept-Language: en
Priority: normal
References: <BAY142-DAV154C2AA9D02D7519E8DE1B3FF0@phx.gbl> 
<002f01c7c777$ad2ea760$e21d41db@home>
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
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Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

Hi  Joe,

You superstious guy  --  if and when any of us lands in hospital are we able to check the track record of the bed 
allotted to us  --  in all likelihood previous patients have died on that bed, so will you refuse to sleep in it and get 
treated?

So if you or someone elese needs a water bed and it is available, please use it and get well on it.

Cheers

Aloysius 

----- Original Message -----
From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani <raynon@vsnl.net>
Date: Monday, July 16, 2007 12:37 pm
Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
To: dilip <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com>, saligaonet@goacom.org

> > just to set your mind at rest, 2 of the 'walker users"are alive 
> > and well after their hip operations.
> > yvonne
> >  ----- Original Message ----- 
> >  From: dilip 
> >  To: saligaonet@goacom.org 
> >  Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 10:54 PM
> >  Subject: RE: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
> > 
> > 
> >   
> > 
> >  I trust the people who used the walker are alive and well? I'm 
> > getting worried about using these things. 
> > 
> >  After all, the waterbed doesn't have a great track record!
> > 
> >  Joe
> > 
> >   
> > 
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> > 
> > -------------------------------------------------------------------
> > -----------
> > 
> >  From: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org [mailto:saligaonet-
> > bounces@goacom.org] On Behalf Of Yvonne Vaz Ezdani
> >  Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:06 PM
> >  To: saligaonet@goacom.org
> >  Subject: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
> > 
> >   
> > 
> >   
> > 
> >  ----- Original Message ----- 
> > 
> >  From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani 
> > 
> >  To: saligaonet@goacom.org 
> > 
> >  Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:36 PM
> > 
> >  Subject: something to share
> > 
> >   
> > 
> >  M & M wrote
> > 
> >   
> > 
> >  By the way, we have a *water mattress* to lend, only to patients 
> >  who are *completely* bed ridden and have bed sores.  It was used 
> >  for Mario's dad for two days before he passed away and later for 
> >  Celia Ribeiro's (and Alito Siqueira's) father (Savio Ribeiro's 
> >  father-in-law) at Grande Morod till he passed away recently.
> > 
> >  We will not only guide people on how to use and look after the 
> >  water mattress, but train them on how to treat bed sores too.
> >  -----------------------------------------------------------------
> > ------------
> > 
> >   
> > 
> >  My father's walker has been used by 3 other people after he 
> > passed away. now its been returned to me. if anyone needs to use a 
> > walker just send me an email or give me a call.
> > 
> >   
> > 
> >  Yvonne
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > -------------------------------------------------------------------
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> > -----------
> > 
> > 
> >  _______________________________________________
> >  Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
> >  Saligaonet mailing list
> >  Saligaonet@goacom.org
> >  http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
> > 
_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
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Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
From: "Frederick Noronha [à¥žà¤°à¥‡à¤¦à¤°à¤¿à¤• à¤¨à¥‹à¤°à¥‹à¤¨à¤¯à¤¾]" <fred@bytesforall.org>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 16:00:15 +0530
To: "Saligao Net" <saligaonet@goacom.org>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113ce951c0abd4ab
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs76511wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:31:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.44.18 with SMTP id r18mr7619702wxr.1184581886087; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:31:26 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i38si31449422wxd.2007.07.16.03.31.25; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:31:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
DomainKey-Status: bad (test mode)
Received: (qmail 19143 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 07:30:12 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 07:30:12 -
0400
Return-Path: <fredericknoronha@gmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 18970 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 07:30:10 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 07:30:10 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
87D5F324231 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:55:19 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -1.215
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-1.215 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=-0.349, BAYES_00=-1.312, 
MAILTO_TO_SPAM_ADDR=0.446]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id YLQK0Xnp9Cnv for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:55:19 -0400 
(EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from wr-out-0506.google.com (wr-out-0506.google.com [64.233.184.226]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com 
(Postfix) with ESMTP id 3B539324225 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:55:19 -0400 (EDT)
Received: by wr-out-0506.google.com with SMTP id 60so471859wri for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 
2007 03:30:16 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=gmail.com; s=beta; h=domainkey-
signature:received:received:message-id:date:from:sender:to:subject:in-reply-to:mime-version:content-type:content-
transfer-encoding:content-disposition:references:x-google-sender-auth; 
b=mR3T7zKMlQqSKz/OvFMBK6EDhzoQd41E2cOMSG4uVPjcVcXWN6r00iMOr4+YL0y9mm+7uWRdOLxwYpM
cov/KaeQazRtoSoNfbcmBFQyPQf12z7If7KWiaLDZICcrItEVBasVg9otNJ51bubw+T0wrCbaXhjzw2i3StSaw4luszQ=
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=gmail.com; s=beta; h=received:message-
id:date:from:sender:to:subject:in-reply-to:mime-version:content-type:content-transfer-encoding:content-
disposition:references:x-google-sender-auth; 
b=sDHVP6lfWhKdeY+PkL4QMLp13NCFezlEaajJqo5tEUJzUZR7sCjFWOM7TTyQycsdRuoUHKhjnNFHqYvpZfceb
ChiqOiudab5OgdDg/QkiQ1nAPHGXsZoeUquRbYyqdT7G3KtTT6KrGAjQTi4d7WlwqbPymdR3JoE9QViKXMp0Sw
=
Received: by 10.142.80.7 with SMTP id d7mr309751wfb.1184581815848; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:30:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.106.4 with HTTP; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 03:30:15 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <8ea78e010707160330x4c4a7713qc1b25bc90a4a4c20@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY142-DAV154C2AA9D02D7519E8DE1B3FF0@phx.gbl>
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MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline
References: <004e01c7c6d8$91f50ce0$a11d41db@home> <BAY142-
DAV154C2AA9D02D7519E8DE1B3FF0@phx.gbl>
X-Google-Sender-Auth: 0bbd46818750e712
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

Pamela has a spare babyseat too ... which fits on the backseat of a
car.  But I'm not sure if it's advisable to take it, because none of
our two babies who took it survived babyhood :-) From being cute
babies, they grew up into into naughty kids. So...

M&M also lent me a superb cycleseat, the kind of which allows you to
take below-20-kg kids on the back of your cycle very safely. FN

PS: Looks like we're going in for some flame-baits over this innocuous
thread. LOL.

On 15/07/07, dilip <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com> wrote:
>
> I trust the people who used the walker are alive and well? I'm getting
> worried about using these things.
>
> After all, the waterbed doesn't have a great track record!
>
> Joe

-- 
Frederick Noronha  Journalist http://fn.goa-india.org
E: fred@bytesforall.org or fredericknoronha@gmail.com
P: +91-832-2409490 M: +91-9970157402
Yahoo: fredericknoronha Skype: fredericknoronha GTalk: fredericknoronha
784, Sonarbhat, Near Lourdes Convent, Saligao 403511 Goa India
_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
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Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani <raynon@vsnl.net>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 16:50:33 +0530
To: Frederick Noronha [à¥žà¤°à¥‡à¤¦à¤°à¤¿à¤• à¤¨à¥‹à¤°à¥‹à¤¨à¤¯à¤¾] <fred@bytesforall.org>, 
saligaonet@goacom.org
CC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113cec88a064b891
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs79877wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:27:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.16.6 with SMTP id 6mr7701849wxp.1184585255732; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:27:35 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h38si33832146wxd.2007.07.16.04.27.35; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:27:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 30472 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 08:27:12 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 08:27:12 -
0400
Return-Path: <raynon@vsnl.net>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 30287 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 08:27:09 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 08:27:09 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
0B51B324226 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:52:19 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -0.218
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-0.218 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=0.648, BAYES_00=-1.312, 
MAILTO_TO_SPAM_ADDR=0.446]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id UkDgSXbLgLwn for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:52:18 -0400 
(EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from fe2.vsnl.net (fe2.vsnl.net [203.200.235.172]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
6ACD4324225 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:52:18 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from fe2.internal.vsnl.net ([172.16.28.189]) by fe2.internal.vsnl.net (vsnl mail server fe2) with ESMTP id 
<0JL9003XHRM35X12@fe2.internal.vsnl.net> for saligaonet@goacom.org; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 16:52:52 +0530 (IST)
Received: from home ([219.65.29.172]) by fe2.internal.vsnl.net (vsnl mail server fe2) with ESMTPA id 
<0JL9007RQRLXU880@fe2.internal.vsnl.net> forsaligaonet@goacom.org; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 16:52:51 +0530 (IST)
Message-ID: <000801c7c79b$8c94f8a0$ac1d41db@home>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-MIMEOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.3028
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2900.3028
Content-type: text/plain; format=flowed; charset=UTF-8; reply-type=response
Content-transfer-encoding: 8BIT
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-priority: Normal
X-imss-version: 2.047
X-imss-result: Passed
X-imss-scanInfo: M:T L:N SM:1
X-imss-tmaseResult: TT:1 TS:-7.1310 TC:1F TRN:40 TV:3.6.1039(15296.003)
X-imss-scores: Clean:100.00000 C:0 M:0 S:0 R:0
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X-imss-settings: Baseline:1 C:3 M:3 S:3 R:3 (0.0000 0.0000)
References: <004e01c7c6d8$91f50ce0$a11d41db@home> <"BAY142-DAV154C2AA9D02D7519 
E8DE1B3FF0"@phx.gbl> <8ea78e010707160330x4c4a7713qc1b25bc90a4a4c20@mail.gmail.com>
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

it's good that some humour is being generated on saligaonet.
laughter is the best anti-ageing medicine and it may even prevent us from needing water beds and walkers in the 
future.
but i wonder if some people will take the chance of getting rid of some of their junk by offering it on saligaonet now 
that offers are coming in fast.( no offence to the first three offers).just a humourous thought.
----- Original Message ----- From: "Frederick Noronha [à¥žà¤°à¥‡à¤¦à¤°à¤¿à¤• à¤¨à¥‹à¤°à¥‹à¤¨à¤¯à¤¾]" 
<fred@bytesforall.org>
To: "Saligao Net" <saligaonet@goacom.org>
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2007 4:00 PM
Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share

> Pamela has a spare babyseat too ... which fits on the backseat of a
> car.  But I'm not sure if it's advisable to take it, because none of
> our two babies who took it survived babyhood :-) From being cute
> babies, they grew up into into naughty kids. So...
>
> M&M also lent me a superb cycleseat, the kind of which allows you to
> take below-20-kg kids on the back of your cycle very safely. FN
>
> PS: Looks like we're going in for some flame-baits over this innocuous
> thread. LOL.
>
> On 15/07/07, dilip <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> I trust the people who used the walker are alive and well? I'm getting
>> worried about using these things.
>>
>> After all, the waterbed doesn't have a great track record!
>>
>> Joe
>
> -- 
> Frederick Noronha  Journalist http://fn.goa-india.org
> E: fred@bytesforall.org or fredericknoronha@gmail.com
> P: +91-832-2409490 M: +91-9970157402
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> Yahoo: fredericknoronha Skype: fredericknoronha GTalk: fredericknoronha
> 784, Sonarbhat, Near Lourdes Convent, Saligao 403511 Goa India
> _______________________________________________
> Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
> Saligaonet mailing list
> Saligaonet@goacom.org
> http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet 

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
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Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
From: savio fernandes <todearsavio@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 15:52:02 +0100 (BST)
To: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113cf83fe5108df0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs95841wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 07:52:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.41.6 with SMTP id o6mr7988078wxo.1184597545216; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 07:52:25 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h8si18437956wxd.2007.07.16.07.52.20; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 07:52:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
DomainKey-Status: bad (test mode)
Received: (qmail 25571 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 11:52:02 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 11:52:02 -
0400
Return-Path: <todearsavio@yahoo.co.in>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 25388 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 11:51:59 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 11:51:59 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
053BC324264 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 08:17:10 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -0.258
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-0.258 required=4.75 tests=[BAYES_00=-1.312, HTML_20_30=1.053, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id 0c-SVJKTsKt2 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 08:17:09 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from web7908.mail.in.yahoo.com (web7908.mail.in.yahoo.com [202.86.4.84]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com 
(Postfix) with SMTP id 57BCF324261 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 08:17:07 -0400 (EDT)
Received: (qmail 75198 invoked by uid 60001); 16 Jul 2007 14:52:02 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:In-Reply-To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-
Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=vrZmyI/IRZeMLvuy4gvMVWbPLxxQ2u/sRRuefKSa2mUCMto2aRDN3+RRf2PD1U+QyXit2TWVejlX+I3yBFbK
xTpWQ4buR6nCgIvJc+BLY3KFm/vvupT/HVFoNBmGTz4neAPq979w2ebNd/KY+flFwL36Ec/7NA3zcEPA6AND6
H8=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
cAg8orEVM1n.BBn8gux7vJcAKv7ejaVyz275reXI9f7Z7qGcSDZXuZcSQteY9KkvfaagZWTq9.0y45e2DM1uECJkMl
wAr8M_C9RH6yGaI_0qSTzHMhBlYIIs_Fo5STwYSBtdh_7SJWiXlW0-
Received: from [59.95.52.59] by web7908.mail.in.yahoo.com via HTTP; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 15:52:02 BST
In-Reply-To: <e2b3f7c25f6d8.469b86fd@vsnl.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <35552.74093.qm@web7908.mail.in.yahoo.com>
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
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<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="===============1259794371=="
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

After reading all this the donor might just say to himself.....,"Waterbed Idea" it was...! :-) 
 
 
(No offences.....lets continue with the good work unitedly)
 
Savi:o)
 
 

deepaloy@vsnl.com wrote:

    Hi Joe,

    You superstious guy -- if and when any of us lands in hospital are we able to check the track record of the bed 
allotted to us -- in all likelihood previous patients have died on that bed, so will you refuse to sleep in it and get 
treated?

    So if you or someone elese needs a water bed and it is available, please use it and get well on it.

    Cheers

    Aloysius

    ----- Original Message -----
    From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani
    Date: Monday, July 16, 2007 12:37 pm
    Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
    To: dilip , saligaonet@goacom.org

    > just to set your mind at rest, 2 of the 'walker users"are alive
    > and well after their hip operations.
    > yvonne
    > ----- Original Message -----
    > From: dilip
    > To: saligaonet@goacom.org
    > Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 10:54 PM
    > Subject: RE: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
    >
    >
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    >
    >
    > I trust the people who used the walker are alive and well? I'm
    > getting worried about using these things.
    >
    > After all, the waterbed doesn't have a great track record!
    >
    > Joe
    >
    >
    >
    >
    > -------------------------------------------------------------------
    > -----------
    >
    > From: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org [mailto:saligaonet-
    > bounces@goacom.org] On Behalf Of Yvonne Vaz Ezdani
    > Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:06 PM
    > To: saligaonet@goacom.org
    > Subject: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
    >
    >
    >
    >
    >
    > ----- Original Message -----
    >
    > From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani
    >
    > To: saligaonet@goacom.org
    >
    > Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:36 PM
    >
    > Subject: something to share
    >
    >
    >
    > M & M wrote
    >
    >
    >
    > By the way, we have a *water mattress* to lend, only to patients
    > who are *completely* bed ridden and have bed sores. It was used
    > for Mario's dad for two days before he passed away and later for
    > Celia Ribeiro's (and Alito Siqueira's) father (Savio Ribeiro's
    > father-in-law) at Grande Morod till he passed away recently.
    >
    > We will not only guide people on how to use and look after the
    > water mattress, but train them on how to treat bed sores too.
    > -----------------------------------------------------------------
    > ------------
    >
    >
    >
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    > My father's walker has been used by 3 other people after he
    > passed away. now its been returned to me. if anyone needs to use a
    > walker just send me an email or give me a call.
    >
    >
    >
    > Yvonne
    >
    >
    >
    > -------------------------------------------------------------------
    > -----------
    >
    >
    > _______________________________________________
    > Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
    > Saligaonet mailing list
    > Saligaonet@goacom.org
    > http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
    >
    _______________________________________________
    Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
    Saligaonet mailing list
    Saligaonet@goacom.org
    http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet

Hereâ€™s a new way to find what you're looking for - Yahoo! Answers

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet

Part 1.2
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Subject: RE: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
From: dilip dacruz <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 19:36:36 +0400
To: <saligaonet@goacom.org>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113cfacc7f3cb1ad
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs100551wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 08:36:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.41.6 with SMTP id o6mr8047370wxo.1184600213169; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 08:36:53 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i10si20056129wxd.2007.07.16.08.36.52; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 08:36:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 30221 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 12:36:32 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 12:36:32 -
0400
Return-Path: <cruzmissile53@hotmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 30040 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 12:36:30 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 12:36:30 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
1CBB532425A for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:01:41 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -0.125
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-0.125 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=0.277, BAYES_00=-1.312, HTML_30_40=0.463, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, MAILTO_TO_SPAM_ADDR=0.446]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id NuZRm9o764Kp for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:01:40 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from bay0-omc1-s38.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc1-s38.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.110]) by 
mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 654D5324258 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 
09:01:40 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from BAY142-W2 ([65.55.153.37]) by bay0-omc1-s38.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Mon, 16 Jul 2007 08:36:36 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY142-W264CF4AF1A3BEFC9D46E9B3F80@phx.gbl>
X-Originating-IP: [195.229.236.250]
Importance: Normal
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Jul 2007 15:36:36.0069 (UTC) FILETIME=[181EA150:01C7C7BF]
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
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subject=subscribe>
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="===============0713197501=="
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

love the waterbed one, Savio!
Shouldn't we be donating the matress to the panchayat?

cruzmissile53@hotmail.com

    Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 15:52:02 +0100
    From: todearsavio@yahoo.co.in
    Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
    To: saligaonet@goacom.org

    After reading all this the donor might just say to himself.....,"Waterbed Idea" it was...! :-) 
     
     
    (No offences.....lets continue with the good work unitedly)
     
    Savi:o)
     
     

    deepaloy@vsnl.com wrote:

        Hi Joe,

        You superstious guy -- if and when any of us lands in hospital are we able to check the track record of the bed 
allotted to us -- in all likelihood previous patients have died on that bed, so will you refuse to sleep in it and get 
treated?

        So if you or someone elese needs a water bed and it is available, please use it and get well on it.

        Cheers

        Aloysius

        ----- Original Message -----
        From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani
        Date: Monday, July 16, 2007 12:37 pm
        Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
        To: dilip , saligaonet@goacom.org

        > just to set your mind at rest, 2 of the 'walker users"are alive
        > and well after their hip operations.
        > yvonne
        > ----- Original Message -----
        > From: dilip
        > To: saligaonet@goacom.org
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        > Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 10:54 PM
        > Subject: RE: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
        >
        >
        >
        >
        > I trust the people who used the walker are alive and well? I'm
        > getting worried about using these things.
        >
        > After all, the waterbed doesn't have a great track record!
        >
        > Joe
        >
        >
        >
        >
        > -------------------------------------------------------------------
        > -----------
        >
        > From: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org [mailto:saligaonet-
        > bounces@goacom.org] On Behalf Of Yvonne Vaz Ezdani
        > Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:06 PM
        > To: saligaonet@goacom.org
        > Subject: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
        >
        >
        >
        >
        >
        > ----- Original Message -----
        >
        > From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani
        >
        > To: saligaonet@goacom.org
        >
        > Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007 4:36 PM
        >
        > Subject: something to share
        >
        >
        >
        > M & M wrote
        >
        >
        >
        > By the way, we have a *water mattress* to lend, only to patients
        > who are *completely* bed ridden and have bed sores. It was used
        > for Mario's dad for two days before he passed away and later for
        > Celia Ribeiro's (and Alito Siqueira's) father (Savio Ribeiro's
        > father-in-law) at Grande Morod till he passed away recently.
        >
        > We will not only guide people on how to use and look after the
        > water mattress, but train them on how to treat bed sores too.
        > -----------------------------------------------------------------
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        > ------------
        >
        >
        >
        > My father's walker has been used by 3 other people after he
        > passed away. now its been returned to me. if anyone needs to use a
        > walker just send me an email or give me a call.
        >
        >
        >
        > Yvonne
        >
        >
        >
        > ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------
        > -----------
        >
        >
        > _______________________________________________
        > Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
        > Saligaonet mailing list
        > Saligaonet@goacom.org
        > http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
        >
        _______________________________________________
        Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
        Saligaonet mailing list
        Saligaonet@goacom.org
        http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet

    Hereâ€™s a new way to find what you're looking for - Yahoo! Answers 

Live Earth is coming.  Learn more about the hottest summer event - only on MSN. Check it out!

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet

Part 1.2
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Subject: Re: [SALIGAONET] Fw: something to share
From: "Frederick Noronha [à¥žà¤°à¥‡à¤¦à¤°à¤¿à¤• à¤¨à¥‹à¤°à¥‹à¤¨à¤¯à¤¾]" <fred@bytesforall.org>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 21:46:14 +0530
To: "savio fernandes" <todearsavio@yahoo.co.in>
CC: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113cfd148273dc4f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs103404wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:16:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.90.63.16 with SMTP id l16mr3331989aga.1184602606137; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:16:46 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i40si30256181wxd.2007.07.16.09.16.45; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:16:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
DomainKey-Status: bad (test mode)
Received: (qmail 1853 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 13:16:17 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 13:16:17 -
0400
Return-Path: <fredericknoronha@gmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 1670 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 13:16:15 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 13:16:15 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
7E3C8324260 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:41:25 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -1.435
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-1.435 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=-0.123, BAYES_00=-1.312]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id PAMpjHU9Y04S for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:41:24 -0400 
(EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from nz-out-0506.google.com (nz-out-0506.google.com [64.233.162.229]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com 
(Postfix) with ESMTP id D8DEF324248 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:41:18 -0400 (EDT)
Received: by nz-out-0506.google.com with SMTP id l1so793189nzf for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 
09:16:14 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=gmail.com; s=beta; h=domainkey-
signature:received:received:message-id:date:from:sender:to:subject:cc:in-reply-to:mime-version:content-type:content-
transfer-encoding:content-disposition:references:x-google-sender-auth; 
b=HGsPWDExgU6pIXqOGt58G4XZioRrJu4k071aIjoYONSd45f4mq1p/rKk8kc+ZWVp6a8YwhS/EGAl4zdgFDUPpw
8q4miRo699soJnosSiX9QLrxOONuAnHAeADDkknXz2sEvMjJWMip2i1K/g86V4kaCoKBT6Zyu8nO2rdTaC9Lg=
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=gmail.com; s=beta; h=received:message-
id:date:from:sender:to:subject:cc:in-reply-to:mime-version:content-type:content-transfer-encoding:content-
disposition:references:x-google-sender-auth; 
b=KfHuKCbHjwN1IsRJFPaP/TjwxhZg5eoNz0yJpWNpyWUhiyxHSfP3tugkqvWeQ/vnwoPkURc60fzOXUClTU9Jl4C
4tfKZyOP6P2pUJ4lJzshTUvRFU/+sccsPgAToQT3oZZ4d9xBA84Ijosb9gYKTe1e7CKgpuTm43k1dSwBk10Q=
Received: by 10.143.33.19 with SMTP id l19mr328161wfj.1184602574070; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:16:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.106.4 with HTTP; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 09:16:14 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <8ea78e010707160916y6b7f1aadjc04c209f0869875c@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <35552.74093.qm@web7908.mail.in.yahoo.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0



file:///C|/...0Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070716-[SALIGAONET]%20Fw_%20something%20to%20share-75627098.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:44 PM]

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline
References: <e2b3f7c25f6d8.469b86fd@vsnl.com> <35552.74093.qm@web7908.mail.in.yahoo.com>
X-Google-Sender-Auth: 2a7a53c969b1a173
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

That was very punny, Savio. After all, Saligao may be suffering from
affluenza :-) Then we wonder why we have mountains of garbage (or why
others are dumping on our village hill). No offence meant. The kids in
school learn some "wealth from waste" ideas. But it's more difficult
to practise this in real life, I guess. FN

On 16/07/07, savio fernandes <todearsavio@yahoo.co.in> wrote:
> After reading all this the donor might just say to himself.....,"Waterbed
> Idea" it was...! :-)
> (No offences.....lets continue with the good work unitedly)
-- 
Frederick Noronha  Journalist http://fn.goa-india.org
E: fred@bytesforall.org or fredericknoronha@gmail.com
P: +91-832-2409490 M: +91-9970157402
Yahoo: fredericknoronha Skype: fredericknoronha GTalk: fredericknoronha
784, Sonarbhat, Near Lourdes Convent, Saligao 403511 Goa India
_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet



file:///C|/...20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070716-[SALIGAONET]%20Options%20for%20the%20kids...-75548869.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:44 PM]

Subject: [SALIGAONET] Options for the kids...
From: "Frederick Noronha [à¥žà¤°à¥‡à¤¦à¤°à¤¿à¤• à¤¨à¥‹à¤°à¥‹à¤¨à¤¯à¤¾]" <fred@bytesforall.org>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 14:25:21 +0530
To: "Saligao Net" <saligaonet@goacom.org>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113ce3d703aa777d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs70516wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 01:55:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.87.9 with SMTP id k9mr7491534wxb.1184576140359; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 01:55:40 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h36si33541251wxd.2007.07.16.01.55.39; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 01:55:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
DomainKey-Status: bad (test mode)
Received: (qmail 2222 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 05:55:20 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 05:55:20 -
0400
Return-Path: <fredericknoronha@gmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 2038 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 05:55:17 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 05:55:17 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
2961632423D for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 02:20:26 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -1.562
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-1.562 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=-0.250, BAYES_00=-1.312]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id Q5dhuKw-6uzs for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 02:20:25 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from an-out-0708.google.com (an-out-0708.google.com [209.85.132.249]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com 
(Postfix) with ESMTP id 8FB4432423C for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 02:20:25 -0400 (EDT)
Received: by an-out-0708.google.com with SMTP id b6so215713ana for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 
2007 01:55:22 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=gmail.com; s=beta; h=domainkey-
signature:received:received:message-id:date:from:sender:to:subject:mime-version:content-type:content-transfer-
encoding:content-disposition:x-google-sender-auth; 
b=H95GY+C72plmkTgmObFyH/WkjFBYbBEaVb3DA3DIJrLoEpRd0OUF1W6VYHn7zXmZFnZ9mGqk9nR5qB/2D
X7LEQ0NX8APj6kZlu4duWUm7gWPIDBLBmt6ply5ljZjT6TOC3I0EDI9WRQ2xwhDGBGX48jtcLhclivbv/Lzc4liRb
A=
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=gmail.com; s=beta; h=received:message-
id:date:from:sender:to:subject:mime-version:content-type:content-transfer-encoding:content-disposition:x-google-
sender-auth; 
b=om5OUL7RmVzKT0jXb14pHdNQFWakX++4Yc24fLa/Bg39Kuv0Ji1960HHhAocipsQt3Vnl+INF/iYOeFTnGYyFy
TzgCAUo6y5NvmnNxeP5O7qb5JGUu3ikrodw8M59jS516/XuW47nP0L0elwnluan0kyYSnjSyjVkP6jdYpldAY=
Received: by 10.142.215.5 with SMTP id n5mr308025wfg.1184576121868; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 01:55:21 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.106.4 with HTTP; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 01:55:21 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <8ea78e010707160155v4364ae6ftea9aedd57de8f0ce@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



file:///C|/...20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070716-[SALIGAONET]%20Options%20for%20the%20kids...-75548869.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:44 PM]

Content-Disposition: inline
X-Google-Sender-Auth: 74513298e89ca0af
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

> From the MOTHER'S CALL (Saligao Parish Bulletin), a couple of ads:

Admissions open for Nursery and KG. Let your child have much more than
ABC!!! Little Angels. Just for kids. Activity centre. Play School.
Water Fun Nursery. Call 227 8063. Mrs Anita Mascarenhas, Donvaddo,
Saligao, Bardez, Goa.

* * *

I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand. This
is our motto at TINY STEPS, a pre-school with a difference. We strive
to provide an atmosphere for the wholesome development of your child.
Admissions open.

Eligibility: six months (infants). Two and half years to three and
half years (nursery). Three and half years to four and half years
(LKG). Four and half years to five and half years (UKG). Contact
Lorraine D'Costa, Abreo Vaddo. 9850 763507.

* * *

For those who grew up in the village (and share my time-frame of
reference), Anita is Brian Mascarenhas' wife, and Lorraine is sister
of Lillian (I forget their third sister's name) and daughter of the
late Henry (everyone knew him as "Cooper"). Her mum Virginia is also a
popular teacher at Lourdes Convent.

-- 
Frederick Noronha  Journalist http://fn.goa-india.org
E: fred@bytesforall.org or fredericknoronha@gmail.com
P: +91-832-2409490 M: +91-9970157402
Yahoo: fredericknoronha Skype: fredericknoronha GTalk: fredericknoronha
784, Sonarbhat, Near Lourdes Convent, Saligao 403511 Goa India
_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
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http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet



file:///C|/...Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070716-[SALIGAONET]%20S%20omething%20to%20remember-75633120.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:45 PM]

Subject: [SALIGAONET] S omething to remember
From: "Albert Desouza" <alizadesouza@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 17:02:34 +0000
To: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113cffb8b23a2e07
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs107396wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 10:02:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.69.2 with SMTP id r2mr8135911wxa.1184605375430; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 10:02:55 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i13si19770489wxd.2007.07.16.10.02.55; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 10:02:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 8052 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 14:02:35 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 14:02:35 -
0400
Return-Path: <alizadesouza@hotmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 7868 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 14:02:33 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 14:02:33 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
0F94C324258 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 10:27:44 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -1.209
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-1.209 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=-0.171, BAYES_00=-1.312, 
MSGID_FROM_MTA_HEADER=0.274]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id wE3NhTKeSFL5 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 10:27:43 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from bay0-omc3-s3.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc3-s3.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.203]) by 
mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 54007324257 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 
10:27:42 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from hotmail.com ([64.4.48.103]) by bay0-omc3-s3.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Mon, 16 Jul 2007 10:02:37 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 10:02:37 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY137-F23E21CB20BF8B080092F54C3F80@phx.gbl>
Received: from 64.4.48.123 by by137fd.bay137.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 17:02:34 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [59.95.35.31]
X-Originating-Email: [alizadesouza@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: alizadesouza@hotmail.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Jul 2007 17:02:37.0560 (UTC) FILETIME=[1C9BA780:01C7C7CB]
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=unsubscribe>



file:///C|/...Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20070716-[SALIGAONET]%20S%20omething%20to%20remember-75633120.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:45 PM]

List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

Three school boys were discussing how powerful each of their  dads were.The first one said The first one said that his 
dad was a very good shooter.As he would shoot he would run and reach the spot and catch the bullet in his hand.The 
second one said "Oh  that is nothing.My father  shoots an arrow in the sky and  jumps up to catch it.The  third one  
scratched his head and said "My  father is a government servant and leaves his office at 5pm but reaches home at 3pm
A lbert

_________________________________________________________________
Spice up your IM conversations. New, colorful and animated emoticons. Get chatting! 
http://server1.msn.co.in/SP05/emoticons/

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet



file:///C|/...20varma%20email/20070716-[SALIGAONET]%20something%20%20to%20share_%20-%20sense%20of%20humo-75595623.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:45 PM]

Subject: [SALIGAONET] something to share? - sense of humour
From: "ANNETTE D'SOUZA" <luwannette@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 12:26:58 +0000
To: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113ceff379bd435d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs83634wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 05:27:19 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.6.8 with SMTP id 8mr7804860wxf.1184588838674; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 05:27:18 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i18si19695098wxd.2007.07.16.05.27.18; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 05:27:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 8689 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 09:26:57 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 09:26:57 -
0400
Return-Path: <luwannette@hotmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 8502 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 09:26:55 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 09:26:55 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
7EBD532424B for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 05:52:04 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -0.796
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-0.796 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=0.242, BAYES_00=-1.312, 
MSGID_FROM_MTA_HEADER=0.274]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id 4S331zLsoG+N for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 05:52:04 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from bay0-omc2-s27.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s27.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.163]) by 
mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id D98D932424A for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 
05:52:03 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.54.168.21]) by bay0-omc2-s27.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Mon, 16 Jul 2007 05:27:00 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 05:27:00 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY113-F11FED3AC8F26EC801A8FDFC0F80@phx.gbl>
Received: from 65.54.168.200 by by113fd.bay113.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 12:26:58 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [193.188.105.230]
X-Originating-Email: [luwannette@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: luwannette@hotmail.com
In-Reply-To: <8ea78e010707160311m503d2f26n300aab319e1219e4@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Jul 2007 12:27:00.0363 (UTC) FILETIME=[9BABA5B0:01C7C7A4]
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?



file:///C|/...20varma%20email/20070716-[SALIGAONET]%20something%20%20to%20share_%20-%20sense%20of%20humo-75595623.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:45 PM]

subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

> From: "Frederick Noronha [Ã Â¥Å¾Ã Â¤Â°Ã Â¥â€¡Ã Â¤Â¦Ã Â¤Â°Ã Â¤Â¿Ã Â¤â€¢ Ã Â¤Â¨Ã Â¥â€¹Ã Â¤Â
°Ã Â¥â€¹Ã Â¤Â¨Ã Â¤Â¯Ã Â¤Â¾]"

> Hey Joe, So what is *your* contribution besides your sense of humour
> :-) No offence. FN

Hey come on Rico & Aloysius - give Joe a break!  at least he afforded us some humour & the sense of humour is 
being shared.  Remember once upon a time there was not a single posting on this net for quite a while - so.......

Rico, how come you didnt ask me the question?  You probably got my reply about "offerings" eh? Unlike some of 
you, we dont have "junk"  (no offence....hey hey! gotcha!) to pass on, we got rid of (gave away) the prams, tricycles, 
car seats a long long time ago.  What are you still doing with the items? They have sentimental value eh? Actually I 
donated to the Home in Bangalore a "only 2 months used" heavy duty pram for handicapped (could take weight of 
upto 30kg) just last year after having it occupying space in the attic  for last 8 years.    The reason being that the Indian 
Govt. wanted to charge duty on it because it was bought here & was even charging duty on the wheelchair bought in 
Bombay 8 years ago because there was no receipt even though my son was using it.  Of course I talked my way out of 
those 2 situations & all concerned got a mouthful & a earful, ( Yeh, Yeh! I write , same way I talk)  but I dont have 
much respect for those authorities - my faith in human nature was very much shaken.  I mean abroad, different 
organisations, authorities and the airlines give discounts to handicapped & do their best to help in all ways..... 
irespective of nationality.

Any news about the "famous" underground cables?

Almost time to call it a day & get home

Ta ta
Annette

_________________________________________________________________
Express yourself instantly with MSN Messenger! Download today it's FREE! http://messenger.msn.click-
url.com/go/onm00200471ave/direct/01/

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
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Subject: [SALIGAONET] What quickies! hey hey! - contd something to share - humour included
From: "ANNETTE D'SOUZA" <luwannette@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 11:58:41 +0000
To: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113cee581a011c48
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs81944wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:59:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.111.2 with SMTP id j2mr7715911wxc.1184587153894; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:59:13 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org>
Received: from host.goacominsys.com ([207.150.188.62]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h36si33760085wxd.2007.07.16.04.59.13; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:59:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 207.150.188.62 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org)
Received: (qmail 3394 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 08:58:43 -0400
Received: from localhost (HELO host.goacominsys.com) (127.0.0.1) by localhost with SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 08:58:43 -
0400
Return-Path: <luwannette@hotmail.com>
Delivered-To: 180-saligaonet@goacom.org
Received: (qmail 3203 invoked from network); 16 Jul 2007 08:58:41 -0400
Received: from orion.theholdingarea.net (HELO mailscan.intelgrate.com) (72.36.219.98) by unknown.sagonet.net with 
SMTP; 16 Jul 2007 08:58:41 -0400
Received: from localhost (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
53A7E324232 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 05:23:50 -0400 (EDT)
X-Spam-Score: -0.47
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-0.47 required=4.75 tests=[AWL=-0.091, BAYES_00=-1.312, 
MANY_EXCLAMATIONS=0.659, MSGID_FROM_MTA_HEADER=0.274]
Received: from mailscan.intelgrate.com ([127.0.0.1]) by localhost (mailscan.intelgrate.com [127.0.0.1]) (amavisd-new, 
port 10024) with ESMTP id LHJ9RV8znow7 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 05:23:50 -0400 (EDT)
X-Greylist: domain auto-whitelisted by SQLgrey-1.6.7
Received: from bay0-omc3-s24.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc3-s24.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.224]) by 
mailscan.intelgrate.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 03DB6324231 for <saligaonet@goacom.org>; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 
05:23:49 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.54.168.26]) by bay0-omc3-s24.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:58:46 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:58:46 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY113-F1692CB26BFB4884AFA5DB5C0F80@phx.gbl>
Received: from 65.54.168.200 by by113fd.bay113.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 11:58:41 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [193.188.105.230]
X-Originating-Email: [luwannette@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: luwannette@hotmail.com
In-Reply-To: <000801c7c79b$8c94f8a0$ac1d41db@home>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Jul 2007 11:58:46.0180 (UTC) FILETIME=[A9DBD640:01C7C7A0]
X-BeenThere: saligaonet@goacom.org
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.5
Precedence: list
List-Id: "Mailing list for Saligao, the village in Bardez, Goa \(India\). Communicating to build a better village." 
<saligaonet.goacom.org>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
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subject=unsubscribe>
List-Archive: <http://lists.goacom.org/pipermail/saligaonet>
List-Post: <mailto:saligaonet@goacom.org>
List-Help: <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?subject=help>
List-Subscribe: <http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet>, <mailto:saligaonet-request@goacom.org?
subject=subscribe>
Sender: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org
Errors-To: saligaonet-bounces@goacom.org

Well well well!  We are getting a taste of, & for, our own jokes eh?  Not bad!

> From: Yvonne Vaz Ezdani <raynon@vsnl.net>

> laughter is the best anti-ageing medicine and it may even prevent us from needing water beds and walkers in the 
future.

Yeh how right you ar Yvonne! laughter or even a smile  is the best medecine.  Bbbbut.. but.. but.... I'm still scared 
....what about all those lines on our face then ....you know the laughter lines ...grrh! Guess better those than the 
watermattress.

> coming in fast.( no offence to the first three offers).just a humourous thought.

Ye gad! some humour!

> <fred@bytesforall.org>

>> our two babies who took it survived babyhood :-) From being cute
>> babies, they grew up into into naughty kids. So...

Whoopeee! Rico!  That's a good one...  Hope the prospective parents wont get gabrufied....

Ta ra
Annette

_________________________________________________________________
FREE pop-up blocking with the new MSN Toolbar - get it now! http://toolbar.msn.click-
url.com/go/onm00200415ave/direct/01/

_______________________________________________
Saligao 403511 website http://saligao.goa-india.org
Saligaonet mailing list
Saligaonet@goacom.org
http://lists.goacom.org/mailman/listinfo/saligaonet
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Subject: 2 cheques sent ?
From: "Dhananjay Varma" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 21:55:48 +1000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
BCC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113cee2a78d895db
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs81808wag; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:56:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.35.96.11 with SMTP id y11mr7387696pyl.1184586967040; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:56:07 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s8.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s8.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.144]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id a78si23354858pye.2007.07.16.04.56.06; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:56:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of techgoss@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.144 as permitted sender)
Received: from hotmail.com ([65.55.135.106]) by bay0-omc2-s8.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.2668); Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:55:51 -0700
Received: from mail pickup service by hotmail.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 04:55:50 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY130-F26C1E1DAED4D1B45EBA941DDF80@phx.gbl>
Received: from 65.55.135.123 by by130fd.bay130.hotmail.msn.com with HTTP; Mon, 16 Jul 2007 11:55:48 GMT
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.151.77]
X-Originating-Email: [techgoss@hotmail.com]
X-Sender: techgoss@hotmail.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Jul 2007 11:55:50.0956 (UTC) FILETIME=[416AC6C0:01C7C7A0]
Return-Path: techgoss@hotmail.com

Hi Vikram,

Let me know as soon as you have dispactched the 2 chequest to Nishi and John.

Will call you this weekend to chat.  Want to send another Rs. 50 thousand for expenses.

Much love
Dj
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Subject: Re: From: "Sanjay Prakash" <spaark@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2007 11:40:43 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId113cda673ee38e7c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.114.205.12 with SMTP id c12cs61662wag; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 23:10:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.174.2 with SMTP id w2mr3827268wae.1184566244026; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 23:10:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.108.4 with HTTP; Sun, 15 Jul 2007 23:10:43 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <fb1d0ca70707152310j339eed80pecd5f5d156a61b3@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0707150917y531480c1yf3c8a1be1c432969@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_57190_22952941.1184566243807"
References: <fb1d0ca70707150740u5a3b4825ra66f12b7049fe139@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0707150917y531480c1yf3c8a1be1c432969@mail.gmail.com>

When you nut??

On 7/15/07, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi see you in delhi.

    On 7/15/07, Sanjay Prakash <spaark@gmail.com> wrote:

        YO old boy! 
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Subject: Book a holiday and pay half if we break our promise
From: "MakeMyTrip" <meghna@makemytrip.com>
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2008 12:31:15 -0500
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11837fd1aa4c9f90
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs334293wal; Wed, 20 Feb 2008 09:56:24 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.4.1 with SMTP id 1mr17643937and.103.1203530184205; Wed, 20 Feb 2008 09:56:24 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-277263-1402-0@mail.xsuite.mmtprecision.com>
Received: from xsuite.precisionx2.net ([72.32.117.187]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h27si15651278elf.1.2008.02.20.09.56.13; Wed, 20 Feb 2008 09:56:24 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: error (google.com: error in processing during lookup of bounce-277263-1402-
0@mail.xsuite.mmtprecision.com: DNS timeout) client-ip=72.32.117.187;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=temperror (google.com: error in processing during lookup of bounce-
277263-1402-0@mail.xsuite.mmtprecision.com: DNS timeout) smtp.mail=bounce-277263-1402-
0@mail.xsuite.mmtprecision.com
Message-ID: <47bc69c1.1bb87e0a.23f1.7e1bSMTPIN_ADDED@mx.google.com>
Return-Path: bounce-277263-1402-0@mail.xsuite.mmtprecision.com
Email-ID: 1402
Reply-To: "MakeMyTrip" <meghna@makemytrip.com>
Contact-ID: 277263
Sf-Version: 3_5
Dsn: %2E7OVJ1J%5D3I%27%3AKHT34N%3F%3C%20%0A
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_NextPart_000_1203510675_CFX_iMSMail_527951859"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

To ensure that you receive our offers and updates, add meghna@makemytrip.com to your
Address Book or Safe List.
February, 2008
 
        MakeMyTrip.com
        Home            Flights                 Hotels          Holiday Packages                Travel Guides
        
Pay only 50% if we break our promise
Experience our incredible packages to America, Europe and Australia to enjoy the unbelievable benefits of Holiday 
Plus: where we guarantee your satisfaction! Find supersaver airfare deals to both domestic and international 
destinations also!
Airfare Deals
Domestic Airfares
Delhi - Mumbai  Rs. 475
Delhi - Chennai         Rs. 490
Delhi - Hyderabad       Rs. 490
Delhi - Kolkata         Rs. 699
Delhi - Bangalore       Rs. 1,000
        
International Supersaver
Delhi - KL      Rs. 10,399*
Delhi - Singapore       Rs. 10,899*
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Delhi - Bangkok         Rs. 12,699*
Delhi - London  Rs. 18,599*
Delhi - New York        Rs. 29,299*
*Return airfare
â€¢Exclusive of taxes â€¢Flights and Prices are subject to availability
Click here to book your tickets now
 
Tell us your travel stories...          Earn up to 8 i-mint points on international air tickets
 
Please do not directly reply to this mailer. If you do not wish to receive any further promotional
e-mails from MakeMyTrip.com, click here
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Subject: Confirmation: CARD Transaction
From: shopper@uk.worldpay.com
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2008 07:12:30 GMT
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11835afba202cdad
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs293869wal; Tue, 19 Feb 2008 23:12:33 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.126.19 with SMTP id y19mr16341258anc.45.1203491552282; Tue, 19 Feb 2008 23:12:32 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <shopper@uk.worldpay.com>
Received: from mxa.worldpay.com (mxa.worldpay.com [155.136.68.39]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
b12si14681360ana.1.2008.02.19.23.12.31; Tue, 19 Feb 2008 23:12:32 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of shopper@uk.worldpay.com designates 155.136.68.39 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=155.136.68.39;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of shopper@uk.worldpay.com designates 
155.136.68.39 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=shopper@uk.worldpay.com
Received: from [192.168.121.63] (helo=mggaeq3a.select.worldpay.com)by mxa.worldpay.com with esmtp id 1JRj82-
0003Au-00for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 20 Feb 2008 07:12:30 +0000
Received: from localhost ([127.0.0.1])by mggaeq3a.select.worldpay.com with smtp id 1JRj82-0004Xj-00for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 20 Feb 2008 07:12:30 +0000
Content-Length: 7952
Reply-To: billingsupport@jagex.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="1203491550516-com.worldpay.protocols.mime.MultipartAlternative-
690"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <E1JRj82-0004Xj-00@mggaeq3a.select.worldpay.com>

Transaction Confirmation
Please retain for your records
        
Thank you

Your transaction has been processed on behalf of Jagex Limited t/as Runescape.
If you have recently attempted to create a new subscription agreement, and were shown an "Agreement Created" 
message then the payment described below will be processed shortly.

If however you were shown a "Payment Declined" message, then the payment below will NOT be taken from your 
card.

If you already have an ongoing subscription agreement, then this email is to confirm that a payment has been taken to 
continue your subscription.
Transaction details:

Transaction for the value of: Rs240.00
Description: RuneScape Members Subscription
From: RuneScape-by-Jagex
Merchant's cart ID: fog856:1.4ExExEx:9534069
Authorisation Date/Time: 20/Feb/2008 07:12:17
Transaction ID: 296666929
This is not a tax receipt.
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What is this purchase for?

This purchase is for a monthly subscription to the online game RuneScape enjoyed by players of all ages from around 
the world. For more information about what RuneScape is, please go to http://www.runescape.com

If you have a query about your order

This confirmation only indicates that your transaction has been processed successfully. It does not indicate that your 
order has been accepted. It is the responsibility of Jagex Limited t/as Runescape to confirm that your order has been 
accepted, and to deliver any goods or services you have ordered.

If you have any questions about your order (including refunds, delivery status, wanting to cancel your order), please 
email Jagex Limited t/as Runescape at: billingsupport@jagex.com, with the transaction details listed above.
Thank you for shopping with Jagex Limited t/as Runescape
Your transaction has been processed by WorldPay on behalf of Jagex Limited t/as Runescape.

Other queries about your transaction? Visit: http://support.worldpay.com/shopper/
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Subject: factitious: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2008 08:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1183728eec87588e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs317679wal; Wed, 20 Feb 2008 06:04:33 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.143.161.3 with SMTP id n3mr6522021wfo.32.1203516272257; Wed, 20 Feb 2008 06:04:32 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12253504-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
20si21782094wfi.14.2008.02.20.06.04.32; Wed, 20 Feb 2008 06:04:32 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12253504-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12253504-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12253504-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1203494400176910"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12253504-2008.02.20-00.00.38--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12253504-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080220075809.E586588402B@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12253504-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Wednesday, February 20, 2008

factitious \fak-TISH-uhs\, adjective:

1. Produced artificially, in distinction from what is produced by nature.
2. Artificial; not authentic or genuine; sham.
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    The extreme arbitrariness of this color in relation to the "real" colors of the human figure indicates that Picasso's 
initial analysis turned on a redesignation of the idea of local color, displacing it from the surfaces of the natural world 
to the wholly factitious veneers in the world of cultural artifacts.
    -- David Carrier, "Modernist art and its market", Art Journal, Winter 1998

    When a significant level of distrust evolves among segments of the public, for genuine or factitious reasons, police 
may be seen as "them" as opposed to the "us" of the general populace.
    -- Woody West, "Cops Get Caught in a Catch-22", Insight on the News, July 17, 2000

    I sensed that it was time to step back, take stock, and try to untangle and think through a series of events, a great 
many of which I had either undergone with impassioned abandon or been asked to write about with factitious 
enthusiasm (a constant temptation for cultural critics who are expected to celebrate the new).
    -- James Miller, Flowers in the Dustbin

Factitious comes from Latin facticius, "made by art, artificial," from the past participle of facere, "to make."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for factitious

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12253504-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Hello
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2008 09:43:52 +0530
To: burchellj@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118350c2a39c3169
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with HTTP; Tue, 19 Feb 2008 20:13:52 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0802192013v77cdfd22v8982db262e6de34e@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_19298_7494029.1203480832643"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Jacky,

How are you ?  Hope all is well with both of you.

Do keep in touch and lets meet up when you are in Goa.

Rgds

Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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        Legal Solutions....Worldwide!   
New Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata & Other Major Cities.
Home    Our Services    Subscribe       Contact us

To ensure you continue to recieve all correspondence and newsletter updates from indialawoffices.com, please add this 
email id (news@helplinelaw.com) to your address book.

INDIA BUSINESS WORLD - FEBRUARY 1st - FEBRUARY 15th - 2008

The Month that was

News & important developments from the most prospective of the New World markets.... India. Our effort is to 
provide you with the latest and relevant developments that take place in the Indian business, economic and legal 
environment.

ECONOMIC & LEGAL NEWS

HIDING FACTS MAKES INSURANCE POLICY NULL: SC: Next time you buy an insurance cover be careful in 
filling up all the required columns of the policy form. The Supreme Court has ruled that any non-disclosure of material 
facts will make the policy repudiable....More....

SC TRANSFERS M F HUSAIN CASE TO DELHI:The Supreme Court has transferred a criminal case pending 
against noted artist MF Husain alleging slur on the religious sentiments of Hindus through his controversial paintings 
from a court in Maharashtra to Delhi....More....

SENTENCED TO LIFE IN KANDAHAR HIJACK CASE:A CBI court has sentenced Abdul Latif, Dalip Kumar and 
Yusuf Nepali to life imprisonment in the Kandahar hijack case. Special judge Inderjit Singh Walia found all three 
guilty of conspiracy...More....
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SC TO TAKE UP PLEA AGAINST RAJ THACKERAY.S PARTY ON FEB 22: The Supreme Court has refused to 
grant urgent hearing to a petition seeking direction to the Election Commission to derecognise Raj Thackeray.s 
Maharashtra Navanirman Sena (MNS) for his controversial remarks against north Indians.....More....

REVISED IT ACT DRAFT MORE STRINGENT, CHILD PORNOGRAPHY, FINANCIAL CRIMES FIND 
MENTION:TThe department of information technology (DIT) has completed the revision of the proposed Information 
Technology (IT) Act 2006 and has made it more stringent by adding provisions on child pornography and financial 
crimes being committed on net....More....

PETROL, DIESEL PRICES UP:The PSU Oil Marketing Companies (IOCL, HPCL and BPCL) have been moderating 
the impact of high oil prices, which have touched record highs and are currently at approximately $90 per 
barrel....More....

Others..

BUSINESS NEWS

TATA CHEM BUYS US FIRM FOR $1 B:The Tatas celebrated the first anniversary of their acquisition of Anglo-
Dutch steel giant Corus.the biggest foreign takeover by an Indian company so far.by announcing that group company 
Tata Chemicals (TCL) had entered into a definitive agreement to buy the soda ash business of US-based General 
Industrial Products for $1 billion.... More....

GLOBAL ASSETS HOLDING CORPORATION (GHC) GETS SECURITY NOD TO OFFLOAD UP TO 49% 
STAKE:: Global Assets Holding Corporation (GHC) has got clearance from security agencies as well as Ministry of 
Home Affairs to offload up to 49% stake in the company to a clutch of foreign investors.... More....

DABUR PHARMA GETS DCGI NOD FOR NANOXEL:Dabur Pharma has said that it has got approval from the 
Drug Controller General of India (DCGI) for its anti-cancer drug delivery formulation 'Nanoxel' (nanoparticle 
paclitaxel) as an indication for three more types of cancer.... More....

NO DAMAGES IF EMPLOYERS FAIL TO PAY ESI CONTRIBUTION: SC: The Supreme Court has ruled that 
Employees State Insurance Corporation (ESIC) cannot levy damages for employers. failure to deposit contributions of 
employees and establishments.............More....

BAJAJ ALLIANZ LIFE INSURANCE GETS ISO CERTIFICATION:Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance Co has received 
the coveted security certification of ISO 27001:2005 based on its compliance with new standards for data and 
information security set forth by ISO........ More....

SC ADMITS SEBI PLEA AGAINST BROKERS:The Supreme Court has admitted the plea of market regulator Sebi 
seeking legalisation of its action against a stock broker on the basis of circumstantial evidence and conduct in FUTP 
violation cases............More....

INDIABULLS PICKS UP DLF'S STAKE IN DELHI PROJECT:Indiabulls Real Estate has said that it has acquired the 
stake of DLF, country's largest realty firm, in Tehkhand residential project at South Delhi for an undisclosed amount. 
DLF and Indiabulls had formed a JV firm, Kenneth Builders and Developers, in 2006 to develop a high-end housing 
project in South Delhi..........More....

INDIA WINS DISPUTE ON WINE & SPIRITS IMPORTS:The World Trade Organisation dispute settlement body 
has ruled in favour of India on the charges levelled by the US on additional duties for wine and spirits imports. The 
verdict is yet to be announced officially.......More....

SEBI JOINS HANDS WITH AMF FRANCE:The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) and AutoritÃƒÂ©es 
MarchÃƒÂ©Financiers (AMF) have joined hands to promote fair, efficient and transparent capital markets in India 
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and France......... More....

FRESH BAN ON EXPORT OF NON-BASMATI RICE:The Centre has prohibited all exports of non-basmati rice, 
with effect from February 7...... More....

JOHNSON AND JOHNSON GETS PATENT FOR ARV DRUG ETRAVIRINE:US major Johnson and Johnson (J&J) 
has been granted a patent for its anti retroviral drug (ARV) Etravirine in India.the second anti-ARV drug to be 
patented in India. Pfizer, the world.s largest drug maker, received a patent for Maravoric last year, which made it the 
country.s first patented ARV drug........More....

ARCELORMITTAL, CITI, PEPSI, VODAFONE, LOSE $60B IN MARKET CAP:Companies led by the four most 
prominent Indian faces in World Inc . Lakshmi Mittal, Vikram Pandit, Arun Sarin and Indra Nooyi . have been battered 
in the ongoing global stock market turmoil, with collective losses to the extent of over $60 billion in 2008 so far........ 
More....

INDUSTRIAL GROWTH DIPS TO 7.6%:In line with the slowdown in economic activity forecast by the Central 
Statistical Organisation for the second half of the current fiscal, the data for industrial production in December show a 
significantly lower growth rate of 7.6% compared with 13.4% in December 2006.......More....

PAN MADE MUST FOR TDS, TCS RETURNS:The income-tax department has made it mandatory for employers to 
quote permanent account number (PAN) of all employees and parties from whom tax is deducted while filing quarterly 
TDS or TCS returns....... More....

SC: INTEREST ON LOAN FOR ASSETS TAX DEDUCTIBLE:The Supreme Court has ruled that the interest paid on 
borrowings for the purchase of capital assets but .not put to use. in the concerned financial year is also eligible for 
income-tax deduction..........More....

ORCHID GETS FDA NOD FOR NON-ANTIBIOTIC DRUGTDrug maker Orchid Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals has 
said that it has received US FDA approval for Granisetron Hydrochloride Tablets, used to prevent nausea.........More....

Others..

NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND JOINT VENTURES

MORGAN STANLEY PICKS UP STAKE IN TOWERVISION:In yet another deal in the telecom towers sector, 
Morgan Stanley has picked up a stake in stand-alone telecom infrastructure company . TowerVision.... More....

ZYDUS CADILA ENTERS INTO PACT WITH SWEDISH FIRM KARO BIO: Pharma firm Cadila Healthcare has 
said that it has entered into a strategic collaboration with Sweden-based Karo Bio to discover and develop drug for 
treatment of inflammatory diseases.... More....

SOROS PICKS UP 3% FOR $100 MILLION IN RELIANCE ENTERTAINMENT:A fund owned by George Soros 
has bought 3% stake in Reliance Entertainment, the films-to-mobile gaming company founded and owned by Anil 
Ambani.... More....

BIOCON PICKS UP 70% IN GERMAN FIRM FOR . 30 M:Biotech major Biocon has firmly pitched itself in the 
European market by snapping up 70% stake in German pharma player AxiCorp in a . 30-million (about Rs 172 crore) 
deal, that will enable the Bangalore-based player to market its injectible insulin, generics, biosimilars and biologics in 
the geography...... More....

Others..

This information is brought to you courtesy India Law Offices, the law firm for all Legal Solutions in India.
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They can be contacted at:
D - 19 (GF), South Extension - I,
New Delhi, India
Email : office@indialawoffices.com
Phone: +91-11-24622218, 24619751 FAX : +91 11 24654364
http://www.helplinelaw.com

We have taken utmost care in drafting this newsletter. However there may be a possibility of error or mistakes 
creeping in. It is therefore recommended that you verify the contents from your source.The newsletter should not be 
construed as soliciting for client nor as legal advice and does not establish an attorney-client relationship. You may 
unsubscribe from this newsletter. Please Please Click Here to Unsubscribe.
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Subject: Re: Marriot Bookings - 2 nos. single rooms - Urgent
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2008 09:46:16 +0530
To: "ivy singh" <iv_chaiguru@yahoo.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118350e5b1ef3b1e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with HTTP; Tue, 19 Feb 2008 20:16:16 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0802192016g65a53680o20f73afdb39dc3a0@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <824410.72571.qm@web56909.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
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Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_19314_8681278.1203480976049"
References: <f4302a0a0802031115n2dcea0e3g69af2ebca90c5c87@mail.gmail.com> 
<824410.72571.qm@web56909.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI  Ivy,

Hope all is well.

How was  your clients stay in Goa ?

No news from your guy about the possibility of a transfer as yet.

Vikram
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Subject: Re: Marriot Bookings - 2 nos. single rooms - Urgent
From: ivy singh <iv_chaiguru@yahoo.com>
Date: Tue, 19 Feb 2008 21:18:43 -0800 (PST)
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
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header.From=iv_chaiguru@yahoo.com
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QtSOUpr.fxN7IPV4VtNFvvv8HrIp0nCtOQyd.UUw--
Received: from [220.224.74.61] by web56913.mail.re3.yahoo.com via HTTP; Tue, 19 Feb 2008 21:18:43 PST
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Message-ID: <697943.65641.qm@web56913.mail.re3.yahoo.com>

Hi Vikram,
 
Sorry could not reply earlier. Have been terriblly busy with these guys and others here. Just got back from Mumbai. 
Stayed one night with Vinnu & Seema and was really nice. Vinnu is looking exactly like Papa so was reminded of 
him.
I will get intouch with Delhi today to get an update.
Thanks a ton for your effort getting the guests a good deal. They were really very pleased with the fabulous service 
and their stay.
thanks again,
IV

Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    HI  Ivy,
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    Hope all is well.

    How was  your clients stay in Goa ?

    No news from your guy about the possibility of a transfer as yet.

    Vikram

Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now. 
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Subject: Rocket Piano Newsletter February 20, 2008
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Tue, 19 Feb 2008 19:06:12 UT
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1183317156da9b51
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs258054wal; Tue, 19 Feb 2008 11:06:35 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.70.135.3 with SMTP id i3mr670180wxd.36.1203447994667; Tue, 19 Feb 2008 11:06:34 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com (a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.COM [209.2.34.147]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id h17si319211wxd.24.2008.02.19.11.06.31; Tue, 19 Feb 2008 11:06:34 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 209.2.34.147 as permitted sender) client-ip=209.2.34.147;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 209.2.34.147 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl1-0-110.v.l ([192.168.0.110]) by a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com with QMQP; 19 Feb 
2008 14:06:12 -0500
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=emAwkPnLI4q9gFd7YHwcoPRIv1m5kf6z0sbztRxUerJz8ceJhKY1cAlsVYnvGBtVjmikjoNmv12rErlPZ9WqBANS
F8arR4UfUyp3eSYHc/OA4Zh0bmovyNe2Uta0s2mxKattA90HrRH9kmjDv79WE5w9LUHQA1kqXU1SdHdZDZY=;
Sender: rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpX7ZJO9BQ5+LxX1Mz7t7ke3vjMgJK7RIDv10W4jygd/qmOsVveeEGS
+gGV9iQ+fUnhYQCzCo/Of9Ym8t24ioSAVxC4ODutK78LBELptny9PwV2ordOa4dmxMljMfM6+VgARgN2kMJrlu
VM5VHLs66qx9Im0vjoXnNV
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Response-Id: rocketpiano_news.FOLLOW.0.53-175481875
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.com/r?p=1exL/P/R8Q-a93KD>
X-Responder-Id: 614883
Message-ID: <1203447972.481858@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hi Vikram,

Welcome to this weeks newsletter.  In this edition we'll talk about
the rhythm, and we take a look at the life of one of the most
influential and controversial pianists of the 1950s - Jerry Lee
Lewis.

Let's get started!
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GETTING RHYTHM

Rhythm makes up a 3rd of the three most important elements in
music.  The other two are melody and harmony.  It's important to
talk a little about what rhythm actually means.  There are many
different definitions of what rhythm is. Rhythm is most often
recognized as the main beat of a song.  

Some people listen to different aspects of music. For example
someone might hear the bass in a song, or someone might only hear
the guitar.  If there is a singer, then that's usually what most
people will hear first. Because I am a pianist, when I listen to
music I hear the piano, if there is one.  Some people like to
listen to the beat or the rhythm of any song they listen to.   

When you dance to music you'll be dancing to the beat of the song. 
So even if don't know it you are dancing to the rhythm of the song.
The rhythm of music is the beat behind the music that you might not
always immediately notice. However this is what drives you to move
your body or tap your foot when you listen to a song.   

The instruments that are used to make the beat and create rhythm
are called percussion instruments.  There is actually a huge
variety of these instruments but the most common of all percussion
instruments is the drum kit.  The drum kit is used most often in
popular music but you can see it everywhere.  When someone is
studying rhythm they usually start on a drum kit and then from
there they might specialize.  

There are different types of rhythm.  You sometimes may hear
someone talking about western rhythms and eastern rhythms.  What
they are talking about has to do with what kind of percussion
instruments that are being used and the kinds of rhythmical
patterns.  

Rhythmical patterns refer to the way a beat is played and what kind
of variation might occur in the beat.  Where the instruments and
rhythmical pattern originate from is usually what defines a rhythm
in this context.   Western rhythms are usually American or European
and Eastern rhythms are usually Middle Eastern or Asian.  African
rhythms are often talked about also and like the others African
rhythms have unique aspects to it.  

Learning rhythm is very important and when it comes to playing in a
band situation or anytime you're playing with other musician's
rhythm become especially critical. This is because when everyone's
playing together the instruments won't match up and the music won't
sound good if everyone doesn't play the same rhythm.  So as
pianists it's important to learn some of the principles of rhythm
and learn to play in time and play along to a beat.  A piano uses
rhythm as well as harmony and melody.  In this respect piano is
quite unique.  Many instruments are usually confined to only one or
two of these aspects. 
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Learning to play the piano is not a small undertaking.  Factor
rhythm into to your practice and think about beat that would go
behind what you are playing.  Imagine a drummer playing along with
you keeping time and helping with the rhythm of the song. This will
go a long way to improving your playing. 

JERRY LEE LEWIS

Jerry Lee Lewis is the wild man of rock and roll, embodying its
most reckless and high-spirited impulses. On such piano-pounding
rockers from the late Fifties as "Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On" and
"Great Balls of Fire," Lewis combined a ferocious, boogie-style
instrumental style with rowdy, uninhibited vocals. 

He migrated to Memphis from Ferriday, Louisiana, where he'd grown
up learning how to play piano by ear based on the music around him:
Western swing, boogie-woogie, up-tempo R&B and Delta blues. Lewis'
first influence was the country-blues sound of Jimmie Rodgers,
although he also absorbed the gospel and R&B of the local black
community. His amalgamation of these indigenous styles, abetted by
his brash temperament, made him a natural-born rock and roller -
maybe the ultimate rock and roll rebel. Lewis found a home at Sam
Phillips' Sun Records label, whose stable of talent also included
Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash and Roy Orbison. 

After a country-flavored audition for Philips in 1956, Lewis was told that
if he could come up with some rock and roll, "we could probably do
something." Lewis didn't write much himself, but he transformed
other people's songs into unbridled rock and roll that even he
called "the Devil's music."

Lewis' debut single was a rocking recasting of Ray Price's country
hit "Crazy Arms." He followed it with "Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin'
On," which sold 6 million copies and went to #3, and "Great Balls
of Fire," a 5 million seller that reached #2. Both songs were from
1957, a watershed year for Lewis. The next year yielded more hits -
"Breathless" and "High School Confidential" - and a role in a movie
titled after the latter song. However, his career as a rock and
roller took a precipitous tumble when the press discovered that
he'd married his 13-year-old cousin in December 1957. 

Lewis managed to weather the controversy, enduring a ten-year drought 
on the charts to eventually realize a successful career as a country-music
artist. Beginning in the late Sixties he launched such Top Ten hits
as "Another Place, Another Time" and "What Made Milwaukee Famous
(Made a Loser Out of Me)." By the early Eighties, he'd racked up a
string of 30 country hits and also re-entered the rock and roll
realm. In 1995, he marked his 60th year with a red-hot rock and
roll album, Young Blood. 

Through a life marked by controversy and personal tragedy, Lewis
has remained a defiant and indefatigable figure who refuses to be
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contained by politesse or pigeonholes. As he declared from the
stage of the Grand Ole Opry in 1973, "I am a rock and rollin',
country & western, rhythm & blues singing [expletive deleted]!"

Recommended listening:  25 Greatest All Time Sun Recordings
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=lewis1

Killer Country
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=lewis2

Jerry Lee Lewis - 18 Original Sun Greatest Hits
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=lewis3

Recommended reading:  Hellfire, by Nick Nosches
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=lewis4

CLOSING COMMENTS

Next week we take a look at mastering a difficult piece of music
and we'll take a look at the life of Thelonious Monk.

Until next week, all the best,

Ruth Searle

Ruth Searle is a pianist with years of experience behind her. 
Piano is her passion, and she is also the drive and inspiration
behind Rocket Piano - the Ultimate Piano Learning Kit.  If you want
to take your piano playing skills to a new level, you need the
Rocket Piano Kit.  You get step by step instructions complete with
audio and video lessons, and you can instant access by clicking
through to the secure server now at http://www.rocketpiano.com.

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.com/r?p=1exL/P/88Q-a937J
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Subject: Game Splash: Hidden Object Tidal Wave - Get 65% off Now!
From: "Big Fish Games News" <newsletter@bigfishgames.com>
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2008 05:17:32 -0800
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1183c212057cd73b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs30999wal; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 05:14:07 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.2.19 with SMTP id e19mr6643311rvi.221.1203599647676; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 05:14:07 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <newsletter@bigfishgames.com>
Received: from strongmail-brown.bigfishgames.com (strongmail-brown.bigfishgames.com [72.5.52.150]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id k19si7394554rvb.18.2008.02.21.05.14.06; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 05:14:07 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of newsletter@bigfishgames.com designates 72.5.52.150 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=72.5.52.150;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of newsletter@bigfishgames.com designates 
72.5.52.150 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=newsletter@bigfishgames.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=newsletter@bigfishgames.com
X-VirtualServer: sm-brown-0, strongmail-brown.bigfishgames.com, 72.5.52.150
X-VirtualServerGroup: sm-brown-0
X-Destination-ID: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-MailingID: 149684224::20080219113711::1234::0000::9875703::377555
X-SMFBL: dmFybWEudmlrcmFtQGdtYWlsLmNvbQ==
X-Mailer: StrongMail Enterprise 3.2.1.1(3.00.215)
Received: from localhost by strongmail-brown.bigfishgames.com (StrongMail Enterprise 3.2.1.1(3.00.215)); Thu, 21 
Feb 2008 05:17:32 -0800
X-SMHeaderMap: mid="X-MailingID"
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; s=default; d=bigfishgames.com; q=dns; 
b=vEQWYk3Bdkng/Ax+rMizyrUEdtBoUJnAAHF06PrHUizwaZn2NmiPDm5PqYiDkLYXurdV7/aV1NTRccVxpO2K
ZErVRRrUGtIQwgxXE1C6upbqBpUAgj+5zKokAKLn0cRr
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_NextPart_001_AEA6_74B0DC51.19495CFF"
Reply-To: newsletter@bigfishgames.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <149684224.377555@bigfishgames.com>

This newsletter is being sent to: varma.vikram@gmail.com. Ensure these newsletters go to your inbox and not your 
junk folder by adding newsletter@bigfishgames.com to your address book. If you do not see the images, click here: 
http://games.bigfishgames.com/newsletters/feb19_2008b.html.
Big Fish Games  Game Splash!    Issue #463
Feb. 19, 2008
| Hidden Object | Puzzle Games | Mahjong | Action & Arcade | Card & Board | Word Games | Top 100 |
Hidden Object Tidal Wave
Get Any Hidden Object Game for only $6.99!      
Get any Hidden Object game for only $6.99 with Game Club!

1. Go to the Game Club page.
2. Select the $6.99 option.
3. Sign In or create a new account.
4. Follow the simple instructions.
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View all 48 Games
        Big City Adventure: Sydney, Australia
        Polly Pride: Pet Detective
        Great Secrets: Da Vinci
        The Nightshift Code
        Mystery Case Files: Madame Fate
        Blood Ties
        Mystery in London
        Amazing Adventures: The Lost Tomb
        Dream Day First Home
        Agatha Christie: Peril at End House
        Mystery P.I. - The Lottery Ticket
 
View all 48 Games
 
        
You're getting this because you played a game from the Big Fish Games collection. We respect your privacy, and don't 
ever sell or share our customers' information. We will always honor your request to be unsubscribed from this mailing 
list. If you do not wish to receive these newsletters in the future, unsubscribe here or contact us at Newsletter 
Coordinator, Big Fish Games, Inc., 1501 Fourth Ave. Suite #800, Seattle, WA 98101. To take a look at our Privacy 
policy, click here.

Â© 2003 - 2008 Big Fish Games, Inc. Patents pending. All rights reserved. Big Fish Games, Big Fish Studios, Big 
Fish Greetings, My Big Fish Games are trademarks or registered trademarks of Big Fish Games, Inc. All other 
companies or products listed herein are trademarks of their respective owners.
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Subject: Pioneer Industrial Park in Gurgaon (Ansal API)
From: Tushar Associates Tushar Associates <tushar7associates@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2008 12:44:22 +0000 (GMT)
To: rajdeo_upadhyay@yahoo.co.in, rdupadhyay@yahoo.com, upadhyay_sb@yahoo.com, su@vsnl.com, 
ranjeetsingh1201@yahoo.co.in, vinitagirdhar@yahoo.co.in, krbu66@yahoo.com, baristerandlaw@yahoo.com, 
adv_vachher@yahoo.com, lukosejvadakara@justice.com, lawyer2833@yahoo.com, neeruvaid@vsnl.com, 
justice@vsnl.com, csvaidya61@gilasdlO1vsnl.net.in, ashwin_vaish@yahoo.com, vallinayagam@yahoo.com, 
vandana_somi@yahoo.com, dvarda@gmail.com, solicitor_raj@yahoo.com, ashishvarma@usa.net, 
pankajbalavarma@indiatimes.com, r-varma@eth.net, svarma@post.harvar.edu, varmavikram@gmail.com, 
satyanarayan@luthraassociates.com, guptaadvocate@yahoo.com, avasisht@vsnl.com, vatsgeeta@gmail.com, 
lawyersubodh@yahoo.com, veera001@yahoo.com, vbanusri@indiatimes.com, j_vellapally@hotmail.com, 
thomas_vellaps@hotmail.com, kayvee@del2.vsnl.net.in, rv_ramani@hotmail.com, evinu@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1183c0720419d404
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varmavikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs29488wal; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 04:45:45 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.99.4 with SMTP id b4mr1338044rvm.217.1203597944621; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 04:45:44 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <tushar7associates@yahoo.co.in>
Received: from omp102.mail.in2.yahoo.com (omp102.mail.in2.yahoo.com [203.104.17.88]) by mx.google.com with 
SMTP id m29si21927217poh.3.2008.02.21.04.44.51; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 04:45:44 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 203.104.17.88 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
tushar7associates@yahoo.co.in) client-ip=203.104.17.88;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 203.104.17.88 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of tushar7associates@yahoo.co.in) smtp.mail=tushar7associates@yahoo.co.in; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=tushar7associates@yahoo.co.in
Received: (qmail 88370 invoked by uid 1000); 21 Feb 2008 12:44:46 -0000
Received: (qmail 66407 invoked by uid 60001); 21 Feb 2008 12:44:24 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=rafMCclRf8r2ftMsAMSaT7GGVxXW6i6EirsZ66UIe2bP6H10+w9oXUaWr5Kwfe1BkOL4bJuC8TiQltfPjx/yL6xg
WVuCxxdGSIUL0DClx+ZKXw9bE89/tYwkqMPdu6i+5LNB6nk++O+aDdubW6wO7bD/Fgwbr52UujJG3WVE3v0=;
X-YMail-OSG: i1yzGlAVM1lfNRc5HR2leUl.VZ1IE3KtO3aH.i.l
Received: from [122.162.143.34] by web94009.mail.in2.yahoo.com via HTTP; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 12:44:22 GMT
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="0-1884565542-1203597862=:65437"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <799003.65437.qm@web94009.mail.in2.yahoo.com>

Dear Sir/Mam,
 
A One-of-its-kind opportunity for industries and entrepreneurs at Bilaspur Chowk, Pathredi (Gurgaon), NH-8.
 
Pioneer Industrial Park, Bilaspure Chowk, Pathredi, Gurgaon is the next destination for industries to set up 
manufacturing/ servicing bases. Spread across 100 acres (approx.) , the township offers ultra-modern amenities with 
easy reach. With special tax benefits for Mega projects, SSIs and EOUs, Poineer Industrial Park is definitely the best 
bet for assured returns of a lifetime.
 
 
Ready Infrastructure:
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    * Landscaped open area
    * Wide Roads and Electricity
    * hi- tech Security
    * Special Truck Terminal
    * Gas Station, Fire Station
    * Sewage treatment plan
    * Reliable power and Water Supply
    * Well Planned and environment friendly infrastructure
    * Housing, Bank, ATM, Post Office

Thank you for sparing time in order to know more about us. Looking forward to a favourable reply from your end.
 
Please feel free to call us for any further queries.
 
Thanks & Regards,
TUSHAR ASSOCIATES
9250568573, 9250568574
1603, Nirmal Tower, 26, Barkhamba Road,
Connaught Place, New Delhi- 1
Ph- 011-43538912
E-mail- tushar_associates@yahoo.co.in
Website: www.tusharassociates.in
               www.tusharassociate.com
 
Note: This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. This 
message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named 
addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if 
you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient 
you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this 
information is strictly prohibited.

DELETE button is history. Unlimited mail storage is just a click away.
Pioneer Indl. Park.doc
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Subject: Positive changes in your mental and emotional health
From: "Michael Mackenzie" <support@project-meditation.org>
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2008 06:20:17 -0500
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1183bb8f9db0cade
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs24310wal; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 03:20:22 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.231.16 with SMTP id d16mr19650125anh.87.1203592821252; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 03:20:21 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstGa0jCxsrKzsjA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com>
Received: from smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com (smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com [207.106.200.7]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 18si12874850agb.36.2008.02.21.03.20.20; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 03:20:21 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstGa0jCxsrKzsjA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-
01.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.7 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.106.200.7;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of 
zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstGa0jCxsrKzsjA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.7 as 
permitted sender) smtp.mail=zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstGa0jCxsrKzsjA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com; 
domainkeys=pass header.From=pm0005@aweber.com
DomainKey-Status: good
X-DomainKeys: Ecelerity dk_sign implementing draft-delany-domainkeys-base-01
DomainKey-Signature: q=dns; a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=aweber.com; h=Message-ID:Received:MIME-
version:Content-type:To:From:Sender:X-Loop:X-Mailer:X-Subscription:X-Verification:X_Id:Date:Subject; 
b=Aa6nJjbTcwGCUv7Jb2fIUM0TMr3kONJjJrgzAPHd9R6YFozP/JRKf4ESRccmdJVa 
SaGED4fACdnK6ccgs67bysVK5pvNgYRQc5FbLBE5MONYp/JNKDN0Hcgfu4Ejn+Ai
Message-ID: <1203592817.775447.8255@smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com>
Received: (qmail 8255 invoked by uid 0); 21 Feb 2008 11:20:17 -0000
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1203592814825599525"
Sender: pm0005@aweber.com
X-Loop: pm0005@aweber.com
X-Mailer: AWeber 4.0
X-Subscription: Subscribed on 02/03/2008, via web form, by 59.95.11.33, from http://www.project-meditation.org/?
pageid=signup&unit=pm0005
X-Verification: Verified by 59.95.11.33
X_Id: 365503:7:varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi again Vikram,

I hope you are enjoying and creating the habit of LifeFlow in your daily life. The overall benefits you will enjoy will 
make a
phenomenal change to your health and happiness.

I discussed in my last message about how we all have our own "Individual map of reality" and now I will explain how 
you can change and improve your map of reality and allow dysfunctional feelings to fall away.

Meditation through LifeFlow cultivates the observer.
 
Learn to recognise and observe negative emotions.
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When you observe negative emotions and feelings consciously, without reacting to them they eventually lose their 
power and fall away.

Simply observe, don't get involved, don't try and stop the emotion, just curiously observe where it is coming from. You 
will probably recognise these emotions by a feeling somewhere in your body.

Just simply observe with curiosity like a child does when
discovering something new and intriguing.

When you consciously observe something that is not good and healthy for you it will automatically fall away.

You will become so proficient at doing this over time and as all your built up negative emotions fall away your 
tolerance levels will be raised through increasing synchrony in the brain through LifeFlow.

There are two major effects of reorganization and increased synchrony in the brain.

One is an increase in various mental capabilities:

> increased learning ability
> increased creativity
> increased mental clarity
> increased intelligence
> increased intuition and so on.

Second.

Every time the neural structure changes, positive changes in mental and emotional health take place.

As the brain reorganizes at the next level of functioning, the
individuals map of reality changes with it.

With the creation of new neural pathways, more connections are perceived between bits of information that formerly 
seemed unrelated, and more choices are presented.

Herein lies the theoretical explanation for the amazing personality changes that researchers have reported in people 
using this kind of sound technology to alter brain wave patterns.
 
The ability to map and entrain brain waves and the states they represent, gives us a powerful new tool to effect human 
change and growth.

It has been shown that induced brain wave states can affect:

> super learning
> increased creativity
> sleep induction
> pain control
> behaviour modification
> focusing of attention and relief from stress
> increased longevity and slowing of the aging process
> increased memory
> dramatic improvements in mental and emotional health.

Keep enjoying the course, have a great week and I leave you with this thought provoking quotation by Deepak Chopra:
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"Meditation is a very important aspect of all the approaches that one can use in quantum healing, because it allows you 
to experience your own source. When you experience your own source, you realize that you are not the patterns and 
eddies of desire and memory that flow and swirl in your consciousness. Although these patterns of desire and memory 
are the field of your manifestation, you are in fact not these swirling fluctuations of thought. You are the thinker 
behind the thought, the observer behind the observation, the flow of attention, the flow of awareness, the unbounded 
ocean of consciousness. When you have that on the experiential level, you spontaneously realize that you have choices, 
and that you can exercise these choices, not through some sheer will power, but spontaneously."

Yours for HUGE meditation success,

Michael M.

www.project-meditation.org

Ace Management LLC
1201 Orange Streets
One Commerce Center
Suite 600
City of Wilmington
New Castle County
Deleware
USA
19801

To unsubscribe or change subscriber options visit:
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http://www.aweber.com/z/r/?zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstGa0jCxsrKzsjA==
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Subject: relegate: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Thu, 21 Feb 2008 08:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1183c4f84f2b1cfb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs34211wal; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 06:04:47 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.48.14 with SMTP id v14mr7651911wfv.14.1203602687425; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 06:04:47 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12258029-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
28si9wfg.17.2008.02.21.06.04.47; Thu, 21 Feb 2008 06:04:47 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12258029-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12258029-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12258029-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -1.695
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-1.695 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
FB_GET_MEDS=0.803, HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1203580800208360"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12258029-2008.02.21-00.00.13--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12258029-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080221075808.EE71A88403B@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12258029-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Thursday, February 21, 2008

relegate \REL-uh-gayt\, transitive verb:

1. To assign to an inferior position, place, or condition.
2. To assign to an appropriate category or class.
3. To assign or refer (a matter or task, for example) to another for appropriate action.
4. To send into exile; to banish.

    Employment discrimination locked them out of better paying jobs and relegated them to menial occupations.
    -- Dennis C. Dickerson, Militant Mediator: Whitney M. Young Jr.

    Worse, the party that had come to mean power itself had been relegated to a minority in the Congress as well, and 
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lost a key governorship.
    -- Geoffrey Mohan, "Mexico Power Shift", Newsday, July 4, 2000

    The EPA, meanwhile, has been developing new rules that essentially would relegate agricultural runoff to the same 
category as pollution from concentrated sources such as factories and sewage plants.
    -- John Lancaster, "For Big Hog Farms, Big Subsidies", Washington Post, August 17, 2001

    Their daily care was relegated to Donato, the dozen servants, and a succession of governesses.
    -- Tag Gallagher, The Adventures of Roberto Rossellini

    The history of ideas can't be done without actually applying ideas; and unless we agree to relegate the writing of our 
history to Martians, we have to admit that a history of points of view -- which may well be religions -- can't be done 
without favoring at least one point of view.
    -- William R. Everdell, "Joyful Noises", New York Times, December 26, 1999

    When, in the minority of Carlos II., the regent mother, Maria Anna of Austria, made her German Jesuit confessor 
Nithard inquisitor-general, it required a popular uprising to get rid of him and relegate him to Rome, for he was 
speedily becoming the real ruler of Spain.
    -- Henry Charles Lea, "The Decadence of Spain", Atlantic Monthly, July 1898

Relegate is from the past participle of Latin relegare, "to send away, to remove, to put aside, to reject," from re- + 
legare, "to send with a commission or charge."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for relegate

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12258029-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: dissolute: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Fri, 22 Feb 2008 08:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1184177451350fa5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs6065wal; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 06:06:18 -0800 (PST)
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"We haven't put this game down since Christmas." "We love orijinz"
"Best game for thinking adults in a long time." "Great fun"
"Great, great, GREAT word game!" "infectious" "So much Fun"
"CONGRATULATIONS! Great game!" "We had a blast!"
orijinz the new word and phrase card game is getting rave reviews!
A great gift, also fun at the office! Join the fun! Only $14.95.
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Friday, February 22, 2008

dissolute \DIS-uh-loot\, adjective:

Loose in morals and conduct; marked by indulgence in sensual pleasures or vices.

    I had heard talk that Tosca, for all the dissolute life she led, was a pious person who frequented churches with 
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scrupulous regularity, yet in this conduct I had always suspected a pose, an affectation.
    -- Paola Capriolo, Floria Tosca (translated by Liz Heron)

    In 1788 . . . George III succumbed to the first attack of madness, the violent symptoms of which required the 
appointment of his oldest son, the Prince of Wales, as Regent. The King regained his reason the following year and 
resumed power, but already the high living "Prinnie" and his dissolute friends had changed the tone of the court.
    -- Benita Eisler, Byron: Child of Passion, Fool of Fame

Dissolute comes from the past participle of Latin dissolvere, "to loosen," from dis- + solvere, "to release."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for dissolute
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Subject: notice-payment
From: neha sahu <neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Fri, 22 Feb 2008 15:01:57 +0000 (GMT)
To: vikas701@rediffmail.com, vikas_chops@yahoo.co.uk, vijaykumarshukla@indiatimes.com, 
vijaybmoola@yahoo.com, vijayan_v@rediffmail.com, vig_satish@rediffmail.com, vibhakarm@rediffmail.com, 
verma2@vsnl.com, verma_m2005@yahoo.com, venugopalank@fortis.co.in, veenakalra@hotmail.com, 
vedbardev@rediffmail.com, vdnarain@yahoo.com, vbanusri@indiatimes.com, varma.vikram@gmail.com, 
vandu_sharma@rediffmail.com, vandana_somi@yahoo.com, vallinayagam2003@yahoo.com, v.s.reddy@dot.com, 
untawalia@yahoo.co.in, umangshankar@rediffmail.com, umangdara@hotmail.com, ukshandilya@yahoo.com, 
udayaholla@vsnl.net, uday_dube@rediffmail.com, uarna@vsnl.net, tyagianshul@hotmail.com, tvratnam@gmail.com, 
tvgeorge2000@yahoo.co.in, ts_shanthi@yahoo.com, trima@wzc.com, tpsmann@lawyer.com, 
tomslawyer2003@yahoo.com, tmahipal@gmail.com, thomasoommen@yahoo.com, thermissociijwris@yahoo.com, 
tgn@vsnl.com, templefirm@yahoo.com, tca@satyam.net.in, tarunsharma27@hotmail.com, tarungulati@elp_in.com, 
tarundua_99@rediffmail.com, tanu_garg@yahoo.com, tameemhashmi@yahoo.com, tajuddin786@rediffmail.com, 
syednaqvi@mullas.net, syali@vsnl.com, swetank@legalserviceindia.com, sweety_ok1@yahoo.co.in
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11841aa47bd1c3f0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs10487wal; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 07:02:02 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.74.17 with SMTP id b17mr35770rvl.113.1203692522056; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 07:02:02 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in>
Received: from web8506.mail.in.yahoo.com (web8506.mail.in.yahoo.com [202.43.219.168]) by mx.google.com with 
SMTP id b34si3240703rvf.22.2008.02.22.07.01.59; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 07:02:02 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.43.219.168 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in) client-ip=202.43.219.168;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.43.219.168 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in) smtp.mail=neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in
Received: (qmail 82812 invoked by uid 60001); 22 Feb 2008 15:01:58 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=XHvtjQ/m12c2x96h7jB9TR1zTLBPG2tx+6dvuUyL78jSFS7N+okh1CGxT+khTpaQN4SmcbmFRVOg22OTF3rmL
KVVV/5mpVhYoPJUCL0FTyVjG5p1ugzu6GF0D78bmSCSZ1fhyL/b3M27nNZGZ5wC61zW/gPdvZTfXcCay7z6oPw
=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
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Received: from [220.226.36.71] by web8506.mail.in.yahoo.com via HTTP; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 15:01:57 GMT
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Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-663426121-1203692517=:82367"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <205751.82367.qm@web8506.mail.in.yahoo.com>

Dear Colleagues,
 
This is to inform you that the next installment for NOIDA Project has become due for payment towards land cost. The 
board decided to call for Rs.85,000/- on or before 25th March 2008 by notice dated 11/02/2k8. As the notice is not 
posted to the individual members of the project, I take the responsibility to inform you about the same.  
 
I would like to further inform that on the request of young members of the NOIDA project, I made following request 
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to the board in its meeting but the same was not agreed by the board.
 
I)                    NOIDA â€“ Land installment.
FACTS:
Ã˜     The next land installment of Rs. 5,25,00,000/- to be paid by 03/04/2008 to NOIDA â€“ Rs 75,000/- is to be 
collected by 700 members. 
 
Ã˜     Every member paid around of Rs.10,000-15,000/- extra till date.( as the 2nd, 3rd& 4th installment were paid in 
excess).  I, therefore asked the two part time accountant to provide the details of the money of the members of the 
NOIDA project and also of the defaulting + waiting list members. The same was not provided). Thus I made the 
approx. assessment as per the records available to me.
 
Ã˜     It was found that an amount of Rs. 3.5 crores are kept in flexi deposit plus another one crore is kept in the saving 
bank account.
 
Ã˜     Therefore Board would have utilized the above mention money in part towards the payment of the next 
installment and the deficit amount could have been contributed by the members.
 
Ã˜     The call for money ought to be Rs.60,000/- instead of Rs 85,000/-
 
 
Yours truly,
 
 
Ms. Hema Sahu
 

DELETE button is history. Unlimited mail storage is just a click away. 
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Subject: the good life for Vikram
From: "Michael Mackenzie" <support@project-meditation.org>
Date: Fri, 22 Feb 2008 10:43:16 -0500
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11841d02ee7fcf0d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs13538wal; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 07:43:26 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.120.15 with SMTP id s15mr181390anc.64.1203695005882; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 07:43:25 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIyMjGysTA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com>
Received: from smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com (smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com [207.106.200.7]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id d12si2111431and.24.2008.02.22.07.43.23; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 07:43:25 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIyMjGysTA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-
01.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.7 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.106.200.7;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of 
zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIyMjGysTA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.7 as 
permitted sender) smtp.mail=zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIyMjGysTA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com; 
domainkeys=pass header.From=pm0000@aweber.com
DomainKey-Status: good
X-DomainKeys: Ecelerity dk_sign implementing draft-delany-domainkeys-base-01
DomainKey-Signature: q=dns; a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=aweber.com; h=Received:Message-ID:Content-
type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:To:From:Sender:X-Loop:X-Mailer:X-Subscription:X-
Verification:X_Id:Date:Subject; 
b=nmfcdmZNqJK7FMmS6219r5mjPBshvFxabJR6rbdwEM7yNBhBVW+rsn/S6O0M8SBG 
TbHmBTGqxMd4VjL11zQuUdPxlzJU3mI0s+qZkknNM/vXtQqJW1gGFYVBhOCWs8TI
Received: (qmail 27234 invoked by uid 0); 22 Feb 2008 15:43:16 -0000
Message-ID: <CA.95.12273.49DEEB74@mail12>
Content-type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Sender: pm0000@aweber.com
X-Loop: pm0000@aweber.com
X-Mailer: AWeber 4.0
X-Subscription: Subscribed on 02/03/2008, via web form, by 59.95.11.33, from http://www.project-meditation.org/?
pageid=signup&unit=pm0005
X-Verification: Verified by 59.95.11.33
X_Id: 373214:02-22-2008-10-34-39:varma.vikram@gmail.com/365503

--- The Good Life ---
By Michael Mackenzie | Issue 008
 
Visit the Project Meditation Community by clicking here

Hi there Vikram,

I have noticed and answered particular questions within the community this week regarding various levels within the 
LifeFlow series. I am dedicating this issue to explaining in detail how you will benefit the most using LifeFlow.
Inside This Issue:

    *
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      A Light State Of Meditation
    *
      LifeFlow 10
    *
      The Deeper Levels Of LifeFlow

A Light State Of Meditation

A light state of meditation typically results in an increase in production of mainly Alpha brainwaves. When you find 
yourself lost in a daydream, staring off absent-mindedly into space, for example, you're actually in a light state of 
meditation.

Your brain has boosted up production of Alpha waves as a by product of this state. The brainwaves produced would 
likely fall somewhere around 12Hz, perhaps a point or two higher or lower, but in the general range of 12Hz.
LifeFlow 10

The LF-10 track is, as explained before, a 10Hz track, so it encourages the brain to descend to a state somewhat below 
that of a common daydream. You may wonder then what the tangible differences would be between this state, and 
simply losing yourself in a common daydream. And the differences would be many.

From a physiological standpoint, the breathing would probably become somewhat slower and possibly a little deeper. 
There is a common claim that the blood becomes more highly oxygenated, but that is not really the case. The blood is 
normally very close to its maximum state of oxygenation when a person is breathing in the usual manner.

Even if you give someone a tank of oxygen to breath from, the actual content of oxygen in the blood (in a normal, 
healthy person) does not change all that much. To get the blood to carry any significantly higher oxygen levels requires 
pressurization in a hyperbaric oxygen chamber.

On first learning this fact some people might be disillusioned because they've been told meditation increases oxygen in 
the blood. It doesn't, but in fact what it DOES do is much more significant. Meditation, and the accompanying states of 
consciousness and their attendant brainwave patterns actually produce changes at the cellular level.

This is far more significant than simply putting more oxygen in the blood. This is changing the body at the cellular 
level in such a way that the cells of the body begin utilizing the oxygen they are exposed to more efficiently, thus 
requiring less oxygen to get the same amount of work done.

This is part of the reason why you hear of people who have various medical ailments finding that their conditions 
improve after beginning a practice of meditation. It is not that they are injecting more of something into the body, but 
rather the body is improving its efficiency at using the resources it already has.

So, for instance, you may hear that someone suffering from emphysema begins to need less and less of their bottled 
oxygen. It isn't because they've got more oxygen in their system. It's because on a cellular level their bodies begin 
making better use of the available oxygen.

Or someone experiencing anxiety or panic attacks, who often feels as if he or she is getting insufficient oxygen while 
breathing (a common symptom of panic and anxiety,) will find this disturbing sensation is alleviated once they begin a 
practice of meditation.
The Deeper Levels Of LifeFlow

There are other changes besides breathing and oxygen that occur during meditation. But the point I'm trying to make is 
that this improved functioning occurs in increasing amounts the deeper one goes in their states of consciousness.

The deeper the state of consciousness, the slower the brainwaves, and the greater the improvement of the physical 
functioning of the body, not just superficially, but clear down to the cellular level (and perhaps even deeper than that.)
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The full LifeFlow entrainment suite is a powerful aid to reaching those deeper states incredibly faster than practicing 
meditation alone. Some of you may find a light state of meditation brings you exactly what you were seeking so you 
have no interest in going deeper. In my view, that's fine. There's no need for you to feel like you must get to something 
better.

Then again, many of you will realize that if there is something more; something that leads to even greater peace and 
well-being, or a greater spiritual connection, you would like to pursue it. Having a series of tracks that target deeper 
brainwave states gives you the ability to do just that.

Maybe think of using the LifeFlow series as like climbing up a ladder. One of the keys to moving up this ladder is 
spending time at each level. The rung or state of consciousness has to get to the point that it feels familiar and 
"normal" before you can really move on to the next stage. And this means spending time there.

This is another reason why a suite of progressive entrainment tracks is beneficial. If harnessing your brainwaves 
permits you to reach and remain at deeper states of consciousness for longer periods of time, you shorten the length of 
time it ultimately takes for any given state to begin to feel like your new "normal" state.

You will achieve the greatest benefits by using the LifeFlow series as they have been carefully designed and created 
for you.

Yours for HUGE meditation success,

Michael Mackenzie

Visit the Project Meditation Community by clicking here

About the author:

Michael Mackenzie is a master of Meditation who has greatly enhanced the lives of thousands of people through his 
teachings. He is most commonly known for creating 'LifeFlow' which he refers to as 'Meditation 2.0' because of the 
ease of use.

LifeFlow involves simply listening to revolutionary sound technology. The listener is instantly guided to profoundly 
deep states conducive to meditation just by listening to the LifeFlow tracks.

His mission is to help millions of people globally to learn to improve their mental, physical and spiritual well-being 
through his 21st Century meditation programs.

You can learn more about Michael, and LifeFlow audio technology by visiting:

www.project-meditation.org

Copyright 2008 - Project Meditation
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www.project-meditation.org

Ace Management LLC
1201 Orange Streets
One Commerce Center
Suite 600
City of Wilmington
New Castle County
Delaware
USA
19801

To unsubscribe or change subscriber options visit:
http://www.aweber.com/z/r/?zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIyMjGysTA==
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Subject: An important message for the serious pianist.
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Sat, 23 Feb 2008 00:30:20 UT
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11843b2acddcd4fe
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.115.74.5 with SMTP id b5cs45577wal; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 16:30:27 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.70.50.3 with SMTP id x3mr411803wxx.72.1203726626639; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 16:30:26 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com (b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.COM [209.2.34.148]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id h9si3777785wxd.35.2008.02.22.16.30.25; Fri, 22 Feb 2008 16:30:26 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 209.2.34.148 as permitted sender) client-ip=209.2.34.148;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 209.2.34.148 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl2-0-114.v.l ([192.168.0.114]) by b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com with QMQP; 22 Feb 
2008 19:30:21 -0500
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=RcvDkMR2ePfUlKUZLCH5l7gu/1PyuzFw/iHRtPPm8vFwGSRAVbaYdBWx01jxwJ4OozwvExSKiLHcneQf8bsN1
APNeA49+ezRMrD07f3sciLnaJdbfEofkrcgkMLKP4S3OJJCpQooiKTVvb17ZbYh6kowNLcBSq+wTrKQgRvv/xs=;
Sender: rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpX7ZJO9BQ5+LxX1Mz7t7ke3vjMgJK7RIDv10W4jygd/qmOsVveeEGS
+j5XG8dDVa6mtUIXf83xvPkNNPgVrF1MocHx2AvhFSxHbSEVG2db1a+V11mBL/vbRP/oakZDKVf5eUIIVds4UiJ
mhl5XVy/9fVJCXC68YZC0
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
MIME-Version: 1.0
Response-Id: r-rocketpiano_news-rid-614883-bid-515993
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.com/r/1exL+,/WajOw-4av>
X-Responder-Id: 614883
Message-ID: <1203726620.877629@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hi Vikram,

I want to thank everyone who has taken the time
to email me
about their playing. It is great to hear how your
playing is
coming along. I also noticed that a large number
of you
expressed your frustration with similar issues:
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'How can I make each hand play independently?'

'My left hand is really slow compared to my right
hand.
Do you have any tips to improve the coordination
in both
hands?'

'My biggest problem is getting the left hand to
play
independently.'

'My left and right hands always seem to want to
do the
same thing, at the same time.'
 
As you can see a common problem many players are
having is
getting each of their hands to play independent
of each
another. I struggled with this myself when I
first started
playing the piano, a few years ago now. My hands
would have
trouble playing their different parts in the
piece, my left
hand being much slower then my right. It took
time and a
lot of patience with myself to get my hands
playing
different things, but I got there, and you will
too. It can
still happen from time to time when I tackle a
particularly
challenging piece.

If you have found these same problems when you
play, then I
may have a solution for you.

My friend Yoke Wong is a longtime music educator
and
accomplished musician and composer. She has
developed a one
of a kind piano instructional home study course
called
"Hand Coordination, Runs and Fillers." This
course is
designed to help piano players tackle the issue
of left
hand independence and hand coordination. 

After some gentle persuasion at my end, Yoke has
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agreed to
offer a one time 20% off discount (that's $26) to
any
customer who orders this course, from now until
February
29th 2008. 

To watch a few videos or just find out more
information
about the course have a look at this link:
http://getresponse.com/t/10794652/614883/202067059/2/

To Sweeten the deal, Yoke will include the
following
bonuses for the first 100 customers:  

*Inspirational Moments â€“ a 19-page sheet music
collection.  
*An online metronome study guide with practice
exercises
to improve technique.
*Carl Czerny virtuoso's original exercise sheets:
These
are the same exercises that the well known
Austrian
Pianist/Composer/Teacher used to get his fingers
into fluid
shape, with fast runs and daily warm ups.

Take action now and get the bonuses that will
make the real
difference in your music, "Hand Coordination,
Runs and
Fillers." This is the time to build your skill.
Don't forget to share your successes with us once you
start using
these study tools!

Here is the Link   
http://getresponse.com/t/10794652/614883/202067059/2/ 

Good luck with your piano playing

Warm Regards
Ruth 

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
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--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.com/r/1exL+,/7ajOw-3ho
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Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!

What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Saturday, February 23, 2008

nettlesome \NET-l-suhm\, adjective:

Causing irritation, vexation, or distress.

    Unlike important men of affairs, novelists can turn midnight into sunrise and solve nettlesome world problems 
wherever their imaginations decree.
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    -- Herbert Mitgang, "Tales of a Tortured Holy Land", New York Times, August 16, 1988

    They were certain that this problem, like so many other nettlesome problems, did not ever have to be faced, but 
could be quietly made to go away.
    -- Lisa Belkin, Show Me a Hero

    In the absence of any general agreement about these nettlesome issues, each school and local district arrived at its 
own answers.
    -- Diane Ravitch, Left Back

Nettlesome is from the verb nettle, "to sting; to irritate or vex" (from nettle, a plant covered with minute sharp, stinging 
hairs) + -some.

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for nettlesome

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!

What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12269174-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Where's the ultimate entertainment superstore?
You just downloaded it.         Visit the iTunes Store  
Thanks for downloading iTunesâ€”featuring over 6 million songs for 99Â¢ each, Hollywood movies to rent or buy, hit 
TV shows, music videos, audiobooks, and more. All available for immediate download 24/7.
                        
New music and videos Download new songs from emerging artists every week, plus hit TV shows, music videos, and 
more. All free. Browse now
        
Rent your favorite movies Great Hollywood movies are now available to rent on iTunes and watch anywhere. Browse 
now
        
Thousands of podcasts Choose from over 125,000 free audio and video podcasts to enjoy on your Mac, PC, iPod, or 
iPhone. Browse now
        
iTunes Store tutorials Learn about navigating the store and how to search, organize, and play your iTunes content in 
these brief videos. Watch now
The iTunes Store is available only to persons age 13 or older in the U.S. and many other countries; see 
www.apple.com/support/itunes/ww for a list of countries. The iTunes Store requires iTunes 6.0 or later (7.0 or later for 
video; 7.6 or later for movie rentals), compatible hardware and software, and Internet access (fees may apply). Terms 
apply. See www.apple.com/itunes/store for more information.
Movie rentals are currently available only in the U.S. Rentals can be viewed on a Mac, PC, Apple TV, iPhone, iPod 
touch, iPod classic, or iPod nano (third generation).
iPod and iTunes are for legal or rightholder-authorized copying only. Don't steal music.
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Copyright Â© 2008 Apple Inc. 1 Infinite Loop, MS 303-3DM, Cupertino, CA 95014.
All Rights Reserved / Keep Informed / Privacy Policy / My Info
If you prefer not to receive commercial email from Apple, or if you've changed your email address, please click here.
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  The #1 Recommend HBP Product From Native Remedies
 

"100% Herbal Supplement Proves To Significantly Lower Blood Pressure Naturally..." 
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High-Rite
Buy 1 Now
Retail: $49.95
Our Price: $37.50

Buy 2 Get 1 Free!
Retail: $149.85
Our Low Price: $74.95
        
HIGH-RITE - From Native Remedies

    * Naturally lower your blood pressure levels and finally eliminate hypertension.

    * Support systemic balance in the cardiovascular system responsible for regulating blood flow and healthy blood 
pressure.

    * Support healthy circulation responsible for adequate flow of blood to the heart & extremities.

    * Support healthy pumping action of the heart and the body's ability to regulate heartbeat.

    * Promote coronary artery health and integrity.

    * Support routine energy levels and soothe common nervous tension.

 
High-Rite is the most popular and effective high blood pressure supplement... Provided by Native Remedies, the 
industry leading herbal products company.

Click Here To Read Full Details About High-Rite
OR Simply Read This Email...

 
Order High-Rite Through This Email For
The Lowest Price Anywhere!

Save Up To 50% OFF Retail Price...

Money-Back Guarantee For 1 Full Year

Cardiovascular Support

The heart is an incredibly powerful organ made up of cardiac muscle which works constantly without ever pausing to 
rest. Unlike other types of muscle, the cardiac muscle never gets tired but relies on a steady flow of oxygenated blood 
to keep working. In one day the heart transports all of its blood around its body about 1000 times.

But the cardiovascular system is actually made up of a complex network of body parts, including the heart, the blood 
vessels, the sinoatrial node and other smaller components, all of which are key to the functioning of your circulation. 
Other contributors to this process include the kidneys, liver and adrenal glands.

In order to ensure the cardiovascular and circulatory systems are functioning to the best of their ability, itâ€™s 
important to take care of all of these components and to improve and support overall cardiovascular health.
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The natural way...

Natural remedies and herbs have been used in traditional medicine for thousands of years to support the solid health of 
the heart and circulatory system. In more recent times, research has confirmed this traditional wisdom.

There are now many published clinical studies demonstrating the ability of a range of herbs to support the 
cardiovascular system and to maintain healthy blood pressure within the normal range.

Recent studies have also shown herbs to be beneficial in supporting the systems involved in cardiovascular health and 
blood flow.

 

What is High-Rite?

High-Rite is a 100% safe, non-addictive natural herbal remedy formulated by our team of natural health experts. High-
Rite has been used for many years to safely maintain health and systemic balance of the cardiovascular and circulatory 
systems.

High-Rite contains a selection of herbs known for their supportive function in maintaining circulatory health and 
wellbeing. High-Rite can make all the difference, without risking serious side effects or compromising health.

High-Rite supports the healthy functioning of the cardiovascular system, thereby helping to maintain balanced pressure 
of the blood on veins and arteries, routine oxygenation of the blood to the heart muscle and pulse regulation.

The formula remains true to the whole spectrum method, ensuring the bio-availability and balance of all the active 
ingredients contained in the remedy. This method of manufacture also significantly reduces the likelihood of side 
effects and maintains all active ingredients in perfect balance â€“ exactly as nature intended! 

What are the Ingredients?

High-Rite is a 100% herbal formula that contains the following carefully selected herbs in therapeutic dosage, 
presented in a 100% veggie capsule:

Native Remedies' products are created using our Full Spectrum Approachâ„¢ (FSA), a set of standards and processes 
that combines the best quality, laboratory-tested, raw ingredients, good manufacturing practices and a Full Spectrum 
manufacturing method to guarantee you products of the highest quality, safety and effectiveness.

This product contains no animal products, gluten, artificial colors, flavors or preservatives, is suitable for lacto-
vegetarians, is not tested on animals, and backed by our One Year Unconditional Money Back Guarantee.

High-Rite Contains The Following Herbs:

    * Crataegus xyacantha

      Crataegus xyacantha (Hawthorn)helps the body to adequately dilate blood vessels, thereby maintaining a healthy 
supply of oxygen and energy to the heart and facilitating normal pumping ability. Numerous recent studies have 
confirmed the benefits of Hawthorn on the health of the cardiovascular system

    * Passiflora Incarnata

      Passiflora Incarnata (also known as Passion Flower) The active ingredients in this herb include flavonoids 
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(compounds found in fruits and vegetables that have diverse beneficial biochemical and antioxidant effects), 
glycosides (that play numerous important roles in living organisms), alkaloids (that have pharmacological effects on 
humans) and saparin. Passiflora has stood up well to clinical studies on animals that support its traditional usage to 
assist in cardiac health.

    * Viburnum Opulus

      Viburnum Opulus (also known as Guelder Rose bark) is known for its natural ability to relax muscles while 
supporting cardiac muscle health. 

    * Ginkgo Biloba

      Ginkgo Biloba dates back about 200 million years! It has survived mainly in Oriental temple gardens, where it is 
highly prized for its medicinal properties in Chinese Traditional Medicine. One of the most important active 
ingredients, ginkgolide, has been clinically shown to be an effective cardiac muscle tonic. Recent studies have 
demonstrated this herbs ability to support cardiac health.

Order High-Rite RIGHT NOW To Get
The Lowest Price Available Anywhere!

Buy 1 Bottle - Save 25%

High-Rite

Retail Price: $49.95    Our Low Price: $37.50

Click Here To Order 1 Bottle

 
Buy 1 Now

Buy 2 - Get 1 FREE - Save 50%
 
High-Rite       High-Rite       +       
High-Rite
1 FREE Bottle

Retail Price: $149.85    Our Low Price: $74.95

Click Here To Order 2 Bottles + 1 Bottle Free

 
Buy 2 Get 1 Free!

Plus There Is No Risk! High-Rite is backed by the Native Remedies
One Year Money-Back Guarantee  

We Accept Visa, Mastercard, Discover & American ExpressCredit Cards, Debit Cards & Paypal
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Read What Others Are Saying About High-Rite!
 
 
"I have been using your High-Rite product for weeks now. The results I have seen have been marvelous!! I combined 
the remedies with a very balanced diet and a strict exercise program. I have also lost nearly 5.5 kg in the past three 
weeks. It's just been just fantastic!!
 
- Krishnan
 
"Finally a product that works! My hypertension is completely under control. Why don't the doctors prescribe these 
products?"

- Harold M.
 
" I am only taking half the dose of my normal medicine after using your products for just 12 weeks. I hope that this 
will continue until I can stop altogether. My doctor has been very encouraging."

- Gregory
 
"My doctor wasn't very pleased when I said I was going to research natural alternatives, but has had to eat his words 
because all his dire predictions did not come true!  I can recommend these products without reservation." 
 
- Hilary
 
"I don't know what I would have done without High-Riteâ€¦ I only wish that I had known about it sooner because it 
really works!"

- Gillian
 
 
 
Click Here To Visit The Provider Site  

PRIVACY POLICY - TERMS OF SERVICE - NATURAL HEALTH BLOG - ORDER HIGH-RITE
 
 
 
 
 
 
Barton Publishing Inc.
P.O. Box 50
Brandon
SD 57005
United States

You may unsubscribe or change your contact details at any time.
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101 Questions Answered!
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Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Sunday, February 24, 2008

irrupt \ih-RUHPT\, intransitive verb:

1. To burst in forcibly or suddenly; to intrude.
2. (Ecology) To increase rapidly in number.
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    Furthermore, and most decisively, the 1848 revolutions had shown how the masses could irrupt into the closed circle 
of their rulers, and the progress of industrial society itself made their pressure constantly greater even in non-
revolutionary periods.
    -- Eric J. Hobsbawm, The Age of Capital: 1848-1875

    What happens in these flashes of inspiration is a kind of transcendence in science in which a new concept, 
something that has never been dreamt or thought of before, irrupts into the scientist's imagination.
    -- Roy Bhaskar, Reflections on Meta-Reality

    What sounds are these that sting as they caress, that irrupt into my soul and twine about my heart?
    -- Nikolai Gogol, Dead Souls

    Archetypes are primordial forces, hidden within the collective unconscious, which normally lie dormant and 
unnoticed but which can suddenly irrupt into the conscious mind and produce the most unexpected results.
    -- Dewi Rees, Death and Bereavement

    But unlike the populations of some of their more famous relatives (more famous to ecologists, at least), whose 
population fluctuations follow a regular, three-year cycle, some meadow vole populations irrupt sporadically and 
others almost always stay high or low.
    -- Richard S. Ostfeld, "Little loggers make a big difference", Natural History, May 2002

Irrupt is derived from the past participle of Latin irrumpere, from ir-, in-, "in" + rumpere, "to break."
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Subject: lissom: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Mon, 25 Feb 2008 08:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1185312081868539
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs36553tia; Mon, 25 Feb 2008 16:08:54 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.158.17 with SMTP id g17mr2971323wfe.106.1203984533748; Mon, 25 Feb 2008 16:08:53 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12274123-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
30si9130352wfc.6.2008.02.25.16.08.53; Mon, 25 Feb 2008 16:08:53 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12274123-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12274123-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12274123-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120392640069220"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12274123-2008.02.25-00.00.14--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12274123-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080225075804.B7216884076@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12274123-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Monday, February 25, 2008

lissom \LISS-uhm\, adjective;
also lissome:

1. Limber; supple; flexible.
2. Light and quick in action; nimble; agile; active.
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    Raphaelle Boitel moves with the lissom, contortionist plastique of a snake-woman.
    -- Nadine Meisner, "Clowns real and imagined", Independent, April 20, 2001

    Her foot touches the plate and sets off the trap, but so swift and lissome is she that her ankles evade the clash of the 
serrated iron jaws as they spring together.
    -- John Bayley, Iris and Her Friends

Lissom is an alteration of lithesome, which derives from Old English lithe, "flexible, mild, gentle."
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Subject: From: alex@walltopia.com
Date: Mon, 25 Feb 2008 16:33:05 +0200 (EET)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1185102e905ec1e0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs1371tia; Mon, 25 Feb 2008 06:33:11 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.66.217.20 with SMTP id p20mr3238262ugg.51.1203949988114; Mon, 25 Feb 2008 06:33:08 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <alex@walltopia.com>
Received: from walltopia.com (walltopia.de [85.14.38.34]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
s8si1745805uge.3.2008.02.25.06.33.06; Mon, 25 Feb 2008 06:33:08 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.14.38.34 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
alex@walltopia.com) client-ip=85.14.38.34;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.14.38.34 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of alex@walltopia.com) smtp.mail=alex@walltopia.com
Received: from walltopia.com (www.walltopia.com [127.0.0.1]) by www.walltopia.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
D42231C68002 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Mon, 25 Feb 2008 16:33:05 +0200 (EET)
Received: from 78.90.3.135 (proxying for 192.168.2.161) (SquirrelMail authenticated user alex@walltopia.com) by 
walltopia.com with HTTP; Mon, 25 Feb 2008 16:33:05 +0200 (EET)
Message-ID: <56444.78.90.3.135.1203949985.squirrel@walltopia.com>
User-Agent: SquirrelMail/1.4.13
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;charset=windows-1251
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Importance: Normal

Hy Vikram!
I`m back to work now in ofice in Sofia, as I promised I`m sending you this
slide show of Walltopia`s walls , that you didn`t see in airplaine.The
same pictures are on the site : walltopia.com!

Sincerely , Alex Radkov
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Subject: aplomb: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2008 08:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118561135b581f5d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs155380tia; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 06:06:52 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.174.8 with SMTP id w8mr3746332wfe.5.1204034811193; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 06:06:51 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12277561-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
32si11458227wfa.13.2008.02.26.06.06.50; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 06:06:51 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12277561-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12277561-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12277561-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120401280199400"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12277561-2008.02.26-00.00.25--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12277561-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080226075804.3224188405D@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12277561-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Tuesday, February 26, 2008

aplomb \uh-PLOM\, noun:

Assurance of manner or of action; self-possession; confidence; coolness.

    Then, unexpectedly, she picked up a microphone and began to sing. She sang several songs, handling herself with 
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the aplomb of a professional entertainer.
    -- "Rediscovering Japanese Life at a Bike's Pace", New York Times, April 24, 1988

    For all the slings and arrows, he seems almost preternaturally good-natured; set upon by a group of drunken revelers 
at dinner in Des Moines, . . . he weathers their boozy blandishments and inevitable potato jokes with admirable grace 
and aplomb.
    -- "Quayle Running Against His Own Image", Los Angeles Times, August 1, 1999

    His initial broadcasting success was due at least as much to his considerable professional aplomb as it was to his 
father's broadcasting connections.
    -- John A. Jackson, American Bandstand: Dick Clark and the Making of a Rock 'n' Roll Empire

Aplomb is from the French word meaning "perpendicularity, equilibrium, steadiness, assurance," from the Old French 
phrase a plomb, from a, "according to" (from Latin ad) + plomb, "lead weight" (from Latin plumbum, "lead").
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You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
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Subject: I have prepared a video for you
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2008 13:56:25 UT
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1185607d52957280
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs153768tia; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 05:56:38 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.110.49.6 with SMTP id w6mr3934846tiw.2.1204034198029; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 05:56:38 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com (a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.COM [209.2.34.147]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id h15si9463809wxd.23.2008.02.26.05.56.36; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 05:56:37 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 209.2.34.147 as permitted sender) client-ip=209.2.34.147;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 209.2.34.147 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl2-0-114.v.l ([192.168.0.114]) by a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com with QMQP; 26 Feb 
2008 08:56:26 -0500
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=p0zkDLE1mWUSTt2dxeNqLaYqMXBX1x0LsyqrThvYZiDGxDr1MpVjXKiP6Mi6GY6LTEO0A+yg8mQE8GCI95
Vd16hBaCcMfJ4ZUEnls74bq+RcdzQ7Qi6knduyYEz6dhxad23/kMo7zMAL20WhTLMYMLFz677V0InVjfGGLEeXY
7M=;
Sender: rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpX7ZJO9BQ5+LxX1Mz7t7ke3vjMgJK7RIDv10W4jygd/qmOsVveeEGS
+nLcgwu6O0Lpj8Ahgj6uE+yFEjejtbcjr+QmDmvUiHL52dVZ7p/svuQfNLhXWf9Pevhd+EDLqAYOYegNfCISQ4fQh
3USfwpRpo2L1vOPZov1
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
MIME-Version: 1.0
Response-Id: r-rocketpiano_news-rid-614883-bid-518888
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.com/r/1exL+,/iajOw-3HD>
X-Responder-Id: 614883
Message-ID: <1204034185.405175@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hi Vikram,

I would like to show you a quick video I put
together regarding
the course I told you about the other day The
Hand
Coordination, runs and fillers DVDs and Book
course.
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Watch It Here
www.rocketpiano.com/playpiano/video.php 

I have had so many emails asking me about the
course and instead
of giving you pages of text to read I thought I
would do a quick
video showing you the cool things inside the
course.

In order to show you what the course looks like,
I took some
exercises from the course that I enjoyed playing
(and think
would be very useful for a student like yourself)
and have
explained how these can be really helpful in
working on certain
aspects of your playing and hand coordination.

Here is the link to watch that video again:
www.rocketpiano.com/playpiano/video.php

Good luck with your piano playing

Warm Regards
Ruth 

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.com/r/1exL+,/JajOw-3Pk
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Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2008 09:29:54 +0530
To: "alex@walltopia.com" <alex@walltopia.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11853e58bf1b3408
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 25 Feb 2008 19:59:54 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0802251959g695320bemf63e92ddaafdd960@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <56444.78.90.3.135.1203949985.squirrel@walltopia.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2815_15679943.1203998394957"
References: <56444.78.90.3.135.1203949985.squirrel@walltopia.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Alex,

Nice to get your email. Will go through the pictures and discuss with some investors.

How did you enjoy Goa. What all did you do here.

Rgds

Vikram

On 2/25/08, alex@walltopia.com <alex@walltopia.com> wrote:

    Hy Vikram!
    I`m back to work now in ofice in Sofia, as I promised I`m sending you this
    slide show of Walltopia`s walls , that you didn`t see in airplaine.The
    same pictures are on the site : walltopia.com!

    Sincerely , Alex Radkov

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: From: alex@walltopia.com
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2008 11:04:47 +0200 (EET)
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11854fcb17c4cb9a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs107150tia; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 01:04:53 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.66.233.14 with SMTP id f14mr4492294ugh.84.1204016690724; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 01:04:50 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <alex@walltopia.com>
Received: from walltopia.com (walltopia.de [85.14.38.34]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i39si7098120ugd.32.2008.02.26.01.04.47; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 01:04:50 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.14.38.34 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
alex@walltopia.com) client-ip=85.14.38.34;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.14.38.34 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of alex@walltopia.com) smtp.mail=alex@walltopia.com
Received: from walltopia.com (www.walltopia.com [127.0.0.1]) by www.walltopia.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
5D87C1C68001 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 11:04:47 +0200 (EET)
Received: from 78.90.3.135 (proxying for 192.168.2.161) (SquirrelMail authenticated user alex@walltopia.com) by 
walltopia.com with HTTP; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 11:04:47 +0200 (EET)
Message-ID: <54254.78.90.3.135.1204016687.squirrel@walltopia.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0802251959g695320bemf63e92ddaafdd960@mail.gmail.com>
References: <56444.78.90.3.135.1203949985.squirrel@walltopia.com> 
<f4302a0a0802251959g695320bemf63e92ddaafdd960@mail.gmail.com>
User-Agent: SquirrelMail/1.4.13
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;charset=windows-1251
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Importance: Normal

Hi , Vikram ,
Goa for me was like a paradise !  :) 
I took a scooter and whole day I was driving around the beaches(Calangute,
Baga, Candolim , etc.) !Very cool!Unfortenetely it was only two days!Next
time I`ll stay more , I hope!
Now I`m back in ofice , working!
We will stay in touch !

Alex Radkov
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Subject: Rocket Piano Newsletter February 27, 2008
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2008 17:47:21 UT
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11856db31956ee6d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs187185tia; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 09:47:31 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.82.120.15 with SMTP id s15mr9546450buc.39.1204048048649; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 09:47:28 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com (b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.COM [209.2.34.148]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id t12si5682363gvd.2.2008.02.26.09.47.26; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 09:47:28 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 209.2.34.148 as permitted sender) client-ip=209.2.34.148;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 209.2.34.148 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
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Hi Vikram,
 
Welcome to this weeks newsletter.  In this edition we'll talk about
the "hardest piece of music", we look at the life of Thelonius Monk.
Let's get started!
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THE HARDEST PIECE OF MUSIC

What's the hardest piece you have ever had to learn? In the course
of my piano playing career I have been challenged by many different
pieces. The most difficult of which was one of Rachmaninov's
preludes in C sharp minor. This piece of music challenged me in a
way that no other piece has and to be honest I have never really
nailed it to perfection. I loved the piece but frankly it was just
a little difficult for my skill level.

My feeling is that when you come to learning full songs on the
piano you should choose songs that you can progress slowly but
surely and maintain your motivation, by continuing your success.
However I think that sometimes it is productive (and fun) to take
on a piece that is really hard for you.  

It is always good to challenge yourself in everything you do. This
is true for everything in life. Though in general it is best to
progressively improve your skills, I think something can be gained
from taking the occasional big leap forward. The reason for this is
that it can introduce you to new techniques and ideas that can
advance your playing. Also when you go back to playing your normal
songs you will find them a lot easier. 

When you get a minute, e-mail me with what you have found to be
your hardest piece of music, and what you did to master it!

THELONIUS MONK
Thelonious Sphere Monk was born on Red Row, Rocky Mount, North
Carolina on October 10, 1917. He grew up in New York though, after
his family moved to West 63rd Street in the San Juan Hill
neighborhood. He started piano lessons when he was around ten years
old and played at the Baptist church where his mother was in the
choir. By his teens he was playing 'rent parties'. When he was 17
he dropped out of High School to join an evangelist on a tour which
travelled through the Mid-West. 

It was on this tour that he met Mary Lou Williams in Kansas City.
As Mary Lou remembers, "Thelonious, still in his teens, came into
town with either an evangelist or a medicine show - I forget which.
While he was in Kaycee he jammed every night, really used to blow
on piano, employing a lot more technique than he does today. "
Monk's technique during this period would have shown more of his
initial influences than at later times, though these influences
(Teddy Wilson, James P Johnson and Duke Ellington) would always be
present in his music. 

He returned to New York, and apparently spent some time studying at
Juillard before getting a job working for Teddy Hill at Minton's,
where he was hired as the pianist in the house band. The years at
Minton's were important years in jazz history - legendary years
during which a new music emerged. The new music was called 'bebop'
- later on just 'bop' - and caused what amounted to ideological
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warfare in the jazz world. 

The music from these formative years has been captured for us by a
young jazz fan, Jerry Newman, who lugged a 'portable' recorder to
many late night jam sessions. These sessions not only included the
important new musicians like Monk, Charlie Christian, Kenny Clarke
and Dizzy Gillespie, but also had a link to the mainstream of jazz
with Coleman Hawkins and Roy Eldridge. 

As well as working at Minton's, Monk also paid his dues at Monroe's
Uptown House and Kelly's Stables and worked for short periods with
Lucky Millinder, Dizzy's Big Band and the Cootie Williams
Orchestra. It was Coleman Hawkins though that gave the pianist his
studio recording debut. Monk was Hawk's regular pianist and when
they went into the studio in October 1944 to record four tracks,
"On the Bean", "Recollections", "Flyin' Hawk", and "Drifting on a
Reed". 

The Forties though, were not particularly good times for
Thelonious, for while he was as important a figure to the new music
as Dizzy and Charlie Parker, he did not record to the same extent,
and his erratic behaviour did not help him to get the kind of
recognition he deserved. Alfred Lion at Blue Note however, recorded
Thelonious on several occasions as leader of his own group. 

These recordings made in 1947 and 1948 featured various musicians -
Art Blakey; Shadow Wilson; Milt Jackson and Idrees Sulieman among
others. These sessions, together with a later one in 1951, set the
pattern for most of his future recordings. They comprised Monk's
own compositions with a sprinkling of standards. It was for Blue
Note Records that he first recorded "Straight, No Chaser", "Ruby,
My Dear", "Round Midnight" and other originals that would become
such an important part of his career. Many of them were played by
other musicians to the extent that they would become jazz
standards. It was during his time with Blue Note that Thelonious
met a young journalist, Orrin Keepnews, who would soon figure
prominently in his future. 

In 1951 a charge of drug posession led to his losing the
all-important cabaret card. Without this card, which he did not
regain until 1957, he was not allowed to play anywhere in New York
City where alcohol was served. In 1952 Thelonious had left Blue
Note and moved to Prestige Records. Between 1952 and 1954 several
trio and quintet sessions were recorded, some with a new young
tenor player - Sonny Rollins. These records however did no better
than the Blue Note recordings as far as any real commercial success
was concerned, and in 1955 Thelonious changed record companies
again, this time to Riverside. 

Orrin Keepnews reports that the cost of getting Prestige to
relinquish Monk's contract was $108.27, the amount that had been
over-advanced to the pianist. It was at Riverside Records that Monk
finally came into his own. With Orrin Keepnews as his producer,
Monk recorded a series of remarkable albums between 1955 and 1960.
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The first album was a trio recording - a tribute to Duke Ellington.
The second album, also a trio recording, was a collection of
standards. 

After these two excellent and successful albums, which were
deliberate attempts to make the pianist more 'acceptable' to the
jazz public, the recordings reverted to the more normal format of
his own compositions with an occasional standard. His third LP for
Riverside is often cited as his best recording, "Brilliant Corners"
was recorded in 1956 and the quintet included Sonny Rollins and Max
Roach, with Ernie Henry on alto and Clark Terry replacing the alto
player on one track. Later recordings included John Coltrane,
Monk's old employer Coleman Hawkins, Thad Jones, Gerry Mulligan and
Clark Terry. 

It was in the Fifties that Thelonious started to get the attention
he had deserved. By 1958 for example, he was drawing record crowds
to the Five Spot Cafe with his quartet which featured John Coltrane
or Johnny Griffin, and he was the top rated pianist in the Down
Beat Critic's Poll. The Riverside period came to an end with the
release of his 'Thelonious Monk Quartet plus two at the BlackHawk'
recorded in April 1960. Riverside later released some quartet
concert performances recorded in Europe during his 1961 tour, but
these were not produced by Orrin Keepnews and were acquired by
Riverside so that Monk could complete his contract with them. 

Columbia Records signed Monk in 1962, and with Teo Macero as
producer released a series of commercially successful quartet
albums starting with "Monk's Dream". Thelonious Monk was becoming a
popular jazz musician, something not dreamed of a dozen years
earlier. In 1964 he even made the cover of Time Magazine. He
performed regularly for most of the sixties. In addition to the
usual quartet featuring Charlie Rouse there was a successful
orchestral concert in 1963, and he toured with a nine piece group
including Clark Terry, Johnny Griffin and Phil Woods. He broke with
Columbia in 1969 shortly after CBS suggested that he record an
album of Beatles songs. 

In 1971 he went on a world tour for George Wein with "The Giants of
Jazz", a sextet including Dizzy Gillespie and Art Blakey. While on
this tour he made his last recordings, a wonderful collection of
solo piano and trio performances with Art Blakey and Al McKibbon
which were recorded for Black Lion in London. 
After this tour he virtually stopped performing, his final public
appearance was in the summer of 1976. After this final concert he
retired from public view, living the rest of his life in seclusion.
Thelonious Monk died of a stroke on February 17, 1982.

Recommended listening: 
Thelonius Monk. Epistrophy.
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=monk1

Also:
Smokin Jazz a 20 Song Jazz Compilation for the Cigar Connoisseur
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http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=monk2

DVD:
Thelonious Monk - Straight No Chaser
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=monk3

Recommended reading:
Thelonius Monk - Author: Thelonius Monk
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=monk4

CLOSING COMMENTS

How is your piano playing coming?  Are you making the progress you
want to?  If you AREN'T the pianist that you want to be then it's
time to TAKE ACTION! Do something about it.

I developed Rocket Piano to give people like you results that they
can see.  I was tired of seeing people put time and effort into
practicing with ineffective methods.  Rocket Piano will get you to
the level you want - guaranteed.

Here is what just a couple of my students have to say about Rocket
Piano:

"I got the piano material today and worked on it most of the
afternoon. I think this is really going to be great. A sidelight,,,
I am 74 years young and thought this would be a good time to learn
somrthing new. I will let you know when I go on tour!"
-- James (Missouri, USA) 

"I was skeptical at first, however your package truly delivers on
its promises. And the bonuses were twice as good as I expected,
especially Jayde Musica. I can't believe it's so cheap! It's
definately the best learn-piano product out there and I'm so glad I
found it!"
-- Ian McDonald (USA)

You know, what I really want to see?  A letter from YOU telling me
about the progress YOU'RE making by using Rocket Piano.

If you don't use Rocket Piano, where will you be at this time next
year?  Will you be the pianist you want to be?

Visit the Rocket Piano site to get started using Rocket Piano today.

http://www.rocketpiano.com

That's it for this week's Newsletter. Next week we look at rhythm 
and the piano, and we'll take a look at the life of Elton John.

Until next week, all the best,
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Ruth Searle

Ruth Searle is a pianist with years of experience behind her. 
Piano is her passion, and she is also the drive and inspiration
behind Rocket Piano - the Ultimate Piano Learning Kit.  If you want
to take your piano playing skills to a new level, you need the
Rocket Piano Kit.  You get step by step instructions complete with
audio and video lessons, and you can instant access by clicking
through to the secure server now at http://www.rocketpiano.com.

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.com/r?p=1exL/W/W8Q-a93k8
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To ensure that you receive our offers and updates, add meghna@makemytrip.com to your
Address Book or Safe List.
February, 2008
 
        MakeMyTrip.com
        Home            Flights                 Hotels          Holiday Packages                Travel Guides
        
Holiday in America
Experience our incredible packages to America to enjoy the unbelievable benefits of Holiday Plus: where we assure 
your satisfaction! Or choose from the supersaver airfare deals to both domestic and international destinations.
Airfare Deals
Domestic Airfares
Delhi - Mumbai  Rs. 475
Delhi - Hyderabad       Rs. 490
Delhi - Kolkata         Rs. 490
Delhi - Chennai         Rs. 949
Delhi - Bangalore       Rs. 995
        
International Supersaver
Delhi - KL      Rs. 10,399*
Delhi - Singapore       Rs. 10,899*
Delhi - Bangkok         Rs. 12,699*
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Delhi - London  Rs. 18,599*
Delhi - New York        Rs. 29,299*
*Return airfare
â€¢Exclusive of taxes â€¢Flights and Prices are subject to availability
Click here to book your tickets now
All inclusive rail packages starting Rs.9,950*          Introducing our new i-mint section
New hotel videos - Now check out your hotel before you check in!
Please do not directly reply to this mailer. If you do not wish to receive any further promotional
e-mails from MakeMyTrip.com, click here
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NT News Service
Mapusa Feb 27
 
Anjuna case- Needle of suspicion points towards Anjuna police
 
In a case that could possibly trigger off international ramifications as the victim happens to be a British national , the 
death  of the Anjuna teenager Scarlette Eden due to â€˜drowningâ€™ as claimed by the Anjuna police does not appear 
to have gone down well  with the locals as well as the victimâ€™s mother Ms Fiona who claims that her daughter was 
an excellent swimmer and she just could not believe that her daughter got drowned in just a few inches of water. Ms 
Fiona has also claimed that the Anjuna police have â€˜directly liedâ€™ to her and neither the Inspector of Police nor 
the DGPâ€™s office  has  been sympathetic to her grievance. A mother of 9 children Ms Fiona who has already 
complained to the IGP and  DGP  highly regretted that the officials attached to the DGP and IGPâ€™s offices ill 
treated her  and prevented her from either meeting the IGP or DGP saying that she would have to sit and wait for 
atleast four hours. An emotionally upset Ms Fiona has even claimed that she was receiving threats for pursuing the 
case.
The role of the Anjuna police has in a cloud as though PSI Nerlon Albuquerque has maintained that the body was 
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fished out from the water in a semi nude condition, two eye witnesses Richard and Max claim that they had seen the 
body fully nude and on the sand much above the high tide line facing the water. While Richard claims to have seen the 
body at 6.30 am on Monday morning  Max who knew the girl is believed to have seen the body at 8.30 and informed 
the Anjuna sarpanch who it is learnt was familiar with the girlâ€™s lover one Julio from Siolim and immediately 
informed Julio . Speaking to â€˜The Navhind Timesâ€™ Ms Fiona says â€œ Julio had befriended my daughter on the 
context of a working relationship however things later changed I began to doubt Julioâ€™s intentions. However 
hoping that my daughter would be in his safe custody I had left her with him and gone to Gokarnaâ€™â€™. Here it is 
pertinent to note that Julio  offering  better job prospects had taken Scarlette to stay at his auntâ€™s place at Siolim . 
Though initially she was staying alone there Julio later began to stay with her. According to reliable sources it is learnt 
that Julio was  a highly â€˜possessive and notorious â€™  person. A few days back  it is believed that he was arrested 
by the Pernem police for being involved in a late night party that was creating sound pollution and the party was 
subsequently raided by the Pernem police. As  was Julio was behind bars , Scarlette it is learnt had befriended a 
Swedish boy with whom she would go out partying . However Julio on learning about this had warned the boy not to â
€˜touchâ€™ Scarlette. Later however the Swedish boy left for his country .
 
Relating to the events that took place last Sunday Some eye witnesses have said that  Scarlette and another friend one 
Ruby from Anjuna had gone for a party that evening  at a hotel in Anjuna. However late at night when the two 
returned at Rubyâ€™s home home it is learnt that both were â€œhighly druggedâ€. Though Ruby went in it is not 
known with whom Scarlette went and that too in an intoxicated condition to the beach. Says Fiona, â€œ My daughter 
although full of life and a partying girl was also highly respectable she was always aware of what she was doing. If 
she was drugged at the party it must have been by some notorious elements who did so with a malafide intention and 
later followed her till she was alone outside Rubyâ€™s house and later took her to the beach.â€ The investigations 
being conducted by the Anjuna police with a possible intention to hush up the case as a mere drowning  case throws a 
question mark whether such cases involving crimes on foreigners are deliberately pushed under the carpet by the Goa 
Police who ignore the possible international ramifications , if this is so the common man also is not safe in the hands of 
the Police who could  possibly turn such â€˜rapeâ€™ and murder cases into drowning. Though were  some bruise 
marks on the body it has now come to light that this fact was kept a secret by the Anjuna police to â€˜push â€˜ the 
case as a mere drowning. Further Ms Fiona claims that the Anjuna police have not all been taking this case  seriously 
and also no attempts are being made by the police to investigate the case. â€œ Even my daughterâ€™s clothes and 
slippers were noticed by me on the beach after a good three days and a mark on the sand also proves that she was â
€˜unconsciously drownedâ€™ and then pulled and brought on the shore. A learned Supreme Court Advocate whom 
this reporter contacted has said that the circumstances leading to the â€˜forceful drowningâ€™ and thereafter leaving 
the victim nude o the beach are highly suspicious with the police trying to cover up the â€˜rape and murderâ€™ of the 
victim as a drowning. The learned advocate has pointed out that the offence attracts punishment under section 302(A) 
and 376 of IPC as the victim was also sexually assaulted and the victim being a teenager the quantum of punishment is 
great, however he also pointed out that it was still a mystery to him why the Anjuna police were treating the case 
under 178 IPC which is a is a mere drowning case. â€œ Was it to shield some influential criminalsâ€ the advocate 
sought to know. In the meanwhile Julioâ€™s whereabouts are still being ascertained with rumours abuzz that he is  
probably out of Goa. Another development that has unfolded is that the autopsy report conducted on the body has 
revealed that the victim was sexually assaulted by the culprits before she was drowned a fact that has come to light by 
looking at the abrasions on the body and this fact was kept  under wraps by the Anjuna police . It has also On the other 
hand Anjuna PSI Nerlon Albuquerque  when contacted has said that investigations are still being conducted in the 
case. Ms Fiona has further claimed that she has already approached the British embassy and British authorities were 
seized about the matter as she has been receiving numerous phone calls  from her country. She is presently seeking 
justice from the guardians of law in Goa.
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mx.google.com with ESMTP id i6si3683396wxd.21.2008.02.26.21.23.38; Tue, 26 Feb 2008 21:23:39 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of umagoods@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.224 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.224;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of umagoods@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.224 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=umagoods@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU134-W9 ([65.55.162.187]) by blu139-omc3-s24.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Tue, 26 Feb 2008 21:23:38 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU134-W9053EDE25F7CB859B3918C61A0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: umagoods@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_b510f64e-dd02-4895-8723-a67a5515e4a4_"
X-Originating-IP: [221.134.43.63]
Importance: Normal
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 27 Feb 2008 05:23:38.0760 (UTC) FILETIME=[E87E2080:01C87900]

Dear Vikram
from what I have understood -'cause I cannot read the handwriting fully neither understand all-from the autopsy report
I have to note:
1.There are cerain scratches and a bigger bruise on the forhead and they are -if I understood well-before death.
2.If there is a death from drowning there should be water in the lungs which is not clearly indicated.Instead there is 
froth and blood which could indicate pulmonary failure which could be as well related to the use of certain chemicals 
prior to death, possibly of the morfine -heroin class  or even other that I do not know.
3.There are certain remarks that I cannot read concerning the genitals which should be clarified and evaluated.
I read the report with Dakini but the copy stayed with her so I cannot examine it with more detail since these notes are 
from what I could find out from this first reading.
 
Thank you once more for the attention and totally human attidute towards all the people that ask your help.
                  Maria
                                          
 
 

Fly HYD-BLR for Rs.499 Log on to MakeMyTrip! Check it out!
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Subject: Only 1 payment this week (Rs. 4K)
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2008 17:48:59 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1185c039dd0c721a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs371562tia; Wed, 27 Feb 2008 09:49:44 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.13.13 with SMTP id 13mr5540195wfm.89.1204134583899; Wed, 27 Feb 2008 09:49:43 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s17.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s17.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.217]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 11si12621152wrl.11.2008.02.27.09.49.42; Wed, 27 Feb 2008 09:49:43 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.217 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.217;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.217 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W49 ([65.55.162.187]) by blu139-omc3-s17.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 27 Feb 2008 09:49:00 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU108-W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_6c723e93-75af-4c3a-ab1f-66ffee828791_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.141]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <200712101751955.SM09908@demo8> 
<BLU108-W119B3D7A9E65D7CF8FF18CA8640@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0712110806v61a5a15ehc7fb2c44188f148f@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W552E83D3D85FB5EBF5DB26A8640@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0712112130v77718954r11c7145c656eb30f@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W1017870D31AFCAE77D48DAA8480@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801110057k1de9f3f7n8bd312eec424d13a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W52722F4E5D54C29175F6CDA8390@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 27 Feb 2008 17:49:00.0028 (UTC) FILETIME=[087213C0:01C87969]

Hi Vikram,
 
Hope you are enjoying life and the Embassy job is settling down.  And Meena and A2 (A + A) are enjoying life as 
well.
 
Please could you deposit 4,000 into this one account. 
 
Only one payment this week.  When would this be done so I can inform the writer.
 
 
 
Much Love
 
Dj
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Rs. 4,000 for full name on the account - Sriparna Saha
 
HDFC Bank Account No.: 3771050009216
Location: WEST MARREDPALLY SECUNDERABAD

                 
                 

Find it at www.seek.com.au Your Future Starts Here. Dream it? Then be it!
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Subject: temerarious: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2008 08:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1185b30d487b9072
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs337172tia; Wed, 27 Feb 2008 05:59:31 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.222.21 with SMTP id u21mr5242623wfg.41.1204120770242; Wed, 27 Feb 2008 05:59:30 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12282452-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
32si14027979wfa.13.2008.02.27.05.59.28; Wed, 27 Feb 2008 05:59:30 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12282452-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12282452-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12282452-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.147
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.147 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.453, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
FB_GET_MEDS=0.803, HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1204099201128250"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12282452-2008.02.27-00.00.36--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12282452-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080227075802.C5519884058@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12282452-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Wednesday, February 27, 2008

temerarious \tem-uh-RAIR-ee-uhs\, adjective:

Recklessly or presumptuously daring; rash.

    Becket's slayers insist that the king had indeed authorized or directed murder, an interpretation fortified by Henry's 
known enmity toward the temerarious priest for protesting the subordination of ecclesiastical to secular authority.
    -- Bruce Fein, "Free speech or call to violence?", Washington Times, April 10, 2001

    I have confessed myself a temerarious theologian, and in that passage from boyhood to manhood I ranged widely in 
my search for some permanently satisfying Truth.
    -- H. G. Wells, The New Machiavelli
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Temerarious comes from Latin temerarius, "rash," from temere, "rashly, heedlessly."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for temerarious

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12282452-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!



file:///C|/...ttings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080228-fallible_%20Dictionary.com%20Word%20of%20the%20Day-79036071.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:54 PM]

Subject: fallible: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2008 08:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118605dc2a6d4045
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs514877tia; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 06:06:41 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.13.13 with SMTP id 13mr6321547wfm.89.1204207600344; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 06:06:40 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12287363-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
30si16509117wfd.19.2008.02.28.06.06.39; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 06:06:40 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12287363-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12287363-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12287363-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1204185601157870"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12287363-2008.02.28-00.00.29--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12287363-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080228075802.0DF4B884073@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12287363-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

"We haven't put this game down since Christmas." "We love orijinz"
"Best game for thinking adults in a long time." "Great fun"
"Great, great, GREAT word game!" "infectious" "So much Fun"
"CONGRATULATIONS! Great game!" "We had a blast!"
orijinz the new word and phrase card game is getting rave reviews!
A great gift, also fun at the office! Join the fun! Only $14.95.
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Thursday, February 28, 2008

fallible \FAL-uh-bul\, adjective:

1. Liable to make a mistake.
2. Liable to be inaccurate or erroneous.
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    But human beings are fallible. We know we all make mistakes.
    -- Robert S. McNamara, "et al.", Argument Without End

    Jack Kerouac was neither a demon nor a saint but a fallible, notably gentle, deeply conflicted and finally self-
destructive person whose dream from childhood was to be a writer.
    -- Morris Dickstein, "Beyond Beat", New York Times, August 9, 1998

    On the other hand, mathematics does not rely on evidence from fallible experimentation, but it is built on infallible 
logic.
    -- Simon Singh, Fermat's Enigma

Fallible derives from Medieval Latin fallibilis, from Latin fallere, "to deceive." It is related to fail, false (from falsum, 
the past participle of fallere), fallacy ("a false notion"), fault (from Old French falte, from fallere), and faucet (from 
Old ProvenÃ§al falsar, "to falsify, to create a fault in, to bore through," from fallere).

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for fallible

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

"We haven't put this game down since Christmas." "We love orijinz"
"Best game for thinking adults in a long time." "Great fun"
"Great, great, GREAT word game!" "infectious" "So much Fun"
"CONGRATULATIONS! Great game!" "We had a blast!"
orijinz the new word and phrase card game is getting rave reviews!
A great gift, also fun at the office! Join the fun! Only $14.95.

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12287363-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: My HDFC Account.
From: Amitabh Verma <verma2@bol.net.in>
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2008 11:04:11 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1185e95a0ea12299
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs437549tia; Wed, 27 Feb 2008 21:48:28 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.78.10 with SMTP id a10mr6083126wfb.37.1204177707465; Wed, 27 Feb 2008 21:48:27 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <verma2@bol.net.in>
Received: from smtp.bol.net.in (delhi14.bol.net.in [202.159.212.9]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
30si16354468wff.11.2008.02.27.21.48.20; Wed, 27 Feb 2008 21:48:27 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of verma2@bol.net.in designates 202.159.212.9 as permitted sender) client-
ip=202.159.212.9;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of verma2@bol.net.in designates 
202.159.212.9 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=verma2@bol.net.in
Received: from amitabh ([59.178.120.146]) by pop.bol.net.in (iPlanet Messaging Server 5.2 HotFix 1.26 (built Mar 31 
2004)) with ESMTPA id <0JWX0027CPPMDX@pop.bol.net.in> for varma.vikram@gmail.com; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 
11:23:47 +0530 (IST)
Message-ID: <000f01c879cb$8dd3a940$0201a8c0@amitabh>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-MIMEOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.3198
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2900.3138
Content-type: multipart/alternative; boundary="Boundary_(ID_ThgfLj+vM59EEpkU66eWzQ)"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-priority: Normal

Dear Vikram,
 
It was nice talking to you yesterday.I have still not received Bagri's number.I did call Cherry and he will speak to 
Dubey as well.
 
Regarding my HDFC Account :
 
Savings Account No.: 5031000011193.
Customer ID No.        110665.
 
Hope alls well at your end.We are fine.Lots of love to Aishu,Ameya.Best wishes to Meenal.
 
Amit.
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Subject: Re: Only 1 payment this week (Rs. 4K)
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2008 01:34:30 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1185c7f02a6ae3ac
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 27 Feb 2008 12:04:30 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BLU108-W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_22551_15286367.1204142670637"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W119B3D7A9E65D7CF8FF18CA8640@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0712110806v61a5a15ehc7fb2c44188f148f@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W552E83D3D85FB5EBF5DB26A8640@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0712112130v77718954r11c7145c656eb30f@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W1017870D31AFCAE77D48DAA8480@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801110057k1de9f3f7n8bd312eec424d13a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W52722F4E5D54C29175F6CDA8390@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

Will do this in the afternoon today.  

Have been quite busy in a murder case. Give you the details later.

Love

Vikram

On 2/27/08, DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,
     
    Hope you are enjoying life and the Embassy job is settling down.  And Meena and A2 (A + A) are enjoying life as 
well.
     
    Please could you deposit 4,000 into this one account. 
     
    Only one payment this week.  When would this be done so I can inform the writer.
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    Much Love
     
    Dj
     
     
    Rs. 4,000 for full name on the account - Sriparna Saha
     
    HDFC Bank Account No.: 3771050009216
    Location: WEST MARREDPALLY SECUNDERABAD

                     
                     

    Find it at www.seek.com.au Your Future Starts Here. Dream it? Then be it!

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Only 1 payment this week (Rs. 4K)
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2008 08:16:31 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1185f1d63c288053
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs461416tia; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 00:16:46 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.249.9 with SMTP id w9mr14719055anh.11.1204186605346; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 00:16:45 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s9.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s9.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.209]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id o29si5518193elf.5.2008.02.28.00.16.43; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 00:16:45 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.209 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.209;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.209 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W58 ([65.55.162.189]) by blu139-omc3-s9.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Thu, 28 Feb 2008 00:16:31 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU108-W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_d20e3919-3b0e-4f13-b8a8-5b503f251e9a_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.88]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W119B3D7A9E65D7CF8FF18CA8640@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0712110806v61a5a15ehc7fb2c44188f148f@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W552E83D3D85FB5EBF5DB26A8640@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0712112130v77718954r11c7145c656eb30f@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W1017870D31AFCAE77D48DAA8480@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801110057k1de9f3f7n8bd312eec424d13a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W52722F4E5D54C29175F6CDA8390@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 28 Feb 2008 08:16:31.0839 (UTC) FILETIME=[39BE1EF0:01C879E2]

Hi Vikram,
 
What is the murder case all about?  Is it in Goa?
 
Thanks for making the payment today.  Email me once it is done so I can tell the writer.  Also,  hope you are updating 
your spreadsheet.
 
Regards
Dj
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    Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2008 01:34:30 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Only 1 payment this week (Rs. 4K)

    HI DJ,

    Will do this in the afternoon today.  

    Have been quite busy in a murder case. Give you the details later.

    Love

    Vikram

    On 2/27/08, DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Vikram,
         
        Hope you are enjoying life and the Embassy job is settling down.  And Meena and A2 (A + A) are enjoying life 
as well.
         
        Please could you deposit 4,000 into this one account. 
         
        Only one payment this week.  When would this be done so I can inform the writer.
         
         
         
        Much Love
         
        Dj
         
         
        Rs. 4,000 for full name on the account - Sriparna Saha
         
        HDFC Bank Account No.: 3771050009216
        Location: WEST MARREDPALLY SECUNDERABAD

                         
                         

        Find it at www.seek.com.au Your Future Starts Here. Dream it? Then be it!
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    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

Listen now! New music from the Rogue Traders.
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Subject: Yoke's Last chance Special offer is almost finished
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2008 13:22:48 UT
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186035b92ec8638
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs508857tia; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 05:22:58 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.247.14 with SMTP id u14mr15732199anh.51.1204204977345; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 05:22:57 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com (b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.COM [209.2.34.148]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id c1si15185376ana.36.2008.02.28.05.22.55; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 05:22:57 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 209.2.34.148 as permitted sender) client-ip=209.2.34.148;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 209.2.34.148 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl2-0-114.v.l ([192.168.0.114]) by b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com with QMQP; 28 Feb 
2008 08:22:48 -0500
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=NWxEdT4We+xkhjpwp5UIPHuxX/yydqUUoolOHKy5iuYmRvWKeOgTcPUjMdLnKgmuoGCsEs3+F4S87xf3sUg
Xr/f30NLMB98+cwD9AGLiN9g8OylxWfy/f3g2xtLIJomHUeOt0hlFApp5qwc2heDOypZN6fzJU/eoHZKgYsIoslI=;
Sender: rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpX7ZJO9BQ5+LxX1Mz7t7ke3vjMgJK7RIDv10W4jygd/qmOsVveeEGS
+gg3/KbdF4GidA6gpf6qoXOCznYaI1JeDQJEr0JCjFoNgGH5npouTFOIIkYSAsuvPK2jaLAQ6cAbULfOKkIpyQtnn0
kaRDqE1H/tpneGGHD2
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
MIME-Version: 1.0
Response-Id: r-rocketpiano_news-rid-614883-bid-520646
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.net/r/1exL+,/uajOw-3l5>
X-Responder-Id: 614883
Message-ID: <1204204968.105571@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hi Vikram,

I thought it would be good to send you a quick
reminder about our VIP Discount offer for Yoke's
Hand Coordination course which MUST end Midnight
Friday. If you have been thinking about getting a
copy go now before you miss out on the Discount.
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Click The Link to Order Your Copy Now
http://www.1shoppingcart.com/app/?Clk=2285629 

For all those who asked how much practice time is
involved and the level of playing the course
targets, as a guide, late beginners to early
advanced (1 - 6years experience) have found it to
dramatically improve their hand coordination. If
you are worried about having the time to
practice, just 15 minutes a day will give you
surprising results.
 
If you haven't seen the video of me going through
the course click here to view now:
http://www.rocketpiano.com/playpiano/video.php 

Remember that Yoke offers the option to purchase
the course in one payment or two monthly
payments. Payment by mail is also an option. Here
is a link for that: 
http://www.pianoimprov2.com/rorderform.html

Don't forget there is a 30 day Money Back
Guarantee. If you are not satisfied with the
course, simply return it within 30days for a
refund. They ship globally, so no matter where in
the world YOU are, you can get your hands on this
course.

Please Note: Yoke's Hand Coordination course will
NOT be available at the discounted price after
the Special offer ends Feb 29th Friday night
11.59pm Pacific Time. 

All the best 
Ruth and the Rocket piano Team.

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r/1exL+,/oajOw-3Gw
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Subject: [mirambika] Budget highlights PDF
From: Sandeep Behera <SBehera@wwfindia.net>
Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 17:30:50 +0530
To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118650848492389c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.141.175.19 with SMTP id c19cs108466rvp; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 03:51:25 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.22.1 with SMTP id z1mr6271658rvi.282.1204285885418; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 03:51:25 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <sentto-11961679-93-1204285883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com>
Received: from n27c.bullet.scd.yahoo.com (n27c.bullet.scd.yahoo.com [66.218.67.220]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id l27si22785904rvb.11.2008.02.29.03.51.24; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 03:51:25 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of sentto-11961679-93-1204285883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com designates 66.218.67.220 as permitted sender) client-
ip=66.218.67.220;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of sentto-11961679-93-1204285883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com designates 66.218.67.220 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=sentto-
11961679-93-1204285883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass 
header.From=mirambika@yahoogroups.com
Comment: DomainKeys? See http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=lima; d=yahoogroups.com; 
b=iQ9MRZOaBWprAy5DFDPE3kWyx56ITYNB0+8CQO4jDEQD8/6P6qbBaDq+wxux2VqY4jc4JpG9GuyTXzCsZN
/HGwiYzqfFmeOjyBiGc63aqUedkFxB/7wpTofPbHDGpeSd;
Received: from [66.218.69.3] by n27.bullet.scd.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 29 Feb 2008 11:51:23 -0000
Received: from [66.218.67.85] by t3.bullet.scd.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 29 Feb 2008 11:51:23 -0000
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 11961679-m93
X-Sender: SBehera@wwfindia.net
X-Apparently-To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Received: (qmail 65303 invoked from network); 29 Feb 2008 11:51:22 -0000
X-Received: from unknown (66.218.67.97) by m49.grp.scd.yahoo.com with QMQP; 29 Feb 2008 11:51:22 -0000
X-Received: from unknown (HELO server.wwfindia.net) (202.144.88.70) by mta18.grp.scd.yahoo.com with SMTP; 29 
Feb 2008 11:51:06 -0000
X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 7.0 August 18, 2005
Message-ID: <OFBE55A231.81BD4738-ON652573FE.0041EA5D-652573FE.00420126@wwfindia.net>
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on mailserver/wwfindia(Release 7.0|August 18, 2005) at 02/29/2008 05:31:16 PM
X-Originating-IP: 202.144.88.70
X-eGroups-Msg-Info: 1:12:0:0:0
Sender: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Mailing-List: list mirambika@yahoogroups.com; contact mirambika-owner@yahoogroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list mirambika@yahoogroups.com
List-Id: <mirambika.yahoogroups.com>
Precedence: bulk
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:mirambika-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com>
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: groups-email-ff-m
Reply-To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="=_mixed 00420125652573FE_="

May be useful to you.
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Regards

Sandeep

Sandeep Kumar Behera (Ph D)
Senior Coordinator
Freshwater & Wetlands Programme
WWF-India
172/B, Lodi Estate
New Delhi 110 003
Ph - 91 11 41504813/20
Mob - 91 11 9312902040
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file:///C|/...%20varma%20email/20080229-[mirambika]%20Fw_%20Ghost%20of%20the%20Ganges%20on%20Animal%20Pla-79074603.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:55 PM]

Subject: [mirambika] Fw: Ghost of the Ganges on Animal Planet
From: Sandeep Behera <SBehera@wwfindia.net>
Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 14:20:44 +0530
To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186468654d0a2a4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs77384tia; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 00:56:47 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.115.50.5 with SMTP id c5mr754194wak.109.1204275406203; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 00:56:46 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <sentto-11961679-92-1204275389-varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com>
Received: from n36d.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com (n36d.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com [66.163.168.190]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id j21si18795380wah.45.2008.02.29.00.56.45; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 00:56:46 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of sentto-11961679-92-1204275389-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com designates 66.163.168.190 as permitted sender) client-
ip=66.163.168.190;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of sentto-11961679-92-1204275389-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com designates 66.163.168.190 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=sentto-11961679-92-1204275389-varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass 
header.From=mirambika@yahoogroups.com
Comment: DomainKeys? See http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=lima; d=yahoogroups.com; 
b=EA2qijmY0SGFRBFvlw+eUVlVkhT2Q673IyteKJn1Jtp3X2e/PbCQox5c31zgo2Oa5Jg9CRkONKG0T2f6lxy4GTb4
0SuNVl3anFX7fpBQQNqvcijhCz6dt/JJPxTPrz4u;
Received: from [216.252.122.218] by n36.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 29 Feb 2008 08:56:30 -0000
Received: from [209.73.164.86] by t3.bullet.sp1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 29 Feb 2008 08:56:30 -0000
Received: from [66.218.67.104] by t8.bullet.scd.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 29 Feb 2008 08:56:30 -0000
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 11961679-m92
X-Sender: SBehera@wwfindia.net
X-Apparently-To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Received: (qmail 81592 invoked from network); 29 Feb 2008 08:56:28 -0000
X-Received: from unknown (66.218.67.95) by m43.grp.scd.yahoo.com with QMQP; 29 Feb 2008 08:56:28 -0000
X-Received: from unknown (HELO server.wwfindia.net) (202.144.88.70) by mta16.grp.scd.yahoo.com with SMTP; 29 
Feb 2008 08:56:28 -0000
X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 7.0 August 18, 2005
Message-ID: <OF350B67E8.8EF74EC9-ON652573FE.002F9A37-652573FE.00309798@wwfindia.net>
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on mailserver/wwfindia(Release 7.0|August 18, 2005) at 02/29/2008 02:36:37 PM, 
Serialize complete at 02/29/2008 02:36:37 PM
X-Originating-IP: 202.144.88.70
X-eGroups-Msg-Info: 1:12:0:0:0
Sender: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Mailing-List: list mirambika@yahoogroups.com; contact mirambika-owner@yahoogroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list mirambika@yahoogroups.com
List-Id: <mirambika.yahoogroups.com>
Precedence: bulk
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:mirambika-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com>
Reply-To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: groups-email-ff-m
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="=_alternative 00309795652573FE_="
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Dear all,
Film on the Ganges dolphin going to be aired in Animal Planet as per the following schedule. You can see the Ganges 
dolphin Underwater for the first time in this film. The promo is on. (I along with all the film crew from South Africa 
worked for one and half year on this film)

The airing schedule for  Ghost of the Ganges

Premiere
21 March                9 pm                

Repeats
22 March                12 noon
29 March                4 pm

Regards

Sandeep

Sandeep Kumar Behera (Ph D)
Senior Coordinator
Freshwater & Wetlands Programme
WWF-India
172/B, Lodi Estate
New Delhi 110 003
Ph - 91 11 41504813/20
Mob - 91 11 9312902040

Hi Sandeep,
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on Yahoo! Groups

Get support and

make friends online.
All-Bran

Day 10 Club

on Yahoo! Groups

Feel better with fiber.
.

__,_._,___ 
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Subject: Another copy
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 20:00:21 +0530
To: "Blue Tao" <bluetaogoa@yahoo.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186599cef0f7a80
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 06:30:21 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0802290630v48875eb7i1fc1488fbd70f208@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_1265_2870931.1204295421919"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Jagaran.docx
        

Jagaran.doc
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Subject: Draft
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 16:17:50 +0530
To: "Blue Tao" <bluetaogoa@yahoo.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11864ce147f541c5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.141.175.19 with HTTP; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 02:47:50 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0802290247y1bac05c6p51048d391df84273@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_7589_20772389.1204282070604"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Jagaran

Pls fill the complete name and euoropean address and passport number at the top for Nicola

and your complete name and address at the bottom.

Have to rush now so speak to you later.

Rgds

Vikram
-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Jagaran.docx
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Subject: Re: Only 1 payment this week (Rs. 4K)
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 09:36:08 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118635e500d681d4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 20:06:08 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BLU108-W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2056_18406725.1204257968499"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W552E83D3D85FB5EBF5DB26A8640@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0712112130v77718954r11c7145c656eb30f@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W1017870D31AFCAE77D48DAA8480@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801110057k1de9f3f7n8bd312eec424d13a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W52722F4E5D54C29175F6CDA8390@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

NO I have not been updating the spreadsheet. Been too busy to get down to small accounts. BUt as most of the 
expenses are in cheque that should be problem.

The Murder case is about a 15 year old who came with her family for a long vacation to goa.

A 25 year old local boy from a wealthy family got friendly to her.

This boy works for six month in Finland and for Six months in Goa.

For three weeks she  worked with him  in his adventure sports companyin Goa.

She got wages for the first itme in her life and was very excited and full of dreams.

Apparently she was sexualy abused by this Guy regularly.

On the morning of 18th Feb her nake body was discovered on the beach.

The local police wanted to declare it as a case of drowning.

The Autopsy report confirmed major bruises and a drowning due to asphyxiation in sand and water.

But the local police stuck to their theory about drowning in the sea.
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The killer who must have been a local,  threw the clothes not far from  the scene of the crime two days later.

The mother found the clothes and handed them to the police.

The local police still stuck to their theory.

Apparently someone in the police had been paid a huge amount of money to sweep the case under the carpet.

So some friends asked the mother to come to me for help.

I have helped,  and now we are very close to changing the charges for this case and are honed in on the suspect.

Was hard work for me, a lot of meetings with witnesses,  the senior police officers,the Doctors who did the Autopsy 
and the media

as well as tons of  paperwork in Reports analysis and Arguments.

But with Gods Grace we would get justice.

She sweet talked her i

On 2/28/08, DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,
     
    What is the murder case all about?  Is it in Goa?
     
    Thanks for making the payment today.  Email me once it is done so I can tell the writer.  Also,  hope you are 
updating your spreadsheet.
     
    Regards
    Dj

        Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2008 01:34:30 +0530
        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: djvarma@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: Only 1 payment this week (Rs. 4K)

        HI DJ,
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        Will do this in the afternoon today.  

        Have been quite busy in a murder case. Give you the details later.

        Love

        Vikram

        On 2/27/08, DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com> wrote:

            Hi Vikram,
             
            Hope you are enjoying life and the Embassy job is settling down.  And Meena and A2 (A + A) are enjoying life 
as well.
             
            Please could you deposit 4,000 into this one account. 
             
            Only one payment this week.  When would this be done so I can inform the writer.
             
             
             
            Much Love
             
            Dj
             
             
            Rs. 4,000 for full name on the account - Sriparna Saha
             
            HDFC Bank Account No.: 3771050009216
            Location: WEST MARREDPALLY SECUNDERABAD

                             
                             

            Find it at www.seek.com.au Your Future Starts Here. Dream it? Then be it!

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
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        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res  0832 325 6688
        Off    0832 325 3088 

    Listen now! New music from the Rogue Traders.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Only 1 payment this week (Rs. 4K)
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 06:26:37 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11863def0ed248aa
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs55308tia; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 22:26:39 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.171.10 with SMTP id t10mr18239142ane.18.1204266398073; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 22:26:38 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s1.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s1.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.201]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id z26si8703964ele.12.2008.02.28.22.26.37; Thu, 28 Feb 2008 22:26:38 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.201 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.201;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.201 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W30 ([65.55.162.188]) by blu139-omc3-s1.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Thu, 28 Feb 2008 22:26:37 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU108-W30FD12F96146642881ACC0A8140@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_61b7d419-9e40-4fe6-9f46-292c43a8012f_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.151.187]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W552E83D3D85FB5EBF5DB26A8640@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0712112130v77718954r11c7145c656eb30f@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W1017870D31AFCAE77D48DAA8480@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801110057k1de9f3f7n8bd312eec424d13a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W52722F4E5D54C29175F6CDA8390@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 29 Feb 2008 06:26:37.0615 (UTC) FILETIME=[09B123F0:01C87A9C]

Hi Vikram,
 
Sounds like a good  and interesting case to solve and prosecute.
 
But the email is not complete.  The last line is 'She sweet talked ....'  And then what?
 
Also,  much less important what what about the 4K? 
 
Much love
Dj
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    Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 09:36:08 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Only 1 payment this week (Rs. 4K)

    HI DJ,

    NO I have not been updating the spreadsheet. Been too busy to get down to small accounts. BUt as most of the 
expenses are in cheque that should be problem.

    The Murder case is about a 15 year old who came with her family for a long vacation to goa.

    A 25 year old local boy from a wealthy family got friendly to her.

    This boy works for six month in Finland and for Six months in Goa.

    For three weeks she  worked with him  in his adventure sports companyin Goa.

    She got wages for the first itme in her life and was very excited and full of dreams.

    Apparently she was sexualy abused by this Guy regularly.

    On the morning of 18th Feb her nake body was discovered on the beach.

    The local police wanted to declare it as a case of drowning.

    The Autopsy report confirmed major bruises and a drowning due to asphyxiation in sand and water.

    But the local police stuck to their theory about drowning in the sea.

    The killer who must have been a local,  threw the clothes not far from  the scene of the crime two days later.

    The mother found the clothes and handed them to the police.

    The local police still stuck to their theory.

    Apparently someone in the police had been paid a huge amount of money to sweep the case under the carpet.

    So some friends asked the mother to come to me for help.

    I have helped,  and now we are very close to changing the charges for this case and are honed in on the suspect.

    Was hard work for me, a lot of meetings with witnesses,  the senior police officers,the Doctors who did the Autopsy 
and the media

    as well as tons of  paperwork in Reports analysis and Arguments.
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    But with Gods Grace we would get justice.

    She sweet talked her i

    On 2/28/08, DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Vikram,
         
        What is the murder case all about?  Is it in Goa?
         
        Thanks for making the payment today.  Email me once it is done so I can tell the writer.  Also,  hope you are 
updating your spreadsheet.
         
        Regards
        Dj

            Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2008 01:34:30 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: djvarma@hotmail.com
            Subject: Re: Only 1 payment this week (Rs. 4K)

            HI DJ,

            Will do this in the afternoon today.  

            Have been quite busy in a murder case. Give you the details later.

            Love

            Vikram

            On 2/27/08, DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com> wrote:

                Hi Vikram,
                 
                Hope you are enjoying life and the Embassy job is settling down.  And Meena and A2 (A + A) are enjoying 
life as well.
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                Please could you deposit 4,000 into this one account. 
                 
                Only one payment this week.  When would this be done so I can inform the writer.
                 
                 
                 
                Much Love
                 
                Dj
                 
                 
                Rs. 4,000 for full name on the account - Sriparna Saha
                 
                HDFC Bank Account No.: 3771050009216
                Location: WEST MARREDPALLY SECUNDERABAD

                                 
                                 

                Find it at www.seek.com.au Your Future Starts Here. Dream it? Then be it!

            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res  0832 325 6688
            Off    0832 325 3088 

        Listen now! New music from the Rogue Traders.

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa
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    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

Find it at www.seek.com.au Your Future Starts Here. Dream it? Then be it!
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Subject: supererogatory: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 08:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118658361f048f86
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.141.175.19 with SMTP id c19cs118124rvp; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 06:05:52 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.143.161.3 with SMTP id n3mr7090494wfo.114.1204293951888; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 06:05:51 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12294963-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
32si19140110wfa.13.2008.02.29.06.05.51; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 06:05:51 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12294963-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12294963-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12294963-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1204272000187870"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12294963-2008.02.29-00.00.18--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12294963-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080229075800.1A599884071@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12294963-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Listen to our free Dictionary.com podcast!
Learn about the origins of words from our resident Dictionary.com
word expert, Venus. You can also find our free podcast at iTunes or Podcast.com,
to download into your iPod or MP3 player.
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Friday, February 29, 2008

supererogatory \soo-puhr-ih-ROG-uh-tor-ee\, adjective:

1. Going beyond what is required or expected.
2. Superfluous; unnecessary.

    As a result, Crane's moral reflections range from the pre-ethical (duties toward animals) to the properly ethical 
(conduct toward humans in ordinary situations) to the optional and supererogatory (heroic actions above and beyond 
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ethical obligation).
    -- Patrick K. Dooley, "The humanism of Stephen Crane", The Humanist, January 11, 1996

    He deemed the leading of an ascetic life ultimately as a supererogatory act, since baptism was the sole criterion by 
which one's Christian identity could be defined.
    -- Willemien Otten, "Augustine on marriage, monasticism, and the community of the church", Theological Studies, 
September 1, 1998

    Remember that Stencil has not given up his search for further evidence at the novel's end, but that evidence, while 
adding possible refinement to his thesis, has become supererogatory to the proof of its overall correctness.
    -- Kenneth Kupsch, "Finding V", Twentieth Century Literature, December 22, 1998

    The interpretive stance here is complex, persuasive, and for the most part refreshingly free of supererogatory 
theoretical gestures.
    -- Alice Falk, "Victorian Poetry: Poetry, Poetics, and Politics", College Literature, June 1, 1995

    The best opera directors accept this primacy of music in creating theatrical illusion; the worst ones swamp it with 
overblown stage effects which make the music, as it were supererogatory.
    -- Terry Teachout, "Words, music, opera", Commentary, December 1, 1995

Supererogatory comes from Latin supererogare, "to spend over and above," from super, "over, above" + erogare, "to 
ask for," from e-, "out" + rogare, "to ask, to request."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for supererogatory

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Listen to our free Dictionary.com podcast!
Learn about the origins of words from our resident Dictionary.com
word expert, Venus. You can also find our free podcast at iTunes or Podcast.com,
to download into your iPod or MP3 player.

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12294963-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: The good life for Vikram
From: "Michael Mackenzie" <support@project-meditation.org>
Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 09:13:37 -0500
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118658a8088baa12
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs29391tia; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 06:13:40 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.105.15 with SMTP id d15mr8867563anc.100.1204294418596; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 06:13:38 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIzMbAycbA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com>
Received: from smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com (smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com [207.106.200.8]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 18si10634253agb.36.2008.02.29.06.13.37; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 06:13:38 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIzMbAycbA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-
02.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.8 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.106.200.8;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of 
zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIzMbAycbA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.8 as 
permitted sender) smtp.mail=zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIzMbAycbA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com; 
domainkeys=pass header.From=pm0000@aweber.com
DomainKey-Status: good
X-DomainKeys: Ecelerity dk_sign implementing draft-delany-domainkeys-base-01
DomainKey-Signature: q=dns; a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=aweber.com; h=Received:Message-ID:Content-
type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:To:From:Sender:X-Loop:X-Mailer:X-Subscription:X-
Verification:X_Id:Date:Subject; b=2nphciJCmcwQ50frEgLrp7PffQo3p9Es+2TkUfQeJ+GZtAddA4q8U6+L42/M74a6 
snSzRV3CMbxT1e5ihtagGPWfbCVsmKEA+l5YICKeFj4y+Hl3cZDOF5a/WenAeL/E
Received: (qmail 30562 invoked by uid 0); 29 Feb 2008 14:13:37 -0000
Message-ID: <AD.7E.22537.11318C74@mail12>
Content-type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Sender: pm0000@aweber.com
X-Loop: pm0000@aweber.com
X-Mailer: AWeber 4.0
X-Subscription: Subscribed on 02/03/2008, via web form, by 59.95.11.33, from http://www.project-meditation.org/?
pageid=signup&unit=pm0005
X-Verification: Verified by 59.95.11.33
X_Id: 373214:02-29-2008-09-06-24:varma.vikram@gmail.com/365503

--- The Good Life ---
By Michael Mackenzie | Issue 009
 
Visit the Project Meditation Community by clicking here

Hi there Vikram,

Wow - another week-end on the horizon already. Hope everything is going well for you.

I want to make sure you clearly understand, whatever you experience with LifeFlow meditation - is exactly the right 
experience for you.

You may be enjoying fantastic results already. You may have experienced amazing and pleasurable feelings. Maybe 
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you have no big experiences.

With regard to the overall long-term results you will achieve, it really doesn't matter.

If you have trouble getting comfortable; masses of thoughts invade your meditation; you feel bored even, it doesn't 
matter - these experiences are often the most productive meditations in terms of the releasing of stresses in the nervous 
system.

Despite the fact that these meditations don't feel as enjoyable as the times you may go into a deeply relaxed state or 
even experience a euphoric feeling, you are still just as deep when you feel uncomfortable.

Whatever you experience during meditation is coming from your unconscious mind; from within you and your 
tendency to resist or allow what is happening, to release your backlogs of stress and suppressed emotions. Whatever 
happens for you is the right way for you to clear away the built up debris and enjoy inner peace, happiness, self-
awareness and so much more.

I want to make sure you don't get side-tracked and fall into the trap of thinking the purpose of LifeFlow meditation is 
for the experience you have while listening to the various levels.

You may experience euphoria and bliss and expect this to happen every time.

On the other hand, you may experience, (as a small percentage of people do), feelings of discomfort, anxiety, fear or 
even headaches and mistakenly think that LifeFlow is causing this. LifeFlow is a stimulus, but the reaction (bliss or 
discomfort) always comes from within you.
I want to remind you about something really important!

Most people don't like change and feel threatened by it. They feel comfortable and safe just the way they are - even if 
this way does not serve them well.

When change occurs, fear and the resistance to change follow - even if it appears obvious that some benefits would be 
gained.

Whenever people resist something, they inescapably experience discomfort and suffer. Always remember whenever 
you feel any discomfort in meditation, it simply means you are resisting and it is the resistance itself that is causing the 
discomfort.

The solution to resisting is to simply and unemotionally observe your thoughts and feelings with unattached curiosity. 
Simply accept whatever thoughts and feelings you experience, and just observe them, unemotionally. Just be aware of 
them and watch them with great curiosity and indifference. When you consciously and calmly observe anything that 
does not serve you well it will simply fritter away.

A great tool to help deal with this resistance is the Sedona Method, created by Hale Dwoskin. Read more about Hale's 
simple but very effective technique by clicking here.

The purpose of LifeFlow is to gradually allow the release of backlogs of stress and suppressed emotions, raise your 
personal stress tolerance levels, allowing you to grow physically, mentally and emotionally, helping you to become the 
best you can be. Quite simply, it will open up a whole new way of thinking and feeling. It will create in you inner-
peace, happiness and a passion for life.

Yours for HUGE meditation success,

Michael Mackenzie

Visit the Project Meditation Community by clicking here
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About the author:

Michael Mackenzie is a master of Meditation who has greatly enhanced the lives of thousands of people through his 
teachings. He is most commonly known for creating 'LifeFlow' which he refers to as 'Meditation 2.0' because of the 
ease of use.

LifeFlow involves simply listening to revolutionary sound technology. The listener is instantly guided to profoundly 
deep states conducive to meditation just by listening to the LifeFlow tracks.

His mission is to help millions of people globally to learn to improve their mental, physical and spiritual well-being 
through his 21st Century meditation programs.

You can learn more about Michael, and LifeFlow audio technology by visiting:

www.project-meditation.org

Copyright 2008 - Project Meditation

www.project-meditation.org

Ace Management LLC
1201 Orange Streets
One Commerce Center
Suite 600
City of Wilmington
New Castle County
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Delaware
USA
19801

To unsubscribe or change subscriber options visit:
http://www.aweber.com/z/r/?zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIzMbAycbA==
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Subject: [mirambika] Trip to Narora
From: Sandeep Behera <SBehera@wwfindia.net>
Date: Sat, 1 Mar 2008 11:43:34 +0530
To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11868f021dafa343
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs129838tia; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 22:03:31 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.50.17 with SMTP id c17mr6394436rvk.191.1204351410657; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 22:03:30 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <sentto-11961679-94-1204351407-varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com>
Received: from n20c.bullet.scd.yahoo.com (n20c.bullet.scd.yahoo.com [66.218.67.23]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id f34si24479513rvb.3.2008.02.29.22.03.29; Fri, 29 Feb 2008 22:03:30 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of sentto-11961679-94-1204351407-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com designates 66.218.67.23 as permitted sender) client-
ip=66.218.67.23;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of sentto-11961679-94-1204351407-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com designates 66.218.67.23 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=sentto-
11961679-94-1204351407-varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass 
header.From=mirambika@yahoogroups.com
Comment: DomainKeys? See http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=lima; d=yahoogroups.com; 
b=UtAEObd/W9Q8vGm4u7NaX0Vv65LMxSeNANdidD3mHrZh/9zsCNAz3BQOUNoLVyyH6j/xGkFWzmQGBi/ovJ
v2PSKsBTUNA5BtqDByv7v2xgdWAKT4hCo8umodu68nnagX;
Received: from [66.218.69.4] by n20.bullet.scd.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 01 Mar 2008 06:03:28 -0000
Received: from [66.218.67.103] by t4.bullet.scd.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 01 Mar 2008 06:03:28 -0000
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 11961679-m94
X-Sender: SBehera@wwfindia.net
X-Apparently-To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Received: (qmail 29011 invoked from network); 1 Mar 2008 06:03:26 -0000
X-Received: from unknown (66.218.67.96) by m42.grp.scd.yahoo.com with QMQP; 1 Mar 2008 06:03:26 -0000
X-Received: from unknown (HELO server.wwfindia.net) (202.144.88.70) by mta17.grp.scd.yahoo.com with SMTP; 1 
Mar 2008 06:03:26 -0000
X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 7.0 August 18, 2005
Message-ID: <OFFC0B7175.2B6D2ED5-ON652573FF.00211720-652573FF.002233B4@wwfindia.net>
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on mailserver/wwfindia(Release 7.0|August 18, 2005) at 03/01/2008 11:43:36 AM, 
Serialize complete at 03/01/2008 11:43:36 AM
X-Originating-IP: 202.144.88.70
X-eGroups-Msg-Info: 1:12:0:0:0
Sender: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Mailing-List: list mirambika@yahoogroups.com; contact mirambika-owner@yahoogroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list mirambika@yahoogroups.com
List-Id: <mirambika.yahoogroups.com>
Precedence: bulk
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:mirambika-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com>
Reply-To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: groups-email-ff-m
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="=_alternative 002233B3652573FF_="
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Dear all,

I just want to know if any one from our group (Family) is interested to go to the Ganga (Narora) in the next weekend. 
I am planning to go on Friday evening (3.30 PM) and come back on Sunday morning (8:00 AM). Most of you know 
about Narora and what to do there. We can go in our own vehicle. (160 Km from Delhi).

At first I need to know the number of person so that the logistics can be planned accordingly. So please confirm me by 
Monday the latest.

Regards

Sandeep

Sandeep Kumar Behera (Ph D)
Senior Coordinator
Freshwater & Wetlands Programme
WWF-India
172/B, Lodi Estate
New Delhi 110 003
Ph - 91 11 41504813/20
Mob - 91 11 9312902040
__._,_.___
Messages in this topic (1) Reply (via web post) | Start a new topic
Messages | Files | Photos | Links | Database | Polls | Members | Calendar
Yahoo! Groups
Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)
Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Daily Digest | Switch format to Traditional
Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe
Visit Your Group
Yahoo! Finance

It's Now Personal

Guides, news,

advice & more.
Best of Y! Groups

Discover groups

that are the best

of their class.
Special K Group

on Yahoo! Groups

Join the challenge

and lose weight.
.
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__,_._,___ 
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Subject: amanuensis: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sat, 1 Mar 2008 08:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186aa75ac6033dc
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs179844tia; Sat, 1 Mar 2008 06:03:16 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.226.2 with SMTP id y2mr7726742wfg.137.1204380195355; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 06:03:15 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12298359-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
32si20164183wfc.3.2008.03.01.06.03.14; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 06:03:15 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12298359-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12298359-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12298359-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1204358401216320"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12298359-2008.03.01-00.01.31--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12298359-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080301075814.A6BCE884068@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12298359-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Saturday, March 1, 2008

amanuensis \uh-man-yoo-EN-sis\, noun:

A person employed to take dictation or to copy manuscripts.

    The chore of actually writing the words in the end fell to a hand-picked amanuensis.
    -- Austin Baer, "River of Desire", Atlantic, October 1996
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    On this blue day, I want to be
    nothing more than an amanuensis
    to the birds, transcribing all the bits
    and snatches of song riding in on the wind.
    -- Barbara Crooker, "Transcription (Poem)", Midwest Quarterly, March 22, 2003

    When it comes to literature, the French count the largest number of Nobel Prizes; their authors include one who 
wrote a whole book without using the letter 'e' and another who, suffering from 'locked-in syndrome' after a severe 
stroke, dictated a memoir by blinking his eye as an amanuensis read through the alphabet.
    -- Jonathan Fenby, France on the Brink

Amanuensis comes from Latin, from the phrase (servus) a manu, "slave with handwriting duties," from a, ab, "by" + 
manu, from manus, "hand."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for amanuensis

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12298359-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: DLF Commercial Project coming up in Okhla Industrial Area
From: Tushar Associates Tushar Associates <tushar8associates@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Sat, 1 Mar 2008 11:10:49 +0000 (GMT)
To: rajdeo_upadhyay@yahoo.co.in, rdupadhyay@yahoo.com, upadhyay_sb@yahoo.com, su@vsnl.com, 
ranjeetsingh1201@yahoo.co.in, vinitagirdhar@yahoo.co.in, krbu66@yahoo.com, baristerandlaw@yahoo.com, 
adv_vachher@yahoo.com, lukosejvadakara@justice.com, lawyer2833@yahoo.com, neeruvaid@vsnl.com, 
justice@vsnl.com, csvaidya61@gilasdlO1vsnl.net.in, ashwin_vaish@yahoo.com, vallinayagam@yahoo.com, 
vandana_somi@yahoo.com, dvarda@gmail.com, solicitor_raj@yahoo.com, ashishvarma@usa.net, 
pankajbalavarma@indiatimes.com, r-varma@eth.net, svarma@post.harvar.edu, varmavikram@gmail.com, 
satyanarayan@luthraassociates.com, guptaadvocate@yahoo.com, avasisht@vsnl.com, vatsgeeta@gmail.com, 
lawyersubodh@yahoo.com, veera001@yahoo.com, vbanusri@indiatimes.com, j_vellapally@hotmail.com, 
thomas_vellaps@hotmail.com, kayvee@del2.vsnl.net.in, rv_ramani@hotmail.com, evinu@gmail.com, 
kkvenu@vsnl.com, krishnan_venugopal@yahoo.com, kjjco@vsnl.net, ajverma@ndf.vsnl.net.in, ajay@vermasons.com, 
amitabhverma_advocate@yahoo.co.in, ananya_verma2001@yahoo.co.in, bhartiverma_16@hotmail.com, 
kamlesh572@indiatimes.com, kunal_verma1@yahoo.com, mvermadv@yahoo.co.in, vermank2000@yahoo.com, 
nirmal_noida@satyam.online.com, pramodkverma1955@yahoo.co.in, radhey_supremecourt@yahoo.co.in, 
ravi_verma007@yahoo.com, saurabh_verma2000@yahoo.com, advsunilverma@rediffmail.com, 
ueeueeinternational@yahoo.com, vigsatish@yahoo.co.in, vijaysolicitor@rediffmail.com, vijayan_v1@yahoo.com, 
kvvijaykumar@rediffmail.com, vikassingh.adv@gmail.com, vinaynair_in@yahoo.com, tca@satyam.net.in, 
pvvinu@rediffmail.com, vipinmathewbenjamin@yahoo.com, rvirmani@vsnl.com, visen@indiatimes.com, 
vishnovivek@hotmail.com, vipraryan2001@yahoo.co.in, vohradb@vsnl.com, ashishwad@jswad.in, 
siddharth_wahi@yahoo.com, walia_sudhir@yahoo.co.in, angelcharu@hotmail.com, wills@willsandwills.com, 
abhi_leo@yahoo.com, advocateamit@rediffmail.com, ami_kgp@rediffmail.com, adv.anilyadav@gmail.com, 
monnty@indiatimes.com, bhupender_advocate@rediffmail.in, chandradeoprasadyadav@yahoo.co.in
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186a09d60fb856a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varmavikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs163584tia; Sat, 1 Mar 2008 03:11:14 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.140.82.40 with SMTP id f40mr7029511rvb.16.1204369873050; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 03:11:13 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <tushar8associates@yahoo.co.in>
Received: from n1a.bullet.in.yahoo.com (n1a.bullet.in.yahoo.com [202.43.219.18]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
k41si2475396rvb.24.2008.03.01.03.11.07; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 03:11:13 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.43.219.18 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
tushar8associates@yahoo.co.in) client-ip=202.43.219.18;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.43.219.18 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of tushar8associates@yahoo.co.in) smtp.mail=tushar8associates@yahoo.co.in; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=tushar8associates@yahoo.co.in
Received: from [202.86.4.171] by n1.bullet.in.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 01 Mar 2008 11:11:01 -0000
Received: from [203.104.17.89] by t2.bullet.in.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 01 Mar 2008 11:11:00 -0000
Received: from [127.0.0.1] by omp103.mail.in2.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 01 Mar 2008 11:11:00 -0000
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: ymail-5
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 707993.66245.bm@omp103.mail.in2.yahoo.com
Received: (qmail 90959 invoked by uid 60001); 1 Mar 2008 11:10:54 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=c7GBtSPRheeyahkwc4r873mj7KPHOJa3EUz7DuFSuu7ilPLeBPxLUQ8yRJkrcZsa+CaYQbWOu+gj2c/Sb2wSXH3
KwQ36bU9uS1Mq6fXF0VdHw5Z3YVYj8BKmtSRoI1Cp4O/qIyEr2h6x5HuYyLG530hPmzPYoRiDU+j0uVWdonE=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
I35PBrcVM1kxCLhrmPxA8v.JPU4T9tj_DSmzuG39ra3Rp95XDEp513lBuTd_2RiURNXRY51xtKGnCqKX
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Received: from [122.162.235.227] by web94015.mail.in2.yahoo.com via HTTP; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 11:10:49 GMT
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="0-806181364-1204369849=:90693"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <774954.90693.qm@web94015.mail.in2.yahoo.com>

A New Commercial Project Of DLF Coming Soon In Okhla Industrial Area (Ph- 1).
Â¯    Minimum Area â€“ 5000  sq ft
Â¯   Rate â€“16000/- per sq ft
Â¯   Letter of interest required
 
Dear Sir,
             Thanks for your response. We would like to tell you that DLF is coming out with the Okhla Project in mid of 
March and they are taking a Letter Of Interest from the clients who are interested in space more than 5000 sq feet. The 
letter of Interest has to be on your letter head clearly mentioning that you are interested in purchasing an office space 
area 5000 sq ft in Okhla (Ph-1) being developed by DLF through TUSHAR ASSOCIATES and further they will 
contact us with the reply and the rate details. Your letter will not be accompanied by any cheque. The Rate for the 
office space would be between 15000/-to 16000/-per sq ft. We can always avail loans on a DLF property. The reason 
for that is last time many could not manage the entry and the booking got closed in two days only in RAMA ROAD 
PROJECT. We are anticipating that the booking may close in 8 hrs as it is a more commercially viable place. In one 
month time RAMA RD is maintaining 1200/- per sq ft appreciation and we expect it to be 2000/-psq ft in OKHLA 
PROJECT. The booking may open any day in March 08 .The project will be a 100% air conditioned with 100% power 
back up ,three level of under ground parking, to sum up it will be ULTRA MODERN OFFICE COMPLEX OF 
INTERNATIONAL quality .DLF is best in its line and all assurances come along when we invest in DLF projects. The 
huge illegal offices occupied in Okhla will face the music .My advice for INVESTORS, ACTUAL CONSUMERS 
AND ILLEGAL OCCUPANTS IN DELHI IS MAKE A CHOICE TODAY OR REPENT LATER. The legal 
COMMERCIAL SPACE is always a scarcity in Delhi .The ever increasing demand of legal office space in Delhi is the 
only factor for the development of COMMERCIAL HUBS IN NCR.
 
Thanks
TUSHAR ASSOCIATES
SANJAY PAUL,
9811012436, 9873642436
1603, Nirmal Tower, 26 Barakhamba Road, 
Connaught Place, New Delhi-1.
Ph- 011-43538912, Fax- 011-43538911, 
E-mail- tushar_associates@yahoo.co.in, 
             tushar18associates@yahoo.co.in
 
Note: This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and
intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they
are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the
system manager. This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you 
are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete
this e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are
notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is 
strictly prohibited.

DELETE button is history. Unlimited mail storage is just a click away.

Location Plan.jpg
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Subject: from Valentina
From: "valentina de gaspari" <v.degas@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 2 Mar 2008 12:04:45 +0530
To: "varma. vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186e331a751b36c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs265725tia; Sat, 1 Mar 2008 22:34:48 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.67.87.6 with SMTP id p6mr1181630ugl.53.1204439685678; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 22:34:45 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.86.60.14 with HTTP; Sat, 1 Mar 2008 22:34:45 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <69b281310803012234q4ed0dc51kb383c86558fa0743@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_6600_26862681.1204439685665"

Please find enclose the letter to fro mumbai
I will be going to fro Panjim and Home dept on tuesday, any news from Delhi?
Ths is our last week in goa
get in touch
Valentina
letter to fro mumbai.doc
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Subject: garrulous: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sun, 2 Mar 2008 08:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186fd3389475d8f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs305549tia; Sun, 2 Mar 2008 06:09:18 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.77.11 with SMTP id z11mr8339332wfa.23.1204466956367; Sun, 02 Mar 2008 06:09:16 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12300360-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
9si23795748wfc.16.2008.03.02.06.09.15; Sun, 02 Mar 2008 06:09:16 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12300360-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12300360-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12300360-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1204444800241100"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12300360-2008.03.02-00.01.22--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12300360-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080302075813.0564888405D@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12300360-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Sunday, March 2, 2008

garrulous \GAIR-uh-lus; GAIR-yuh-\, adjective:

1. Talking much, especially about commonplace or trivial things; talkative.
2. Wordy.

    Without saying a single word she managed to radiate disapproval . . . the air seemed to grow heavy with it and the 
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most garrulous talker would wilt and fall silent.
    -- Mark Amory, Lord Berners: The Last Eccentric

    He was as garrulous as a magpie.
    -- Ferdinand Mount, Jem (and Sam)

    The garrulous ancient was for once holding his tongue.
    -- William Black, Madcap Violet

    Crammed with gossip, anecdotes, and confessions . . ., his garrulous, untidy narratives read like a good novel.
    -- James Atlas, "A Modern Whitman", The Atlantic, December 1984

    He took a great liking to this Rev. Mr. Peters, and talked with him a great deal: told him yarns, gave him toothsome 
scraps of personal history, and wove a glittering streak of profanity through his garrulous fabric that was refreshing to 
a spirit weary of the dull neutralities of undecorated speech.
    -- Mark Twain, "Some Rambling Notes of an Idle Excursion II", The Atlantic, November 1877

Garrulous is from Latin garrulus, from garrire, "to chatter, to babble."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for garrulous

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
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Dictionary.com Word of the Day
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Dictionary.com Word of the Day
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file:///C|/...p/vikram%20varma%20email/20080302-Hindustan%20Times%20report%20on%20your%20case%20quotes%20you.-79705017.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:58 PM]

Subject: Hindustan Times report on your case quotes you.
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Sat, 1 Mar 2008 21:24:05 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186c3b685743158
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs234165tia; Sat, 1 Mar 2008 13:24:37 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.92.9 with SMTP id p9mr15205858anb.3.1204406675701; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 13:24:35 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s20.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s20.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.220]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 36si12299396aga.17.2008.03.01.13.24.34; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 13:24:35 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.220 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.220;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.220 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W51 ([65.55.162.189]) by blu139-omc3-s20.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sat, 1 Mar 2008 13:24:06 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU108-W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_68192636-07f4-4c77-a32b-4c84da8bced5_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.151.104]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W552E83D3D85FB5EBF5DB26A8640@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0712112130v77718954r11c7145c656eb30f@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W1017870D31AFCAE77D48DAA8480@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801110057k1de9f3f7n8bd312eec424d13a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W52722F4E5D54C29175F6CDA8390@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 01 Mar 2008 21:24:06.0295 (UTC) FILETIME=[946B6270:01C87BE2]

    Hi Vikram,
     
    Good morning.  Hindustan times has run a report on your case and quoted you.
     
    Now that the media has picked it up it would be easier for your to get justice for the family.
     
    Much love
     
    Dj
     
    British teen raped, killed on Goa beach
     
     



file:///C|/...p/vikram%20varma%20email/20080302-Hindustan%20Times%20report%20on%20your%20case%20quotes%20you.-79705017.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:58 PM]

    Barney Henderson & Gigil Varghese, Hindustan Times
    Email Author
    Mumbai, March 02, 2008
    First Published: 01:03 IST(2/3/2008)
    Last Updated: 01:20 IST(2/3/2008)
                
        
     
         
                
    The family of a 15-year-old British girl found dead on Anjuna beach in Goa is claiming she was raped and 
murdered and the autopsy report confirms this.  But the police, they allege, are maintaining it was a case of drowning 
despite all the evidence. The body of Scarlet Keeling was found by the police at 7.15 am on February 18 â€“ and the 
case has been unreported till now.
     
    The incident is yet another body blow for Indian tourism.
     
    Scarletâ€™s autopsy report â€” seen exclusively by Hindustan Times â€” details five large bruises on her shins, 
head and forearm that occurred before she died. The report establishes that her lungs were not full of salt water, rather 
there was sand in her mouth and trachea. Reports suggest she also had sexual intercourse. The family, however, 
contends that this proves that Scarlet was raped and suffocated on the beach.
     
    â€œThe police told us Scarlet had drowned and that there were no marks on her body,â€ said Fiona MacKeown, 
Scarletâ€™s mother. â€œNow, we want a second autopsy.â€
     
    Advising the family is Vikram Varma, a Supreme Court lawyer, who says that there is overwhelming evidence that 
Scarlet was raped and murdered. â€œThere is clear ambiguity in the police behaviour and investigation,â€ Varma said.
     
    Superintendent of Goa (North) Police, Bosco George, said that the police is now looking into both the possibility of 
murder and drowning, adding that it is premature to say whether it was a homicidal or an accidental death.
     
    â€œThe police is not here to protect us as tourists and make Goa safe,â€ MacKeown said. â€œThey are just here to 
make money. There must be more awareness of the dangers that exist in this beautiful place.â€
     

Find it at www.seek.com.au Your Future Starts Here. Dream it? Then be it!



file:///C|/...p/vikram%20varma%20email/20080302-Hindustan%20Times%20report%20on%20your%20case%20quotes%20you.-79717342.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:58 PM]

Subject: Re: Hindustan Times report on your case quotes you.
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 2 Mar 2008 07:48:15 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186d4842b854348
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 1 Mar 2008 18:18:15 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BLU108-W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_7786_10771674.1204424295109"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W1017870D31AFCAE77D48DAA8480@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801110057k1de9f3f7n8bd312eec424d13a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W52722F4E5D54C29175F6CDA8390@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

This story has been covered by

International

MSN News.
The Mail ( Sunday ) London

National

CNN IBN, ( Where I have been interviewed )
Z News
PTI
Hindustan Times

Local

Gomantak Times
Navhind Times
The Herald.

We are working hard to crack the case and hope for success soon.



file:///C|/...p/vikram%20varma%20email/20080302-Hindustan%20Times%20report%20on%20your%20case%20quotes%20you.-79717342.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:58 PM]

The 4000 Rupees was deposited in the bank account as instructed.

Love

Vikram 



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080302-Million%20congratualations-79719989.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:58 PM]

Subject: Million congratualations
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, 2 Mar 2008 02:29:56 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186d52f8b31e28e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs250028tia; Sat, 1 Mar 2008 18:29:58 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.140.10 with SMTP id n10mr24767538and.31.1204424997231; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 18:29:57 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s22.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s22.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.222]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id d12si18261488and.24.2008.03.01.18.29.56; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 18:29:57 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.222 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.222;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.222 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W4 ([65.55.162.188]) by blu139-omc3-s22.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sat, 1 Mar 2008 18:29:56 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU108-W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_39927752-4c68-4ef9-b8ab-0329bf52e633_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.151.104]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W1017870D31AFCAE77D48DAA8480@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801110057k1de9f3f7n8bd312eec424d13a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W52722F4E5D54C29175F6CDA8390@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 02 Mar 2008 02:29:56.0588 (UTC) FILETIME=[4E0BE2C0:01C87C0D]

Hi Vikram,
 
Million congrats on your efforts to bring the family justice.  Am so proud of you.  Your comments in the media have 
come across very well.
 
Do you think it is worthwhile framing your articles for Sydney Morning Herald, Indian Link etc so that when 
journalists come into your office they can see you have worked in the media as well.  So,  they will know you 
understand both law and media. 
 
Much love
 
Dj



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080302-Million%20congratualations-79719989.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:58 PM]

    Date: Sun, 2 Mar 2008 07:48:15 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Hindustan Times report on your case quotes you.

    HI DJ,

    This story has been covered by

    International

    MSN News.
    The Mail ( Sunday ) London

    National

    CNN IBN, ( Where I have been interviewed )
    Z News
    PTI
    Hindustan Times

    Local

    Gomantak Times
    Navhind Times
    The Herald.

    We are working hard to crack the case and hope for success soon.

    The 4000 Rupees was deposited in the bank account as instructed.

    Love

    Vikram 

Sell your car for just $30 at CarPoint.com.au. It's simple!



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080302-Million%20congratualations-79725892.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:59 PM]

Subject: Re: Million congratualations
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 2 Mar 2008 12:01:16 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186e2fe7aa6d3c3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 1 Mar 2008 22:31:16 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BLU108-W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_8482_13187543.1204439476054"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W52722F4E5D54C29175F6CDA8390@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi DJ,

Just check out http://www.mailonsunday.co.uk.

They too had interviewed me and have done a story. A reporter called David Orr

Love

Vikram



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080302-To%20Vikram!-79666850.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:59 PM]

Subject: To Vikram!
From: Ð˜Ð½Ð´Ð¸ Ð¡Ð¿Ð°Ð¹Ð· <belli_indi@rambler.ru>
Date: Sat, 01 Mar 2008 23:23:48 +0300
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186c03c95be90d4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs228919tia; Sat, 1 Mar 2008 12:23:53 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.82.121.15 with SMTP id t15mr21554878buc.32.1204403030429; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 12:23:50 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <belli_indi@rambler.ru>
Received: from mcgi48.rambler.ru (mcgi48.rambler.ru [81.19.67.32]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
g28si21247572fkg.2.2008.03.01.12.23.48; Sat, 01 Mar 2008 12:23:50 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of belli_indi@rambler.ru designates 81.19.67.32 as permitted sender) client-
ip=81.19.67.32;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of belli_indi@rambler.ru designates 
81.19.67.32 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=belli_indi@rambler.ru
Received: from [121.245.133.144] by mcgi48.rambler.ru with HTTP (mailimap); Sat, 01 Mar 2008 23:23:48 +0300
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="_----------=_1204403028901255"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <183704088.1204403028.187297216.90125@mcgi48.rambler.ru>
X-Mailer: Ramail 3, (aten)

Vikram,
Attached I send you the letter which we have to submit in indian Embassy for getting business visa.
Good night,
Julia
ÐŸÐ¸ÑÑŒÐ¼Ð¾ Ð½Ð° Ð±Ð¸Ð·Ð½ÐµÑ Ð²Ð¸Ð·Ñƒ.doc
        



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080302-Your%20photo-79763703.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:59 PM]

Subject: Re: Your photo
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 2 Mar 2008 12:39:04 +0530
To: "ÐŸÐ°Ð²ÐµÐ» ÐÑ‡Ð¸ÐºÑÐ½" <simman@mail.ru>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186e5286d66823b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 1 Mar 2008 23:09:04 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803012309o6d1bf68du7e12101d6570f2fc@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <E1JFsFO-000Lml-00.simman-mail-ru@f12.mail.ru>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_8628_25089704.1204441744949"
References: <f4302a0a0801110055ubad3f13jea8298c378967f2b@mail.gmail.com> <E1JFsFO-000Lml-00.simman-
mail-ru@f12.mail.ru>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hello Pasha,

I am attaching the SHOW CAUSE NOTICE sent to Leo recieved by Leo on the 1st March 2008.

More Later

Rgds

Vikram
Show Cause Notice.doc
        



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080302-Your%20photo-79802101.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:59 PM]

Subject: Re: Your photo
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 2 Mar 2008 13:56:45 +0530
To: "ÐŸÐ°Ð²ÐµÐ» ÐÑ‡Ð¸ÐºÑÐ½" <simman@mail.ru>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1186e99a24e99ddb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 2 Mar 2008 00:26:45 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803020026nbde3526u1c92b977ea9d441a@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803012309o6d1bf68du7e12101d6570f2fc@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_9051_3711891.1204446405369"
References: <f4302a0a0801110055ubad3f13jea8298c378967f2b@mail.gmail.com> <E1JFsFO-000Lml-00.simman-
mail-ru@f12.mail.ru> <f4302a0a0803012309o6d1bf68du7e12101d6570f2fc@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Dear Pasha,

I am forwarding a draft for character in this matter with Leo. Please feel free to edit.

Rgds

Vikram
Character Certificate.doc
        



file:///C|/...20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080303-4K%20to%20HT%20correspondent%20in%20Mumbai-79925808.txt[7/4/2009 4:35:59 PM]

Subject: 4K to HT correspondent in Mumbai
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 11:29:05 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187466f5d6d5f15
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs443199tia; Mon, 3 Mar 2008 03:29:08 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.209.11 with SMTP id h11mr29351635ang.81.1204543747252; Mon, 03 Mar 2008 03:29:07 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s3.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s3.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.203]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id m30si5896393elf.11.2008.03.03.03.29.05; Mon, 03 Mar 2008 03:29:07 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.203 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.203;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.203 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W3 ([65.55.162.188]) by blu139-omc3-s3.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Mon, 3 Mar 2008 03:29:05 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU108-W328731D3132C63FDE0E90A8170@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_a2d17eb7-ba17-4cc4-81dd-3331fa31334f_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.151.201]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 03 Mar 2008 11:29:05.0223 (UTC) FILETIME=[C9BF9D70:01C87D21]

Hi Vikram,
 
Hope your press conference went well.
 
Please could you make a payment of Rs. 4,000 to a senior Hindustan Times correspondent in Mumbai who writes for 
our techgoss.com
 
Only payment to be made this week.  I am trying to only send HDFC payments your way as it is easy for you.
 
Much love
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Dj
 
Venkatesh Ganesh
HDFC Bank
5011140017964
HDFC Bank House, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013

 

Sell your car for just $30 at CarPoint.com.au. It's simple!
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Subject: Draft
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 07:35:53 +0530
To: "ingo grill" <bagaingo@yahoo.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11872634c38354f3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 2 Mar 2008 18:05:53 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803021805q7c089a33o8dc6b29ec85ac8e6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_12908_11149861.1204509953368"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Ingo,

Am attaching a draft of the letter. For the embassy, It should be short and crisp.

The other letter could also be on the same lines.

Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Ingo reference letter.docx
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Subject: Hello from Sydney
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 03:43:22 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11872bc8fb873e32
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs372325tia; Sun, 2 Mar 2008 19:43:24 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.120.15 with SMTP id s15mr28134847anc.119.1204515802846; Sun, 02 Mar 2008 19:43:22 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s15.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s15.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.215]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 32si13637119aga.20.2008.03.02.19.43.22; Sun, 02 Mar 2008 19:43:22 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.215 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.215;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.215 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W36 ([65.55.162.189]) by blu139-omc3-s15.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sun, 2 Mar 2008 19:43:22 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU108-W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_54949e6b-fe48-46fd-95fe-987d8cdebca6_"
X-Originating-IP: [203.94.137.254]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 03 Mar 2008 03:43:22.0020 (UTC) FILETIME=[BA4D3640:01C87CE0]

Hi Vikram,
 
So nice to see that you are getting the support to get justice for this murdered girl.
 
For whatever it is worth,  your touch points with any media should be
 
1)  Copies of your articles for Sydney Morning Herald,  Indian Link, Indian Post handly to show your media 
background as well
 
2)  Let them know this is a common problem in India and the Indian Govt is reasonably concerened to set up task 
force.  If you do a Google search you will see the Indian Govt had set up meetings after similar rapes/murdered in 
North India.  We have to reiterate that the Indian Govt is interested in solving this problem.
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3)  Do mention any positive statements from Police as well. i.e if any senior police officer in Goa has said he has an 
open mind and is investigating the issue.  At the end of the day,  you have to work them to resolve this.
 
4)  Keep all published articles handy (as internet links) which you can give them as links.  Media always wants to get 
the facts published in rival newspapers
 
5)  Keep contact names/phone numbers handy in case these important journalists want to talk to someone.
 
6)  Help them with access to people in the case.  As you know media really appreciate any such practical help.
 
 
Best of luck with these newspapers as they are read by everyone in UK.  The media's role is very important in getting 
justice for this family.
 
THIS EMAIL IS FOR YOUR EYES ONLY. 
 
Much love
Dj
 

 

    Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 08:59:08 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Million congratualations

    HI DJ,

    Seems the world press is looking into this case.  The Guradian and the Independent from London are coming to 
interview me today.

    If you have time just check out on the inenet about the stories being done by various media organisations.

    Feeling so much more confident about getting justice.

    Love

    Vikram

Find it at www.seek.com.au Your Future Starts Here. Dream it? Then be it!
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Subject: Re: Hello from Sydney
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 09:20:28 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11872c30c8f50331
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 2 Mar 2008 19:50:28 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BLU108-W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_13872_683873.1204516228244"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

Thanks a ton for the tips.  I was feeling a bit disorganised in feeding the media. But Now I know exactly what to say 
and what to keep handy.

An Australian Newspaper has also done the article.  Its on the net.

Love

Vikram
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Subject: RE: Hello from Sydney
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 04:14:22 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11872d8f0b7f07e7
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs375674tia; Sun, 2 Mar 2008 20:14:24 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.251.5 with SMTP id y5mr28133322anh.98.1204517662922; Sun, 02 Mar 2008 20:14:22 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s1.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s1.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.201]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id i49si4113962rne.0.2008.03.02.20.14.22; Sun, 02 Mar 2008 20:14:22 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.201 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.201;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.201 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W42 ([65.55.162.188]) by blu139-omc3-s1.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sun, 2 Mar 2008 20:14:22 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU108-W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_9e308c4b-6c08-4ff7-9446-5e7a5288a15a_"
X-Originating-IP: [203.94.137.254]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 03 Mar 2008 04:14:22.0312 (UTC) FILETIME=[0F1F3E80:01C87CE5]

Hi Vikram,
 
Whether it be media or an important non-media meeting,  please ensure that guests have a really nice meal and 
something to drink even if it is soft drinks.
 
Quite often media have to travel to reach places and so it is easier to talk if the host has taken care of such things.  
Easier to get the facts across over a nice meal.
 
Finally,  every email you send to the media should be read and reviewed at least twice.  When you are speaking to the 
Independant you are speaking not to one person but more than 100 thousand Britishers. 
 
Please have a word document ready with every important article done on the case.  You can hand this to every 
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journalist you speak to.
 
Also,  hand over your card with every phone number to every media.  As they represent hundreds of thousands of 
readers they may need to get a quote form a phone number easily accessible.
 
Love
Dj

    Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 09:20:28 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Hello from Sydney

    HI DJ,

    Thanks a ton for the tips.  I was feeling a bit disorganised in feeding the media. But Now I know exactly what to 
say and what to keep handy.

    An Australian Newspaper has also done the article.  Its on the net.

    Love

    Vikram

Listen now! New music from the Rogue Traders.
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Subject: Re: Hello from Sydney
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 13:33:43 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11873aae727ee991
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 3 Mar 2008 00:03:43 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BLU108-W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_16711_21662152.1204531423152"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

Thanks.  Am running for the press conferance.

On 3/3/08, DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,
     
    Whether it be media or an important non-media meeting,  please ensure that guests have a really nice meal and 
something to drink even if it is soft drinks.
     
    Quite often media have to travel to reach places and so it is easier to talk if the host has taken care of such things.  
Easier to get the facts across over a nice meal.
     
    Finally,  every email you send to the media should be read and reviewed at least twice.  When you are speaking to 
the Independant you are speaking not to one person but more than 100 thousand Britishers. 
     
    Please have a word document ready with every important article done on the case.  You can hand this to every 
journalist you speak to.
     
    Also,  hand over your card with every phone number to every media.  As they represent hundreds of thousands of 
readers they may need to get a quote form a phone number easily accessible.
     
    Love
    Dj

        Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 09:20:28 +0530
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        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: djvarma@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: Hello from Sydney

        HI DJ,

        Thanks a ton for the tips.  I was feeling a bit disorganised in feeding the media. But Now I know exactly what to 
say and what to keep handy.

        An Australian Newspaper has also done the article.  Its on the net.

        Love

        Vikram

    Listen now! New music from the Rogue Traders.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: Million congratualations
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 08:59:08 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11872af865747999
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 2 Mar 2008 19:29:08 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_13671_16195751.1204514948723"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0801250233v3db85300u90bf70f27d668b0d@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W49DB5E9015B23F96F99CEBA81A0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802271204t1eecb717lb64e63aad7f6561e@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W58A900EA949C6CE2112479A81B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

Seems the world press is looking into this case.  The Guradian and the Independent from London are coming to 
interview me today.

If you have time just check out on the inenet about the stories being done by various media organisations.

Feeling so much more confident about getting justice.

Love

Vikram
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Subject: recherche: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 08:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11874f4c33316593
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs467552tia; Mon, 3 Mar 2008 06:04:02 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.127.10 with SMTP id z10mr9016609wfc.216.1204553040936; Mon, 03 Mar 2008 06:04:00 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12307367-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
28si90803wfd.1.2008.03.03.06.03.59; Mon, 03 Mar 2008 06:04:00 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12307367-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12307367-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12307367-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120453120121520"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12307367-2008.03.03-00.01.24--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12307367-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080303075812.B811588405A@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12307367-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Monday, March 3, 2008

recherche \ruh-sher-SHAY\, adjective:

1. Uncommon; exotic; rare.
2. Exquisite; choice.
3. Excessively refined; affected.
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4. Pretentious; overblown.

    . . .recherche topics interesting only to university specialists.
    -- Katharine Washburn and John F. Thornton, Dumbing Down

    She was mocking the pretensions of the cookery writer who insists on recherche ingredients not because of their 
qualities but their snob value.
    -- Angela Carter, Shaking a Leg

    In recent years, Garber's appetite for the rigors of theory seems to have diminished. The books have kept coming, 
but the italics-heavy meditations and the recherche terminology have receded.
    -- ZoÃ« Heller, "House Arrest", The New Republic, July 3, 2000

Recherche comes from French, from rechercher, "to seek out," from re- + chercher, "to look for, to seek."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for recherche

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
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Subject: Second Draft
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 09:25:10 +0530
To: "ingo grill" <bagaingo@yahoo.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11872c75cc3f596c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 2 Mar 2008 19:55:10 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803021955k277facaeubfa93d303c995ba2@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_13938_7463820.1204516510879"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Ingo reference letter.doc
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Subject: Fwd: From: Sam Relph <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com>
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2008 22:07:02 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187aa7795a0da5a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs664460tia; Tue, 4 Mar 2008 08:37:42 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.86.66.19 with SMTP id o19mr1465013fga.46.1204648646823; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 08:37:26 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com>
Received: from moutng.kundenserver.de (moutng.kundenserver.de [212.227.126.187]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP 
id 3si1642050fge.7.2008.03.04.08.37.17; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 08:37:26 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 212.227.126.187 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain 
of sam.relph@barcroftindia.com) client-ip=212.227.126.187;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 212.227.126.187 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of sam.relph@barcroftindia.com) smtp.mail=sam.relph@barcroftindia.com
Received: from [192.168.1.2] (ABTS-NCR-Dynamic-024.81.162.122.airtelbroadband.in [122.162.81.24]) by 
mrelayeu.kundenserver.de (node=mrelayeu7) with ESMTP (Nemesis) id 0ML2xA-1JWa8g0Oeo-0004D2; Tue, 04 Mar 
2008 17:37:17 +0100
Message-ID: <8F59F0D0-F92C-4ACC-BC98-1ED582C02236@barcroftindia.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=Apple-Mail-368-855639609
MIME-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v919.2)
References: <OF64992EE3.18DA9AFE-ON80257402.005AF64B-80257402.005B10DA@dailymail.co.uk>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.919.2)
X-Provags-ID: V01U2FsdGVkX1+4gD7vWJ2UZl5fry7oKSeovl3BuNUXNVdpRIr 
tR41l4Mk2WyEBrJcVlaF6W3dmpp1Vz5yLSk+PoK1SpCMOuc8QJ 
pf7OLi9pyTGn/jDI95B247EI4xVSO6EF/PD7ygG7nM=

Begin forwarded message:

> From: anne.shooter@dailymail.co.uk
> Date: 4 March 2008 10:04:44 PM GMT+05:30
> To: sam.relph@barcroftindia.com
>
>
> Hi,
>
> Obviously we appreciate that this is a difficult decision to make.
>
> But we would really like to get it all sorted out as soon as posssible. We
> can now offer Â£10k for a full interview, pictures etc. However, we do need
> a really swift decision so we can get someone our writer on his way to
> ensure the article can appear in Saturday's Daily Mail. I do need an answer
> in the next 30 minutes.
>
> Thanks very much,
>
> Anne
>
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> Anne Shooter
> Commissioning editor
> Femail
> Daily Mail
>
>
>
> Associated Newspapers Limited.
> Registered office: Northcliffe House, 2 Derry Street, London W8 5TT
> Registered in England and Wales with Company no. 84121
> VAT no. GB 243 5711 74
>
> This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this 
message, please notify the sender and do not read, copy, use or disclose this communication to others.  Any opinions 
or views expressed which are of a personal nature are not necessarily those of the company.  The company reserves 
the right to monitor all e-mail communications.

    ----
    Sam Relph
    Delhi Bureau Chief

    I-14 Jangpura Extension
    New Delhi 110014
    India

    +91 (0)997 11 33 889

    http://www.barcroftmedia.com
    http://www.barcroftindia.com
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Subject: I'm not recommending Goji Juice anymore!!
From: "Barton Publishing Inc." <support@bloodpressurenormalized.com>
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2008 08:21:18 UT
To: "Nirmala Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11878e59ad4328a1
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs592103tia; Tue, 4 Mar 2008 00:25:58 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.107.7 with SMTP id f7mr1925866anc.74.1204619156811; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 00:25:56 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-616115-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from mm3.getresponse.com (mm3.getresponse.com [207.8.198.18]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i12si1920396wxd.31.2008.03.04.00.25.55; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 00:25:56 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-616115-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 207.8.198.18 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.8.198.18;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-616115-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 207.8.198.18 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
616115-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=bloodpressurenormalized@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl2-0-114.v.l ([192.168.0.114]) by mm3.getresponse.com with QMQP; 04 Mar 2008 03:21:18 -
0500
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=cOqHi56smPyZmD6DkIOQqjROU/6bDvnjeBlt0uEk9SBeRr0lgqdkH20Mh2MBnp7LSsy/z9FaobCKJ44osOkiDOpF
qtOuFxDllqISY+MrzH9fT+OpTjFg++9VF5OlKShIHbU6fUVpSbtcB3FZoCMKst8tAyrFhg1Jc2i4sB6O664=;
Sender: bloodpressurenormalized@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpXGpKVh9HUEihRJXKzLJ4ERqBOhTOcyrpMecRotxjF23CObIQgf4aB
FyH1uQugAPgg3VIyuiIQr8GR30eTT7RoDERbXd+GVyade4SrXJ8OioAIaEUpnj3ew/CuWCBbD4PMwgWKddLtl/2
vinSJv5b6TTD3v+8XivfT
Return-Path: <bounce-616115-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Reply-To: support@bloodpressurenormalized.com
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
MIME-Version: 1.0
Response-Id: r-bloodpressurenormalized-rid-616115-bid-524261
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.net/r/1eQI+,/BakJZA46O>
X-Responder-Id: 616115
Message-ID: <1204618878.13688@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hey Nirmala,

I gotta tell you, I used to think Himalayan Goji Juice was
the best health juice in the galaxy.

Boy, was I wrong!
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You've got to check out this blog post I just put up at the
Barton Publishing Health Blog... check it out:

http://www.bartonpublishing.com/blog/2008/03/04/gochi-juice-vs-goji-juice/

You'll read about a double-blind scientific placebo
controlled randomized study that was done recently behind 
closed doors. 

The results are sending shock waves around the planet... and
even people like Oprah are taking notice!

OK, enough from me... check out the link!

http://www.bartonpublishing.com/blog/2008/03/04/gochi-juice-vs-goji-juice/

If you haven't read my blog lately, I posted quite a few new
articles that you may find interesting... including one about
my new "March Healthy Foods Only" update.

I'm going the entire month of March without eating even a CRUMB
of junk food... (so far so good... my wife even made some home-
made peach dessert - my favorite - and I resisted!)

More on the blog: http://blog.bartonpublishing.com

For excellent health!
Joe

p.s. Smile  :-) 

p.p.s. Today at 2pm Central (Tuesday, March 4th), I'm going to
be on a conference call which you can join for free! But, it's
limited to only 95 people... so, be sure to check the blog
post above to get the details. You'll be glad you did!

Barton Publishing Inc.
P.O. Box 50
Brandon
SD 57005
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r/1eQI+,/7akJZA3FO
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Subject: probity: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2008 08:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187a1c635d38367
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs641605tia; Tue, 4 Mar 2008 06:05:24 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.114.57.1 with SMTP id f1mr2161406waa.15.1204639523700; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 06:05:23 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12312067-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
j26si1839570waf.49.2008.03.04.06.05.23; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 06:05:23 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12312067-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12312067-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12312067-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120461760055710"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12312067-2008.03.04-00.01.24--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12312067-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080304075811.63B0D884063@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12312067-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Tuesday, March 4, 2008

probity \PRO-buh-tee\, noun:

Complete and confirmed integrity; uprightness.

    Unless some light is shed on shady dealings and some probity restored, more young lives will be blighted and 
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careers choked off.
    -- Norman Lebrecht, Who Killed Classical Music?

    To suggest that this exemplar of financial probity was enriching himself at public expense was to shake the very 
foundations of the new Republic.
    -- William Safire, Scandalmonger

Probity is from Latin probitas, from probus, "good, upright, virtuous."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for probity
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You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12312067-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
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Subject: Rocket Piano Newsletter March 05, 2008
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2008 13:08:52 -0500
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187afb5467e9fd6
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs678861tia; Tue, 4 Mar 2008 10:08:56 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.79.12 with SMTP id g12mr817482rvl.182.1204654135561; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 10:08:55 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com (b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.COM [209.2.34.148]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id a38si2238865rnc.4.2008.03.04.10.08.53; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 10:08:55 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 209.2.34.148 as permitted sender) client-ip=209.2.34.148;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 209.2.34.148 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl1-0-110.v.l ([192.168.0.110]) by b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com with QMQP; 04 Mar 
2008 13:08:52 -0500
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=RFp5Ii6vfCgThAeTKCI5hzje6qHG3IsqFjey4LXHDnm8AqQRyKZqKWKQvU+Y5BYK8/8Q4OcFn1jFmChi7l5bG
9Jy1gWrm0uUJIVdzkgiqFe/o6yj3oDpO5RPkLAiM2v/inO+tg2nfSItOyGnevtfK1x2LN/c4nAGBJgYe4ZT5z8=;
Sender: rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpX7ZJO9BQ5+LxX1Mz7t7ke3vjMgJK7RIDv10W4jygd/qmOsVveeEGS
+gGV9iQ+fUnhoGC3jMHprzpF7m4bcWbuEULgcW/1wC3DH3pWE7w/MhHYzuP7AUGxvbm/rJNMU/GVTQLkgYr
v+AuE/B3jokqSXafA4i/l2Taj
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
X-Response-Id: rocketpiano_news.FOLLOW.0.67-175481875
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.net/r?p=1exL/00/f8Q-a934z>
X-Responder-Id: 614883
Message-ID: <1204654132.222712@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hi Vikram,

Welcome to this weeks newsletter.  In this edition we'll talk about
rhythm for piano, and we look at the life of Elton John.
Let's get started!

RHYTHM FOR PIANO
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Learning about rhythm for piano is very important.  The piano is a
rhythmical instrument.  When you push the keys down you do so in a
percussive manner. The nice thing about the piano is that you can
vary the volume and length of the sound. This can add more spice
and variety to the music you play.

When I was first learning the piano I didn't concentrate enough on
the rhythmical aspect of the piano.  Instead what I was more
interested in was playing the nice sounding melodies and chords. 
So I didn't usually concentrate on the timing of the piece.  I
didn't concentrate on playing at the right speed and getting the
rhythm of the notes right.  

Unfortunately this is not a good idea for learning the piano.  What
happened was I was neglecting the rhythmical aspect of the piano
and later on in my learning I came into difficulty with my rhythm
and ability to play in time.  I had to work twice as hard to get my
rhythm and timing at the level of the rest of my playing.  

The best way to practice rhythm is too listen to your favorite song
and try to count along to the rhythm.  Most songs have a count of 4
beats to each bar.  You might have heard people counting to 4
before the song.  This is counting in the song at the right tempo
so the band knows how fast to play.  So if you can count along to
the beat of your favorite song 'one, two, three, four'. You should
try and do this to the beat of the song. 

Sometimes a piano song will be very rhythmically orientated.  This
means that the song is played with a lot of importance placed on
the timing and the rhythmical patterns.  An example of this kind of
playing would be a song like "Great balls of fire" by Jerry Lee
Lewis.  If you've heard the song before you'll hear the percussive
nature of Jerry Lewis' playing style.  The song itself is heavily
rhythm based.  The beat is quite driving and it has a definite
'pulse' to it.  He is playing heavily on the beat, and the chords
in a repeated rhythmical pattern.

When playing with a band, rhythm and timing are very important. 
When playing solo the rhythm of a song can vary.  This is because
the rhythm and timing is performed is more open to interpretation
by the pianist.  With no other instruments needing specific
guidelines of timing the piano can vary speed and adopt different
rhythmical patterns at will.

There are a lot of different complicated aspects about rhythm that
are important to learn and understand.  Because the piano is an
instrument that has the ability to play rhythmical patterns, as
pianists we are responsible to allocating time and attention on
learning to be rhythmically proficient.  

Try practicing rhythm by tapping and counting aloud, one - two -
three - four.   Make sure you count and tap evenly.  Then try
tapping one - two -three - four with just your left hand.  Then tap
only with your right hand counting one and three.  Your left hand
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should be tapping four times and your right hand taps every time
you count one and three.  Remember to keep your counting even so
your counting in a pattern that is regular.  When you get good at
that, try varying it up.  Play the four counts on your right hand
and then play the one and three counts with your left.  You could
also try tapping on two and four, or one and four or any other kind
of combination you can think of.

Let me know how this works for you!

ELTON JOHN

The son of a former Royal Air Force trumpeter, Elton John was born
Reginald Kenneth Dwight in 1947. Dwight began playing piano at the
age of four, and when he was 11, he won a scholarship to the Royal
Academy of Music. After studying for six years, he left school with
the intention of breaking into the music business. In 1961, he
joined his first band, Bluesology, and divided his time between
playing with the group, giving solo concerts at a local hotel, and
running errands for a London publishing house. By 1965, Bluesology
were backing touring American soul and R&B musicians like Major
Lance, Doris Troy and the Bluebells. 

In 1966, Bluesology became Long John Baldry's supporting band, and
began touring cabarets throughout England. Dwight became frustrated
with Baldry's control of the band and began searching for other
groups to join. He failed his lead vocalist auditions for both King
Crimson and Gentle Giant before responding to an advertisement by
Liberty Records. Though he failed his Liberty audition, he was
given a stack of lyrics by Bernie Taupin, who had also replied to
the ad and left with the label. Dwight wrote music for Taupin's
lyrics and began corresponding with him. By the time the two met
six months later, Dwight had changed his name to Elton John, taking
his first name from Bluesology saxophonist Elton Dean and his last
from John Baldry. 

John and Taupin were hired by Dick James to become staff
songwriters at his fledgling DJM in 1968. The pair collaborated at
a rapid rate, with Taupin submitting batches of lyrics -- he often
wrote a song an hour -- every few weeks. John would then write
music without changing the words, sometimes completing the songs in
under a half hour. Over the next two years, the duo wrote songs for
pop singers like Roger Cook and Lulu. In the meantime, John
recorded cover versions of current hits for budget labels to be
sold in supermarkets. 

By the summer of 1968, he had begun recording singles for release
under his own name. Usually, these songs were more rock and
radio-oriented than the tunes he and Taupin for other vocalists. 
Neither of his early singles for Phillips, "I've Been Loving You
Too Long" and "Lady Samantha," sold well. In June of 1969, he
released his debut album for DJM, Empty Sky, which received fair
reviews, but no sales. 
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For his second album, John and Taupin hired producer Gus Dudgeon
and arranger Paul Buckmaster, who contributed grandiose string
charts to Elton John. Released in the summer of 1970, Elton John
began to make inroads in America, where it was appeared on MCA's
Uni subsidiary. In August, he gave his first American concert at
the Troubadour in Los Angeles, which received enthusiastic reviews,
as well as praise from Quincy Jones and Leon Russell. Throughout
the fall, Elton John continued to climb the charts on the strength
of the Top 10 single, "Your Song." 

John followed it quickly in February 1971 with the concept album
Tumbleweed Connection, which received heavy airplay on
album-oriented radio in the US, helping it climb into the Top 10.
The rapid release of Tumbleweed Connection established a pattern of
frequent releases that John maintained throughout his career. 

In 1971, he released the live 11-17-70 and the Friends soundtrack,
before releasing Madman Across the Water late in the year. Madman
Across the Water was successful, but John achieved stardom with the
followup, 1972's Honky Chateau. Recorded with his touring band --
bassist Dee Murray, drummer Nigel Olsson and guitarist Davey
Johnstone -- and featuring the hit singles "Rocket Man" and "Honky
Cat," Honky Chateau became his first American number one album,
spending five weeks at the top of the charts. 

Between 1972 and 1976, Elton John and Bernie Taupin's hit-making
machine was virtually unstoppable. "Rocket Man" began a four-year
streak of 16 Top 20 hits in a row; out of those 16 -- including
"Crocodile Rock," "Daniel," "Bennie and the Jets," "The Bitch Is
Back" and "Philadelphia Freedom" -- only one, the FM hit "Saturday
Night's Alright for Fighting," failed to reach the Top Ten. Honky
Chateau began a streak of seven consecutive number one albums --
Don't Shoot Me I'm Only the Piano Player (1973), Goodbye Yellow
Brick Road (1973), Caribou (1974), Greatest Hits (1974), Captain
Fantastic and the Brown Dirt Cowboy (1975), Rock of the Westies
(1975) -- that all went platinum. John founded Rocket, a record
label distributed by MCA, in 1973 in order to sign and produce acts
like Neil Sedaka and Kiki Dee. 

John didn't become a Rocket recording artist himself, choosing to
stay with MCA for a record-breaking eight million dollar contract
in 1974. Later in 1974, he co-wrote John Lennon's number one
comeback single, "Whatever Gets You Through the Night," and he
persuaded Lennon to join him onstage at Madison Square Garden on
Thanksgiving Day 1974; it would prove to be Lennon's last live
performance. The following year, Captain Fantastic became the first
album to enter the American charts at number one. After its
release, he revamped his band, which now featured Johnstone, Quaye,
Roger Pope, Ray Cooper and bassist Kenny Passarelli; Rock of the
Westies was the first album to feature this lineup. 

Throughout the mid-'70s, John's concerts were enormously popular,
as were his singles and albums, and he continued to record and
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perform at a rapid pace until 1976. That year, he revealed in an
interview in Rolling Stone that he was bisexual. He would later
admit that the confession was a compromise, since he was afraid to
reveal that he was homosexual. Many fans reacted negatively to
John's bisexuality, and his audience began to shrink somewhat in
the late '70s. The decline in his record sales was also due to his
exhaustion. After 1976, John cut his performance schedule
drastically, announcing that he was retiring from live performances
in 1977 and started recording only one album a year. 

His relationship with Taupin became strained following the release
of 1976's double-album Blue Moves, and the lyricist began working
with other musicians. John returned in 1978 with A Single Man,
which was written with Gary Osborne; the record produced no Top 20
singles. That year, he returned to live performances, first by
jamming at the Live Stiffs package tour, then by launching a
comeback tour in 1979 accompanied only by percussionist Ray Cooper.
"Mama Can't Buy You Love," a song he recorded with Phillie soul
producer Thom Bell in 1977, returned him to the Top Ten in 1979,
but that year's Victim of Love was a commercial disappointment. 

John reunited with Taupin for 1980's 21 at 33, which featured the
Top 10 single "Little Jeannie." Over the next three years, John
remained a popular concert artist, but his singles failed to break
the Top 10, even if they reached the Top 40. In 1981, he signed
with Geffen Records and his second album, Jump Up! became a gold
album on the strength of "Blue Eyes" and "Empty Garden (Hey Hey
Johnny)," his tribute to John Lennon. But it was 1983's Too Low for
Zero that began his last great streak of hit singles, with the MTV
hit "I'm Still Standing" and the Top Ten single "I Guess That's Why
They Call It the Blues." 

Throughout the rest of the '80s, John's albums would consistently
go gold, and they always generated at least one Top 40 single;
frequently, they featured Top 10 singles like "Sad Songs (Say So
Much)" (1984), "Nikita" (1986), "Candle in the Wind" (1987), and "
I Don't Want To Go On With You Like That" (1988). While his career
continued to be successful, his personal life was in turmoil. Since
the mid-'70s, he had been addicted to cocaine and alcohol, and the
situation only worsened during the '80s. In a surprise move, he
married engineer Renate Blauel in 1984; the couple stayed married
for four years, although John later admitted he realized he was
homosexual before his marriage. In 1986, he underwent throat
surgery while on tour, but even after he successfully recovered, he
continued to abuse cocaine and alocohol. 

Following a record-breaking five-date stint at Madison Square
Garden in 1988, John auctioned off all of his theatrical costumes,
thousands of pieces of memorabilia and his extensive record
collection through Sotheby's. The auction was a symbolic turning
point. Over the next two years, John battled both his drug
addiction and bullimia, undergoing hair replacement surgery at the
same time. By 1991, he was sober and the following year, he
established the Elton John AIDS Foundation; he also announced that
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he would donate all royalties from his single sales to AIDS
research. 

In 1992, John returned to active recording with The One. Peaking at
number eight on the US charts and going double platinum, the album
became his most successful record since Blue Moves, and sparked a
career renaissance for John. He and Taupin signed a record-breaking
publishing deal with Warner/Chappell Music in 1992 for an estimated
$39 million. In 1994, John collaborated with lyricist Tim Rice on
songs for Disney's animated feature The Lion King. One of their
collaborations, "Can You Feel the Love Tonight," won the Academy
Award for Best Original Song, as well as the Grammy for Best Male
Pop Vocal Performance. John's 1995 album Made In England continued
his comeback, peaking at number 3 on the UK charts and number 13 in
the US; in America, the album went platinum.

Recommended listening: 
Elton John - Greatest Hits 1970-2002
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=elton1

Also:
The Lion King (1997 Original Broadway Cast)
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=elton2

DVD:
Elton John - Dream Ticket
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=elton3

Recommended reading:
The Elton John Keyboard Book
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=elton4

CLOSING COMMENTS

Next week we look at the process of finding new songs to learn, and
we'll take a look at the life of. Duke Ellington.

Until next week, all the best,

Ruth Searle

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ruth Searle is a pianist with years of experience behind her. 
Piano is her passion, and she is also the drive and inspiration
behind Rocket Piano - the Ultimate Piano Learning Kit.  If you want
to take your piano playing skills to a new level, you need the
Rocket Piano Kit.  You get step by step instructions complete with
audio and video lessons, and you can instant access by clicking
through to the secure server now at http://www.rocketpiano.com.
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Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r?p=1exL/00/m8Q-a92-m
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Subject: Re: Your photo
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2008 10:26:38 +0530
To: "ÐŸÐ°Ð²ÐµÐ» ÐÑ‡Ð¸ÐºÑÐ½" <simman@mail.ru>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187825ff29a215d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 3 Mar 2008 20:56:38 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803032056p7704665as3b0cc9952a7a6c86@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803020026nbde3526u1c92b977ea9d441a@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_25257_12783709.1204606598897"
References: <f4302a0a0801110055ubad3f13jea8298c378967f2b@mail.gmail.com> <E1JFsFO-000Lml-00.simman-
mail-ru@f12.mail.ru> <f4302a0a0803012309o6d1bf68du7e12101d6570f2fc@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803020026nbde3526u1c92b977ea9d441a@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Dear Pasha,

My Details for appointment are as below

Name    Vikram Varma

             
Address  A S / 4 Paraiso De Goa, Alto Porvorim, Bardez, Goa, India

Rgds

Vikram
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Subject: RE: 4K to HT correspondent in Mumbai - Corrected account no
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, 5 Mar 2008 10:19:26 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187e73e73dd6367
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs783537tia; Wed, 5 Mar 2008 02:19:30 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.241.17 with SMTP id o17mr6494303anh.43.1204712368304; Wed, 05 Mar 2008 02:19:28 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s15.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s15.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.215]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id o27si1736267ele.8.2008.03.05.02.19.26; Wed, 05 Mar 2008 02:19:28 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.215 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.215;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.215 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W51 ([65.55.162.188]) by blu139-omc3-s15.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 5 Mar 2008 02:19:26 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU108-W51F2858C7193289C5BAEEEA8110@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_28c54163-6bdd-4d8a-86a3-77a8178a8a35_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.151.113]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 05 Mar 2008 10:19:26.0782 (UTC) FILETIME=[64079DE0:01C87EAA]

Hi Vikram,
 
How has your case progressed so far?  How did the press conference go? 
 
Please disregard the previous email.  The correct HDFC account no is (starts with a zero).  The amount is the same Rs, 
4,000
 
venkatesh ganesh
050111 400 17964
HDFC, Mumbai.
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Love
Dj

    From: djvarma@hotmail.com
    To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    Subject: 4K to HT correspondent in Mumbai
    Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 11:29:05 +0000

    Hi Vikram,
     
    Hope your press conference went well.
     
    Please could you make a payment of Rs. 4,000 to a senior Hindustan Times correspondent in Mumbai who writes 
for our techgoss.com
     
    Only payment to be made this week.  I am trying to only send HDFC payments your way as it is easy for you.
     
    Much love
     
    Dj
     
    Venkatesh Ganesh
    HDFC Bank
    5011140017964
    HDFC Bank House, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013

     

    Sell your car for just $30 at CarPoint.com.au. It's simple! 

Check our comprehensive Salary Centre Overpaid or Underpaid?
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Subject: a FREE PIZZA is just a phone call away!
From: "Domino's WOW Club " <dominoswowclub@dominosin.com>
Date: Wed, 5 Mar 2008 19:24:58 +0530 (IST)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118802694a9bcd80
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs854931tia; Wed, 5 Mar 2008 10:14:19 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.152.19 with SMTP id z19mr7345816and.0.1204740855071; Wed, 05 Mar 2008 10:14:15 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <varma.vikram=gmail.com+1204517490+13285_174+200803@md1n.mailserve.net>
Received: from mdn.mailserve.net (md62.mailserve.net [64.151.96.96]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
9si1893113agc.33.2008.03.05.10.14.12; Wed, 05 Mar 2008 10:14:15 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of 
varma.vikram=gmail.com+1204517490+13285_174+200803@md1n.mailserve.net designates 64.151.96.96 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=64.151.96.96;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of 
varma.vikram=gmail.com+1204517490+13285_174+200803@md1n.mailserve.net designates 64.151.96.96 as 
permitted sender) smtp.mail=varma.vikram=gmail.com+1204517490+13285_174+200803@md1n.mailserve.net
Received: from localhost.localdomain (localhost [127.0.0.1]) by mdn.mailserve.net (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
54049468879 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 5 Mar 2008 19:24:58 +0530 (IST)
Reply-To: "dominoswowclub@dominosin.com" <dominoswowclub@dominosin.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
content-type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0008_01C87D1C.66D3EC20"
X-Mailer: MailDirect v1.5 for [Evolve Brands Pvt Ltd] http://maildirect.co.in/
Message-ID: <20080305135458.54049468879@mdn.mailserve.net>

 
Dear Vikram Varma,               

To celebrate our association & reward your love for our pizzas, we present an exciting new offer to you. It is valid for 
a limited period only, so call your nearest Domino's store and order now!

Bon appetite!

Team Domino's WOW Club
 

Free Pizza Emailer.jpg
        

coupons.gif
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Subject: busker: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Wed, 5 Mar 2008 08:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187f466b74cc925
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs817688tia; Wed, 5 Mar 2008 06:09:25 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.114.144.1 with SMTP id r1mr4509776wad.53.1204726164313; Wed, 05 Mar 2008 06:09:24 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12316858-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
n40si1710628wag.34.2008.03.05.06.09.23; Wed, 05 Mar 2008 06:09:24 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12316858-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12316858-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12316858-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120470400182840"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12316858-2008.03.05-00.01.25--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12316858-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080305075810.6BC3B88405D@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12316858-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

EarnMyDegree.com
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Wednesday, March 5, 2008

busker \BUS-kur\, noun:

A person who entertains (as by playing music) in public places.

    Jakub is a student of mathematics, a likable but callow young man who seduces a blind busker, Alzbeta, who plays 
for the tourists in modern Prague.
    -- Andrew Miller, "Waiting for Something to Happen", New York Times, October 24, 1999

    When Singapore decided to legalize street performances in 1997, artists were required to audition and to donate any 
money collected to charity. The government recently lifted a ban on audience participation, but the streets remain 
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largely busker-free.
    -- Wayne Arnold, "In Singapore, the Start-Up Dance Is Still Difficult to Do", New York Times, September 19, 1999

    . . .a busker who simultaneously plays the drums, cymbals, bells and a mouth organ.
    -- Murray Bail, Homesickness: A Novel

Busker is from busk, "to seek to entertain by singing and dancing," probably from Spanish buscar, "to seek."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for busker

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

EarnMyDegree.com

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12316858-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Explaining Goji vs. GoChi - clarifications...
From: "Barton Publishing Inc." <support@bloodpressurenormalized.com>
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2008 18:16:30 -0500
To: "Nirmala Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187c14f64df6397
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs705422tia; Tue, 4 Mar 2008 15:16:33 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.151.109.11 with SMTP id l11mr854799ybm.52.1204672592039; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 15:16:32 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-616115-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from mm3.getresponse.com (mm3.getresponse.com [207.8.198.18]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i38si107305wxd.16.2008.03.04.15.16.31; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 15:16:32 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-616115-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 207.8.198.18 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.8.198.18;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-616115-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 207.8.198.18 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
616115-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=bloodpressurenormalized@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl2-0-114.v.l ([192.168.0.114]) by mm3.getresponse.com with QMQP; 04 Mar 2008 18:16:30 -
0500
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=CE1cWKE6vN9Ab1lGUpDRXLM/n3grev1b06miJw0b/rznuqoEKW8ej7je3MmNbWb9768td3+vsO2e2ba6per4C7S
FwvnApFkmXilEh9eBGFMbM4WGdLLg1UIB3oDDlcStJA4OcI6d7IrxYCE6/mpvEIF9Ur4lLVS5zKHFl5ld2hI=;
Sender: bloodpressurenormalized@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpXGpKVh9HUEihRJXKzLJ4ERqBOhTOcyrpMecRotxjF23CObIQgf4aB
F8ov/TbGt7EfTdmb+fxx1tGMkzBWMb1w6SRJeUsOtd4W5Xi2fsrP99fbdH5u2SRdCVRy3pQm2SwUaiqWKATwHT
zhVneq58SnZ/8wdCbDw3SA
Return-Path: <bounce-616115-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Reply-To: support@bloodpressurenormalized.com
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
Response-Id: r-bloodpressurenormalized-rid-616115-bid-524743
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.net/r/1eQI+,/IakJZA42D>
X-Responder-Id: 616115
Message-ID: <1204672590.789942@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hi Nirmala,

Last night at about 1 a.m. (yeah, I was pretty tired!) I sent 
out an email with the title "I'm not recommending Goji Juice 
anymore!".

Apparently, a few people took this email the wrong way.  :( 
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So....

Let me clarify a few things and answer a few questions.

First of all, Goji Juice is STILL a great product. Always has been.
I didn't intend to make it sound like it wasn't a beneficial 
product anymore.

However, the "new and improved" version of Goji - GoChi - 
has even more health benefits, because it has 30% more 
polysaccharides than the original Goji formula. And polysaccharides 
are what produced the amazing results in the 14-day clinical study.

Secondly, the new GoChi juice is favored 4-to-1 in blind taste
tests. And I would agree - it tastes great (sort of like cherry
juice, but smoother).

Thirdly, the new GoChi juice is backed by a rigorous, randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled study demonstrating its 
powerful benefits.

I'm not going to claim this as a "miracle cure" for anything,
but generally speaking, if you're looking for a nutritional
supplement that produces proven health benefits, GoChi is, in my
opinion, the best product available (currently only available
in the USA).

Again, you can learn more about GoChi at www.BartonJuice.com

And yes, this product is sold through a network marketing
system, so, if you buy through my website, I will receive a
small commission for referring you to the product. But don't
let that stop you - Feel free to go to Google and find a direct
link through someone else if you don't want me to receive a
commission.

I'm NOT doing this for the commission. My company is based on
high ethical and moral standards, and I do NOT promote products
that are hyped up or inferior quality. 

If you'd like to read the blog post, and see some of the comments
that follow (most are good, thanks  ;)  - you can click here:

http://www.bartonpublishing.com/blog/2008/03/04/gochi-juice-vs-goji-juice/

--------

Moving on...

I wanted to give you an update on a few different things.

First of all, Dr. Myles Dixon and I have been meeting regularly,
putting together videos along with our Natural Back Pain Relief
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System, and we're hoping to launch the new website by the end
of this month. Thanks for your patience!

If you'd like to read the blog post from Dr. Dixon that has
received 89 replies so far, check it out here:

http://www.bartonpublishing.com/blog/2008/01/04/back-pain-tips-with-dr-myles-dixon/

*********************Update with Dr. Saunders****************

Dr. Saunders & I are working on developing a website that is
going to teach people how to get off drugs! I can't tell you
much more than that, because we're working through some pretty
intense issues that could monumentally affect health care in the 
USA (and beyond) for years to come... but I just wanted you 
to know that exciting things are coming!

Be sure to keep reading our blog, and look for more emails with
further details about this and other new developments in the 
days and weeks ahead!

If you'd like to read the most popular blog post with Dr.
Saunders, check this one out:

http://www.bartonpublishing.com/blog/2007/10/17/natural-medical-doctor-joins-barton-publishing-team/

and this one:

http://www.bartonpublishing.com/blog/2007/12/12/the-fear-of-going-off-medication/

Until next time... keep BEING and DOING things that BENEFIT you!

BE healthy. DO your exercises and stretches. PRACTICE excellent
nutrition, and you will BE the healthy person you've always wanted
to be!

(And feel free to join me on my "March Healthy Foods Only"
crusade - as I mentioned on my blog - http://blog.bartonpublishing.com)

Best regards,
Joe
www.BartonPublishing.com

p.s. If you really don't like receiving emails from me, there
is an unsubscribe link at the bottom of this email that you can
click on - and I will disappear from your life forever! (But,
why in the world would you want to do that???)

Barton Publishing Inc.
P.O. Box 50
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Brandon
SD 57005
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r/1eQI+,/EakJZA3_C
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Subject: Fwd: These men killed Stephen , any info anybdoy can add would be gratefully recieved , thank you
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Tue, 04 Mar 2008 12:37:31 -0800
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187b83933d538bb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs693546tia; Tue, 4 Mar 2008 12:37:50 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.51.15 with SMTP id d15mr965567rvk.106.1204663065534; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 12:37:45 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i40si6808211wxd.25.2008.03.04.12.37.33; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 12:37:44 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail030 (webmail030-s [10.13.128.30]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m24KbVLZ008767 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 4 Mar 2008 12:37:32 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <628F3177-0118-1000-9997-B07A358305C9-Webmail-10023@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_35_3692799.1204663051432"
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.0.118
Received: from [59.95.0.118] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 12:37:31 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>, "barney" <barneyhenderson@yahoo.co.uk>, "andrew" 
<a.buncombe@independent.co.uk>
> >Date: March 04, 2008 06:48:52 PM GMT
> >Subject: These men killed Stephen , any info anybdoy can add would be gratefully recieved , thank you
> >
> >  
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> > Yahoo! Answers - Get better answers from someone who knows. Tryit now.

0009.bmp
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Subject: Fwd: urgent
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Tue, 04 Mar 2008 12:34:32 -0800
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187b80b4ad04666
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs693240tia; Tue, 4 Mar 2008 12:34:36 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.140.169.4 with SMTP id r4mr950282rve.131.1204662875615; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 12:34:35 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.176]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i12si3150063wxd.31.2008.03.04.12.34.34; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 12:34:35 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.176;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail030 (webmail030-s [10.13.128.30]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw001/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m24KYXBF020229 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 4 Mar 2008 12:34:33 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <628F3177-0118-1000-9984-B07A358305C9-Webmail-10023@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.0.118
Received: from [59.95.0.118] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Tue, 04 Mar 2008 12:34:32 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 04, 2008 06:32:27 PM GMT
> >Subject: urgent
> >
> >Hi , the fat man with ponytail killed Stephen, he was in a photograph on Sky behind Scarlette . I know about him 
...what name do he use with at the moment ? his friend a small man with a moushache is a known rapist and best 
friend of Digamber Naik (they live next door to one another ) we have pulled the bank record for Naik and know he 
has been arrested before in Mumbai for a shooting , I could not believe that the fat man was on the TV with Scarlette . 
I am in shock to be honest he is so dangerous .....he is on our film footage . we have been watching him . A name 
would be fantastic if you can provide it . Fiona did a superb interview and got everything across so well without 
compromising herself . I take my hat off to you all ...Amanda
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> >Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> >A Smarter Inbox.
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Subject: Fwd: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 5 Mar 2008 15:55:06 +0000
To: dakinilove@mac.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187fa72efa2a87a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 5 Mar 2008 07:55:06 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803050755q78562dd8x4820f71056f37f5a@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <8F59F0D0-F92C-4ACC-BC98-1ED582C02236@barcroftindia.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_43599_27631144.1204732506037"
References: <OF64992EE3.18DA9AFE-ON80257402.005AF64B-80257402.005B10DA@dailymail.co.uk> 
<8F59F0D0-F92C-4ACC-BC98-1ED582C02236@barcroftindia.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Sam..

dakini here writing on behalf of Advocate Varma and Fiona..

Firstly, we would like to extend a huge thank you for your help in arranging the telephone interview and subsequent 
donation to the family.  It has understandably been a very difficult time for everyone and one of those aspects has 
definately been rapidly dwindling financial resources.  We are keen to work together with the press both for the case of 
Scarlett and for bringing to light and justice the large amount of similar cases within Goa.

As per our discussion and arrangement via telephone last night, Fiona will be giving a 45 min exclusive telephone 
interview to you later in the afternoon.  It would be best for us to confirm the exact time a little bit later. Perhaps you 
can call on my number (or Advocate Varma's if you are still having difficulty getting through to my number), at 2:30 
or there abou

Also, we have yet to determine the best way to receive the donation and will confirm that shortly with you.  Most 
likely will have you deposit it either Fiona's or my English account or there is a possiblity of requesting some of it in 
the form of Western Union.  

As Advocate Varma discussed with you, due to the stage of the investagation and the sensitive nature of this tragic 
case, Fiona will only be answering questions related to her and the family.  Any and all questions that relate to the 
legal aspect of the case 
must be directed to Advocate Varma,  whom is more than happy to speak to the press.

Thank you again Sam we know that we have been able to get so far so quickly largely due to the postive support of the 
media.  Together it seems, we are a force to be reckoned with!

Many blessings and happy wishes!!

Sincerly-  dakini
 
On 3/4/08, Sam Relph <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com> wrote:

    Begin forwarded message:
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>     From: anne.shooter@dailymail.co.uk
>     Date: 4 March 2008 10:04:44 PM GMT+05:30
>     To: sam.relph@barcroftindia.com
>
>
>     Hi,
>
>     Obviously we appreciate that this is a difficult decision to make.
>
>     But we would really like to get it all sorted out as soon as posssible. We
>     can now offer Â£10k for a full interview, pictures etc. However, we do need
>     a really swift decision so we can get someone our writer on his way to
>     ensure the article can appear in Saturday's Daily Mail. I do need an answer
>     in the next 30 minutes.
>
>     Thanks very much,
>
>     Anne
>
>     Anne Shooter
>     Commissioning editor
>     Femail
>     Daily Mail
>
>
>
>     Associated Newspapers Limited.
>     Registered office: Northcliffe House, 2 Derry Street, London W8 5TT
>     Registered in England and Wales with Company no. 84121
>     VAT no. GB 243 5711 74
>
>     This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of 
this message, please notify the sender and do not read, copy, use or disclose this communication to others.  Any 
opinions or views expressed which are of a personal nature are not necessarily those of the company.  The company 
reserves the right to monitor all e-mail communications.

        ----
        Sam Relph
        Delhi Bureau Chief

        I-14 Jangpura Extension
        New Delhi 110014
        India

        +91 (0)997 11 33 889

        http://www.barcroftmedia.com
        http://www.barcroftindia.com
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-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: International airfare sale! Book today to save up to Rs.1335
From: "MakeMyTrip" <meghna@makemytrip.com>
Date: Wed, 5 Mar 2008 04:22:01 -0500
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1187e4c62be5c765
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs776381tia; Wed, 5 Mar 2008 01:36:26 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.65.116.10 with SMTP id t10mr5465964qbm.66.1204709785047; Wed, 05 Mar 2008 01:36:25 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-277263-1437-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com>
Received: from xsuite.precisionx2.net ([72.32.117.187]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
f14si589346qba.25.2008.03.05.01.36.13; Wed, 05 Mar 2008 01:36:25 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: error (google.com: error in processing during lookup of bounce-277263-1437-
0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com: DNS timeout) client-ip=72.32.117.187;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=temperror (google.com: error in processing during lookup of bounce-
277263-1437-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com: DNS timeout) smtp.mail=bounce-277263-1437-
0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com
Message-ID: <47ce6992.0e39400a.0f4b.76d2SMTPIN_ADDED@mx.google.com>
Return-Path: bounce-277263-1437-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com
Email-ID: 1437
Reply-To: "MakeMyTrip" <meghna@makemytrip.com>
Contact-ID: 277263
Sf-Version: 3_5
Dsn: %2E7OVJ1J%5D3I%27%3AKHT34N%3F%3C%20%0A
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_NextPart_000_1204690921_CFX_iMSMail_688709171"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

To ensure that you receive our offers and updates, add meghna@makemytrip.com to your
Address Book or Safe List.
March, 2008
 
 
        MakeMyTrip.com
        Home            Flights                 Hotels          Holiday Packages                Travel Guides
        
International airfare SALE
Get ready to travel across the world at never before prices with our special International Airfare Sale! You could fly to 
your favored international destination at remarkably cheap fares or avail our exclusive deals on domestic airfare as 
well as holiday packages. Book now for best deals!
Domestic Airfares
Delhi - Mumbai  Rs.475
Delhi - Hyderabad       Rs.475
Delhi - Kolkata         Rs.699
Delhi - Pune    Rs.899
Delhi - Chennai         Rs.989
Delhi - Bangalore       Rs.1,389
â€¢ Exclusive of taxes
â€¢ Flights and Prices are subject to availability
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Get reward points
Discover the treasures of North East India
CLICK HERE for more deals
Please do not directly reply to this mailer. If you do not wish to receive any further promotional
e-mails from MakeMyTrip.com, click here
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Subject: For Vikram!
From: Ð˜Ð½Ð´Ð¸ Ð¡Ð¿Ð°Ð¹Ð· <belli_indi@rambler.ru>
Date: Thu, 06 Mar 2008 13:43:43 +0300
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11883b0834bb89c0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs70709tia; Thu, 6 Mar 2008 02:43:50 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.86.97.7 with SMTP id u7mr4557058fgb.65.1204800226326; Thu, 06 Mar 2008 02:43:46 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <belli_indi@rambler.ru>
Received: from mcgi30.rambler.ru (mcgi30.rambler.ru [81.19.67.201]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
g28si3647343fkg.2.2008.03.06.02.43.44; Thu, 06 Mar 2008 02:43:46 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of belli_indi@rambler.ru designates 81.19.67.201 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=81.19.67.201;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of belli_indi@rambler.ru designates 
81.19.67.201 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=belli_indi@rambler.ru
Received: from [121.245.164.195] by mcgi30.rambler.ru with HTTP (mailimap); Thu, 06 Mar 2008 13:43:43 +0300
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="_----------=_120480022375300"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <1024644470.1204800223.149049820.7530@mcgi30.rambler.ru>
X-Mailer: Ramail 3, (aten)

Vikram,

Attchaed send you two agreements(on the company and for Leo) which already have been sent to the bank and they 
are saying they are not correct.
Julia
Ð”ÐžÐ“ÐžÐ’ÐžÐ  ÐœÐÐ“ÐœÐ ÐšÐ•Ð Ð˜Ðœ.doc
        

Ð”ÐžÐ“ÐžÐ’ÐžÐ  ÐœÐÐ“ÐœÐ Ð›Ð•ÐÐ¯.doc
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Subject: Letter to DGP
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 6 Mar 2008 18:07:35 +0530
To: dakinilove@mac.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188418bb4b28a1b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 6 Mar 2008 04:37:35 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803060437n5871ca93gbf2ca6faf96d7c02@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_6289_22264258.1204807055909"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Open Letter.doc
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Subject: my mail id
From: "shailesh gupta" <kalyugikalki@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 6 Mar 2008 09:51:50 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188252d84621ebb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs8895tia; Wed, 5 Mar 2008 20:21:51 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.140.144.4 with SMTP id r4mr1841316rvd.175.1204777310554; Wed, 05 Mar 2008 20:21:50 -0800 
(PST)
Received: by 10.140.173.6 with HTTP; Wed, 5 Mar 2008 20:21:50 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <82cb00510803052021s30496d44uc8e5a55119492ffb@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_20084_7151681.1204777310542"

Hi Sir,
Goodday. Kindly send me some pics of scarlette pre and post-morem and her family or other important pics.
thanks and regards,
Shailesh K.
E-mail: kalyugikalki@gmail.com
shaileshk@starnews.co.in
Mobile: 9899973696
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Subject: Re: my mail id
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 6 Mar 2008 10:13:52 +0530
To: "shailesh gupta" <kalyugikalki@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188267056816ddb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 5 Mar 2008 20:43:52 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803052043ydf9df50h3af8225642f71d79@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <82cb00510803052021s30496d44uc8e5a55119492ffb@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_832_20532776.1204778632608"
References: <82cb00510803052021s30496d44uc8e5a55119492ffb@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Shailesh,

This is to confirm reciept of your email address.  Will do the needful shortly.

Thanks for your support.

Vikram Varma
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Subject: rara avis: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Thu, 6 Mar 2008 08:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118846720484b91b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs100713tia; Thu, 6 Mar 2008 06:03:17 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.114.112.1 with SMTP id k1mr6989614wac.24.1204812194112; Thu, 06 Mar 2008 06:03:14 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12326833-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
k35si4655850waf.30.2008.03.06.06.03.13; Thu, 06 Mar 2008 06:03:14 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12326833-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12326833-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12326833-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.544
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.544 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.046, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1204790400112280"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12326833-2008.03.06-00.01.24--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12326833-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080306075809.04558884063@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12326833-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Get your FREE Subscription to our Investing Term of the Day Newsletter!
Every business day you'll receive an email with the Investing Word of the Day,
a definition plus related educational articles about investing, personal finance
and business. It's a great way to build your vocabulary, become a better investor,
and achieve your financial goals.
Click Here to Subscribe Free
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Thursday, March 6, 2008

rara avis \RAIR-uh-AY-vis\, noun;
plural rara avises \RAIR-uh-AY-vuh-suhz\ or rarae aves \RAIR-ee-AY-veez\:

A rare or unique person or thing.
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    He was, after all, that rara avis, a Jewish Catholic priest with a wife and children.
    -- Jeremy Sams, "Lorenzo the magnificent", Independent, May 16, 2000

    "First of all," Arthur said, "Jack is that rara avis among Ivy League radicals, a birthright member of the proletariat."
    -- Charles McCarry, Lucky Bastard

    Rara avis. You'd have to go far and wide to find someone like that, especially in these times.
    -- Andrew Holleran, In September, the Light Changes

Rara avis is Latin for "rare bird."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for rara avis

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Get your FREE Subscription to our Investing Term of the Day Newsletter!
Every business day you'll receive an email with the Investing Word of the Day,
a definition plus related educational articles about investing, personal finance
and business. It's a great way to build your vocabulary, become a better investor,
and achieve your financial goals.
Click Here to Subscribe Free

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12326833-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: 4K to HT correspondent in Mumbai - Corrected account no
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 2008 13:09:28 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118895d3056c82f9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs270624tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 05:10:30 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.86.86.12 with SMTP id j12mr1468174fgb.33.1204895428777; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 05:10:28 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s17.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s17.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.217]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id e20si4260126fga.1.2008.03.07.05.10.27; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 05:10:28 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.217 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.217;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.217 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W34 ([65.55.162.189]) by blu139-omc3-s17.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Fri, 7 Mar 2008 05:09:28 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU108-W341B387869198BCEC67992A8130@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_6a813443-18b6-4a90-b562-369c2ffcda1c_"
X-Originating-IP: [202.155.161.76]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 07 Mar 2008 13:09:28.0205 (UTC) FILETIME=[7960BBD0:01C88054]

HI brother,
 
How is the case shaping up?  How did you go in your press conference?
 
Any time to deposit the 4K into the corrected bank account?
 
Much love
Brother pest aka DJ

    From: djvarma@hotmail.com
    To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    Subject: RE: 4K to HT correspondent in Mumbai - Corrected account no
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    Date: Wed, 5 Mar 2008 10:19:26 +0000

    Hi Vikram,
     
    How has your case progressed so far?  How did the press conference go? 
     
    Please disregard the previous email.  The correct HDFC account no is (starts with a zero).  The amount is the same 
Rs, 4,000
     
    venkatesh ganesh
    050111 400 17964
    HDFC, Mumbai.

    Love
    Dj

        From: djvarma@hotmail.com
        To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        Subject: 4K to HT correspondent in Mumbai
        Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 11:29:05 +0000

        Hi Vikram,
         
        Hope your press conference went well.
         
        Please could you make a payment of Rs. 4,000 to a senior Hindustan Times correspondent in Mumbai who writes 
for our techgoss.com
         
        Only payment to be made this week.  I am trying to only send HDFC payments your way as it is easy for you.
         
        Much love
         
        Dj
         
        Venkatesh Ganesh
        HDFC Bank
        5011140017964
        HDFC Bank House, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013

         

        Sell your car for just $30 at CarPoint.com.au. It's simple! 

    Check our comprehensive Salary Centre Overpaid or Underpaid? 

Find it at www.seek.com.au Your Future Starts Here. Dream it? Then be it!
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Subject: cabal: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 2008 08:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118899b3d6d46c85
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs281084tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 06:18:16 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.14.20 with SMTP id 20mr573970wfn.2.1204899495375; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 06:18:15 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12331424-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
n33si8417576wag.47.2008.03.07.06.18.14; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 06:18:15 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12331424-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12331424-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12331424-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1204876801141220"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12331424-2008.03.07-00.01.24--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12331424-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080307075808.5A1C1884062@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12331424-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

MEDICAL BILLING & CODING DEGREE!
Accredited Medical Billing Degrees:
Join one of the fastest growing professions by getting your degree online.
Request free information.
CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR DEGREE!
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Friday, March 7, 2008

cabal \kuh-BAHL; kuh-BAL\, noun:

1. A secret, conspiratorial association of plotters or intriguers whose purpose is usually to bring about an overturn 
especially in public affairs.
2. The schemes or plots of such an association.
3. To form a cabal; to conspire; to intrigue; to plot.
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    If you constantly disagreed with Winters, he wrote you out of his cabal, his conspiracy against the poetry 
establishment.
    -- Richard Elman, Namedropping: Mostly Literary Memoirs

    My father always had been a collector. There were the stamps, National Geographics, scrapbooks filled with his 
favorite political cartoons, and booklets justifying his belief that the world was under the control of a global cabal of 
elites unified by such organizations as the Trilateral Commission, the Council on Foreign Relations, and the 
Freemasons.
    -- Frederick Kempe, Father/Land

    But the new world of toys is by no means simply the product of a profit-mad cabal of toy pushers discovering new 
ways of exploiting the child market.
    -- Gary Cross, Kids' Stuff

    The Anti-Federalists were not simply concerned that Congress was too small relatively--too small to be truly 
representative of the great diversity of the nation. Congress was also too small absolutely--too small to be immune 
from cabal and intrigue.
    -- Akhil Reed Amar, The Bill of Rights

Cabal derives from Medieval Latin cabala, a transliteration of Hebrew qabbalah, "received," hence "traditional, lore," 
from qabal, "to receive." The evolution in sense is: "(secret) tradition, secret, secret plots or intrigues, secret meeting, 
secret meeters, a group of plotters or intriguers."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for cabal

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

MEDICAL BILLING & CODING DEGREE!
Accredited Medical Billing Degrees:
Join one of the fastest growing professions by getting your degree online.
Request free information.
CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR DEGREE!

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/   You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12331424-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Claim your free adidas bag and free bestseller CDs
From: irctcpromotions@irctc.co.in
Date: 07 Mar 08 10:31:30
To: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11887af3ae5deedd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs194975tia; Thu, 6 Mar 2008 21:20:52 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.114.80.4 with SMTP id d4mr1434526wab.44.1204867250936; Thu, 06 Mar 2008 21:20:50 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <irctcpromotions@irctc.co.in>
Received: from smtp.irctc.co.in (smtp.irctc.co.in [203.94.240.87]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m26si7109173pof.8.2008.03.06.21.20.48; Thu, 06 Mar 2008 21:20:50 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: fail (google.com: domain of irctcpromotions@irctc.co.in does not designate 203.94.240.87 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=203.94.240.87;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=hardfail (google.com: domain of irctcpromotions@irctc.co.in does not 
designate 203.94.240.87 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=irctcpromotions@irctc.co.in
Received: from 10.34.29.22 (unknown [10.34.20.9]) by smtp.irctc.co.in (Postfix) with SMTP id 867926573C for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 10:38:41 +0530 (IST)
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-TYPE: text/html
Message-ID: <20080307050841.867926573C@smtp.irctc.co.in>

        India Today Book Club
FREE for All Offer!     
Claim Your Free Gift Package
NOW!!! worth Rs 1300 or more*
Get Offer
Gift package includes
                
        2 bestseller Books/Music CDs/educational
CD-ROMs worth Rs 550 or more FREE
        a adidas bag worth Rs 499 FREE
        1 year membership to BooksBuddy service worth Rs 299 FREE
                
Only Pay Order Delivery and Handling Charges
Get Offer
 
You have received this mail because you opted for getting special offers and commercial promotions by email. 
Irctc is not responsible for content other than its own and makes no warranties or guarantees about the products 
or services that are advertised. This mail has been sent from an unmonitored mail account and hence, please do not
reply to this mail.
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Subject: Fwd: Article from The Hindu: Sent to you by Ant
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Thu, 06 Mar 2008 18:50:24 -0800
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188725889f1d5a4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs179221tia; Thu, 6 Mar 2008 18:50:28 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.114.150.1 with SMTP id x1mr1181781wad.46.1204858226970; Thu, 06 Mar 2008 18:50:26 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
k35si6730439waf.30.2008.03.06.18.50.26; Thu, 06 Mar 2008 18:50:26 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail028 (webmail028-s [10.13.128.28]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw004/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m272rchp026998 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 6 Mar 2008 18:53:39 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <6DED2E77-0118-1000-E670-393BF7DC35E5-Webmail-10007@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.23.206
Received: from [59.95.23.206] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Thu, 06 Mar 2008 18:50:24 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "Maureen Bennett" <maureenbennett20@blueyonder.co.uk>, "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>, 
"simon" <nevyan@fsmail.net>
> >Date: March 07, 2008 02:29:51 AM GMT
> >Subject: Fwd: Article from  The Hindu: Sent to you by Ant
> >
> >Anthia sent this to me .....
> >
> >Note: forwarded message attached.
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> > Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 2008 18:31:21 +0530
To: jladnil@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188954d7e246666
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 05:01:21 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803070501j685687d1u82d45af52b3a2a5f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_15897_27344419.1204894881490"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
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Subject: From: "Gillian Blackwood" <gillian.blackwood@bbc.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 2008 13:25:02 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118896a98215bb1f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs272954tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 05:25:08 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.107.7 with SMTP id f7mr3169153anc.74.1204896307385; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 05:25:07 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <gillian.blackwood@bbc.co.uk>
Received: from mailgw3.thls.bbc.co.uk (mailgw3.thls.bbc.co.uk [132.185.240.143]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i52si7467001rne.9.2008.03.07.05.25.05; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 05:25:07 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of gillian.blackwood@bbc.co.uk designates 132.185.240.143 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=132.185.240.143;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of gillian.blackwood@bbc.co.uk designates 
132.185.240.143 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=gillian.blackwood@bbc.co.uk
Received: from bbcxues14.national.core.bbc.co.uk ([10.162.8.101]) by mailgw3.thls.bbc.co.uk (8.13.7/8.13.7) with 
ESMTP id m27DOl7G028203 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 13:24:47 GMT
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88056.A6758E0A"
Message-ID: <513B09A883E18B499A2783851B0420C404449CB1@bbcxues14.national.core.bbc.co.uk>
thread-index: AciAVqavMKX3KwQCS0Oe0Gz/4WqKGQ==

Good day Vikram - just to confirm our i/view with Fiona on Monday 10th March at 1500
 

Gillian Blackwood
BBC Radio 5Live
(0208 624 9502 or 07870 634 722
@gillian.blackwood@bbc.co.uk
www.bbc.co.uk/5Live

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the BBC 
unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.
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Subject: Fwd: BBC E-mail: Goa assault highlights India rape concerns
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:16:55 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae3a51e3c0e7
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs334822tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:16:58 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.140.180.11 with SMTP id c11mr946551rvf.137.1204921017765; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:16:57 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.178]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m10si463295waf.21.2008.03.07.12.16.56; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:16:57 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.178;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw003/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KGtpR022579 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:16:55 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E7DB-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:16:55 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>, "sky" <richard.johnson@bskyb.com>
> >Date: March 04, 2008 09:28:54 PM GMT
> >Subject: Fwd: BBC E-mail: Goa assault highlights India rape concerns
> >
> >Article about Sarah's ordeal in Goa . 
> >
> >Note: forwarded message attached.
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> >Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> >A Smarter Inbox.
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Subject: Fwd: Filing information FCO being asked about the eye-witness .
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:20:17 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae6bb301c867
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs335168tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:20:20 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.51.15 with SMTP id d15mr960118rvk.106.1204921219881; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:20:19 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
l30si9344034waf.53.2008.03.07.12.20.19; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:20:19 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw004/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KNZeP003919 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:23:35 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E805-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:20:17 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 06, 2008 01:43:22 PM GMT
> >Subject: Filing information   FCO being asked about the eye-witness .
> >
> >Hi , my Mum is creating a file for you with all of the 'statement's' from FCO and police . I have given out a lot of 
the personal contact number's to Minister's and suggested some questions which need to answered . The press will be 
pestering the FCO today asking why they have not found the eye-witness , and whether they have asked the police 
here to locate him ? You might see a little more action from the civil serant brigade ......hope you do . Love Amanda  
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> > Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
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Subject: Fwd: Goa A newspaper who contacted me , he assured me he would report the case not the family anguish .
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:54 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae663b3d906a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs335134tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:19:58 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.48.10 with SMTP id a10mr977888rvk.35.1204921197368; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:57 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.176]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m40si1807253wag.0.2008.03.07.12.19.56; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:57 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.176;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw001/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KJtU1016008 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:19:55 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E802-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:54 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 06, 2008 01:24:54 PM GMT
> >Subject: Fwd: Goa   A newspaper who contacted me , he assured me he would report the case not the family 
anguish .
> >
> >Hi
> >
> >Please find below my contact details. I have been informed of the possible 
> >link between Scarlette's death and Michael Harvey. I would be interested 
> >in highlighting what has happened.
> >Please do not hesitate to give me a call at any time.
> >
> >Thanks
> >
> >Daniel Boffey
> >Reporter
> >Mail on Sunday
> >020 7938 7182
> >0788 418 6367
> >
> >
> >
> >This e-mail and any attached files are intended for the named addressee only. It contains information, which may 
be confidential and legally privileged and also protected by copyright. Unless you are the named addressee (or 
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authorised to receive for the addressee) you may not copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone else. If you received it in 
error please notify the sender immediately and then delete it from your system. Please be advised that the views and 
opinions expressed in this e-mail may not reflect the views and opinions of Associated Newspapers Limited or any of 
its subsidiary companies. We make every effort to keep our network free from viruses. However, you do need to check 
this e-mail and any attachments to it for viruses as we can take no responsibility for any computer virus which may be 
transferred by way of this e-mail. Use of this or any other e-mail facility signifies consent to any interception we 
might lawfully carry out to prevent abuse of these facili!
 ties.
> >Associated Newspapers Ltd. Registered Office: Northcliffe House, 2 Derry St, Kensington, London, W8 5TT. 
Registered No 84121 England.
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Subject: Fwd: More forwarding for you to try
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:48 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae560d2f0735
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs335030tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:18:52 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.140.136.1 with SMTP id j1mr922501rvd.233.1204921131531; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:51 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
l23si7765675waf.5.2008.03.07.12.18.50; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:51 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KIn8k005186 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:18:49 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E7F8-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:48 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 06, 2008 05:24:32 AM GMT
> >Subject: More forwarding for you to try
> >
> >Hi , the email from the lady who spoke to the witness shoud be sent to the Chief Inspector in Devon , ask him to 
take a statement from the emailer , she is a periferal witness ,(do you know where she is ?) this would help them to 
identify who the missing eye- witness is .    
> >   
> >   One other thing which may be true (based on Stephen having a drug overdose in a beach hut) was your eye- 
witness the 34 year old man found ?  Scarlett's killer's knew who he is , he compromised himself just being in the 
wrong place  . 
> >   
> >  When he arrived at the hut he was disorientated , exhausted (probaly looking at how to leave Goa , only charter 
flight's to the UK are avaible) , maybe he got a taxi to a beach hut (Naik and many other's are Mafia informant's are 
driving the taxi's ) , he was killed in the night by force and the killer needed to let himself out ,therefore he was unable 
to lack the door from the inside (which no doubt the man did before he went to bed). Seeing the crime is more tahn 
enough to be tracked down and killed .
> >   If I can find a photograph of him I will send it and you can pass it back to the emailer . 
> >   Last point , like Scarlette Stephen was beaten with a 'stick' ....a lathi is more accurate  , the police carry it !I saw 
them hitting the beach girl's with them , chilren as young as 6 were being aimed at on the boney part's of the leg and 
ankle . Stephen had extensive lathi injuries  broken ankle , bruises all down his shin's , any sharp area of the body is the 
aim  . If Scarlett was beaten with a lathi , policemen are directly involved in the rape ,which is why any eye-witness 
will die .
> >   
> >  Stephen had to die for this reason ....he was abducted by the uniform lathi wielding police . He had to silenced , 
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when he resurafaced alive they stalked him waiting for an opportunity to get him into a private area .  our case is not 
just about a cover-up , it is about having the police investiagted as suspect's otherwise all will remain the same .
> >   
> >  Fiona might use the term lathi to describe what made the injuries ....let the police try and explain that away . Have 
a look at one in the station  , there are few other stick's hanging around in Goa .   They broke Stephen's ankle with a 
lathi during his beating . 
> >   
> >  The way Scarlett died is known as 'birking' most common form of killing a person its a culture thing , 
compression of chest with a knee and preventing breathing from mouth and nose (either by  a hand ,cushion or 
pressing into sand) . I hope these small things help in accessing the 'most appropraite word for each thing you are 
explaining , as well as making implication's .........without actually saying anything  .   Police are hand in glove with all 
of the criminal's in Goa , they are as violent and perverse as thier main employer (Mafia) .  if you can say 'beaten with 
lathi' you are almost saying beaten by someone connected to the police .    You should metion the spiking of the drink 
eventually too .   Amanda            
> >
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> >Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> >The World 's Favourite Email.
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Subject: Fwd: Naik .....and wittering on !
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:16:20 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae31cb330121
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs334751tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:16:23 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.142.232.20 with SMTP id e20mr1094405wfh.59.1204920982885; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:16:22 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m40si1425953waf.16.2008.03.07.12.16.22; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:16:22 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KGKqM004670 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:16:20 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E7D8-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:16:20 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 04, 2008 08:54:55 PM GMT
> >Subject: Naik  .....and wittering on !
> >
> >I will forward document in a minute , (this is not my computer) , Naik and the two men who killed Stephen (you 
have images) work as taxi driver's . Their role in the drug trade is huge hence they are feared by other taxi driver's , 
they travel between Mumbai and Goa stopping at a factory in Pune to collect synthetic trance scene stuff eg. MDA , 
Ecstacy, Crystal meths , GHB . They have an extensive network of protection across two states in India (goa and 
Maharastra) . The fat man is a known peadophile and they often bring children across the border into Goa , trafficing is 
run by the police and peadophile network the chldren's home in Goa is run by a peadophile for peadophiles (some 
children are brought to europe for a holiday and then swapped for a new child the following season). Naik was thrown 
out of Dubai for violence along with his Dad , his brother is Digamber as you know he is Anti narcotic's therefore free 
to raid any beach hut whenever anybody wants access to the
> > tourist for whatever reason . The Alexi Stewart case will illustrate the nature of the anti narcotic sqad and the 
famous jeap and trip to Panjim which several people endure every season . All of goa police are corrupt , they pay to 
get a post in Goa most are from Calcutta originally , they also pay for 'training' and uniforms which are hired out to 
friends or family in order that tourist's are intimidated and pay backsheef when stopped . The Indian mafia are working 
with the russian mafia and they control everything in goa , every single buisness has to pay backsheef to survive . The 
Hotel's are mostly Russian owned . Regular indian people do not live in Goa , I will ask Maria to talk to you later in 
the month when the press dies down , her brother drugged and contract killed in the 90's , a second brother was 
arrested for the crime because she made a fuss , he was imprisioned and caught AIDS in the jail . She will tell you 
about the rape of both men and women in police
> > custody , the drug and alcohol problem within the police force , and the police selling drugs to those in prision . I 
am sure she will be great support , she is a native Goan lady who left due to the corruption and death of her brothers . 
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Honest people have been forced out of Goa , land is snatched from local families eg farmland is reclaimed for 'public 
use' then sold to the Russian mafia . Denise Higgin's was killed by contract because she was buying some land which 
had been earmarked . Life is very cheap in Goa and it elevates the goonda's if they either rape or kill a westener ....All 
goa crime is pre-meditated and pre-arranged , a fee is paid to police via the goonda's to commit the act  , that is why 
there are so many 'accidents' and suicides ....most (if not all) are murder.  Spiking is an everyday thing , not just to kill 
a person , crystal meths are often added in cafe's or bar's , a drip drip way of creating new cutomer's and making your 
stay far more chilled and
> > enjoyable .......a way of marketing and holding onto the custom .White men aged between 27-45 are actually the 
most vulnerable group in india , not women as you might expect . All this is not what what need is it ..so I will stop . 
Write a letter for the goa police DGP to sign , a request to British police to LOCATE and INTERVIEW the man who 
saw what happened . You do not need to do this yourself , it will be very easy with UK police resources , make sure 
you post the letter (or fax it to Devon) . Interpol will have to get involved if you can pull of the letter ..so ask everyday 
at the station ...wear them down and they might go with it (gold-dust if you get it signed) .  Sarah article to follow , 
Naik detail also , Love Amanda 
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> > Yahoo! Answers - Get better answers from someone who knows. Tryit now.
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Subject: Fwd: Not urgent ...can you degate this job .
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:14:10 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae120167096d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs334531tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:14:13 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.193.1 with SMTP id v1mr913554rvp.245.1204920853097; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:14:13 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
j34si9325574waf.29.2008.03.07.12.14.11; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:14:13 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw004/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KHRw4002368 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:17:27 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E7CA-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:14:10 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 06, 2008 03:11:59 PM GMT
> >Subject: Not urgent ...can you degate this job .
> >
> >Hi 
> >  I have been talking about Goa to several UK press , I am impressing that Scarlett was not the only young person 
out in a bar at night . I am supplying my own record which show's indian children as young as 5 hanging out in the 
beach bars . People need to understand it is normal to see children and police on beaches at night . 
> >   
> >  I need more photographic evidence , the rent boy's who line the entrance of beaches ,the girl's on the beach after 
dark  . My images are a five and a 10 year old sitting having a drink at 1 am .(with me) . Goa is very busy at night . 
Any more images of this nature would be a help. (the beach children love being photographed)  they will facilitate 
such images . A photograph of the police lining the beach entrance would be very useful too , holding thier lathi's . 
Waiting to 'fine' tourists .    
> >   
> >  "Goa invented seedy" was a comment left on one of your interview articles .
> >   
> >  Amanda  
> >
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> > Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
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Subject: Fwd: Not urgent this is for you !
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:00 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae4a1616fbba
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs334938tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:18:03 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.114.59.1 with SMTP id h1mr2437400waa.39.1204921082342; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:02 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.176]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
l23si7762908waf.5.2008.03.07.12.18.01; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:02 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.176;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw001/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KI0IK015468 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:18:00 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E7F2-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:00 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 05, 2008 12:51:07 AM GMT
> >Subject: Not urgent this is for you !
> >
> >My Dad is a leading expert in insurance law , he mentioned your policy and legal cover , there is bound to be some 
in the small print . If there is you can claim for certain thing's you are going to need in the future . A PI can hired via 
the legal cover and firm who issued the policy , expert witnesses can be hired, a pathologist as well a resource for 
more lawyer's who can sue the police . This is what we have in the legal cover . My Dad can check out your policy 
and find out if you want to delegate the task to us . You will need DNA done and the police do not know what it is , 
indian forensic's are fingerprint's and truth serum , they could not even find out Stephen's blood group after 'forensic's' 
were done . Love Amanda again  
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> >Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> >A Smarter Inbox.
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Subject: Fwd: Re: Hi 20th March onward ...Maria will meet you in Goa
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:36 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae61afd3083e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs335099tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:19:39 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.107.13 with SMTP id j13mr909706rvm.276.1204921178949; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:38 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
l22si1044407waf.10.2008.03.07.12.19.38; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:38 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com 
designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KJao6005377 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:19:37 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E7FF-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:36 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>, "sky in goa" <alex.crawford@bskyb.com>
> >Date: March 06, 2008 11:31:30 AM GMT
> >Subject: Fwd: Re: Hi    20th March onward ...Maria will meet you in Goa
> >
> >Hi , here is a phone number for Maria (lost one brother to a drug murder , and a second to AIDS caught in prision 
when he was charged with the murder aged 17) . Her younger brother charged to stop Maria persuing an investiagtion 
at the police station . I am sure she will be a great person with much valuable insight into goa crime and police . 
Amanda
> >
> >Note: forwarded message attached.
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> > Yahoo! Answers - Get better answers from someone who knows. Tryit now.
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Subject: Fwd: Re: Hi
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:17:24 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae41ba1098b8
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs334867tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:17:29 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.71.8 with SMTP id y8mr980873rvk.10.1204921047682; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:17:27 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
j21si2308923wah.45.2008.03.07.12.17.26; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:17:27 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KHOp4004894 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:17:25 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E7EF-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:17:24 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "suzanne adams" <betsy2boo@yahoo.com>, "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 05, 2008 12:31:07 AM GMT
> >Subject: Re: Hi
> >
> >Hi , just type in scarlett Heeling murder or similar and you will see a load in the Telegraph , Times, independent , 
Mail , and other's . The mother was on Sky tonight , very brave the headline was 'mother claims a cover up' Stephen's 
case was also discussed . In fact the fat man we are after is known to the Delhi lawyer , so I hope to get a name Sky 
also requested an update about our case as she is in Goa as of today she will report on several of the murder's . 
Another Brit was murdered on Sunday his first day in lovely paradise he was drugged inside his beach hut like Stephen 
. There are a lot of press in Goa now due to Stephen Denise Higgin's and now this the number for this year is 20 
British 'accident's and suicide' of course that raises a lot of fear in the UK as Goa has a good image of hippy chic the 
true number of tragic death's has not been discussed like this before . fiona (the Mum) is very good on TV, well spoken 
articulate and blunt . Sarah who I sent you is
> > also being interviewed a lot due to the harrassment of white women in india . I think Fiona would like to read the 
article Vinod wrote can you forward it to dakinilove@mac.com her friend from the US is helping her in Goa and this 
is actually her address . A witness is here in the UK so I told them to get a letter from Goa police asking the UK police 
to find and interview him ....if they can get that letter it would be briliant because the UK police would have the 
authority to review all of the evidence and 'help' the Goa police . I hope they try and achieve a letter ,they think they 
must find the man themselves . Being a policeman must be great , all of the resources to investiagte protected data and 
people , it would make my life easier if I had opted for a police career !!!!! ha ha ....I would be more like Columbo 
than these slick FBI guy's ! Who might you be ??? Cagney or Lacey ? Kojak ? Ironside ? maybe Quincey as you work 
in the medical field already ...one small step
> > and you are Quince . Jimmy ? he would have to be James Bond and Rich ? tricky one ........Jim Rockford or Dirty 
Harry ? just dirty more like . Take care Love Rama       
> >
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> >suzanne adams <betsy2boo@yahoo.com> wrote:    Honey, I will give an hour instead of 5, anything to help 
someone is such a tragic situation. Am I to go to the BBC website you sent and add it there. Just let me know and it is 
done. I will check the email anyway. I have just gotten to work and am opening all the days emails.
> >  Love Mod
> >
> >Amanda Bennett <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
> >  Hi , can you in a spare 5 ...add comments to the articles about Scarlett Keeling (times , independent any more you 
see ) . The mother is being judged as irresponsible ..true... but being niiave does not mitigate what happened does it ? 
it makes me upset how quick people are to blame the victim or family for such an act like this . I think the family will 
need to see comments from people who are not judging a stupid lifestyle and hippy belief , it is irrelevent as far as the 
crime is concerned . Thanks for doing that ....love ramay rooy  
> >
> >suzanne adams <betsy2boo@yahoo.com> wrote:     Hi Honey:
> >  How weird I was just thinking of you all morning while getting ready for work and I said to myself that I have to 
email you this morning and here you are. I am wearing your beautiful necklace today. I love it as you know. ANyway I 
will look up Scarlette and god, what a great idea about the "free" lawyer. I wonder if I could approach him (email 
anyway) as a "non-relative" not immediate family. I could at least try, he can only say no right? Have to run darling, 
very busy at work and I have about 32 more emails to open. Had no computer access all weekend as Jimmy was fixing 
my boss's computer at home using all the wiring, etc. Okay love, have a great day.
> >  Love Mod
> >
> >Amanda Bennett <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk> wrote:
> >  Hi ...quick chat ....I am helping the family of Scarlette and they are demanding obviously , you can google 
Scarlette Keeling and read the press now , they have ignored the FCo advise to cremate the body thank goodness and 
stand a chance of having a murder investigation with all of the new pressure on tourism in Goa . Maybe Marilyn's 
family should see what people do to achive justice ? the case is similar to Marilyn , they have an excellent lawyer 
working for free in Delhi maybe Marilyn's folks should approach him too ???? Love Rama       
> >---------------------------------
> >  Sent from Yahoo! Mail. 
> >A Smarter Inbox.
> >
> >
> >
> >  Always Suze
> >    
> >---------------------------------
> >  Looking for last minute shopping deals? Find them fast with Yahoo! Search.
> >
> >    
> >---------------------------------
> >  Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
> >
> >    
> >---------------------------------
> >  Never miss a thing. Make Yahoo your homepage. 
> >
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> >Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> >A Smarter Inbox.
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Subject: Fwd: Re: IN CONFIDENCE (can you read and delete)
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:21:13 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae79f416dfe1
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs335276tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:21:19 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.141.19.16 with SMTP id w16mr984896rvi.8.1204921278548; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:21:18 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.178]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
j6si1040521wah.6.2008.03.07.12.21.16; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:21:18 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.178 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=17.250.248.178;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com 
designates 17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw003/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KLDLC023706 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:21:14 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E80B-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:21:13 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 07, 2008 07:46:24 PM GMT
> >Subject: Re: IN CONFIDENCE  (can you read and delete)
> >
> >Hi , Stephen was a victim to illustrate to another man how lethal they are (he owed \Â£40,000 in drug money) . We 
know the D'Souza family were the people 'owed' the money , they bank off-shore and own a bloody empire all across 
Goa (the police and politican's are part of the empire) . They use nasty Brit's as seller's and distributer's of drugs . They 
are imported into the UK big style , it was a Brit who owed the D'Souza gang . What we are doing is 'undercover' we 
are and have collected evidnce which proves all I say . We are not giving a shred of this to the press ...just interpol 
...they can crack open . What we epenly persue is justice , we can only get it when the D'souza empire is broken and 
the corruption is exposed ie. when interpol get involved , we are talking millions ...and we have seen how they collect 
thier debt's .....hence the growth of the crime industry in Goa . Smita ...she is a ferret send her off and she will find out 
and give you any evidence . Ask her
> > about Naik . You can trust Smita 110% she is wonderful and Scarlett has made her more determined to clean up 
Goa . In the long term what you are all doing will give you peace , you cannot sit back and take , everybody has a 
really high opinion of Fiona including the media . xxxxxxxxxxAmanda    
> >
> >dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:  Richard Pereira is running The Shore Bar for the last two 
years.. before that he had Little Goa in Asvem but was run out of town by a mob (including the local police and local 
government.. we have from more than one source that despite his charming ways he is a nasty piece of work..
> >
> >as well.. today i met Pramash Niak.. he drove on of the reporters to the morgue.. i nearly shit when i realized i was 
being listened to and watched by him.. 
> >
> >right or wrong.. after my initial freak out and having our closest press get pictures of him... i called in the power of 
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Kali and met him head on.. he knows who i am and i let him know that i am protected and have a clue who he is.. 
> >
> >guess we'll see how it goes.. the media is a huge advantage and safety on our side.. can you please elaborate on 
what you know about him and why he know he is responsilble for Stephen's death...
> >
> >prayers and love to you our angel in England..
> >
> >
> >much love to you!
> >
> >xxxxxxdakini
> >
> >On Friday, March 07, 2008, at 10:05AM, "Amanda Bennett" wrote:
>> >>Hi . I will have a look for some on Perera , we have been able to work out who 'paid' the police and ordered my 
brother's death , is Periera a taxi driver , hotel , beach hut ? what is his 'job' ? or one more thing you can tell me which 
is a start for census search . Amanda runningbear wrote: hi amanda
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>for some reason my alarm didn't go off, neither did vikram's... strange the way the dark forces sneak in...
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>scarlett was staying with Julio and his aunts in Siolim.. i have a cottage with the ronnie D'souza and his family.. 
3 brothers that are taxi drivers, thomas, and Jack..
>> >>
>> >>but haven't really been there since first week this all went down.. staying almost every min when not at meeting 
with varma family or office..
>> >>
>> >>do you have any info on richard periera????
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>must go meet SP in Mapsa and then for 2nd autopsy..
>> >>
>> >>leader of the Oppposition called last night and made appointment with us for 1230...
>> >>
>> >>keep me posted angel!!!
>> >>
>> >>xxxxxxxdakini 
>> >>On Thursday, March 06, 2008, at 10:38PM, "Amanda Bennett" wrote:
>>> >>> 
>>> >>> Hi , can you tell me where Scarlett was staying ? we believe it is owned by the same family who truely run 
Goa its police and the drug trade . They own half of Goa and two of them are key figures in what happened to Stephen 
.We should get some family financial and telephone records soon , there is a very damaging trail of backsheef which 
stop's with these two family member's . 
>>> >>> My mother is a forensic accountant ....she has produced a 'money evidence' trail for our legal case , we will 
get interpol on the strength of the evidence we have ....we will win any court case against the police now . If Scarlett 
was staying in one of this families beach hut's she was super-vulnerable and probably earmarked . Nothing will 
surprise me anymore ...I will research the property and a trail backward can begin . In the case of Scarlett there will be 
a paper trailand it might be a key in getting to the bottom of who and why ? I doubt this was random , it was organised 
. 
>>> >>> We have only just begun to look at this sort of data and already it completes the picture (I was not too 
bothered about it which is why it was the last thing I dug up , now I am wishing it was the first thing I looked into). I'll 
look at the place for you and see what else is emerges , then we try and get phone records etc . (Don't mention any of 
this to the press ..data protection n' all , I could be arrested !!!) Love Amanda 
>>> >>>
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>>> >>> 
>>> >>>---------------------------------
>>> >>> Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
>> >>
>> >>
>> >> 
>> >>---------------------------------
>> >> Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
> >
> >
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> >Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> >The World &#39;s Favourite Email.
> >
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Subject: Fwd: Re: Where were you all staying ? just the name will do ....no letter required , I know you are exhausted
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:20:54 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae7598d0b1ba
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs335241tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:21:01 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.140.170.12 with SMTP id s12mr964780rve.83.1204921260214; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:21:00 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.178]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m24si832198waf.57.2008.03.07.12.20.57; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:21:00 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.178 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=17.250.248.178;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com 
designates 17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw003/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KKsQS023596 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:20:54 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E808-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:20:54 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 07, 2008 10:05:15 AM GMT
> >Subject: Re: Where were you all staying ?   just the name will do ....no letter required , I know you are exhausted
> >
> >Hi . I will have a look for some on Perera , we have been able to work out who 'paid' the police and ordered my 
brother's death , is Periera a taxi driver , hotel , beach hut ? what is his 'job' ?  or one more thing you can tell me which 
is a start for census search . Amanda                                         runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:  hi amanda
> >
> >
> >for some reason my alarm didn't go off, neither did vikram's... strange the way the dark forces sneak in...
> >
> >
> >scarlett was staying with Julio and his aunts in Siolim.. i have a cottage with the ronnie D'souza and his family.. 3 
brothers that are taxi drivers, thomas, and Jack..
> >
> >but haven't really been there since first week this all went down.. staying almost every min when not at meeting 
with varma family or office..
> >
> >do you have any info on richard periera????
> >
> >
> >must go meet SP in Mapsa and then for 2nd autopsy..
> >
> >leader of the Oppposition called last night and made appointment with us for 1230...
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> >
> >keep me posted angel!!!
> >
> >xxxxxxxdakini 
> >On Thursday, March 06, 2008, at 10:38PM, "Amanda Bennett" wrote:
>> >> 
>> >> Hi , can you tell me where Scarlett was staying ? we believe it is owned by the same family who truely run Goa 
its police and the drug trade . They own half of Goa and two of them are key figures in what happened to Stephen .We 
should get some family financial and telephone records soon , there is a very damaging trail of backsheef which stop's 
with these two family member's . 
>> >> My mother is a forensic accountant ....she has produced a 'money evidence' trail for our legal case , we will get 
interpol on the strength of the evidence we have ....we will win any court case against the police now . If Scarlett was 
staying in one of this families beach hut's she was super-vulnerable and probably earmarked . Nothing will surprise me 
anymore ...I will research the property and a trail backward can begin . In the case of Scarlett there will be a paper 
trailand it might be a key in getting to the bottom of who and why ? I doubt this was random , it was organised . 
>> >> We have only just begun to look at this sort of data and already it completes the picture (I was not too bothered 
about it which is why it was the last thing I dug up , now I am wishing it was the first thing I looked into). I'll look at 
the place for you and see what else is emerges , then we try and get phone records etc . (Don't mention any of this to 
the press ..data protection n' all , I could be arrested !!!) Love Amanda 
>> >>
>> >> 
>> >>---------------------------------
>> >> Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
> >
> >
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> > Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
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Subject: Fwd: second pm
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:07 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae5a938e6bf1
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs335045tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:19:11 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.140.88.11 with SMTP id l11mr917653rvb.237.1204921150001; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:10 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
n38si291577wag.2.2008.03.07.12.19.09; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:09 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KJ7vX005273 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:19:07 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E7FC-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:19:07 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 06, 2008 10:55:21 AM GMT
> >Subject: second pm
> >
> >Hi , make sure that Scarlett still has the forensic post mortem in the UK , after the second one in India . Report's 
can be corrupt in India as well as less scientific . They will look at DNA in the UK as well as interpret the finding's . 
India has no way of doing toxicology or DNA unless the CBI are doing the report , they lack resouces as well as being 
incompetent . Also the thought of a UK report scares them quite a lot because the truth will be written without 
prejedice . In a year or two an inquest will follow . Please consider sending Scarlett home . Amanda   (Forensic pm 
will determine the weight of the lathi / object , a forensic pm will tell a complete story of the attack and is 100% 
objective .Also it will worry people because you and your lawyer have the report , not them .)      
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxbest wishes for today   
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> > Yahoo! Answers - Get better answers from someone who knows. Tryit now.
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Subject: Fwd: What you are achieving here
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:22 -0800
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ae4f868a3048
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs334984tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:18:25 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.114.135.1 with SMTP id i1mr196658wad.88.1204921104878; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:24 -0800 (PST)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
l38si9372715waf.27.2008.03.07.12.18.24; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:24 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail024 (webmail024-s [10.13.128.24]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw004/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m27KLegr003470 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 12:21:40 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <2ED42C77-0118-1000-E7F5-4475FAD32269-Webmail-10022@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.30.143
Received: from [59.95.30.143] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 12:18:22 -0800

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: March 06, 2008 03:44:53 AM GMT
> >Subject: What you are achieving here
> >
> >Hi Dakini ,     
> >   
> >  today was extremely moving and very powerful (Alex report) . What you are do in the media will result in some 
political moves ,  Fiona has spoken so honestly about the FCO being rubbish and the police cover-up (you are a 
growing threat to the economy ....hate to cynical ....THEY HAD ...NOW YOU DO.....I refer to credibilty of course 
Ambki Soni is in a fluster too ,( right now she will be warming then she will relectantly help in your case ) 
> >  . 
> >  Lord Rubbish-Brown or David Ego-pants- Miliband  will have to make a polical statement about this soon   
> >  I am so glad you got broadsheet's and Alex  Crawford .
> >    
> >  1   Why have the FCO waited before releasing Goa statistic's  to the public . 
> >  2   Why in Goa do 78% of the popualtion have death's reorded on the census ?   The rest of India only 28% die in 
an accident ?  
> >   
> >  IN 2007          40    British bodies brought home .      
> >  FOR 2008    10 British bodies returned so far 
> >  Every you are doing is putting the correct people under the micoscope , not yourselves as a family or Scarlett's 
lovelife . I see you move very fast in the media ...I expect the police must catch now , on paper at least to begin with .       
Amanda   99.9% of this coming to an end sooner than anybody elses case will . Fiona ...incredible strength and dinity . 
You also I think . Take care Amanda
> >
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> >       
> >---------------------------------
> >Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> >The World 's Favourite Email.
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Subject: Google SketchUp Newsletter, March 2008
From: "Google SketchUp" <sketchup.noreply@sketchup.com>
Date: Fri, 07 Mar 2008 16:58:37 -0800
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188be5befbeb75f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs358470tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 16:58:54 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.137.11 with SMTP id k11mr4959635and.44.1204937932424; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 16:58:52 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <newsletter@elabs5.com>
Received: from mail39.elabs5.com (mail39.elabs5.com [208.66.204.213]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
5si7305113agc.14.2008.03.07.16.58.51; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 16:58:52 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of newsletter@elabs5.com designates 208.66.204.213 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=208.66.204.213;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of newsletter@elabs5.com designates 
208.66.204.213 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=newsletter@elabs5.com
Return-Path: newsletter@elabs5.com
X-Delivery: Level 0
Reply-To: sketchup.noreply@sketchup.com
Content-description: 0790da5f90varma.vikram@gmail.com!2c6!74d3!f55e0!rynof5.pbz!
X-Complaints-To: abuse@elabs5.com
Message-ID: <20080308005902.0790DA5F9071@elabs5.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="=_a68a096380f47c9b2da6b92485eb7689"

Welcome to the second issue of the Google SketchUp Free Newsletter. Thank you for choosing* to receive it, and we 
hope you find it useful.

Long-time SketchUp users might remember our last 3D Basecamp, a three-day SketchUp user summit we held in 
October of 2005. It's my pleasure to announce that we're doing it again. Google SketchUp 3D Basecamp 2008 will be 
held from June 11-13 at the Google headquarters in Mountain View, California. We're still working out the details, so 
please consider this a "save the date" notice for the event. If you're interested, please take a look at this FAQ -- it 
contains everything we know at this point.

Happy Sketching,

The Google SketchUp team
Learning Resources

YouTube video channels:

Google SketchUp Video Tutorials
Google SketchUp For Dummies
The SketchUp Show

Books and Training DVDs :

Google SketchUp 6 books by Bonnie Roskes
Google SketchUp For Dummies book by Aidan Chopra
SketchUp Level 1 and Level 2 DVDs by go-2-school.com
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Drawing with SketchUp books by Alaste.com (English and Swedish)
Das SketchUp-Buch book by Ebba Steffens and Jens LÃ¼thje (German)
News

Calling all Supermodel(er)s
I'm pleased to announce the launch of the Google 2008 International Model Your Campus Competition! Weâ€™re 
back with another opportunity for you to show off your 3D modeling skills -- and this time students around the world 
can compete. This spring, you (and your presumably equally artistic friends) can honor your home turf and hone your 
3D design skills by entering Google SketchUp's 2008 International Model Your Campus Competition. Simply model 
your school's campus buildings in Google SketchUp, geo-reference them in Google Earth and submit them by 
uploading to the Google 3D Warehouse. Keep Reading...

SketchUp 6 now in 6 languages
It's my pleasure to announce that Google SketchUp 6 is now available for download in six languages: English, French, 
German, Spanish, Italian and Japanese. Both the Free and Pro versions of SketchUp 6 (which includes LayOut) are 
available. Keep Reading...

Announcing Project Spectrum
A couple of years ago we learned that SketchUp can be an amazingly powerful tool in the hands of children with 
autism. Since stumbling across this bit of information, we have worked with parents, educators and kids to learn how 
SketchUp plays to the visual and spatial strengths often possessed by those on the autism spectrum. Thanks to the 
combined efforts of families, schools, our local autism society, the University of Colorado and a dedicated team of 
Googlers, we are proud to launch Project Spectrum. Our purpose is to connect people on the autism spectrum with free 
software and learning materials so that they can "open the door into minds full of pictures". Keep Reading...

Keep tabs on the 3D Warehouse
If you're looking for an easy way to check out the latest models in 3D Warehouse, iGoogle gadgets lets you add 3D 
Warehouse content to your personalized iGoogle homepage. We've created three gadgets you can add. Keep Reading...
Tips & Tricks

Unlock the mysterious power of your keyboard
Are you agog over the blazing modeling speed exhibited by experienced SketchUp users? Want to know one big 
secret of their success? Stay away from the menus and toolbars! Watch them closely, and you'll see the sleight-of-
hand is in their fingertips; they're using key strokes to switch tools. All it takes is knowledge and some practice. Try 
this little bit of prestidigitation -- or should I say "sketch-i-digitation". Ouch. Keep reading...

Making your own Face-Me people
They say that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. They're wrong. The sincerest form of flattery is to find yourself 
included in a SketchUp model as a 2D Face-Me component. Building photo-real, custom people for SketchUp isn't all 
that hard; it requires a little bit of time and a photo-editing program like Photoshop, but it's a great way to set your 
SKP apart from all the others. Keep Reading...

A time for reflection
No, not the "deep meaning of life" kind of reflections -- I'm talking about the kind of reflection you'd see in a mirror. 
More specifically, the kind you might see when looking across a pool or lake. Here's a quick and easy way to simulate 
reflections in SketchUp: You'll need a few things to create this illusion, starting with a body of water. In SketchUp 
terms, that means a surface you can paint with a transparent material. Make sure that you also have a ground surface 
for your objects to sit on. Keep Reading...
*You're receiving this email as a result of downloading Google SketchUp and choosing to opt-in to receive our 
newsletter. If for any reason you would like to be excluded from future communications, please click here to 
unsubscribe or send an email to: unsubscribe-710@elabs5.com

Google Inc.
2590 Pearl Street, Suite 110
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Boulder, CO 80302
sketchup.google.com

Copyright 2008 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved. Google is a trademark of Google Inc.
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Subject: kismet: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sat, 8 Mar 2008 08:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188eb64a4328e26
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs433497tia; Sat, 8 Mar 2008 06:05:55 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.114.200.2 with SMTP id x2mr566268waf.143.1204985154301; Sat, 08 Mar 2008 06:05:54 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <bounce-12334998-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
l37si11516441waf.25.2008.03.08.06.05.53; Sat, 08 Mar 2008 06:05:54 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12334998-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12334998-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12334998-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.546
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.546 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.048, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1204963200167630"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12334998-2008.03.08-00.01.22--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12334998-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080308075806.EEA26884066@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12334998-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Saturday, March 8, 2008

kismet \KIZ-met; -mit\, noun:

Destiny; fate.

    It's pure kismet when these two find each other.
    -- Janet Maslin, "The Mighty': Talents to Make Buddies -- Walking and Wisecracking", New York Times, October 
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9, 1998

    Winning wasn't essential, though it seemed kismet that Cone, for a second straight year, came back from injury to 
pitch in a game that clinched a bit of postseason bliss.
    -- Claire Smith, "Cone Puts the Yankees' Minds at Ease", New York Times, September 21, 1997

    Applewhite's writings are heavy with kismet: he said he was visiting a hospitalized friend when Mrs. Nettles entered 
the room and their eyes locked in a shared recognition of esoteric secrets.
    -- Barry Bearak, "Eyes on Glory: Pied Pipers of Heaven's Gate", New York Times, April 28, 1997

Kismet comes (via Turkish) from Arabic qismah, "portion, lot."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for kismet

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12334998-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 8 Mar 2008 00:54:59 +0530
To: "Gillian Blackwood" <gillian.blackwood@bbc.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188ab411f0232e4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 11:24:59 -0800 (PST)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803071124w23eb7e82x9826c55c875c2b3d@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <513B09A883E18B499A2783851B0420C404449CB1@bbcxues14.national.core.bbc.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_17810_20503565.1204917899301"
References: <513B09A883E18B499A2783851B0420C404449CB1@bbcxues14.national.core.bbc.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI joe,

This is to acknowledge reciept of your email.  Would be happy to send you updates on the case and confirm the 
interview on monday at Indian Time 15:00 hrs.

Rgds

Vikram

On 3/7/08, Gillian Blackwood <gillian.blackwood@bbc.co.uk> wrote:

    Good day Vikram - just to confirm our i/view with Fiona on Monday 10th March at 1500
     

    Gillian Blackwood
    BBC Radio 5Live
    (0208 624 9502 or 07870 634 722
    @gillian.blackwood@bbc.co.uk
    www.bbc.co.uk/5Live

     

    http://www.bbc.co.uk
    This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the 
BBC unless specifically stated.
    If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
    Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender immediately.
    Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
    Further communication will signify your consent to this.

-- 
Vikram Varma
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A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: The Good Life for Vikram
From: "Michael Mackenzie" <support@project-meditation.org>
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 2008 13:37:05 -0500
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1188a885a85f9959
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs319579tia; Fri, 7 Mar 2008 10:37:17 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.206.11 with SMTP id d11mr3943461ang.72.1204915035577; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 10:37:15 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIxsTAxsjA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com>
Received: from smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com (smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com [207.106.200.8]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id y37si5800950mug.19.2008.03.07.10.37.12; Fri, 07 Mar 2008 10:37:15 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIxsTAxsjA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-
02.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.8 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.106.200.8;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of 
zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIxsTAxsjA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.8 as 
permitted sender) smtp.mail=zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIxsTAxsjA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com; 
domainkeys=pass header.From=pm0000@aweber.com
DomainKey-Status: good
X-DomainKeys: Ecelerity dk_sign implementing draft-delany-domainkeys-base-01
DomainKey-Signature: q=dns; a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=aweber.com; h=Received:Message-ID:Content-
type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:To:From:Sender:X-Loop:X-Mailer:X-Subscription:X-
Verification:X_Id:Date:Subject; b=jcqktjWP9Vs4RndspZlDF3kcMmrIK1p2QCStvxjxHgHYn9frg5aLla5ii4wtKfec 
SV0QEBDqU3DjHjQMo0zdJ5OahNRlJmhtPbhgz7vZB+nS+fJNnsW2gZmCxkoE2ObH
Received: (qmail 19272 invoked by uid 0); 7 Mar 2008 18:37:05 -0000
Message-ID: <E8.AE.29847.15B81D74@mail12>
Content-type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Sender: pm0000@aweber.com
X-Loop: pm0000@aweber.com
X-Mailer: AWeber 4.0
X-Subscription: Subscribed on 02/03/2008, via web form, by 59.95.11.33, from http://www.project-meditation.org/?
pageid=signup&unit=pm0005
X-Verification: Verified by 59.95.11.33
X_Id: 373214:03-07-2008-13-29-28:varma.vikram@gmail.com/365503

--- The Good Life ---
By Michael Mackenzie | Issue 010
 
Visit the Project Meditation Community by clicking here

Hi there Vikram,

Are you now beginning to realize that you won't have to meditate the hard way?

Can you see how you'll scoop up all the benefits in just a fraction of the time it would take you if you followed the 
traditional path?

Can you see that LifeFlow meditation not only slashes the time, expense and uncertainty of 'winging' various kinds of 
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traditional meditation techniques, it's a virtual insurance policy against the high failure rate that crushes the egos and 
drains the wallets of rookie meditators.

Halley-flippin-looya!!!

That's how I felt after trying so many different ways for years without getting the kind of results I had read about.

... It's the difference between a Formula 1 --- and a street car.

... It's the difference between feeling relaxed --- and safely and effortlessly being placed into states of profoundly deep 
(and enormously pleasurable) meditation, which will dramatically boost your production of essential (and very 
pleasurable) brain chemicals related to your longevity, well-being, and quality of life...

Do you now understand, because of an amazing research discovery combined with a startling technological 
innovation, you can rapidly realize the promise of releasing backlogs of stress and suppressed emotions, allowing them 
to consistently pour away like water from a busted faucet.

If you do I want to personally help take you to the next level... And beyond......
Big Changes are On The Way!

The LifeFlow series has been carefully developed and designed to be used in a specific order and one level at a time - 
that way you will achieve the maximum positive benefits. If you use it the way I suggest, I guarantee you will 
maximize on all the benefits and it will prove to be an invaluable lifelong system for you.

When starting the community, I included all the levels of LifeFlow and assumed they would be purchased in the 
correct order. I have noticed many people going from 10 to 3 to 7 to 9 etc. The new subscription method will be put in 
place to solve this and make sure everyone gets the greatest results from the series.

A subscription will be put in place within the next 7 to 14 days. This will be the only way to access LifeFlow (in the 
correct order of LifeFlow 10 down to LifeFlow 1) There are no long-term contracts with this subscription. You can 
cancel at anytime. My commitment is to help you to the next level... And beyond..

Karma Credits & Subscriptions:

If you are using the Karma Credits system. Don't worry! You will still be able to collect karma credits to purchase a 
subscription. Details to follow soon... My initial thoughts are: It's currently 935 karma credits to get the whole 
LifeFlow series, I am considering reducing this to 700 for the new subscription, which will make it 235 less than it is 
now to achieve.

If you have already unlocked levels you will be re-credited to your total balance for any purchases when the changes 
take place. You can then use these towards your subscription purchase.

If you're currently purchasing your LifeFlow levels:

When the new subscription system is introduced, it will begin with LifeFlow 10 and then each month a deeper level 
will be sent out.

Every new subscriber will begin by purchasing LifeFlow 10 @ $49.

Because most current members already have LifeFlow 10, you can use this temporary subscription link to bypass 
having to pay for LifeFlow 10 and start your subscription with LifeFlow 9.

Click here to begin your paid subscription @ LifeFlow 9. (You get LifeFlow 2 & LifeFlow 1 free of charge)
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Again, these changes will take place within 7-14 days.
Congratulations Ultimind!

Congratulations Ultimind on winning February's referral prize of 6 months unlimited access to Mediheaven. Enjoy!!

Have a great weekend.

Yours for HUGE meditation success,

Michael Mackenzie

Visit the Project Meditation Community by clicking here

About the author:

Michael Mackenzie is a master of Meditation who has greatly enhanced the lives of thousands of people through his 
teachings. He is most commonly known for creating 'LifeFlow' which he refers to as 'Meditation 2.0' because of the 
ease of use.

LifeFlow involves simply listening to revolutionary sound technology. The listener is instantly guided to profoundly 
deep states conducive to meditation just by listening to the LifeFlow tracks.

His mission is to help millions of people globally to learn to improve their mental, physical and spiritual well-being 
through his 21st Century meditation programs.

You can learn more about Michael, and LifeFlow audio technology by visiting:

www.project-meditation.org

Copyright 2008 - Project Meditation
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www.project-meditation.org

Ace Management LLC
1201 Orange Streets
One Commerce Center
Suite 600
City of Wilmington
New Castle County
Delaware
USA
19801

To unsubscribe or change subscriber options visit:
http://www.aweber.com/z/r/?zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zIxsTAxsjA==
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Subject: From MiD DAY
From: "Aditya Anand" <adityaaa@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 17:21:09 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com, adityaaa@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189361469248c9b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs115098tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 04:51:09 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.169.9 with SMTP id w9mr2345900rvo.241.1205063469043; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 04:51:09 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.141.133.17 with HTTP; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 04:51:09 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <698961270803090451q7845da39rf884eb0f02f9a2c6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline

Dear Mr Varma,

This is Aditya Anand representing MiD DAY and Sunday Mid DAY newspapers.
Further to our telephonic conversation this evening, I am writting you
this e-mail with a request for co-operation in the Scarlet case. I
would like to have copies of the first and second autopsy reports
prepared by the Goa Medical College. Also requesting you help in
articles to ensure that justice is done to the case.

-- Aditya Anand Senior Correspondent, MiD DAY Multimedia Ltd, Mumbai 9869367764 (M) 24197166 (Direct) 
24197158 (Board) 24143171 (FAX) 
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Subject: gewgaw: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 08:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11893dd1e0c66fec
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs130347tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 07:06:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.134.20 with SMTP id h20mr2244683wad.91.1205071585031; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 07:06:25 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12341930-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
j21si9326247wah.45.2008.03.09.07.06.24; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 07:06:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12341930-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12341930-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12341930-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.547
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.547 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.049, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1205049601193650"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12341930-2008.03.09-00.01.25--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12341930-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080309075806.36E79884067@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12341930-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Sunday, March 9, 2008

gewgaw \G(Y)OO-gaw\, noun:

A showy trifle; a trinket; a bauble.

    Bidders paid hundreds of thousands of dollars for worthless gewgaws--fake pearls, ashtrays, golf clubs--merely, one 
supposes, because they were touched by the hand of this celebrity of celebrities.
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    -- Lawrence M. Friedman, The Horizontal Society

    At least, you're tempted until you discover that the price of this gewgaw is $175.
    -- Walter Shapiro, "Earn exciting prizes from the Republicans!", USA Today, March 27, 2002

    Walk into almost any department store, and there it is -- along with mounds of other gimmicky gadgets and garish 
gewgaws that (no offense, Vanna) the world can live without.
    -- James A. Russell, "What the World Needs Now . . . Is Not Another Gimmicky Gadget or Worthless Doohickey", 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, September 9, 1995

The origin of gewgaw is uncertain.

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for gewgaw

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12341930-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Laws about rape etc in India + Some thoughts for our case
From: maria varela <umagoods@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 14:16:00 +0530
To: Dakini <dakinilove@mac.com>, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11892b8bc4c59bf4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs99021tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 00:47:06 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.100.173.18 with SMTP id v18mr8266837ane.101.1205052424054; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 00:47:04 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <umagoods@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc2-s16.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc2-s16.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.186]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id u25si11881201ele.10.2008.03.09.00.47.02; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 00:47:04 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of umagoods@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.186 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.186;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of umagoods@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.186 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=umagoods@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU134-W3 ([65.55.162.186]) by blu139-omc2-s16.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sun, 9 Mar 2008 00:46:00 -0800
Message-ID: <BLU134-W3C9F08A6526B4E8840C33C60D0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: umagoods@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="_9069c85d-a813-4a2d-b362-b09bb809c254_"
X-Originating-IP: [221.134.194.42]
Importance: Normal
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 09 Mar 2008 08:46:00.0847 (UTC) FILETIME=[0048D1F0:01C881C2]

Hi to all

 

 

 Great news for today, thatâ€™s a major break through, congratulations to all of you and most of all to Vikram, 
without him even if all of us wanted justice this wouldnâ€™t have been possible.

 

 

 

 

To my opinion after reading all that stuff that I am sending as attachment ,(there is more in the websites of origin) I 
understood:

1) There are not clearly prescribed forensic lab tests or autopsy prescribed procedures for the case of rape in the Indian 
Law and the rape laws of India are considered very backwards and to the favor of the men clearly.

2) Rape it is any sexual intercourse (but not anal, or oral or insertion of objects)   with the victim even with her 
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agreement if she is under the influence of intoxicating substances or if she is under threat of life for her or her beloved 
or if she is under 18.

3) Substantial evidence would be a combination of a) autopsy findings (bruises etc), supported by

                                                                        b) Lab findings (presence of semen) and intoxicating substances etc in the 
blood and

                                                                        c) The testimony of witnesses if any

4) The low morals (listen to thatâ€¦)of the victim are to the favor of the accused while the opposite is not to the favor 
of the victim!!!

In our case drawbacks is the fact that the forensic

- Lab findings may not give many accurate results(the Lab forensics from the first and second autopsy are pending and 
are to be tracked down) because of the fact that the body is lying in the morgue for at least 20 days and it has been 
embalmed. Situations like these are common even in Western countries so you can imagine in India

-The fact that Scarlet and her mother are shown as space cases to say the least from a part of the Indian and English 
Press.

-The witness is still not revealing himself

 

Very important:

   The swabs and viscera from the first autopsy are more important than the second set of them since at the second 
autopsy the body was embalmed.

So in the case that these materials can be tracked and are well preserved all efforts should be made that they will be 
send urgently to the right lab with all needed info attached to it for analysis.

 The materials from both 1st and 2nd autopsy have to be analyzed and compared from the forensic lab.

  directed to a search with all technical means available for:

1. Evidence of sexual harassment of any sort and DNA tests related to it

2. Evidence of physical contact with others + DNA tests

3. Evidence of presence of intoxicating substances in the blood stream or organs and which ones.

 

 

Check the attachment for useful info

Live the life in style with MSN Lifestyle. Check out! Try it now!
Drowning.doc
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Subject: Re: Re: From: "Bela Swarup" <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
Date: 9 Mar 2008 11:52:52 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189360bd462e9fb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00400000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs115058tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 04:50:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.139.3 with SMTP id m3mr2357746rvd.165.1205063434163; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 04:50:34 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
Received: from rediffmail.com (f4mail-235-232.rediffmail.com [202.137.235.232]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
q18si16815912pog.12.2008.03.09.04.50.31; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 04:50:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com designates 202.137.235.232 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=202.137.235.232;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com designates 
202.137.235.232 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com
Received: (qmail 7730 invoked by uid 510); 9 Mar 2008 11:52:52 -0000
Comment: DomainKeys? See http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=redf; d=rediffmail.com; 
b=hfXIekzC+TXCmzUm33HJxxCMataGjIlJ/nVpy6natR20fBV1rRVoSbUewd2bgGeILefB/fmaenz147aRKsF/8EUYT
SaZJxsS4BsVEMm+DjVbg5BMPW2M6+aaI1UOqkUogpv4Lb3eUDkHMVe3heEnO7jyOb+IqlkR4T616XUO3Ng= ;
Message-ID: <20080309115252.7728.qmail@f4mail-235-232.rediffmail.com>
Received: from unknown (122.163.143.127) by rediffmail.com via HTTP; 09 mar 2008 11:52:52 -0000
MIME-Version: 1.0
Reply-To: "Bela Swarup" <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
Disposition-Notification-To: "Bela Swarup" <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
Content-type: multipart/alternative; boundary="Next_1205063572---0-202.137.235.232-7723"

 
Hi Vikram Bhayya,

How are you all? We are all fine here.

Have been meaning to speak to you but never got around doing so.
Anyway I saw you on TV the other day early in the morning- You looked great as usual. Your picture also came out in 
the Supplement of Times of India. Great going.

Take care,
bela

On Tue, 15 Jan 2008 Vikram Varma wrote :
>Hi Bela,
>
>Well I have recieved your mail now.
>
>Am sending the letter as an attachment.
>
>Please feel free to edit.
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>
>Vikram
>
>
>
>On 15 Jan 2008 08:53:00 -0000, Bela Swarup <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
>wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> > Hi Dada,
> > I still havent recieved the mail.
> >
> >
> > [image: Tata Aig]<http://adworks.rediff.com/cgi-bin/AdWorks/click.cgi/www.rediff.com/signature-
home.htm/1050715198@Middle5/2027411_2020222/2027231/1?PARTNER=3&OAS_QUERY=null>
>
>
>
>
>--
>Vikram Varma
>A S/4
>Parasio De Goa
>Porvorim
>Bardez
>Goa
>
>Mob 93 255 366 99
>Res  0832 325 6688
>Off    0832 325 3088

Jeevan Sathi
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Subject: Re: Re: From: "Bela Swarup" <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
Date: 9 Mar 2008 12:11:17 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189371ec9cf8fe7
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs116525tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 05:09:21 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.151.13 with SMTP id y13mr1795713wad.145.1205064560540; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 05:09:20 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
Received: from rediffmail.com (f4mail-235-242.rediffmail.com [202.137.235.242]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
j29si7342425waf.18.2008.03.09.05.09.18; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 05:09:20 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com designates 202.137.235.242 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=202.137.235.242;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com designates 
202.137.235.242 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com
Received: (qmail 10349 invoked by uid 510); 9 Mar 2008 12:11:17 -0000
Comment: DomainKeys? See http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=redf; d=rediffmail.com; 
b=fqPdv27CumULRyN84N2gAeqVXsisbE9rDiPHtHuoXJKULx1YUFq1heDjiKuWFQxyfI++aGnkGEAKsENO2bssH
FhSKFNaWnd8utaUchiOSBkIm9NVRJE5mZA5skvAy0CUUx4DlLseL+7zspDFCZNQWo9s8Ul9Wlsjq8WiYUjs1zo= 
;
Message-ID: <20080309121117.10347.qmail@f4mail-235-242.rediffmail.com>
Received: from unknown (122.163.143.127) by rediffmail.com via HTTP; 09 mar 2008 12:11:17 -0000
MIME-Version: 1.0
Reply-To: "Bela Swarup" <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
Content-type: multipart/alternative; boundary="Next_1205064677---0-202.137.235.242-10342"

Hi ,

Just gave your no.9350901976 to my reporter collegue. He will get in touch with you soon his name is Vishnu 
Makhijai

Bye,
Bela 

On Tue, 15 Jan 2008 Vikram Varma wrote :
>Hi Bela,
>
>Well I have recieved your mail now.
>
>Am sending the letter as an attachment.
>
>Please feel free to edit.
>
>Vikram
>
>
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>
>On 15 Jan 2008 08:53:00 -0000, Bela Swarup <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
>wrote:
> >
> >
> >
> > Hi Dada,
> > I still havent recieved the mail.
> >
> >
> > [image: Tata Aig]<http://adworks.rediff.com/cgi-bin/AdWorks/click.cgi/www.rediff.com/signature-
home.htm/1050715198@Middle5/2027411_2020222/2027231/1?PARTNER=3&OAS_QUERY=null>
>
>
>
>
>--
>Vikram Varma
>A S/4
>Parasio De Goa
>Porvorim
>Bardez
>Goa
>
>Mob 93 255 366 99
>Res  0832 325 6688
>Off    0832 325 3088

Jeevan Sathi
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Subject: Re: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 17:50:24 +0530
To: "Bela Swarup" <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118937c10d666b45
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 05:20:24 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803090520i12d02d0blde8f63da45a8b62c@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <20080309121117.10347.qmail@f4mail-235-242.rediffmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_3134_32765089.1205065224204"
References: <20080309121117.10347.qmail@f4mail-235-242.rediffmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Bela,

Thanks for writing.  My numbers in Goa are

Mobile

93 255 366 99

0832 325 6688
0832 3253088

On 9 Mar 2008 12:11:17 -0000, Bela Swarup <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com> wrote:

    Hi ,

    Just gave your no.9350901976 to my reporter collegue. He will get in touch with you soon his name is Vishnu 
Makhijai

    Bye,
    Bela 

    On Tue, 15 Jan 2008 Vikram Varma wrote :
    >Hi Bela,
    >
    >Well I have recieved your mail now.
    >
    >Am sending the letter as an attachment.
    >
    >Please feel free to edit.
    >
    >Vikram
    >
    >
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    >
    >On 15 Jan 2008 08:53:00 -0000, Bela Swarup <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
    >wrote:
    > >
    > >
    > >
    > > Hi Dada,
    > > I still havent recieved the mail.
    > >
    > >
    > > [image: Tata Aig]<http://adworks.rediff.com/cgi-bin/AdWorks/click.cgi/www.rediff.com/signature-
home.htm/1050715198@Middle5/2027411_2020222/2027231/1?PARTNER=3&OAS_QUERY=null>
    >
    >
    >
    >
    >--
    >Vikram Varma
    >A S/4
    >Parasio De Goa
    >Porvorim
    >Bardez
    >Goa
    >
    >Mob 93 255 366 99
    >Res  0832 325 6688
    >Off    0832 325 3088

    Jeevan Sathi

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: SALMA, ITV NEWS, LONDON
From: "SIRAJ, SALMA" <Salma.Siraj@itn.co.uk>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 10:44:58 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189324bd6285930
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs109084tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 03:45:03 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.66.249.8 with SMTP id w8mr2988563ugh.75.1205059501574; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 03:45:01 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <SALMA.SIRAJ@itn.co.uk>
Received: from monaco.itn.co.uk (monaco.itn.co.uk [213.219.44.85]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
p32si7724573ugc.26.2008.03.09.03.44.59; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 03:45:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of SALMA.SIRAJ@itn.co.uk designates 213.219.44.85 
as permitted sender) client-ip=213.219.44.85;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
SALMA.SIRAJ@itn.co.uk designates 213.219.44.85 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=SALMA.SIRAJ@itn.co.uk
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.25,469,1199664000"; d="scan'208,217";a="15233320"
Received: from unknown (HELO mx4.ITN.LOCAL) ([192.168.225.27]) by monaco.itn.local with ESMTP; 09 Mar 
2008 10:44:59 +0000
Received: from MX5.ITN.LOCAL ([192.168.225.28]) by mx4.ITN.LOCAL with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sun, 9 Mar 2008 10:44:59 +0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.3790.3959
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C881D2.9EE5D086"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Message-ID: <F2AB2316949A304CB88229B5A99306060135D0AC@MX5.ITN.LOCAL>
Thread-Topic: SALMA, ITV NEWS, LONDON
Thread-Index: AciB0p7cvMd/xfY5R1mUjbGEMkxUAA==
Importance: normal
Priority: normal
Return-Path: SALMA.SIRAJ@ITN.CO.UK
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 09 Mar 2008 10:44:59.0484 (UTC) FILETIME=[9F3E61C0:01C881D2]

 
Hello Mr Varma,
 
Many thanks for looking for Fiona for me.
 
I look forward to hearing from you.
 
Salma
 
SALMA SIRAJ
PRODUCER, ITV NEWS

200 GRAY'S INN ROAD
LONDON
WC1X 8XZ
UNITED KINGDOM
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T +44 (0)20 7430 4551
F
E SALMA.SIRAJ@ITN.CO.UK
WWW.ITN.CO.UK
P  Please consider the environment. Do you really need to print this email?

Please Note:

 

Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent 
those of Independent Television News Limited unless specifically stated. 
This email and any files attached are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual
or entity to which they are addressed. 
If you have received this email in error, please notify postmaster@itn.co.uk 

Please note that to ensure regulatory compliance and for the protection of our clients and business,
we may monitor and read messages sent to and from our systems.

Thank You.
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Subject: Re: SALMA, ITV NEWS, LONDON
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 16:19:35 +0530
To: "SIRAJ, SALMA" <Salma.Siraj@itn.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189328ea8e5498f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 03:49:35 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803090349o462a879etbdbf20002227cbb1@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <F2AB2316949A304CB88229B5A99306060135D0AC@MX5.ITN.LOCAL>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2825_2217018.1205059775374"
References: <F2AB2316949A304CB88229B5A99306060135D0AC@MX5.ITN.LOCAL>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Salma,

Just to confirm our mail addresses.

Rgds

Vikram
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Subject: Scarlet Keeling
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 16:14:29 +0530
To: svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11893243222ee5d4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 03:44:29 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803090344m27319682maa18ddf70dc7b29a@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_2810_32076982.1205059469498"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hello Venkat,

As discussed, I am attaching the following documents, hope they would be useful.

Rgds

Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
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Subject: RE: Scarlet Keeling
From: Svenkat Narayan <svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 16:34:25 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118933680012f3ed
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs110891tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 04:04:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.121.1 with SMTP id t1mr1658769wac.67.1205060665754; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 04:04:25 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s23.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s23.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.159]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id k35si14518601waf.30.2008.03.09.04.04.25; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 04:04:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.159 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.159;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.159 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY102-W18 ([64.4.61.118]) by bay0-omc2-s23.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sun, 9 Mar 2008 04:04:25 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY102-W189C9830399C0A0BB248CAD50D0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_7cbb0a6b-322a-4592-becc-d497b0f13d68_"
X-Originating-IP: [122.162.51.218]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803090344m27319682maa18ddf70dc7b29a@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0803090344m27319682maa18ddf70dc7b29a@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 09 Mar 2008 11:04:25.0176 (UTC) FILETIME=[560CDD80:01C881D5]

Hello Vikram,

Many thanks for your help.

Venkat

    Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 16:14:29 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com
    Subject: Scarlet Keeling

    Hello Venkat,

    As discussed, I am attaching the following documents, hope they would be useful.

    Rgds

    Vikram
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    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: SCARLETT KEELING
From: "Bernadette Kitterick" <bernadette.kitterick@bbc.co.uk>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 12:28:48 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
CC: "Bernadette Kitterick" <bernadette.kitterick@bbc.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189383c65535446
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs118159tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 05:28:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.108.9 with SMTP id g9mr9680963buc.4.1205065729847; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 05:28:49 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <bernadette.kitterick@bbc.co.uk>
Received: from mailgw2.mh.bbc.co.uk (mailgw2.mh.bbc.co.uk [132.185.144.142]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
g9si6997774gvc.4.2008.03.09.05.28.48; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 05:28:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bernadette.kitterick@bbc.co.uk designates 132.185.144.142 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=132.185.144.142;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bernadette.kitterick@bbc.co.uk designates 
132.185.144.142 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bernadette.kitterick@bbc.co.uk
Received: from bbcxues12.national.core.bbc.co.uk ([10.162.8.98]) by mailgw2.mh.bbc.co.uk (8.13.7/8.13.7) with 
ESMTP id m29CSm7i019344 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 12:28:48 GMT
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C881E1.1FC25F52"
Message-ID: <3E4E84D6F8D09945B329C8222C7A82E003125B9F@bbcxues12.national.core.bbc.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: SCARLETT KEELING
Thread-Index: AciB4R+W986sH8zcT1egVdY/vVrLZw==

Dear Varma

Following our telephone conversation I am wondering whether you could help me by sending me the telephone 
number and contact for the Police in Anjuna, so that the BBC can ring them to confirm reports that people have been 
detained in connection with Scarlett's death.

In addition, I would be grateful if you could send me Jpegs of any photographs of Scarlett so that we can use them in 
our report.

Could you also confirm in writing that when you saw the post-mortem report and talked to doctors and they state that 
there was only fruit juice in Scarlett's body. Did you manage to ascertain whether there were any traces of drugs 
found?

I would be grateful if you could inform Fiona McKeown that we are planning to arrive in Goa with a correspondent, 
producer and crew in the next 24 hours and would be very keen to do our own BBC interview with her -- plus 
yourself.

I hope this is ok and look forward to hearing from you very shortly.

Many thanks   

Bernadette Kitterick
Senior Producer
BBC National Television News
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0208 624 9249
0775 3982643

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the BBC 
unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.
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Subject: Thanks for speaking with
From: "Tripti LAHIRI" <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 14:07:21 +0800
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189228109102f5d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs84937tia; Sat, 8 Mar 2008 22:09:04 -0800 (PST)
Received: by 10.66.220.12 with SMTP id s12mr2858154ugg.15.1205042942469; Sat, 08 Mar 2008 22:09:02 -0800 
(PST)
Return-Path: <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
Received: from smtp4.afp.com (smtp4.afp.com [158.50.208.51]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
e34si25251531ugd.17.2008.03.08.22.09.01; Sat, 08 Mar 2008 22:09:02 -0800 (PST)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com designates 158.50.208.51 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=158.50.208.51;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com 
designates 158.50.208.51 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com
Received: by smtp4.afp.com (Sendmail, from userid 1007) id BB5615262D; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 07:09:00 +0100 (CET)
Received: from alox.afp.com (unknown [158.50.165.141])by smtp4.afp.com (Sendmail) with ESMTP id 
A67B251C83for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 07:09:00 +0100 (CET)
Received: from spar-exch-01.afp.local (SPAR-EXCH-01.afp.local [158.50.171.22])by alox.afp.com (8.12.9/8.12.9) 
with ESMTP id m2968v9g026304for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 07:08:57 +0100 (MET)
Received: from EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local ([10.242.0.32]) by spar-exch-01.afp.local with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830);Sun, 9 Mar 2008 07:08:57 +0100
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C881AC.0D68FE51"
Message-ID: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B043594AB@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local>
Thread-Topic: Thanks for speaking with
Thread-Index: AciBq9ZxCCBbPtNDSxebz+Qx1PbeOw==
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 09 Mar 2008 06:08:57.0249 (UTC) FILETIME=[0F61E110:01C881AC]

Hi Vikram,
 
Thanks so much for speaking with me. As a foreign new agency, you can imagine we are very keen to follow this case 
closely.
 
If you can send me the post mortem reports via e-mail, we'd really appreciate it.
 
best,
 
Tripti

This e-mail, and any file transmitted with it, is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity 
to whom it is addressed. If you have received this email in error, please contact the sender and delete the email from 
your system. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email.
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For more information on Agence France-Presse, please visit our web site at http://www.afp.com
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Subject: Tks!
From: Svenkat Narayan <svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 15:51:02 +0530
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118930ecaa3502a0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs107168tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 03:21:03 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.89.13 with SMTP id r13mr2357912rvl.88.1205058063225; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 03:21:03 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s38.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s38.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.174]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id t1si16454965poh.0.2008.03.09.03.21.02; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 03:21:03 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.174 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.174;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.174 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY102-W33 ([64.4.61.133]) by bay0-omc2-s38.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sun, 9 Mar 2008 03:21:03 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY102-W330359C1308A80C76606E3D50D0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_7e709c7e-3b3a-43e6-8459-fe79101fde4e_"
X-Originating-IP: [122.162.51.218]
Importance: Normal
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 09 Mar 2008 10:21:03.0087 (UTC) FILETIME=[471597F0:01C881CF]

Dear Vikram,

Nice talking to you.
Pl expect to hear from my colleagues at ITN Foreign Desk in London.

Cheers
S Venkat Narayan
South Asia Bureau Chief
ITN (Independent Television News) of London
New Delhi.
Mobile: (0) 98100-60943
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Subject: Vikram Your Registration Information
From: Yatra Care<support@yatra.com>
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 2008 23:48:32 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11894c376a6509e8
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs162079tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 11:18:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.87.13 with SMTP id p13mr2567602rvl.62.1205086681008; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 11:18:01 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <support@yatra.com>
Received: from smtp3.netmagicians.com (smtp3.netmagicians.com [202.87.39.93]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
y11si17786061pod.9.2008.03.09.11.17.59; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 11:18:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.87.39.93 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
support@yatra.com) client-ip=202.87.39.93;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.87.39.93 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of support@yatra.com) smtp.mail=support@yatra.com
Received: from localhost.localdomain (unknown [202.87.58.3]) by smtp3.netmagicians.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
EC0D17906B2 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 23:47:43 +0530 (IST)
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Transfer-Encoding: binary
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="_----------=_1205086712107550"
X-Mailer: MIME::Lite 3.020 (F2.74; T1.20; A1.77; B3.07; Q3.07)
Message-ID: <20080309181743.EC0D17906B2@smtp3.netmagicians.com>
X-NetMagic-MailScanner-Information: Powered By NetMagic Mail Protection v1.0
X-NetMagic-MailScanner: Found to be clean
X-NetMagic-MailScanner-From: support@yatra.com

        

Dear,
Mr. Vikram Varma
Welcome to Yatra ! Kindly Find your account information below:

       Username/E-mail ID :
        
varma.vikram@gmail.com
                      Password :
        
B4imTUe

As a member of Yatra, you are entitled to savings and benefits on airfares,
hotel reservations, holiday packages and car rentals, among other travel services. In
addition, look forward to receving our monthly newsletter and exclusive promotions.

For your covenience, we are open for business 24x7 and can be reached via phone or email.

From all network : 0987 1800 800
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     MTNL / BSNL : 1800 1800 800 (CALL FREE)
               E-mail : support@yatra.com

We look forward to assisting you with your future travel needs.

The Yatra Team www.yatra.com
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Subject: CNN International interview
From: "Hodson, Jenna (NE)" <Jenna.Hodson@turner.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 17:32:30 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11899c038eb58f86
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs338211tia; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 10:32:37 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.225.11 with SMTP id x11mr1963299wfg.204.1205170354930; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 10:32:34 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Jenna.Hodson@turner.com>
Received: from lonmail1.turner.com (lonmail1.turner.com [64.236.9.248]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
23si9184310ugf.24.2008.03.10.10.32.31; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 10:32:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Jenna.Hodson@turner.com designates 64.236.9.248 
as permitted sender) client-ip=64.236.9.248;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
Jenna.Hodson@turner.com designates 64.236.9.248 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=Jenna.Hodson@turner.com
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.25,475,1199664000"; d="scan'208,217";a="239043869"
Received: from lonmsg03.turner.com ([10.133.48.90]) by loniport01.turner.com with ESMTP; 10 Mar 2008 17:32:30 
+0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C882D4.B75D842A"
Message-ID: <F43FFC53A2EF0D439E8244698F44AC890144E425@LONMSG03.turner.com>
Thread-Topic: CNN International interview
Thread-Index: AciC1LfretVLDMEMRAO0oaG+9IE3+w==

Dear Mr Varma,
 
Thank you again to you and Ms MacKeown for taking the time to talk with us tomorow morning.
 
Below is a list of questions that will provide a guideline for the interview, though these may not be the actual 
questions.
 
    - What is your reaction to a suspect being charged yesterday?
 
    - Why do you feel the police are trying to cover-up your daughter's murder and not properly investigate?
 
    - How does it feel to have to fight against a police establishment in a foreign country?
 
    - What made you believe that the first autopsy was not sufficient?
 
    - When will you be bringing Scarlett back to Britain?
 
Should you need anything in the morning, please contact us on +44 207 693 1400
 
Best regards,
 
Jenna
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************************************
Jenna Hodson, Intern
Cable News International, Ltd.
Guest Booking Desk
Turner House
16 Great Marlborough Street
London W1F 7HS, United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7693 1000
Direct dial: +44 (0)20 7693 1632
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Subject: Congrats on the breakthrough (published in Aus as well)
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 01:57:24 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11896681086b8c01
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs198621tia; Sun, 9 Mar 2008 18:57:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.43.13 with SMTP id q13mr10026467anq.18.1205114245338; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 18:57:25 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s17.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s17.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.217]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 36si11850597agc.9.2008.03.09.18.57.24; Sun, 09 Mar 2008 18:57:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.217 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.217;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.217 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W29 ([65.55.162.187]) by blu139-omc3-s17.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sun, 9 Mar 2008 18:57:24 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_b603d15c-4827-406d-a4e1-92525883d166_"
X-Originating-IP: [203.94.137.254]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0802282006y78186e13s1488064f057005a3@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W51D1C6368174C3FD5779CFA8150@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 10 Mar 2008 01:57:24.0668 (UTC) FILETIME=[15EA87C0:01C88252]

Hi Vikram,
 
Congrats on the campaign to get a proper autopsy paying off.
 
Today,  Sydney Morning Herald as quoted you as well.
 
Love
Dj
 
http://www.smh.com.au/news/world/rape-arrest-after-teen-murder/2008/03/10/1204998322928.html
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    From: djvarma@hotmail.com
    To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    Subject: 4K to HT correspondent in Mumbai - Corrected account no
    Date: Fri, 7 Mar 2008 13:09:28 +0000

    HI brother,
     
    How is the case shaping up?  How did you go in your press conference?
     
    Any time to deposit the 4K into the corrected bank account?
     
    Much love
    Brother pest aka DJ

        From: djvarma@hotmail.com
        To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        Subject: RE: 4K to HT correspondent in Mumbai - Corrected account no
        Date: Wed, 5 Mar 2008 10:19:26 +0000

        Hi Vikram,
         
        How has your case progressed so far?  How did the press conference go? 
         
        Please disregard the previous email.  The correct HDFC account no is (starts with a zero).  The amount is the 
same Rs, 4,000
         
        venkatesh ganesh
        050111 400 17964
        HDFC, Mumbai.

        Love
        Dj

            From: djvarma@hotmail.com
            To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            Subject: 4K to HT correspondent in Mumbai
            Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 11:29:05 +0000

            Hi Vikram,
             
            Hope your press conference went well.
             
            Please could you make a payment of Rs. 4,000 to a senior Hindustan Times correspondent in Mumbai who 
writes for our techgoss.com
             
            Only payment to be made this week.  I am trying to only send HDFC payments your way as it is easy for you.
             
            Much love
             
            Dj
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            Venkatesh Ganesh
            HDFC Bank
            5011140017964
            HDFC Bank House, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013

             

            Sell your car for just $30 at CarPoint.com.au. It's simple! 

        Check our comprehensive Salary Centre Overpaid or Underpaid? 

    Find it at www.seek.com.au Your Future Starts Here. Dream it? Then be it! 

Find a new job on Seek Increase your salary. 
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Subject: Re: Congrats on the breakthrough (published in Aus as well)
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 14:10:00 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11897d8a3243c886
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 01:40:00 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BLU108-W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_10518_18276406.1205138400123"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

Thanks. Its been hard work, but i think we are closer to justice.

Love

Vikram
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Subject: FW: Thanks for speaking with me
From: "Tripti LAHIRI" <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 17:40:29 +0800
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11898119ab85d33f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs257654tia; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 02:42:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.176.20 with SMTP id y20mr13003610hue.1.1205142133593; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 02:42:13 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
Received: from smtp4.afp.com (smtp4.afp.com [158.50.208.51]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
j27si8829002ugc.65.2008.03.10.02.42.11; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 02:42:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com designates 158.50.208.51 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=158.50.208.51;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com 
designates 158.50.208.51 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com
Received: by smtp4.afp.com (Sendmail, from userid 1007) id 2326F55181; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 10:42:10 +0100 (CET)
Received: from alox.afp.com (unknown [158.50.165.141])by smtp4.afp.com (Sendmail) with ESMTP id 
12B0451EA4for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 10:42:10 +0100 (CET)
Received: from spar-exch-02.afp.local (spar-exch-02.afp.local [158.50.171.45])by alox.afp.com (8.12.9/8.12.9) with 
ESMTP id m2A9g69g003878for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 10:42:06 +0100 (MET)
Received: from EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local ([10.242.0.32]) by spar-exch-02.afp.local with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830);Mon, 10 Mar 2008 10:42:06 +0100
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88292.FEDE21DF"
Message-ID: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B043597A3@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local>
Thread-Topic: Thanks for speaking with me
Thread-Index: AciBq9ZxCCBbPtNDSxebz+Qx1PbeOwA5tnDA
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 10 Mar 2008 09:42:06.0706 (UTC) FILETIME=[00E7E520:01C88293]

 
Hi again, can I get the autopsy reports from you via e-mail? thanks and best, Tripti p.s. let me know when you are free 
to talk again....
From: Tripti LAHIRI
Sent: Sunday, March 09, 2008 11:37 AM
To: 'varma.vikram@gmail.com'
Subject: Thanks for speaking with

Hi Vikram,
 
Thanks so much for speaking with me. As a foreign new agency, you can imagine we are very keen to follow this case 
closely.
 
If you can send me the post mortem reports via e-mail, we'd really appreciate it.
 
best,
 
Tripti
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This e-mail, and any file transmitted with it, is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity 
to whom it is addressed. If you have received this email in error, please contact the sender and delete the email from 
your system. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email.

For more information on Agence France-Presse, please visit our web site at http://www.afp.com
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Subject: Re: FW: Thanks for speaking with me
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 22:20:34 +0530
To: "Tripti LAHIRI" <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189999c41be6f6d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 09:50:34 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803100950m46fe449fkf97e005425a5bd71@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B043597A3@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_15286_2852903.1205167834411"
References: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B043597A3@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Tripti,

You are welcome for all assistance and information. Please feel free to call or email.

Rgds

Vikram
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Subject: Re: FW: Thanks for speaking with me
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 22:34:23 +0530
To: "Tripti LAHIRI" <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11899a66bcd34633
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 10:04:23 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803101004m66b74cedh28af41e5ffaf7a30@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B043597A3@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_15349_5572281.1205168663351"
References: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B043597A3@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Tripti

Am attaching the autopsy report.

Rgds

Vikram
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Subject: inchoate: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11898c77de47b5ff
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs293158tia; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 06:00:54 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.18.1 with SMTP id v1mr3360745wai.81.1205154053304; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 06:00:53 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12344760-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
l38si17556507waf.27.2008.03.10.06.00.52; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 06:00:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12344760-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12344760-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12344760-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1205132400299760"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12344760-2008.03.09-00.01.23--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12344760-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080310065805.1BF1D88405D@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12344760-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Monday, March 10, 2008

inchoate \in-KOH-it\, adjective:

1. In an initial or early stage; just begun.
2. Imperfectly formed or formulated.
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    Mildred Spock believed that, at about the age of three, her children's inchoate wills were to be shaped like vines 
sprouting up a beanpole.
    -- Thomas Maier, Dr. Spock: An American Life

    She also had a vision, not yet articulated, an inchoate sense of some special calling that awaited her.
    -- Linda Lear, Rachel Carson: Witness for Nature

    You take on a project because of the feeling, perhaps inchoate, that it may in some way contribute to your deeper 
understanding of the larger-scale research program you have chosen as your life's work.
    -- Christopher Scholz, Fieldwork: A Geologist's Memoir of the Kalahari

Inchoate comes from the past participle of Latin inchoare, alteration of incohare, "to begin."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for inchoate

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12344760-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Nirmala, This Is Serious... Please Read Now.
From: "Barton Publishing" <craig@bartonpublishing.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 06:50:38 -0400
To: "Nirmala Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11898504588ea4d7
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs270219tia; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 03:50:41 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.216.8 with SMTP id o8mr2677404ybg.68.1205146240249; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 03:50:40 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-655061-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from mm2.getresponse.com (mm2.getresponse.com [207.8.198.31]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
a45si15271879rne.1.2008.03.10.03.50.39; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 03:50:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-655061-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 207.8.198.31 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.8.198.31;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-655061-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 207.8.198.31 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
655061-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=hbpquiz@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl2-0-114.v.l ([192.168.0.114]) by mm2.getresponse.com with QMQP; 10 Mar 2008 06:50:37 -
0400
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=GY5CYAAJY4LruA0+R8y+C31/vid1PnirJma9JkOql0Mbz9kELYc5Z5lqq/IEHmX5a/QwZDDkKh+af8Mccpwkdr0
SkJCy71iWGRlCfq9Pfb0mU1lET7TeaqsK5KlqMpljfBZUj3+3ukvUAT4SRVuNHFmOYEJYjnHruvMsv0xDRaE=;
Sender: hbpquiz@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpXGpKVh9HUEihRJXKzLJ4ERqBOhTOcyrpMecRotxjF23CObIQgf4aB
F8I9o6sdVL7w0UzwC2b5u4J+mp5aM38Va5y3SLWu8NVkLWmms3YNOajVB3SnMyY9BQsjD7reNDdycEeoeMvT
04TemjCXoAUV+hM/rHiT+9n/
Return-Path: <bounce-655061-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Reply-To: craig@bartonpublishing.com
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
Response-Id: r-hbpquiz-rid-655061-bid-528470
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.net/r/1o1T+0X4j/5akJZA37i>
X-Responder-Id: 655061
Message-ID: <1205146238.834434@getresponse.com>
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_12051462382215140995"

Stop Screwing Around With Your Health
And Your Family's Future!

Listen: If you have high blood pressure, you only have THREE scenarios in your near future... ONE of these WILL 
happen.

1.) You don't do a thing.
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Keep living the life you are. Keep gambling (like my Dad did) that you'll live another day. Keep banking on false ideas 
of immortality and luck. Keep lying to yourself that nothing bad is going to happen. Keep ignoring the blunt, horrible 
truth as your friends, your neighbors and the strangers down the street get picked off by this horrible, silent killer. 
"Too young" you hum to yourself every time you hear of someone getting cut down by a coronary. "Too young." And 
what do you think they're going to say about you?

2.) You get yourself pumped up on side-effect laden pills.

Deal with the nausea, the weakness and the feeling of utter dependency. Give up on your health and shuffle along 
more existing than living knowing that no matter how many medications you choke down you're just treating the 
symptoms, not the cause, and that every time you cram another pill down your throat you're spinning the roulette 
wheel on your life.

3.) You take responsibility now, before it's too late! (Hint: Do This One!)

Take control of your life, your health, and your blood pressure by following my very simple step by step remedies to 
permanently lower your blood pressure, the natural way... and keep working, and providing, and loving, and LIVING!

And I'll tell you what...

You Can Try My HBP Remedies FREE For One Full Week.

I want to first prove to you that my natural HBP remedies will work, before you pay a single red cent... How does that 
sound, fair?

If your blood pressure levels don't dramatically decrease OR if you're not 1000% satisfied, for any reason what-so-
ever, just let me know, and you will never charged. Plus, you can keep my report either way.

Seriously now, think about it... what do you hav e to lose here? Nothing! Well, besides your HBP :)

I'm taking ALL the risk here by giving away my report for you to try the remedies for one full week, without spending 
a penny! That is how confident I am that this will change your life and save your life...

Below is special link to the Barton Publishing SSL secure shopping cart, simply fill out the form, and you'll get free 
instant access to the report. 

Click Here Right Now To Lock In Your FREE Instant Access To The High Blood Pressure Remedy Report For One 
Full Week

My report is 100% doctor approved by Dr. Scott Saunders, who has also helped me improve the report for the latest 
and greatest version ever! 

For Pete's sake, for your own sake, and for the sake of those who depend on you, I sincerely hope you take this offer.

I pray this email found you happy, healthy, and motivated to stay that way.

 

Yours in natural health, 

Craig Anderson
www.BloodPressureNormalized.com  
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P.S. Oh yeah, I almost forgot... The HBP Remedy Report also includes the Cholesterol Secrets Report Free Bonus, for 
immediate download. You really couldn't beat this deal with a stick! 

Click Here For FREE Instant Access For One Week  

Barton Publishing Inc.
P.O. Box 50
Brandon
SD 57005
United States

You may unsubscribe or change your contact details at any time.
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 13:18:43 +0530
To: dakinilove@mac.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11897a9afc2b542f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 00:48:43 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803100048h628b2643mbaf88288cfbbeba9@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_9881_4971833.1205135323028"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
CBI.docx
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Subject: Re: SCARLETT KEELING
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 22:17:46 +0530
To: "Bernadette Kitterick" <bernadette.kitterick@bbc.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11899973472ac0e9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 09:47:46 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803100947i1b8c8f16g1b9935941e242eb4@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <3E4E84D6F8D09945B329C8222C7A82E003125B9F@bbcxues12.national.core.bbc.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_15270_16854992.1205167666658"
References: <3E4E84D6F8D09945B329C8222C7A82E003125B9F@bbcxues12.national.core.bbc.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Bernadette,

Sorry for the delay in reply. Your crew are here and we have briefed them on the events already.

Please feel free to call or mail for further information.

Rgds

Vikram

On Sun, Mar 9, 2008 at 5:58 PM, Bernadette Kitterick <bernadette.kitterick@bbc.co.uk> wrote:

    Dear Varma

    Following our telephone conversation I am wondering whether you could help me by sending me the telephone 
number and contact for the Police in Anjuna, so that the BBC can ring them to confirm reports that people have been 
detained in connection with Scarlett's death.

    In addition, I would be grateful if you could send me Jpegs of any photographs of Scarlett so that we can use them 
in our report.

    Could you also confirm in writing that when you saw the post-mortem report and talked to doctors and they state 
that there was only fruit juice in Scarlett's body. Did you manage to ascertain whether there were any traces of drugs 
found?

    I would be grateful if you could inform Fiona McKeown that we are planning to arrive in Goa with a correspondent, 
producer and crew in the next 24 hours and would be very keen to do our own BBC interview with her -- plus 
yourself.

    I hope this is ok and look forward to hearing from you very shortly.

    Many thanks   
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    Bernadette Kitterick
    Senior Producer
    BBC National Television News
    0208 624 9249
    0775 3982643

     

    http://www.bbc.co.uk
    This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the 
BBC unless specifically stated.
    If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
    Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender immediately.
    Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
    Further communication will signify your consent to this.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: assuage: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189deef2cc0bb73
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs124320tia; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 06:02:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.155.1 with SMTP id c1mr4815618wae.105.1205240525611; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 06:02:05 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12349903-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
v32si20561956wah.42.2008.03.11.06.02.04; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 06:02:05 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12349903-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12349903-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12349903-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_12052188005370"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12349903-2008.03.10-00.01.23--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12349903-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080311065803.E6885884059@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12349903-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Tuesday, March 11, 2008

assuage \uh-SWAYJ\, verb:

1. To make milder or less severe; to reduce the intensity of; to ease; to relieve.
2. To appease; to satisfy.
3. To soothe or calm; to pacify.
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    His generosity toward a group of young graffiti writers was, perhaps, one way to assuage his guilt.
    -- Phoebe Hoban, Basquiat: A Quick Killing in Art

    Even with the requirement of lay review boards, the code will fail to assuage concerns of the church's most vocal 
critics that the unseemly methods of the past won't repeat themselves.
    -- "Bishops take step in right direction", Chicago Sun-Times, November 15, 2002

    If only she would come outside
    and let us meet her--face to face;
    perhaps our words could turn
    her anger's tide, perhaps
    we could, if not erase,
    at least assuage her rage.
    -- Euripides, Medea edited by David R. Slavitt and Palmer Bovie

    In one final attempt to assuage fears, the agency claims that these audits will comprise only "1.1 percent of the total 
audit-related contacts planned for the year."
    -- Daniel J. Pilla, "IRS prepares to intensify its kinder, gentler audits", Insight on the News, April 29, 2002

Assuage comes from Latin ad + suavis, "sweet".

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for assuage

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12349903-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: CNN - Scarlett Keeling pictures
From: "Robertson, Nicky" <Nicky.Robertson@turner.com>
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2008 05:17:44 -0400
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189d21974c8b31f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs80188tia; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 02:17:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.151.9.1 with SMTP id m1mr3518658ybi.12.1205227067142; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 02:17:47 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <Nicky.Robertson@turner.com>
Received: from nycmail2.turner.com (nycmail2.turner.com [64.236.170.102]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
3si14202471wrs.22.2008.03.11.02.17.46; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 02:17:47 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Nicky.Robertson@turner.com designates 
64.236.170.102 as permitted sender) client-ip=64.236.170.102;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
Nicky.Robertson@turner.com designates 64.236.170.102 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=Nicky.Robertson@turner.com
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.25,479,1199682000"; d="scan'208,217";a="135254328"
Received: from atlbh01.turner.com ([10.188.157.231]) by nyciport02.turner.com with ESMTP; 11 Mar 2008 05:17:46 -
0400
Received: from ATLMSG31.turner.com ([10.189.216.163]) by ATLBH01.turner.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.211); Tue, 11 Mar 2008 05:17:45 -0400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88358.C4016249"
Message-ID: <5ACCE22F7A673241842BE05FBE0E6A7AFCF8F8@ATLMSG31.turner.com>
Thread-Topic: CNN - Scarlett Keeling pictures
Thread-Index: AciDWMPNlGUVoEFuRlOeKWRW8VJelw==
X-Priority: 1
Priority: Urgent
Importance: high
Return-Path: Nicky.Robertson@turner.com
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 11 Mar 2008 09:17:45.0893 (UTC) FILETIME=[C49B4550:01C88358]

Hi Vikram,

Further to our telephone conversation, thank you for agreeing to send some still pictures of Scarlett Keeling. 

 

Kind Regards,

 

Nicky Robertson

CNN International, Atlanta.

Tel: + 404 827 1519
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Subject: Re: CNN International interview
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2008 11:54:29 +0530
To: "Hodson, Jenna (NE)" <Jenna.Hodson@turner.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189c82ef25d9f00
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 23:24:29 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803102324s6bb0963fv40af9a4c4d0cf2ca@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <F43FFC53A2EF0D439E8244698F44AC890144E425@LONMSG03.turner.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_3744_17642639.1205216669558"
References: <F43FFC53A2EF0D439E8244698F44AC890144E425@LONMSG03.turner.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Jenna,

Thanks. The interview did go well.  

Thanks to the media. that fiona has been able to make a break through.

Without the media interest,  this would have certainly been maintained as a case of drowning by the Goa Police.

Their statistics for homicide, do need a scrutiny.

Rgds

Vikram

On 3/10/08, Hodson, Jenna (NE) <Jenna.Hodson@turner.com> wrote:

    Dear Mr Varma,
     
    Thank you again to you and Ms MacKeown for taking the time to talk with us tomorow morning.
     
    Below is a list of questions that will provide a guideline for the interview, though these may not be the actual 
questions.
     
        - What is your reaction to a suspect being charged yesterday?
     
        - Why do you feel the police are trying to cover-up your daughter's murder and not properly investigate?
     
        - How does it feel to have to fight against a police establishment in a foreign country?
     
        - What made you believe that the first autopsy was not sufficient?
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        - When will you be bringing Scarlett back to Britain?
     
    Should you need anything in the morning, please contact us on +44 207 693 1400
     
    Best regards,
     
    Jenna
     
     
    ************************************
    Jenna Hodson, Intern
    Cable News International, Ltd.
    Guest Booking Desk
    Turner House
    16 Great Marlborough Street
    London W1F 7HS, United Kingdom
    Telephone: +44 (0)20 7693 1000
    Direct dial: +44 (0)20 7693 1632
     

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: FW: Thanks for speaking with me
From: "Tripti LAHIRI" <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2008 11:01:03 +0800
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189bca42086d498
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs22312tia; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 20:02:48 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.67.89.15 with SMTP id r15mr4380315ugl.12.1205204566939; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 20:02:46 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
Received: from smtp1.afp.com (smtp1.afp.com [158.50.208.108]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
b35si32435018ugd.33.2008.03.10.20.02.45; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 20:02:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com designates 158.50.208.108 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=158.50.208.108;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com 
designates 158.50.208.108 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com
Received: by smtp1.afp.com (Sendmail, from userid 1007) id 88114536C8; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 04:02:45 +0100 (CET)
Received: from alox.afp.com (unknown [158.50.165.141])by smtp1.afp.com (Sendmail) with ESMTP id 
7D05F5362Ffor <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 04:02:45 +0100 (CET)
Received: from spar-exch-01.afp.local (SPAR-EXCH-01.afp.local [158.50.171.22])by alox.afp.com (8.12.9/8.12.9) 
with ESMTP id m2B32f9g020504for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 04:02:41 +0100 (MET)
Received: from EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local ([10.242.0.32]) by spar-exch-01.afp.local with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830);Tue, 11 Mar 2008 04:02:41 +0100
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88324.5CBEC79B"
Message-ID: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B0444E2A3@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local>
Thread-Topic: FW: Thanks for speaking with me
Thread-Index: AciCz1GaoAGqhHAJS36rM+Iq6YX1ngAVLZLg
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 11 Mar 2008 03:02:41.0653 (UTC) FILETIME=[5F08C250:01C88324]

Hi,
 
Thanks for autopsy report. Do you know if it's possible to speak to any of the doctors who carried out the second 
autopsy?
 
Also, what about the serological examination or stomach chemical analysis -- is that being carried out?
 
best, Tripti

From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2008 10:21 PM
To: Tripti LAHIRI
Subject: Re: FW: Thanks for speaking with me

Hi Tripti,

You are welcome for all assistance and information. Please feel free to call or email.
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Rgds

Vikram

This e-mail, and any file transmitted with it, is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity 
to whom it is addressed. If you have received this email in error, please contact the sender and delete the email from 
your system. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email.

For more information on Agence France-Presse, please visit our web site at http://www.afp.com
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Subject: Re: FW: Thanks for speaking with me
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2008 11:50:19 +0530
To: "Tripti LAHIRI" <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189c7f20789ad6e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 10 Mar 2008 23:20:19 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803102320k237adc6axc5de7bc21657390b@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B0444E2A3@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_3700_6635916.1205216419873"
References: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B0444E2A3@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Unfortunately the  Goa police have been sitting on the viscera despite a written communication to the Director General 
of Poice Goa on the 22nd of Feb 2008 confirming the mothers conviction of foul play.

The Goa Police seem more concerned with statistics rather than with legal investigations.

On 3/11/08, Tripti LAHIRI <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com> wrote:

    Hi,
     
    Thanks for autopsy report. Do you know if it's possible to speak to any of the doctors who carried out the second 
autopsy?
     
    Also, what about the serological examination or stomach chemical analysis -- is that being carried out?
     
    best, Tripti

    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: Monday, March 10, 2008 10:21 PM
    To: Tripti LAHIRI
    Subject: Re: FW: Thanks for speaking with me

    Hi Tripti,

    You are welcome for all assistance and information. Please feel free to call or email.

    Rgds

    Vikram

    This e-mail, and any file transmitted with it, is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
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entity to whom it is addressed. If you have received this email in error, please contact the sender and delete the email 
from your system. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email.

    For more information on Agence France-Presse, please visit our web site at http://www.afp.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Fwd: CNN - Scarlett Keeling pictures
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2008 19:28:01 +0530
To: dakinilove@mac.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189e2229e814f38
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 06:58:01 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803110658y40011248i2a628d3f7275ca83@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <5ACCE22F7A673241842BE05FBE0E6A7AFCF8F8@ATLMSG31.turner.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_9017_15473227.1205243881915"
References: <5ACCE22F7A673241842BE05FBE0E6A7AFCF8F8@ATLMSG31.turner.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Robertson, Nicky <Nicky.Robertson@turner.com>
Date: Mar 11, 2008 2:47 PM
Subject: CNN - Scarlett Keeling pictures
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Vikram,

Further to our telephone conversation, thank you for agreeing to send some still pictures of Scarlett Keeling. 

 

Kind Regards,

 

Nicky Robertson

CNN International, Atlanta.

Tel: + 404 827 1519

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Photos for CNN
From: "Brumfield, Ben" <Ben.Brumfield@turner.com>
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2008 10:37:49 -0400
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
CC: "Ahmed, Amir" <Amir.Ahmed@turner.com>, "Sanchez, Carolina" <Carolina.Sanchez@turner.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189e46cecd7ea51
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs140351tia; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 07:38:05 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.178.13 with SMTP id a13mr2626882wff.226.1205246283611; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 07:38:03 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Ben.Brumfield@turner.com>
Received: from atmail5.turner.com (atlmail5.turner.com [64.236.221.40]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
g9si14840495wra.40.2008.03.11.07.38.02; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 07:38:03 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Ben.Brumfield@turner.com designates 
64.236.221.40 as permitted sender) client-ip=64.236.221.40;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
Ben.Brumfield@turner.com designates 64.236.221.40 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=Ben.Brumfield@turner.com
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.25,480,1199682000"; d="scan'208,217";a="366520810"
Received: from atlbh05.turner.com ([10.188.157.235]) by atliport02.turner.com with ESMTP; 11 Mar 2008 10:37:50 -
0400
Received: from ATLMSG40.turner.com ([10.189.208.140]) by ATLBH05.turner.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.211); Tue, 11 Mar 2008 10:37:50 -0400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88385.7B23D92D"
Message-ID: <D14499294A72E848A2E017DBC54712EDF8345B@ATLMSG40.turner.com>
Thread-Topic: Photos for CNN
Thread-Index: AciDhXsd5o2fvxyXSGqb0mheDXqrOA==
Return-Path: Ben.Brumfield@turner.com
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 11 Mar 2008 14:37:50.0305 (UTC) FILETIME=[7B53FD10:01C88385]

RE: Scarlett Keeling photos

 

Dear Mr. Vikram,

 

I didnâ€™t want to call, as I know it is late right now in India.  My colleague from the previous shift left a message 
for me to check with you about getting photos for reporting purposes on CNN of Ms. Keeling.

 

Do you have any you can e-mail us?  If so, please reply all to this e-mail, in case my shift is over when you send 
them.  That way the colleagues after me will receive them as well.
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Thank you and best regards,

 

Ben Brumfield

International Desk

CNN

+1 404-827-1519
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Subject: Am so proud of you
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2008 19:14:45 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189f4532d4d9d27
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs180876tia; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 12:15:58 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.188.15 with SMTP id l15mr17147674buf.15.1205262955520; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 12:15:55 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s18.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s18.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.218]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id f19si17354563fka.18.2008.03.11.12.15.54; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 12:15:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.218 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.218;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.218 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W25 ([65.55.162.187]) by blu139-omc3-s18.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Tue, 11 Mar 2008 12:14:46 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W25DFA77E57010D46EB1CC2A80F0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_828458b4-71d2-4c71-b80e-322d1f3c1120_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.92]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803011818t626c21cama6040ba98b038fbb@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W47E260A9C357E73347A70A8160@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 11 Mar 2008 19:14:46.0085 (UTC) FILETIME=[2B1ACF50:01C883AC]

Hi Vikram,
 
I read your statements to PTI and they were perfect to keep pressure on the authorities to give justice for the family. 
 
Am so proud of you.  Have sent links of all your interviews to colleagues and friends in Australia.
 
 
Much love
Dj
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    Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 14:10:00 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Congrats on the breakthrough (published in Aus as well)

    HI DJ,

    Thanks. Its been hard work, but i think we are closer to justice.

    Love

    Vikram

Click here Search for local singles online @ Lavalife.
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Subject: Re: Am so proud of you
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 18:26:37 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a3104d54acc0f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 05:56:37 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120556o20c427d0s54ed5c0388859b05@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BLU108-W25DFA77E57010D46EB1CC2A80F0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_19488_440940.1205326597402"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W25DFA77E57010D46EB1CC2A80F0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Thanks DJ,

Love

Vikram

On 3/12/08, DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,
     
    I read your statements to PTI and they were perfect to keep pressure on the authorities to give justice for the family. 
     
    Am so proud of you.  Have sent links of all your interviews to colleagues and friends in Australia.
     
     
    Much love
    Dj

        Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 14:10:00 +0530
        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: djvarma@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: Congrats on the breakthrough (published in Aus as well)
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        HI DJ,

        Thanks. Its been hard work, but i think we are closer to justice.

        Love

        Vikram

    Click here Search for local singles online @ Lavalife.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: diffident: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a31f516bbb1f2
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs313182tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:13:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.127.1 with SMTP id z1mr7045921wac.26.1205327581210; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:13:01 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12354855-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
k26si2955356waf.8.2008.03.12.06.13.00; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:13:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12354855-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12354855-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12354855-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120530520134660"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12354855-2008.03.11-00.01.25--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12354855-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080312065803.7ADC1884058@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12354855-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Accredited Medical Billing Degrees
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Wednesday, March 12, 2008

diffident \DIF-uh-dunt; -dent\, adjective:

1. Lacking self-confidence; distrustful of one's own powers; timid; bashful.
2. Characterized by modest reserve; unassertive.

    He lived naturally in a condition that many greater poets never had, or if they had it, were embarrassed or diffident 
about it: a total commitment to his own powers of invention, a complete loss of himself in his materials.
    -- James Dickey, "The Geek of Poetry", New York Times, December 23, 1979

    This schism is embodied in Clarence's two sons: cheerful, pushy, book-ignorant Jared, a semicriminal entrepreneur 
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who has caught "the rhythm of America to come" and for whom life is explained in brash epigrams from the trenches, 
versus slow, diffident Teddy, the town postman, uncomfortable with given notions of manhood, uncompetitive ("yet 
this seemed the only way to be an American") and disturbed that others misstate "the delicate nature of reality as he 
needed to grasp it for himself."
    -- Julian Barnes, "Grand Illusion", New York Times, January 28, 1996

    Minny was too delicate and diffident to ask her cousin outright to take her to Europe.
    -- Brooke Allen, "Borrowed Lives", New York Times, May 16, 1999

Diffident is from the present participle of Latin diffidere, "to mistrust, to have no confidence," from dis- + fidere, "to 
trust." The noun form is diffidence.

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for diffident

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Accredited Medical Billing Degrees

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12354855-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Roberts, Shelley" <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 11:26:03 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a2bc8b5a16cc5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs292534tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 04:25:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.122.16 with SMTP id u16mr21526254huc.11.1205321108401; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 04:25:08 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
Received: from bhmmail.carltontv.co.uk (bhmmail.carltontv.co.uk [193.35.13.15]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
s37si6096461hub.58.2008.03.12.04.25.07; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 04:25:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of Shelley.Roberts@itv.com designates 193.35.13.15 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=193.35.13.15;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of Shelley.Roberts@itv.com designates 
193.35.13.15 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=Shelley.Roberts@itv.com
Content-Type: multipart/related; boundary="----=_NextPart_000_B5A24_01C88433.C2EE6120"
Importance: normal
Priority: normal
Received: from plyem01.ITVPLC.ADS ([10.172.124.34]) by bhmmail.carltontv.co.uk with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830); Wed, 12 Mar 2008 11:25:22 +0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.3790.1830
Content-Class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <4A84DA980EAA69479BA1C75C630E4130044597@plyem01.ITVplc.ads>
Thread-Topic: Fiona MacKeown
thread-index: AciEM7kz1dbupwDjRLOjv1rI6J5mNg==
Return-Path: <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 12 Mar 2008 11:25:22.0523 (UTC) FILETIME=[C2BA0AB0:01C88433]

Dear Vikram

Good to talk to you a few moments ago. I would appreciate it if you could email me a copy of the letter you have sent 
to the Prime Minister on behalf of Ms MacKeown. I also hope you may be able to answer a few more questions I 
have. As I mentioned on the telephone, ITV is considering sending a reporter and camera crew out to Goa tomorrow 
but will only do so if you can guarantee that Ms MacKeown and her family will be available for interview on camera. 
It would also be helpful if you can tell me exactly where you and the family are based at the moment so we can make 
the necessary travel arrangements. Finally yesterday we ran a story saying that Fiona MacKeown is to be investigated 
for neglect, would you please be able to tell me who is leading that investigation and what the latest is on that?

I hope to hear from you soon

Kind regards

Shelley Roberts
 
Shelley Roberts | Reporter / Presenter | News | ITV plc
Western Wood Way  |  Plymouth  |  PL7 5BQ  |  Tel: 44 084488 14810  |  Mob: 07917 414289  | 
Shelley.Roberts@itv.com
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ITV plc Head Office Tel +44 (0) 20 8528 2000   itv.com
Please consider the environment before printing this email
  
ITV Broadcasting Limited (Registration No. 955957) (â€œITVâ€) is incorporated in England and Wales with its 
registered office at 200 Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8HF. Please visit the official ITV website at www.itv.com for 
the latest company news.
 
The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential, may be privileged, may be subject to copyright and 
are intended solely for the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email and you 
are not the intended recipient please notify postmaster@itv.com and delete this email and you are notified that 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this email are strictly prohibited.
 
Although ITV routinely screens for viruses, recipients should scan this email and any attachments for viruses. ITV 
makes no representation or warranty that this email or any of its attachments is free of viruses or defects and does not 
accept any responsibility for any damage caused by any virus or defect transmitted by this email. ITV reserves the 
right to monitor all e mails and the systems upon which such e mails are stored or circulated.
Any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of 
ITV.
 
Thank You.
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Subject: Re: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 18:22:41 +0530
To: "Roberts, Shelley" <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a30cb20d70180
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 05:52:41 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120552h29a35e86y2ec0b665b7b57ae1@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4A84DA980EAA69479BA1C75C630E4130044597@plyem01.ITVplc.ads>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_19460_5836210.1205326361128"
References: <4A84DA980EAA69479BA1C75C630E4130044597@plyem01.ITVplc.ads>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

On 3/12/08, Roberts, Shelley <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com> wrote:

    Dear Vikram

    Good to talk to you a few moments ago. I would appreciate it if you could email me a copy of the letter you have 
sent to the Prime Minister on behalf of Ms MacKeown. I also hope you may be able to answer a few more questions I 
have. As I mentioned on the telephone, ITV is considering sending a reporter and camera crew out to Goa tomorrow 
but will only do so if you can guarantee that Ms MacKeown and her family will be available for interview on camera. 
It would also be helpful if you can tell me exactly where you and the family are based at the moment so we can make 
the necessary travel arrangements. Finally yesterday we ran a story saying that Fiona MacKeown is to be investigated 
for neglect, would you please be able to tell me who is leading that investigation and what the latest is on that?

    I hope to hear from you soon

    Kind regards

    Shelley Roberts
     
    Shelley Roberts | Reporter / Presenter | News | ITV plc
    Western Wood Way  |  Plymouth  |  PL7 5BQ  |  Tel: 44 084488 14810  |  Mob: 07917 414289  | 
Shelley.Roberts@itv.com
     
     
    ITV plc Head Office Tel +44 (0) 20 8528 2000   itv.com
    Please consider the environment before printing this email
      

 

    HI please find a copy of the letter as an attachment.

Rgds
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Vikram

 

    ITV Broadcasting Limited (Registration No. 955957) ("ITV") is incorporated in England and Wales with its 
registered office at 200 Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8HF. Please visit the official ITV website at www.itv.com for 
the latest company news.
     
    The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential, may be privileged, may be subject to copyright and 
are intended solely for the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email and you 
are not the intended recipient please notify postmaster@itv.com and delete this email and you are notified that 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this email are strictly prohibited.
     
    Although ITV routinely screens for viruses, recipients should scan this email and any attachments for viruses. ITV 
makes no representation or warranty that this email or any of its attachments is free of viruses or defects and does not 
accept any responsibility for any damage caused by any virus or defect transmitted by this email. ITV reserves the 
right to monitor all e mails and the systems upon which such e mails are stored or circulated.
    Any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those 
of ITV.
     
    Thank You.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: Re: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 18:25:49 +0530
To: "Roberts, Shelley" <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a30f92da133f8
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 05:55:49 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120555y1838593en6e0a6bb770cb98ab@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803120552h29a35e86y2ec0b665b7b57ae1@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/related; boundary="----=_Part_19479_28417314.1205326549908"
References: <4A84DA980EAA69479BA1C75C630E4130044597@plyem01.ITVplc.ads> 
<f4302a0a0803120552h29a35e86y2ec0b665b7b57ae1@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Rgarding the neglect there are two facts leading to that probability

The Chief Minister announced that she should be questioned on why she left Scarlet alone in Goa.
The investigating officer confirmed that she should be produced for a statement and some questions when he is free.

Our address is

A S/4 Paraiso De Goa
Alto Porvorim
Bardez Goa

Telephone numbers are
9325536699
0832 325 6688
0832 325 3088

Rgds

Vikram

On 3/12/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    On 3/12/08, Roberts, Shelley <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com> wrote:

        Dear Vikram

        Good to talk to you a few moments ago. I would appreciate it if you could email me a copy of the letter you have 
sent to the Prime Minister on behalf of Ms MacKeown. I also hope you may be able to answer a few more questions I 
have. As I mentioned on the telephone, ITV is considering sending a reporter and camera crew out to Goa tomorrow 
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but will only do so if you can guarantee that Ms MacKeown and her family will be available for interview on camera. 
It would also be helpful if you can tell me exactly where you and the family are based at the moment so we can make 
the necessary travel arrangements. Finally yesterday we ran a story saying that Fiona MacKeown is to be investigated 
for neglect, would you please be able to tell me who is leading that investigation and what the latest is on that?

        I hope to hear from you soon

        Kind regards

        Shelley Roberts
         
        Shelley Roberts | Reporter / Presenter | News | ITV plc
        Western Wood Way  |  Plymouth  |  PL7 5BQ  |  Tel: 44 084488 14810  |  Mob: 07917 414289  | 
Shelley.Roberts@itv.com
         
         
        ITV plc Head Office Tel +44 (0) 20 8528 2000   itv.com
        Please consider the environment before printing this email
          

     

        HI please find a copy of the letter as an attachment.

    Rgds

    Vikram

     

        ITV Broadcasting Limited (Registration No. 955957) ("ITV") is incorporated in England and Wales with its 
registered office at 200 Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8HF. Please visit the official ITV website at www.itv.com for 
the latest company news.
         
        The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential, may be privileged, may be subject to copyright 
and are intended solely for the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email and 
you are not the intended recipient please notify postmaster@itv.com and delete this email and you are notified that 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this email are strictly prohibited.
         
        Although ITV routinely screens for viruses, recipients should scan this email and any attachments for viruses. 
ITV makes no representation or warranty that this email or any of its attachments is free of viruses or defects and does 
not accept any responsibility for any damage caused by any virus or defect transmitted by this email. ITV reserves the 
right to monitor all e mails and the systems upon which such e mails are stored or circulated.
        Any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those 
of ITV.
         
        Thank You.
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    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Roberts, Shelley" <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 13:20:40 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a32566203b6aa
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs314162tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:19:43 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.161.4 with SMTP id j4mr21668126hue.63.1205327980393; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:19:40 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
Received: from bhmmail.carltontv.co.uk (bhmmail.carltontv.co.uk [193.35.13.15]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
p28si6180297hub.59.2008.03.12.06.19.38; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:19:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of Shelley.Roberts@itv.com designates 193.35.13.15 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=193.35.13.15;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of Shelley.Roberts@itv.com designates 
193.35.13.15 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=Shelley.Roberts@itv.com
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Importance: normal
Priority: normal
Received: from plyem01.ITVPLC.ADS ([10.172.124.34]) by bhmmail.carltontv.co.uk with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830); Wed, 12 Mar 2008 13:20:03 +0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.3790.1830
Content-Class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/related; type="multipart/alternative"; boundary="----
_=_NextPart_001_01C88443.DE45A304"
Message-ID: <4A84DA980EAA69479BA1C75C630E4130044599@plyem01.ITVplc.ads>
Thread-Topic: Fiona MacKeown
thread-index: AciEQNwR5DmU6e5lRcelYPJSspHjDAAAYeog
References: <4A84DA980EAA69479BA1C75C630E4130044597@plyem01.ITVplc.ads> 
<f4302a0a0803120552h29a35e86y2ec0b665b7b57ae1@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803120555y1838593en6e0a6bb770cb98ab@mail.gmail.com>
Return-Path: <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 12 Mar 2008 13:20:03.0914 (UTC) FILETIME=[C85AFAA0:01C88443]

Thank you very much for sending me a copy of the letter Vikram. Is Fiona still being investigated? And will she 
guarantee us an interview?

Also, we are now considering postponing our trip until Dâ€™Souza reappears in court, do you know when this is?

Many thanks for your help

Shelley Roberts

 

 
 
Shelley Roberts | Reporter / Presenter | News | ITV plc
Western Wood Way  |  Plymouth  |  PL7 5BQ  |  Tel: 44 084488 14810  |  Mob: 07917 414289  | 
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Shelley.Roberts@itv.com
 
 
ITV plc Head Office Tel +44 (0) 20 8528 2000   itv.com
Please consider the environment before printing this email
  

From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
Sent: 12 March 2008 12:56
To: Roberts, Shelley
Subject: Re: Fiona MacKeown

 

Rgarding the neglect there are two facts leading to that probability

The Chief Minister announced that she should be questioned on why she left Scarlet alone in Goa.
The investigating officer confirmed that she should be produced for a statement and some questions when he is free.

Our address is

A S/4 Paraiso De Goa
Alto Porvorim
Bardez Goa

Telephone numbers are
9325536699
0832 325 6688
0832 325 3088

Rgds

Vikram

On 3/12/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

 

On 3/12/08, Roberts, Shelley <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com> wrote:

Dear Vikram

Good to talk to you a few moments ago. I would appreciate it if you could email me a copy of the letter you have sent 
to the Prime Minister on behalf of Ms MacKeown. I also hope you may be able to answer a few more questions I 
have. As I mentioned on the telephone, ITV is considering sending a reporter and camera crew out to Goa tomorrow 
but will only do so if you can guarantee that Ms MacKeown and her family will be available for interview on camera. 
It would also be helpful if you can tell me exactly where you and the family are based at the moment so we can make 
the necessary travel arrangements. Finally yesterday we ran a story saying that Fiona MacKeown is to be investigated 
for neglect, would you please be able to tell me who is leading that investigation and what the latest is on that?
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I hope to hear from you soon

Kind regards

Shelley Roberts

 

Shelley Roberts | Reporter / Presenter | News | ITV plc

Western Wood Way  |  Plymouth  |  PL7 5BQ  |  Tel: 44 084488 14810  |  Mob: 07917 414289  | 
Shelley.Roberts@itv.com

 

 

ITV plc Head Office Tel +44 (0) 20 8528 2000   itv.com

Please consider the environment before printing this email

  

 

     

    HI please find a copy of the letter as an attachment.

Rgds

Vikram

 

     

    ITV Broadcasting Limited (Registration No. 955957) ("ITV") is incorporated in England and Wales with its 
registered office at 200 Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8HF. Please visit the official ITV website at www.itv.com for 
the latest company news.

     

    The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential, may be privileged, may be subject to copyright and 
are intended solely for the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email and you 
are not the intended recipient please notify postmaster@itv.com and delete this email and you are notified that 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this email are strictly prohibited.

     

    Although ITV routinely screens for viruses, recipients should scan this email and any attachments for viruses. ITV 
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makes no representation or warranty that this email or any of its attachments is free of viruses or defects and does not 
accept any responsibility for any damage caused by any virus or defect transmitted by this email. ITV reserves the 
right to monitor all e mails and the systems upon which such e mails are stored or circulated.

    Any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those 
of ITV.

     

    Thank You.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
ITV Broadcasting Limited (Registration No. 955957) (â€œITVâ€) is incorporated in England and Wales with its 
registered office at 200 Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8HF. Please visit the official ITV website at www.itv.com for 
the latest company news.
 
The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential, may be privileged, may be subject to copyright and 
are intended solely for the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email and you 
are not the intended recipient please notify postmaster@itv.com and delete this email and you are notified that 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this email are strictly prohibited.
 
Although ITV routinely screens for viruses, recipients should scan this email and any attachments for viruses. ITV 
makes no representation or warranty that this email or any of its attachments is free of viruses or defects and does not 
accept any responsibility for any damage caused by any virus or defect transmitted by this email. ITV reserves the 
right to monitor all e mails and the systems upon which such e mails are stored or circulated.
Any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of 
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ITV.
 
Thank You.
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Subject: RE: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Roberts, Shelley" <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 14:59:56 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a38034c8f2512
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs329968tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 07:58:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.179.12 with SMTP id b12mr21750746huf.61.1205333931367; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 07:58:51 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
Received: from bhmmail.carltontv.co.uk (bhmmail.carltontv.co.uk [193.35.13.15]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
36si15263737hub.16.2008.03.12.07.58.49; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 07:58:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of Shelley.Roberts@itv.com designates 193.35.13.15 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=193.35.13.15;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of Shelley.Roberts@itv.com designates 
193.35.13.15 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=Shelley.Roberts@itv.com
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Importance: normal
Priority: normal
Received: from plyem01.ITVPLC.ADS ([10.172.124.34]) by bhmmail.carltontv.co.uk with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830); Wed, 12 Mar 2008 14:58:57 +0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.3790.1830
Content-Class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/related; type="multipart/alternative"; boundary="----
_=_NextPart_001_01C88451.BBFB8E68"
Message-ID: <4A84DA980EAA69479BA1C75C630E413004459E@plyem01.ITVplc.ads>
Thread-Topic: Fiona MacKeown
thread-index: AciEQNwR5DmU6e5lRcelYPJSspHjDAAEH8Aw
References: <4A84DA980EAA69479BA1C75C630E4130044597@plyem01.ITVplc.ads> 
<f4302a0a0803120552h29a35e86y2ec0b665b7b57ae1@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803120555y1838593en6e0a6bb770cb98ab@mail.gmail.com>
Return-Path: <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 12 Mar 2008 14:58:57.0321 (UTC) FILETIME=[98F10990:01C88451]

Vikram 

Thank you once again for being so helpful. I am hoping that you may be able to keep me informed of any update on 
the case especially if you hear that Scarlettâ€™s body is to be released. Please email me with any news and we will do 
all we can to keep the story in the British media.

I hope to speak to you soon

Shelley

 
 
Shelley Roberts | Reporter / Presenter | News | ITV plc
Western Wood Way  |  Plymouth  |  PL7 5BQ  |  Tel: 44 084488 14810  |  Mob: 07917 414289  | 
Shelley.Roberts@itv.com
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ITV plc Head Office Tel +44 (0) 20 8528 2000   itv.com
Please consider the environment before printing this email
  

From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
Sent: 12 March 2008 12:56
To: Roberts, Shelley
Subject: Re: Fiona MacKeown

 

Rgarding the neglect there are two facts leading to that probability

The Chief Minister announced that she should be questioned on why she left Scarlet alone in Goa.
The investigating officer confirmed that she should be produced for a statement and some questions when he is free.

Our address is

A S/4 Paraiso De Goa
Alto Porvorim
Bardez Goa

Telephone numbers are
9325536699
0832 325 6688
0832 325 3088

Rgds

Vikram

On 3/12/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

 

On 3/12/08, Roberts, Shelley <Shelley.Roberts@itv.com> wrote:

Dear Vikram

Good to talk to you a few moments ago. I would appreciate it if you could email me a copy of the letter you have sent 
to the Prime Minister on behalf of Ms MacKeown. I also hope you may be able to answer a few more questions I 
have. As I mentioned on the telephone, ITV is considering sending a reporter and camera crew out to Goa tomorrow 
but will only do so if you can guarantee that Ms MacKeown and her family will be available for interview on camera. 
It would also be helpful if you can tell me exactly where you and the family are based at the moment so we can make 
the necessary travel arrangements. Finally yesterday we ran a story saying that Fiona MacKeown is to be investigated 
for neglect, would you please be able to tell me who is leading that investigation and what the latest is on that?

I hope to hear from you soon
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Kind regards

Shelley Roberts

 

Shelley Roberts | Reporter / Presenter | News | ITV plc

Western Wood Way  |  Plymouth  |  PL7 5BQ  |  Tel: 44 084488 14810  |  Mob: 07917 414289  | 
Shelley.Roberts@itv.com

 

 

ITV plc Head Office Tel +44 (0) 20 8528 2000   itv.com

Please consider the environment before printing this email

  

 

     

    HI please find a copy of the letter as an attachment.

Rgds

Vikram

 

     

    ITV Broadcasting Limited (Registration No. 955957) ("ITV") is incorporated in England and Wales with its 
registered office at 200 Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8HF. Please visit the official ITV website at www.itv.com for 
the latest company news.

     

    The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential, may be privileged, may be subject to copyright and 
are intended solely for the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email and you 
are not the intended recipient please notify postmaster@itv.com and delete this email and you are notified that 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this email are strictly prohibited.

     

    Although ITV routinely screens for viruses, recipients should scan this email and any attachments for viruses. ITV 
makes no representation or warranty that this email or any of its attachments is free of viruses or defects and does not 
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accept any responsibility for any damage caused by any virus or defect transmitted by this email. ITV reserves the 
right to monitor all e mails and the systems upon which such e mails are stored or circulated.

    Any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those 
of ITV.

     

    Thank You.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
ITV Broadcasting Limited (Registration No. 955957) (â€œITVâ€) is incorporated in England and Wales with its 
registered office at 200 Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8HF. Please visit the official ITV website at www.itv.com for 
the latest company news.
 
The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential, may be privileged, may be subject to copyright and 
are intended solely for the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email and you 
are not the intended recipient please notify postmaster@itv.com and delete this email and you are notified that 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this email are strictly prohibited.
 
Although ITV routinely screens for viruses, recipients should scan this email and any attachments for viruses. ITV 
makes no representation or warranty that this email or any of its attachments is free of viruses or defects and does not 
accept any responsibility for any damage caused by any virus or defect transmitted by this email. ITV reserves the 
right to monitor all e mails and the systems upon which such e mails are stored or circulated.
Any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of 
ITV.
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Thank You.
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Subject: Re: FW: Thanks for speaking with me
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 19:09:33 +0530
To: "Tripti LAHIRI" <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a3379deb936cb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:39:33 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120639s44abfe8vd185e5a17407329d@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803102320k237adc6axc5de7bc21657390b@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_19858_3740141.1205329173920"
References: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B0444E2A3@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local> 
<f4302a0a0803102320k237adc6axc5de7bc21657390b@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Copy of letter to Prime Minister
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: Letter to P.M
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 18:42:34 +0530
To: "Preetu nair" <preetunair@rediffmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a31ee4d7b3164
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:12:34 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120612x4e616704kfe6168ee0ce3fcd8@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_19611_7619614.1205327554036"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 19:08:53 +0530
To: unibalu@gmail.com
CC: unigoa@gmail.com
BCC: unibalu@rediffmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a336fed2a9fc1
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:38:53 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120638h75767ae5rac9de345a369d2e2@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_19852_21665100.1205329133147"
BCC: unibalu@rediffmail.com
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Am attaching a copy of the letter to the P.M

Rgds

Vikram Varma
-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 19:14:11 +0530
To: "Sam Relph" <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a33bda2c2fab5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:44:11 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120644q51cd0b4bpa5954ea068633f0a@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <8F59F0D0-F92C-4ACC-BC98-1ED582C02236@barcroftindia.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_19919_7230522.1205329451895"
References: <OF64992EE3.18DA9AFE-ON80257402.005AF64B-80257402.005B10DA@dailymail.co.uk> 
<8F59F0D0-F92C-4ACC-BC98-1ED582C02236@barcroftindia.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Sam,

Am attaching a copy of the letter to the Prime minister.

Rgds

Vikram Varma
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: Re: From: "UniBalu" <unibalu@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 19:54:55 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a3614e21bc411
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs324671tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 07:25:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.211.10 with SMTP id j10mr3385485wfg.202.1205331906510; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 07:25:06 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <unibalu@gmail.com>
Received: from el-out-1112.google.com (el-out-1112.google.com [209.85.162.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP 
id 24si17492617wrl.14.2008.03.12.07.25.05; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 07:25:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of unibalu@gmail.com designates 209.85.162.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=209.85.162.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of unibalu@gmail.com designates 
209.85.162.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=unibalu@gmail.com; dkim=pass (test mode) header.i=@gmail.com
Received: by el-out-1112.google.com with SMTP id s27so1559815ele.18 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 12 
Mar 2008 07:25:04 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=gmail.com; s=gamma; h=domainkey-
signature:received:received:message-id:reply-to:from:to:references:subject:date:organization:mime-version:content-
type:x-priority:x-msmail-priority:x-mailer:x-mimeole; 
bh=64HL2PsqQEB5PneaMCcW4poqXX3zlwCac69guZhLnOE=; 
b=V+VRHil7bKTmAhcmUREU5bygsLMxC197o6xvafnoYCLL7EImDINhwbEXxEdzA077uXS/RmuCpFAmxLa7JW
e0XQpN3w7FXltSLyaBdcvDaBsfcgCry5u/Ic0NDO5Gcqa8HKLd6Hv2B2+kjma7n1Z//Do0dW2ab5eYYUqncRQRHi
M=
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=gmail.com; s=gamma; h=message-id:reply-
to:from:to:references:subject:date:organization:mime-version:content-type:x-priority:x-msmail-priority:x-mailer:x-
mimeole; 
b=lLMvXWNtOC1TyHFy8Ts03ENJjP4KK8AXlRKMKdzekg6GU04BzyBt8/rjDXFRCwX4s/sDztnQa5ok8I33HXpvh
ZMsLTqAovVBBb4/OPrqRv/7hGU8CE37zY8+N05JXb2Ps5SoyCw6SwEOWWqM8RV2Pz5LWS9lHmypaPq4+Ci9J
aI=
Received: by 10.114.13.1 with SMTP id 1mr7093415wam.60.1205331904730; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 07:25:04 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <unibalu@gmail.com>
Received: from hp093b79a16366 ( [59.95.38.170]) by mx.google.com with ESMTPS id 
v37sm3141363wah.12.2008.03.12.07.24.59 (version=SSLv3 cipher=RC4-MD5); Wed, 12 Mar 2008 07:25:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Message-ID: <004a01c8844c$dcd44960$0301a8c0@hp093b79a16366>
Reply-To: "UniBalu" <unibalu@gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0803120638h75767ae5rac9de345a369d2e2@mail.gmail.com>
Organization: UNI
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0045_01C8847A.F1A666B0"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2900.3138
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.3198

dear varmaji,
tks for the mail.
pl tell us future developments if any by mail also.
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with regards,
balu-uni-goa

    ----- Original Message -----
    From: Vikram Varma
    To: unibalu@gmail.com
    Cc: unigoa@gmail.com
    Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2008 7:08 PM

    Am attaching a copy of the letter to the P.M

    Rgds

    Vikram Varma
    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 20:45:30 +0530
To: ketki@ndtv.com
CC: arunj@ndtv.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a38f74c94cf3d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 08:15:30 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120815u756eabacq9d4a38ec1e1e0f10@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_20483_24510401.1205334930920"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
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Subject: Re: Photos for CNN
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 19:11:18 +0530
To: "Brumfield, Ben" <Ben.Brumfield@turner.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a33937114b996
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:41:18 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120641n1a1983efl59ca4d6deefb406d@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <D14499294A72E848A2E017DBC54712EDF8345B@ATLMSG40.turner.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_19877_1220017.1205329278505"
References: <D14499294A72E848A2E017DBC54712EDF8345B@ATLMSG40.turner.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI am sending you the phots. In the meantime, I am sending a copy of the letter sent to the Prime Minister of India.

Rgds

Vikram Varma

On 3/11/08, Brumfield, Ben <Ben.Brumfield@turner.com> wrote:

    RE: Scarlett Keeling photos

     

    Dear Mr. Vikram,

     

    I didn't want to call, as I know it is late right now in India.  My colleague from the previous shift left a message for 
me to check with you about getting photos for reporting purposes on CNN of Ms. Keeling.

     

    Do you have any you can e-mail us?  If so, please reply all to this e-mail, in case my shift is over when you send 
them.  That way the colleagues after me will receive them as well.

     

    Thank you and best regards,

     

    Ben Brumfield

    International Desk

    CNN
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    +1 404-827-1519

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: Question from CNN
From: "Gray, Melissa (NE)" <Melissa.Gray@cnn.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 09:54:36 -0000
To: <dakinilove@mac.com>, <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a269ad38c51cd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs276587tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 02:54:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.175.17 with SMTP id x17mr19265867bue.19.1205315677233; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 02:54:37 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Melissa.Gray@cnn.com>
Received: from lonmail1.turner.com (lonmail1.turner.com [64.236.9.248]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
12si18624020fks.12.2008.03.12.02.54.36; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 02:54:37 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 64.236.9.248 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Melissa.Gray@cnn.com) client-ip=64.236.9.248;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 64.236.9.248 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of Melissa.Gray@cnn.com) smtp.mail=Melissa.Gray@cnn.com
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.25,487,1199664000"; d="scan'208,217";a="239175145"
Received: from lonmsg03.turner.com ([10.133.48.90]) by loniport01.turner.com with ESMTP; 12 Mar 2008 09:54:38 
+0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88427.14764E72"
Message-ID: <F43FFC53A2EF0D439E8244698F44AC89F98EDC@LONMSG03.turner.com>
Thread-Topic: Question from CNN
Thread-Index: AciEJxQDOl5Ll4aBTOOwlTRWj3b44A==

Dakini and Vikram:

 

We are hearing reports that police wonâ€™t be questioning Ms. MacKeown about neglgence after all. Could you 
please tell me if this is true? Do you know why police changed their minds about questioning her?

 

Many thanks,

Melissa Gray

CNN London

+44 207 693 1793
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Subject: Re: Question from CNN
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 18:21:17 +0530
To: "Gray, Melissa (NE)" <Melissa.Gray@cnn.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a30b6bef6832d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 05:51:17 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120551m72ab9244o34af458d51a9aab6@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <F43FFC53A2EF0D439E8244698F44AC89F98EDC@LONMSG03.turner.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_19453_27344614.1205326277568"
References: <F43FFC53A2EF0D439E8244698F44AC89F98EDC@LONMSG03.turner.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Most probably pressure from the media and the fact that this allegations have no substance.

Rgds

Vikram

On 3/12/08, Gray, Melissa (NE) <Melissa.Gray@cnn.com> wrote:

    Dakini and Vikram:

     

    We are hearing reports that police won't be questioning Ms. MacKeown about neglgence after all. Could you please 
tell me if this is true? Do you know why police changed their minds about questioning her?

     

    Many thanks,

    Melissa Gray

    CNN London

    +44 207 693 1793

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa
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Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Question from CNN
From: "Gray, Melissa (NE)" <Melissa.Gray@cnn.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 12:54:16 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a30e2e53a85cf
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs310184tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 05:54:21 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.158.12 with SMTP id g12mr19703583bue.0.1205326458661; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 05:54:18 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Melissa.Gray@cnn.com>
Received: from lonmail1.turner.com (lonmail1.turner.com [64.236.9.248]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
b17si19090640fka.4.2008.03.12.05.54.17; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 05:54:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 64.236.9.248 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Melissa.Gray@cnn.com) client-ip=64.236.9.248;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 64.236.9.248 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of Melissa.Gray@cnn.com) smtp.mail=Melissa.Gray@cnn.com
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.25,488,1199664000"; d="scan'208,217";a="239186537"
Received: from lonmsg03.turner.com ([10.133.48.90]) by loniport01.turner.com with ESMTP; 12 Mar 2008 12:54:17 
+0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88440.2E4DF6A2"
Message-ID: <F43FFC53A2EF0D439E8244698F44AC89F98EEA@LONMSG03.turner.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803120551m72ab9244o34af458d51a9aab6@mail.gmail.com>
Thread-Topic: Question from CNN
Thread-Index: AciEP8bCM4En0webQzyQu7mBgeCRaAAAFy3g
References: <F43FFC53A2EF0D439E8244698F44AC89F98EDC@LONMSG03.turner.com> 
<f4302a0a0803120551m72ab9244o34af458d51a9aab6@mail.gmail.com>

Many thanks. I appreciate your response.

 

Melissa

 

From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
Sent: 12 March 2008 12:51
To: Gray, Melissa (NE)
Subject: Re: Question from CNN

 

Most probably pressure from the media and the fact that this allegations have no substance.

Rgds
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Vikram

On 3/12/08, Gray, Melissa (NE) <Melissa.Gray@cnn.com> wrote:

Dakini and Vikram:

 

We are hearing reports that police won't be questioning Ms. MacKeown about neglgence after all. Could you please 
tell me if this is true? Do you know why police changed their minds about questioning her?

 

Many thanks,

Melissa Gray

CNN London

+44 207 693 1793

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
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Subject: Rocket Piano Newsletter March 12, 2008
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2008 14:58:32 -0400
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1189f3553f6e2fc6
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs178501tia; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 11:58:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.255.10 with SMTP id c10mr13967881ani.3.1205261915294; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 11:58:35 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com (a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.COM [209.2.34.147]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 7si16230315agd.25.2008.03.11.11.58.33; Tue, 11 Mar 2008 11:58:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 209.2.34.147 as permitted sender) client-ip=209.2.34.147;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 209.2.34.147 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl1-0-110.v.l ([192.168.0.110]) by a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com with QMQP; 11 Mar 
2008 14:58:33 -0400
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=TWaBagGf/4+uIeialL4B0TNJaXk6kSKecKs84LJYCGySmxOxye9zG0fz5TavOeWRf8CYYlbIJh0hwzmUy3o2pGN
BkL0rD0u3Cbe1Ey0GV609WRFl/gRvcpsiEodiX/NsKqQyi9LMaYjXAXgdoU4CpX9Nqs1i/kBdBVp/BzghR5o=;
Sender: rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpX7ZJO9BQ5+LxX1Mz7t7ke3vjMgJK7RIDv10W4jygd/qmOsVveeEGS
+gGV9iQ+fUnhwhPe9w9ZO3w/Zp9RxNeysd6bfuCJnrFxv794D2anWg5jdKVrby+nWfhFUHeQx8QuvfMJW21JTeZn
PptpWrzbvKvXyO6KsB/c
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
X-Response-Id: rocketpiano_news.FOLLOW.0.74-175481875
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.net/r?p=1exL/07/Z8Q-a93It>
X-Responder-Id: 614883
Message-ID: <1205261912.212117@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hi Vikram,

Welcome to this weeks Piano Newsletter.  In this edition we'll talk
about a good way to find new material to learn, and we look at the
life of Duke Ellington.
Let's get started!
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FINDING NEW SONGS TO LEARN

Do you ever have trouble finding new songs to learn? Sometimes it
can be difficult to decide what kind of music you want to learn or
it is expensive to go out and buy new books of sheet music. 

I have found a site that is excellent for trying out new composers
or pieces. http://www.sheetmusicarchive.net/  is excellent as it
has a comprehensive database of all major composers. This site
contains enough music to keep you playing piano for your entire
life. 

The site offers a complete C.D. of all the music on offer for
$19.95. I think buying that is unnecessary. You can download two
songs a day from the site which is more than enough to keep you
going. If you really want the complete works you can splash out but
is not necessary.   

I find this site excellent for several reasons. Firstly you can try
the works of many different composers without having to buy a score
book for each one, secondly it is VERY comprehensive and finally it
is free. 

So if you are looking into learning something new, check out
http://www.sheetmusicarchive.net/   and try some of the music they
have there. 

DUKE ELLINGTON  (by Mark Tucker)

Born Edward Kennedy Ellington in Washington, D.C., Ellington
developed his keyboard skills by listening to local black ragtime
pianists; he composed his first piece, "Soda Fountain Rag," around
1915. A successful professional musician by the early 1920s, he
left Washington in the spring of 1923 for New York, which was his
home base for the rest of his life. Between December 1927 and 1931
his orchestra held forth at Harlem's Cotton Club, where regular
radio broadcasts, together with an active recording schedule,
helped him establish a nationwide reputation.

In such compositions as "Black and Tan Fantasy" (1927), "Mood
Indigo" (1930), "Solitude" (1934), and "Echoes of Harlem" (1935),
Ellington emerged as a distinctive composer for his ensemble,
employing the rhythms, harmonies, and tone colors of jazz to create
pieces that vividly captured aspects of the African-American
experience. At the same time he sought to broaden jazz's expressive
range and formal boundaries in such extended works as Reminiscing
in Tempo (1935), Black, Brown, and Beige (1943), and Harlem (1951).
An essential feature of Ellington's composing method was to write
with specific instrumentalists in mind, often drawing them into the
creative process by building entire pieces out of their musical
ideas. 

This practice began in the 1920s, with Ellington drawing
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inspiration from such players as saxophonists Johnny Hodges and
Otto Hardwick, trumpeters Bubber Miley and Cootie Williams, and
trombonist Joseph Nanton. Another important contributor to the
Ellington orchestra's sonic identity was the composer and arranger
Billy Strayhorn, who worked closely with Ellington from 1939 until
his death in 1967. Strayhorn was responsible for the band's famous
theme, "Take the A Train" (1941), and in later years collaborated
with Ellington on such projects as Such Sweet Thunder (1957) and
the Far East Suite (1966).

During the 1930s Ellington began the pattern of regular
touring--including trips to Europe in 1933 and 1939--that he
maintained throughout his career. His orchestra performed in
concert halls, nightclubs, and theaters, with Ellington appearing
before the public as a composer and songwriter, entertainer,
bandleader, and eventually global ambassador of American music.
Although many saw Ellington primarily as an exponent of big-band
jazz, his compositional achievements, prolific output (estimated at
over fifteen hundred works), and expressive range set him apart
from others in the field. He wrote scores for musicals, films, 
television, and ballet and in the 1960s produced a series of 
sacred concerts combining his orchestra, choirs, vocalists, and dancers. 

Ellington was successful, as few others have been, in reconciling
the practical function of a popular entertainer with the artistic
aspirations of a serious composer. His rich legacy consists of
hundreds of recordings, his many pieces that have entered the
standard repertory, and his musical materials now preserved in the
Duke Ellington Collection at the Smithsonian Institution.

Recommended reading:
Duke Ellington - by Andrea Davis Pinkney
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=duke1

Recommended listening: 
The Very Best of Duke Ellington
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=duke2

Also:
Plays Duke Ellington - Duke Ellington (Tribute), Thelonious Monk
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=duke3

DVD
Duke Ellington's Sophisticated Ladies
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=duke4

CLOSING COMMENTS

Next week we look at the movie Shine and the life of David 
Helfgot.

Until next week, all the best,
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Ruth Searle

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ruth Searle is a pianist with years of experience behind her. 
Piano is her passion, and she is also the drive and inspiration
behind Rocket Piano - the Ultimate Piano Learning Kit.  If you want
to take your piano playing skills to a new level, you need the
Rocket Piano Kit.  You get step by step instructions complete with
audio and video lessons, and you can instant access by clicking
through to the secure server now at http://www.rocketpiano.com.

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r?p=1exL/07/O8Q-a9362
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Subject: RE: Tks!
From: Svenkat Narayan <svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 22:57:54 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a408fd1775b2e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs350595tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 10:28:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.80.4 with SMTP id d4mr7449940wab.44.1205342895453; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 10:28:15 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s24.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s24.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.160]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id m17si24586737waf.41.2008.03.12.10.28.14; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 10:28:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.160 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.160;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.160 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY102-W14 ([64.4.61.114]) by bay0-omc2-s24.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 12 Mar 2008 10:27:54 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY102-W144CE6DCE4E19A483FA728D5080@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_033eddf8-a06a-4b16-a617-ef059a4aa2c7_"
X-Originating-IP: [122.162.50.240]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803120642q3f28176ao6def922a3572a0c0@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BAY102-W330359C1308A80C76606E3D50D0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803120642q3f28176ao6def922a3572a0c0@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 12 Mar 2008 17:27:54.0140 (UTC) FILETIME=[67B365C0:01C88466]

Hello Vikram,

Tks for the letter and for your help with Fiona interview last evening.
Seen you on Headlines Today Centre Stage programme at 9.30-10pm tonight. I was on it too.

Cheers
Venkat

    Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 19:12:49 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Tks!

    Hello Venkat,

    Am sending a copy of the letter to the P.M

    Rgds
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    Vikram Varma
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Subject: Re: Tks!
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 19:12:49 +0530
To: "Svenkat Narayan" <svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a33a984f69a5f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 06:42:49 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803120642q3f28176ao6def922a3572a0c0@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY102-W330359C1308A80C76606E3D50D0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_19893_32748569.1205329369201"
References: <BAY102-W330359C1308A80C76606E3D50D0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hello Venkat,

Am sending a copy of the letter to the P.M

Rgds

Vikram Varma
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: gmtv
From: "Mala Persaud" <Mala.Persaud@gm.tv>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 17:52:47 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a945db4a68523
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs537464tia; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 10:52:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.66.217.20 with SMTP id p20mr1742796ugg.51.1205430770619; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 10:52:50 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Mala.Persaud@gm.tv>
Received: from barracuda.gm.tv (gmtv14a.gmtv.co.uk [195.152.86.14]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
e34si7537553ugd.17.2008.03.13.10.52.48; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 10:52:50 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 195.152.86.14 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Mala.Persaud@gm.tv) client-ip=195.152.86.14;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 195.152.86.14 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Mala.Persaud@gm.tv) smtp.mail=Mala.Persaud@gm.tv
X-ASG-Debug-ID: 1205430768-5ce400520000-GrZHYJ
X-Barracuda-URL: http://172.16.80.4:8000/cgi-bin/mark.cgi
Received: from SURFCONTROL.gmtv.co.uk (localhost [127.0.0.1]) by barracuda.gm.tv (Spam Firewall) with ESMTP 
id 54787196841 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 17:52:48 +0000 (GMT)
Received: from SURFCONTROL.gmtv.co.uk ([172.16.80.19]) by barracuda.gm.tv with ESMTP id 
5yNsHntBxWakAZZJ for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 17:52:48 +0000 (GMT)
Received: from Unknown [172.21.16.34] by SURFCONTROL.gmtv.co.uk - SurfControl E-mail Filter (5.5.0); Thu, 13 
Mar 2008 17:56:04 +0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.0.6603.0
X-Barracuda-BBL-IP: 172.21.16.34
X-Barracuda-RBL-IP: 172.21.16.34
Content-Class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88533.0C5E3FC1"
X-ASG-Orig-Subj: gmtv
Message-ID: <C8674EEFEA8C7744B1C8EBB275B85DC5071093AC@gmtv14a.gmtv.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: gmtv
Thread-Index: AciFMww9IzGt42m3QFqnvfERXtyqxw==
X-SEF-Processed: 5_5_0_191__2008_03_13_17_56_05
X-Barracuda-Connect: UNKNOWN[172.16.80.19]
X-Barracuda-Start-Time: 1205430768
X-Barracuda-Virus-Scanned: by Barracuda Spam Firewall at gm.tv

Hi Vikram â€“ we are still working out the details of this â€“ I will call you very shortly to let you know. There is a 
studio there in goa â€“ weâ€™re figuring it out and will get back to you.

 

Mala

 

Mala Persaud
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GMTV Input Producer
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Subject: Hi. Mom to collect Rs. 97 thousand
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 01:06:14 +0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>, <ratnasingh16@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a5ac4d82cf993
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs391629tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 18:06:17 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.133.17 with SMTP id g17mr4961884ybd.96.1205370375804; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 18:06:15 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s26.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s26.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.226]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id m10si1744746rnd.11.2008.03.12.18.06.14; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 18:06:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.226 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.226;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.226 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W25 ([65.55.162.188]) by blu139-omc3-s26.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 12 Mar 2008 18:06:14 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W25E193841C50446905FCD1A8090@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_ce1e79f8-3b42-4bf1-9ae3-e396588c4caf_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.88]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <BAY112-W341D6C21721ACE473083FDDB640@phx.gbl>
References: <BLU108-W223B359BCDCBD92AB201EFA8C50@phx.gbl> <BAY112-
F30F307B75ED94CA90F1311DBB90@phx.gbl> <BLU108-W490CB61A9990ECCFF0F6CEA8930@phx.gbl> 
<BAY112-W33D87E5E4C1456EDA96446DB8D0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W21622D346CF92F62626CC1A8730@phx.gbl> <BAY112-W341D6C21721ACE473083FDDB640@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 13 Mar 2008 01:06:14.0356 (UTC) FILETIME=[6F1B5940:01C884A6]

Hi Ratna/Vikram,
 
Jai Shri Mataji.  Hope everyone is happy and enjoying life.
 
I have just sent Rs. 97,120 which mom can collect from Western Union.
 
The code is 1058921550.
 
Ashish from 4cplus will send someone to collect Rs. 25,000.
 
Mom can keep the rest for other expenses of techgoss and some of which will be as gifts to our family.  Will ring 
Mom with the exact details.  Vikram,  you can take whatever amount you want from the rest.
 
Much love
 
Dj

Find a new job on Seek Increase your salary. 
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Subject: Phone interview with Scottish Television.
From: "Natasha Stillwell" <Natasha.Stillwell@stv.tv>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 12:28:43 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a81d2a5b3ef0e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs483983tia; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 05:28:50 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.81.20 with SMTP id e20mr25965345hub.64.1205411326911; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 05:28:46 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Natasha.Stillwell@stv.tv>
Received: from mail184.messagelabs.com (mail184.messagelabs.com [193.109.254.3]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id f13si3808112gvd.9.2008.03.13.05.28.45; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 05:28:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 193.109.254.3 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Natasha.Stillwell@stv.tv) client-ip=193.109.254.3;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 193.109.254.3 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Natasha.Stillwell@stv.tv) smtp.mail=Natasha.Stillwell@stv.tv
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: Natasha.Stillwell@stv.tv
X-Msg-Ref: server-3.tower-184.messagelabs.com!1205411325!32949227!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=-,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [212.137.62.183]
Received: (qmail 8222 invoked from network); 13 Mar 2008 12:28:45 -0000
Received: from pqmswp01.smg.plc.uk (HELO PQMSWP01.smg.plc.uk) (212.137.62.183) by server-3.tower-
184.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 13 Mar 2008 12:28:45 -0000
Received: from PQEXCH02.smg.plc.uk (pqexch02.smg.plc.uk) by PQMSWP01.smg.plc.uk (Clearswift SMTPRS 
5.2.5) with ESMTP id <T85b485e6fe0a50040776c@PQMSWP01.smg.plc.uk> for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 
13 Mar 2008 12:28:44 +0000
Received: from PQEXCH01.smg.plc.uk ([10.80.4.12]) by PQEXCH02.smg.plc.uk with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830); Thu, 13 Mar 2008 12:28:44 +0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88505.C6FD3C52"
Message-ID: <65372D6D96706B40A7D281935351DE9A04464E44@PQEXCH01.smg.plc.uk>
Thread-Topic: Phone interview with Scottish Television.
Thread-Index: AciFBcam4gmueog+RR6mfiODbVjYbg==
Return-Path: Natasha.Stillwell@stv.tv
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 13 Mar 2008 12:28:44.0027 (UTC) FILETIME=[C70344B0:01C88505]

Good afternoon Vikram,
Thanks very much for speaking to me earlier and I really appreciate that either yourself or Ms MacKeown will 
available for an interview with Scottish Television later this afternoon. I know this must be a extremely difficult time 
for your client.

I will give you another call at 1pm GMT/ 6.30pm local time to confirm whether it will be yourself or Ms MacKeown 
who will be doing the interview.  The ideal interview time for us would be 3.45pm /GMT 9.15pm in Goa and we 
would love to call you at 3.40pm/ 9.10pm to establish a good phone line.  The interview will last around three minutes.  

Many thanks for your help.  I will call again as discussed at 1pm /6.30pm.
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Yours faithfully,
Natasha
 
 

Natasha Stillwell | Reporter five thirty show|Tel: 0141 300 3678 | Mob: 07525 680193
email: natasha.stillwell@stv.tv | website: www.stv.tv/fivethirtyshow stv | Pacific Quay | Glasgow | G51 1PQ | 
switchboard: 0141 300 3000
Please consider the environment before printing this email

________________________________________________

DISCLAIMER

This e-mail message, including any attachments, is intended solely for the use of the addressee and may contain 
confidential information. If it is not intended for you, please inform the sender and delete the e-mail and any 
attachments immediately. Any review, retransmission, disclosure, copying or modification of it is strictly forbidden. 
Please be advised that the views and opinions expressed in this e-mail may not reflect the views and opinions of SMG 
plc or any of its subsidiary companies.

Whilst we take reasonable precautions to ensure that our emails are free from viruses, we cannot be responsible for any 
viruses transmitted with this e-mail and recommend that you subject any incoming e-mail to your own virus checking 
procedures. Use of this or any other e-mail facility signifies consent to any interception we might lawfully carry out to 
prevent abuse of these facilities.

________________________________________________

STV Central Limited Registered in Scotland No 172149
STV North Limited Registered in Scotland No 35733
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Subject: rodomontade: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a84175c323026
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs491323tia; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 06:08:27 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.77.1 with SMTP id e1mr9274061wal.103.1205413705099; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 06:08:25 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12362421-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
l23si2596072waf.5.2008.03.13.06.08.24; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 06:08:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12362421-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12362421-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12362421-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.54
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.54 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.042, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120539160163620"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12362421-2008.03.13-00.01.23--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12362421-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080313065802.5E0B1884010@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12362421-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Accredited Medical Billing Degrees
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Thursday, March 13, 2008

rodomontade \rod-uh-muhn-TADE; roh-duh-; -TAHD\, noun:

Vain boasting; empty bluster; pretentious, bragging speech; rant.

    These are rejoinders born out of a need to deflate a balloon filled with what others view as pomposity or 
rodomontade.
    -- Corey Mesler, "Dispatch #1: Buying the Bookstore (The Early Days)", ForeWord, August 2000

    The very absurdity of some of his later claims (inventors of jazz, originators of swing) . . . has made him an easy 
target in a way far beyond anything generated by that other (and in some ways quite similar) master of rodomontade, 
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Jelly Roll Morton.
    -- Richard M. Sudhalter, Lost Chords

    . . .the me-me-me rodomontade of macho rap.
    -- Nicholas Barber, "In the very bleak midwinter", Independent, January 7, 1996

    But what he said -- that if any official came to his house to requisition his pistol, he'd better shoot straight -- was 
more rodomontade than a call to arms or hatred.
    -- William F. Buckley Jr., "What does Clinton have in mind?", National Review, May 29, 1995

Rodomontade comes from Italian rodomontada, from Rodomonte, a great yet boastful warrior king in Italian epics of 
the late 15th - early 16th centuries. At root the name means "roller-away of mountains," from the Italian dialect rodare, 
"to roll away" (from Latin rota, "wheel") + Italian monte, "mountain" (from Latin mons).

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for rodomontade

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Accredited Medical Billing Degrees

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12362421-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Special Cashback Offers
From: "Mr. Yatra" <promotions@yatra.com>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 18:17:26 +0530
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a8597f5a664d2
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs496664tia; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 06:34:42 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.27.16 with SMTP id e16mr5737207rvj.97.1205415280193; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 06:34:40 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <promotions@yatra.com>
Received: from listserv.netmagicians.com (listserv.netmagicians.com [202.87.41.228]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP 
id m27si31439974pof.10.2008.03.13.06.34.38; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 06:34:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.87.41.228 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
promotions@yatra.com) client-ip=202.87.41.228;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.87.41.228 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of promotions@yatra.com) smtp.mail=promotions@yatra.com
Received: from yttlmed (unknown [125.63.68.34]) by listserv.netmagicians.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
7D7F914703D for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 18:18:02 +0530 (IST)
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_NextPart_244309338_boundary"
Reply-To: "Mr. Yatra {'yatra#75_55_2871723'}" <promotions@yatra.com>
Message-ID: <2008313_@TLZ_TLC_75_55_2871723_750001__@TLZ>
X-Mailer: Talisma Mail Version 6.1

Dear Customer,

Have you planned your summer holidays yet? If not, now is the right time.
Just choose from our exclusive offers & have a great holiday.
        International Holiday   
switzerland banner
switzerland banner
51% cash back* on your companion's travel if you book 60 days or more in advance. So, book now!
        International Flights   
        
        Domestic Flights        
cash back offer         go air banner
Warm Regards,

Deepika P,
Relationship Manager
air tickets | hotels | holidays | smarter way to travel
*Terms & Conditions apply
Prices are cost per person Ex-Delhi & Ex-Mumbai. This package is from a special marketing & promotional budget 
and can change as per company policy. The package prices are to be paid in equivalent foreign currency and subject to 
RBI guidelines.

To Unsubscribe, please write to unsubscribe@yatra.com
 
549843&tarID=2871723&obmID=55&campID=75">
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Subject: statement request
From: Victoria Shaw <victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 04:50:28 -0000
To: "'varma.vikram@gmail.com'" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a679a870b325a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs414968tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 21:50:37 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.125.8 with SMTP id x8mr21948958buc.22.1205383834318; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 21:50:34 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk>
Received: from pax.panews.press.net (pax.pa.press.net [144.178.106.52]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i6si2466369gve.5.2008.03.12.21.50.32; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 21:50:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 144.178.106.52 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk) client-ip=144.178.106.52;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 144.178.106.52 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk) 
smtp.mail=victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk
Received: by pax.panews.press.net with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2658.3) id <GZ3AF2NY>; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 
04:50:32 -0000
Message-ID: <F1317C6754AF7145892A1A5E659ED8552A1BE38D@pax.panews.press.net>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2658.3)
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Hello, as discussed, please could you email the statement on behalf of Fiona
MacKeowan to me.
Kind regards,

Victoria Shaw
General News Reporter
PA News Limited
http:\\www.pa.press.net
E-Mail address: victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk
Telephone Number : 020 7963 7145 
292 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, SW1V 1AE

Registered Office:
PA News Limited, 292 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1V 1AE. Registered in
England No. 3891053

This e-mail is from the PA Group.  For more information, see
www.thepagroup.com.

This e-mail may contain confidential information.  Only the addressee is
permitted to read, copy, distribute or otherwise use this email or any
attachments.  If you have received it in error, please contact the sender
immediately.  Any opinion expressed in this e-mail is personal to the sender
and may not reflect the opinion of the PA Group.
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Any e-mail reply to this address may be subject to interception or
monitoring for operational reasons or for lawful business practices.
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Subject: Re: statement request
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 11:35:23 +0530
To: "Victoria Shaw" <victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a6be2a59f0c51
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 23:05:23 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803122305i520e6abcv6f4da96cd91edfdc@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <F1317C6754AF7145892A1A5E659ED8552A1BE38D@pax.panews.press.net>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_25555_6634425.1205388323761"
References: <F1317C6754AF7145892A1A5E659ED8552A1BE38D@pax.panews.press.net>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

enclosed please find the statement of Fiona '

Regards-

Vikram Varma

On 3/13/08, Victoria Shaw <victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk> wrote:

    Hello, as discussed, please could you email the statement on behalf of Fiona
    MacKeowan to me.
    Kind regards,

    Victoria Shaw
    General News Reporter
    PA News Limited
    http:\\www.pa.press.net
    E-Mail address: victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk
    Telephone Number : 020 7963 7145
    292 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, SW1V 1AE

    Registered Office:
    PA News Limited, 292 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1V 1AE. Registered in
    England No. 3891053

    This e-mail is from the PA Group.  For more information, see
    www.thepagroup.com.

    This e-mail may contain confidential information.  Only the addressee is
    permitted to read, copy, distribute or otherwise use this email or any
    attachments.  If you have received it in error, please contact the sender
    immediately.  Any opinion expressed in this e-mail is personal to the sender
    and may not reflect the opinion of the PA Group.
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    Any e-mail reply to this address may be subject to interception or
    monitoring for operational reasons or for lawful business practices.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Statement of Fiona Mackeown.docx
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Subject: Re: statement request
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 11:44:43 +0530
To: "Victoria Shaw" <victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a6c6b71067959
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 23:14:43 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803122314j203fc099o9de1d542fa275003@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803122305i520e6abcv6f4da96cd91edfdc@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_25629_18757506.1205388883758"
References: <F1317C6754AF7145892A1A5E659ED8552A1BE38D@pax.panews.press.net> 
<f4302a0a0803122305i520e6abcv6f4da96cd91edfdc@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Statement of Fiona Mackeown
13th March 2008

My daughter has been a victim of a nexus between powerful criminals and some officers of the Goa police.
The arrest of two low level persons, to my mind is certainly not a completion of the investigations.
I do not have the resources or the strength to identify the powers behind this visible nexus.
But I hope the media and the Govt of India do investigate to get to the bottom of this nexus.
To my mind the case has neither been solved nor shall be solved by the Goa Police.
The events so far are just an extension of the original cover up by the police.

On 3/13/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    enclosed please find the statement of Fiona '

    Regards-
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    Vikram Varma

    On 3/13/08, Victoria Shaw <victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk> wrote:

        Hello, as discussed, please could you email the statement on behalf of Fiona
        MacKeowan to me.
        Kind regards,

        Victoria Shaw
        General News Reporter
        PA News Limited
        http:\\www.pa.press.net
        E-Mail address: victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk
        Telephone Number : 020 7963 7145
        292 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, SW1V 1AE

        Registered Office:
        PA News Limited, 292 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1V 1AE. Registered in
        England No. 3891053

        This e-mail is from the PA Group.  For more information, see
        www.thepagroup.com.

        This e-mail may contain confidential information.  Only the addressee is
        permitted to read, copy, distribute or otherwise use this email or any
        attachments.  If you have received it in error, please contact the sender
        immediately.  Any opinion expressed in this e-mail is personal to the sender
        and may not reflect the opinion of the PA Group.

        Any e-mail reply to this address may be subject to interception or
        monitoring for operational reasons or for lawful business practices.

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088
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-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: statement request
From: Victoria Shaw <victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 06:15:18 -0000
To: 'Vikram Varma' <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a6c77567c3db2
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs427434tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 23:15:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.175.17 with SMTP id x17mr22073105bue.2.1205388932405; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 23:15:32 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk>
Received: from pax.panews.press.net (pax.pa.press.net [144.178.106.52]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
x6si3578047gvf.0.2008.03.12.23.15.30; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 23:15:32 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 144.178.106.52 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk) client-ip=144.178.106.52;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 144.178.106.52 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk) 
smtp.mail=victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk
Received: by pax.panews.press.net with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2658.3) id <GZ3AFPGX>; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 
06:15:29 -0000
Message-ID: <F1317C6754AF7145892A1A5E659ED8552A1BE38F@pax.panews.press.net>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2658.3)
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C884D1.92F4B0C0"

Thank you

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 13 March 2008 06:15
    To: Victoria Shaw
    Subject: Re: statement request

    Statement of Fiona Mackeown
    13th March 2008

    My daughter has been a victim of a nexus between powerful criminals and some officers of the Goa police.
    The arrest of two low level persons, to my mind is certainly not a completion of the investigations.
    I do not have the resources or the strength to identify the powers behind this visible nexus.
    But I hope the media and the Govt of India do investigate to get to the bottom of this nexus.
    To my mind the case has neither been solved nor shall be solved by the Goa Police.
    The events so far are just an extension of the original cover up by the police.
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    On 3/13/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        enclosed please find the statement of Fiona '

        Regards-

        Vikram Varma

        On 3/13/08, Victoria Shaw <victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk> wrote:

            Hello, as discussed, please could you email the statement on behalf of Fiona
            MacKeowan to me.
            Kind regards,

            Victoria Shaw
            General News Reporter
            PA News Limited
            http:\\www.pa.press.net
            E-Mail address: victoria.shaw@pressassociation.co.uk
            Telephone Number : 020 7963 7145
            292 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, SW1V 1AE

            Registered Office:
            PA News Limited, 292 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1V 1AE. Registered in
            England No. 3891053

            This e-mail is from the PA Group.  For more information, see
            www.thepagroup.com.

            This e-mail may contain confidential information.  Only the addressee is
            permitted to read, copy, distribute or otherwise use this email or any
            attachments.  If you have received it in error, please contact the sender
            immediately.  Any opinion expressed in this e-mail is personal to the sender
            and may not reflect the opinion of the PA Group.

            Any e-mail reply to this address may be subject to interception or
            monitoring for operational reasons or for lawful business practices.
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        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res  0832 325 6688
        Off    0832 325 3088

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

This e-mail is from the PA Group. For more information, see www.thepagroup.com.

This e-mail may contain confidential information. Only the addressee is permitted to read, copy, distribute or 
otherwise use this email or any attachments. If you have received it in error, please contact the sender immediately. 
Any opinion expressed in this e-mail is personal to the sender and may not reflect the opinion of the PA Group.

Any e-mail reply to this address may be subject to interception or monitoring for operational reasons or for lawful 
business practices.
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Subject: Re: Tks!
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 00:01:07 +0530
To: "Svenkat Narayan" <svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a4428b842370b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 11:31:07 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803121131s5b692afekd99d5ac1285cdd8@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY102-W144CE6DCE4E19A483FA728D5080@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_21479_27189764.1205346667343"
References: <BAY102-W330359C1308A80C76606E3D50D0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803120642q3f28176ao6def922a3572a0c0@mail.gmail.com> <BAY102-
W144CE6DCE4E19A483FA728D5080@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Thanks for everything.  I too saw you on the program today.  Crisp and clear comments..

Cheers

Vikram

On 3/12/08, Svenkat Narayan <svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com> wrote:

    Hello Vikram,

    Tks for the letter and for your help with Fiona interview last evening.
    Seen you on Headlines Today Centre Stage programme at 9.30-10pm tonight. I was on it too.

    Cheers
    Venkat

        Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 19:12:49 +0530
        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: svenkatnarayan@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: Tks!

        Hello Venkat,

        Am sending a copy of the letter to the P.M

        Rgds

        Vikram Varma
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-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Will make payments till things settle down.
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 20:04:57 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118a499140da6fc9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs369877tia; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 13:05:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.35.49.4 with SMTP id b4mr13642738pyk.46.1205352338554; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 13:05:38 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s6.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s6.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.206]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id j2si7004724mue.3.2008.03.12.13.05.37; Wed, 12 Mar 2008 13:05:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.206 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.206;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.206 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W24 ([65.55.162.188]) by blu139-omc3-s6.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 12 Mar 2008 13:04:58 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W24093941092F92855BF806A8080@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_b1190c32-fa26-414b-90ba-9bc7c8ba646b_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.151.4]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803120556o20c427d0s54ed5c0388859b05@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W25DFA77E57010D46EB1CC2A80F0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803120556o20c427d0s54ed5c0388859b05@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 12 Mar 2008 20:04:58.0142 (UTC) FILETIME=[58D7FBE0:01C8847C]

Hi Vikram,
 
I know you would be very busy with this murder case.  It has been a herculean task but you'll are succeeding in 
bringing public attention to get justice.  Yesterday,  your case was even discussed in national parliament in Delhi.
 
If it is allright,  I will make the payment of Rs, 4,000 for HT corrrespoendent Venkatesh Ganesh via remi2india.com 
this time.  Once things settle down with the murder case in a month or so,  we can look at other payments being made 
from Goa.
 
I have switched to 3/days a week at my computing job in Sydney and now have 4 full-time days to devote to 
techgoss.com work.
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Much love
 
Dj
 
 

 

    Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 18:26:37 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Am so proud of you

    Thanks DJ,

    Love

    Vikram

    On 3/12/08, DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Vikram,
         
        I read your statements to PTI and they were perfect to keep pressure on the authorities to give justice for the 
family. 
         
        Am so proud of you.  Have sent links of all your interviews to colleagues and friends in Australia.
         
         
        Much love
        Dj

            Date: Mon, 10 Mar 2008 14:10:00 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: djvarma@hotmail.com
            Subject: Re: Congrats on the breakthrough (published in Aus as well)

            HI DJ,

            Thanks. Its been hard work, but i think we are closer to justice.

            Love

            Vikram
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        Click here Search for local singles online @ Lavalife.

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

Check our comprehensive Salary Centre Overpaid or Underpaid?
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Subject: att: ms.shoma patnaik
From: ingo grill <bagaingo@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 02:01:25 -0700 (PDT)
To: navhind@navhindtimes.com, clive braganza <goaclive@yahoo.co.in>, Vikram Varma 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>, aroon ski <snbgoa@yahoo.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ac85b92751213
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs62819tia; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 02:01:29 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.89.13 with SMTP id r13mr6272077rvl.177.1205485288797; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 02:01:28 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bagaingo@yahoo.com>
Received: from n65b.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com (n65b.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com [98.136.45.38]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id 11si22924662wrl.7.2008.03.14.02.01.26; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 02:01:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bagaingo@yahoo.com designates 98.136.45.38 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=98.136.45.38;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bagaingo@yahoo.com designates 
98.136.45.38 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bagaingo@yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=bagaingo@yahoo.com
Received: from [216.252.122.218] by n65.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 14 Mar 2008 09:01:26 -0000
Received: from [69.147.65.162] by t3.bullet.sp1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 14 Mar 2008 09:01:26 -0000
Received: from [127.0.0.1] by omp407.mail.sp1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 14 Mar 2008 09:01:26 -0000
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: ymail-5
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 582883.28860.bm@omp407.mail.sp1.yahoo.com
Received: (qmail 10663 invoked by uid 60001); 14 Mar 2008 09:01:26 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.com; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=otUe7ZuTJS9RZqXZr3FB5FgHnPcdo8RRvdN0wu5YG2NKLv4FAGOiCfJUHmJXd6BELoO9ls1TQhghrFSXaKh1
wRYOQLQWe1zhr74LzWC+q1iF1E0pywK/X4cy+IPyCP8rs4c9MtIsSguSUFYx4XQQoJtI/Hj26W4PzPijktK6e1E=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
.OJg7GMVM1kligDI8yPmDiD_2HCrep0snwBPQHpsVjNj9EF8Mj3czgdFk5oJyMRVbgKNqDQKqGar7DG6BcHCW
Mfh8m7cTqKogDr2eTyvqxzp7V3MW2o-
Received: from [59.95.53.111] by web43145.mail.sp1.yahoo.com via HTTP; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 02:01:25 PDT
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <350039.9509.qm@web43145.mail.sp1.yahoo.com>

dear ms. shoma patnaik:
   thank you and also ms.christina viegas for a rather
enlightenig full page in the navhind times. already in
the early morning, goan's called and wanted exact
directions to the bazaar, there were also two calls
offering properties for a future bazaar.
   so, thank you to both of you for goa'n 'life&spice'
in the navhind times.
   in the meantime problems developed here in arpora,
our landlord want's to close the bazaar tomorrow for
alledged non payment of panchayat, rent and police.
we are paying, every week, yes, we are behind with our
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payments, but we NEVER defaulted on our payments, re-
gardless to whom! closing this market on such a short
notice will be a catastrophy and is absolutely counter
productive for everything we do.
thank you for all,
very best regards,
  ingo grill
  saturday nite bazaar pvt.ltd.

      ____________________________________________________________________________________
Never miss a thing.  Make Yahoo your home page. 
http://www.yahoo.com/r/hs
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Subject: bedizen: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ad619f2a0bb78
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs112351tia; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 06:01:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.75.1 with SMTP id c1mr11881408wal.84.1205499698986; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 06:01:38 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12363804-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
l38si28450608waf.27.2008.03.14.06.01.38; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 06:01:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12363804-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12363804-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12363804-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120547800093970"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12363804-2008.03.14-00.01.24--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12363804-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080314065800.B59FA88404A@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12363804-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Listen to our free Dictionary.com podcast!
Learn about the origins of words from our resident Dictionary.com
word expert, Venus. You can also find our free podcast at iTunes or Podcast.com,
to download into your iPod or MP3 player.
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Friday, March 14, 2008

bedizen \bih-DY-zuhn\, transitive verb:

To dress or adorn in gaudy manner.

    At 18, he attended a party "frizzled, powdered and curled, in radiant pink satin, with waistcoat bedizened with gems 
of pink paste and a mosaic of colored foils and a hat blazing with 5,000 metallic beads," according to Michael 
Battersberry in "Fashion, The Mirror of History."
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    -- Donna Larcen, "Details Details: Everything Old Is New Again", St. Louis Post-Dispatch, May 19, 1994

    . . .Ford's 2001-model F-150 SuperCrew "Harley-Davidson" model. This special edition pickup truck is bedizened 
with enough chrome, leather, and H-D logos to bring a RUBbie (Rich Urban Biker) weeping to his knees.
    -- "Summer Autos 2001", Newsday, May 19, 2001

Bedizen is the prefix be-, "completely; thoroughly; excessively" + dizen, an archaic word meaning "to deck out in fine 
clothes and ornaments," from Middle Dutch disen, "to dress (a distaff) with flax ready for spinning," from Middle Low 
German dise, "the bunch of flax placed on a distaff."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for bedizen

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Listen to our free Dictionary.com podcast!
Learn about the origins of words from our resident Dictionary.com
word expert, Venus. You can also find our free podcast at iTunes or Podcast.com,
to download into your iPod or MP3 player.

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12363804-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Goa Scarlet Murder
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 12:44:33 +0530
To: ncw@nic.in
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ac23d81801eb5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 00:14:33 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803140014l6e9e01bbp5c14bca1759fcb23@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_3271_30131287.1205478873537"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Madam,

This is with regard to the murder of my daughter, Scarlett Keeling, in Goa.

I am attaching a copy of my letter to the Prime Minister.

Besides being both callous andinsensitive,  the Goa police have tried their best to cover up the murder of my daughter 
as a case of drowning.

I pray for your intervention in the matter in the interest of Justice.

Fiona Mackeown

C/O 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: RE: Hi. Mom to collect Rs. 97 thousand
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 05:08:31 +0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>, <ratnasingh16@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118abb0772fe028f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs26211tia; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 22:08:33 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.216.3 with SMTP id o3mr21806984ang.70.1205471311651; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 22:08:31 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s14.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s14.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.214]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id i52si5047176rne.9.2008.03.13.22.08.31; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 22:08:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.214 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.214;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.214 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W6 ([65.55.162.189]) by blu139-omc3-s14.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Thu, 13 Mar 2008 22:08:30 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W6CAE0EF22C0EDFABC6E5FA80A0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_56c11d37-86d7-4fdb-949b-2bf20e6adc28_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.212]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <BAY112-W341D6C21721ACE473083FDDB640@phx.gbl>
References: <BLU108-W223B359BCDCBD92AB201EFA8C50@phx.gbl> <BAY112-
F30F307B75ED94CA90F1311DBB90@phx.gbl> <BLU108-W490CB61A9990ECCFF0F6CEA8930@phx.gbl> 
<BAY112-W33D87E5E4C1456EDA96446DB8D0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W21622D346CF92F62626CC1A8730@phx.gbl> <BAY112-W341D6C21721ACE473083FDDB640@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 14 Mar 2008 05:08:30.0754 (UTC) FILETIME=[71E36820:01C88591]

Hi Vikram,
 
How is the case going?  I just rang mom to say hello and she told me that all our family and friends saw you on TV as 
well. 
 
I have sent the payment for Venkatesh Ganesh.  I will run with these tasks for a month till your case settles down.  If 
one database goes down in Sydney it can be 18 hour days and so I can imagine how much hard work it was for you 
convincing the Govt/police/courts to review the murder case.  And of course dealing with the demands of the media.
 
Hope everything goes well and the girls family get justice.
 
Much love
Dj
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    From: djvarma@hotmail.com
    To: varma.vikram@gmail.com; ratnasingh16@hotmail.com
    Subject: Hi. Mom to collect Rs. 97 thousand
    Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 01:06:14 +0000

    Hi Ratna/Vikram,
     
    Jai Shri Mataji.  Hope everyone is happy and enjoying life.
     
    I have just sent Rs. 97,120 which mom can collect from Western Union.
     
    The code is 1058921550.
     
    Ashish from 4cplus will send someone to collect Rs. 25,000.
     
    Mom can keep the rest for other expenses of techgoss and some of which will be as gifts to our family.  Will ring 
Mom with the exact details.  Vikram,  you can take whatever amount you want from the rest.
     
    Much love
     
    Dj

    Find a new job on Seek Increase your salary. 

Find a new job on Seek Increase your salary. 
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Subject: nan
From: Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 12:07:09 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
BCC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118abffaf4000b37
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs38189tia; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 23:35:05 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.248.9 with SMTP id v9mr21813356anh.64.1205476504269; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 23:35:04 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org>
Received: from flp030.relianceada.com (flp030.relianceada.com [202.138.120.91]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
s54si1993862rnb.14.2008.03.13.23.35.01; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 23:35:04 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.138.120.91 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org) client-ip=202.138.120.91;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.138.120.91 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org) smtp.mail=Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0801042238g52cae70eia366a8fd54bee0c9@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <OFE2A76C96.FF27EE41-ON6525740C.00241525-6525740C.0024F02E@relianceada.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="=_alternative 0024F02D6525740C_="
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 6.5.4 March 27, 2005
X-Disclaimed: 26715

My Mom said she read something bout ya in the HT Delhi some time ago . . .
I was reading the Scarlette story this morning in the Mumbai Mirror
Vikram Varma is surely a busy man !!!!

Am soooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo VERY happy for you - May you reach the Highest of Heights My 
Dear . . .

And so sure you will !!!

All my love

Nan

Anuradha Joshi
Harmony , The Magazine
Maker Chambers IV, 4th Floor
222,Nariman Point,
Mumbai 400021

9324239475
Ph 022 22785479
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www.harmonyindia.org

The information contained in this e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should return it to the sender immediately. Please note that while 
we scan all e-mails for viruses we cannot guarantee that any e-mail is virus-free and accept no liability for any damage 
caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
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Subject: Re: nan
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 19:41:33 +0530
To: "Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org" <Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ada19f8cc0d41
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 07:11:33 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803140711x4258c5a2w6a9181f358cd72cb@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <OFE2A76C96.FF27EE41-ON6525740C.00241525-6525740C.0024F02E@relianceada.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_7208_12839945.1205503893488"
References: <f4302a0a0801042238g52cae70eia366a8fd54bee0c9@mail.gmail.com> <OFE2A76C96.FF27EE41-
ON6525740C.00241525-6525740C.0024F02E@relianceada.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Thanks Nan.

Hope I can get justice for this girl.

Love

Vikram
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Subject: nan
From: Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 19:51:27 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
BCC: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118adaa140e13a0a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs124320tia; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 07:20:50 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.205.7 with SMTP id c7mr31079274hug.27.1205504447946; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 07:20:47 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org>
Received: from flp030.relianceada.com (flp030.relianceada.com [202.138.120.91]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
36si175875huc.12.2008.03.14.07.20.44; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 07:20:47 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.138.120.91 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org) client-ip=202.138.120.91;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.138.120.91 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org) smtp.mail=Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803140711x4258c5a2w6a9181f358cd72cb@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <OFDDAB6FE2.1032C1B6-ON6525740C.004E8586-6525740C.004F71D0@relianceada.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="=_alternative 004F71CE6525740C_="
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 6.5.4 March 27, 2005
X-Disclaimed: 28219

I know vicky its such a huge issue and well what can one say - no one really gets to know the truth at the end of the 
day - its all filtered....
Hope you can do the best you can and once again I know you will . .. . Do your very best & more dear !!!!

It must be so very devastating for the family !!!! Can't even dream of it !

Don't let any one get the better of you Vikram & be careful as in take care of thy self. . .

nan

Anuradha Joshi
Harmony , The Magazine
Maker Chambers IV, 4th Floor
222,Nariman Point,
Mumbai 400021

9324239475
Ph 022 22785479

www.harmonyindia.org

"Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
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03/14/2008 07:45 PM     
To
        "Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org" <Anuradha.Joshi@harmonyindia.org>
cc
        
Subject
        Re: nan

        

Thanks Nan.

Hope I can get justice for this girl.

Love

Vikram

The information contained in this e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you should return it to the sender immediately. Please note that while 
we scan all e-mails for viruses we cannot guarantee that any e-mail is virus-free and accept no liability for any damage 
caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
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Subject: Response needed urgently
From: Sam Relph <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 15:47:31 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118accba1a8e0e42
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs77799tia; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 03:17:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.177.3 with SMTP id z3mr26075911bue.23.1205489869478; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 03:17:49 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com>
Received: from moutng.kundenserver.de (moutng.kundenserver.de [212.227.126.188]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP 
id e11si14426878fga.5.2008.03.14.03.17.48; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 03:17:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 212.227.126.188 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain 
of sam.relph@barcroftindia.com) client-ip=212.227.126.188;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 212.227.126.188 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of sam.relph@barcroftindia.com) smtp.mail=sam.relph@barcroftindia.com
Received: from [192.168.1.2] (ABTS-NCR-Dynamic-241.125.161.122.airtelbroadband.in [122.161.125.241]) by 
mrelayeu.kundenserver.de (node=mrelayeu6) with ESMTP (Nemesis) id 0ML29c-1Ja6yt02KD-00052I; Fri, 14 Mar 
2008 11:17:47 +0100
Message-ID: <ECDFE13D-5D21-43DE-AB55-B5F4BE49A091@barcroftindia.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=Apple-Mail-482--450615029
MIME-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v919.2)
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.919.2)
X-Provags-ID: V01U2FsdGVkX1+nvdoIncp1t/jHgaZAq9uhAiC6HeWCLyplYmj 
Hg+F3KZQ30h/EduSlRJeOTqtm6h7JoLjDieJzZHSgTJZBDj1KI 
0Uokzp7eLeY8IINHNhaMQrhvhud0ur4m9LBX3+vjcU=

Hi Vikram

Attached is a complete transcript of an interview conducted by Barcroft journalists with Hal, so that you and Fiona can 
see precisely what has been said. We have refused to send details of this interview to any newspaper, despite repeated 
requests. However, I am aware of at least two newspapers that have conducted their own interviews with Hal and I 
fear they will show little restraint when it comes to publication.

I understand The Sun newspaper has printed an interview with Hal this morning in which they quote him saying Fiona 
had served time in prison. The Daily Mail have the same information. I strongly advise Fiona to explain what 
happened in her own words and to put her side of the story across. The biggest danger would be to say nothing about 
the allegations.

As a company Barcroft Media is, and always has been, keen to help Fiona and her family wherever possible in terms 
of dealing with the media. Now is the time for damage limitation and to get the story back to Scarlett.

The most effective way to counter these allegations would be for Fiona to read what has been said and to then respond 
to myself or Barney Henderson.

Having read the transcript it seems clear to me that Hal was speaking from his heart and wants to try to help his 
mother. However, there are certain parts of the interview, which I will list below, that I would suggest should be 
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responded to as quickly as possible.

1) Rob threatened Hal and said he knows lots of mafia in India and could have him killed.
2) Hal was homeless for a year after falling out with his mother - and that Rob was to blame.
3) Rob pressured Fiona to leave for India without Hal.
4) Rob makes money selling cannabis.

Separately, it is essential Fiona talks about the time she served in prison and explains the circumstances behind it. If I 
have been correctly informed the prison sentence was linked to an assault on a man accused of raping a friend. If true, 
I believe the full story would silence any critics.

Below is a transcript of the interview with Hal.

Regards

Sam.

Direct quotes from Hal Keeling:

"I used to smoke a lot of weed and the doctors gave me benzo diazapine to help me come off it. I was on it for three 
years and then I came off it by myself. Since then other doctors have told me that they should never have given me that 
because itâ€™s not a good replacement for weed and because Iâ€™m too young. 

"I had the accident when I was walking home from Barnstaple hospital, at three or four in the morning. They 
discharged me after they gave me my medication but it was really late and I had nowhere to go. I walked home and I 
must have started walking the wrong way. I canâ€™t really remember what happened to me. 

"I woke up in hospital and they were screwing a metal thing into my skull. I didnâ€™t know what was happening and 
I was in a lot of pain. I could feel the blood running down my face. 

"The first person to come and visit me was my gran. Then my dad came. 

"My Gran told me that Scarlett had died. I had only just woken up in casualty and she told me that something really 
bad had a happened I knew that someone had died from the way she said it. 

"I cried a lot when she first told me I really love Scarlett we got on really well. I used to hang out with her and her 
friends. She was a really happy, bubbly person and she was always skipping and singing. She always had a song in her 
head. 

"All of us got on really well with her. She used to run over to the trampoline at West lodge and jump up and down 
singing then all the kids used to run over there and jump on it with her. 

"She would always listen to you. She had a very warm and healing hug. 

"I feel like she is watching over me helping me through this. She is the reason that I am alive when I was in intensive 
care I only had a 20 per cent chance of survival I think she is the reason that I am alive. 

"When gran told me that she was dead I suddenly felt like she was in the room with me. 

"Silus came to see me and we hugged and said weâ€™d be together through all of this. 

"Iâ€™m really pissed off with what the papers have printed today. 
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"I want to tell everyone how theyâ€™ve twisted the story. 

"I want you to write about what is wrong with the stories that have come out. 

"The picture of her caravan was really out of order because it had been left for five months with the door open. 

"And they were saying that that was how she lived and itâ€™s not it looked disgusting. 

"Keiron is supposed to be looking after the place while theyâ€™ve been away but heâ€™s a little shit and he hasnâ
€™t taken care of it. 

"Theyâ€™ve been paying him Â£70 per week to look after it but he hasnâ€™t 

"Thatâ€™s why I fell out with him. Because theyâ€™re paying him and he hasnâ€™t done anything. 

"Itâ€™s all his dad. Itâ€™s all Rob.  

"I want to get the focus on Rob, heâ€™s the one. He manipulated my mum to go to India without me. Heâ€™s 
manipulated her to drink more, heâ€™s manipulated her in every way he can. 

"Rob is a really bad influence on my mum. 

"At one point I wanted to poison him and kill him because I knew what he was doing but mum just didnâ€™t she was 
so absorbed into her new man that she couldnâ€™t tell what was going on. 

"Rob threatened me and said that if he knows loads of the mafia in India and said he could have me killed if I went 
over there. 

"I am in an awful lot of pain. I am going to go through a lot of withdrawal when I get out of here. I have a support 
worker to help me with that. 

"Mum threw me out because I was always arguing with her about Rob. And we would always fight when I was on a 
comedown. I used to take a lot of ecstasy and speed. 
Scarlett hated the arguments. I never wanted to upset Scarlett. 

"I was homeless for a year than I got a flat in Bideford. My caravan was in a really bad condition because it only cost 
30 pounds in the first place. I had a bus pass and just went around all the places that give homeless people food. 

"I want to make up with Mum properly but I was quite depressed when I was there. She said she would disown me if I 
started saying loads of bad things to the press. 

"Adam used to hit mum. I would never hit a girl. Mum said she wouldnâ€™t have any more boyfriends for a while 
after Adam but then she for together with Rob. 

"Now Scarlett has gone Silus and I will be even closer. 

"I want to get the blame for all of this. I donâ€™t want everyone to bklame mum. I feel like itâ€™s my fault. I hope 
that Scarlett didnâ€™t take any drugs because she knows that I have taken drugs in the past. 

"I havenâ€™t even had a chance to get over this. I try to think about all the nice things about Scarlett, she was so 
carefree even when she was on her own. She was a beautiful singer. She was wonderful. 

"I used to go and sit in her caravan with her and her friends. 
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"Scarlett was planning on moving to Harland with all her friends some time after she got back,  so she could be closer 
to the school and her friends. 

"I didnâ€™t say goodbye to her properly. We hadnâ€™t fallen out but she was blanking me a bit because of all the 
rows I was having with mum. The rows used to upset Scarlett. 

"When I first met Rob he was at the caravan drinking Moet and smoking a big blunt. I had just given up weed at that 
point so I didnâ€™t want him there.  

"I thought that was not what mum needed. Mum had the plan to be really clean and not do any of that stuff. 

"Mum has had worse boyfriends in the past, at least Rob never hit her. 

"Scarlett did have a good life itâ€™s not like the papers say. The caravan site doesnâ€™t normally look like that. 

"Mum is going to split up with Rob now, he puts a lot of pressure on her. He pressured her to leave for India without 
me. 

"For three months I thought that I was going and I was really pissed off when they said they were going without me. 

"Everybody that knows mum says she changed for the worse after she met Rob. She met him when she went in to buy 
seeds from Robâ€™s weed shop. 

"Rob made most of his money from weed. He did sell a couple of ponies before they left but that wasnâ€™t enough."

    ----
    Sam Relph
    Delhi Bureau Chief

    I-14 Jangpura Extension
    New Delhi 110014
    India

    +91 (0)997 11 33 889

    http://www.barcroftmedia.com
    http://www.barcroftindia.com

HALKEELING.rtf
        

Part 1.1.3
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Subject: Re: Response needed urgently
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 19:38:57 +0530
To: "Sam Relph" <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ad9f3c9e15f04
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 07:08:57 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803140708xd1146feke443aac1d1396715@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <ECDFE13D-5D21-43DE-AB55-B5F4BE49A091@barcroftindia.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_7188_31936793.1205503737247"
References: <ECDFE13D-5D21-43DE-AB55-B5F4BE49A091@barcroftindia.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Sam,

Thanks for the text.  I am preparing a statement right now. Hope it should help.

Fiona would be back in about two hours and I would send this statement to you after she reads it.

Rgds

Vikram
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Subject: Re: Response needed urgently
From: Sam Relph <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 19:56:04 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118adb748a4045c6
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs126165tia; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 07:35:16 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.149.2 with SMTP id w2mr14281352wad.29.1205505315209; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 07:35:15 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Sam.Relph@barcroftindia.com>
Received: from moutng.kundenserver.de (moutng.kundenserver.de [212.227.126.187]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP 
id n10si20097620mue.18.2008.03.14.07.35.10; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 07:35:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 212.227.126.187 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain 
of Sam.Relph@barcroftindia.com) client-ip=212.227.126.187;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 212.227.126.187 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Sam.Relph@barcroftindia.com) smtp.mail=Sam.Relph@barcroftindia.com
Received: from [192.168.1.2] (ABTS-NCR-Dynamic-241.125.161.122.airtelbroadband.in [122.161.125.241]) by 
mrelayeu.kundenserver.de (node=mrelayeu0) with ESMTP (Nemesis) id 0MKwh2-1JaAzx0kEc-0004cj; Fri, 14 Mar 
2008 15:35:10 +0100
Message-ID: <0B78A7C9-05DC-4D6D-8E7E-4EF5938D8DA0@barcroftindia.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803140708xd1146feke443aac1d1396715@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=Apple-Mail-506--435702368
MIME-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v919.2)
References: <ECDFE13D-5D21-43DE-AB55-B5F4BE49A091@barcroftindia.com> 
<f4302a0a0803140708xd1146feke443aac1d1396715@mail.gmail.com>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.919.2)
X-Provags-ID: V01U2FsdGVkX186nGRaIe+wrC6JuUijqjt17C/3XV1EHxr9VOU 
2GwdGGh0voDCLUItr+1DZAr3zU9YNpOMJ9CX64YsS+Pb+i0OVA 
I0C/6einbeuieoYyL5ErOEfK8cPsHlO+b+wX7yuG4A=

Many thanks. If at all possible the statement is required before 10pm.

Regards

Sam.

On 14-Mar-08, at 7:38 PM, Vikram Varma wrote:

>
> HI Sam,
>
> Thanks for the text.  I am preparing a statement right now. Hope it should help.
>
> Fiona would be back in about two hours and I would send this statement to you after she reads it.
>
>
> Rgds
>
>
> Vikram
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>

    ----
    Sam Relph
    Delhi Bureau Chief

    I-14 Jangpura Extension
    New Delhi 110014
    India

    +91 (0)997 11 33 889

    http://www.barcroftmedia.com
    http://www.barcroftindia.com
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Subject: Re: Response needed urgently
From: Sam Relph <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 21:16:20 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>, Dakini Runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118adf8d28a0060d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs134693tia; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 08:46:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.158.12 with SMTP id g12mr26824076bue.0.1205509609046; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 08:46:49 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com>
Received: from moutng.kundenserver.de (moutng.kundenserver.de [212.227.126.187]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP 
id 12si16548600fgg.6.2008.03.14.08.46.47; Fri, 14 Mar 2008 08:46:48 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 212.227.126.187 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain 
of sam.relph@barcroftindia.com) client-ip=212.227.126.187;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 212.227.126.187 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of sam.relph@barcroftindia.com) smtp.mail=sam.relph@barcroftindia.com
Received: from [192.168.1.2] (ABTS-NCR-Dynamic-241.125.161.122.airtelbroadband.in [122.161.125.241]) by 
mrelayeu.kundenserver.de (node=mrelayeu2) with ESMTP (Nemesis) id 0MKwtQ-1JaC7C1hGB-0007rU; Fri, 14 Mar 
2008 16:46:43 +0100
Message-ID: <47B1FE6E-11DD-451E-8D15-90E7D579A0F7@barcroftindia.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803140708xd1146feke443aac1d1396715@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=Apple-Mail-523--430886281
MIME-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v919.2)
References: <ECDFE13D-5D21-43DE-AB55-B5F4BE49A091@barcroftindia.com> 
<f4302a0a0803140708xd1146feke443aac1d1396715@mail.gmail.com>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.919.2)
X-Provags-ID: V01U2FsdGVkX1+CUJMSzfJBxGHQ93hcJr4hTqqiowLOLIJlyY9 
oRpVt7X+BGz8bDOvRXOpyOT8W7W/gZskl22i/0ZQS7VKTXtinx 
HBofM7UJN7pgB6ovtK5MmXG3erY2Fq9RbFtTCjnzSg=

Hi Vikram

Could you please email the statement to news@barcroftmedia.com as well as this address.

Many thanks.

Sam.

On 14-Mar-08, at 7:38 PM, Vikram Varma wrote:

>
> HI Sam,
>
> Thanks for the text.  I am preparing a statement right now. Hope it should help.
>
> Fiona would be back in about two hours and I would send this statement to you after she reads it.
>
>
> Rgds
>
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>
> Vikram
>

    ----
    Sam Relph
    Delhi Bureau Chief

    I-14 Jangpura Extension
    New Delhi 110014
    India

    +91 (0)997 11 33 889

    http://www.barcroftmedia.com
    http://www.barcroftindia.com
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Subject: Scarlett Keeling Goa
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 11:59:02 +0530
To: tourismminister@nic.in
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118abfa2dc609311
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 23:29:02 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803132329g15db0982wac72e128777c15fd@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_2756_29312708.1205476142618"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Madam,

This is regarding the murder of my daughter Scarlett Keeling in Goa.

I am enclosing a copy of a letter I have sent to the Prime Ministers office.

I know you understand my position as a mother.

The callousness of the Goa Police and administration in handling the case of my daughter can only be corrected by 
senstive minds at the top of the Nation.

I pray that you take adequate action into the matter.

Yours Truly

Fiona Mackeown

C/O
 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: Scarlett Keeling
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 12:07:05 +0530
To: min-wcd@nic.in
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ac018df291166
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 23:37:05 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803132337xfc76148h3b705a0d60971729@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_2822_751080.1205476625449"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Madam,

This is with reference to the death of my daughter Scarlett Keeling in Goa.

I am forwarding a copy of the letter sent to the Prime Minister.

I pray for your intervention and Justice.

Yours Truly,

Fiona Mackeown

C/O
 
Adv Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: Scarlett Keeling
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2008 12:19:55 +0530
To: sgnhrc@nic.in
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ac0d4d7f4a5ad
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 13 Mar 2008 23:49:55 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803132349u73ca980bi2bf64418c23f9daf@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_2981_23894625.1205477395750"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Sir,

This is with regard to the murder of my daughter, Scarlett Keeling Eden in Goa.

I am attaching a copy of my letter to the Prime Minister of India.

I pray for your intervention to provide justice in the case.

Yours Sincerely.

Fiona Mackeown.

C/O

Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Prime Minister A.doc
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Subject: Calm things down / Media advice
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2008 13:00:53 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118b28786a176c54
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs261055tia; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 06:01:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.177.20 with SMTP id z20mr6998513ybe.49.1205586069913; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 06:01:09 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s23.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s23.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.223]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id a45si2419548rne.1.2008.03.15.06.01.07; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 06:01:09 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.223 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.223;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.223 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W34 ([65.55.162.189]) by blu139-omc3-s23.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sat, 15 Mar 2008 06:00:53 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W34D77649233BE18F033F08A80B0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_6c2fa738-f16f-4c82-8e39-8ef6b5233b13_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.236]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803120556o20c427d0s54ed5c0388859b05@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803012231n1c201cc6k97d7488f4f51e1d6@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803021929u3a9b73a8i61dc518083bf5d38@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W25DFA77E57010D46EB1CC2A80F0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803120556o20c427d0s54ed5c0388859b05@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 15 Mar 2008 13:00:53.0920 (UTC) FILETIME=[9A251200:01C8869C]

Hi Vikram,
 
Hope all is well.
 
I am following the case very closely and feel that all steps are being done to ensure justice for the murdered girl. This 
is our most important priority.  And you'll have done an excellent job to get justice.
 
Having said that I feel there is some heat developing with personal accusations against senior politicians and one/two 
senior police officials.  My advice is that this should be said once or twice publicly and not every day.  The first public 
airing for such feeling will give the recipient a chance to arrest the rapists/murders and resolve things so this case is 
resolved and settled in the public arena.  My media advice is that daily repetition of such accusations will actually hurt 
us as it will become personal. 
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On your part,  you keep a firm but diplomatic role.  Our aim is to get justice for the girl but we can only serve the 
purpose by not making it personal.  Hopefully,  justice will be done soon and the mother can return to UK to live a life 
of peace.  But we have to live in Goa and fight more such cases.  So whatever others say,  you keep a very firm but 
diplomatic role. 
 
Finally,  I think you or the Mother should relate to Indian mothers in your public interviews.  If you or Scarlett'es 
mother tell the indian interviewers that we are only doing what every Indian mother would do for her daughter,  it will 
allow more Indian women to relate with her anguish.  And Indian women have a very powerful say.  I think we have 
to use the media interviews to reach out more  to women
 
On media strategy,  get someone at home to take messages from any media organization and get it across to you asap.   
Media has helped you a lot in getting justice for the girl.  If possible,  get an assistant to deal with the media if you are 
busy.   I am more than happy to help out in any way.
 
Get a few nice photos of the Mother and the victim for the media so that more women can relate to her anguish.  The 
public needs to see more such family photos.
 
If possible,  set up a website 'Justice for Scarlette'.  Many people in the west can use it as a contact point to help the 
family.  I know lots of people in UK are very bothered that the police has chosen to harrass the mother via an 
interview.   People are using website to get ideas and practical help via a central website.
 
I can call you to discuss these issues at a time convenient to you.  I will only call when you have some free time.  Do 
not want to disturb you when you are with the victim's family and or police.
 
This email is FOR YOU ONLY.  Please do not accidetnially forward this to anyone.
 
Be assured that I am with you at every step in this fight for justice.   I think we have succeeded a lot but a few more 
battles are left.
 
Much love
Dj 

Click here Search for local singles online @ Lavalife.
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Subject: From The Independent
From: A.Buncombe@independent.co.uk
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2008 11:51:50 +0000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118b2481b956726e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs251270tia; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 04:51:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.125.8 with SMTP id x8mr29642127buc.22.1205581912946; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 04:51:52 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <A.Buncombe@independent.co.uk>
Received: from mail49.messagelabs.com (mail49.messagelabs.com [193.109.255.19]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id g9si9077414gvc.4.2008.03.15.04.51.51; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 04:51:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 193.109.255.19 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
A.Buncombe@independent.co.uk) client-ip=193.109.255.19;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 193.109.255.19 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of A.Buncombe@independent.co.uk) smtp.mail=A.Buncombe@independent.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: A.Buncombe@independent.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-17.tower-49.messagelabs.com!1205581909!11286172!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=independent.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [217.118.114.41]
Received: (qmail 10110 invoked from network); 15 Mar 2008 11:51:49 -0000
Received: from unknown (HELO mailhost4.inuk.co.uk) (217.118.114.41) by server-17.tower-49.messagelabs.com with 
SMTP; 15 Mar 2008 11:51:49 -0000
Importance: Normal
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <OF77EB6C06.C82813EF-ON8025740D.00412B8E-8025740D.00412B8F@inuk.co.uk>
X-Mailer: Lotus Domino Web Server Release 7.0.2FP1 January 10, 2007
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by HTTP Server on INMUKML2/Independent News and Media(Release 7.0.2FP1|January 
10, 2007) at 15/03/2008 11:51:50, Serialize complete at 15/03/2008 11:51:50, Itemize by HTTP Server on 
INMUKML2/Independent News and Media(Release 7.0.2FP1|January 10, 2007) at 15/03/2008 11:51:50, Serialize by 
Router on Bes4/Independent News and Media(Release 6.5.1|January 21, 2004) at 15/03/2008 11:51:50
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1

Thanks for your help Vikram. I look forward to receiving the statement.
 
Andrew
 
 
 
 
 

Andrew Buncombe
Asia Correspondent
The Independent
8438 Vasant Kunj C-8
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New Delhi, India
India: +91-9971747582 (mob)
Pakistan: +92-3444010398 (mob)

http://www.independent.co.uk/
http://www.nla.co.uk/
Please consider your environmental responsibility before printing this email.
________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________

This email and any attached files are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately and delete this email and any attachments from 
your system, and do not store, copy or disseminate them or disclose their contents to any other person. Views and 
opinions expressed in this email or attachments are those of the author and are not necessarily agreed or authorised by 
Independent News and Media Limited or its associated companies (together 'INM'). INM may monitor emails sent or 
received for operational or business reasons as permitted by law. INM does not accept any liability for any virus that 
may be introduced by this email or attachments and you should employ virus-checking software. Use of this or any 
other email system of INM signifies consent to any interception we might lawfully carry out to prevent abuse of these 
facilities or for any other lawful purpose.
Independent News and Media Limited is a company in the Independent News & Media group, registered in England 
and Wales under company number 1908967, whose registered office is at Independent House, 191 Marsh Wall, 
London E14 9RS, UK. VAT number GB 248 1845 43
________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
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Subject: Re: From The Independent
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2008 19:08:06 +0530
To: "A.Buncombe@independent.co.uk" <A.Buncombe@independent.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118b2a95c12346b9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 06:38:06 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803150638i5fb900a9jb1f826d2d78f35f2@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <OF77EB6C06.C82813EF-ON8025740D.00412B8E-8025740D.00412B8F@inuk.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_12741_4405561.1205588286817"
References: <OF77EB6C06.C82813EF-ON8025740D.00412B8E-8025740D.00412B8F@inuk.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

On 3/15/08, A.Buncombe@independent.co.uk <A.Buncombe@independent.co.uk> wrote:

    Thanks for your help Vikram. I look forward to receiving the statement.
     
    Andrew
     
     
     
     
     

    Andrew Buncombe
    Asia Correspondent
    The Independent
    8438 Vasant Kunj C-8
    New Delhi, India
    India: +91-9971747582 (mob)
    Pakistan: +92-3444010398 (mob)

    http://www.independent.co.uk/
    http://www.nla.co.uk/
    Please consider your environmental responsibility before printing this email.
    
________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________

    This email and any attached files are confidential and may be privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately and delete this email and any attachments 
from your system, and do not store, copy or disseminate them or disclose their contents to any other person. Views 
and opinions expressed in this email or attachments are those of the author and are not necessarily agreed or 
authorised by Independent News and Media Limited or its associated companies (together 'INM'). INM may monitor 
emails sent or received for operational or business reasons as permitted by law. INM does not accept any liability for 
any virus that may be introduced by this email or attachments and you should employ virus-checking software. Use of 
this or any other email system of INM signifies consent to any interception we might lawfully carry out to prevent 
abuse of these facilities or for any other lawful purpose.
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    Independent News and Media Limited is a company in the Independent News & Media group, registered in England 
and Wales under company number 1908967, whose registered office is at Independent House, 191 Marsh Wall, 
London E14 9RS, UK. VAT number GB 248 1845 43
    
________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Fiona statement 15th March 08.doc
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2008 14:15:16 +0530
To: unibalu@gmail.com, unigoa@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118b19d441b6f69d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 01:45:16 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803150145h33e4e3dbt3dbebb8309f90462@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_11411_4962833.1205570716873"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Fiona statement 15th March 08.docx
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2008 14:16:50 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
BCC: alex.crawford@bskyb.com, "Tripti LAHIRI" <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>, nevillelazarus@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118b19eb2bc0719b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 01:46:50 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803150146y1fe6e616i39ecba95c037ec5f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_11421_6407367.1205570810759"
BCC: alex.crawford@bskyb.com, "Tripti LAHIRI" <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>, nevillelazarus@gmail.com
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Fiona statement 15th March 08.docx
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2008 14:38:05 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
BCC: alex.crawford@bskyb.com, nevillelazarus@gmail.com, unibalu@gmail.com, unigoa@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118b1b226afbb837
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 02:08:05 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803150208p4300c70exd614f61b307c5f7f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_11518_22346751.1205572085718"
BCC: alex.crawford@bskyb.com, nevillelazarus@gmail.com, unibalu@gmail.com, unigoa@gmail.com
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Fiona statement 15th March 08.doc
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Subject: sojourn: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118b33f55a45c7ba
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs286768tia; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 09:21:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.35.67.18 with SMTP id u18mr20813405pyk.10.1205598115316; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 09:21:55 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12364879-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
g7si23774011wra.16.2008.03.15.09.21.54; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 09:21:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12364879-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12364879-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12364879-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1205564401123380"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12364879-2008.03.15-00.01.27--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12364879-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080315065800.4BE4688404C@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12364879-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Saturday, March 15, 2008

sojourn \SOH-juhrn; so-JURN\, intransitive verb:

1. To stay as a temporary resident; to dwell for a time.
2. A temporary stay.

    Though he has sojourned in Southwold, wandered in Walberswick, dabbled in Dunwich, ambled through Aldeburgh 
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and blundered through Blythburgh, Smallweed has never set foot in Orford.
    -- Smallweed, "The trouble with hope", The Guardian, April 14, 2001

    Yet he is now an accomplished student and speaker of English, a literary editor and television producer, someone 
who has sojourned in Paris and attended the International Writing Program at the University of Iowa in Iowa City.
    -- William H. Gass, "Family and Fable in Galilee", New York Times, April 17, 1988

    As chance would have it, Degas's five-month sojourn in New Orleans coincided with an extraordinarily contentious 
period in the stormy political history of the city.
    -- Christopher Benfey, Degas in New Orleans

    During that long sojourn in Sligo, from 1870 to 1874, he had lessons from a much loved nursemaid, Ellie Connolly; 
later he received coaching in spelling and dictation from Esther Merrick, a neighbour who lived in the Sexton's house 
by St John's, and who read him quantities of verse.
    -- R. F. Foster, W.B. Yeats: A Life, Vol. 1

Sojourn comes from Old French sojorner, from (assumed) Vulgar Latin subdiurnare, from Latin sub-, "under, a little 
over" + Late Latin diurnus, "lasting for a day," from Latin dies, "day."
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Subject: statement
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2008 14:34:37 +0530
To: unibalu@gmail.com, unigoa@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118b1aefb65daf56
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 02:04:37 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803150204r1576cf2bwba9c933893584176@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_11506_4256810.1205571877789"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

15TH MARCH 2008

 

STATEMENT OF FIONA MACKEOWN

MOTHER OF SCARLETT EDEN KEELING

 

Last night at 10:05 pm, two male police officers, without being accompanied by a female constable or officer, arrived 
at my residence and summoned by a notice to appear without fail in front of the Special Juvenile Unit near Police 
Head Quarters.

I would like you to know that this case is not just about the murder of my daughter, but also about the many such 
unfortunate victims whose identities would be revealed after a proper investigation.

I had been informed that there is strong nexus between the drug mafia, Mr Ravi Naik current Home Minister of Goa 
and the Director General of Goa Police Mr B.S Brar.

These people having full knowledge of the criminal activities, have done their best to protect the criminals. That has 
been the case with my daughter also.

Documents confirming their knowledge are attached to this statement and the world is a witness to their attempts to 
cover up Scarletts murder.

Any inquiry done about the drug mafia by these two persons would be watered done to levels useless for a crime free 
society.

Goa is a beautiful place and I love  the Goans. These two persons have brought shame to not only Goa but the entire 
country.

To my mind good people don't deserve an environment controlled by a drug mafia under protection of a few corrupt 
police officers and politicians.

I do not have the strength or the resources to prosecute them, but I do have the courage and conviction to stand up for 
truth and justice.
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God help me

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Fiona statement 15th March 08.docx
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Subject: Re: statement
From: "UniGoa" <unigoa@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2008 14:36:27 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118b1b0bd23adb25
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs230484tia; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 02:06:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.146.1 with SMTP id t1mr13684513wad.20.1205571994543; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 02:06:34 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <unigoa@gmail.com>
Received: from wa-out-1112.google.com (wa-out-1112.google.com [209.85.146.181]) by mx.google.com with 
ESMTP id n32si11246915wag.13.2008.03.15.02.06.32; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 02:06:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of unigoa@gmail.com designates 209.85.146.181 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=209.85.146.181;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of unigoa@gmail.com designates 
209.85.146.181 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=unigoa@gmail.com; dkim=pass (test mode) header.i=@gmail.com
Received: by wa-out-1112.google.com with SMTP id k17so4972131waf.3 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 15 
Mar 2008 02:06:32 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=gmail.com; s=gamma; h=domainkey-
signature:received:received:message-id:reply-to:from:to:references:subject:date:organization:mime-version:content-
type:x-priority:x-msmail-priority:x-mailer:x-mimeole; bh=Ho3wZX9Y5xPdNzsAN9g6QMSJ0V1obYtzbayEi/u6t7g=; 
b=WZFzjJ/6yRBH/u5WPWx2FWf6VFQ4+tIiXdhWwgcePmConaHc/v+baffGxWlQSZE73nGFOPonBLy4AMsfMeKh
2we5qsckeu9OSPzJ3SQ2NiiIoWqKPV3zudRqXOv+8BbxX32JvxBHbVL40pHagKACMDPtKyugv3WAVCyRyj48lP
A=
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=gmail.com; s=gamma; h=message-id:reply-
to:from:to:references:subject:date:organization:mime-version:content-type:x-priority:x-msmail-priority:x-mailer:x-
mimeole; 
b=ba7ozgzNPqimm09l42uhDoyNLtMrgJxdhODhHBY7xrOXwXfP2ntdykGPgOKOzchqfiA2t3BNhX3CjuwRJRuP6W
iDPWCaEbQy/ragKNaZf8o5QUJxgO25+uSw1bYCIxyB2lyZbAhRy6jla9d8AK+8ZocvXceMyel6guz0u5Ar550=
Received: by 10.114.27.20 with SMTP id a20mr13570820waa.101.1205571992081; Sat, 15 Mar 2008 02:06:32 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <unigoa@gmail.com>
Received: from hp093b79a16366 ( [59.95.58.84]) by mx.google.com with ESMTPS id 
j31sm30553791waf.38.2008.03.15.02.06.27 (version=SSLv3 cipher=RC4-MD5); Sat, 15 Mar 2008 02:06:31 -0700 
(PDT)
Message-ID: <00b401c8867b$dda16360$0301a8c0@hp093b79a16366>
Reply-To: "UniGoa" <unigoa@gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0803150204r1576cf2bwba9c933893584176@mail.gmail.com>
Organization: UNI
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_NextPart_000_00AF_01C886A9.F3C13660"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2900.3138
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.3198

recd with tks.
balu-uni-

    ----- Original Message -----
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    From: Vikram Varma
    To: unibalu@gmail.com ; unigoa@gmail.com
    Sent: Saturday, March 15, 2008 2:34 PM
    Subject: statement

    15TH MARCH 2008

     

    STATEMENT OF FIONA MACKEOWN

    MOTHER OF SCARLETT EDEN KEELING

     

    Last night at 10:05 pm, two male police officers, without being accompanied by a female constable or officer, 
arrived at my residence and summoned by a notice to appear without fail in front of the Special Juvenile Unit near 
Police Head Quarters.

    I would like you to know that this case is not just about the murder of my daughter, but also about the many such 
unfortunate victims whose identities would be revealed after a proper investigation.

    I had been informed that there is strong nexus between the drug mafia, Mr Ravi Naik current Home Minister of Goa 
and the Director General of Goa Police Mr B.S Brar.

    These people having full knowledge of the criminal activities, have done their best to protect the criminals. That has 
been the case with my daughter also.

    Documents confirming their knowledge are attached to this statement and the world is a witness to their attempts to 
cover up Scarletts murder.

    Any inquiry done about the drug mafia by these two persons would be watered done to levels useless for a crime 
free society.

    Goa is a beautiful place and I love  the Goans. These two persons have brought shame to not only Goa but the entire 
country.

    To my mind good people don't deserve an environment controlled by a drug mafia under protection of a few corrupt 
police officers and politicians.

    I do not have the strength or the resources to prosecute them, but I do have the courage and conviction to stand up 
for truth and justice.

     

    God help me

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
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    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: chagrin: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sun, 16 Mar 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118b7b4bf1455f25
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs52514tia; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 06:08:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.169.2 with SMTP id r2mr16918893wae.30.1205672918845; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 06:08:38 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12369966-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
g7si25998683wra.16.2008.03.16.06.08.37; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 06:08:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12369966-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12369966-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12369966-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1205650800148680"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12369966-2008.03.16-00.01.25--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12369966-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080316065758.7A12B884058@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12369966-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Sunday, March 16, 2008

chagrin \shuh-GRIN\, noun:

1. Acute vexation, annoyance, or embarrassment, arising from disappointment or failure.
2. To unsettle or vex by disappointment or humiliation; to mortify.

    He ran away to the recruiting office at Ottumwa, a river port where Union soldiers were transported east--how he 
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got to the town, a good half-day journey by wagon, isn't clear--and to his chagrin, he found his father waiting there.
    -- Allen Barra, Inventing Wyatt Earp: His Life and Many Legends

    He noted with chagrin how little hair clung to his head.
    -- John Marks, The Wall

    Rich Moroni was earning $20,000 a year as a cook and was chagrined to discover that he couldn't keep up with the 
style of life and spending of his preferred reference group -- the lawyers and executives who shared his passion for 
squash and belonged to the same health club.
    -- Peter T. Kilborn, "Splurge", New York Times, June 21, 1998

    Chagrined to find that her current boyfriend has become best pals with her ex-boyfriend Hank, she goes to her ex 
with the problem.
    -- Stephen J. Dubner, "Boston Rockers", New York Times, July 26, 1998

Chagrin is from the French, from chagrin, "sad."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for chagrin
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Subject: blank
From: glenncosta <dfog1947@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 09:06:20 -0700 (PDT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118bd7de10aaabdb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs258353tia; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 09:06:30 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.57.3 with SMTP id f3mr7098145wxa.58.1205769988926; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 09:06:28 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dfog1947@yahoo.com>
Received: from web34404.mail.mud.yahoo.com (web34404.mail.mud.yahoo.com [66.163.178.153]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id i17si11201563wxd.19.2008.03.17.09.06.22; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 09:06:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dfog1947@yahoo.com designates 66.163.178.153 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=66.163.178.153;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dfog1947@yahoo.com designates 
66.163.178.153 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dfog1947@yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=dfog1947@yahoo.com
Received: (qmail 55256 invoked by uid 60001); 17 Mar 2008 16:06:20 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.com; h=X-YMail-OSG:Received:X-
Mailer:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Message-ID; 
b=Pt0ZxTXBXTUf3dUsocZ6LrC37GU6s1TQjwni9WJKFAKzSJvWUXnyhlg8FjNtWVZhqNty+pX25nVg4dPVUwb+
aCe+GA2lwpmapRQwkwByHAUAP20sZL5jkvGEgukEDxXkjjS0gIyGidbNetHuQb6Rn5X8LKiu4r2b5I1ulk84JvU=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
QbwSh9cVM1kGCdOf5HdBoEoganwprYyzWTGIOyWhAkThyjsnsImiTYG4WrZe3KZ2O2GRd30mfRJQR1jXix9qn
P692jlDI859Xse.
Received: from [123.252.166.22] by web34404.mail.mud.yahoo.com via HTTP; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 09:06:20 PDT
X-Mailer: YahooMailRC/902.38 YahooMailWebService/0.7.162
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-1594819672-1205769980=:54570"
Message-ID: <481552.54570.qm@web34404.mail.mud.yahoo.com>

 
Hi,
Live long and prosper.
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Glenn
Journalist, Photographer
Ph: 09326111861
Panaji, Goa

Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work.
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â€“ Thomas Edison
 

Looking for last minute shopping deals? Find them fast with Yahoo! Search.
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Subject: Re: Calm things down / Media advice
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 05:57:25 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ba22316553a6b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 17:27:25 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803161727x1a22ca2dw9f83bfe29e20436a@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BLU108-W34D77649233BE18F033F08A80B0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_4541_12733866.1205713645605"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W25DFA77E57010D46EB1CC2A80F0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803120556o20c427d0s54ed5c0388859b05@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W34D77649233BE18F033F08A80B0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

Thanks for the advice. I would keep it in mind.

The Govt of Goa is doing its best to sweep the issue under the carpet.

But the media is keeping the issue alive.

So lets see.

Are you following it up in the media.

Love

Vikram
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Subject: Do your friends a favor
From: Ringo <friends@care.ringo.com>
Date: Sun, 16 Mar 2008 20:51:13 -0700 (PDT)
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118badccb31b5781
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs142191tia; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 20:51:17 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.37.20 with SMTP id k20mr31276384ank.36.1205725874888; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 20:51:14 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce+varma.vikram=gmail.com@care.ringo.com>
Received: from ringotouch5.ringo.com (nmail165.tickle.com [130.94.250.165]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
d34si17619949and.8.2008.03.16.20.51.13; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 20:51:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce+varma.vikram=gmail.com@care.ringo.com designates 
130.94.250.165 as permitted sender) client-ip=130.94.250.165;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of 
bounce+varma.vikram=gmail.com@care.ringo.com designates 130.94.250.165 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=bounce+varma.vikram=gmail.com@care.ringo.com
Received: from radmin2.tickle.com (admin.ringo.com [130.94.250.33]) by ringotouch5.ringo.com (Postfix) with 
ESMTP id 90E3D8F5C34 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 20:51:13 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <115972598.1205725873586.JavaMail.ringo@radmin2.tickle.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_74700286_115969407.1205725873585"
X-Original-Recip: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Accreditor: Habeas
X-Habeas-Report: Please report use of this mark in spam to <http://www.habeas.com/report/>

To ensure you receive our emails, please add friends@care.ringo.com to your address book.
Hi Vikram,

Keep your contact info current and post fresh photos and videos!                
You have no photos or videos...

Would you like to add your friends?
Yes   No

Thanks for using Ringo. Stay in touch!

Be your own boss today! Go to Technical School. Click here.

Copyright 2007 Tickle, inc. All rights reserved. 222 Sutter St, 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94108
* This email was sent from a notification-only email address.
* This email was sent by request to varma.vikram@gmail.com.
* If you would like to update your email preferences, click here.
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Subject: Fwd: confidentail
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 02:48:55 +0000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118baa27cb8d0003
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs136828tia; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:47:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.95.1 with SMTP id s1mr16783377wab.99.1205722054018; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:47:34 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutm.mac.com (smtpoutm.mac.com [17.148.16.79]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
l23si5628507waf.5.2008.03.16.19.47.33; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:47:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.148.16.79 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.148.16.79;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.148.16.79 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from mac.com (asmtp008-s [10.150.69.71]) by smtpoutm.mac.com (Xserve/smtpout016/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2H2lX1H013553 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:47:33 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from [10.0.0.3] ([59.95.14.232]) (authenticated bits=0) by mac.com (Xserve/asmtp008/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2H2lThx002534 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:47:31 -0700 (PDT)
MIME-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.3)
Message-ID: <F0D7DB4B-BF2F-419B-8C4C-841529BFA8F1@mac.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=Apple-Mail-1--218331275
References: <868822.2125.qm@web31602.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.3)

Begin forwarded message:

> From: Amanda Bennett <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> Date: 16 March 2008 14:16:35 GMT
> To: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> Subject: confidentail
>
> The police use the beach huts as a sex pad ....the D'Souza's take payment for the police to take women (drugged 
first) into the hut's for a few hour's ....was Scarlett attacked when she was actaully in the hut ? that would fit the mo of 
the police ? Amanda
>
> Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
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Subject: Fwd: The Big Apology
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 02:53:09 +0000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118baa6a680d7f46
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs137092tia; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:52:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.92.2 with SMTP id u2mr16782967wal.139.1205722326707; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:52:06 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutm.mac.com (smtpoutm.mac.com [17.148.16.67]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
j7si14762351wah.23.2008.03.16.19.52.05; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:52:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.148.16.67 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.148.16.67;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.148.16.67 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from mac.com (asmtp002-s [10.150.69.65]) by smtpoutm.mac.com (Xserve/smtpout004/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2H2q5Q1017022 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:52:05 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from [10.0.0.3] ([59.95.14.232]) (authenticated bits=0) by mac.com (Xserve/asmtp002/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2H2pgXJ002582 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:51:44 -0700 (PDT)
MIME-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.3)
Message-ID: <BF04A013-772F-4244-8434-171704AE91FD@mac.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=Apple-Mail-3--218077389
References: <377743.63707.qm@web31602.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.3)

Begin forwarded message:

> From: Amanda Bennett <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> Date: 14 March 2008 20:12:44 GMT
> To: Maureen Bennett <maureenbennett20@blueyonder.co.uk>, vinodm@mid-day.com, dakini runningbear 
<dakinilove@mac.com>
> Subject: The Big Apology
>
>
> Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good

SONI-Apology.jpg
        

Part 1.1.3
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Subject: Fwd: The 'defense'
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 02:50:22 +0000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118baa3d0319d363
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs136911tia; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:49:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.13.1 with SMTP id 1mr19149788wam.4.1205722141107; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:49:01 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutm.mac.com (smtpoutm.mac.com [17.148.16.80]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
k24si15110985waf.22.2008.03.16.19.49.00; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:49:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.148.16.80 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.148.16.80;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.148.16.80 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from mac.com (asmtp005-s [10.150.69.68]) by smtpoutm.mac.com (Xserve/smtpout017/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2H2n0VE014087 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:49:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from [10.0.0.3] ([59.95.14.232]) (authenticated bits=0) by mac.com (Xserve/asmtp005/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2H2mtSG019085 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 19:48:57 -0700 (PDT)
MIME-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.3)
Message-ID: <72A890AF-A172-48DB-BE85-5C564DDE0DC4@mac.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=Apple-Mail-2--218244291
References: <879900.25651.qm@web31603.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.3)

Begin forwarded message:

> From: Amanda Bennett <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> Date: 17 March 2008 02:42:44 GMT
> To: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> Subject: The 'defense'
>
> Hi
> I can see Naik is going to a great length to malign Fiona ....make it clear that you understand his tactic ...why isn't he 
talking about D'Souza or the uniformed men involved in the crime ?
> What has he said about the suspened officer ...what apology has been made ?
> Would they investigate Scarlett's murder if she had been middle class ?
> Also a swedish man was killed three day's ago in Anjuna ...let everybody know about the more recent body count , 
the woman in Panjim , Martin Fraser , Martin Neighbour , Michael Harvey ? are they all drug dealer's too ? Stephen 
was according to Goa police .
>  
> don't allow this intimidation , they intimidate everybody .
> Naik is sweating !!   Fiona is the mother and it is not fair to divert attention in her direction , question Naik's motive 
for his ludicrous allegation's based on nothing . The whole area has open drug dealing ...the police allow it and join in . 
Look at Goa police party ...they are a bunch of inadequate drunk's ...who are a danger to tourist's .
>  
> Hit right back everytime ...they see women as inferior ..so the fact two women have caused all of this will really hurt 
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the strange 'male' pride and chauvanist attitide .
>  
> Mid-Day in Mumbai are writing some good stuff .....Vinod was very useful to us and he rang last week for my view 
.
>  
> Keep up the fight , you will win . Fiona will be respected both at home and in India eventually , once she can catch 
her breath . Stay safe and beware the bonehead's .
> Amanda  
> Keep talking about other cases which relate to death in goa . Even now it is unsafe ., how many this month so far ? 
how many last month ? learn the numbers of "these foreigner's" Naik talked about ....we make Goa dangerous 
apparently ! ha
>
> Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
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Subject: indolent: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118bd606a293f342
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs253144tia; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 08:34:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.143.162.8 with SMTP id p8mr255422wfo.63.1205768055520; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 08:34:15 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12370983-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
g3si28434455wra.2.2008.03.17.08.34.14; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 08:34:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12370983-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12370983-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12370983-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1205737201252670"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12370983-2008.03.17-00.01.23--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12370983-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080317065758.178C8884050@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12370983-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Monday, March 17, 2008

indolent \IN-duh-luhnt\, adjective:

1. Avoiding labor and exertion; habitually idle; lazy; inactive.
2. Conducive to or encouraging laziness or inactivity.
3. Causing little or no pain.
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4. Slow to heal, develop, or grow.

    We worked very hard--at least Iris did; I was more naturally indolent.
    -- John Bayley, Elegy for Iris

    Charles was too indolent -- he never applied himself to the business of kingship as Louis XIV did.
    -- John Brewer, The Pleasures of the Imagination

    There, people did as much as they chose and few ripples ever disturbed the prevailing atmosphere of indolent 
tranquillity.
    -- Rufina Philby, "et al.", The Private Life of Kim Philby

    Now, though, researchers understand that some cancers are indolent -- so indolent, in fact, that they will never grow 
large enough in the patient's lifetime to cause medical problems.
    -- Gina Kolata, "Test Proves Fruitless, Fueling New Debate on Cancer Screening", New York Times, April 9, 2002

Indolent is from Latin in-, "not" + dolens, "hurting, suffering pain," from dolere, "to suffer pain."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for indolent

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12370983-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: mannion's statement
From: "pamela timms" <pamela.timms@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 19:21:11 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118bd020f1e0dd65
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs237317tia; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 06:51:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.178.13 with SMTP id a13mr98319wff.146.1205761871860; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 06:51:11 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.142.210.3 with HTTP; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 06:51:11 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <3679e53f0803170651o6570e5edme4791c5b5b57454c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_11888_13005301.1205761871855"

Hi Vikram

Could you just let me have a copy of the statement?

Thanks

Pamela

-- 
pamela timms
E20 Nizamuddin West
Delhi 110013
India
+91 9871927320 
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Subject: Re: mannion's statement
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 21:35:33 +0530
To: "pamela timms" <pamela.timms@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118bd7d156735b81
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 09:05:33 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803170905u41eb72bcxe3fdab2eb9ac5d24@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <3679e53f0803170651o6570e5edme4791c5b5b57454c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_14337_24492268.1205769933929"
References: <3679e53f0803170651o6570e5edme4791c5b5b57454c@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

On Mon, Mar 17, 2008 at 7:21 PM, pamela timms <pamela.timms@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram

    Could you just let me have a copy of the statement?

    Thanks

    Pamela

    -- 
    pamela timms
    E20 Nizamuddin West
    Delhi 110013
    India
    +91 9871927320 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Masala Statement.doc
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 11:14:59 +0530
To: "Sam Relph" <sam.relph@barcroftindia.com>
BCC: sgcarney@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118bb44ec3041bc8
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 16 Mar 2008 22:44:59 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803162244l450387bftc061d63a52508a0a@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_7510_520960.1205732699484"
BCC: sgcarney@gmail.com
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Masala Statement.doc
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 18:43:29 +0530
To: unibalu@gmail.com, unigoa@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118bcdf89d8dda47
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 06:13:29 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803170613r629059bdg7d3e9c8e32146b0f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_12861_5539474.1205759609079"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Masala Statement.doc
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Subject: Statement Mike Masala
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 21:37:45 +0530
To: dfog1947@yahoo.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118bd7f14106ccfe
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 09:07:45 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803170907m51c84a33tfb217ff01fcc63c3@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_14348_30217205.1205770065316"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Masala Statement.doc
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Subject: 10 Easy Ways to Get Out of a RUT...
From: "Barton Publishing" <newsletter@bartonpublishing.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 17:02:16 -0400
To: "Nirmala Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118beec97ca5c67e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs305673tia; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 15:47:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.187.2 with SMTP id k2mr749070buf.26.1205794019304; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 15:46:59 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-588357-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from mm2.getresponse.com (mm2.getresponse.com [207.8.198.31]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
t12si14818720gvd.2.2008.03.17.15.46.56; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 15:46:59 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-588357-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 207.8.198.31 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.8.198.31;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-588357-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 207.8.198.31 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
588357-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=bpnewsletter@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl2-0-114.v.l ([192.168.0.114]) by mm2.getresponse.com with QMQP; 17 Mar 2008 17:02:16 -
0400
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=o2023PxnY7KYHbONlPRFZ4Xfl9zP3ynCL2iceCaSagNZ8YEwTU5x9FsmEQlV8lhg63YukkD3MyYXlHbVPC8P
mA80R5xZegW5dwlin9jVDhXE/uO+GHpb6bDgJ8JufGU9n7vvMhyvZn/RxHBZuvN1iAStt5SJu7o3WmnRaKRdaUQ
=;
Sender: bpnewsletter@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpXGpKVh9HUEihRJXKzLJ4ERqBOhTOcyrpMecRotxjF23CObIQgf4aB
F6bTnLPriur1tMMc/YqZi4t3JbUTbhdaIqcOsrR9ojTeUIztYvpdVybKYvG1rabfqOsAYZnQcb1gmsCAZsX5G8/XMAt
i4D8l5ER6H9sfmEhq
Return-Path: <bounce-588357-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Reply-To: support@bartonpublishing.com
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
Response-Id: r-bpnewsletter-rid-588357-bid-533575
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.net/r/18fF+0YhS/nakJZA3c5>
X-Responder-Id: 588357
Message-ID: <1205787736.492174@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hi there, Nirmala,

How's it going?

I mean that sincerely... how are you doing?
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I was doing some reflections earlier today, and had the idea 
of sharing with you a few ideas on how to get out of a "rut"... 
just in case you're feeling like life's wheels are spinning, 
but you're not getting anywhere.

I've been in life-ruts before, and it's no fun. Everything 
seems bland and ordinary. Things don't excite you as much
as you think they should.

You get stuck in a routine, and there seems to be no way out.

So, what is a rut, anyway?

The dictionary defines a rut as:
1. A sunken track or groove made by the passage of vehicles.
2. A fixed, usually boring routine.

Cross-country skiers make ruts in the snow - and it's usually
helpful for their speed, because they're not breaking new
ground...

But in life, most people don't benefit from ruts. So, I've come up with
a list of 23 things you can do TODAY to get out of a rut, and
start experiencing life in a whole new perspective.

Here they are, in no particular order:

1) Rearrange your furniture

2) Change your cologne or perfume, your shampoo, and your
body wash or soap

3) Call an old friend or relative that you miss talking to

4) Change your hair style or something about your look

5) Take a cold COLD shower

6) Drive a completely different route to work or to the store

7) Go 24 hours without eating any food (just drink water)

8) Spend time reading a good book that's inspired you in the past

9) Try to make two new friends, and go visit a new restaurant with them

10) Eat something you've never eaten before

11) Buy a new pair of shoes that are different from any you have

12) Read a new book that you normally wouldn't read

13) Write in your journal
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14) Go to the library 

15) Ask a stranger what they would do if they won the lottery, and listen

16) Visit a few people at an old-folks home for a couple hours

17) Sign up to learn a new sport or activity

18) Have a picnic out in the country - on the ground, with a blanket

19) Stay up late and look at the stars, far from the city lights

20) Skip, don't walk, in every parking lot you're in

21) Make a "bucket list" - a dream list, or a wish list of what 
 you want in life - allow no boundaries

22) Get up 30 minutes earlier, and go to bed 30 minutes earlier

23) Buy a new toothbrush, and use a new kind of toothpaste

I could probably go on and list another 20-30 things, if I
kept writing... but now it's your turn. 

Take action!

Get out of your rut, and do a few things from the list above!

Then, check out my blog and leave a comment to let me know
if it helped! Also, feel free to share your own suggestions
for how to get out of a rut!

My blog is at http://blog.bartonpublishing.com - there are
some other new posts on there, too, that you may want to
check out (including an amazing video of a blind teenager
who functions like a "normal" teenager, because of his
can-do attitude).

I hope this email has inspired you to get out of a rut, and
to give you a little bit of hope that better days are sure
to come... just don't give up!

Yours for excellent health,
Joe Barton
www.BartonPublishing.com

p.s. Don't forget to visit my blog  :) 

Barton Publishing Inc.
P.O. Box 50
Brandon
SD 57005
United States
--
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To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r/18fF+0YhS/7akJZA2-7
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Subject: Re: blank
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 2008 11:25:45 +0530
To: glenncosta <dfog1947@yahoo.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c07525efe2cef
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 22:55:45 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803172255l2695b274t7b1f91bbcc82ced8@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <481552.54570.qm@web34404.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_18955_24823492.1205819745366"
References: <481552.54570.qm@web34404.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Thank you my friend.

You are a good man.

On Mon, Mar 17, 2008 at 9:36 PM, glenncosta <dfog1947@yahoo.com> wrote:

     
    Hi,
    Live long and prosper.
     
      
     
     
     
     
     
     
    Glenn
    Journalist, Photographer
    Ph: 09326111861
    Panaji, Goa

    Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work.
    â€“ Thomas Edison
     

    Looking for last minute shopping deals? Find them fast with Yahoo! Search.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
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Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: In the Footsteps of Lord Buddha
From: railtourismoffers@irctc.co.in
Date: 18 Mar 08 00:43:16
To: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118be313215af852
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs288155tia; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 12:22:19 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.92.2 with SMTP id u2mr43651wal.139.1205781738487; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 12:22:18 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <railtourismoffers@irctc.co.in>
Received: from smtp.irctc.co.in (smtp.irctc.co.in [203.94.240.87]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
q20si17306295pog.13.2008.03.17.12.22.16; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 12:22:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: fail (google.com: domain of railtourismoffers@irctc.co.in does not designate 203.94.240.87 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=203.94.240.87;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=hardfail (google.com: domain of railtourismoffers@irctc.co.in does not 
designate 203.94.240.87 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=railtourismoffers@irctc.co.in
Received: from 10.34.29.22 (unknown [10.34.20.9]) by smtp.irctc.co.in (Postfix) with SMTP id 5742C1378C for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 00:51:19 +0530 (IST)
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-TYPE: text/html
Message-ID: <20080317192119.5742C1378C@smtp.irctc.co.in>

You have received this mail because you opted for getting special offers and commercial promotions by email.  
IRCTC is not responsible for content other than its own and makes no warranties or guarantees about the products or 
services that are advertised. This mail has been sent from an unmonitored mail account and hence, please do not reply 
to this mail.
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Subject: nefarious: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c1faa79617cf5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs418475tia; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 06:01:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.47.6 with SMTP id u6mr862665wfu.159.1205845272319; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 06:01:12 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12372485-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
q57si34826474wrq.5.2008.03.18.06.01.11; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 06:01:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12372485-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12372485-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12372485-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1205823601281450"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12372485-2008.03.18-00.01.23--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12372485-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080318065757.2BBD088404F@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12372485-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Tuesday, March 18, 2008

nefarious \nuh-FAIR-ee-uhs\, adjective:

Wicked in the extreme; iniquitous.

    Despite involvement in protection, narcotics, strong-arm debt collecting, strikebreaking, and blackmail, among other 
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nefarious activities, all of them professed to be a cut above mobsters in other lands.
    -- Robert Whiting, Tokyo Underworld

    The liar, however, can become a truly subversive and scandalous figure, whose nefarious influence may extend far 
more widely than her own individual actions.
    -- John Forrester, Truth Games

Nefarious is from Latin nefarius, from nefas, "that which is contrary to divine command; a crime, transgression, sin," 
from ne-, "not" + fas, "divine command or law."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for nefarious

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12372485-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: New York Deals, Free Tropical Night
From: "Marriott.com" <marriott@marriott.delivery.net>
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 2008 01:52:06 -0700 (PDT)
To: VARMA.VIKRAM@GMAIL.COM
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c1169e38aa691
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs375509tia; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 01:52:11 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.12.9 with SMTP id 9mr1110757wal.23.1205830328937; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 01:52:08 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <marriott@marriott.delivery.net>
Received: from mh.marriott.m0.net (mh.marriott.m0.net [209.11.164.109]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
j26si35873831waf.49.2008.03.18.01.52.07; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 01:52:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of marriott@marriott.delivery.net designates 209.11.164.109 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=209.11.164.109;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of marriott@marriott.delivery.net designates 
209.11.164.109 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=marriott@marriott.delivery.net; dkim=pass 
header.i=@marriott.delivery.net
Return-Path: <marriott@marriott.delivery.net>
X-DKIM: Ecelerity dkim_sign implementing draft-ietf-dkim-base-00
DKIM-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; d=marriott.delivery.net; s=v1; t=1205830294; c=simple/simple; q=dns; 
i=@marriott.delivery.net; h=From; 
b=TYQQt81xSOT367wkfiFkrO+ZgFRVvLH/jC+sDcQdXjEfe6pQdsj7Zelwwj+AQmBQ 
6tN8e3sBVMtgMBt87LPFflJuqth25T+xIYknsX7QknbJxKOgCgtxEfKQPTpTFqzb 
pMUXuwqL6Yo4K6Zp4iwJxM5lhEB3QAeNRLBNIw7gZxU=
DomainKey-Status: good
X-DomainKeys: Ecelerity dk_sign implementing draft-delany-domainkeys-base-01
DomainKey-Signature: q=dns; a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; s=v1; d=marriott.delivery.net; h=Received:Message-
ID:Date:From:Reply-to:To:Subject:Errors-to:Mime-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:X-eid:X-pid; 
b=WkLIAQn9rqjNVjZVxY6B/AMHLyUlT9rHMzPXIouqCLYZWWfj+wowtzhVyt0bZOSW 
kKjkocb9zIkrbkNLi8GOtr0hX1TlvGi07loJBveb6577ql1RtCYYt7LbSYyFBy94 
C5jGY7pE6JdQoACtFekmRyPDCkKXKoXIAuv6wA1ZPKM=
Received: from [192.168.138.43] ([192.168.138.43:61079] helo=fc4a4.dc1.prod) by oms4.dc1.prod (ecelerity 2.1.1.24 
r(19486)) with ESMTP id 17/D6-28433-5928FD74 for <VARMA.VIKRAM@GMAIL.COM>; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 
01:51:34 -0700
Message-ID: <14771827872.1205830326819@delivery.net>
Reply-To: marriott@marriott.delivery.net
Errors-to: marriott@marriott.delivery.net
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset="ISO-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-eid: 2.5.1d.CO.1jpAub.DmU3IW..H..2n4s.CJSAEPK0
X-pid: 725302

Can't view this email? >> Email help >>
        Find & Reserve | Specials & Packages | Destinations | Hotel Directory | Marriott Rewards
Marriott                Promotions & News  |  March 2008
                
Welcome Else Merete Krigslun:

Biggest MegaBonus ever!
Join Marriott RewardsÂ® now,
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get free travel faster

Join now â€“ fast & free >>
Learn more >>

Update Email Address >>

Create an Online Account >>
Find More Deals:
                
More search options >>

Find Rates/Availability:
                
City
State (U.S. only)
Country
Enter travel dates (if known):
Check-in date
        
Check-out date
        
Number of guests
                
More search options >>
No search results after clicking Find? >>
                Marriott's Look No FurtherÂ® - Best Rate Guarantee! >>
Explore Our Global Sites:
                                
                
        
                
                
        Else Merete Krigslun's Special Offers   
        Shanghai â€“ breakfast, dinner, luxury in cosmopolitan China >> 
        Cairo â€“ tour guide, car, breakfast: upscale hotel from US$279 >>      
        Bristol â€“ champagne & pampering at historic UK hotel from Â£250 >>    
        Get custom offers featuring your favourite places and pastimes â€“ from golf packages in Orlando to spa specials 
in Singapore:
Create an online account Â– join Marriott Rewards >>    
                
        Featured Destination Offers     
        Kuala Lumpur â€“ airport limo & breakfast, award-winning hotel >>       
        London â€“ Park here, fly there: 15 days' parking & room from Â£95 >>   
        Ghent â€“ Belgium history: breakfast, boat trip, more from â‚¬199 >>    
        Paris â€“ Rive Gauche breakfast, 50% off dinner + wine from â‚¬235 >>   
        Amsterdam â€“ breakfast & bike, hotel near museums from â‚¬243 >>       
        Search all specials >>  
                
        Hotel Openings  
        International:
Canada â€“ Fairfield Inn & SuitesSM Montreal Airport
China â€“ JW MarriottÂ® Hotel Beijing
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Fiji â€“ JW Marriott Fiji Resort & Spa at Momi Bay      
        United States:
District of Columbia â€“ CourtyardÂ® Washington Northwest
Illinois â€“ Residence InnÂ® Chicago Downtown/River North
Texas â€“ Dallas/Fort Worth MarriottÂ® Hotel & Golf Club at Champions Circle    
        Search all new hotels >>        
        What's New      
        Golf Clubs, Free Travel â€“ Phoenix Timeshare Bonus

Sunshine, spa, championship golf ... and big rewards. It's all yours when you purchase a timeshare at Marriott's Canyon 
Villas resort in Phoenix, Arizona. Choose 150,000 Marriott Rewards points or a set of TaylorMadeÂ® golf clubs. See 
more >>

Announcing EditionSM â€“ New Boutique Brand

Bill Marriott and avant-garde designer Ian Schrager introduce Edition, a new brand merging sophisticated service with 
one-of-a-kind design. The first Edition will open in Paris ... with more planned for luxury locations from Miami to 
Madrid. Get the story from Bill Marriott >>

Ski Resorts and More â€“ Six Scandinavia Hotels

Serious skiing, elegant amenities and Marriott service combine in 2010, when Marriott resorts open in Trysil and 
Hemsedal. Four additional hotels will debut in Norway and Sweden, including Oslo and Stockholm locations next 
year. View details >>    
                Fast Takes              
                Chef's Blog â€“ Join Marriott in the Kitchen

Global trends, local finds â€“ get the inside story on Marriott culinary talent worldwide. Brad Nelson, Marriott 
International's vice president culinary and corporate chef, blends fresh ideas with an unchanging focus on "good 
ingredients and perfect execution."

Have a taste â€“ see what's new >>

Celebrated Chefs â€“ Sizzle and Style

We've brought some of dining's top names to the table for you ... at exciting hotels worldwide. Taste the trends making 
headlines â€“ now served at restaurants like these:

Chop Suey, RenaissanceÂ® New York Hotel Times Square â€“ Zak Pelaccio's Pan-Asian creations are the talk of 
New York

Maze at London Marriott Hotel Grosvenor Square â€“ Michelin-winning celebrity Gordon Ramsay fuses French 
cuisine with Oriental flair

Primo at JW Marriott Orlando, Grande LakesÂ® â€“ Melissa Kelly serves modern Italian ... fresh seafood with a 
tropical twist

Latitude 41 in Ohio at The Columbus, A Renaissance Hotel - Dean Max presents fresh, local ingredients in exciting 
ways ... see sample recipes           
                
Marriott Hotels & Resorts       JW Marriott     Renaissance     Courtyard Marriott      Fairfield Inn Marriott  Spring Hill 
Suites Marriott     Residence Inn Marriott  Towne Place Marriott    Marriott Vacation Club International
        Terms Of Use :: Internet Privacy Statement
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Add us to your address book to ensure delivery of Marriott.com email updates to your inbox - not spam or junk 
folders. For step-by-step directions, visit Email Help.

Privacy: We respect your need for privacy. Marriott.com does not make email addresses available to third parties for 
their use. Any personal information you provide is stored in a secure environment designed to prevent misuse.

Unsubscribe: Visit our unsubscribe page and check the box next to "Marriott Promotions & News." Unsubscribe here, 
or paste this link into your browser:
https://www.marriott.co.uk/Channels/profile/email/unsubscribeRedirect-uk.mi?uniqueId=544117088

Please do not reply to this message as replies to this email address are not read.

You can also unsubscribe by writing to: Internet Customer Care - Unsubscribe, 1818 North 90 Street, Omaha, NE 
68114-1315 USA (include name, Marriott Rewards number [if applicable] and email address)

Please allow 10 business days for processing. If you unsubscribe from promotional email, we will continue to send 
only transactional messages such as reservation confirmation emails.

All contents Â©2008 Marriott International
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 2008 19:28:22 +0530
To: satishnandgaonkar@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c22efeb8c0ea3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 06:58:22 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803180658nb644a65s73a2ccf862a87dee@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_24718_14320314.1205848702971"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Mike 2.docx
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Subject: Re: From: "Satish Nandgaonkar" <satishnandgaonkar@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 2008 22:47:39 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c2e5731288ad6
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs455758tia; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 10:17:42 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.86.79.19 with SMTP id c19mr6311584fgb.31.1205860659768; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 10:17:39 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.86.79.18 with HTTP; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 10:17:39 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <9851f9d30803181017m5bb86cafv2392b8d089ee54d5@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803180654y7474efcsc0468ef1998fc1ba@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_240_19686651.1205860659765"
References: <f4302a0a0803180654y7474efcsc0468ef1998fc1ba@mail.gmail.com>

thanks. I have been getting your surname wrong. will correct it.
satish

 
On 18/03/2008, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088
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Subject: Re: Press Statements of Fiona Mackeown
From: "gigil varghese" <gigilvarghese@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 2008 20:15:24 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c25a0f48b7478
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs434939tia; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 07:45:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.255.17 with SMTP id c17mr2098858ani.37.1205851524871; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 07:45:24 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.135.9 with HTTP; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 07:45:24 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <6b7d03080803180745s2d5d7936xa6e7dd493ce25509@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803180714k1ec7b98nefc480572bea901c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_13048_17448526.1205851524859"
References: <f4302a0a0803180703ra2ca359j8f366ec047687ec0@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803180714k1ec7b98nefc480572bea901c@mail.gmail.com>

Thanks Vikram
Regards
Gigil

 
On 3/18/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    ---------- Forwarded message ----------
    From: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
    Date: Mar 18, 2008 7:33 PM
    Subject: Press Statements of Fiona Mackeown
    To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
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    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088
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Subject: rupesh here
From: "rupesh samant" <rupeshsamant@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 2008 10:20:45 +0630
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c002b2ea83722
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs328858tia; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 20:50:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.127.1 with SMTP id z1mr819133wac.26.1205812245359; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 20:50:45 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.114.171.12 with HTTP; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 20:50:45 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <a1f167660803172050xb00c97p3e27900e97f129cd@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_16928_24329952.1205812245350"

hi,
 
this is rupesh samant from pti.
 
thanks
 
rupesh
-- 
Rupesh Samant
www.purnasatya.blogspot.com
Mob: 9822231508
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Subject: Re: rupesh here
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 2008 19:39:22 +0530
To: "rupesh samant" <rupeshsamant@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c2391147bae08
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 07:09:22 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803180709p355173ecsb0d6abfa207bba4a@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <a1f167660803172050xb00c97p3e27900e97f129cd@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_24828_28284982.1205849362929"
References: <a1f167660803172050xb00c97p3e27900e97f129cd@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

On 3/18/08, rupesh samant <rupeshsamant@gmail.com> wrote:

    hi,
     
    this is rupesh samant from pti.
     
    thanks
     
    rupesh
    -- 
    Rupesh Samant
    www.purnasatya.blogspot.com
    Mob: 9822231508 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
Ravi Naik 1.doc
        

Mike 3.doc
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Subject: Take Skype wherever you go
From: "Skype" <noreply@news.skype.com>
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 2008 20:21:06 +0000 (GMT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118be66063b9c8fd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs294139tia; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 13:20:03 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.86.54.3 with SMTP id c3mr13848368fga.73.1205785200889; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 13:20:00 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <noreply@news.skype.com>
Received: from mta.news.skype.com (mta.news.skype.com [62.221.20.26]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
3si22325659fge.7.2008.03.17.13.19.58; Mon, 17 Mar 2008 13:20:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of noreply@news.skype.com designates 62.221.20.26 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=62.221.20.26;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of noreply@news.skype.com designates 
62.221.20.26 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=noreply@news.skype.com; domainkeys=pass 
header.From=noreply@news.skype.com
DomainKey-Signature: s=dk; d=news.skype.com; c=nofws; q=dns; 
b=TehLvTACXfH5TTWFpiILdH91woykJ4FcjnYvAfAzg93jpDynVjq+bD/JqSTVamsEFEhpPGl+2Giq629HWh8ksuf
YADHYyjdXRbZNnDhC/3oNudR53Z1S0IgD9+lr5CNd;
Message-ID: <Kilauea271962-125851-297501802-1-1104@flonetwork.com>
Reply-To: "Skype " <noreply-ctg0aecfaaaeeznbdo4enjd55uvsagsq@news.skype.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset="utf-8"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

See this email as a webpage: http://www.skype.com/email/q2_2008_mobility_win/en_ROW/
Skype   Take a deep breathâ„¢. Skype.com
Hello vikram.goa

Buy credit Â· Tell a friend about Skype Â· Download the latest Skype
        
Take free with you.
Wherever you go, Skype can come too.
        
More and more people are using Skype on the move â€“ on mobile phones and in WiFi hotspots on the latest portable 
devices. Pick the option that works for you.
        
3 Skypephone

Hit the Skype button to call or instant message your friends on Skype, free. This super-stylish 3G phone from mobile 
operator 3 has Skype built-in, plus a 2-megapixel camera and mp3 player.

Take a closer look
Save money with a Skype To Go number.

If you regularly call international numbers from your mobile, a Skype To Go number is the answer. Itâ€™s a special 
access number you can dial to call almost anywhere in the world â€“ from any phone or mobile in your country â€“ 
and save with great rates.
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See how Skype To Go works
Add Skype to your favourite portable device.

If you have a PSPÂ® (PSPÂ®-2000 series) or a Nokia Internet Tablet (N800/N810) you can install Skype and use it 
to call friends on Skype free, or any phone in the world for a little calling credit. Call from cafÃ©s, hotels, airports â
€“ anywhere with WiFi.

More about free device downloads
Free tool for business.

If you're a manager or administrator, the Business Control Panel is the easy way to control Skype Credit expenditure 
within your business and centrally-manage employees' credit balances.

Find out more
Talk soon,
The people at Skype
Footer top
Unsubscribe from our emails.

Help Â· I forgot my password Â· Terms of Service Â· Account settings

To ensure you receive all future newsletters, please save the email address noreply@news.skype.com to your contacts.

Â© 2003-2008 Skype Limited.
Skype Communications S.a.r.l., 22/24 Boulevard Royal, Luxembourg L2449.

Skype, SkypeIn, SkypeOut, Skypecasts, Skype Certified, SkypeMe!, Skype Pro, SkypeFind, Skype Prime, Skype To 
Go, associated logos and the â€˜Sâ€™-symbol are trademarks of Skype Limited.
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Subject: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 2008 16:49:05 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c7f4786a13b20
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs628653tia; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 09:52:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.124.7 with SMTP id w7mr1419711huc.60.1205945530625; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 09:52:10 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail177.messagelabs.com (mail177.messagelabs.com [85.158.138.99]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id 39si662679hui.5.2008.03.19.09.52.09; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 09:52:10 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.99 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.138.99;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.99 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) 
smtp.mail=Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-14.tower-177.messagelabs.com!1205945517!2484458!5
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 12973 invoked from network); 19 Mar 2008 16:51:58 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-14.tower-177.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 19 Mar 2008 16:51:58 -0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Message-ID: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DF6C@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
thread-index: AciJ4SRe5xLxbWorSomAHqU9W5qFSQ==

PLEASE NOTE: SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

Dear Vikram

Wall to Wall Media Ltd on behalf of Channel 4 are proposing to produce a one hour programme on Fiona 
MacKeown's story, the police investigation surrounding her daughter's death and the prosecution of those thought to be 
her daughter's killers. We also anticipate looking at other recent case studies of British deaths in Goa, and the sinister 
influence of drugs in the holiday resort.

This film will be in the format of an observational documentary, covering Fiona's time in Goa before she returns home 
to the UK, her time with her family back in Devon, her preparations for moving back to Goa, and any trials and their 
aftermath. As discussed with you today, the purpose of this email is to set out broadly the terms on which Wall to Wall 
seeks access to film Fiona. However, a complete contract will be prepared and sent to you for consideration.

It is intended the film will focus on what Fiona has been through as a mother, talking to her, her friends, colleagues 
and family about the death of her daughter, and also on the ongoing criminal investigation in Goa. In the immediate 
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future, it is anticipated filming would involve covering Fiona's dealings with the police, her lawyer and her 
preparations to return home. We would follow Fiona's return home, her dealings with the press interest and film her 
with friends and family back in Devon. Subject to any contractual restrictions upon Fiona, we would also wish to have 
access, as appropriate, to film her reunion with her children and Scarlett's funeral. Filming would then take place on an 
occasional basis before she returns to Goa, but her subsequent return and any trial would be filmed in more detail. We 
note that Channel 4 and Wall to Wall will maintain editorial control of the film, but we will allow Fiona the 
opportunity to view the programme prior to broadcast and we will give serious consideration to any comments she 
may have as to its fairness and accuracy.

As this is a moving story, with press interest expected to continue, we do not propose to prevent Fiona from speaking 
to the press generally about her progress. We are proposing exclusive terms which would cover Fiona being filmed for 
television documentary purposes for Channel 4 only, thereby allowing Fiona to continue speak to the press and 
television news (except for newspaper or magazine feature articles). Please confirm that Fiona has not agreed any 
arrangements with any other entity which would conflict with the exclusivity and access as proposed. 

We are prepared to pay a fee of Â£15,000 which would be paid to Fiona in instalments over the course of production 
for this access from now up to the completion of the programme.

Please do come back to me if you would like any further information.

Best wishes

Adam Vandermark

Executive Producer
Wall to Wall Television
Tel. 0207 241 9355
Mob. 0780 890 4455.
www.walltowall.co.uk

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent. 

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 2008 22:35:48 +0530
To: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c800f56afc029
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 10:05:48 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803191005v7957faf1o6a23c22a5bd0749f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DF6C@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_36537_2949036.1205946348905"
References: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DF6C@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Dear Adam,
 
This is to confirm reciept of your offer.
 
Will discuss this with fiona and take it forward, by tomorow morning, India Time.
 
WE should be ready to concretise things by tomorrow evening.
 
 
Rgds
 
 
Vikram

 
On 3/19/08, Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

    PLEASE NOTE: SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

    Dear Vikram

    Wall to Wall Media Ltd on behalf of Channel 4 are proposing to produce a one hour programme on Fiona 
MacKeown's story, the police investigation surrounding her daughter's death and the prosecution of those thought to be 
her daughter's killers. We also anticipate looking at other recent case studies of British deaths in Goa, and the sinister 
influence of drugs in the holiday resort.

    This film will be in the format of an observational documentary, covering Fiona's time in Goa before she returns 
home to the UK, her time with her family back in Devon, her preparations for moving back to Goa, and any trials and 
their aftermath. As discussed with you today, the purpose of this email is to set out broadly the terms on which Wall to 
Wall seeks access to film Fiona. However, a complete contract will be prepared and sent to you for consideration.

    It is intended the film will focus on what Fiona has been through as a mother, talking to her, her friends, colleagues 
and family about the death of her daughter, and also on the ongoing criminal investigation in Goa. In the immediate 
future, it is anticipated filming would involve covering Fiona's dealings with the police, her lawyer and her 
preparations to return home. We would follow Fiona's return home, her dealings with the press interest and film her 
with friends and family back in Devon. Subject to any contractual restrictions upon Fiona, we would also wish to have 
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access, as appropriate, to film her reunion with her children and Scarlett's funeral. Filming would then take place on an 
occasional basis before she returns to Goa, but her subsequent return and any trial would be filmed in more detail. We 
note that Channel 4 and Wall to Wall will maintain editorial control of the film, but we will allow Fiona the 
opportunity to view the programme prior to broadcast and we will give serious consideration to any comments she 
may have as to its fairness and accuracy.

    As this is a moving story, with press interest expected to continue, we do not propose to prevent Fiona from 
speaking to the press generally about her progress. We are proposing exclusive terms which would cover Fiona being 
filmed for television documentary purposes for Channel 4 only, thereby allowing Fiona to continue speak to the press 
and television news (except for newspaper or magazine feature articles). Please confirm that Fiona has not agreed any 
arrangements with any other entity which would conflict with the exclusivity and access as proposed.

    We are prepared to pay a fee of Â£15,000 which would be paid to Fiona in instalments over the course of 
production for this access from now up to the completion of the programme.

    Please do come back to me if you would like any further information.

    Best wishes

    Adam Vandermark

    Executive Producer
    Wall to Wall Television
    Tel. 0207 241 9355
    Mob. 0780 890 4455.
    www.walltowall.co.uk

    This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

    Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient 
to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect 
its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
    (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
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Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 2008 17:15:53 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c80853acbbc34
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs632272tia; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 10:13:54 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.18.1 with SMTP id v1mr1720770wai.81.1205946831978; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 10:13:51 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail140.messagelabs.com (mail140.messagelabs.com [85.158.137.83]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id i4si3269904nfh.37.2008.03.19.10.13.50; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 10:13:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.83 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.137.83;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.83 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) 
smtp.mail=Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-5.tower-140.messagelabs.com!1205946829!12664336!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 31023 invoked from network); 19 Mar 2008 17:13:49 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-5.tower-140.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 19 Mar 2008 17:13:49 -0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C889E4.E33E7314"
Message-ID: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DF72@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
thread-index: AciJ48iAg8/+VUXlS+KktxFeiduEeQAAQY2w

Dear Vikram
 
Thank you very much. I look forward to speak to you tomorrow.
 
Best wishes
 
Adam

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 19 March 2008 17:06
    To: Adam Vandermark
    Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown

    Dear Adam,
     
    This is to confirm reciept of your offer.
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    Will discuss this with fiona and take it forward, by tomorow morning, India Time.
     
    WE should be ready to concretise things by tomorrow evening.
     
     
    Rgds
     
     
    Vikram

     
    On 3/19/08, Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

        PLEASE NOTE: SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

        Dear Vikram

        Wall to Wall Media Ltd on behalf of Channel 4 are proposing to produce a one hour programme on Fiona 
MacKeown's story, the police investigation surrounding her daughter's death and the prosecution of those thought to be 
her daughter's killers. We also anticipate looking at other recent case studies of British deaths in Goa, and the sinister 
influence of drugs in the holiday resort.

        This film will be in the format of an observational documentary, covering Fiona's time in Goa before she returns 
home to the UK, her time with her family back in Devon, her preparations for moving back to Goa, and any trials and 
their aftermath. As discussed with you today, the purpose of this email is to set out broadly the terms on which Wall to 
Wall seeks access to film Fiona. However, a complete contract will be prepared and sent to you for consideration.

        It is intended the film will focus on what Fiona has been through as a mother, talking to her, her friends, 
colleagues and family about the death of her daughter, and also on the ongoing criminal investigation in Goa. In the 
immediate future, it is anticipated filming would involve covering Fiona's dealings with the police, her lawyer and her 
preparations to return home. We would follow Fiona's return home, her dealings with the press interest and film her 
with friends and family back in Devon. Subject to any contractual restrictions upon Fiona, we would also wish to have 
access, as appropriate, to film her reunion with her children and Scarlett's funeral. Filming would then take place on an 
occasional basis before she returns to Goa, but her subsequent return and any trial would be filmed in more detail. We 
note that Channel 4 and Wall to Wall will maintain editorial control of the film, but we will allow Fiona the 
opportunity to view the programme prior to broadcast and we will give serious consideration to any comments she 
may have as to its fairness and accuracy.

        As this is a moving story, with press interest expected to continue, we do not propose to prevent Fiona from 
speaking to the press generally about her progress. We are proposing exclusive terms which would cover Fiona being 
filmed for television documentary purposes for Channel 4 only, thereby allowing Fiona to continue speak to the press 
and television news (except for newspaper or magazine feature articles). Please confirm that Fiona has not agreed any 
arrangements with any other entity which would conflict with the exclusivity and access as proposed.

        We are prepared to pay a fee of Â£15,000 which would be paid to Fiona in instalments over the course of 
production for this access from now up to the completion of the programme.

        Please do come back to me if you would like any further information.

        Best wishes

        Adam Vandermark
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        Executive Producer
        Wall to Wall Television
        Tel. 0207 241 9355
        Mob. 0780 890 4455.
        www.walltowall.co.uk

        This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

        Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the 
recipient to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not 
adversely affect its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient 
should carry out such virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the 
MessageLabs Email Security System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be 
intercepted by MessageLabs for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more 
information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
        Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
        (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
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virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: CNN
From: "Perez Maestro, Laura" <Laura.Perez.Maestro@turner.com>
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 2008 10:00:51 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c67dd063c541f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs568030tia; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 03:03:04 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.116.15 with SMTP id o15mr248481buc.11.1205920977427; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 03:02:57 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Laura.Perez.Maestro@turner.com>
Received: from lonmail1.turner.com (lonmail1.turner.com [64.236.9.248]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
j12si12912156fkf.6.2008.03.19.03.02.56; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 03:02:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Laura.Perez.Maestro@turner.com designates 
64.236.9.248 as permitted sender) client-ip=64.236.9.248;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
Laura.Perez.Maestro@turner.com designates 64.236.9.248 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=Laura.Perez.Maestro@turner.com
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.25,523,1199664000"; d="scan'208,217";a="239668017"
Received: from lonmsg03.turner.com ([10.133.48.90]) by loniport01.turner.com with ESMTP; 19 Mar 2008 10:02:57 
+0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C889A8.674F39E2"
Message-ID: <F444D23FAC357E40BCF049A249554F37CBBC39@LONMSG03.turner.com>
Thread-Topic: CNN
Thread-Index: AciJqBzqf4MQfrOtTymQot7iyBm10w==

Dear Vikram,

Nice talking to you earlier. Firstly I would like you to know that we understand the sensitivity if this case and will try 
our best to report it accurately. We would really like talking with Fiona when she arrives in England. I would 
appreciate if you could call be just before this happens so we can arrange the interview. My mobile number is 
+447725815163.

Best,

 

Laura P. Maestro
CNN London 

+44  (0) 20 7693 1670

laura.perez.maestro@turner.com
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Subject: Fly for a holiday, pay for train fare!
From: "MakeMyTrip" <meghna@makemytrip.com>
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 2008 03:47:12 -0400
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c60f9020a9fc9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs548421tia; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 01:02:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.140.15 with SMTP id n15mr977412and.87.1205913761124; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 01:02:41 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-277263-1484-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com>
Received: from xsuite.precisionx2.net ([72.32.117.187]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
o27si1683955ele.8.2008.03.19.01.02.27; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 01:02:41 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: error (google.com: error in processing during lookup of bounce-277263-1484-
0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com: DNS timeout) client-ip=72.32.117.187;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=temperror (google.com: error in processing during lookup of bounce-
277263-1484-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com: DNS timeout) smtp.mail=bounce-277263-1484-
0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com
Message-ID: <47e0c897.1ba67e0a.0907.ffffd1d3SMTPIN_ADDED@mx.google.com>
Return-Path: bounce-277263-1484-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com
Email-ID: 1484
Reply-To: "MakeMyTrip" <meghna@makemytrip.com>
Contact-ID: 277263
Sf-Version: 3_5
Dsn: %2E7OVJ1J%5D3I%27%3AKHT34N%3F%3C%20%0A
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_NextPart_000_1205898432_CFX_iMSMail_1892644218"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

To ensure that you receive our offers and updates, add meghna@makemytrip.com to your
Address Book or Safe List.
March, 2008
 
 
        MakeMyTrip.com
        Home            Flights                 Hotels          Holiday Packages                Travel Guides
        
Buy a domestic holiday and fly by paying train fare
An incredible summer awaits you with our range of exclusive offers! Take advantage of our International Airfare Sale 
or buy a domestic holiday and fly to your destination at rates equivalent to train fare! WhatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s more, take off 
on a pleasurable vacation with the tax free Holiday Plus offers! ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s the season for a little indulgence!
Domestic Airfares
Delhi - Mumbai  Rs.475
Delhi - Hyderabad       Rs.475
Delhi - Pune    Rs.899
Delhi - Kolkata         Rs.1,089
Delhi - Chennai         Rs.1,220
Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Exclusive of taxes
Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Flights and Prices are subject to availability
International Airfares
Delhi - KL      Rs.10,399
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Delhi - Singapore       Rs.10,899
Delhi - Bangkok         Rs.12,699
Delhi - London  Rs.18,599
Delhi - Sydney  Rs.27,199
Get an early bird discount of 5%
Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Return airfare, exclusive of taxes
        
SINGAPORE + MALAYSIA SURPRISE
Book Flights on Mobile and get Rs. 500 Off
Use i-mint card to get assured gifts!
Please do not directly reply to this mailer. If you do not wish to receive any further promotional
e-mails from MakeMyTrip.com, click here
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Subject: Questions for Fiona MacKeown from ITGD
From: Shyamanga Barooah <Shyamanga.Barooah@intoday.com>
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 2008 13:46:48 +0530
To: "varma.vikram@gmail.com" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>, "verma.vikram@gmail.com" 
<verma.vikram@gmail.com>
CC: Ayanjit Sen <Ayanjit.Sen@intoday.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c61b9a7ab9462
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs550255tia; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 01:15:42 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.110.16 with SMTP id i16mr1653903anc.8.1205914541098; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 01:15:41 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Shyamanga.Barooah@intoday.com>
Received: from delf26edge01.itgnet.com (mx1.indiatoday.com [202.56.231.93]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
30si14701218hso.15.2008.03.19.01.15.37; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 01:15:41 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.56.231.93 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Shyamanga.Barooah@intoday.com) client-ip=202.56.231.93;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.56.231.93 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Shyamanga.Barooah@intoday.com) smtp.mail=Shyamanga.Barooah@intoday.com
Received: from DELF26FE01.ITGNET.COM (10.1.2.151) by DELF26EDGE01.itgnet.com (10.1.2.158) with 
Microsoft SMTP Server (TLS) id 8.0.751.0; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 13:45:34 +0530
Received: from DELF26EXCLUS.ITGNET.COM ([10.1.2.153]) by DELF26FE01.ITGNET.COM ([10.1.2.151]) with 
mapi; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 13:46:50 +0530
Thread-Topic: Questions for Fiona MacKeown from ITGD
Thread-Index: AciJmZP5+9Dfz8bmQge9DiEqdgt9CA==
Message-ID: <9997C3FAC22BF5429A7339D8F1E9309121729851F9@DELF26EXCLUS.ITGNET.COM>
Accept-Language: en-US
Content-Language: en-US
acceptlanguage: en-US
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
boundary="_000_9997C3FAC22BF5429A7339D8F1E9309121729851F9DELF26EXCLUSI_"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Return-Path: Shyamanga.Barooah@intoday.com

Dear Mr. Varma,

 

Please find below a few questions for Fiona MacKeown. It will be great if we can speak to her sometime today. 
Appreciate your help.

 

Thanks,

 

Shyamanga Barooah

Asstt Editor
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India Today Group Digital

Ph: 9899596277

 

Questions:

 

1. A minister in Goa has been quoted as saying that you should have taken better care of Scarlette? Your comments.

 

2. Whatâ€™s your view on the on-going investigation in the case? Are you happy with the pace with which it is being 
carried out?

 

3. Do you think the CBI would handle the case better?

 

4. The Goa government has said recently that you should not be allowed to return to the state? Your reaction.

 

5. You have been quoted saying that many people want to see you dead? Have you been threatened?

 

This e-mail communication and any attachments may be privileged and confidential to Living Media India Limited 
and are intended only for the use of the recipients named above. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not 
review, disclose, disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail and attachments. If you have received this email in error, 
please delete the same along with all attachments there to and notify us immediately at ithelpdesk@intoday.com.
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Subject: Rocket Piano Newsletter March 19, 2008
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 2008 14:59:26 -0400
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c342b8c557ad5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs469844tia; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 11:59:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.251.1 with SMTP id y1mr1056666rvh.149.1205866773806; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 11:59:33 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com (b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.COM [209.2.34.148]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id e16si21624443qbe.10.2008.03.18.11.59.31; Tue, 18 Mar 2008 11:59:33 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 209.2.34.148 as permitted sender) client-ip=209.2.34.148;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 209.2.34.148 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl1-0-110.v.l ([192.168.0.110]) by b.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com with QMQP; 18 Mar 
2008 14:59:26 -0400
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=SJ34MIeeTso9nh8JKTOyxBFgUTvzmb3WdoNjuclKvazAlWyQ/NuvpjSTc7v3HpCiYhpu+uKJVzREC4k58KnqP6
X/cDLe2wwr/5qDEPvQzVI9wT7ahPy3IwJwTBqPYA5Z1u7VdwyDkkqZcdz9nBlidtdU6n0m+KsWgWrsa0LxilM=;
Sender: rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpX7ZJO9BQ5+LxX1Mz7t7ke3vjMgJK7RIDv10W4jygd/qmOsVveeEGS
+gGV9iQ+fUnhe2VvMx6yvx0iMyj32aj26u/RvntP6bVF7TU/5+PpJ8YF0h9MkKW9UNwqm1BtbfX1wZoXAKJVqLf
CyF8naKVKyot1tzMlJTQp
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
X-Response-Id: rocketpiano_news.FOLLOW.0.81-175481875
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.net/r?p=1exL/0e/b8Q-a93iR>
X-Responder-Id: 614883
Message-ID: <1205866766.807887@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hi Vikram,

Welcome to this weeks Piano Newsletter.  In this edition we'll talk
about David Helfgott, the film "Shine", and look at David's life
and contribution to classical music.
Let's get started!

Well as you all know I am a piano player. For this reason I am
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interested in all things piano. So as you can imagine when the
movie 'Shine' came out in 1996 I was one of the first people in
line to go and see it at the movies. Also just recently I watched
it again on DVD which is what prompted me to write this quick
review. 

I also saw David Helfgott.just after the movie came out.  The
concert was very interesting.  He mutters a lot and talks to
himself sometimes when he plays and at one point when he made a
mistake he had a little laugh to himself.  I enjoyed it, it was
entertaining.

He got a standing ovation we he finished the concert even though
his playing, by international standards, fell short.  The most
important thing for me was that along with the movie and the
subsequent touring he did, he managed to expose a lot of people to
classical piano who might not normally be very interested. The
attention he drew to classical music is a very important
contribution. 

He exposed a lot of people to the music.  It isn't important to me
that he doesn't play to the standard that the "critics" and other
pompous posturing aficionados set. MOST people can't tell if he
misses a note here or there or if his timing might wane. But if
people who wouldn't normally go, enjoy it and are exposed to
classical music by means of David Helfgott then that's a good thing
and he should be praised for it. He may get bad reviews but he
sells out concerts, entertains people and gets standing ovations. I
guess it's the old clash between pop culture and high culture, and
what music is really all about - entertainment. David got caught
somewhere between pop and high culture and he has done a lot for
classical music from that position.

SHINE

Basically the movie 'Shine' follows David's life. The movie starts
with David as a young boy and follows his tumultuous childhood.
David as a young boy is played by the excellent child actor Alex
Rafalowicz who gives an excellent inspired performance. Helfgott's
teenage and younger adult years are played by Noah Taylor. 

The music in Shine is excellent and I highly recommend any piano
music fan to watch it. Also I feel that the movie stands alone as
simply a good movie which anyone (pianist or not) could enjoy. 

DAVID HELFGOTT - from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

David Helfgott (born May 19, 1947) is an Australian pianist, born
in Melbourne to Polish-Jewish parents, whose life inspired
Australian director Scott Hicks' Oscar-winning film Shine. He is as
well known for having schizoaffective disorder as for his piano
playing. His other interests include cats, chess, philosophy,
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tennis, swimming and keeping fit in general.

Helfgott became known as a child prodigy after his father started
teaching him the piano when he was six. When he was ten years old
he studied under Frank Arndt, a Perth piano teacher, and won
several local competitions, sometimes alone and sometimes with his
elder sister Margaret Helfgott.

When David was fourteen, the Australian musical community, led by
Perth journalist James Penberthy, and including writer Katharine
Susannah Prichard, raised money to enable him to go to America.
However, his father denied him permission, on the grounds that he
was not ready for independence (and presumably the indications of
mental illness). When he was nineteen, he won a scholarship to
study at the Royal College of Music for three years, where he
studied under Cyril Smith.

During his time in London he began showing more definite
manifestations of mental illness. His doctor in Australia, Chris
Reynolds, whom he met some twenty years later, said that he suffers
from an acute anxiety neurosis. He returned to Perth in 1970, and
married his first wife, Clara, in 1971. He also took part in
several Australian Broadcasting Corporation concerts. After his
marriage broke down he was institutionalised in Graylands, a Perth
mental hospital.

In 1984, after performing for some years at a Perth wine bar called
Riccardo's, he met astrologer Gillian Murray. Some months later
they married, and he continued a successful playing career
throughout the 1980s and 1990s in both Australia and Europe. In
1994 he played in Russia, but his world tour in 1997 met with poor
reviews.

Helfgott generally prefers to perform romantic music, mostly Modest
Mussorgsky, Sergei Rachmaninoff, FrÃ©dÃ©ric Chopin, Franz Liszt,
Robert Schumann and Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov. A Helfgott concert is
typically a bravura performance with lots of hugging and kissing.
Many of his recordings, especially that of Rachmaninoff's third
piano concerto, have been criticized as lifeless and barely
competent.

David Helfgott now lives in Happy Valley in New South Wales with
his second wife, Gillian. He continues to perform concerts at his
home, 'Heaven'. His manager is Austin Prichard-Levy.

In December 1999, David Helfgott was the opener for the "Geniuses,
Savants and Prodigies" conference of Allan Snyder's Centre for the
Mind. He also appeared on rock group Silverchair's album Neon
Ballroom.

Recommended listening: 
David Helfgott Plays Rachmaninov Piano Concerto No. 3, 4 Preludes
Sonata No. 2
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=helfgott1
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"Shine" DVD:
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=helfgott2

Recommended reading:
Out of Tune : David Helfgott and the Myth of Shine
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=helfgott3

Also:
Love You to Bits and Pieces - by Gillian Helfgott, Alissa Tanskaya
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=helfgott4

CLOSING COMMENTS

This weeks' newsletter was a lot of fun for me to put together, I
hope you enjoyed it. Next week we look at maintaining your piano
with tips on caring for it, and we'll take a look at the life of
Herbie Hancock.

Until next week, all the best,

Ruth Searle

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ruth Searle is a pianist with years of experience behind her. 
Piano is her passion, and she is also the drive and inspiration
behind Rocket Piano - the Ultimate Piano Learning Kit.  If you want
to take your piano playing skills to a new level, you need the
Rocket Piano Kit.  You get step by step instructions complete with
audio and video lessons, and you can instant access by clicking
through to the secure server now at http://www.rocketpiano.com.

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r?p=1exL/0e/e8Q-a930w
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Subject: transmute: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c720dc7c6752c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs595558tia; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 06:01:04 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.187.2 with SMTP id k2mr133536wff.77.1205931662436; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 06:01:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12377042-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
22si5wfd.4.2008.03.19.06.01.01; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 06:01:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12377042-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12377042-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12377042-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1205910000307060"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12377042-2008.03.19-00.01.23--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12377042-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080319065755.6BFD788405A@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12377042-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

"We haven't put this game down since Christmas." "We love orijinz"
"Best game for thinking adults in a long time." "Great fun"
"Great, great, GREAT word game!" "infectious" "So much Fun"
"CONGRATULATIONS! Great game!" "We had a blast!"
orijinz the new word and phrase card game is getting rave reviews!
A great gift, also fun at the office! Join the fun! Only $14.95.
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Wednesday, March 19, 2008

transmute \trans-MYOOT; tranz-\, transitive verb:

1. To change from one nature, form, substance, or state into another; to transform.
2. To undergo transmutation.
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    It now seems as if she no longer had the strength or will to transmute life into art.
    -- Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, "Changes Not for the Better", New York Times, February 28, 1974

    Sand that once was rock becomes rock once again as it slowly sediments and compresses into layers of sandstone, 
which, in turn, transmute into sand.
    -- Lena Lencek and Gideon Bosker, The Beach: The History of Paradise on Earth

Transmute is from Latin transmutare, "to change utterly," from trans-, "across" + mutare, "to change."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for transmute

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

"We haven't put this game down since Christmas." "We love orijinz"
"Best game for thinking adults in a long time." "Great fun"
"Great, great, GREAT word game!" "infectious" "So much Fun"
"CONGRATULATIONS! Great game!" "We had a blast!"
orijinz the new word and phrase card game is getting rave reviews!
A great gift, also fun at the office! Join the fun! Only $14.95.

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12377042-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Your High-Rite and Aqua-Rite Orders...
From: "BartonPublishing.com" <joe@bartonpublishing.com>
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 2008 06:33:26 -0400
To: "Nirmala Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118c69a7552c405c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs573112tia; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 03:34:16 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.12.2 with SMTP id 2mr668391wxl.78.1205922854824; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 03:34:14 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-655061-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from mm3.getresponse.com (mm3.getresponse.com [207.8.198.18]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i19si3701603wxd.33.2008.03.19.03.34.12; Wed, 19 Mar 2008 03:34:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-655061-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 207.8.198.18 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.8.198.18;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-655061-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 207.8.198.18 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
655061-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=hbpquiz@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl2-0-114.v.l ([192.168.0.114]) by mm3.getresponse.com with QMQP; 19 Mar 2008 06:33:26 -
0400
Domainkey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=getresponse.com; s=k1024a; q=dns; h=from:sender:to:subject; 
b=bf5Jfh3ucupeBy/pm1bzH6/iCwRxaqSaZb0Km6cMBKqpDRNP7e4oU8evD1/XR06SI+yTa9OFyNmzJ/vnFMlQ+RQ
ibAXSjVnYL1q7imvPjZ5IL8h2hXtkgAGeZ/ioBSv8hpxCi2jVsnpwF1EVgEOEcLpNxpn9drK9Q6SZ/MFkFaU=;
Sender: hbpquiz@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpXGpKVh9HUEihRJXKzLJ4ERqBOhTOcyrpMecRotxjF23CObIQgf4aB
F33CqnbtXBspVSSolhYlaxNfpiByDUjrqB11ixHwn+wA8JIlELMAtp3aBXO6QT3Qku0XYZSQrX6PwdVOLJHUzf4
Z642r/pA3Hb/QX+EmeypV
Return-Path: <bounce-655061-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Reply-To: joe@bartonpublishing.com
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
Response-Id: r-hbpquiz-rid-655061-bid-534790
X-Remove-Address: varma.vikram@gmail.com
List-Unsubscribe: <http://getresponse.net/r/1o1T+0YAy/bakJZA3pu>
X-Responder-Id: 655061
Message-ID: <1205922806.590724@getresponse.com>
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="UTF-8"

Hi Nirmala,

I have some bad news and some good news...

The Bad News:

If you recently ordered the herbal supplement High-Rite
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from Native Remedies, I regret to inform you that the
supplement is on back-order for an estimated 1-2 weeks from
today  :( 

Recently, High-Rite and Aqua-Rite purchases have been in
extremely high demand and supply can hardly keep up with the
orders... But don't worry, you will still get your
order ASAP!  I apologize for the wait and I promise it will 
be worth every second...

The Good News:

Aqua-Rite IS Now In Stock - PLUS you get over 60% OFF
if you act fast!

I have spoken with Native Remedies and because of the
High-Rite shipment delay they are willing to offer you this
special discount... Just place your order right now using
the discount link below:

Discount Link: http://www.NativeRemedy.info/Aqua-Rite-60OFF

(NOTE: Order Now To Lock In Your Discount - Aqua-Rite is in
stock and will ship TODAY. If supplies run out the website
will clearly state that the product is on back order before
checkout.)

If you don't already know, Aqua-Rite is another herbal
supplement from Native Remedies that is highly effective
for lowering blood pressure levels and much more.  This
supplement can be used in addition to High-Rite or by
itself.  I recommend that you take advantage of this
special discount opportunity while you still can!

Again, sorry for the inconvenience with High-Rite... Native
Remedies has assured me that your High-Rite order will be
shipped priority as soon as possible (if you ordered it).  

To your natural health and wellness,

Joe Barton
www.BartonPublishing.com
www.BloodPressureNormalized.com

P.S. If you have high cholesterol, Cholesto-Rite is also
available from Native Remedies... Use the link below:
http://www.NativeRemedy.info/cholestorite
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Barton Publishing Inc.
P.O. Box 50
Brandon
SD 57005
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r/1o1T+0YAy/hakJZA3TS
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Subject: [mirambika] Screening of Ghost of the Ganges
From: Sandeep Behera <SBehera@wwfindia.net>
Date: Thu, 20 Mar 2008 15:49:35 +0530
BCC: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118cbaa156337945
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs65538tia; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 03:09:27 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.47.13 with SMTP id u13mr4548322anu.25.1206007765184; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 03:09:25 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <sentto-11961679-95-1206007762-varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com>
Received: from n41c.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com (n41c.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com [66.163.168.175]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id 36si1912728aga.17.2008.03.20.03.09.23; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 03:09:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of sentto-11961679-95-1206007762-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com designates 66.163.168.175 as permitted sender) client-
ip=66.163.168.175;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of sentto-11961679-95-1206007762-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com designates 66.163.168.175 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=sentto-11961679-95-1206007762-varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass 
header.From=mirambika@yahoogroups.com
Comment: DomainKeys? See http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=lima; d=yahoogroups.com; 
b=Hf6P779nKma0tC4s3UBY/jRQfWOc9rwdTIVvuZXpuS+5Rqn0x20JawtccHQcZ2nq8L8STQcwck9wXIJDK/0W6Q
wJCdT/rmXDwdXqtMlQCpxoG5Ns3BjDLQ/uyyCMAqhy;
Received: from [216.252.122.219] by n41.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 20 Mar 2008 10:09:23 -0000
Received: from [209.73.164.86] by t4.bullet.sp1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 20 Mar 2008 10:09:22 -0000
Received: from [66.218.66.159] by t8.bullet.scd.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 20 Mar 2008 10:09:22 -0000
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 11961679-m95
X-Sender: SBehera@wwfindia.net
X-Apparently-To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Received: (qmail 16283 invoked from network); 20 Mar 2008 10:09:21 -0000
X-Received: from unknown (66.218.67.95) by m55.grp.scd.yahoo.com with QMQP; 20 Mar 2008 10:09:21 -0000
X-Received: from unknown (HELO server.wwfindia.net) (202.144.88.70) by mta16.grp.scd.yahoo.com with SMTP; 20 
Mar 2008 10:09:20 -0000
X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 7.0 August 18, 2005
Message-ID: <OF7E90E1BC.722A38B7-ON65257412.003830C8-65257412.0038B90F@wwfindia.net>
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on mailserver/wwfindia(Release 7.0|August 18, 2005) at 03/20/2008 03:49:41 PM, 
Serialize complete at 03/20/2008 03:49:41 PM
BCC: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Originating-IP: 202.144.88.70
X-eGroups-Msg-Info: 1:12:0:0:0
Sender: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Mailing-List: list mirambika@yahoogroups.com; contact mirambika-owner@yahoogroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list mirambika@yahoogroups.com
List-Id: <mirambika.yahoogroups.com>
Precedence: bulk
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:mirambika-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com>
Reply-To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: groups-email-ff-m
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Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="=_alternative 0038B90D65257412_="

The documentary, Ghost of the Ganges is a story on how difficult to film a Ganges river dolphin. The film is been 
screened on Animal Planet channel tomorrow (21 March 2008). The technical support to film this documentary was 
provided by WWF-India and you can see lot of good shots of Ganges dolphin and the underwater behavior first time 
ever in this documentary.

Pls. find the airing schedule for  Ghost of the Ganges in ANIMAL PLANET CHANNEL;

Premiere
21 March                9 pm                

Repeats
22 March                12 noon
29 March                4 pm

Regards

Sandeep

Sandeep Kumar Behera (Ph D)
Senior Coordinator
Freshwater & Wetlands Programme
WWF-India
172/B, Lodi Estate
New Delhi 110 003
Ph - 91 11 41504813/20
Mob - 91 11 9312902040
__._,_.___
Messages in this topic (1) Reply (via web post) | Start a new topic
Messages | Files | Photos | Links | Database | Polls | Members | Calendar
Yahoo! Groups
Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)
Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Daily Digest | Switch format to Traditional
Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe
Visit Your Group
Yahoo! Finance

It's Now Personal

Guides, news,

advice & more.
Do-It-Yourselfers

Find Y! Groups

on Lawn & garden,

homes and autos.
Best of Y! Groups
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Check out the best

of what Yahoo!

Groups has to offer.
.

__,_._,___ 
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Subject: acerbic: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Thu, 20 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118cc480db35c779
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs87601tia; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 06:01:59 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.84.3 with SMTP id h3mr1133212wfb.113.1206018116766; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 06:01:56 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12378385-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
22si3109278wfi.12.2008.03.20.06.01.51; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 06:01:56 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12378385-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12378385-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12378385-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_12059964018550"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12378385-2008.03.20-00.00.57--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12378385-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080320065754.919E7884063@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12378385-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Thursday, March 20, 2008

acerbic \uh-SUR-bik\, adjective:

Sharp, biting, or acid in temper, expression, or tone.

    But more than that, he is a social critic, and an efficient one, acerbic and devastating.
    -- Benoit Aubin, "Quebec's King of Comedy", Maclean's, August 27, 2001

    Since I started out as a writer many years ago, I have built a reputation as an acerbic, mean-spirited observer of the 
human condition.
    -- Joe Queenan, My Goodness: A Cynic's Short-Lived Search for Sainthood
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    Joey gained a reputation as a smart aleck adept at delivering acerbic one-liners.
    -- "Joseph Heller, Author of 'Catch-22,' Dies at 76", New York Times, December 14, 1999

Acerbic comes from Latin acerbus, "bitter, sour, severe, harsh."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for acerbic

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12378385-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 20 Mar 2008 08:34:57 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118cb51c1364bcc5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs53259tia; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 01:32:58 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.150.20 with SMTP id x20mr3387052bud.16.1206001975612; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 01:32:55 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail155.messagelabs.com (mail155.messagelabs.com [85.158.138.35]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id c22si2243262ika.3.2008.03.20.01.32.53; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 01:32:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.35 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.138.35;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.35 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) 
smtp.mail=Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-2.tower-155.messagelabs.com!1206001972!9620118!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 29886 invoked from network); 20 Mar 2008 08:32:53 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-2.tower-155.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 20 Mar 2008 08:32:53 -0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Message-ID: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DF7A@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
thread-index: AciJ48iAg8/+VUXlS+KktxFeiduEeQAgX1oA

:Hi Vikram

Hope all is well with you. Just writing to ask if you and Fiona have had a chance to see the email of our offer and if 
you have any queries?

I will be in work shortly so we could speak on the phone if you like

Kind regards

Adam

-----Original Message-----
From: Vikram Varma
To: Adam Vandermark
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Sent: Wed Mar 19 17:05:48 2008
Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown

Dear Adam,
 
This is to confirm reciept of your offer. 
 
Will discuss this with fiona and take it forward, by tomorow morning, India Time.
 
WE should be ready to concretise things by tomorrow evening.
 
 
Rgds
 
 
Vikram

 
On 3/19/08, Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk> wrote: 

        PLEASE NOTE: SUBJECT TO CONTRACT
        
        Dear Vikram
        
        Wall to Wall Media Ltd on behalf of Channel 4 are proposing to produce a one hour programme on Fiona 
MacKeown's story, the police investigation surrounding her daughter's death and the prosecution of those thought to be 
her daughter's killers. We also anticipate looking at other recent case studies of British deaths in Goa, and the sinister 
influence of drugs in the holiday resort.
        
        This film will be in the format of an observational documentary, covering Fiona's time in Goa before she returns 
home to the UK, her time with her family back in Devon, her preparations for moving back to Goa, and any trials and 
their aftermath. As discussed with you today, the purpose of this email is to set out broadly the terms on which Wall to 
Wall seeks access to film Fiona. However, a complete contract will be prepared and sent to you for consideration.
        
        It is intended the film will focus on what Fiona has been through as a mother, talking to her, her friends, 
colleagues and family about the death of her daughter, and also on the ongoing criminal investigation in Goa. In the 
immediate future, it is anticipated filming would involve covering Fiona's dealings with the police, her lawyer and her 
preparations to return home. We would follow Fiona's return home, her dealings with the press interest and film her 
with friends and family back in Devon. Subject to any contractual restrictions upon Fiona, we would also wish to have 
access, as appropriate, to film her reunion with her children and Scarlett's funeral. Filming would then take place on an 
occasional basis before she returns to Goa, but her subsequent return and any trial would be filmed in more detail. We 
note that Channel 4 and Wall to Wall will maintain editorial control of the film, but we will allow Fiona the 
opportunity to view the programme prior to broadcast and we will give serious consideration to any comments she 
may have as to its fairness and accuracy.
        
        As this is a moving story, with press interest expected to continue, we do not propose to prevent Fiona from 
speaking to the press generally about her progress. We are proposing exclusive terms which would cover Fiona being 
filmed for television documentary purposes for Channel 4 only, thereby allowing Fiona to continue speak to the press 
and television news (except for newspaper or magazine feature articles). Please confirm that Fiona has not agreed any 
arrangements with any other entity which would conflict with the exclusivity and access as proposed.
        
        We are prepared to pay a fee of Â£15,000 which would be paid to Fiona in instalments over the course of 
production for this access from now up to the completion of the programme.
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        Please do come back to me if you would like any further information.
        
        Best wishes
        
        Adam Vandermark
        
        
        Executive Producer
        Wall to Wall Television
        Tel. 0207 241 9355
        Mob. 0780 890 4455.
        www.walltowall.co.uk
        
        
        
        This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.
        
        Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the 
recipient to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not 
adversely affect its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient 
should carry out such virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the 
MessageLabs Email Security System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be 
intercepted by MessageLabs for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more 
information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
        Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
        (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)
        

-- Vikram Varma A S/4 Parasio De Goa Porvorim Bardez Goa Mob 93 255 366 99 Res 0832 325 6688 Off 0832 325 
3088 ______________________________________________________________________ This email has been 
scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
______________________________________________________________________ This email message is 
confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than the addressee, please 
return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your computer. Internet emails are 
not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to this message after it was sent. 
Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk (WALL TO WALL 
(HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387) 
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Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 20 Mar 2008 20:44:25 +0530
To: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ccc156cb70bcd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 08:14:25 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803200814w618dd0f9g6f5dc328df1609d9@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DF7A@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_7524_11642355.1206026065753"
References: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DF7A@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Adam,

Some parts of the journey need to be filmed as news by sky. Perhaps a quick call to Alex Crawford could clear things 
up.

Her number is 91 9873152711.

Do call her now,  while I work upon my response to you in the next thirty minutes.

Rgds

Vikram

On 3/20/08, Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

    :Hi Vikram

    Hope all is well with you. Just writing to ask if you and Fiona have had a chance to see the email of our offer and if 
you have any queries?

    I will be in work shortly so we could speak on the phone if you like

    Kind regards

    Adam

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma

    To: Adam Vandermark
    Sent: Wed Mar 19 17:05:48 2008
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    Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown

    Dear Adam,

    This is to confirm reciept of your offer.

    Will discuss this with fiona and take it forward, by tomorow morning, India Time.

    WE should be ready to concretise things by tomorrow evening.

    Rgds

    Vikram

    On 3/19/08, Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

            PLEASE NOTE: SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

            Dear Vikram

            Wall to Wall Media Ltd on behalf of Channel 4 are proposing to produce a one hour programme on Fiona 
MacKeown's story, the police investigation surrounding her daughter's death and the prosecution of those thought to be 
her daughter's killers. We also anticipate looking at other recent case studies of British deaths in Goa, and the sinister 
influence of drugs in the holiday resort.

            This film will be in the format of an observational documentary, covering Fiona's time in Goa before she 
returns home to the UK, her time with her family back in Devon, her preparations for moving back to Goa, and any 
trials and their aftermath. As discussed with you today, the purpose of this email is to set out broadly the terms on 
which Wall to Wall seeks access to film Fiona. However, a complete contract will be prepared and sent to you for 
consideration.

            It is intended the film will focus on what Fiona has been through as a mother, talking to her, her friends, 
colleagues and family about the death of her daughter, and also on the ongoing criminal investigation in Goa. In the 
immediate future, it is anticipated filming would involve covering Fiona's dealings with the police, her lawyer and her 
preparations to return home. We would follow Fiona's return home, her dealings with the press interest and film her 
with friends and family back in Devon. Subject to any contractual restrictions upon Fiona, we would also wish to have 
access, as appropriate, to film her reunion with her children and Scarlett's funeral. Filming would then take place on an 
occasional basis before she returns to Goa, but her subsequent return and any trial would be filmed in more detail. We 
note that Channel 4 and Wall to Wall will maintain editorial control of the film, but we will allow Fiona the 
opportunity to view the programme prior to broadcast and we will give serious consideration to any comments she 
may have as to its fairness and accuracy.

            As this is a moving story, with press interest expected to continue, we do not propose to prevent Fiona from 
speaking to the press generally about her progress. We are proposing exclusive terms which would cover Fiona being 
filmed for television documentary purposes for Channel 4 only, thereby allowing Fiona to continue speak to the press 
and television news (except for newspaper or magazine feature articles). Please confirm that Fiona has not agreed any 
arrangements with any other entity which would conflict with the exclusivity and access as proposed.

            We are prepared to pay a fee of Â£15,000 which would be paid to Fiona in instalments over the course of 
production for this access from now up to the completion of the programme.
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            Please do come back to me if you would like any further information.

            Best wishes

            Adam Vandermark

            Executive Producer
            Wall to Wall Television
            Tel. 0207 241 9355
            Mob. 0780 890 4455.
            www.walltowall.co.uk

            This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone 
other than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from 
your computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes 
made to this message after it was sent.

            Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the 
recipient to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not 
adversely affect its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient 
should carry out such virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the 
MessageLabs Email Security System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be 
intercepted by MessageLabs for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more 
information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
            Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
            (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

    --
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

    This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
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than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

    Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient 
to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect 
its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
    (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 20 Mar 2008 15:36:33 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ccd3c17d244ea
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs110338tia; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 08:34:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.204.7 with SMTP id b7mr5441577hug.27.1206027272735; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 08:34:32 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail140.messagelabs.com (mail140.messagelabs.com [85.158.137.83]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id h6si1753216nfh.30.2008.03.20.08.34.29; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 08:34:32 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.83 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.137.83;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.83 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) 
smtp.mail=Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-7.tower-140.messagelabs.com!1206027267!17196210!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 23339 invoked from network); 20 Mar 2008 15:34:28 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-7.tower-140.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 20 Mar 2008 15:34:28 -0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88AA0.2CDD1706"
Message-ID: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DFB4@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
thread-index: AciKnWQSO0JgUPgTSx6PZRqNI/VnzQAAhKWQ

Hi Vikram
 
Sure that's fine. Sky will be filming for news, where as ours is for a long term documentary, and we're not looking for 
an exclusive on those terms.
 
I'll call Alex now.
 
Best
 
Adam
 
 

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 20 March 2008 15:14
    To: Adam Vandermark
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    Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown

    HI Adam,

    Some parts of the journey need to be filmed as news by sky. Perhaps a quick call to Alex Crawford could clear 
things up.

    Her number is 91 9873152711.

    Do call her now,  while I work upon my response to you in the next thirty minutes.

    Rgds

    Vikram

    On 3/20/08, Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

        :Hi Vikram

        Hope all is well with you. Just writing to ask if you and Fiona have had a chance to see the email of our offer and 
if you have any queries?

        I will be in work shortly so we could speak on the phone if you like

        Kind regards

        Adam

        -----Original Message-----
        From: Vikram Varma

        To: Adam Vandermark
        Sent: Wed Mar 19 17:05:48 2008
        Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown

        Dear Adam,

        This is to confirm reciept of your offer.

        Will discuss this with fiona and take it forward, by tomorow morning, India Time.

        WE should be ready to concretise things by tomorrow evening.

        Rgds

        Vikram
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        On 3/19/08, Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

                PLEASE NOTE: SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

                Dear Vikram

                Wall to Wall Media Ltd on behalf of Channel 4 are proposing to produce a one hour programme on Fiona 
MacKeown's story, the police investigation surrounding her daughter's death and the prosecution of those thought to be 
her daughter's killers. We also anticipate looking at other recent case studies of British deaths in Goa, and the sinister 
influence of drugs in the holiday resort.

                This film will be in the format of an observational documentary, covering Fiona's time in Goa before she 
returns home to the UK, her time with her family back in Devon, her preparations for moving back to Goa, and any 
trials and their aftermath. As discussed with you today, the purpose of this email is to set out broadly the terms on 
which Wall to Wall seeks access to film Fiona. However, a complete contract will be prepared and sent to you for 
consideration.

                It is intended the film will focus on what Fiona has been through as a mother, talking to her, her friends, 
colleagues and family about the death of her daughter, and also on the ongoing criminal investigation in Goa. In the 
immediate future, it is anticipated filming would involve covering Fiona's dealings with the police, her lawyer and her 
preparations to return home. We would follow Fiona's return home, her dealings with the press interest and film her 
with friends and family back in Devon. Subject to any contractual restrictions upon Fiona, we would also wish to have 
access, as appropriate, to film her reunion with her children and Scarlett's funeral. Filming would then take place on an 
occasional basis before she returns to Goa, but her subsequent return and any trial would be filmed in more detail. We 
note that Channel 4 and Wall to Wall will maintain editorial control of the film, but we will allow Fiona the 
opportunity to view the programme prior to broadcast and we will give serious consideration to any comments she 
may have as to its fairness and accuracy.

                As this is a moving story, with press interest expected to continue, we do not propose to prevent Fiona from 
speaking to the press generally about her progress. We are proposing exclusive terms which would cover Fiona being 
filmed for television documentary purposes for Channel 4 only, thereby allowing Fiona to continue speak to the press 
and television news (except for newspaper or magazine feature articles). Please confirm that Fiona has not agreed any 
arrangements with any other entity which would conflict with the exclusivity and access as proposed.

                We are prepared to pay a fee of Â£15,000 which would be paid to Fiona in instalments over the course of 
production for this access from now up to the completion of the programme.

                Please do come back to me if you would like any further information.

                Best wishes

                Adam Vandermark

                Executive Producer
                Wall to Wall Television
                Tel. 0207 241 9355
                Mob. 0780 890 4455.
                www.walltowall.co.uk
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                This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone 
other than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from 
your computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes 
made to this message after it was sent.

                Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the 
recipient to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not 
adversely affect its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient 
should carry out such virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the 
MessageLabs Email Security System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be 
intercepted by MessageLabs for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more 
information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
                Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
                (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

        --
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res  0832 325 6688
        Off    0832 325 3088
        ______________________________________________________________________
        This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
        For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
        ______________________________________________________________________

        This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

        Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the 
recipient to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not 
adversely affect its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient 
should carry out such virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the 
MessageLabs Email Security System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be 
intercepted by MessageLabs for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more 
information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
        Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
        (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)
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    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 20 Mar 2008 21:46:26 +0530
To: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ccfa1cca067d5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 09:16:26 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803200916w679be97bl7fb4793497bd61dc@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DF6C@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_8051_5043538.1206029786525"
References: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DF6C@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Adam,

Am sending a draft, Just check it out.

Rgds

Vikram

On 3/19/08, Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

    PLEASE NOTE: SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

    Dear Vikram

    Wall to Wall Media Ltd on behalf of Channel 4 are proposing to produce a one hour programme on Fiona 
MacKeown's story, the police investigation surrounding her daughter's death and the prosecution of those thought to be 
her daughter's killers. We also anticipate looking at other recent case studies of British deaths in Goa, and the sinister 
influence of drugs in the holiday resort.

    This film will be in the format of an observational documentary, covering Fiona's time in Goa before she returns 
home to the UK, her time with her family back in Devon, her preparations for moving back to Goa, and any trials and 
their aftermath. As discussed with you today, the purpose of this email is to set out broadly the terms on which Wall to 
Wall seeks access to film Fiona. However, a complete contract will be prepared and sent to you for consideration.

    It is intended the film will focus on what Fiona has been through as a mother, talking to her, her friends, colleagues 
and family about the death of her daughter, and also on the ongoing criminal investigation in Goa. In the immediate 
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future, it is anticipated filming would involve covering Fiona's dealings with the police, her lawyer and her 
preparations to return home. We would follow Fiona's return home, her dealings with the press interest and film her 
with friends and family back in Devon. Subject to any contractual restrictions upon Fiona, we would also wish to have 
access, as appropriate, to film her reunion with her children and Scarlett's funeral. Filming would then take place on an 
occasional basis before she returns to Goa, but her subsequent return and any trial would be filmed in more detail. We 
note that Channel 4 and Wall to Wall will maintain editorial control of the film, but we will allow Fiona the 
opportunity to view the programme prior to broadcast and we will give serious consideration to any comments she 
may have as to its fairness and accuracy.

    As this is a moving story, with press interest expected to continue, we do not propose to prevent Fiona from 
speaking to the press generally about her progress. We are proposing exclusive terms which would cover Fiona being 
filmed for television documentary purposes for Channel 4 only, thereby allowing Fiona to continue speak to the press 
and television news (except for newspaper or magazine feature articles). Please confirm that Fiona has not agreed any 
arrangements with any other entity which would conflict with the exclusivity and access as proposed.

    We are prepared to pay a fee of Â£15,000 which would be paid to Fiona in instalments over the course of 
production for this access from now up to the completion of the programme.

    Please do come back to me if you would like any further information.

    Best wishes

    Adam Vandermark

    Executive Producer
    Wall to Wall Television
    Tel. 0207 241 9355
    Mob. 0780 890 4455.
    www.walltowall.co.uk

    This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

    Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient 
to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect 
its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
    (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

-- 
Vikram Varma
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Subject: RE: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 20 Mar 2008 16:22:59 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ccfe3def660d5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs116451tia; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 09:21:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.166.1 with SMTP id o1mr5493545hue.74.1206030056965; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 09:20:56 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail141.messagelabs.com (mail141.messagelabs.com [85.158.137.99]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id g9si3181949gvc.4.2008.03.20.09.20.55; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 09:20:56 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.99 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.137.99;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.99 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) 
smtp.mail=Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-3.tower-141.messagelabs.com!1206030054!6459298!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 24087 invoked from network); 20 Mar 2008 16:20:54 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-3.tower-141.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 20 Mar 2008 16:20:54 -0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88AA6.A9944DCC"
Message-ID: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DFBA@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
thread-index: AciKphJ79ShY9oLJQuCq7Y30/PfSdgAAIuzg

Thanks Vikram, we'll get back to you very shortly.
 
Adam

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 20 March 2008 16:16
    To: Adam Vandermark
    Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown

    HI Adam,

    Am sending a draft, Just check it out.

    Rgds
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    Vikram

    On 3/19/08, Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

        PLEASE NOTE: SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

        Dear Vikram

        Wall to Wall Media Ltd on behalf of Channel 4 are proposing to produce a one hour programme on Fiona 
MacKeown's story, the police investigation surrounding her daughter's death and the prosecution of those thought to be 
her daughter's killers. We also anticipate looking at other recent case studies of British deaths in Goa, and the sinister 
influence of drugs in the holiday resort.

        This film will be in the format of an observational documentary, covering Fiona's time in Goa before she returns 
home to the UK, her time with her family back in Devon, her preparations for moving back to Goa, and any trials and 
their aftermath. As discussed with you today, the purpose of this email is to set out broadly the terms on which Wall to 
Wall seeks access to film Fiona. However, a complete contract will be prepared and sent to you for consideration.

        It is intended the film will focus on what Fiona has been through as a mother, talking to her, her friends, 
colleagues and family about the death of her daughter, and also on the ongoing criminal investigation in Goa. In the 
immediate future, it is anticipated filming would involve covering Fiona's dealings with the police, her lawyer and her 
preparations to return home. We would follow Fiona's return home, her dealings with the press interest and film her 
with friends and family back in Devon. Subject to any contractual restrictions upon Fiona, we would also wish to have 
access, as appropriate, to film her reunion with her children and Scarlett's funeral. Filming would then take place on an 
occasional basis before she returns to Goa, but her subsequent return and any trial would be filmed in more detail. We 
note that Channel 4 and Wall to Wall will maintain editorial control of the film, but we will allow Fiona the 
opportunity to view the programme prior to broadcast and we will give serious consideration to any comments she 
may have as to its fairness and accuracy.

        As this is a moving story, with press interest expected to continue, we do not propose to prevent Fiona from 
speaking to the press generally about her progress. We are proposing exclusive terms which would cover Fiona being 
filmed for television documentary purposes for Channel 4 only, thereby allowing Fiona to continue speak to the press 
and television news (except for newspaper or magazine feature articles). Please confirm that Fiona has not agreed any 
arrangements with any other entity which would conflict with the exclusivity and access as proposed.

        We are prepared to pay a fee of Â£15,000 which would be paid to Fiona in instalments over the course of 
production for this access from now up to the completion of the programme.

        Please do come back to me if you would like any further information.

        Best wishes

        Adam Vandermark
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        Executive Producer
        Wall to Wall Television
        Tel. 0207 241 9355
        Mob. 0780 890 4455.
        www.walltowall.co.uk

        This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

        Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the 
recipient to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not 
adversely affect its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient 
should carry out such virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the 
MessageLabs Email Security System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be 
intercepted by MessageLabs for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more 
information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
        Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
        (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
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System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: RE: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
From: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 20 Mar 2008 16:46:43 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118cd13f53e5f68b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs119683tia; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 09:44:42 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.153.5 with SMTP id a5mr4545209bue.5.1206031480333; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 09:44:40 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail180.messagelabs.com (mail180.messagelabs.com [85.158.139.51]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id f19si2152875fka.18.2008.03.20.09.44.39; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 09:44:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.139.51 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.139.51;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.139.51 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) 
smtp.mail=Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-11.tower-180.messagelabs.com!1206031478!10254861!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 28732 invoked from network); 20 Mar 2008 16:44:38 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-11.tower-180.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 20 Mar 2008 16:44:38 -0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88AA9.FA9A0883"
Message-ID: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DFC0@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown
thread-index: AciKphJ79ShY9oLJQuCq7Y30/PfSdgAA8zBw

Hi Vikram
 
There are a few points that I should discuss with you. Can we speak on the phone shortly?
 
Thanks
 
Adam

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 20 March 2008 16:16
    To: Adam Vandermark
    Subject: Re: Channel 4 Documentary: Fiona MacKeown

    HI Adam,

    Am sending a draft, Just check it out.
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    Rgds

    Vikram

    On 3/19/08, Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

        PLEASE NOTE: SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

        Dear Vikram

        Wall to Wall Media Ltd on behalf of Channel 4 are proposing to produce a one hour programme on Fiona 
MacKeown's story, the police investigation surrounding her daughter's death and the prosecution of those thought to be 
her daughter's killers. We also anticipate looking at other recent case studies of British deaths in Goa, and the sinister 
influence of drugs in the holiday resort.

        This film will be in the format of an observational documentary, covering Fiona's time in Goa before she returns 
home to the UK, her time with her family back in Devon, her preparations for moving back to Goa, and any trials and 
their aftermath. As discussed with you today, the purpose of this email is to set out broadly the terms on which Wall to 
Wall seeks access to film Fiona. However, a complete contract will be prepared and sent to you for consideration.

        It is intended the film will focus on what Fiona has been through as a mother, talking to her, her friends, 
colleagues and family about the death of her daughter, and also on the ongoing criminal investigation in Goa. In the 
immediate future, it is anticipated filming would involve covering Fiona's dealings with the police, her lawyer and her 
preparations to return home. We would follow Fiona's return home, her dealings with the press interest and film her 
with friends and family back in Devon. Subject to any contractual restrictions upon Fiona, we would also wish to have 
access, as appropriate, to film her reunion with her children and Scarlett's funeral. Filming would then take place on an 
occasional basis before she returns to Goa, but her subsequent return and any trial would be filmed in more detail. We 
note that Channel 4 and Wall to Wall will maintain editorial control of the film, but we will allow Fiona the 
opportunity to view the programme prior to broadcast and we will give serious consideration to any comments she 
may have as to its fairness and accuracy.

        As this is a moving story, with press interest expected to continue, we do not propose to prevent Fiona from 
speaking to the press generally about her progress. We are proposing exclusive terms which would cover Fiona being 
filmed for television documentary purposes for Channel 4 only, thereby allowing Fiona to continue speak to the press 
and television news (except for newspaper or magazine feature articles). Please confirm that Fiona has not agreed any 
arrangements with any other entity which would conflict with the exclusivity and access as proposed.

        We are prepared to pay a fee of Â£15,000 which would be paid to Fiona in instalments over the course of 
production for this access from now up to the completion of the programme.

        Please do come back to me if you would like any further information.

        Best wishes
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        Adam Vandermark

        Executive Producer
        Wall to Wall Television
        Tel. 0207 241 9355
        Mob. 0780 890 4455.
        www.walltowall.co.uk

        This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

        Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the 
recipient to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not 
adversely affect its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient 
should carry out such virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the 
MessageLabs Email Security System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be 
intercepted by MessageLabs for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more 
information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
        Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
        (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
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ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: Channel 4 Documentary
From: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 20 Mar 2008 18:24:19 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118cd6d53363c78b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs136945tia; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 11:22:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.67.196.2 with SMTP id y2mr1617535ugp.60.1206037337002; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 11:22:17 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail175.messagelabs.com (mail175.messagelabs.com [85.158.138.67]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id q40si21994856ugc.70.2008.03.20.11.22.15; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 11:22:17 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.67 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.138.67;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.67 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) 
smtp.mail=Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-12.tower-175.messagelabs.com!1206037334!11420309!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 19935 invoked from network); 20 Mar 2008 18:22:14 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-12.tower-175.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 20 Mar 2008 18:22:14 -0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Message-ID: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DFCF@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Channel 4 Documentary
thread-index: AciKt5zajmV/wsTiRSyQQMrW1nhLWA==

Subject to Contract 
Dear Vikram,
After speaking to Fiona I think we are now in agreement over some of the issues outlined in your response, in order to 
allow us at least to start filming on Monday pending formal agreement. 
Regarding editorial control, I specified to Fiona that the OFCOM Broadcasting Code provides that we have to be fair 
and accurate, and that she would have an opportunity to view before transmission to point out factual inaccuracies. She 
was happy with that.
In terms of money, Fiona has agreed to keep the fee to Â£15,000. But she has asked for reasonable travel expenses to 
be paid for her and Dakini. Given there is a very limited budget for this film we can only pay limited expenses where 
we asking her and Dakini to make specific travel arrangements. So Fiona and I have agreed that we will pay hers and 
Dakini's travel only if we request it specifically for the purposes of the programme. 
In terms of the time period for the contract, Fiona has agreed to be contracted up until 'sentencing' of the current 
accused or at any other date to be mutually agreed. 
Due to the limited timescale and it being a bank holiday weekend here, we are unable to pay Â£10,000 as an advance 
payment as requested . We will however be able to make arrangements next week to pay Fiona the first instalment of 
her fee, being one third, which I hope Fiona will be happy with. 
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Fiona has therefore said she is fine for the Producer, Marcus Sulley, to now fly out to Goa on this basis in order to film 
Fiona next week. 
I think therefore that we are close to sorting out the issues and the legal affairs people here will email you the contract 
next Tuesday. 
Thanks
Adam

Adam Vandermark
Series Producer 
Wall to Wall Television
Tel. 0207 241 9355
Mob. 0780 890 4455.
www.walltowall.co.uk

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent. 

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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        Legal Solutions....Worldwide!   
New Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata & Other Major Cities.
H ome   Our Services    Subscribe       Contact us

To ensure you continue to recieve all correspondence and newsletter updates from indialawoffices.com, please add this 
email id (news@helplinelaw.com) to your address book.

INDIA BUSINESS WORLD - MARCH 1st - MARCH 15th - 2008

The Month that was...

News & important developments from the most prospective of the New World markets.... India. Our effort is to 
provide you with the latest and relevant developments that take place in the Indian business, economic and legal 
environment.

ECONOMIC & LEGAL NEWS

INDIA CUTS VISA POWER FOR BRITS TO AVOID ILLEGAL LAND PURCHASE IN GOA:The visa validity 
period for British nationals planning to visit India has been reduced to six months, from three years, to stem illegal 
purchase of land in Goa.....More....

SUPREME COURT TO HEAR SETHU PLEAS ON APRIL 15:The Supreme Court has fixed April 15 to hear a bunch 
of petitions challenging government's controversial Sethusamudram project....More....

6% HIKE IN DA FOR CENTRAL GOVT STAFF, INCREASE TO BE APPLICABLE WITH RETROSPECTIVE 
EFFECT FROM JAN 1, COST RS 1,500 CR:Bringing festive cheer to 50 lakh central government employees ahead of 
Holi, the Cabinet has decided to increase the dearness allowance (DA) by 6 percentage points..........More....
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POLICY DECISION EXECUTIVE'S PREROGATIVE, JUDICIARY HAS NO ROLE UNLESS FUNDAMENTAL 
RIGHTS ARE VIOLATED, RULES SUPREME COURT:The Supreme Court in a ruling has said that policy decision 
must be left to the government as it alone can decide which policy should be adopted........More....

SEAL ALL ILLEGAL PREMISES NOT PROTECTED BY MASTER PLAN 2021: SUPREME COURT: The 
Supreme Court has asked the Municipal Corporation of Delhi to seal all illegal commercial premises in the capital's 
unauthorised colonies, which are not protected by Master Plan 2021 and the Centre's notification by June 30.....More....

CHANGES APPROVED IN THE FDI POLICY FOR CIVIL AVIATION, PETROLEUM AND COMMODITY 
EXCHANGES:Government has, on a review of existing policy, approved changes in the policy for Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI) in the Civil Aviation Sector, Petroleum Sector and in Commodity Exchanges...........More....

INDIAN JUDICIARY OUGHT TO SUPPORT GLOBALLY ACCEPTED DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISM 
ON ARBITRATION AWARDS:In a recent judgement, the Supreme Court of India held that a foreign arbitration 
award recognised and upheld by the foreign court where it was sought to be enforced, is nevertheless, amenable to 
challenge in an Indian court.......More....

VODAFONE TO CONTEST REVIEW OF I-T ACT:VODAFONE, which is facing a $2-billion tax demand following 
its acquisition of the telecom major Hutch-Essar, will challenge the Income-Tax Act once it stipulates that the buyer of 
shares will have to pay tax if the seller has not paid it......More....

FDI ZOOMS TO $31 B IN 10TH FIVE-YEAR PLAN:The country received foreign direct investment (FDI) of $30.80 
billion during the 10th five-year plan (2002-07), almost double of FDI worth $16.33 billion received during the ninth 
plan period (1997-2002) .......More....

INDUSTRIAL GROWTH IN JAN SLOWS TO JUST 5.3%:Triggering fears of a slowdown, industrial growth fell 
sharply to 5.3% this January compared to 11.6% in the same month last year.......More....

EVERY INDIAN HAS RIGHT TO SETTLE ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY, SAYS APEX COURT: Talking 
tough on chauvinism and violent protests related to it, the Supreme Court has said that every Indian had the right to 
settle anywhere in the country, to carry their work and do business peacefully.......More....

GOA BANS SALE OF LAND TO FOREIGNERS:Foreign nationals eyeing the booming property market in Goa 
should do a reality check. The government has decided to ban sale of land to foreigners in the state.......More....

SUPREME COURT ALLOWS THIRD FLOOR IN RESIDENTIAL COLONIES OF DELHI: In a major relief to the 
property owners, the Supreme Court in an interim order allowed construction of the third floor on the houses in the 
residential colonies in the Capital.......More....

CRIME SPOT FIRST, FIR CAN BE LODGED LATER: SUPREME COURT:The Supreme Court has ruled that the 
police officer must proceed to the place of crime immediately on receiving an information regarding commission of a 
cognizable offence and FIR can be registered later.......More....

Others..

BUSINESS NEWS

INSURANCE POLICIES NOW IN THE PAN: The next time you buy an insurance policy or carry out a transaction at 
the post office, you will be required to provide your Permanent Account Number (PAN).... More....

INDIA INC GETS GO-AHEAD FOR EXCHANGEABLE BONDS, FINANCE BILL 2008 SAYS CONVERSION OF 
FCEBS INTO SHARES OR DEBENTURES WILL NOT ATTRACT CAPITAL GAINS TAX:Companies planning to 
raise funds through foreign currency exchangeable bonds (FCEB) can now go ahead as the Finance Bill 2008 has 
cleared the air on tax issues.... More....
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RELIEF FROM DOUBLE TAXATION ON DIVIDEND NOT FOR COMPANIES WITH SUBSIDIARIES: 
Companies with subsidiaries are not going to get relief from double taxation on dividend that the finance minister 
announced in the Budget.... More....

EXPORTS RISE 20% IN JAN, IMPORTS JUMP A WHOPPING 64%: Exports from the country continued to grow at 
a steady pace in 2008. Outbound shipments rose 20.47% to $13.14 billion in January, compared to $10.9 billion in 
January 2007..........More....

INDIA RANKS AMONG TOP 10 CONTRIBUTORS TO HSBC GROWTH: British major HSBC's Indian operations 
were among the top 10 contributors for the group globally. HSBC's Indian operations reported a 34.6% rise in profits 
before tax to $529 million for the calendar year 2007........ More....

ICICI BANK TAKES $263-MILLION SUBPRIME HIT: The ripples of subprime have touched Indian high-street 
banks. ICICI, the country's second-largest bank, has announced a mark-to-market hit of $263 million in its loan and 
investment exposures..........More....

RANBAXY GETS FDA NOD FOR SCHIZOPHRENIA DRUG: The country's largest drugmaker, Ranbaxy 
Laboratories, received the US food and drug administration (FDA) nod to sell generic version of Risperdal used in the 
treatment of schizophrenia in the US..........More....

NO COUNTERVAILING DUTY, SAD ON SCRAP IMPORTS, RULES SUPREME COURT: The Supreme Court 
has ruled that the revenue department cannot impose countervailing duty or additional Customs duty on scrap imports 
under provisions of the Customs Tariff Act......More....

CADILA MOVES DELHI HIGH COURT ON USE OF SUGAR FREE BY BAIDYANATH: Pharma major Cadila 
Healthcare, a market leader in sugar substitute business, has moved the Delhi High Court seeking restraint order 
against ayurvedic company Baidyanath from using its trademark 'Sugar Free' on the latter's product 'Chyawanprash 
Granules'......... More....

STAMP DUTY WAIVER FOR CONVERSION TO LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIPS (LLPS): Partnership 
firms, private companies and unlisted public limited companies can look forward to convert themselves into the more 
flexible form of limited liability partnerships (LLPs) without paying stamp duty to state governments.... More....

COGNIZANT SIGNS $95-M DEAL WITH ASTRAZENECA: Global IT firm Cognizant has signed a $95-million 
agreement with AstraZeneca, a global pharmaceutical company, to provide clinical data management services for the 
latter's clinical development.... More....

DABUR PHARMA GETS NOD TO MARKET GENERIC VERSION OF CAMPTOSAR: Dabur Pharma has received 
approvals to market Irinotecan Hydrochloride Injection, the generic copies of Pfizer's cancer drug Camptosar, in Italy 
and Denmark.... More....

PE FIRMS INVEST $1 B IN SMES IN 2007-08: PE firms have invested Rs 4,000 crore ($1 billion) in small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs) in 2007-08, an increase of 75% from the previous year.... More....

STRIDES GETS REGULATORY NOD FOR TAZO PIP, TOBRAMYCIN: Pharma firm Strides Arcolab announed 
that it has received approval from drug regulators of Canada and the US for Tazo Pip Sterile Injection and 
Tobramycin, used in the treatment of bacterial infections.... More....

18 FDI PLANS OF RS 1.5K CR GET FIPB CLEARANCE: The government has approved 18 foreign direct 
investment (FDI) proposals that will bring in Rs 1,553 crore, including Rs 560 crore by Essar Capital.... More....

ONE LAKH COMPANIES LOSE REGISTRATION: The government has cancelled the registration of over one lakh 
companies for failing to file annual returns. There were about 7, 43,628 companies registered under the Companies Act 
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till March 2007......More....

ZAHEERA CHALLENGES WHOPPING INCOME TAX CLAIM: Best Bakery case key witness Zaheera Sheikh has 
moved the Vadodara Income Tax Tribunal, challenging a recent department order that claimed income tax to the tune 
of Rs 38 lakh from her......More....

Others..

NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND JOINT VENTURES

NOKIA SIEMENS INKS R&D PACT WITH TCS: Global Communications services provider Nokia Siemens 
Networks has entered into an agreement with leading domestic IT Services firm Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) .... 
More....

ACACIA BUYS 49% IN LOGIX TECHNOPARK: Acacia Real Estate, promoted by Bahrain-based TAIB Bank, has 
acquired 49% in Logix TechnoPark in Noida for $69 million.... More....

FREE USE OF THIRD-PARTY ATMS TO COME INTO EFFECT FROM APRIL 2009, BANKS TO SHARE 
TRANSACTION COST: In Just over a year from now, bank customers can freely use their ATM cards to withdraw 
cash from any ATM installed by various commercial banks across the country.... More....

AT RS 5KCR, REAL ESTATE FIRM BPTP SEALS LANDMARK DEAL: Delhi-based real estate firm BPTP has 
bagged the country's largest land deal worth Rs 5,006 crore. In a fiercely fought bidding war, BPTP beat the country's 
largest real estate firm DLF to win the 95-acre plot in Noida's sector 94.... More....

AIRTEL INKS $100-M DEAL WITH THE BOARD OF INVESTMENT (BOI) OF SRI LANKA TO START 
LANKAN OPERATIONS: Bharti Airtel Lanka, a subsidiary of Indian telecom giant Bharti Airtel, has signed a $100-
million investment agreement with the Board of Investment (BOI) of Sri Lanka to begin Lankan operation by this 
year....More....

VEDANTA TIES UP WITH WEST BENGAL GOVERNMENT TO SET UP ALUMINIUM COMPLEX: VEDANTA 
Resources, the $6.5-billion diversified metals and mining group, has signed a development agreement with the West 
Bengal government to set up a large aluminium complex at Bidhanbag in Asansol at an investment of Rs 20,000 
crore....More....

BLACKSTONE BUYS STAKE IN TITAGARH WAGONS FOR RS 16 CR: The US-based private equity fund 
Blackstone has picked up a minority stake in Titagarh Wagons for Rs 672 a share in a pre-IPO placement....More....

Others..
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They can be contacted at:
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Email : office@indialawoffices.com
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We have taken utmost care in drafting this newsletter. However there may be a possibility of error or mistakes 
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List-Id: <saligao-net.googlegroups.com>
List-Post: <mailto:saligao-net@googlegroups.com>
List-Help: <mailto:saligao-net-help@googlegroups.com>
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Hi Guys,
 
First lets take a moment to thank Rico for his time and effort to get this site going again. Thanks Rico for your efforts.
  
Just a few more lines to give you an update on developments since my last posting on this subject. 
 
Let us Keep in mind that this is a 135 year old structure we are restoring. We are truly blessed that those this job is 
entrusted to are one of us who carry the same sentiments as we do towards this Church, and therefore desire the same 
end results, i.e. restoration to its original state and stature. Apparently these guys have been working relentlessly 
overtime, and their efforts have yielded a group of expert carpenters from outside the state who came in over the last 
weekend, and after careful study of these beautiful  wooden arches inside the church, have said that the existing arches 
(wooden trusses) can be repaired in situ to be able to stand on their own without loading them at all. Also since 50 % 
of the old wood of the original false ceiling is reusable, they plan to buy similar wood and replace what cannot be 
salvaged, so the false ceiling is also goibg tobe retained in the original style and material. Thus, after the repairs, the 
interior roof of the Church would look exactly as original.      
 
 
 

Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email IDâ€™s? Get a unique one here. Try it now!
--~--~---------~--~----~------------~-------~--~----~
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Saligao-Net" group.
To post to this group, send email to saligao-net@googlegroups.com
To unsubscribe from this group, send email to saligao-net-unsubscribe@googlegroups.com
For more options, visit this group at http://groups.google.com/group/saligao-net?hl=en
-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~---
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Hi there Vikram â€“ do you have a number or a name of the Channel Four people please. My editor Adrian Wells 
would love to talk to them.

 

Thank you,

 

Alex

 

From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
Sent: 15 March 2008 14:38
To: Vikram Varma
Subject:
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-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088

Information in this email including any attachments may be privileged, confidential and is intended exclusively for the 
addressee. The views expressed may not be official policy, but the personal views of the originator. If you have 
received it in error, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete it from your system. You should not 
reproduce, distribute, store, retransmit, use or disclose its contents to anyone. Please note we reserve the right to 
monitor all e-mail communication through our internal and external networks. SKY and the SKY marks are trade 
marks of British Sky Broadcasting Group plc and are used under licence. British Sky Broadcasting Limited 
(Registration No. 2906991), Sky Interactive Limited (Registration No. 3554332), Sky-In-Home Service Limited 
(Registration No. 2067075) and Sky Subscribers Services Limited (Registration No. 2340150) are direct or indirect 
subsidiaries of British Sky Broadcasting Group plc (Registration No. 2247735). All of the companies mentioned in this 
paragraph are incorporated in England and Wales and share the same registered office at Grant Way, Isleworth, 
Middlesex TW7 5QD. 
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Received: from edimailmg1.bibit.com (edimailmg2.bibit.com [155.136.66.81]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
t2si2153891gve.3.2008.03.20.00.16.39; Thu, 20 Mar 2008 00:16:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 155.136.66.81 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
shopper@uk.worldpay.com) client-ip=155.136.66.81;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 155.136.66.81 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of shopper@uk.worldpay.com) smtp.mail=shopper@uk.worldpay.com
Message-ID: <47e20f58.02ab100a.6e63.ffffa9d2SMTPIN_ADDED@mx.google.com>
Received: from mm1imspsp3.server.rbsgrp.net ([155.136.254.219] helo=mm1imspsp3) by edimailmg1.bibit.com with 
smtp (Exim 4.60) (envelope-from <shopper@uk.worldpay.com>) id 1JcF0x-0006g3-6r for varma.vikram@gmail.com; 
Thu, 20 Mar 2008 08:16:39 +0100
Content-Length: 5500
Reply-To: billingsupport@jagex.com
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
MIME-Version: 1.0

Transaction Confirmation
Please retain for your records
        
Thank you

Your transaction has been processed by WorldPay, on behalf of Jagex Limited t/as Runescape.
If you have recently attempted to create a new subscription agreement, and were shown an "Agreement Created" 
message then the payment described below will be processed shortly.

If however you were shown a "Payment Declined" message, then the payment below will NOT be taken from your 
card.

If you already have an ongoing subscription agreement, then this email is to confirm that a payment has been taken to 
continue your subscription.
Transaction details:

Transaction for the value of: Rs240.00
Description: Members Subscription
From: RuneScape-by-Jagex
Merchant's cart ID: fog856:1.5ExExEx:9534069
Authorisation Date/Time: 20/Mar/2008 07:16:28
WorldPay's transaction ID: 1844492995
This is not a tax receipt.
What is this purchase for?
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This purchase is for a monthly subscription to a Jagex service. Jagex are the producers of RuneScape, a massively 
multiplayer online role playing game, and FunOrb, a java minigames portal. Your subscription will be to one, or both, 
of these services.

For more information about either of these products, http://www.runescape.com or http://www.funorb.com

Enquiries

This confirmation only indicates that your transaction has been processed successfully. It does not indicate that your 
order has been accepted. It is the responsibility of Jagex Limited t/as Runescape to confirm that your order has been 
accepted, and to deliver any goods or services you have ordered.

If you have any questions about your order, please email Jagex Limited t/as Runescape at: billingsupport@jagex.com, 
with the transaction details listed above.
Thank you for shopping with Jagex Limited t/as Runescape.
When you submit your transaction for processing by WorldPay you confirm your acceptance of WorldPayÂ’s shopper 
privacy policy, a copy of which can be viewed at: http://support.worldpay.com/shopper/privacy/

To find out more about how your transaction was processed, visit WorldPayÂ’s Frequently Asked Questions at:
http://support.worldpay.com/shopper/faqs/
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Subject: myriad: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118d1702411f353b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs254701tia; Fri, 21 Mar 2008 06:03:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.212.19 with SMTP id k19mr2297802wfg.86.1206104630734; Fri, 21 Mar 2008 06:03:50 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12379545-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
22si5820715wfg.15.2008.03.21.06.03.50; Fri, 21 Mar 2008 06:03:50 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12379545-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12379545-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12379545-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120608280138720"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12379545-2008.03.21-00.01.24--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12379545-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080321065753.A4EDA884059@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12379545-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Listen to our free Dictionary.com podcast!
Learn about the origins of words from our resident Dictionary.com
word expert, Venus. You can also find our free podcast at iTunes or Podcast.com,
to download into your iPod or MP3 player.
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Friday, March 21, 2008

myriad \MIR-ee-uhd\, adjective:

1. Consisting of a very great, but indefinite, number; as, myriad stars.
2. Composed of numerous diverse elements or aspects.
3. The number of ten thousand; ten thousand persons or things. (Chiefly in reference to the Greek numeral system, or 
in translations from Greek or Latin).
4. An immense number; a very great many; an indefinitely large number.
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    Home is a place to which one is attached by myriad habits of thought and behavior--culturally acquired, of course, 
yet in time they become so intimately woven into everyday existence that they seem primordial and the essence of 
one's being.
    -- Yi-Fu Tuan, Escapism

    Hawks and condors hunted all along the river, while myriad other bird species including cuckoos, owls, vireos, and 
woodpeckers inhabited the willow groves that flourished along its course.
    -- Blake Gumprecht, The Los Angeles River

    The myriad mind of Shakespeare.
    -- H. Reed, Lectures on the British Poets

    The catastrophic melting of Earth's surface is just one out of a myriad of events that are waiting to occur as the 
universe and its contents grow older.
    -- Fred Adams and Greg Laughlin, The Five Ages of the Universe

Myriad is from Greek myrias, myriad-, "ten thousand; a myriad," from myrios, "numberless; countless; ten thousand."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for myriad

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Listen to our free Dictionary.com podcast!
Learn about the origins of words from our resident Dictionary.com
word expert, Venus. You can also find our free podcast at iTunes or Podcast.com,
to download into your iPod or MP3 player.

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12379545-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 2008 17:05:01 +0530
To: "Crawford, Alex" <Alex.Crawford@bskyb.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118d11ed5cf30839
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 21 Mar 2008 04:35:01 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803210435q30ecfcdewf8985e2f8910ee77@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <F300BC075650B74F95881F351B794B8E026781AD@OSTEXCH03.bskyb.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_13600_2822104.1206099301671"
References: <f4302a0a0803150208p4300c70exd614f61b307c5f7f@mail.gmail.com> 
<F300BC075650B74F95881F351B794B8E026781AD@OSTEXCH03.bskyb.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Alex,

This is the info you need.

Adam Vandermark
Series Producer
Wall to Wall Television
Tel. 0207 241 9355
Mob. 0780 890 4455.
www.walltowall.co.uk

On Thu, Mar 20, 2008 at 11:50 PM, Crawford, Alex <Alex.Crawford@bskyb.com> wrote:

    Hi there Vikram â€“ do you have a number or a name of the Channel Four people please. My editor Adrian Wells 
would love to talk to them.

     

    Thank you,

     

    Alex

     

    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 15 March 2008 14:38
    To: Vikram Varma
    Subject:
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    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088

    Information in this email including any attachments may be privileged, confidential and is intended exclusively for 
the addressee. The views expressed may not be official policy, but the personal views of the originator. If you have 
received it in error, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete it from your system. You should not 
reproduce, distribute, store, retransmit, use or disclose its contents to anyone. Please note we reserve the right to 
monitor all e-mail communication through our internal and external networks. SKY and the SKY marks are trade 
marks of British Sky Broadcasting Group plc and are used under licence. British Sky Broadcasting Limited 
(Registration No. 2906991), Sky Interactive Limited (Registration No. 3554332), Sky-In-Home Service Limited 
(Registration No. 2067075) and Sky Subscribers Services Limited (Registration No. 2340150) are direct or indirect 
subsidiaries of British Sky Broadcasting Group plc (Registration No. 2247735). All of the companies mentioned in this 
paragraph are incorporated in England and Wales and share the same registered office at Grant Way, Isleworth, 
Middlesex TW7 5QD. 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Tehelka done an article on you (including photo)
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 2008 08:18:28 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118d06ae46f000da
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs217666tia; Fri, 21 Mar 2008 01:18:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.194.5 with SMTP id r5mr8171516anf.104.1206087509185; Fri, 21 Mar 2008 01:18:29 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s1.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s1.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.201]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id b32si4266252ana.33.2008.03.21.01.18.28; Fri, 21 Mar 2008 01:18:29 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.201 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.201;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.201 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W17 ([65.55.162.188]) by blu139-omc3-s1.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Fri, 21 Mar 2008 01:18:28 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W176DE49B56AC11722162E5A8010@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_2356ea85-71bb-4b98-88a2-35fcd3f4a263_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.125]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803161727x1a22ca2dw9f83bfe29e20436a@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W36FD0C9DDC490E32925DDDA8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803021950j3a0a7bf6qd49e6134bdd438db@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W25DFA77E57010D46EB1CC2A80F0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803120556o20c427d0s54ed5c0388859b05@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W34D77649233BE18F033F08A80B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803161727x1a22ca2dw9f83bfe29e20436a@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 21 Mar 2008 08:18:28.0497 (UTC) FILETIME=[245D3810:01C88B2C]

    Hi Vikram,
     
    Am so proud of the way you have handled the case to get justice for the family.
     
    Tehelka has done a great article on you.
     
    Much love
     
    Dj
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    http://www.tehelka.com/story_main38.asp?filename=Ne290308bereaved_vilified.asp

Click here Search for local singles online @ Lavalife.
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Subject: The Good Life for Vikram
From: "Michael Mackenzie" <support@project-meditation.org>
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 2008 13:02:56 -0400
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118d24b202da3416
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs284627tia; Fri, 21 Mar 2008 10:03:04 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.152.15 with SMTP id z15mr8811079and.6.1206118982782; Fri, 21 Mar 2008 10:03:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zEwM7Jys7A==@smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com>
Received: from smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com (smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com [207.106.200.8]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id n29si6528782elf.5.2008.03.21.10.03.01; Fri, 21 Mar 2008 10:03:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zEwM7Jys7A==@smtp-verifiedoptin-
02.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.8 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.106.200.8;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of 
zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zEwM7Jys7A==@smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.8 as 
permitted sender) smtp.mail=zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zEwM7Jys7A==@smtp-verifiedoptin-02.aweber.com; 
domainkeys=pass header.From=pm0000@aweber.com
DomainKey-Status: good
X-DomainKeys: Ecelerity dk_sign implementing draft-delany-domainkeys-base-01
DomainKey-Signature: q=dns; a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=aweber.com; h=Received:Message-ID:Content-
type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:To:From:Sender:X-Loop:X-Mailer:X-Subscription:X-
Verification:X_Id:Date:Subject; 
b=TJBcilS0cVoGi/qZXWCjcYOfdFFpOnkHWOIq/hewQohSC2hc+8S1/ZrFmXN5AR7T 
QnOH2mks+TLoSBcjSdrdj69a0BaJ00FqhGMX3OE2vvQxBekOFrHcJYJ6i4NfQNMT
Received: (qmail 14893 invoked by uid 0); 21 Mar 2008 17:02:56 -0000
Message-ID: <AA.45.01203.04AE3E74@mail12>
Content-type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Sender: pm0000@aweber.com
X-Loop: pm0000@aweber.com
X-Mailer: AWeber 4.0
X-Subscription: Subscribed on 02/03/2008, via web form, by 59.95.11.33, from http://www.project-meditation.org/?
pageid=signup&unit=pm0005
X-Verification: Verified by 59.95.11.33
X_Id: 373214:03-21-2008-12-55-45:varma.vikram@gmail.com/365503

--- The Good Life ---
By Michael Mackenzie | Issue 012
 
Visit the Project Meditation Community by clicking here

Hi there Vikram,
Inside This Issue:
> 20 Free Downloadable Guided Meditations
> Your Brainwave Patterns
> Did You Know?
> Your Future
20 Free Downloadable Guided Meditations
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There are guided meditations available for you to download within the community any time you choose.

Lower stress levels

Develop mental abilities

Experience a greater spiritual connection

Increase motivation and confidence

Meditation for weight loss

Improve a health problem

And many more.

Guided meditations (Remember, you must be logged in to download)
Your Brainwave Patterns

If you have read the reports you will understand now, that every second of every day, nerve cells in your brain are 
producing electrical impulses that vary rhythmically in distinct patterns which are known as brain wave patterns.

Beta waves...

are the fastest brain waves. During Beta you are in a normal waking state, alert and concentrating. When you are 
feeling anxious, uneasy or distressed, higher or faster beta waves occur. And if you feel threatened, extremely fearful 
or experience the fight or flight response the extreme beta waves occur, producing heaps of cortisol which is known as 
the stress hormone and is extremely bad for your health.

Alpha waves...

The Alpha state produces serotonin, releases backlogs of stress, develops optimal learning and builds confidence and 
self-esteem. This is why you will usually feel relaxed and happy, especially in the beginning.

Theta waves...

Theta is associated with healing, enhanced creativity, sudden insight (eureka or ah-ha moments) when everything 
suddenly becomes clear.

Delta waves...

(the state most traditional meditators never reach) It is within delta that your brain is triggered to release great 
quantities of healing hormones, one of which is human growth hormone (HGH) which we make less of as we age, 
resulting in many symptoms and diseases associated with aging.
Did You Know?

Hollywood stars pay up to $20,000 a year for synthetic human growth hormone injections, because it brings back 
youthful energy, looks, and stamina.

And I agree, the effects of HGH are dramatic:-

Greater muscle tone,
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Stronger bones,

Less fat,

Increased brain function and younger-looking, tighter skin!

HGH is one of the reasons kids have endless energy--their pituitary glands spew out heaps of the stuff!

Unfortunately, your body produces less HGH as you get older--as much as 50% less by our late 50s. And we are all 
aware that it shows!

But HGH injections are dangerous, expensive and can cause frightening side effects!!

You can produce HGH and many other healing hormones, naturally and safely with a little daily LifeFlow meditation. 
This alone adds a flavour you can't afford to miss.
The Future

Keep up with your meditation and enjoying a happier and healthier lifestyle. Imagine how you will be feeling one year 
on. I'll leave you with a message from a member of the community after just three weeks.

One members story...

Thanks

Hi... I just wanted to add a message here..... I only started meditation about 3 weeks ago, and the improvement in my 
life and health has been nothing less than extraordinary.... I am not the kind of person that believes in "Miracle Cures" 
which has made the last few weeks even more surprising to me... In short, I am feeling better, sleeping better, happier, 
more confident, and able to enjoy and appreciate life in a way that I haven't done for a long time.....

Thank you, thank you, thank you to this project for getting me started.....

Chris, London, UK.

Have a great weekend.

Yours for HUGE meditation success,

Michael Mackenzie

Visit the Project Meditation Community by clicking here

About the author:

Michael Mackenzie is a master of Meditation who has greatly enhanced the lives of thousands of people through his 
teachings. He is most commonly known for creating 'LifeFlow' which he refers to as 'Meditation 2.0' because of the 
ease of use.

LifeFlow involves simply listening to revolutionary sound technology. The listener is instantly guided to profoundly 
deep states conducive to meditation just by listening to the LifeFlow tracks.

His mission is to help millions of people globally to learn to improve their mental, physical and spiritual well-being 
through his 21st Century meditation programs.

You can learn more about Michael, and LifeFlow audio technology by visiting:
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www.project-meditation.org

Copyright 2008 - Project Meditation

www.project-meditation.org

Ace Management LLC
1201 Orange Streets
One Commerce Center
Suite 600
City of Wilmington
New Castle County
Delaware
USA
19801

To unsubscribe or change subscriber options visit:
http://www.aweber.com/z/r/?zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zEwM7Jys7A==
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Subject: Fwd: Channel 4 Documentary
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 22 Mar 2008 18:23:25 +0530
To: dakinilove@mac.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118d68cf7906fa25
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 05:53:25 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803220553q7a8fb9fatdc84468469ed5a8c@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DFCF@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_17954_28369138.1206190405553"
References: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366DFCF@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Adam Vandermark <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Thu, Mar 20, 2008 at 11:54 PM
Subject: Channel 4 Documentary
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Subject to Contract
Dear Vikram,
After speaking to Fiona I think we are now in agreement over some of the issues outlined in your response, in order to 
allow us at least to start filming on Monday pending formal agreement.
Regarding editorial control, I specified to Fiona that the OFCOM Broadcasting Code provides that we have to be fair 
and accurate, and that she would have an opportunity to view before transmission to point out factual inaccuracies. She 
was happy with that.
In terms of money, Fiona has agreed to keep the fee to Â£15,000. But she has asked for reasonable travel expenses to 
be paid for her and Dakini. Given there is a very limited budget for this film we can only pay limited expenses where 
we asking her and Dakini to make specific travel arrangements. So Fiona and I have agreed that we will pay hers and 
Dakini's travel only if we request it specifically for the purposes of the programme.
In terms of the time period for the contract, Fiona has agreed to be contracted up until 'sentencing' of the current 
accused or at any other date to be mutually agreed.
Due to the limited timescale and it being a bank holiday weekend here, we are unable to pay Â£10,000 as an advance 
payment as requested . We will however be able to make arrangements next week to pay Fiona the first instalment of 
her fee, being one third, which I hope Fiona will be happy with.
Fiona has therefore said she is fine for the Producer, Marcus Sulley, to now fly out to Goa on this basis in order to film 
Fiona next week.
I think therefore that we are close to sorting out the issues and the legal affairs people here will email you the contract 
next Tuesday.
Thanks
Adam

Adam Vandermark
Series Producer
Wall to Wall Television
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Tel. 0207 241 9355
Mob. 0780 890 4455.
www.walltowall.co.uk

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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From: Joaquim Vaz <joaquim_vz@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Sat, 22 Mar 2008 15:53:05 +0000 (GMT)
To: saligao-net@googlegroups.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e2985175983d3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs121088tia; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 14:01:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.135.3 with SMTP id i3mr9271661wxd.36.1206392476168; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 14:01:16 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <grbounce-
FC0VCgUAAADeNNJAKLjDMOnlruip_TKg=varma.vikram=gmail.com@googlegroups.com>
Received: from yw-out-2122.google.com (yw-out-2122.google.com [74.125.46.25]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP 
id h36si977042wxd.29.2008.03.24.14.01.15; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 14:01:16 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of grbounce-
FC0VCgUAAADeNNJAKLjDMOnlruip_TKg=varma.vikram=gmail.com@googlegroups.com designates 74.125.46.25 
as permitted sender) client-ip=74.125.46.25;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of grbounce-
FC0VCgUAAADeNNJAKLjDMOnlruip_TKg=varma.vikram=gmail.com@googlegroups.com designates 74.125.46.25 
as permitted sender) smtp.mail=grbounce-
FC0VCgUAAADeNNJAKLjDMOnlruip_TKg=varma.vikram=gmail.com@googlegroups.com; dkim=neutral 
header.i=@googlegroups.com
Received: by yw-out-2122.google.com with SMTP id 8so1864822yws.73 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Mon, 24 
Mar 2008 14:01:15 -0700 (PDT)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=googlegroups.com; s=gamma; h=domainkey-
signature:received:received:x-sender:x-apparently-to:received:received:received-spf:domainkey-status:authentication-
results:received:domainkey-signature:x-ymail-osg:received:date:from:to:mime-version:content-type:message-id:x-
google-approved:reply-to:sender:precedence:x-google-loop:mailing-list:list-id:list-post:list-help:list-unsubscribe; 
bh=BGcd9w2svolUajjqIOq6quh9dJN0lTyEcDE9z5xpbx4=; 
b=0oSkvqPtZnncUF/dNIrQouJYSlqiSlgJu/5CmvVQEhwKVwC5cctk3Bah/H3j3OKPIPqwP73DPVoWiYZzZiCCGx+E
rkTcMmV2SFjLZSTdBEysm4SqzP6/UlGiHLBHv9NsqKVwGLTJ9eyBPHMIQNVnSJjDU6NjxtGyEiJcG6Qwjl4=
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; d=googlegroups.com; s=gamma; h=x-sender:x-apparently-to:received-
spf:domainkey-status:authentication-results:domainkey-signature:x-ymail-osg:date:from:to:mime-version:content-
type:message-id:x-google-approved:reply-to:sender:precedence:x-google-loop:mailing-list:list-id:list-post:list-
help:list-unsubscribe; 
b=tGe2frxROeqr37mQGy8ytufEXfjqfWBW1mCictgTVXLuy+cRGuAo4YKOXFvjtzVNc5KrMdq5rW7TZ5fmCWCm
kRufrI9MI4uZVEg219Aqrqv/GJjBJNm2qqupt5HbuQbQx9JwjoykW/IdE/0F22FbL2KT/rhk+Z6PT1NcK+DpXMU=
Received: by 10.150.212.14 with SMTP id k14mr90298ybg.4.1206392475255; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 14:01:15 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.44.77.7 with SMTP id z7gr16hsa.0; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 14:01:02 -0700 (PDT)
X-Sender: joaquim_vz@yahoo.co.in
X-Apparently-To: saligao-net@googlegroups.com
Received: by 10.141.32.13 with SMTP id k13mr5427197rvj.5.1206201188165; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 08:53:08 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <joaquim_vz@yahoo.co.in>
Received: from web7706.mail.in.yahoo.com (web7706.mail.in.yahoo.com [202.86.4.44]) by mx.google.com with 
SMTP id k36si6082612waf.1.2008.03.22.08.53.06; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 08:53:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.86.4.44 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
joaquim_vz@yahoo.co.in) client-ip=202.86.4.44;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.86.4.44 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of joaquim_vz@yahoo.co.in) smtp.mail=joaquim_vz@yahoo.co.in; domainkeys=pass (test 
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mode) header.From=joaquim_vz@yahoo.co.in
Received: (qmail 83512 invoked by uid 60001); 22 Mar 2008 15:53:05 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=2l45KHUy+IW7tp5kjNGMpwWsMY80/qsDgFViECQSrcsg5Yx7RFPbuVmL6tVZthPOTy8dc3P5uggl8NulMn3bqS
RuIWgxCVqa4goK94XWJiG6J5UR3kegl6Y0SSK+1F9kMstuE2VzpoubBpKyjiQ9SVkIRJomc0oaWK6cgyZUg8I=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
1i7C6R8VM1kkejXRc8TyjmMGnnrtOB6U_T9.VuOfpaP1HwNSZmR8OJD2ZHb_8e3gUiu0IAFrmaoLfwsqmj_BIc1Q
5dEiZ2XTBcjGGkJ6J6MQepP8W8NU6Yb9UU8BLA--
Received: from [59.95.9.76] by web7706.mail.in.yahoo.com via HTTP; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 15:53:05 GMT
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-1913779769-1206201185=:83289"
Message-ID: <468618.83289.qm@web7706.mail.in.yahoo.com>
X-Google-Approved: fredericknoronha@gmail.com via web at 2008-03-24 21:01:01
Reply-To: saligao-net@googlegroups.com
Sender: saligao-net@googlegroups.com
Precedence: bulk
X-Google-Loop: groups
Mailing-List: list saligao-net@googlegroups.com; contact saligao-net-owner@googlegroups.com
List-Id: <saligao-net.googlegroups.com>
List-Post: <mailto:saligao-net@googlegroups.com>
List-Help: <mailto:saligao-net-help@googlegroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <http://googlegroups.com/group/saligao-net/subscribe>, <mailto:saligao-net-
unsubscribe@googlegroups.com>

5, 50, 500, 5000 - Store N number of mails in your inbox. Click here.
--~--~---------~--~----~------------~-------~--~----~
This message comes via the Google Groups "Saligao-Net" group.
To post to this group, send email to saligao-net@googlegroups.com
To unsubscribe from this group, send email to
saligao-net-unsubscribe@googlegroups.com
For more options, visit this group at
http://groups.google.com/group/saligao-net?hl=en
Please post regularly to keep the e-village active!
-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~---
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Subject: remunerate: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sat, 22 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118d696fa47c35f5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs386563tia; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 06:04:22 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.241.10 with SMTP id o10mr3099419wfh.155.1206191061584; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 06:04:21 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12380545-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
20si9098932wfi.14.2008.03.22.06.04.20; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 06:04:21 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12380545-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12380545-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12380545-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120616920166320"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12380545-2008.03.22-00.00.56--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12380545-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080322065752.8494C884050@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12380545-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Saturday, March 22, 2008

remunerate \rih-MYOO-nuh-rate\, transitive verb:

1. To pay an equivalent to for any service, loss, or expense; to recompense.
2. To compensate for; to make payment for.

    Not to suggest that our bosses remunerate us for our high moral standards, but creative bureaucrats at Mesa City 
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Hall have invented a new fund from tax revenue that sets up a $20,000 account for each virtuous City Council 
member.
    -- Art Thomason, "Mesa Puts Quite a Price on Discretion", Arizona Republic, May 18, 2000

    The plaintiff could therefore only recover payment for her services if there was evidence of an implied or express 
contract by the business of which he was a partner (or by the plaintiff personally) to remunerate her for the work which 
she had done.
    -- Kate O'Hanlon, "No damages for wife's gratuitous work", Independent, May 27, 1999

    [The firm] wanted to meet long-term investment requirements out of retained profits and also to be able to properly 
remunerate all the staff and give them a share of the profits.
    -- Roger Trapp, "Legal firms 'go offshore' to avoid litigation", Independent, May 2, 1996

Remunerate comes from Latin remunerari, "to reward," from re-, "back, again" + munerari, "to give, to present," from 
munus, "a gift."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for remunerate

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12380545-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Re: rupesh here
From: "rupesh samant" <rupeshsamant@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 22 Mar 2008 14:56:02 +0630
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118d5982d5027baf
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs362117tia; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 01:26:04 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.73.20 with SMTP id a20mr7549503wal.32.1206174362808; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 01:26:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.114.171.12 with HTTP; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 01:26:02 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <a1f167660803220126h1f88815exf252855879891d7b@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803180709p355173ecsb0d6abfa207bba4a@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_3833_33358774.1206174362794"
References: <a1f167660803172050xb00c97p3e27900e97f129cd@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803180709p355173ecsb0d6abfa207bba4a@mail.gmail.com>

RUPESH SAMANT

 

Panaji, March 22 (PTI) Almost giving up her crusade against drug trade, Fiona Mackeown, mother of slain British girl, 
Scarlett Eden Keeling has moved to an undisclosed destination in south goa fearing her life from the drug mafia.

 

"There is no point in continuing the fight if state police are not interested in cooperating. The men in uniform are busy 
leveling allegations against me rather than probing what I say," Fiona said talking to pti at a beach village in south 
goa.

 

The mother, who is fighting a battle of justice to her daughter, Scarlett, who was drugged, rapped and left to die on 
Goa's popular Anjuna beach, says that she would prefer to stay back peacefully in UK, as no one down here is 
interested in fighting against the narcotics trade.

 

Fiona, who was in the media glare for almost a month, shifted to south goa, on Friday and refuses to reveal her 
location.

 

"In case, I am going to be the victim there is no point in standing for the people afflicted with drug trade," Fiona 
commented.

 

The mother is already facing wrath for alleging state home minister Ravi Naik's involvement in the drug trade.  "The 
state government has categorically stated that they will not allow me to enter India again. I have to fly back with the 
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coffin as I have to give decent burial to my daughter. How I am supposed to continue the fight," she questioned.

 

Fiona, 43, said that people in the drug mafia may not have sent a direct threat to her but there are talks on the beaches 
that the trade has stopped because of her. "People say that if I had to walk out accepting Scarlett's death as due to 
drowning nothing would have happened," she said.

 

"I cannot give you direct evidence of drug mafia threatening me as they have not gone on television to say that. But 
these talks are enough indication of their ire towards me," the mother of nine, said.

 

The UK lady said that she has no resources and adequate protection from the state government to fight back drug 
mafia menace. "As an individual I cannot fight back the drug cartel," she added.

 

Fiona intends to carry back Scarlett's body next week while the formalities with the undertaker and Uk embassy are in 
final stage.

 

'I would have preferred to return back and fight for justice but things does not seem to be happening," she said.
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Subject: Re: Tehelka done an article on you (including photo)
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 22 Mar 2008 22:10:04 +0530
To: "DJ VARMA" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118d75c77895069a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 09:40:04 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803220940i1214cabqda0d5eaf8cfc6c9c@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BLU108-W176DE49B56AC11722162E5A8010@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_18578_11485962.1206204004031"
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W25DFA77E57010D46EB1CC2A80F0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803120556o20c427d0s54ed5c0388859b05@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W34D77649233BE18F033F08A80B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803161727x1a22ca2dw9f83bfe29e20436a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W176DE49B56AC11722162E5A8010@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

Thanks for the support.  An hour back we have recieved a report from the forensics confirming that the Goa Police 
were not speaking the truth that Scarlet had died due to overdose. The report confirms that she was murdered by 
dunking her head in the water and sand while she struggled hard to live.

Will move the high court to investigate now.

Love

Vikram
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Subject: Wish u a very Happy holi!
From: neha sahu <neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Sat, 22 Mar 2008 18:07:42 +0000 (GMT)
To: vikas701@rediffmail.com, vikas_chops@yahoo.co.uk, vijaykumarshukla@indiatimes.com, 
vijaybmoola@yahoo.com, vijayan_v@rediffmail.com, vig_satish@rediffmail.com, vibhakarm@rediffmail.com, 
verma2@vsnl.com, verma_m2005@yahoo.com, venugopalank@fortis.co.in, veenakalra@hotmail.com, 
vedbardev@rediffmail.com, vdnarain@yahoo.com, vbanusri@indiatimes.com, varma.vikram@gmail.com, 
vandu_sharma@rediffmail.com, vandana_somi@yahoo.com, vallinayagam2003@yahoo.com, v.s.reddy@dot.com, 
untawalia@yahoo.co.in, umangshankar@rediffmail.com, umangdara@hotmail.com, ukshandilya@yahoo.com, 
udayaholla@vsnl.net, uday_dube@rediffmail.com, uarna@vsnl.net, tyagianshul@hotmail.com, tvratnam@gmail.com, 
tvgeorge2000@yahoo.co.in, ts_shanthi@yahoo.com, trima@wzc.com, tpsmann@lawyer.com, 
tomslawyer2003@yahoo.com, tmahipal@gmail.com, thomasoommen@yahoo.com, thermissociijwris@yahoo.com, 
tgn@vsnl.com, templefirm@yahoo.com, tca@satyam.net.in, tarunsharma27@hotmail.com, tarungulati@elp_in.com, 
tarundua_99@rediffmail.com, tanu_garg@yahoo.com, tameemhashmi@yahoo.com, tajuddin786@rediffmail.com, 
syednaqvi@mullas.net, syali@vsnl.com, swetank@legalserviceindia.com, sweety_ok1@yahoo.co.in
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118d7acc12de0728
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs421128tia; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 11:07:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.188.4 with SMTP id l4mr3257946wff.92.1206209266092; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 11:07:46 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in>
Received: from n23b.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com (n23b.bullet.mail.sp1.yahoo.com [69.147.64.243]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id 22si10436203wfi.12.2008.03.22.11.07.45; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 11:07:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 69.147.64.243 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in) client-ip=69.147.64.243;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 69.147.64.243 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in) smtp.mail=neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=neha_sid1@yahoo.co.in
Received: from [216.252.122.217] by n23.bullet.sp1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 22 Mar 2008 18:07:45 -0000
Received: from [69.147.84.88] by t2.bullet.sp1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 22 Mar 2008 18:07:45 -0000
Received: from [127.0.0.1] by omp204.mail.sp1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 22 Mar 2008 18:07:44 -0000
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: ymail-5
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 984968.10220.bm@omp204.mail.sp1.yahoo.com
Received: (qmail 29022 invoked by uid 60001); 22 Mar 2008 18:07:42 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=nxNlYokHFvdbhCM16DJ0TDUBmmV2LW6Wb2cdc77jLB/Oa98nIgkiByR0lspgS/tOBsr43KA7vgzjDjbhavhFRQ9
9teQbd9zhxxPKO+3UtkPqdNaRuwTuGp5le/TR70D52RbKAtNFUudNlBFpsw3p9EzCugTFQEaOw0o2HXmiiNo=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
53h2e.wVM1kKaDBcMISGcB1x1iytInZNYd2Fo53jwyQk0jz1SSLKtI6oH1TOo7yAME7WUokWXVXx0x0LN8zcps
W_nKtSAQDasnM64s30n50FGCmeTVlcdLI6.qjeHA--
Received: from [220.226.65.6] by web8502.mail.in.yahoo.com via HTTP; Sat, 22 Mar 2008 18:07:42 GMT
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-1055661826-1206209262=:28881"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <666807.28881.qm@web8502.mail.in.yahoo.com>

Dear Colleague,
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Wishing you & your family happy, colorful and vibrant HOLI full of good wishes n happiness

Yours truly,
 
 
HEMA SAHU
9810475222
Hemasahu1@yahoo.co.in
 

DELETE button is history. Unlimited mail storage is just a click away. 
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Subject: anathema: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sun, 23 Mar 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118dbbff047ddf84
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs505553tia; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 06:07:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.187.2 with SMTP id k2mr3718366wff.77.1206277632375; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 06:07:12 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12385920-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
30si12425724wff.11.2008.03.23.06.07.11; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 06:07:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12385920-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12385920-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12385920-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120625560091320"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12385920-2008.03.23-00.00.57--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12385920-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080323065751.024A8884058@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12385920-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Sunday, March 23, 2008

anathema \uh-NATH-uh-muh\, noun:

1. A ban or curse pronounced with religious solemnity by ecclesiastical authority, and accompanied by 
excommunication. Hence: Denunciation of anything as accursed.
2. An imprecation; a curse; a malediction.
3. Any person or thing anathematized, or cursed by ecclesiastical authority.
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4. Any person or thing that is intensely disliked.

    The Communists were not prepared to accept any compromises; it was anathema to them that Tibet should have an 
international personality beyond being a region of China.
    -- Tsering Shakya, The Dragon in the Land of Snows:A History of Modern Tibet Since 1947

    Academies, the argument went, were anathema to creativity.
    -- Deborah Solomon, "How to Succeed In Art", New York Times, June 27, 1999

    Advertising was anathema to the Internet ethos, theysaid, and people would never pay for on-line material.
    -- Steve Lohr, "The Freewheeling Net Meets the Free Market", New York Times, June 9, 1996

Anathema comes from the Greek word meaning "a thing devoted," especially a thing devoted to evil, hence "a curse," 
from anatithenai, "to dedicate, to set up," from ana, "up" + tithenai, "to place or put."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for anathema

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12385920-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: RE: FW: Thanks for speaking with me
From: "Tripti LAHIRI" <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
Date: Sun, 23 Mar 2008 15:28:40 +0800
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118da8bb64005955
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs474138tia; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 00:30:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.148.7 with SMTP id v7mr13227957bud.37.1206257432177; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 00:30:32 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com>
Received: from smtp4.afp.com (smtp4.afp.com [158.50.208.51]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
k9si20193497nfh.35.2008.03.23.00.30.31; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 00:30:32 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com designates 158.50.208.51 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=158.50.208.51;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com 
designates 158.50.208.51 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=Tripti.Lahiri@afp.com
Received: by smtp4.afp.com (Sendmail, from userid 1007) id BBCBF55155; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 08:30:29 +0100 (CET)
Received: from alox.afp.com (unknown [158.50.165.141])by smtp4.afp.com (Sendmail) with ESMTP id 
A46B255142for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 08:30:29 +0100 (CET)
Received: from spar-exch-02.afp.local (spar-exch-02.afp.local [158.50.171.45])by alox.afp.com (8.12.9/8.12.9) with 
ESMTP id m2N7US9g023426for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 08:30:28 +0100 (MET)
Received: from EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local ([10.242.0.32]) by spar-exch-02.afp.local with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830);Sun, 23 Mar 2008 08:30:28 +0100
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88CB7.C27B1C38"
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <75B693DFD614CA41A48E7CC5C5BE082B045330AF@EHKG-EXCH-01.afp.local>
Thread-Topic: FW: Thanks for speaking with me
Thread-Index: AciCz1GaoAGqhHAJS36rM+Iq6YX1ngJ6ClYA
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 23 Mar 2008 07:30:28.0229 (UTC) FILETIME=[C46AB350:01C88CB7]

Hi, can you e-mail me copy of yesterday's report on forcible drowning? thanks, Tripti

From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2008 10:21 PM
To: Tripti LAHIRI
Subject: Re: FW: Thanks for speaking with me

Hi Tripti,

You are welcome for all assistance and information. Please feel free to call or email.

Rgds

Vikram
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This e-mail, and any file transmitted with it, is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity 
to whom it is addressed. If you have received this email in error, please contact the sender and delete the email from 
your system. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this email.

For more information on Agence France-Presse, please visit our web site at http://www.afp.com
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Subject: Hello
From: Rachel.Williams@guardian.co.uk
Date: Sun, 23 Mar 2008 15:02:04 +0000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118dc2925acfbf13
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs518355tia; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 08:02:11 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.175.14 with SMTP id x14mr16964538hue.68.1206284526883; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 08:02:06 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Rachel.Williams@guardian.co.uk>
Received: from mm2.guardian.co.uk (mm2.guardian.co.uk [212.187.153.199]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
f8si10260213nfh.13.2008.03.23.08.02.05; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 08:02:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of Rachel.Williams@guardian.co.uk designates 
212.187.153.199 as permitted sender) client-ip=212.187.153.199;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
Rachel.Williams@guardian.co.uk designates 212.187.153.199 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=Rachel.Williams@guardian.co.uk
Received: from LDNMTA01A.pcdir.int.gnl (Not Verified[10.4.1.180]) by mm2.guardian.co.uk with MailMarshal 
(v6,4,1,5038) id <B47e670b90004>; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 15:01:13 +0000
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 6.5.5 November 30, 2005
Message-ID: <OFBD675CF0.79D921B0-ON80257415.00527D67-80257415.0052969C@guardian.co.uk>
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on LDNMTA01/SVR/GNL(Release 7.0.2FP2|May 14, 2007) at 23/03/2008 
15:02:05, Serialize complete at 23/03/2008 15:02:05
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="=_alternative 0052969780257415_="

Thanks for your help on the phone.

If you can send me the right numbers for the police that would be very useful.

All the best
Rachel Williams

+44 7872 347001

------------------------------------------------------------------
Visit Guardian Unlimited - the UK's most popular newspaper website
http://guardian.co.uk http://observer.co.uk
------------------------------------------------------------------
The Newspaper Marketing Agency
Opening Up Newspapers
http://www.nmauk.co.uk
------------------------------------------------------------------

Please consider the environment before printing this email

This e-mail and all attachments are confidential and may also
be privileged. If you are not the named recipient, please notify
the sender and delete the e-mail and all attachments immediately.
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Do not disclose the contents to another person. You may not use
the information for any purpose, or store, or copy, it in any way.

Guardian News & Media Limited is not liable for any computer
viruses or other material transmitted with or as part of this
e-mail. You should employ virus checking software.

Guardian News & Media Limited
A member of Guardian Media Group PLC
Registered Office
Number 1 Scott Place, Manchester M3 3GG
Registered in England Number 908396
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Subject: Kerala senior writer will contact you
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, 23 Mar 2008 12:13:43 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118db8eff03ffff7
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs499187tia; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 05:13:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.151.79.6 with SMTP id g6mr2508444ybl.160.1206274424937; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 05:13:44 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s11.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s11.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.211]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id h10si5943694wxd.32.2008.03.23.05.13.43; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 05:13:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.211 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.211;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.211 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W9 ([65.55.162.187]) by blu139-omc3-s11.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sun, 23 Mar 2008 05:13:43 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W947E2C516019566E89A3CA8030@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_6d5aa107-52d5-4dbc-9abf-df23bfb4e8f0_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.160]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803220940i1214cabqda0d5eaf8cfc6c9c@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W25DFA77E57010D46EB1CC2A80F0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803120556o20c427d0s54ed5c0388859b05@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W34D77649233BE18F033F08A80B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803161727x1a22ca2dw9f83bfe29e20436a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W176DE49B56AC11722162E5A8010@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803220940i1214cabqda0d5eaf8cfc6c9c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 23 Mar 2008 12:13:43.0046 (UTC) FILETIME=[561DFA60:01C88CDF]

Hi Vikram,
 
Saw the PTI update this morning.  Good to see the Forensic team has confirmed it was cold blooded murder and so 
these criminals can get long jail sentences.
 
By the way,  a senior kerala journalist Suneetha B. and regular techgoss.com contributor wants to do an email 
interview with you about the murder.  I will emal her your phone and email details.
 
Much love
 
Dj
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P.S:  Yesterday I spoke to Cheemu and she was saying she had seen you on TV as well.

    Date: Sat, 22 Mar 2008 22:10:04 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Tehelka done an article on you (including photo)

    HI DJ,

    Thanks for the support.  An hour back we have recieved a report from the forensics confirming that the Goa Police 
were not speaking the truth that Scarlet had died due to overdose. The report confirms that she was murdered by 
dunking her head in the water and sand while she struggled hard to live.

    Will move the high court to investigate now.

    Love

    Vikram

at CarPoint.com.au It's simple! Sell your car for just $30 
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Subject: Send me an SMS
From: "c shroff" <cmshroff@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 23 Mar 2008 14:06:15 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118dac7e6ef61cb4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs480100tia; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 01:36:19 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.101.71.9 with SMTP id y9mr13728797ank.64.1206261376661; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 01:36:16 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@irwebhost2.indyarocks.com>
Received: from irwebhost2.indyarocks.com (irwebhost2.indyarocks.com [74.86.162.74]) by mx.google.com with 
ESMTP id c23si8145129ana.15.2008.03.23.01.36.15; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 01:36:16 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of nobody@irwebhost2.indyarocks.com designates 74.86.162.74 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=74.86.162.74;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of nobody@irwebhost2.indyarocks.com 
designates 74.86.162.74 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=nobody@irwebhost2.indyarocks.com
Received: from nobody by irwebhost2.indyarocks.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@irwebhost2.indyarocks.com>) id 1JdLgd-0004H4-S5 for varma.vikram@gmail.com; Sun, 23 Mar 2008 
14:06:15 +0530
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1
Message-ID: 7a85cafb91bc16ed8b4c01bba8f6252c
X-Priority: 1
X-MSMail-Priority: High
X-Mailer: php
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - irwebhost2.indyarocks.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 32002] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - irwebhost2.indyarocks.com
X-Source-Args: /usr/local/apache/bin/httpd -DSSL
X-Source-Dir: indyarocks.com:/public_html/people

Hi,

Here is the link to send free SMS to any mobile in India. I use it too :-)

http://www.indyarocks.com/register_step1.php?
invitor=MzU2MTA4&emailencryp=dmFybWEudmlrcmFtQGdtYWlsLmNvbQ==

-c shroff

Please note: This message was sent to you by a user at Indyarocks.com. In case you do not wish to receive any more 
such messages, please contact the user who has sent you this message. If you do not know the user and continue to 
receive such messages from this user, please contact us at privacy@indyarocks.com
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Subject: Introducing Suneetha brother Vikram to each other
From: Dhananjay Varma <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 24 Mar 2008 18:13:25 +1100
To: Suneetha B <yashovathi@gmail.com>, <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118dfa2a0e782aa6
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs601996tia; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 00:13:41 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.38.2 with SMTP id l2mr10950591wal.69.1206342820355; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 00:13:40 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <techgoss@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s25.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s25.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.161]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id j7si14793832wah.23.2008.03.24.00.13.39; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 00:13:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of techgoss@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.161 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.54.246.161;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of techgoss@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.161 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=techgoss@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY130-W56 ([65.55.135.91]) by bay0-omc2-s25.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Mon, 24 Mar 2008 00:13:25 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY130-W56CE6CE4D5E1D03BB0A978DDFD0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: techgoss@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_b2c56ad5-39b8-4977-81f3-f89b9f3781eb_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.217]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <4891d4690803222139h7a1695cdkb9ecfe8bb3b0f6c8@mail.gmail.com>
References: <4891d4690803161944n44364521o1b544e623df84a7c@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W524566281183FB76FDBABCDD050@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803162050k52a487bcn1915041423aae903@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690803180354p529c21cdkf66bcac302f7986c@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W229B6723A73A6137320F57DD060@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803180524j1d346891xbff3e550ff2862ee@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690803210749g4fda11cq4f659bd207f4ff70@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W277D349B6C8C914933FE73DD010@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803211930o199047dcl1dfd82ae9e5c2881@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W14D3F983BD38066D3E4BF2DD030@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803222139h7a1695cdkb9ecfe8bb3b0f6c8@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 24 Mar 2008 07:13:25.0672 (UTC) FILETIME=[8D56A280:01C88D7E]

Hi Suneetha,
 
Hope you had a good Easter break.
 
I have spoken to my younger brother and laywer Vikram about  you contacting him for an email interview.
 
Vikrams email is cced and is mobile phone is 9325536699
 
Vikram,  Suneetha is a writer and senior journalist from Kerala.   She is a prolific contributor to techgoss as well.
 
 
 



file:///C|/...ikram%20varma%20email/20080324-Introducing%20Suneetha%20%20brother%20Vikram%20to%20each%20othe-109465332.txt[7/4/2009 4:36:46 PM]

Regards to both of you.
Dj
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Subject: Re: Introducing Suneetha brother Vikram to each other
From: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 24 Mar 2008 20:37:43 +0530
To: "Dhananjay Varma" <techgoss@hotmail.com>
CC: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e154a298e3b4f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs73427tia; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 08:07:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.151.38.12 with SMTP id q12mr3209519ybj.124.1206371263128; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 08:07:43 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.150.50.19 with HTTP; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 08:07:43 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <4891d4690803240807o34dc990k74662260977cb2ee@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY130-W56CE6CE4D5E1D03BB0A978DDFD0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_4614_15377741.1206371263151"
References: <4891d4690803161944n44364521o1b544e623df84a7c@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690803180354p529c21cdkf66bcac302f7986c@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W229B6723A73A6137320F57DD060@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803180524j1d346891xbff3e550ff2862ee@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690803210749g4fda11cq4f659bd207f4ff70@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W277D349B6C8C914933FE73DD010@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803211930o199047dcl1dfd82ae9e5c2881@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W14D3F983BD38066D3E4BF2DD030@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803222139h7a1695cdkb9ecfe8bb3b0f6c8@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W56CE6CE4D5E1D03BB0A978DDFD0@phx.gbl>

Dj, Thanks a lot for this...Guess my break came to an end today with my health turning better...:)...so you can expect 
my spamming your Inbox again...
 
 
Hi Vikram,
 
Nice to meet the brave man the world is reading about...:)
 
Seriously, Is it OK for you if I send in a set of questions first for the interview by email? I will call you during the 
clarifications stage, because I guess you have a lot on hand right now. If you have a problem answering right away , 
dont worry, take your time...your work is definitely more important...
 
I see you are on gmail...I am on the net at all sorts of hours catching up with deadlines so if you could include me in 
your contacts, maybe I could even see on chat?  I leave it entirely to you...
 
Thanks for the nod to being interviewed, I appreciate it...
 
cheers and regards
 
Suneetha

 
On 3/24/08, Dhananjay Varma <techgoss@hotmail.com> wrote:
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    Hi Suneetha,
     
    Hope you had a good Easter break.
     
    I have spoken to my younger brother and laywer Vikram about  you contacting him for an email interview.
     
    Vikrams email is cced and is mobile phone is 9325536699
     
    Vikram,  Suneetha is a writer and senior journalist from Kerala.   She is a prolific contributor to techgoss as well.
     
     
     
    Regards to both of you.
    Dj
     

-- 
thanks and regards

Suneetha 
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Subject: plethora: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Mon, 24 Mar 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e13f82a2fa237
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs70104tia; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 07:44:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.202.15 with SMTP id z15mr11807921waf.72.1206369878791; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 07:44:38 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12386832-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
k23si15924353waf.15.2008.03.24.07.44.38; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 07:44:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12386832-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12386832-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12386832-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.622
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.622 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.124, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1206342000195660"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12386832-2008.03.24-00.00.56--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12386832-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080324065750.0E4FB88404F@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12386832-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Monday, March 24, 2008

plethora \PLETH-uh-ruh\, noun:

1. An abnormal bodily condition characterized by an excessive amount of blood in the system.
2. Excess; superabundance.
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    A plethora of servants helped make this possible; it was customary for a married officer to have as many as six 
servants, each with particular duties concerning lamps, fires, bathwater, cooking or sanitation.
    -- Frances Spalding, Duncan Grant: A Biography

    India's huge press corps, representing a plethora of papers and magazines, was something else new since my student 
days.
    -- Abraham Verghese, "The Bandit King and the Movie Star", The Atlantic, February 2001

    Pressed to keep up with the plethora of new poetry, small magazines, professional journals, and anthologies, they are 
frequently also less well read in the literature of the past.
    -- Dana Gioia, "Can Poetry Matter?", The Atlantic, May 1991

Plethora comes from the Greek plethora, "a fullness," from plethein, "to be full."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for plethora

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12386832-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Fwd: Naik empire .....I wonder how they paid for all this ?
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2008 10:44:15 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e70a587136938
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs279270tia; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 10:44:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.153.17 with SMTP id f17mr3577910rvo.44.1206467057972; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 10:44:17 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.176]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
k19si5189780rvb.18.2008.03.25.10.44.17; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 10:44:17 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.176;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail030 (webmail030-s [10.13.128.30]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw001/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m2PHiGMa022944 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 10:44:16 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <1B75C0E6-0118-1000-82AF-06F81333E6B0-Webmail-10012@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 59.95.33.161
Received: from [59.95.33.161] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 10:44:15 -0700

> >From: "Amanda Bennett" <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> >To: "Maureen Bennett" <maureenbennett20@blueyonder.co.uk>, "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>, 
"barney" <barneyhenderson@yahoo.co.uk>
> >Date: March 25, 2008 01:52:06 AM GMT
> >Subject: Naik empire .....I wonder how they paid for all this ?
> >
> >http://www.hotelsungrace.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=2&Itemid=4
> >       
> >---------------------------------
> >Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
> >More Ways to Keep in Touch.
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Subject: Headlines today
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2008 08:45:41 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e51d44d9882d2
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs197031tia; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 01:45:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.198.14 with SMTP id v14mr3815491ybf.65.1206434743334; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 01:45:43 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s19.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s19.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.219]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id i8si2549174rng.3.2008.03.25.01.45.42; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 01:45:43 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.219 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.219;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.219 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W36 ([65.55.162.187]) by blu139-omc3-s19.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Tue, 25 Mar 2008 01:45:41 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W366A87158D8CFE0B46B26CA8FC0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_1f82bdfe-a878-4126-92b0-eb5243566262_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.127]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803220940i1214cabqda0d5eaf8cfc6c9c@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU108-W434B4CF38EE971FA329B33A86B0@phx.gbl> <BLU108-
W42771CA63E1DC381593F10A8170@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803030003n36f54e62v6412e63386b51991@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W2944623771752BDFBFBF01A80E0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803100140h7035d68ahd258b45e8ad9a9ae@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W25DFA77E57010D46EB1CC2A80F0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803120556o20c427d0s54ed5c0388859b05@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W34D77649233BE18F033F08A80B0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803161727x1a22ca2dw9f83bfe29e20436a@mail.gmail.com> <BLU108-
W176DE49B56AC11722162E5A8010@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0803220940i1214cabqda0d5eaf8cfc6c9c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 25 Mar 2008 08:45:41.0248 (UTC) FILETIME=[9B364000:01C88E54]

Hi Vikram,
 
Heard a rumour today that a good looking well spoken lawyer was on Headlines Today.
 
Hope you have touched base with Suneetha the journo from Kerala
 
Love
Dj
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    Date: Sat, 22 Mar 2008 22:10:04 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Tehelka done an article on you (including photo)

    HI DJ,

    Thanks for the support.  An hour back we have recieved a report from the forensics confirming that the Goa Police 
were not speaking the truth that Scarlet had died due to overdose. The report confirms that she was murdered by 
dunking her head in the water and sand while she struggled hard to live.

    Will move the high court to investigate now.

    Love

    Vikram

at CarPoint.com.au It's simple! Sell your car for just $30 
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Subject: Re: Introducing Suneetha brother Vikram to each other
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2008 22:20:18 +0530
To: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e6d8e9882eaed
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 09:50:18 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803250950s1fb9a50dr3de77474ed1ee30@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4891d4690803240807o34dc990k74662260977cb2ee@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_13174_19531904.1206463818085"
References: <4891d4690803161944n44364521o1b544e623df84a7c@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W229B6723A73A6137320F57DD060@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803180524j1d346891xbff3e550ff2862ee@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690803210749g4fda11cq4f659bd207f4ff70@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W277D349B6C8C914933FE73DD010@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803211930o199047dcl1dfd82ae9e5c2881@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W14D3F983BD38066D3E4BF2DD030@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803222139h7a1695cdkb9ecfe8bb3b0f6c8@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W56CE6CE4D5E1D03BB0A978DDFD0@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803240807o34dc990k74662260977cb2ee@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Suneetha,

Please feel free to send your questions and I would be happy to reply by email and clarify on phone.

Rgds

Vikram

On 3/24/08, Suneetha B <yashovathi@gmail.com> wrote:

    Dj, Thanks a lot for this...Guess my break came to an end today with my health turning better...:)...so you can 
expect my spamming your Inbox again...
     
     
    Hi Vikram,
     
    Nice to meet the brave man the world is reading about...:)
     
    Seriously, Is it OK for you if I send in a set of questions first for the interview by email? I will call you during the 
clarifications stage, because I guess you have a lot on hand right now. If you have a problem answering right away , 
dont worry, take your time...your work is definitely more important...
     
    I see you are on gmail...I am on the net at all sorts of hours catching up with deadlines so if you could include me in 
your contacts, maybe I could even see on chat?  I leave it entirely to you...
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    Thanks for the nod to being interviewed, I appreciate it...
     
    cheers and regards
     
    Suneetha

     
    On 3/24/08, Dhananjay Varma <techgoss@hotmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Suneetha,
         
        Hope you had a good Easter break.
         
        I have spoken to my younger brother and laywer Vikram about  you contacting him for an email interview.
         
        Vikrams email is cced and is mobile phone is 9325536699
         
        Vikram,  Suneetha is a writer and senior journalist from Kerala.   She is a prolific contributor to techgoss as well.
         
         
         
        Regards to both of you.
        Dj
         

    -- 
    thanks and regards

    Suneetha 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: Introducing Suneetha brother Vikram to each other
From: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2008 22:22:14 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e6dab132832ad
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs272344tia; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 09:52:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.186.12 with SMTP id j12mr4166169ybf.172.1206463934626; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 09:52:14 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.150.50.19 with HTTP; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 09:52:14 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <4891d4690803250952l6705c466q1ae5489796c4a820@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803250950s1fb9a50dr3de77474ed1ee30@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_10353_176445.1206463934594"
References: <4891d4690803161944n44364521o1b544e623df84a7c@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690803180524j1d346891xbff3e550ff2862ee@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690803210749g4fda11cq4f659bd207f4ff70@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W277D349B6C8C914933FE73DD010@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803211930o199047dcl1dfd82ae9e5c2881@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W14D3F983BD38066D3E4BF2DD030@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803222139h7a1695cdkb9ecfe8bb3b0f6c8@mail.gmail.com> <BAY130-
W56CE6CE4D5E1D03BB0A978DDFD0@phx.gbl> 
<4891d4690803240807o34dc990k74662260977cb2ee@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803250950s1fb9a50dr3de77474ed1ee30@mail.gmail.com>

Thanks Vikram
 
 
Will send u a bundle of them asap..
 
 
cheers
 
Suneetha

 
On 3/25/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Suneetha,

    Please feel free to send your questions and I would be happy to reply by email and clarify on phone.

    Rgds

    Vikram
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    On 3/24/08, Suneetha B <yashovathi@gmail.com> wrote:

        Dj, Thanks a lot for this...Guess my break came to an end today with my health turning better...:)...so you can 
expect my spamming your Inbox again...
         
         
        Hi Vikram,
         
        Nice to meet the brave man the world is reading about...:)
         
        Seriously, Is it OK for you if I send in a set of questions first for the interview by email? I will call you during the 
clarifications stage, because I guess you have a lot on hand right now. If you have a problem answering right away , 
dont worry, take your time...your work is definitely more important...
         
        I see you are on gmail...I am on the net at all sorts of hours catching up with deadlines so if you could include me 
in your contacts, maybe I could even see on chat?  I leave it entirely to you...
         
        Thanks for the nod to being interviewed, I appreciate it...
         
        cheers and regards
         
        Suneetha

         
        On 3/24/08, Dhananjay Varma <techgoss@hotmail.com> wrote:

            Hi Suneetha,
             
            Hope you had a good Easter break.
             
            I have spoken to my younger brother and laywer Vikram about  you contacting him for an email interview.
             
            Vikrams email is cced and is mobile phone is 9325536699
             
            Vikram,  Suneetha is a writer and senior journalist from Kerala.   She is a prolific contributor to techgoss as 
well.
             
             
             
            Regards to both of you.
            Dj
             

        -- 
        thanks and regards

        Suneetha 
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    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

-- 
thanks and regards

Suneetha 
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Subject: IT PARK of ABW coming soon at Badarpur Border
From: Tushar Associates Tushar Associates <tushar2associates@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2008 12:27:40 +0530 (IST)
To: kkvenu@vsnl.com, krishnan_venugopal@yahoo.com, kjjco@vsnl.net, ajverma@ndf.vsnl.net.in, 
ajay@vermasons.com, amitabhverma_advocate@yahoo.co.in, ananya_verma2001@yahoo.co.in, 
bhartiverma_16@hotmail.com, kamlesh572@indiatimes.com, kunal_verma1@yahoo.com, mvermadv@yahoo.co.in, 
vermank2000@yahoo.com, nirmal_noida@satyam.online.com, pramodkverma1955@yahoo.co.in, 
radhey_supremecourt@yahoo.co.in, ravi_verma007@yahoo.com, saurabh_verma2000@yahoo.com, 
advsunilverma@rediffmail.com
CC: arvind1bhu2003@yahoo.co.in, udaytiwary@hotmail.com, tomarjaya@indiatimes.co, 
tomslawyer2003@yahoo.com, auneet25@indiatimes.com, shyett@yahoo.com, questquench2000@yahoo.com, 
ntripathi@vsnl.net, paragtripathi@hotmail.com, tripathi@bol.net.in, santoshtripathi_adv@yahoo.com, sn@tripathi.eh, 
sureshchtripathy@sify.com, saurabh_trivedi_lucknow@yahoo.co.in, hema.tuli@rel.co.in, ktstulsi@hotmail.com, 
tyagianshul@hotmail.com, tyagiadv@yahoo.co.in, manishtyagi2001@yahoo.com, moolchand_tyagi@yahoo.com, 
rachnalaw@yahoo.com, rahultyagi_adv@yahoo.com, rtyagi1@vsnl.com, advocatetyagi@yahoo.co.in, 
vdtyagi@hotmail.com, vivek_tyagi16@yahoo.com, sushaunni@gmail.com, ashokkumarupadhya@yahoo.com, 
girdhargupadhyay@yahoo.co.in, krishnab_upadhyay@yahoo.co.in, ranjeetsingh1201@yahoo.co.in, 
rajdeo_upadhyay@yahoo.co.in, rdupadhyay@yahoo.com, upadhyay_sb@yahoo.com, su@vsnl.com, 
vinitagirdhar@yahoo.co.in, krbu66@yahoo.com, baristerandlaw@yahoo.com, adv_vachher@yahoo.com, 
lukosejvadakara@justice.com, lawyer2833@yahoo.com, neeruvaid@vsnl.com, justice@vsnl.com, 
csvaidya61@gilasdlO1vsnl.net.in, ashwin_vaish@yahoo.com, vallinayagam@yahoo.com, vandana_somi@yahoo.com, 
dvarda@gmail.com, solicitor_raj@yahoo.com, ashishvarma@usa.net, pankajbalavarma@indiatimes.com, r-
varma@eth.net, svarma@post.harvar.edu, varmavikram@gmail.com, satyanarayan@luthraassociates.com, 
guptaadvocate@yahoo.com, avasisht@vsnl.com, vatsgeeta@gmail.com, lawyersubodh@yahoo.com, 
veera001@yahoo.com, vbanusri@indiatimes.com, j_vellapally@hotmail.com, thomas_vellaps@hotmail.com, 
kayvee@del2.vsnl.net.in, rv_ramani@hotmail.com, evinu@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e4ba8afbe0820
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varmavikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs178919tia; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 23:57:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.70.34.15 with SMTP id h15mr9623122wxh.58.1206428273423; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 23:57:53 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <tushar2associates@yahoo.co.in>
Received: from n2b.bullet.mail.kr1.yahoo.com (n2b.bullet.mail.kr1.yahoo.com [203.212.170.76]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id i11si1449311wxd.8.2008.03.24.23.57.50; Mon, 24 Mar 2008 23:57:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 203.212.170.76 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
tushar2associates@yahoo.co.in) client-ip=203.212.170.76;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 203.212.170.76 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of tushar2associates@yahoo.co.in) smtp.mail=tushar2associates@yahoo.co.in; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=tushar2associates@yahoo.co.in
Received: from [203.212.168.60] by n2.bullet.kr1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 25 Mar 2008 06:57:50 -0000
Received: from [203.104.18.49] by t1.bullet.kr1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 25 Mar 2008 06:57:48 -0000
Received: from [127.0.0.1] by omp110.mail.in2.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 25 Mar 2008 06:57:41 -0000
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: ymail-5
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 90013.34291.bm@omp110.mail.in2.yahoo.com
Received: (qmail 51820 invoked by uid 60001); 25 Mar 2008 06:57:40 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-OSG:Received:X-
Mailer:Date:From:Reply-To:Subject:To:Cc:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=3ueGlbvaP5QoYj3yZvwqJ30HZja+m6zqPtJzes4sMx+pG7DVkVBvR3eK30lXxGPyM/E+qb8sR901qXLeRafUpKV
k018koT11Ye3utiyhNRmSyquvGFlWVoqswLfG/JM4ZnAa2d5yUy64bvDPKERyTedcGgZv9CpH9XcqgoOGIxw=;
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X-YMail-OSG: 
QeiHB18VM1nDWaWxMz4NP_7FkHJM0oDJa0ePwGuv2M2TrHau0AuQTBu0eGOyuKVIB5E2UMZElcbUp0A0mx
kYaqk9p0EqnVJail5y
Received: from [122.162.240.195] by web94602.mail.in2.yahoo.com via HTTP; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 12:27:40 IST
X-Mailer: YahooMailWebService/0.7.185
Reply-To: tushar2associates@yahoo.co.in
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Message-ID: <777877.51445.qm@web94602.mail.in2.yahoo.com>

TUSHAR ASSOCIATES

1603, Nirmal Tower, 26, Barakhamba Road,

Connaught Place, New Delhi-1

Dear Sir/Mam,

A new IT Park of ABW is coming up at Badarpur Border. Here are the details given below :-

 

IT PARK â€“ BADARPUR

 

LOCATION                          K.G. Khosla Factory

                                                Exact At Badarpur Border

                                                Approx. 5 k.m. from Apollo Hospital

 

 

AREA DETAILS                 Project Area 7 Lakh Sq Ft Approx.

                                                Licence Obtained

 

Assured Return Payment Plan

 

Rate                                        -           6000 Per Sq. Ft.

Booking Amount                   -           15%

With in the 30 days   -           85%

Assured Return                     -           11%
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Per Sq. Feet Rental  -           55 Rs.

 

Construction Linked Payment Plan

 

Rate                                        -           5500 Per Sq. Ft.

Booking Amount                   -           45%

 

Remain Amount is based on the Construction.

 

Facilities

 

Â¬     3 Level Basement Parking

Â¬     100% Power Backup

Â¬     Centrally Air-conditioned

Â¬     Fire Protection System

Â¬     Facility Management

 

Other Details

 

Â¬     Minium Selling Area is 850 sq feet

Â¬     Project Will be Completed in 2.5 years

Â¬     Cheque in the name of :-

                                 ABW INFRASTRUCTURE LTD

Â¬     Freehold property

Â¬     8 Acre Plot out of which 2 Acres are in Delhi. It has Entrance and Exit in Delhi also.

 

Please  Call on 9250568574/9250568573 to know more details.
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With Warm Regards,

TUSHAR ASSOCIATES

 

Note: This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. This 
message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named 
addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if 
you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient 
you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this 
information is strictly prohibited.

DELETE button is history. Unlimited mail storage is just a click away. 
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Subject: RE: phone conversation re: contract for documentary
From: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2008 12:15:59 -0000
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
CC: "Peter Badcock" <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>, <varma.vikram@gmail.com>, "Claire Witham" 
<claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e5dbde1cb90d1
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs234718tia; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 05:13:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.35.93.1 with SMTP id v1mr10761563pyl.29.1206447235760; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 05:13:55 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail93.messagelabs.com (mail93.messagelabs.com [194.106.220.67]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id i7si48066154nfh.14.2008.03.25.05.13.52; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 05:13:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 194.106.220.67 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=194.106.220.67;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 194.106.220.67 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk) 
smtp.mail=Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-7.tower-93.messagelabs.com!1206447230!17602845!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 31794 invoked from network); 25 Mar 2008 12:13:51 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-7.tower-93.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 25 Mar 2008 12:13:51 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB366E016@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: phone conversation re: contract for documentary
Thread-Index: AciMmXbeN2Nfdp/QTda3Y5Ju3mPmEwB12AmA

Hi Fiona

I've heard from Marcus and it all sounds like it's going well. 

As things are now moving I've asked the production manager for this film Peter Badcock to finalise the contract with 
you. Peter is also in charge of the money side of things and making sure payments are issued. He should be able to get 
the contract to you within the next 24 hours, and will be able to answer any further questions you have.

Peter's assistant Claire Witham will be making the flight arrangements to the UK for you, Dakini and Marcus this 
coming weekend.

Please do contact me however if you have anything you would like to raise, as I will continue to oversee the film and 
will be the main contact with Channel 4.
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Best wishes

Adam

-----Original Message-----
From: fiona mackeown [mailto:westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com]
Sent: 23 March 2008 03:51
To: Adam Vandermark
Subject: phone conversation re: contract for documentary

hi adam

as far as i remember, we agreed to drop requests for the childrens travell expenses providing dakinis and my expenses 
were covered for the homeward journey. dakini has been a huge part of this up until now and we wouldnt have made 
this progress without her. also my future travell expenses connected with this case will need to be met. im not entirely 
sure what dakinis plans are for the future but if i feel the need for her assistance i will cover her future costs.
i will accept a third of the agreed amount of fifteen thousand pounds as long as there are fixed dates in the contract for 
consequent payments , ie: the last day in april and the last day in may would be suitable to me.  thanks 
 
fiona
_________________________________________________________________
Video: Get a glimpse of the latest in Cricket, Bollywood, News and Fashion. Only on MSN videos.
http://video.msn.com/?mkt=en-in

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent. 

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: repine: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e6094c40f4e69
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs241976tia; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 06:03:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.154.5 with SMTP id g5mr3239293rvo.290.1206450212171; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 06:03:32 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12388312-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
28si15285170wfg.17.2008.03.25.06.03.31; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 06:03:32 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12388312-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12388312-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12388312-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1206428400224110"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12388312-2008.03.25-00.01.28--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12388312-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080325065749.1C5D688404E@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12388312-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Tuesday, March 25, 2008

repine \rih-PINE\, intransitive verb:

1. To feel or express discontent.
2. To long for something.
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    Even Hancock, though he might regret the source of this sudden wealth, could not repine at its consequences.
    -- David Nokes, Jane Austen: A Life

    Deserted at birth by his natural father, sentenced at the age of 11 to Colored Waif's Home in New Orleans, 
Armstrong did not repine; instead, he returned love for hatred and sought salvation through work.
    -- Terry Teachout, "Top Brass", New York Times, August 3, 1997

    One may repine over the ineffectiveness of the policies applied to Iraq without quite giving up hope that in some 
way not visible now Saddam has been undermined.
    -- Martin Woollacott, "Iraq's devastation is due to Saddam, not sanctions", The Guardian, February 23, 2001

    Thus 250 years ago the philosopher David Hume bemoaned the lack of economic cooperation among countries, 
blaming the "narrow malignity and envy of nations, which can never bear to see their neighbors thriving, but 
continually repine at any new efforts towards industry made by any other nation."
    -- Benjamin Schwarz, "Why America Thinks It Has to Run the World", The Atlantic, June 1996

Repine is re- (from the Latin) + pine, from Old English pinian, "to torment," ultimately from Latin poena, "penalty, 
punishment."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for repine

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12388312-6054437S@lists.lexico.com     To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Welcome to INDYAROCKS
From: "Indyarocks Team" <admin@indyarocks.com>
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2008 22:28:55 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e6e0d05a0927c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs273177tia; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 09:58:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.34.16 with SMTP id h16mr22326142anh.80.1206464336036; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 09:58:56 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@irwebhost2.indyarocks.com>
Received: from irwebhost2.indyarocks.com (irwebhost2.indyarocks.com [74.86.162.74]) by mx.google.com with 
ESMTP id 8si12019706agd.30.2008.03.25.09.58.55; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 09:58:56 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of nobody@irwebhost2.indyarocks.com designates 74.86.162.74 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=74.86.162.74;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of nobody@irwebhost2.indyarocks.com 
designates 74.86.162.74 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=nobody@irwebhost2.indyarocks.com
Received: from nobody by irwebhost2.indyarocks.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@irwebhost2.indyarocks.com>) id 1JeCUB-0003V2-5p for varma.vikram@gmail.com; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 
22:28:55 +0530
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1
Message-ID: 153a2c377aa89e9a79288a10d619cfac
X-Priority: 1
X-MSMail-Priority: High
X-Mailer: php
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - irwebhost2.indyarocks.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 32002] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - irwebhost2.indyarocks.com
X-Source-Args: /usr/local/apache/bin/httpd -DSSL
X-Source-Dir: indyarocks.com:/public_html

Thanks for joining INDYAROCKS, the fastest growing Mobile and Online community for Indians across the globe.

Login ID: kakutz
Password: laddoo94

Note: keep your login details secret and safe.

Tip: Do invite your friends to join you here. It will be easier for you to manage and share your photos, videos, blogs 
etc..
So go ahead and click here to invite them.

Let's Celebrate Life
Your Team
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@Indyarocks.com

People | Photos | Videos | MoviePlex | FREE SMS | Classifieds | Earn Money

You have received this email as part of a member service of www.indyarocks.com.
To change or cancel your email notifications go to your account settings
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Subject: Bank of India - Gold Coins
From: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2008 12:32:24 +0530 (IST)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e9ee8c52bc498
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs359125tia; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 00:12:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.89.9 with SMTP id m9mr4865383wfb.116.1206515567654; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 00:12:47 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in>
Received: from mumbai.bankofindia.co.in ([203.199.104.66]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
30si18368040wff.11.2008.03.26.00.12.46; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 00:12:47 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.66 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) client-ip=203.199.104.66;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.66 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) smtp.mail=mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
Received: from dcdwap01.bankofindia.com (unknown [172.1.14.71]) by mumbai.bankofindia.co.in (Postfix) with 
ESMTP id 120C377B926 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 12:32:24 +0530 (IST)
Message-ID: <30150269.1206515844671.JavaMail.prodapps@dcdwap01.bankofindia.com>
Reply-To: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_19852_9474976.1206515844670"
X-JTOid: 10106:19853
X-MailServ-MailFilter-MailScanner-Information: Please contact the ISP for more information
X-MailServ-MailFilter-MailScanner: Found to be clean
X-MailScanner-From: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in

------------------------------------------------------------------------
This message contains some privileged information and is intended
only for the recipient named. If you are not the named addressee of
this e-mail including attachments, if any, you should not disseminate,
distribute, print  or copy this  e-mail. Please notify us immediately by
e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this
e-mail from your system.

Although Bank of India has taken reasonable precautions to ensure
no viruses are present in this e-mail; Bank cannot be held
responsible in any manner for any loss or damage arising from the
use of this  email or attachments.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Subject: Channel four documentary: subject to contract
From: "Peter Badcock" <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2008 18:49:42 -0000
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>, <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
CC: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118e7444e21d5b54
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs290374tia; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 11:47:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.242.8 with SMTP id p8mr4343396wfh.196.1206470856790; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 11:47:36 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail175.messagelabs.com (mail175.messagelabs.com [85.158.138.67]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id k28si2633813ugd.77.2008.03.25.11.47.34; Tue, 25 Mar 2008 11:47:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.67 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.138.67;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.67 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-10.tower-175.messagelabs.com!1206470853!9058297!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 17434 invoked from network); 25 Mar 2008 18:47:33 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-10.tower-175.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 25 Mar 2008 18:47:33 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88EA8.FCA4F558"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <9514FCF2FABBDD4F88E5C4CE23E5FD55B2D404@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes
Thread-Topic: phone conversation re: contract for documentary
Thread-Index: AciMmXbeN2Nfdp/QTda3Y5Ju3mPmEwB12AmAAAq10uA=

Dear Fiona and Vikram,
 
We've drafted this agreement for you to comment on. I hope it sums up the conversations you've been having with 
Adam.

In regard to the stage payments, we're happy to release one third of the total to you on the signature of the contract. 
We can then make smaller stage payments of Â£2,500 at the end of April and another Â£2,500 at the end of May but 
we will then need to wait until the end of filming to make the final payment. 
 
If you are happy with everything here could you please provide bank details for the payments? We will need an 
account name, number and sort code. If you have the branch details too, that would be great but it's not vital.

I look forward to hearing from you.

All the best
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Pete

Peter Badcock
Wall to Wall Television
8-9 Spring Place
London
NW5 3ER
Directline: 020 7241 9237
Mobile: 07753 841 910
Fax: 020 7267 5292
Switchboard: 020 7485 7424

-----Original Message-----
From: Adam Vandermark 
Sent: 25 March 2008 12:16
To: 'fiona mackeown'
Cc: Peter Badcock; 'varma.vikram@gmail.com'; Claire Witham
Subject: RE: phone conversation re: contract for documentary

Hi Fiona

I've heard from Marcus and it all sounds like it's going well. 

As things are now moving I've asked the production manager for this film Peter Badcock to finalise the contract with 
you. Peter is also in charge of the money side of things and making sure payments are issued. He should be able to get 
the contract to you within the next 24 hours, and will be able to answer any further questions you have.

Peter's assistant Claire Witham will be making the flight arrangements to the UK for you, Dakini and Marcus this 
coming weekend.

Please do contact me however if you have anything you would like to raise, as I will continue to oversee the film and 
will be the main contact with Channel 4.

Best wishes

Adam

-----Original Message-----
From: fiona mackeown [mailto:westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com]
Sent: 23 March 2008 03:51
To: Adam Vandermark
Subject: phone conversation re: contract for documentary

hi adam
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as far as i remember, we agreed to drop requests for the childrens travell expenses providing dakinis and my expenses 
were covered for the homeward journey. dakini has been a huge part of this up until now and we wouldnt have made 
this progress without her. also my future travell expenses connected with this case will need to be met. im not entirely 
sure what dakinis plans are for the future but if i feel the need for her assistance i will cover her future costs.
i will accept a third of the agreed amount of fifteen thousand pounds as long as there are fixed dates in the contract for 
consequent payments , ie: the last day in april and the last day in may would be suitable to me.  thanks 
 
fiona
_________________________________________________________________
Video: Get a glimpse of the latest in Cricket, Bollywood, News and Fashion. Only on MSN videos.
http://video.msn.com/?mkt=en-in

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent. 

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)

Fiona MacKeown 25.03.08 (2).doc
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Subject: Fwd: Re: From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2008 08:16:09 +0000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ea277420f5590
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs367784tia; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 01:14:58 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.15.19 with SMTP id s19mr4188545rvi.75.1206519297105; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 01:14:57 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutm.mac.com (smtpoutm.mac.com [17.148.16.65]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
b24si8670529rvf.1.2008.03.26.01.14.56; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 01:14:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.148.16.65 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.148.16.65;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.148.16.65 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from mac.com (asmtp001-s [10.150.69.64]) by smtpoutm.mac.com (Xserve/smtpout002/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2Q8EuCp006026 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 01:14:56 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from [10.0.0.4] ([59.95.10.172]) (authenticated bits=0) by mac.com (Xserve/asmtp001/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2Q8Epvl014772 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 01:14:53 -0700 (PDT)
MIME-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.3)
Message-ID: <F9D8D3D0-11C0-4269-9C67-474B6270A25A@mac.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=Apple-Mail-1-578902779
References: <865172.83795.qm@web31607.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.3)

Begin forwarded message:

> From: Amanda Bennett <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> Date: 25 March 2008 20:22:37 GMT
> To: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> Subject: Re:
>
> Hi ,
> some Tory from Devon ....Fiona should oil that relationship , she may need him later on with David Milliband . If I 
find it I will forward . Maybe Fiona will be invited to the hunt ball back home !!
> Maybe you can get Naik to insult us all a bit more before you return , he is a disgusting looking man which all helps 
in his downfall .
> Who was arrested yesterday ? was it Naik Jnr. ? do you know Ritesh the other son . Amanda  
>
> dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:
>
>     hey... what tory was voicing themselves, and what did they say?
>
>     we missed that bit of gossip ;-)
>
>     rest well angel
>
>     xx
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>
>
>     On Tuesday, March 25, 2008, at 02:05AM, "Amanda Bennett" wrote:
>     >Hi
>     > I am researching the Home Minister I sent you his palace with Roy mentioned . He swopped sides and bribed 
his way into power . They have done something to the you tube man , his account was suspended today (we put his 
film back on which will annoy the police).
>     >
>     > Naik is really suffering , all of his old enemies are popping up and taking a swing , along with femist indian 
women . He also managed to offend the British media ....talk of propaganda and jealousy . Own goals .
>     >
>     > I am forwarded everything I can get on him to all of my media contacts , there are questions to be asked about 
his extreme wealth . He's going down .....that is a must for India to retain any scrap of dignity . Fiona is back to hero 
thank goodness ...his limp attempts have failed .
>     > Take care Amanda
>     > Nice to see a Tory speaking up for you bet Fiona never thought that would happen ! must feed cat and go to bed 
...Naik research will continue in the morning. Maximum damage must be done !!!!
>     >
>     >
>     >---------------------------------
>     > Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
>
>
>
> Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
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Subject: Fwd: From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2008 08:18:06 +0000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118ea293deb1f495
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs368045tia; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 01:16:54 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.141.3 with SMTP id t3mr4207973rvn.213.1206519413857; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 01:16:53 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutm.mac.com (smtpoutm.mac.com [17.148.16.71]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
l32si8667466rvb.2.2008.03.26.01.16.52; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 01:16:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.148.16.71 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=17.148.16.71;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com 
designates 17.148.16.71 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from mac.com (asmtp002-s [10.150.69.65]) by smtpoutm.mac.com (Xserve/smtpout008/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2Q8GqQE029666 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 01:16:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from [10.0.0.4] ([59.95.10.172]) (authenticated bits=0) by mac.com (Xserve/asmtp002/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2Q8Gmje017414 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 01:16:50 -0700 (PDT)
MIME-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.3)
Message-ID: <18A7990F-5E9A-404C-858E-13C6B9B528F0@mac.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=Apple-Mail-2-579019987
References: <682090.77501.qm@web31604.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.3)

Begin forwarded message:

> From: Amanda Bennett <ambennett67@yahoo.co.uk>
> Date: 25 March 2008 02:05:40 GMT
> To: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
>
> Hi
>  I am researching the Home Minister I sent you his palace with Roy mentioned . He swopped sides and bribed his 
way into power . They have done something to the you tube man , his account was suspended today (we put his film 
back on which will annoy the police).
>  
> Naik is really suffering , all of his old enemies are popping up and taking a swing , along with femist indian women . 
He also managed to offend the British media ....talk of propaganda and jealousy . Own goals .
>  
> I am forwarded everything I can get on him to all of my media contacts , there are questions to be asked about his 
extreme wealth . He's going down .....that is a must for India to retain any scrap of dignity . Fiona is back to hero thank 
goodness ...his limp attempts have failed .
> Take care Amanda   
> Nice to see a Tory speaking up for you bet Fiona never thought that would happen ! must feed cat and go to bed 
...Naik research will continue in the morning. Maximum damage must be done !!!!
>
> Rise to the challenge for Sport Relief with Yahoo! for Good
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Subject: Let your investments work for you
From: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2008 17:27:18 +0530 (IST)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118eafda9e6791a3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs406161tia; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 05:08:56 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.215.5 with SMTP id n5mr4983985wfg.140.1206533335108; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 05:08:55 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in>
Received: from mumbai.bankofindia.co.in ([203.199.104.66]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
32si18294756wfc.3.2008.03.26.05.08.53; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 05:08:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.66 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) client-ip=203.199.104.66;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.66 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) smtp.mail=mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
Received: from dcdwap01.bankofindia.com (unknown [172.1.14.71]) by mumbai.bankofindia.co.in (Postfix) with 
ESMTP id 80E1C77D9FD for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 17:27:18 +0530 (IST)
Message-ID: <32678922.1206533539683.JavaMail.prodapps@dcdwap01.bankofindia.com>
Reply-To: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_40481_9842474.1206533539683"
X-JTOid: 10109:19853
X-MailServ-MailFilter-MailScanner-Information: Please contact the ISP for more information
X-MailServ-MailFilter-MailScanner: Found to be clean
X-MailScanner-From: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in

------------------------------------------------------------------------
This message contains some privileged information and is intended
only for the recipient named. If you are not the named addressee of
this e-mail including attachments, if any, you should not disseminate,
distribute, print  or copy this  e-mail. Please notify us immediately by
e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this
e-mail from your system.

Although Bank of India has taken reasonable precautions to ensure
no viruses are present in this e-mail; Bank cannot be held
responsible in any manner for any loss or damage arising from the
use of this  email or attachments.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Subject: misnomer: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118eb302251fdda5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs415069tia; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 06:04:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.143.17.13 with SMTP id u13mr17707wfi.69.1206536643556; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 06:04:03 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12394206-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
22si18464685wfi.12.2008.03.26.06.04.02; Wed, 26 Mar 2008 06:04:03 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12394206-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12394206-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12394206-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.147
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.147 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.453, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
FB_GET_MEDS=0.803, HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1206514801253680"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12394206-2008.03.26-00.01.26--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12394206-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080326065748.9BCB488404D@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12394206-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Wednesday, March 26, 2008

misnomer \mis-NO-muhr\, noun:

1. The misnaming of a person in a legal instrument, as in a complaint or indictment.
2. Any misnaming of a person or thing; also, a wrong or inapplicable name or designation.

    Morning sickness is a misnomer -- it can strike any time.
    -- Jane Bartlett, "Sick, and tired of it", Guardian, June 20, 2000

    Copy cat is a misnomer because cats never copy anybody.
    -- Carl Van Vechten, The Tiger in the House
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    The distinction between monkeys and apes is still muddled in the popular mind: Chimpanzees, gorillas, and 
orangutans are still frequently called "monkeys," and very good monkeys, such as Barbary "apes" and Celebes black 
"apes," continue to carry their misnomers.
    -- Noel T. Boaz Ph.D., Eco Homo

Misnomer is from Medieval French mesnommer, "to misname," from mes-, "wrongly" + nommer, "to name," from 
Latin nominare, "to name," from nomen, "a name."
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Hi Vikram,

Welcome to this weeks Piano Newsletter.  In this edition we'll talk
about the how you should care for your piano.  We also look at the
life of Jazz legend Herbie Hancock.
Let's get started!

TAKING CARE OF YOUR SOUL MATE: USEFUL PIANO CARE TIPS -  by: Ismael
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D. Tabije 

Your piano is your soul mate. Once you start playing it, you two
are hopelessly entwined, enjoying a world of your own, mindless of
what goes on outside your world. It is therefore absolutely
important that you take care of your piano properly. 

Taking care of your piano does not only entail having it tuned up
every two to five years. It would also appreciate a daily
maintenance from the owner himself. What good would it do to a
piano if it would just be left at one corner of the house,
untouched for sometime? Absolutely nothing, and it would just
gather dust and rust. 

One of the best ways to maintain its good condition is to play it
often. Just like a human being, this piece of entertainment
equipment needs exercise so as not to expire soon. Through regular
playing, you are not only practicing to become a better pianist,
you can also play and check if your piano is still in perfect tune. 

It feels great to let your fingers glide over smooth and shiny
ivory keyboards. It can't be helped though, especially when you
have little kids at home, to have little sticky hands pounding on
the keys from time to time, unless you have strict off-limits rule
on your piano. So, to keep your keyboard clean, shiny and
non-sticky, try wiping a lemon or lemon-salt paste over the keys
and then rinse with clean, wet cloth then polish with dry cloth. 

Check out some of the things you must do in cleaning and taking
care of your piano: 
The Keys: 
It is recommended to clean the keys with a light soap solution
preferably that of Ivory brand 

The Cabinet: 
Some pianos, especially those with high-gloss finish should be
handled with utmost care. Use a new soft cloth to wipe the cabinet.
Do not use old towel converted into rags as the rough fabric can
scratch the finishing. And the small particles, even dust can leave
permanent graze over the glossy cover. To clean, wipe a damp rag
over a small portion and then immediately wipe the area with dry
cloth. The wet portion must not be left wet for more than a minute.
Repeat process until the entire cabinet is cleaned. 

To polish the cabinet it is best to use piano polish. Furniture
paste wax will do as well. An old upright piano with an old wood
finish may be cleaned with one of those new orange spray
cleaner/polisher. Do not use the usual aerosol cleaner on a piano
as it contains alcohol that will react with the finishing or
tarnish the varnish or lacquer paint on your piano surface. You can
buy specially designed piano polisher and polishing cloth as well
in most piano stores. 

The piano should be positioned by the wall of the home and not
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along a concrete block or floor as they can cause unstable
temperature due to dampness. Constant changing of temperature can
cause your piano to go out of tune. But the foremost cause of the
change in tune is the change in humidity. 

Having a piano at home is achieving a lot of goals. Other than it
being an attraction, most of the time, visitors tend to assume that
when a homeowner has a piano in his home he is not only musically
inclined but also knows how to belong in the elite society. It is
because a piano is still seen as a classical and very important
musical instrument. 

About The Author
The writer, Ismael D. Tabije, runs the website
http://www.pianos.e-mart4all.com that markets a wide choice of
high-quality digital pianos and electronic keyboards at the lowest
prices in the online market. Brands sold include Casio, Yamaha,
Korg, Kurzweil and Roland. The website also features interesting
piano articles about piano humor, trivia, myths and facts and even
piano lessons and instructions. 

HERBIE HANCOCK

Herbie Hancock is one of my favorite Jazz musicians.  I used to
play a couple of his tunes in a jazz quartet I had (Cantalope
Island and Maiden Voyage).   I found Maiden Voyage quite difficult
with all its chord changes, and quite hard to solo over but very
rewarding to play due to its complexity.  My favorite Herbie
Hancock material, however, was when he was with the Miles Davis
Quintet in the 60s.  A lot of that music was quite fast, very high
energy, and a lot of fun.

Herbie Hancock will always be one of the most revered and
controversial figures in jazz -- just as his employer/mentor Miles
Davis was when he was alive. Unlike Miles, who pressed ahead
relentlessly and never looked back until near the very end, Hancock
has cut a zigzagging forward path, shuttling between almost every
development in electronic and acoustic jazz and R&B over the last
third of the 20th century. 

Though grounded in Bill Evans and able to absorb blues, funk,
gospel, and even modern classical influences, Hancock's piano and
keyboard voices are entirely his own, with their own urbane
harmonic and complex, earthy rhythmic signatures -- and young
pianists cop his licks constantly. Having studied engineering and
professing to love gadgets and buttons, Hancock was perfectly
suited for the electronic age; he was one of the earliest champions
of the Rhodes electric piano and Hohner clavinet and would field an
ever-growing collection of synthesizers and computers on his
electric dates. Yet his love for the grand piano never waned, and
despite his peripatetic activities all around the musical map, his
piano style continues to evolve into tougher, ever-more-complex
forms. He is as much at home trading riffs with a smoking funk band
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as he is communing with a world-class post-bop rhythm section --
and that drives purists on both sides of the fence up the wall.

Having taken up the piano at age seven, Hancock quickly became
known as a prodigy, soloing in the first movement of a Mozart piano
concerto with the Chicago Symphony at the age of 11. After studies
at Grinnell College, Hancock was invited by Donald Byrd in 1961 to
join his group in New York City, and before long, Blue Note offered
him a solo contract. His debut album, Takin' Off, took off indeed
after Mongo Santamaria covered one of the album's songs,
"Watermelon Man." In May 1963, Miles Davis asked him to join his
band in time for the Seven Steps to Heaven sessions, and he
remained there for five years, greatly influencing Miles' evolving
direction, loosening up his own style, and upon Miles' suggestion,
converting to the Rhodes electric piano. In that time span,
Hancock's solo career also blossomed on Blue Note, pouring forth
increasingly sophisticated compositions like "Maiden Voyage,"
"Cantaloupe Island," "Goodbye to Childhood," and the exquisite
"Speak Like a Child." He also played on many East Coast recording
sessions for producer Creed Taylor and provided a groundbreaking
score to Michelangelo Antonioni's film Blow Up, which gradually led
to further movie assignments. 

Having left the Davis band in 1968, Hancock recorded an elegant
funk album, Fat Albert Rotunda, and in 1969 formed a sextet that
evolved into one of the most exciting, forward-looking jazz-rock
groups of the era. Now deeply immersed in electronics, Hancock
added the synthesizer of Patrick Gleeson to his Echoplexed,
fuzz-wah-pedaled electric piano and clavinet, and the recordings
became spacier and more complex rhythmically and structurally,
creating its own corner of the avant-garde. By 1970, all of the
musicians used both English and African names (Herbie's was
Mwandishi). Alas, Hancock had to break up the band in 1973 when it
ran out of money, and having studied Buddhism, he concluded that
his ultimate goal should be to make his audiences happy. 

The next step, then, was a terrific funk group whose first album,
Head Hunters, with its Sly Stone-influenced hit single,
"Chameleon," became the biggest-selling jazz LP up to that time.
Now handling all of the synthesizers himself, Hancock's heavily
rhythmic comping often became part of the rhythm section, leavened
by interludes of the old urbane harmonies. Hancock recorded several
electric albums of mostly superior quality in the '70s, followed by
a wrong turn into disco around the decade's end. In the meantime,
Hancock refused to abandon acoustic jazz. After a one-shot reunion
of the 1965 Miles Davis Quintet (Hancock, Ron Carter, Tony
Williams, Wayne Shorter, with Freddie Hubbard sitting in for Miles)
at New York's 1976 Newport Jazz Festival, they went on tour the
following year as V.S.O.P. The near-universal acclaim of the
reunions proved: that Hancock was still a whale of a pianist; that
Miles' loose mid-'60s post-bop direction was far from spent; and
that the time for a neo-traditional revival was near, finally
bearing fruit in the '80s with Wynton Marsalis and his ilk.
V.S.O.P. continued to hold sporadic reunions through 1992, though
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the death of the indispensable Williams in 1997 cast much doubt as
to whether these gatherings would continue.

Hancock continued his chameleonic ways in the '80s: scoring an MTV
hit in 1983 with the scratch-driven, proto-industrial single
"Rockit" (accompanied by a striking video); launching an exciting
partnership with Gambian kora virtuoso Foday Musa Suso that
culminated in the swinging 1986 live album Jazz Africa; doing film
scores; and playing festivals and tours with the Marsalis brothers,
George Benson, Michael Brecker, and many others. After his 1988
techno-pop album, Perfect Machine, Hancock left Columbia (his label
since 1973), signed a contract with Qwest that came to virtually
nothing (save for A Tribute to Miles in 1992), and finally made a
deal with PolyGram in 1994 to record jazz for Verve and release pop
albums on Mercury. Now well into a youthful middle age, Hancock's
curiosity, versatility, and capacity for growth have shown no signs
of fading, and in 1998 he issued Gershwin's World. ~ Richard S.
Ginell, All Music Guide 

Recommended listening: 
The Best of Herbie Hancock
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=herbie1

Also:
Possibilities
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=herbie2

DVD:
Dejohnette, Hancock, Holland and Metheny - Live in Concert
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=herbie3

Also:
The Jazz Channel Presents Herbie Hancock (BET on Jazz)
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=herbie4

CLOSING COMMENTS

In this newsletter we covered a subject that people have asked me
about for some time.  We also took a look at the life of a truly
great musician.  Hope you enjoyed it!

Next week we look at performing with a band and staying in time. 
We'll also take a look at the life of Ben Folds.

Until next week, all the best,

Ruth Searle

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Ruth Searle is a pianist with years of experience behind her. 
Piano is her passion, and she is also the drive and inspiration
behind Rocket Piano - the Ultimate Piano Learning Kit.  If you want
to take your piano playing skills to a new level, you need the
Rocket Piano Kit.  You get step by step instructions complete with
audio and video lessons, and you can instant access by clicking
through to the secure server now at http://www.rocketpiano.com.
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Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

"We love orijinz! It was the hit of our dinner party - even the
kids were gathered around the grown-ups trying to get in on the fun!
It's fast, fun, and so interesting." Orijinz is getting rave reviews! Join
the fun! It's fascinating; it's a barrel of laughs. Easy to learn and play.
A great gift too! Also fun at the office! Only $14.95. Order today!
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Thursday, March 27, 2008

acrid \AK-rid\, adjective:

1. Sharp and harsh, or bitter to the taste or smell; pungent.
2. Caustic in language or tone; bitter.

    There was burning jet fuel everywhere. Acrid, black smoke billowed across the water.
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    -- Simon Worrall, "The Night the Sea Burnt", Independent, July 6, 1997

    He rips off another match, lights it, and uses it to light another cigarette. He shakes out the match, takes a puff, 
letting the acrid, unfiltered taste burn the back of his throat.
    -- Kris Rusch, Hitler's Angel

    The goal of sequencing the human gene set has been the subject of acrid debate among biologists.
    -- Philip J. Hilts, "Head of Gene Map Threatens to Quit", New York Times, April 9, 1992

    Paz's outspoken criticism of Cuba's brand of socialism placed him increasingly at odds with his colleagues. It led to 
a prolonged, sometimes acrid feud between him and the more left-leaning Fuentes.
    -- "Octavio Paz Mexico's Literary Giant, Dead at 84", New York Times, April 21, 1998

Acrid comes from Latin acer, "sharp."
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To ensure that you receive our offers and updates, add meghna@makemytrip.com to your
Address Book or Safe List.
March, 2008
 
 
        MakeMyTrip.com
        Home            Flights                 Hotels          Holiday Packages                Travel Guides
        
Buy a domestic holiday and fly by paying train fare
Bring in the summer with Holiday Plus, a wide range of holiday packages exclusively created as ideal vacation 
options. In addition, fly to your destination at rates equivalent to train fare! And if you thought it doesn't get better than 
this, get ready for the best deals on domestic as well as international airfares to all major destinations!
Domestic Airfares
Delhi - Mumbai  Rs.475
Delhi - Hyderabad       Rs.475
Delhi - Pune    Rs.899
Delhi - Kolkata         Rs.1,089
Delhi - Chennai         Rs.1,220
â€¢ Exclusive of taxes
â€¢ Flights and Prices are subject to availability
International Airfares
Delhi - Singapore       Rs.8,300
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Delhi - Bangkok         Rs.8,650
Delhi - Dubai   Rs.12,250
Delhi - London  Rs.17,650
Delhi - New York        Rs.30,850
â€¢ Return airfare, exclusive of taxes
        
Get PNR on your Mobile instantly via SMS
Naughty Honeymoon Play and Win holiday vouchers
Travel Information & Reviews from Real Travellers
Please do not directly reply to this mailer. If you do not wish to receive any further promotional
e-mails from MakeMyTrip.com, click here
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Subject: Bank of India - Family Floater Mediclaim Policy
From: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
Date: Thu, 27 Mar 2008 21:48:27 +0530 (IST)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f111e15a5eff1
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs65335tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 09:28:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.162.5 with SMTP id k5mr1332627wfe.171.1206635323805; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 09:28:43 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in>
Received: from mumbai.bankofindia.co.in ([203.199.104.66]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
27si853146wff.8.2008.03.27.09.28.41; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 09:28:43 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.66 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) client-ip=203.199.104.66;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.66 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) smtp.mail=mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
Received: from dcdwap01.bankofindia.com (unknown [172.1.14.71]) by mumbai.bankofindia.co.in (Postfix) with 
ESMTP id 1577177AD6F for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 21:48:27 +0530 (IST)
Message-ID: <22738225.1206635611465.JavaMail.prodapps@dcdwap01.bankofindia.com>
Reply-To: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_61008_7162639.1206635611465"
X-JTOid: 10112:19827
X-MailServ-MailFilter-MailScanner-Information: Please contact the ISP for more information
X-MailServ-MailFilter-MailScanner: Found to be clean
X-MailScanner-From: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in

------------------------------------------------------------------------
This message contains some privileged information and is intended
only for the recipient named. If you are not the named addressee of
this e-mail including attachments, if any, you should not disseminate,
distribute, print  or copy this  e-mail. Please notify us immediately by
e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this
e-mail from your system.

Although Bank of India has taken reasonable precautions to ensure
no viruses are present in this e-mail; Bank cannot be held
responsible in any manner for any loss or damage arising from the
use of this  email or attachments.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Subject: Channel four documentary: subject to contract
From: "Peter Badcock" <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 27 Mar 2008 10:00:34 -0000
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>, <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
CC: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118efaca21177ad1
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs2658tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 02:58:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.100.1 with SMTP id x1mr3789361hub.16.1206611911731; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 02:58:31 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail93.messagelabs.com (mail93.messagelabs.com [194.106.220.67]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id c9si31459nfi.16.2008.03.27.02.58.29; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 02:58:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 194.106.220.67 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=194.106.220.67;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 194.106.220.67 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-10.tower-93.messagelabs.com!1206611904!23580074!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 15223 invoked from network); 27 Mar 2008 09:58:24 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-10.tower-93.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 27 Mar 2008 09:58:24 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C88FF1.666171CD"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <9514FCF2FABBDD4F88E5C4CE23E5FD55B2D426@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes
Thread-Topic: phone conversation re: contract for documentary
Thread-Index: AciMmXbeN2Nfdp/QTda3Y5Ju3mPmEwB12AmAAAq10uA=

Hi Fiona / Vikram,

Many Thanks for the bank details. I wondered if you had any comments on the contract yet? Once you're happy and 
it's signed we can pay the first instalment and commit to the flights, which we should really do today.

Kind Regards

Pete

=-----------------------------=

Dear Fiona and Vikram,
 
We've drafted this agreement for you to comment on. I hope it sums up the conversations you've been having with 
Adam.
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In regard to the stage payments, we're happy to release one third of the total to you on the signature of the contract. 
We can then make smaller stage payments of Â£2,500 at the end of April and another Â£2,500 at the end of May but 
we will then need to wait until the end of filming to make the final payment. 
 
If you are happy with everything here could you please provide bank details for the payments? We will need an 
account name, number and sort code. If you have the branch details too, that would be great but it's not vital.

I look forward to hearing from you.

All the best

Pete

Peter Badcock
Wall to Wall Television
8-9 Spring Place
London
NW5 3ER
Directline: 020 7241 9237
Mobile: 07753 841 910
Fax: 020 7267 5292
Switchboard: 020 7485 7424

-----Original Message-----
From: Adam Vandermark 
Sent: 25 March 2008 12:16
To: 'fiona mackeown'
Cc: Peter Badcock; 'varma.vikram@gmail.com'; Claire Witham
Subject: RE: phone conversation re: contract for documentary

Hi Fiona

I've heard from Marcus and it all sounds like it's going well. 

As things are now moving I've asked the production manager for this film Peter Badcock to finalise the contract with 
you. Peter is also in charge of the money side of things and making sure payments are issued. He should be able to get 
the contract to you within the next 24 hours, and will be able to answer any further questions you have.

Peter's assistant Claire Witham will be making the flight arrangements to the UK for you, Dakini and Marcus this 
coming weekend.

Please do contact me however if you have anything you would like to raise, as I will continue to oversee the film and 
will be the main contact with Channel 4.

Best wishes
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Adam

-----Original Message-----
From: fiona mackeown [mailto:westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com]
Sent: 23 March 2008 03:51
To: Adam Vandermark
Subject: phone conversation re: contract for documentary

hi adam

as far as i remember, we agreed to drop requests for the childrens travell expenses providing dakinis and my expenses 
were covered for the homeward journey. dakini has been a huge part of this up until now and we wouldnt have made 
this progress without her. also my future travell expenses connected with this case will need to be met. im not entirely 
sure what dakinis plans are for the future but if i feel the need for her assistance i will cover her future costs.
i will accept a third of the agreed amount of fifteen thousand pounds as long as there are fixed dates in the contract for 
consequent payments , ie: the last day in april and the last day in may would be suitable to me.  thanks 
 
fiona
_________________________________________________________________
Video: Get a glimpse of the latest in Cricket, Bollywood, News and Fashion. Only on MSN videos.
http://video.msn.com/?mkt=en-in

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent. 

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)

Fiona MacKeown 25.03.08 (2).doc
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Subject: Claim your free adidas bag and bestsellers
From: "India Today Book Club" <promotions@promo.spicejet.com>
Date: Thu, 27 Mar 2008 13:24:23 +0530
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f0f17c6d79f99
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs61791tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 08:53:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.22.1 with SMTP id z1mr1748190wai.48.1206633201216; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 08:53:21 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <promotions@promo.spicejet.com>
Received: from promo.spicejet.com (promo.spicejet.com [208.84.144.3]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m27si169933pof.10.2008.03.27.08.53.19; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 08:53:21 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of promotions@promo.spicejet.com designates 
208.84.144.3 as permitted sender) client-ip=208.84.144.3;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
promotions@promo.spicejet.com designates 208.84.144.3 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=promotions@promo.spicejet.com
Message-ID: <47ebc2f1.1bbd600a.66e6.1c4dSMTPIN_ADDED@mx.google.com>
Received: (qmail 19606 invoked by uid 507); 27 Mar 2008 03:03:51 -0500
Received: from unknown (HELO MAILSERVER) (smtp@promo.spicejet.com@203.92.34.85) by promo.spicejet.com 
with SMTP; 27 Mar 2008 03:03:51 -0500
Reply-To: "India Today Book Club" <promotions@promo.spicejet.com>
Importance: Normal
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Mach 5 Mailer version 4 RI{90210-1294a}
Content-Type: text/html; charset="Windows-1252"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

        India Today Book Club
FREE for All Offer!     
Claim Your Free Gift Package
NOW!!! worth Rs 1350 or more*
Get Offer
Gift packages includes
        2 bestseller Music CDs or knowledge & reference CD-ROMs worth Rs 590 or more FREE
         
        a adidas bag worth Rs 699 FREE
         
        1 year membership to BooksBuddy service worth Rs 299 FREE
Only Pay Order Delivery and Handling Charges
Get Offer
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Subject: Some Questions for you..please
From: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 27 Mar 2008 22:46:41 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f13dcd4c2d2ac
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs71175tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 10:16:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.201.13 with SMTP id y13mr946599ybf.53.1206638201993; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 10:16:41 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.150.50.19 with HTTP; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 10:16:41 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <4891d4690803271016s52d4a2bt7a1a0f30d4079345@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_21221_17050160.1206638201982"

Hi Vikram,
 
These are the questions, roughly. If there is anything in your reply that you need to convey and not be quoted in the 
context, please do mention those too, I assure you my confidence.
 
Since I dont write for the main stream media much and only venture a freelance piece now and then, there isnt any 
cocus working which will influence my writing, I am but a loner writing about what I feel, nothing more.
 
Of course, you can also choose to ignore any of my questions...I dont wish to harass someone who is already under 
pressure.
 
I guess I dont sound like a journalist when I say this, but to me you are Dj's brother too :)
 
Here goes...
 

    * A bit about your background, on family, education and career. where are you located for your work generally
    * How did the Scarelett Case come to you
    * Please give me a short version of the case as you see it, there are several versions in the media
    * What is exactly your position regarding the case, why did you become involved and how involved you are right 
now...Who else is helping Fiona right now...I am not writing any suppositions and heresays but your take on it
    * tell me about the crime scene in Goa related to the case and how Scarlett's case is a part...is this a typical case that 
got into lime light because Fiona has been brave enough to take the bull by its horns?
    * I read that this very year had some 12 people being killed in Goa, do you think the Govt doesnt care enough and 
isnt this being handled badly?
    * How is the law in Goa equipped to handle this particular case. Are there loop holes?
    * How do you think is the tourism industry in Goa /India affected by the case? Is the law in general equipped to 
handle such situations? Do we need more laws or do we need more effectice implementation? where is the weak link?
    * There have been cases of pedophile crimes going overboard in Goa, why is this conc in the tourism areas like Goa 
and Kerala? Is the law equipped to handle this? Or do we need more framing for this?
    * How are you handling the pressure?
    * How is Fiona handling this? What is her condition now? Is she hopeful? Tell me a bit about her
    * Has the media given you a good deal so far? There are several versions of the story of Fiona in the 
reports...thehoot.org did an analysis of the media coverage recently...here is the 
linkhttp://www.thehoot.org/web/home/story.php?storyid=3000&mod=1&pg=1&sectionId=1&valid=true
    * now that the CBI enquiry is to come in, what is the possible direction that the case can take? Does Fiona hope for 
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justice?
    * Is this the first case which has put you in international limelight? Have you had offers of help from anywhere else 
in the world on this?
    * Future plans reg the case that you can reveal
    * What's your advice to the tourists that visit India

Guess thats a long list but I am leaving some breathing space where you can ignore some or add some facts..
 
I would appreciate a photograph too, with Fiona or alone
 
thanks and regards

Suneetha
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Subject: SpiceJet Itinerary for VIKRAM VERMA Res # M96NLI
From: <itinerary@spicejet.com>
Date: Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:27:05 +0530
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f0b64ef0cb98d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs52983tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:48:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.41.9 with SMTP id o9mr3479210ano.84.1206629322516; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:48:42 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <itinerary@spicejet.com>
Received: from sm6.cyberspaceindia.com (sm6.cyberspaceindia.com [69.20.9.146]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
b14si2828655ana.26.2008.03.27.07.48.41; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:48:42 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
itinerary@spicejet.com) client-ip=69.20.9.146;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of itinerary@spicejet.com) smtp.mail=itinerary@spicejet.com
Received: from UnknownHost [59.145.211.200] by sm6.cyberspaceindia.com with SMTP; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:18:45 
+0530
Received: from spicejet.com by spicejet.com (MDaemon PRO v9.6.1) with ESMTP id md50003340353.msg for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:18:07 +0530
Received: from mail pickup service by spicejet.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:27:05 +0530
thread-index: AciQGtJ8rIN9DfPbTpKATdOJR3vR6g==
Thread-Topic: SpiceJet Itinerary for VIKRAM VERMA Res # M96NLI
Message-ID: <44F2CF8476954472A9D5CA0146495C12@royalbdc>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_NextPart_000_41F84_01C89048.EC34FDC0"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Microsoft CDO for Windows 2000
Content-Class: urn:content-classes:message
Importance: normal
Priority: normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.3790.4073
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 27 Mar 2008 14:57:05.0828 (UTC) FILETIME=[D2AECE40:01C8901A]
X-Spam-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:18:07 +0530 (not processed: spam filter heuristic analysis 
disabled)
X-Return-Path: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-Envelope-From: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-MDaemon-Deliver-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-MDAV-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:18:09 +0530

Please find attached your booking with SpiceJet Limited. Thank you for choosing SpiceJet!

Please do NOT reply to this mail. If you have any doubts or queries, write to custrelations@spicejet.com or simply 
click on Customer Relations.

        SpiceJet Ltd.,
319, Udyog Vihar, PhaseIV,
Gurgaon,Haryana,India.  Toll Free No. 1800 180 3333
0987 180 3333
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        Reservation Number      Date
        M96NLI  27 March 2008
        
Name    :       VIKRAM VERMA
Address         :       A S/4, Paraiso De Goa,
Alto Porvorim,
59.95.0.159

Goa 403521,India
        
        Name of Passenger(s)
        MR.VIKRAM VERMA
        Going Out
        Date                    Flight Number                   Departing                               Arriving
        
Sunday, 30 March 2008
                        
SG 258
Fare Purchased - Web
                        
Goa
02:30 PM
                                
Mumbai
03:25 PM
        Coming Back
        Date                    Flight Number                   Departing                               Arriving
        
Wednesday, 02 April 2008
                        
SG 259
Fare Purchased - Web
                        
Mumbai [Terminal 1B]
04:15 PM
                                
Goa
05:15 PM
All times indicated are the local times at the relevant airport and we recommend you check-in 2 hours prior to 
departure.
Fare rules and key conditions of carriage on following page Reminder.
This booking is non-refundable. However, if cancelled two hours prior to departure, the balance amount subject to 
cancellation fee shall be retained in a credit shell for upto 1 year and same can be used as payment for future travel by 
calling our Guest sales & Reservation Center.
Cancellation / Changes within '2 hours' of departure or failure to check-in for a SpiceJet flight at least 30 minutes 
before the scheduled departure will result in the fare being forfeited.
All Guests, including children and infants, must present valid photo identification at check-in. It is your responsibility 
to ensure you have the appropriate travel documents at all times.
Please note that SpiceJet does not provide any hotel accommodation due to the delay/diversion/cancellation of flights 
for reasons beyond its control including weather/poor visibility etc.
Bookings made under the Citibank-Fly/Auction/or any other promotion, redemptions can not be amended/modified or 
cancelled.
        Payment Details         Rs      
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                SpiceJet Base Fare      3299.00         
        PSF     450.00  
        Fuel Charge     3300.00         
        Congestion Charge       300.00  
        Subtotal        7349.00         
        Fees    0.00    
        
        Payment Details         Rs      
        Type    Visa    
        Date    27 March 2008   
        Amount  7349.00         
        
        Total Price     7349.00         
        
        Balance Due     Rs. 0.00        

Web Fare Rule :
All times indicated is IST (Indian Standard Time).
Terms of Carriage :
The carriage of a Guest is subject to SpiceJet regulations relating to the conditions of Non-International Carriage 
(Passenger and Baggage) framed in accordance with The Carriage by Air Act, 1972 and Notification regarding 
application of the Carriage which is non-international. These regulations are known as SpiceJet Non-International 
Carriage (passenger and baggage) Regulations 1992. The liability of the company for damage sustained in the event of 
the death or wounding of a passenger or any other bodily injury suffered by a passenger or by his registered baggage 
during the course of carriage by air will be governed by the provisions of sections 4,5,6 and the rules contained in the 
Second Schedule of Carriage by Air Act 1972 with certain exceptions, adaptations, modifications, etc. as notified in 
the Govt. of India, Ministry of Civil Aviation Notification and as amended from time to time. All disputes shall be 
subject to jurisdiction of Delhi only.
For full terms and conditions of carriage including the below-mentioned conditions, please refer to www.spicejet.com. 
Guests are recommended to get acquainted with them.
SpiceJet is a ticket less airline. An itinerary does not constitute a document of carriage. The Booking in the SpiceJet 
database is the primary record of carriage and in the event of any differences between the itinerary and the Booking in 
the SpiceJet database, the Booking will prevail.
General :
        Bookings are non-refundable.
        Failure to show up at the check-in counter for the flight at least 30 minutes prior to the scheduled departure will 
result in the fare being forfeited.
        Check-in starts '2 hours' before scheduled departure and closes 30 minutes prior to the scheduled departure time. 
Guests are advised to reach well in-time for check-in and subsequent security formalities.
        All guests must carry valid photo identification at check-in.
        Infants under the age of 2 years, and not occupying a seat, are subject to an Infant fee of Rs. 525 plus PSF (Rs. 
225).
        Expectant mothers may travel up to and including the 27 weeks of their pregnancy, and will be accepted between 
the 28 to 35 weeks only if they are in possession of a doctor's certificate stating that they are fit to fly. Expectant 
mothers 36 weeks and above are not allowed to fly on SpiceJet flights.
        Fees are subject to change without notice.
        On bookings made through Travel Agents, a non-refundable Transaction Fee will be collected directly by them.
        Schedule is subject to change and regulatory authority approvals.
        The Domestic Travel Protection Policy (the policy) is brought to you by TATA AIG General Insurance Company 
Limited (TATA AIG) and all liability in respect of the policy is the sole responsibility of TATA AIG and Spicejet 
Limited has no liability whatsoever and howsoever caused. For further details, please refer to www.spicejet.com.
Safety & Security :
        SpiceJet highly recommends that you remove all valuables (cameras, jewelry, money, electronics, perishables, 
etc.) and medication from your check-in luggage and place them in your carry-on.
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        In case, the passenger decides to carry any valuables in their checked-in baggage against the above advice; they 
will do this at their own risk and shall not hold SpiceJet responsible for any pilferage / damage / etc. to such valuables.
        SpiceJet assumes no liability for wear and tear to luggage (scratches, torn zippers, straps, wheels, handles, scuffs, 
dents, soiling or manufacturer defects).
        The consumption of alcohol and smoking on board is strictly prohibited. SpiceJet reserves the right to refuse 
passage to any passenger that is under the influence of alcohol or drugs, or where SpiceJet believes it is necessary for 
the safety and comfort of guest(s) or for the protection of property.
        Any guest with medical condition or history will travel at his / her won risk and consequences.
        In the event of death of a passenger, or any bodily injury or wound suffered by a passenger which results in a 
permanent disablement incapacitating him from engaging in or being occupied with his usual duties or business 
occupation, the liability of the Carrier for each passenger shall be Rs 750,000 only if the passenger is 12 years or more 
of age and Rs 375,000 if the passenger is below 12 years of age on the date of the accident.
Baggage :
        Guests may carry a maximum of one piece of cabin baggage of maximum weight of 10.0 kg, not to exceed 55cm 
+ 35cm + 25cm (Total 115 cm, subject to extant BCAS guidelines and any other security regulations. No cabin 
baggage is allowed on any flights originating from Jammu and Srinagar airports.
        SpiceJet allows its Guests to check-in up to 20 kg of luggage, not to exceed 158 cm in overall dimensions 
(L+W+H), per paying passenger. Baggage in excess of 20 kg is subject to a fee to be paid at the airport and further 
subject to space constraints and other policy of Spicejet in this regard.
        The Carrier's liability for loss of baggage is limited to Rs 200 per kg with a maximum of Rs 3000 only. The 
Carrier assumes no liability for fragile or perishable articles.
Ticket Change / Cancellation :
        Changes / Cancellation within 2 hours of departure or failure to check-in for a SpiceJet flight at least 30 minutes 
before the scheduled departure will result in the fare being forfeited.
        Change in journey date/time can be requested at Spicejet Reservation Centre or at the airport or through the 
Spicejet internet website at www.spicejet.com, subject to payment of applicable fee plus any difference in the fare 
between the original fare paid and the fare of the revised booking. However, changes to guest name are not allowed.
        Cancellation of a ticket is subject to a cancellation fee and the balance amount being retained as a Credit Shell 
with Spicejet valid only for a period of one year from the date of cancellation. Credit Shell can be used by calling 
Spicejet Guest Sales & Reservations department at 9871803333 and by giving reference of the cancelled pnr.
Flight Delays / Cancellation :
        Spicejet operates on a point-to-point basis and will not be responsible for the consequence of delays including 
onward journey on a connecting airline.
        Where bad weather or instances beyond SpiceJet control has resulted in your flight being cancelled or delayed or 
diverted, SpiceJet will not be liable in any way for the delay / cancellation / diversion.
        Spicejet does not provide hotel accommodation / meals / transportation in case of delay / cancellation.
Special Services :
        The wheelchair and other requisite assistance to disabled / infirm guest(s) shall be provided on need basis on 
advance booking and on the spot infrastructure availability.
        Sports/Skiing equipment will be subject to applicable fee per equipment.
        Children under the age of 12 require adult accompaniment at all times. Spicejet will accept children aged between 
5-12 years traveling alone as unaccompanied minor (UNMR) subject to levy of applicable fee and such other 
formalities as may be required at the airport.
Discount :
        Spicy Code : Spicy codes are specific codes given out to our Guests to obtain a discount as and when certain 
promotional activities are carried out by SpiceJet. When a promotion occurs on SpiceJet, these Spicy Codes are given 
out to our Guests and/or Travel Partners through E-Mail or SMS, which may be used on the website to avail discounts 
on the basic fare.
        
Conditions :

    * Every spicy code is active for only a certain period of time.
    * Some spicy codes may be restricted to only Travel Partners/ Specific Travel Partners or may be given out to all 
our Guests.
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    * Certain low fares may be excluded from these spicy code promotions.
    * Discount may be a fixed or a percentage value and the amount of discount may vary with every promotional 
activity.
    * Discount may or may not print on the Itinerary subject to the specific conditions of the promotional activity.
    * During the promotional activity, spicy codes can be used for any number of PNRs/Passengers.

Foreign (Non-Indian) Credit Card Acceptance :
        SpiceJet accepts payment for tickets through the use of Foreign Credit Cards. SpiceJet currently accepts Visa, 
MasterCard, Diners Club and American Express. The credit card needs to be shown at the airport checkâ€“in counter 
for physical verification. The passenger name and credit card name should match. If there are multiple passengers 
booked on a PNR, at least one of the passengers should be the Credit Card holder. Passenger(s) who are unable to 
produce the physical credit card and/or the identity not matching with the credit card and photo identity will not be 
allowed to board the flight.
SpiceJet Itinerary.html
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Subject: SpiceJet Itinerary for VIKRAM VERMA Res# : M96NLI
From: itinerary@spicejet.com
Date: 27 Mar 2008 19:30:06 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f08a1eeeaf703
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs44997tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:29 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.41.8 with SMTP id o8mr3369902ano.82.1206626426834; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:26 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <itinerary@spicejet.com>
Received: from sm6.cyberspaceindia.com (sm6.cyberspaceindia.com [69.20.9.146]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
d12si2355545and.24.2008.03.27.07.00.25; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
itinerary@spicejet.com) client-ip=69.20.9.146;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of itinerary@spicejet.com) smtp.mail=itinerary@spicejet.com
Received: from UnknownHost [59.145.211.200] by sm6.cyberspaceindia.com with SMTP; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:30:30 
+0530
Received: from spicejet.com by spicejet.com (MDaemon PRO v9.6.1) with ESMTP id md50003339863.msg for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:52 +0530
Received: from mail pickup service by spicejet.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:30:06 +0530
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=--boundary_1016_f6b1c841-e501-461e-acd7-89ef5278f3be
Message-ID: <SJ_CAPI_LIVEPoHEpxS00001811@spicejet.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 27 Mar 2008 14:00:06.0484 (UTC) FILETIME=[DC985140:01C89012]
X-Spam-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:52 +0530 (not processed: spam filter heuristic analysis 
disabled)
X-Return-Path: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-Envelope-From: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-MDaemon-Deliver-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-MDAV-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:53 +0530

Please find attached your booking with SpiceJet Limited. Thank you for choosing SpiceJet!

Please do NOT reply to this mail. If you have any doubts or queries, write to custrelations@spicejet.com or simply 
click on Customer Relations.
SpiceJet Itinerary.html
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Subject: SpiceJet Itinerary for VIKRAM VERMA Res# : M96NLI
From: itinerary@spicejet.com
Date: 27 Mar 2008 19:30:04 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f08a1f32663e7
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs44996tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:29 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.166.9 with SMTP id o9mr3363478ane.91.1206626426663; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:26 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <itinerary@spicejet.com>
Received: from sm6.cyberspaceindia.com (sm6.cyberspaceindia.com [69.20.9.146]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
c40si2350310anc.16.2008.03.27.07.00.25; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
itinerary@spicejet.com) client-ip=69.20.9.146;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of itinerary@spicejet.com) smtp.mail=itinerary@spicejet.com
Received: from UnknownHost [59.145.211.200] by sm6.cyberspaceindia.com with SMTP; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:30:29 
+0530
Received: from spicejet.com by spicejet.com (MDaemon PRO v9.6.1) with ESMTP id md50003339862.msg for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:52 +0530
Received: from mail pickup service by spicejet.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:30:04 +0530
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=--boundary_1015_0d5cba8d-8c3d-4e65-824b-6d7c4363336c
Message-ID: <SJ_CAPI_LIVEhSUsvcs00001810@spicejet.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 27 Mar 2008 14:00:04.0328 (UTC) FILETIME=[DB4F5680:01C89012]
X-Spam-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:52 +0530 (not processed: spam filter heuristic analysis 
disabled)
X-Return-Path: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-Envelope-From: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-MDaemon-Deliver-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-MDAV-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:53 +0530

Please find attached your booking with SpiceJet Limited. Thank you for choosing SpiceJet!

Please do NOT reply to this mail. If you have any doubts or queries, write to custrelations@spicejet.com or simply 
click on Customer Relations.
SpiceJet Itinerary.html
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Subject: SpiceJet Itinerary for VIKRAM VERMA Res# : M96NLI
From: itinerary@spicejet.com
Date: 27 Mar 2008 19:30:12 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f08a36b0f7831
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs45007tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.133.1 with SMTP id g1mr3418379and.36.1206626432815; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:32 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <itinerary@spicejet.com>
Received: from sm6.cyberspaceindia.com (sm6.cyberspaceindia.com [69.20.9.146]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
d12si2355764and.24.2008.03.27.07.00.31; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:32 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
itinerary@spicejet.com) client-ip=69.20.9.146;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of itinerary@spicejet.com) smtp.mail=itinerary@spicejet.com
Received: from UnknownHost [59.145.211.200] by sm6.cyberspaceindia.com with SMTP; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:30:36 
+0530
Received: from spicejet.com by spicejet.com (MDaemon PRO v9.6.1) with ESMTP id md50003339866.msg for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:57 +0530
Received: from mail pickup service by spicejet.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:30:12 +0530
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=--boundary_1019_302241b2-03cf-4390-8604-d7c216e1ca18
Message-ID: <SJ_CAPI_LIVEfr2nVmr00001814@spicejet.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 27 Mar 2008 14:00:12.0625 (UTC) FILETIME=[E0415C10:01C89012]
X-Spam-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:57 +0530 (not processed: spam filter heuristic analysis 
disabled)
X-Return-Path: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-Envelope-From: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-MDaemon-Deliver-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-MDAV-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:59 +0530

Please find attached your booking with SpiceJet Limited. Thank you for choosing SpiceJet!

Please do NOT reply to this mail. If you have any doubts or queries, write to custrelations@spicejet.com or simply 
click on Customer Relations.
SpiceJet Itinerary.html
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Subject: SpiceJet Itinerary for VIKRAM VERMA Res# : M96NLI
From: itinerary@spicejet.com
Date: 27 Mar 2008 19:30:10 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f08a3723f4e58
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs45008tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.215.14 with SMTP id n14mr3386080ang.69.1206626433129; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:33 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <itinerary@spicejet.com>
Received: from sm6.cyberspaceindia.com (sm6.cyberspaceindia.com [69.20.9.146]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
c9si2346307ana.35.2008.03.27.07.00.32; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:33 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
itinerary@spicejet.com) client-ip=69.20.9.146;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of itinerary@spicejet.com) smtp.mail=itinerary@spicejet.com
Received: from UnknownHost [59.145.211.200] by sm6.cyberspaceindia.com with SMTP; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:30:35 
+0530
Received: from spicejet.com by spicejet.com (MDaemon PRO v9.6.1) with ESMTP id md50003339865.msg for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:57 +0530
Received: from mail pickup service by spicejet.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:30:10 +0530
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=--boundary_1018_fe94222f-32cf-4a21-9c18-cd487a5b69d0
Message-ID: <SJ_CAPI_LIVE6zzheSB00001813@spicejet.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 27 Mar 2008 14:00:10.0406 (UTC) FILETIME=[DEEEC460:01C89012]
X-Spam-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:57 +0530 (not processed: spam filter heuristic analysis 
disabled)
X-Return-Path: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-Envelope-From: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-MDaemon-Deliver-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-MDAV-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:59 +0530

Please find attached your booking with SpiceJet Limited. Thank you for choosing SpiceJet!

Please do NOT reply to this mail. If you have any doubts or queries, write to custrelations@spicejet.com or simply 
click on Customer Relations.
SpiceJet Itinerary.html
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Subject: SpiceJet Itinerary for VIKRAM VERMA Res# : M96NLI
From: itinerary@spicejet.com
Date: 27 Mar 2008 19:30:08 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f08a3c4d26a8e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs45244tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:02:20 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.173.9 with SMTP id v9mr3424925ane.39.1206626434453; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:34 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <itinerary@spicejet.com>
Received: from sm6.cyberspaceindia.com (sm6.cyberspaceindia.com [69.20.9.146]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
c16si2342441anc.10.2008.03.27.07.00.32; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:00:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
itinerary@spicejet.com) client-ip=69.20.9.146;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of itinerary@spicejet.com) smtp.mail=itinerary@spicejet.com
Received: from UnknownHost [59.145.211.200] by sm6.cyberspaceindia.com with SMTP; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:30:35 
+0530
Received: from spicejet.com by spicejet.com (MDaemon PRO v9.6.1) with ESMTP id md50003339864.msg for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:57 +0530
Received: from mail pickup service by spicejet.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:30:08 +0530
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=--boundary_1017_1eb60a96-bd55-4e9f-b670-bedfe42c2722
Message-ID: <SJ_CAPI_LIVE2TRqf6900001812@spicejet.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 27 Mar 2008 14:00:08.0500 (UTC) FILETIME=[DDCBEF40:01C89012]
X-Spam-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:57 +0530 (not processed: spam filter heuristic analysis 
disabled)
X-Return-Path: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-Envelope-From: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-MDaemon-Deliver-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-MDAV-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 19:29:59 +0530

Please find attached your booking with SpiceJet Limited. Thank you for choosing SpiceJet!

Please do NOT reply to this mail. If you have any doubts or queries, write to custrelations@spicejet.com or simply 
click on Customer Relations.
SpiceJet Itinerary.html
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Subject: SpiceJet Itinerary for VIKRAM VERMA Res# : M96NLI
From: itinerary@spicejet.com
Date: 27 Mar 2008 20:27:00 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f0b63bf4e8736
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs52976tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:48:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.33.9 with SMTP id g9mr3458686ang.105.1206629317297; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:48:37 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <itinerary@spicejet.com>
Received: from sm6.cyberspaceindia.com (sm6.cyberspaceindia.com [69.20.9.146]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
b18si2848451ana.14.2008.03.27.07.48.34; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 07:48:37 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
itinerary@spicejet.com) client-ip=69.20.9.146;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of itinerary@spicejet.com) smtp.mail=itinerary@spicejet.com
Received: from UnknownHost [59.145.211.200] by sm6.cyberspaceindia.com with SMTP; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:18:39 
+0530
Received: from spicejet.com by spicejet.com (MDaemon PRO v9.6.1) with ESMTP id md50003340350.msg for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:18:02 +0530
Received: from mail pickup service by spicejet.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:27:00 +0530
MIME-Version: 1.0
content-type: multipart/mixed; boundary=--boundary_759_1b8eff33-ec24-4dc3-beb9-65e841e63b2e
Message-ID: <ROYALBDCXZcO1xbvp6M00007f94@spicejet.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 27 Mar 2008 14:57:00.0453 (UTC) FILETIME=[CF7AA550:01C8901A]
X-Spam-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:18:02 +0530 (not processed: spam filter heuristic analysis 
disabled)
X-Return-Path: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-Envelope-From: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-MDaemon-Deliver-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-MDAV-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 27 Mar 2008 20:18:03 +0530

Please find attached your booking with SpiceJet Limited. Thank you for choosing SpiceJet!

Please do NOT reply to this mail. If you have any doubts or queries, write to custrelations@spicejet.com or simply 
click on Customer Relations.
SpiceJet Itinerary.html
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Subject: Appointment for the Hon'ble Consul General of the Russian Federation
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 20:56:28 +0530
To: lyndon28@yahoo.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f5ff40590a483
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 08:26:28 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803280826u7a603328m312846c484e9cb24@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_3108_21774880.1206717988972"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Dear Mr Lyndon,

As discussed, am attaching a formal letter for the appointment.

Hope you find the above in order.

Rgds

V.Varma

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Consul General.docx
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Subject: Channel 4 contract
From: "Peter Badcock" <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 27 Mar 2008 18:57:50 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f1986edfdcffb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs85670tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 11:55:43 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.237.20 with SMTP id k20mr1580180wfh.174.1206644141877; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 11:55:41 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail175.messagelabs.com (mail175.messagelabs.com [85.158.138.67]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id p32si2443099ugc.26.2008.03.27.11.55.40; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 11:55:41 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.67 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.138.67;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.67 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-12.tower-175.messagelabs.com!1206644140!9766028!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 7348 invoked from network); 27 Mar 2008 18:55:40 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-12.tower-175.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 27 Mar 2008 18:55:40 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <9514FCF2FABBDD4F88E5C4CE23E5FD55B2D433@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Channel 4 contract
Thread-Index: AciQPHQks27YJRKPTx2LJVtuPKNtzA==

Dear Vikram,

I just tried to call but I realise it is now very late in Goa. I am leaving the office for the day and without confirmation 
of the contract we have not yet confirmed the flights for Monday. I will look forward to your response in the morning. 
Please get in touch as soon as possible we are on standby to make payments and arrange Fiona and Dakini's return.

All the very best

Pete Badcock

Peter Badcock
Wall to Wall Television
8-9 Spring Place
London
NW5 3ER
Directline: 020 7241 9237
Mobile: 07753 841 910
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Fax: 020 7267 5292
Switchboard: 020 7485 7424

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent. 

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: Re: Channel 4 contract
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 17:37:13 +0530
To: "Peter Badcock" <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
CC: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f548d55ac6478
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 05:07:13 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803280507p75146e36ybc889698702c8288@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <9514FCF2FABBDD4F88E5C4CE23E5FD55B2D433@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_1713_3828866.1206706033970"
References: <9514FCF2FABBDD4F88E5C4CE23E5FD55B2D433@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

On Fri, Mar 28, 2008 at 12:27 AM, Peter Badcock <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

    Dear Vikram,

    I just tried to call but I realise it is now very late in Goa. I am leaving the office for the day and without 
confirmation of the contract we have not yet confirmed the flights for Monday. I will look forward to your response in 
the morning. Please get in touch as soon as possible we are on standby to make payments and arrange Fiona and 
Dakini's return.

    All the very best

    Pete Badcock

    Peter Badcock
    Wall to Wall Television
    8-9 Spring Place
    London
    NW5 3ER
    Directline: 020 7241 9237
    Mobile: 07753 841 910
    Fax: 020 7267 5292
    Switchboard: 020 7485 7424

    This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

    Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient 
to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect 
its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
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virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
    (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Fiona MacKeown.doc
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Subject: Channel 4 documentary: subject to contract
From: "Peter Badcock" <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 18:16:51 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
CC: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>, "Cordelia Long" 
<cordelia.long@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f699492ef47aa
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs83796tia; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 11:14:48 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.186.19 with SMTP id j19mr7701841buf.2.1206728084042; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 11:14:44 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail70.messagelabs.com (mail70.messagelabs.com [193.109.255.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id t2si4070400gve.3.2008.03.28.11.14.41; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 11:14:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 193.109.255.115 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain 
of peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=193.109.255.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 193.109.255.115 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-9.tower-70.messagelabs.com!1206728079!106933199!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 10167 invoked from network); 28 Mar 2008 18:14:39 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-9.tower-70.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 28 Mar 2008 18:14:39 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C890FF.E53E02A1"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <9514FCF2FABBDD4F88E5C4CE23E5FD55B2D454@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes
Thread-Topic: Channel 4 contract
Thread-Index: AciQzJUY6XKv0UX4SlyU6RK1ciW4bwAMio8g

Dear Vikram,
 
Thank you for your earlier redraft. We've looked at it and had it reviewed by Channel 4. We are happy with the 
majority of the amendments and have made a couple of very minor changes for clarity.  There are only a couple of 
issues we wanted to raise with you.
 
Our main issue surrounds the payment schedule. We can agree to splitting the final payment again but we can not 
agree to making the full final payment before we have a complete film.  This is the same on all our productions, given 
that the bulk of our own payment is linked to delivery of the film to the broadcaster. As a compromise to try and close 
this paperwork, we suggest that we pay Â£2,500 on 30th September and we will then pay a final Â£2,500 on 
completion of filming. Of course, if proceedings are complete by 30th September we will have paid the full final Â
£5000 by 30th September. I hope that you are able to agree to this, we are unfortunately not able to expose ourselves 
to the possibility of not being able to deliver the film to Channel 4.    
 
Finally, in regard to the exclusivity surrounding newspapers and magazines, we are prepared to give Fiona the freedom 
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to give interviews to the press she has requested.  However, as we will not have the exclusivity we had hoped for, you 
will see that we have asked in return that Fiona assist with the publicity of our film when it is ready for broadcast.
 
We have been holding the flights for Fiona and Dakini return and we are under pressure from the airline to confirm 
and pay for them. Please can we now agree on this and sign copies so that we can proceed?
 
A redrafted copy of the contract is attached, one with the amendments highlighted, the other is clean. I look forward to 
your response.
 
Kind Regards
 
Pete
 

Peter Badcock
Wall to Wall Television
8-9 Spring Place
London
NW5 3ER
Directline: +44 (0)20 7241 9237
Mobile: +44 (0)7753 841 910
Fax: 020 7267 5292
Switchboard: 020 7485 7424

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 28 March 2008 12:07
    To: Peter Badcock
    Cc: Adam Vandermark
    Subject: Re: Channel 4 contract

    On Fri, Mar 28, 2008 at 12:27 AM, Peter Badcock <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

        Dear Vikram,

        I just tried to call but I realise it is now very late in Goa. I am leaving the office for the day and without 
confirmation of the contract we have not yet confirmed the flights for Monday. I will look forward to your response in 
the morning. Please get in touch as soon as possible we are on standby to make payments and arrange Fiona and 
Dakini's return.

        All the very best

        Pete Badcock

        Peter Badcock
        Wall to Wall Television
        8-9 Spring Place
        London
        NW5 3ER
        Directline: 020 7241 9237
        Mobile: 07753 841 910
        Fax: 020 7267 5292
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        Switchboard: 020 7485 7424

        This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

        Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the 
recipient to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not 
adversely affect its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient 
should carry out such virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the 
MessageLabs Email Security System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be 
intercepted by MessageLabs for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more 
information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
        Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
        (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
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(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
Fiona MacKeown 28.03.08(2).doc
        

Fiona MacKeown 28.03.08(2) (clean).doc
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Subject: Filming at LHW
From: "Claire Witham" <claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 13:17:27 -0000
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
CC: "Adam Vandermark" <Adam.Vandermark@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f58735256d20a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs39742tia; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 06:15:33 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.188.13 with SMTP id l13mr9241725huf.0.1206710125104; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 06:15:25 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail149.messagelabs.com (mail149.messagelabs.com [85.158.137.147]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id y37si61520iky.7.2008.03.28.06.15.17; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 06:15:24 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.147 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.137.147;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.147 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-5.tower-149.messagelabs.com!1206710116!10024249!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 30816 invoked from network); 28 Mar 2008 13:15:16 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-5.tower-149.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 28 Mar 2008 13:15:16 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB35EBAA7@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Filming at LHW
Thread-Index: AciQ1hH5fNMxB8rIQyyEUU9q49dAeg==

Dear Vikram,

I am looking into clearing filming permission at London Heathrow Airport on Monday night. BAA have asked to see 
proof that we have consent from the family to do this.  I believe Marcus is going to speak to you regarding getting 
written permission from Fiona which I can then pass onto BAA.  I would be most grateful if you could let me know 
whether Fiona is happy to do this and forward the consent onto me accordingly.

Many thanks in advance,

Claire

Claire Witham
Production Coordinator
Wall to Wall
8-9 Spring Place
London
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NW5 3ER
DL: 020 7241 9296
F: 020 7267 5292
www.walltowall.co.uk

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent. 

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: Re: Filming at LHW
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 20:41:47 +0530
To: "Claire Witham" <claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f5f1cb3654171
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 08:11:47 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803280811l296a8948r149b3301eb45c794@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB35EBAA7@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_3019_16093773.1206717107045"
References: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB35EBAA7@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hello Claire,

Fiona is out for the moment. But would check with her tomorrow morning and confirm this to you.

Rgds

Vikram

On Fri, Mar 28, 2008 at 6:47 PM, Claire Witham <claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

    Dear Vikram,

    I am looking into clearing filming permission at London Heathrow Airport on Monday night. BAA have asked to 
see proof that we have consent from the family to do this.  I believe Marcus is going to speak to you regarding getting 
written permission from Fiona which I can then pass onto BAA.  I would be most grateful if you could let me know 
whether Fiona is happy to do this and forward the consent onto me accordingly.

    Many thanks in advance,

    Claire

    Claire Witham
    Production Coordinator
    Wall to Wall
    8-9 Spring Place
    London
    NW5 3ER
    DL: 020 7241 9296
    F: 020 7267 5292
    www.walltowall.co.uk

    This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
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computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

    Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient 
to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect 
its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
    (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Filming at LHW
From: "Claire Witham" <claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 15:15:08 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f5f2e9e8d106b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs56609tia; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 08:13:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.135.7 with SMTP id i7mr5817733bud.29.1206717180459; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 08:13:00 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail149.messagelabs.com (mail149.messagelabs.com [85.158.137.147]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id t2si3782597gve.3.2008.03.28.08.12.58; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 08:13:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.147 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.137.147;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.147 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-8.tower-149.messagelabs.com!1206717177!6814572!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 21921 invoked from network); 28 Mar 2008 15:12:57 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-8.tower-149.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 28 Mar 2008 15:12:57 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C890E6.82AFF1E9"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <085FDBBB5DE0CB478B006981FFDE5AB35EBABC@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Filming at LHW
Thread-Index: AciQ5l2es0O9EFGfSjmPdNOKtfVKagAAAfJg

Hi Vikram,
 
Thanks v much. We no longer need anything in writing so long as we have Fiona's consent.
 
Kind Regards,
 
Claire

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 28 March 2008 15:12
    To: Claire Witham
    Subject: Re: Filming at LHW

    Hello Claire,

    Fiona is out for the moment. But would check with her tomorrow morning and confirm this to you.
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    Rgds

    Vikram

    On Fri, Mar 28, 2008 at 6:47 PM, Claire Witham <claire.witham@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

        Dear Vikram,

        I am looking into clearing filming permission at London Heathrow Airport on Monday night. BAA have asked to 
see proof that we have consent from the family to do this.  I believe Marcus is going to speak to you regarding getting 
written permission from Fiona which I can then pass onto BAA.  I would be most grateful if you could let me know 
whether Fiona is happy to do this and forward the consent onto me accordingly.

        Many thanks in advance,

        Claire

        Claire Witham
        Production Coordinator
        Wall to Wall
        8-9 Spring Place
        London
        NW5 3ER
        DL: 020 7241 9296
        F: 020 7267 5292
        www.walltowall.co.uk

        This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

        Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the 
recipient to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not 
adversely affect its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient 
should carry out such virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the 
MessageLabs Email Security System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be 
intercepted by MessageLabs for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more 
information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
        Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
        (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
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    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: FW: YOUR LETTER
From: michael mannion <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 07:26:12 +0000 (GMT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f4479545f1e8f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs155593tia; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 00:26:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.203.20 with SMTP id a20mr98957hug.21.1206689175678; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 00:26:15 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Received: from web25505.mail.ukl.yahoo.com (web25505.mail.ukl.yahoo.com [217.12.10.151]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id 34si5119895nfu.4.2008.03.28.00.26.13; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 00:26:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.151 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk) client-ip=217.12.10.151;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.151 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk) smtp.mail=masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
Received: (qmail 76946 invoked by uid 60001); 28 Mar 2008 07:26:13 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.uk; h=X-YMail-OSG:Received:X-
Mailer:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=gh8Y9z3daX0EAZT28p+vWKmJGpI5ZiSU3lEIVoJp1VHCwdlpOMXzKLjA2+PSfNSkVGAYcXtWHzwYuyHlOv
Rrqf0raH7I5ujy2nOQlExwq0Hz3AMV3W6rq03TZOpEm4GDPmZIQvYreCezXW7IvtQIqxlowSDiwt1t2x5/CEOo7yA
=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
qh95IkgVM1meTfGH.15dVxrjx1sZashA7C2JhYcCQya_kJM__e6AnSQgQT1CkyrVQ_G2fCiCpIjkeMPAn8asZnVok
PvnI9bFhQ--
Received: from [220.225.77.230] by web25505.mail.ukl.yahoo.com via HTTP; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 07:26:12 GMT
X-Mailer: YahooMailWebService/0.7.185
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Message-ID: <316412.76860.qm@web25505.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>

--- On Fri, 28/3/08, Assistance Consular <assistance@goaukconsular.org> wrote:

    From: Assistance Consular <assistance@goaukconsular.org>
    Subject: FW: YOUR LETTER
    To: masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
    Date: Friday, 28 March, 2008, 5:41 AM

     

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Assistance Consular [mailto:assistance@goaukconsular.org]
    Sent: 27 March 2008 17:06
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    To: masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
    Subject: YOUR LETTER

     

    Dear Mr. Mannion,

    We can confirm that we have received a copy of your letter dated 25th March 2008 to the investigating officer at 
Anjuna police station. This letter was immediately forwarded on to our offices in Mumbai and Delhi, as well as the 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office in London. We are sorry to hear that your father is unwell.

    We subsequently spoke to the police on the matter who confirmed that they would like to question you further about 
the incident and are not planning to lift the look out circular until this has taken place.  The British Government is 
unable to interfere in the judicial processes of another country, as they are unable to interfere in our own.  We cannot 
be involved in the police investigation nor can we give legal advice.  This policy is laid out in Support for British 
Nationals: A Guide. I have attached a link for you below.

    http://www.fco.gov.uk/Files/kfile/consularfullguide,2.pdf   

    If you have concerns about the actions of the Indian police we strongly advise you to take this up with your lawyer.

    Regards,

    Shilpa

     

    Shilpa Caldeira (Ms.)

    Head of Consular Section - Goa

    British Tourist Assistance Office

    S 13-14, Dempo Tower, Patto Plaza

    Panaji, Goa - 403 001 (India)

    Tel: 91-832-2438734, 2438897

    Fax: 91-832-6641297

    website: www.ukinindia.com

    Timings: Monday to Friday 09:00 to 13:00, 14:30 to 15:30

     

    ***********************************************************************************
    Visit http://www.fco.gov.uk for British foreign policy news and travel advice; and http://www.i-uk.com - the 
essential guide to the UK.

    Data Protection Act 1998

    The Foreign and Commonwealth Office processes personal data as notified to the Information Commissioner
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    (http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk)for the purpose of working for the UK's interests in a safe,
    just and prosperous world.  Such personal data may be shared with other UK Government Departments and
    Public Authorities.

    Please note that all messages sent and received by members of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office and its
    missions overseas may be monitored centrally.  This is done to ensure the integrity of the system.

    ***********************************************************************************

     

Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
More Ways to Keep in Touch. 
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Subject: FW: YOUR LETTER
From: michael mannion <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 07:26:12 +0000 (GMT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f4479545f1e8f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs155593tia; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 00:26:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.203.20 with SMTP id a20mr98957hug.21.1206689175678; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 00:26:15 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Received: from web25505.mail.ukl.yahoo.com (web25505.mail.ukl.yahoo.com [217.12.10.151]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id 34si5119895nfu.4.2008.03.28.00.26.13; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 00:26:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.151 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk) client-ip=217.12.10.151;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.151 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk) smtp.mail=masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
Received: (qmail 76946 invoked by uid 60001); 28 Mar 2008 07:26:13 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.uk; h=X-YMail-OSG:Received:X-
Mailer:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=gh8Y9z3daX0EAZT28p+vWKmJGpI5ZiSU3lEIVoJp1VHCwdlpOMXzKLjA2+PSfNSkVGAYcXtWHzwYuyHlOv
Rrqf0raH7I5ujy2nOQlExwq0Hz3AMV3W6rq03TZOpEm4GDPmZIQvYreCezXW7IvtQIqxlowSDiwt1t2x5/CEOo7yA
=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
qh95IkgVM1meTfGH.15dVxrjx1sZashA7C2JhYcCQya_kJM__e6AnSQgQT1CkyrVQ_G2fCiCpIjkeMPAn8asZnVok
PvnI9bFhQ--
Received: from [220.225.77.230] by web25505.mail.ukl.yahoo.com via HTTP; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 07:26:12 GMT
X-Mailer: YahooMailWebService/0.7.185
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Message-ID: <316412.76860.qm@web25505.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>

--- On Fri, 28/3/08, Assistance Consular <assistance@goaukconsular.org> wrote:

    From: Assistance Consular <assistance@goaukconsular.org>
    Subject: FW: YOUR LETTER
    To: masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
    Date: Friday, 28 March, 2008, 5:41 AM

     

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Assistance Consular [mailto:assistance@goaukconsular.org]
    Sent: 27 March 2008 17:06
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    To: masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
    Subject: YOUR LETTER

     

    Dear Mr. Mannion,

    We can confirm that we have received a copy of your letter dated 25th March 2008 to the investigating officer at 
Anjuna police station. This letter was immediately forwarded on to our offices in Mumbai and Delhi, as well as the 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office in London. We are sorry to hear that your father is unwell.

    We subsequently spoke to the police on the matter who confirmed that they would like to question you further about 
the incident and are not planning to lift the look out circular until this has taken place.  The British Government is 
unable to interfere in the judicial processes of another country, as they are unable to interfere in our own.  We cannot 
be involved in the police investigation nor can we give legal advice.  This policy is laid out in Support for British 
Nationals: A Guide. I have attached a link for you below.

    http://www.fco.gov.uk/Files/kfile/consularfullguide,2.pdf   

    If you have concerns about the actions of the Indian police we strongly advise you to take this up with your lawyer.

    Regards,

    Shilpa

     

    Shilpa Caldeira (Ms.)

    Head of Consular Section - Goa

    British Tourist Assistance Office

    S 13-14, Dempo Tower, Patto Plaza

    Panaji, Goa - 403 001 (India)

    Tel: 91-832-2438734, 2438897

    Fax: 91-832-6641297

    website: www.ukinindia.com

    Timings: Monday to Friday 09:00 to 13:00, 14:30 to 15:30

     

    ***********************************************************************************
    Visit http://www.fco.gov.uk for British foreign policy news and travel advice; and http://www.i-uk.com - the 
essential guide to the UK.

    Data Protection Act 1998

    The Foreign and Commonwealth Office processes personal data as notified to the Information Commissioner
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    (http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk)for the purpose of working for the UK's interests in a safe,
    just and prosperous world.  Such personal data may be shared with other UK Government Departments and
    Public Authorities.

    Please note that all messages sent and received by members of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office and its
    missions overseas may be monitored centrally.  This is done to ensure the integrity of the system.

    ***********************************************************************************

     

Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
More Ways to Keep in Touch. 
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Subject: Fwd: dakinilove@yahoo.com has sent you a link to Yahoo! Video
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 17:41:52 +0000
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com, Pujitha Krishnan <pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com>, jonthan gems 
<jonathangems@hotmail.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f67a27fd1cc7b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs78987tia; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 10:40:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.23.7 with SMTP id a7mr1646300rvj.5.1206726043203; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 10:40:43 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutm.mac.com (smtpoutm.mac.com [17.148.16.66]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
3si1447998rvi.14.2008.03.28.10.40.42; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 10:40:43 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.148.16.66 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.148.16.66;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.148.16.66 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from mac.com (asmtp005-s [10.150.69.68]) by smtpoutm.mac.com (Xserve/smtpout003/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2SHefNp016681; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 10:40:41 -0700 (PDT)
Received: from [10.0.0.4] ([59.95.29.172]) (authenticated bits=0) by mac.com (Xserve/asmtp005/MantshX 4.0) with 
ESMTP id m2SHebBx017025; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 10:40:38 -0700 (PDT)
MIME-Version: 1.0 (Apple Message framework v752.3)
Message-ID: <281AAF50-B670-4828-8E07-B98FAC5626CF@mac.com>
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=Apple-Mail-2-785646224
References: <200803281737.m2SHbgAq011348@mac.com>
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.752.3)

the video works best if you play it through to the end with all its stops and starts and then reply it.. it should play 
through better the second time..

Begin forwarded message:

> From: "dakinilove@yahoo.com" <dakinilove@yahoo.com>
> Date: 28 March 2008 17:37:41 GMT
> To: dakinilove@mac.com
> Subject: dakinilove@yahoo.com has sent you a link to Yahoo! Video
> Reply-To: dakinilove@yahoo.com
>
> Check this out!
>
> Anjuna and Goa police
>
> http://video.yahoo.com/watch?fr=yvmtf&v=2173596
>
> ---
> Explore the new Yahoo! Video.
> http://video.yahoo.com
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Subject: Fwd: FW: YOUR LETTER
From: michael mannion <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 05:46:51 +0000 (GMT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f3ec9dd53a858
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs140587tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 22:46:58 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.121.20 with SMTP id t20mr4482499buc.20.1206683214255; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 22:46:54 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Received: from web25502.mail.ukl.yahoo.com (web25502.mail.ukl.yahoo.com [217.12.10.148]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id b33si2304008ika.5.2008.03.27.22.46.52; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 22:46:54 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.148 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk) client-ip=217.12.10.148;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.148 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk) smtp.mail=masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
Received: (qmail 10822 invoked by uid 60001); 28 Mar 2008 05:46:52 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.uk; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=R7XymZNccpV+jvqe05Edw71cO+XOj2hqLI5wVe/qtcNHV2rpaeZ9ZKx3B5jkfcY+F3+2GWRLYGtW+XaHKF/f7
V84f6SrUXXW+oQW68tKi47Zz4YywBq9z3iWrv9ZN1Otz54hnZKxZUttCZTB/IVKuPFUFvU8aKfZTBmNunHYsQ
k=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
i_Rb82AVM1k9feqfSLnZb_iKyj.7ZJODUUaFpABJK79AKATOE2DQIPrTepZkOVnJrn3BzhWL__27oashvtwy0Rk4
4bInZinjb5tzZOLHpXQx8bTO
Received: from [220.225.77.230] by web25502.mail.ukl.yahoo.com via HTTP; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 05:46:51 GMT
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="0-815974123-1206683211=:10253"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <52713.10253.qm@web25502.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>

Note: forwarded message attached.

      __________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
More Ways to Keep in Touch. http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html

Subject:
FW: YOUR LETTER
From:
"Assistance Consular" <assistance@goaukconsular.org>
Date:
Fri, 28 Mar 2008 11:11:49 +0530
To:
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<masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
X-Apparently-To:
masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk via 217.12.10.148; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 05:42:01 +0000
X-YahooFilteredBulk:
67.19.39.219
X-Originating-IP:
[67.19.39.219]
Authentication-Results:
mta148.mail.ukl.yahoo.com from=goaukconsular.org; domainkeys=neutral (no sig)
Received:
from 67.19.39.219 (EHLO web475.leospace.net) (67.19.39.219) by mta148.mail.ukl.yahoo.com with SMTP; Fri, 28 
Mar 2008 05:42:01 +0000
Received:
from Shilpa ([59.95.0.196]) (authenticated bits=0) by web475.leospace.net (8.13.1/8.13.1) with ESMTP id 
m2S5wpUh012925 for <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 11:28:57 +0530
MIME-Version:
1.0
Content-Type:
multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0069_01C890C4.84FD4640"
X-Priority:
3 (Normal)
X-MSMail-Priority:
Normal
X-Mailer:
Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0)
X-MimeOLE:
Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.3198
Importance:
Normal
X-Virus-Scanned:
ClamAV 0.88.4/6433/Fri Mar 28 05:28:26 2008 on web475.leospace.net
X-Virus-Status:
Clean
Content-Length:
4417

 

-----Original Message-----
From: Assistance Consular [mailto:assistance@goaukconsular.org]
Sent: 27 March 2008 17:06
To: masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
Subject: YOUR LETTER

 

Dear Mr. Mannion,

We can confirm that we have received a copy of your letter dated 25th March 2008 to the investigating officer at 
Anjuna police station. This letter was immediately forwarded on to our offices in Mumbai and Delhi, as well as the 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office in London. We are sorry to hear that your father is unwell.

We subsequently spoke to the police on the matter who confirmed that they would like to question you further about 
the incident and are not planning to lift the look out circular until this has taken place.  The British Government is 
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unable to interfere in the judicial processes of another country, as they are unable to interfere in our own.  We cannot 
be involved in the police investigation nor can we give legal advice.  This policy is laid out in Support for British 
Nationals: A Guide. I have attached a link for you below.

http://www.fco.gov.uk/Files/kfile/consularfullguide,2.pdf   

If you have concerns about the actions of the Indian police we strongly advise you to take this up with your lawyer.

Regards,

Shilpa

 

Shilpa Caldeira (Ms.)

Head of Consular Section - Goa

British Tourist Assistance Office

S 13-14, Dempo Tower, Patto Plaza

Panaji, Goa - 403 001 (India)

Tel: 91-832-2438734, 2438897

Fax: 91-832-6641297

website: www.ukinindia.com

Timings: Monday to Friday 09:00 to 13:00, 14:30 to 15:30

 

***********************************************************************************
Visit http://www.fco.gov.uk for British foreign policy news and travel advice; and http://www.i-uk.com - the essential 
guide to the UK.

Data Protection Act 1998

The Foreign and Commonwealth Office processes personal data as notified to the Information Commissioner
(http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk)for the purpose of working for the UK's interests in a safe,
just and prosperous world.  Such personal data may be shared with other UK Government Departments and
Public Authorities.

Please note that all messages sent and received by members of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office and its
missions overseas may be monitored centrally.  This is done to ensure the integrity of the system.

***********************************************************************************

 
FW: YOUR LETTER.eml
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Subject: Fwd: FW: YOUR LETTER
From: michael mannion <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 05:46:51 +0000 (GMT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f3ec9dd53a858
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs140587tia; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 22:46:58 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.121.20 with SMTP id t20mr4482499buc.20.1206683214255; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 22:46:54 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Received: from web25502.mail.ukl.yahoo.com (web25502.mail.ukl.yahoo.com [217.12.10.148]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id b33si2304008ika.5.2008.03.27.22.46.52; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 22:46:54 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.148 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk) client-ip=217.12.10.148;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.148 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk) smtp.mail=masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
Received: (qmail 10822 invoked by uid 60001); 28 Mar 2008 05:46:52 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.uk; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=R7XymZNccpV+jvqe05Edw71cO+XOj2hqLI5wVe/qtcNHV2rpaeZ9ZKx3B5jkfcY+F3+2GWRLYGtW+XaHKF/f7
V84f6SrUXXW+oQW68tKi47Zz4YywBq9z3iWrv9ZN1Otz54hnZKxZUttCZTB/IVKuPFUFvU8aKfZTBmNunHYsQ
k=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
i_Rb82AVM1k9feqfSLnZb_iKyj.7ZJODUUaFpABJK79AKATOE2DQIPrTepZkOVnJrn3BzhWL__27oashvtwy0Rk4
4bInZinjb5tzZOLHpXQx8bTO
Received: from [220.225.77.230] by web25502.mail.ukl.yahoo.com via HTTP; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 05:46:51 GMT
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="0-815974123-1206683211=:10253"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <52713.10253.qm@web25502.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>

Note: forwarded message attached.

      __________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
More Ways to Keep in Touch. http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html

Subject:
FW: YOUR LETTER
From:
"Assistance Consular" <assistance@goaukconsular.org>
Date:
Fri, 28 Mar 2008 11:11:49 +0530
To:
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<masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
X-Apparently-To:
masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk via 217.12.10.148; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 05:42:01 +0000
X-YahooFilteredBulk:
67.19.39.219
X-Originating-IP:
[67.19.39.219]
Authentication-Results:
mta148.mail.ukl.yahoo.com from=goaukconsular.org; domainkeys=neutral (no sig)
Received:
from 67.19.39.219 (EHLO web475.leospace.net) (67.19.39.219) by mta148.mail.ukl.yahoo.com with SMTP; Fri, 28 
Mar 2008 05:42:01 +0000
Received:
from Shilpa ([59.95.0.196]) (authenticated bits=0) by web475.leospace.net (8.13.1/8.13.1) with ESMTP id 
m2S5wpUh012925 for <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 11:28:57 +0530
MIME-Version:
1.0
Content-Type:
multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0069_01C890C4.84FD4640"
X-Priority:
3 (Normal)
X-MSMail-Priority:
Normal
X-Mailer:
Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0)
X-MimeOLE:
Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.3198
Importance:
Normal
X-Virus-Scanned:
ClamAV 0.88.4/6433/Fri Mar 28 05:28:26 2008 on web475.leospace.net
X-Virus-Status:
Clean
Content-Length:
4417

 

-----Original Message-----
From: Assistance Consular [mailto:assistance@goaukconsular.org]
Sent: 27 March 2008 17:06
To: masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
Subject: YOUR LETTER

 

Dear Mr. Mannion,

We can confirm that we have received a copy of your letter dated 25th March 2008 to the investigating officer at 
Anjuna police station. This letter was immediately forwarded on to our offices in Mumbai and Delhi, as well as the 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office in London. We are sorry to hear that your father is unwell.

We subsequently spoke to the police on the matter who confirmed that they would like to question you further about 
the incident and are not planning to lift the look out circular until this has taken place.  The British Government is 
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unable to interfere in the judicial processes of another country, as they are unable to interfere in our own.  We cannot 
be involved in the police investigation nor can we give legal advice.  This policy is laid out in Support for British 
Nationals: A Guide. I have attached a link for you below.

http://www.fco.gov.uk/Files/kfile/consularfullguide,2.pdf   

If you have concerns about the actions of the Indian police we strongly advise you to take this up with your lawyer.

Regards,

Shilpa

 

Shilpa Caldeira (Ms.)

Head of Consular Section - Goa

British Tourist Assistance Office

S 13-14, Dempo Tower, Patto Plaza

Panaji, Goa - 403 001 (India)

Tel: 91-832-2438734, 2438897

Fax: 91-832-6641297

website: www.ukinindia.com

Timings: Monday to Friday 09:00 to 13:00, 14:30 to 15:30

 

***********************************************************************************
Visit http://www.fco.gov.uk for British foreign policy news and travel advice; and http://www.i-uk.com - the essential 
guide to the UK.

Data Protection Act 1998

The Foreign and Commonwealth Office processes personal data as notified to the Information Commissioner
(http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk)for the purpose of working for the UK's interests in a safe,
just and prosperous world.  Such personal data may be shared with other UK Government Departments and
Public Authorities.

Please note that all messages sent and received by members of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office and its
missions overseas may be monitored centrally.  This is done to ensure the integrity of the system.

***********************************************************************************

 
FW: YOUR LETTER.eml
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Subject: hullabaloo: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f57d53607a794
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs38546tia; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 06:04:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.125.5 with SMTP id x5mr2096693wfc.40.1206709474304; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 06:04:34 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12396914-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
26si2546315wra.32.2008.03.28.06.04.33; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 06:04:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12396914-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12396914-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12396914-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1206687601313830"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12396914-2008.03.28-00.00.34--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12396914-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080328065731.65F2A88403B@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12396914-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Listen to our free Dictionary.com podcast!
Learn about the origins of words from our resident Dictionary.com
word expert, Venus. You can also find our free podcast at iTunes or Podcast.com,
to download into your iPod or MP3 player.
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Friday, March 28, 2008

hullabaloo \HUL-uh-buh-loo\, noun:

A confused noise; uproar; tumult.

    True, he had diplomatic immunity as the assistant agricultural officer at the consulate, but the publicity and 
hullabaloo of an arrest and interrogation, not to mention expulsion from the country, would not be career-enhancing.
    -- Stephen Coonts, Hong Kong
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    By jumping on and off goods trains and encountering a sympathetic manager who hid him down a mine until the 
hullabaloo over his escape had died down, he finally reached freedom.
    -- David Stafford, Churchill and Secret Service

Hullabaloo is perhaps a corruption of hurly-burly, or the interjection halloo with rhyming reduplication.

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for hullabaloo

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Listen to our free Dictionary.com podcast!
Learn about the origins of words from our resident Dictionary.com
word expert, Venus. You can also find our free podcast at iTunes or Podcast.com,
to download into your iPod or MP3 player.

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12396914-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Re: Some Questions for you..please
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 11:54:58 +0530
To: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f40f7b6ead7ac
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 27 Mar 2008 23:24:58 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803272324q7b7f728an95a0c7aeeaabec2f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4891d4690803271016s52d4a2bt7a1a0f30d4079345@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_7502_6326687.1206685498024"
References: <4891d4690803271016s52d4a2bt7a1a0f30d4079345@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Suneetha,

That is a long list. But let me answer what I can by tonight

Vikram

On Thu, Mar 27, 2008 at 10:46 PM, Suneetha B <yashovathi@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,
     
    These are the questions, roughly. If there is anything in your reply that you need to convey and not be quoted in the 
context, please do mention those too, I assure you my confidence.
     
    Since I dont write for the main stream media much and only venture a freelance piece now and then, there isnt any 
cocus working which will influence my writing, I am but a loner writing about what I feel, nothing more.
     
    Of course, you can also choose to ignore any of my questions...I dont wish to harass someone who is already under 
pressure.
     
    I guess I dont sound like a journalist when I say this, but to me you are Dj's brother too :)
     
    Here goes...
     

        * A bit about your background, on family, education and career. where are you located for your work generally
        * How did the Scarelett Case come to you
        * Please give me a short version of the case as you see it, there are several versions in the media
        * What is exactly your position regarding the case, why did you become involved and how involved you are right 
now...Who else is helping Fiona right now...I am not writing any suppositions and heresays but your take on it
        * tell me about the crime scene in Goa related to the case and how Scarlett's case is a part...is this a typical case 
that got into lime light because Fiona has been brave enough to take the bull by its horns?
        * I read that this very year had some 12 people being killed in Goa, do you think the Govt doesnt care enough and 
isnt this being handled badly?
        * How is the law in Goa equipped to handle this particular case. Are there loop holes?
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        * How do you think is the tourism industry in Goa /India affected by the case? Is the law in general equipped to 
handle such situations? Do we need more laws or do we need more effectice implementation? where is the weak link?
        * There have been cases of pedophile crimes going overboard in Goa, why is this conc in the tourism areas like 
Goa and Kerala? Is the law equipped to handle this? Or do we need more framing for this?
        * How are you handling the pressure?
        * How is Fiona handling this? What is her condition now? Is she hopeful? Tell me a bit about her
        * Has the media given you a good deal so far? There are several versions of the story of Fiona in the 
reports...thehoot.org did an analysis of the media coverage recently...here is the 
linkhttp://www.thehoot.org/web/home/story.php?storyid=3000&mod=1&pg=1&sectionId=1&valid=true
        * now that the CBI enquiry is to come in, what is the possible direction that the case can take? Does Fiona hope 
for justice?
        * Is this the first case which has put you in international limelight? Have you had offers of help from anywhere 
else in the world on this?
        * Future plans reg the case that you can reveal
        * What's your advice to the tourists that visit India

    Guess thats a long list but I am leaving some breathing space where you can ignore some or add some facts..
     
    I would appreciate a photograph too, with Fiona or alone
     
    thanks and regards

    Suneetha

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Channel four documentary : subject to contract
From: "Peter Badcock" <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Sat, 29 Mar 2008 12:38:33 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118fa89e9e9da493
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs172846tia; Sat, 29 Mar 2008 05:36:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.86.28.5 with SMTP id b5mr2650520fgb.76.1206794184869; Sat, 29 Mar 2008 05:36:24 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail150.messagelabs.com (mail150.messagelabs.com [85.158.136.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id d6si3571466fga.9.2008.03.29.05.36.22; Sat, 29 Mar 2008 05:36:24 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.136.115 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.136.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.136.115 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-12.tower-150.messagelabs.com!1206794181!6263397!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 13324 invoked from network); 29 Mar 2008 12:36:21 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-12.tower-150.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 29 Mar 2008 12:36:21 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C89199.CD1BE5C1"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <9514FCF2FABBDD4F88E5C4CE23E5FD55B2D459@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes
Thread-Index: AciRY1YWhMiYqooFTdSI3cfHufxKQQANPbMA

Hi Vikram
 
In an attempt to proceed on this I have attached a redrafted copy of the contract. We can discuss this but the 
overriding issue is that Wall to Wall and Channel four cannot accept a termination clause for Fiona. So I am proposing 
that we reduce our ability to terminate. The circumstances leading to a termination would not be of our doing.
 
Please have a read of the clause again and let me know what you think
 
My mobile is +44 7753 841 910
 
Kind Regards
 
Pete

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 29 March 2008 06:06
    To: Peter Badcock
    Subject:
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    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
Fiona Mackeown Wtw draft290308.doc
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Subject: excrescence: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sat, 29 Mar 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11905ea343dc6e8d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs4232tia; Mon, 31 Mar 2008 10:37:27 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.231.7 with SMTP id d7mr4022029wfh.194.1206985045396; Mon, 31 Mar 2008 10:37:25 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12398134-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
30si9041541wfa.2.2008.03.31.10.37.24; Mon, 31 Mar 2008 10:37:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12398134-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12398134-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12398134-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.545
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.545 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.047, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120677400019580"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12398134-2008.03.30-12.17.16--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12398134-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080329065729.8D23C884ABD@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12398134-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Saturday, March 29, 2008

excrescence \ik-SKRESS-uhn(t)s\, noun:

1. Something (especially something abnormal) growing out from something else.
2. A disfiguring or unwanted mark, part, or addition.

    Even Henry Mee's well-known portrait of Anthony Powell makes the novelist look as if he had some odd 
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excrescence growing out of his head.
    -- DJ Taylor, "Picture this dead chicken, then ponder a fine artistic tradition", Independent, June 22, 2001

    Conservatives have always opposed the independent counsel as an extra-constitutional excrescence unmoored from 
any political accountability.
    -- "Enough", National Review, February 5, 2001

    It wasn't just predictable curmudgeons like Dr. Johnson who thought the Scottish hills ugly; if anybody had 
something to say about mountains at all, it was sure to be an insult. (The Alps: "monstrous excrescences of nature," in 
the words of one wholly typical 18th-century observer.)
    -- Stephen Budiansky, "Nature? A bit overdone", U.S. News & World Report, December 2, 1996

Excrescence is from Latin excrescentia, "excrescences," from excrescere, "to grow out," from ex-, "out" + crescere, "to 
grow."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for excrescence

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12398134-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Fiona Mackeown
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 29 Mar 2008 07:34:29 +0530
To: "Peter Badcock" <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f8475d096997d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 19:04:29 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803281904i68a1ad34l7a715286b4850cb3@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_4445_20427579.1206756269320"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Peter,

Yes the new draft seems better suited for a successful documentary on television.

Your requests for deleting the deadline of 30th September 2008 seem fine with me and  the request for some assistance 
in publicity before the broadcast of your documentary, I feel would certainly be helpful.

Keeping the above changes in mind, I have incorporated a few minor changes, but the essence and spirit of this 
agreement remains the same.

Fiona and Marcus seem to get along well and I am sure this would assist in the quality of the  documentary.

Please  confirm if the final draft is acceptable.

I would prepare the document, have it signed by Fiona and give the copy to Marcus within two hours of your 
confirmation.

Rgds

Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off   0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Next 40 mins
From: "Peter Badcock" <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Sat, 29 Mar 2008 12:49:15 -0000
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118fa93ab09644f4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs174025tia; Sat, 29 Mar 2008 05:47:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.166.9 with SMTP id o9mr8944797bue.32.1206794824589; Sat, 29 Mar 2008 05:47:04 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail70.messagelabs.com (mail70.messagelabs.com [193.109.255.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id q9si157570gve.7.2008.03.29.05.47.03; Sat, 29 Mar 2008 05:47:04 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 193.109.255.115 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain 
of peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=193.109.255.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 193.109.255.115 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-11.tower-70.messagelabs.com!1206794822!100814845!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 1388 invoked from network); 29 Mar 2008 12:47:02 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-11.tower-70.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 29 Mar 2008 12:47:02 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C8919B.4B673561"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <9514FCF2FABBDD4F88E5C4CE23E5FD55B2D45A@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Index: AciRY1YWhMiYqooFTdSI3cfHufxKQQANqxbg

Hi Vikram
 
I have to have my phone off until 13:30 uk time. (it's 12:50 now)
 
I'll call you when I'm free again
 
pete

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 29 March 2008 06:06
    To: Peter Badcock
    Subject:

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
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    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 29 Mar 2008 11:36:20 +0530
To: "Peter Badcock" <peter.badcock@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f924c64d79475
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 23:06:20 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0803282306q2afa7dd0ka42e35ef6ba3abfa@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_5637_29083186.1206770780158"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Final draft.doc
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Subject: Re: Some Questions for you..please
From: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 29 Mar 2008 11:39:13 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118f9276cb08e9b9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs136911tia; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 23:09:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.124.2 with SMTP id w2mr2188582ybc.2.1206770953715; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 23:09:13 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.150.50.19 with HTTP; Fri, 28 Mar 2008 23:09:13 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <4891d4690803282309x61f0e462x600ddd23782abc31@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0803272324q7b7f728an95a0c7aeeaabec2f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2033_27929608.1206770953583"
References: <4891d4690803271016s52d4a2bt7a1a0f30d4079345@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0803272324q7b7f728an95a0c7aeeaabec2f@mail.gmail.com>

http://www.expressindia.com/latest-news/Goa-enacts-law-to-restrict-foreigners-from-buying-land/289609/
 
Your reaction to this?
 
 
Please take your time, I am not under anybody's deadline, but just would like to do it when the issue is relevant that's 
all...the blogs and sites abroad sometimes go wild with reactions...its scary to read...
 
 
Suneetha

 
On 3/28/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    HI Suneetha,

    That is a long list. But let me answer what I can by tonight

    Vikram

    On Thu, Mar 27, 2008 at 10:46 PM, Suneetha B <yashovathi@gmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Vikram,
         
        These are the questions, roughly. If there is anything in your reply that you need to convey and not be quoted in 
the context, please do mention those too, I assure you my confidence.
         
        Since I dont write for the main stream media much and only venture a freelance piece now and then, there isnt 
any cocus working which will influence my writing, I am but a loner writing about what I feel, nothing more.
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        Of course, you can also choose to ignore any of my questions...I dont wish to harass someone who is already 
under pressure.
         
        I guess I dont sound like a journalist when I say this, but to me you are Dj's brother too :)
         
        Here goes...
         

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * A bit about your background, on family, education and career. where are you located for 
your work generally How did the Scarelett Case come to you Please give me a short version of the case as you see it, 
there are several versions in the media What is exactly your position regarding the case, why did you become involved 
and how involved you are right now...Who else is helping Fiona right now...I am not writing any suppositions and 
heresays but your take on it tell me about the crime scene in Goa related to the case and how Scarlett's case is a 
part...is this a typical case that got into lime light because Fiona has been brave enough to take the bull by its horns? I 
read that this very year had some 12 people being killed in Goa, do you think the Govt doesnt care enough and isnt this 
being handled badly? How is the law in Goa equipped to handle this particular case. Are there loop holes? How do 
you think is the tourism industry in Goa /India affected by the case? Is the law in general equipped to handle such 
situations? Do we need more laws or do we need more effectice implementation? where is the weak link? There have 
been cases of pedophile crimes going overboard in Goa, why is this conc in the tourism areas like Goa and Kerala? Is 
the law equipped to handle this? Or do we need more framing for this? How are you handling the pressure? How is 
Fiona handling this? What is her condition now? Is she hopeful? Tell me a bit about her Has the media given you a 
good deal so far? There are several versions of the story of Fiona in the reports...thehoot.org did an analysis of the 
media coverage recently...here is the linkhttp://www.thehoot.org/web/home/story.php?
storyid=3000&mod=1&pg=1&sectionId=1&valid=true now that the CBI enquiry is to come in, what is the possible 
direction that the case can take? Does Fiona hope for justice? Is this the first case which has put you in international 
limelight? Have you had offers of help from anywhere else in the world on this? Future plans reg the case that you can 
reveal What's your advice to the tourists that visit India

        Guess thats a long list but I am leaving some breathing space where you can ignore some or add some facts..
         
        I would appreciate a photograph too, with Fiona or alone
         
        thanks and regards

        Suneetha 

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 
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-- 
thanks and regards

Suneetha 
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Subject: Edify Your Life at Fortune Butterfly City...
From: "Fortune Butterfly City" <usha@navodayaproperties.com>
Date: Sun, 30 Mar 2008 11:58:46 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId118fe5fd63b7cdbd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs259047tia; Sat, 29 Mar 2008 23:28:59 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.140.15 with SMTP id n15mr11917941and.87.1206858536721; Sat, 29 Mar 2008 23:28:56 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <usha@navodayaproperties.com>
Received: from mail12.hsphere.cc (mail12.hsphere.cc [216.157.145.32]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
q30si6140000wrq.36.2008.03.29.23.28.55; Sat, 29 Mar 2008 23:28:56 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 216.157.145.32 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
usha@navodayaproperties.com) client-ip=216.157.145.32;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 216.157.145.32 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of usha@navodayaproperties.com) smtp.mail=usha@navodayaproperties.com
Received: (qmail 65359 invoked by uid 89); 30 Mar 2008 06:28:55 -0000
Received: from unknown (HELO COMP1) (usha@navodayaproperties.com@122.169.149.239) by mail12.hsphere.cc 
with SMTP; 30 Mar 2008 06:28:54 -0000
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <12067978391ab647609db227bec1da6fe344f4ee10@navodayaproperties.com>
Reply-To: sales@fortunebutterflycity.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="--=_NextPart_0504842C_4A6710B8_01C9F258.D84EF1C0"

 

Dear VIKRAM VARMA  

Greetings from   Usha,   

Fortune Butterfly City brings you "Fortune Weekend Homes"(100 acres), â€œFortune Butterfly City "(100 acres), 
Fortune Times "(100 acres) Project to you.

The above projects are a part of our 3000 acre Fortune Butterfly City, Integrated Township Venture.

A Joyful Investment Opportunity on Srisailam Highway Road, Hyderabad.

Plot Details (Only few are left in FORTUNE BUTTERFLY CITY â€“ Bank Loans Available)

...............................................................................

            OPEN PLOTS

...............................................................................

                267      Sq. Yds.

                500      Sq. Yds.

                1000    Sq. Yds.
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Plot Details (A Simple way to own a home - FORTUNE TIMES â€“ EMI / Instalments Available) 

................................................................................

            OPEN PLOTS

................................................................................

                200      Sq. Yds.

                267      Sq. Yds.

                300    Sq. Yds.

Villa Details (The way to spend your WEEK ENDS without WEAK ENDS - Bank Loans Available)

..............................................................................................

Plot area                 Plot Sizes                Villa Area               

..............................................................................................

267 Sq.yds               40 x 60                    650 Sft               

350 Sq.yds               45 x 70                    850 Sft               

500 Sq.yds               45 x 75                   1100 Sft              

................................................................................................

These Tropical Villas looks more sophisticated and Joyful.

Each Villa will have a small COCONUT FARM, BEETLE NUT TREES & MANGO TREES, view as a TROPICAL 
FEEL.

These small weekend villas, within dense plantation, would act like RESORT COTTAGES providing recluse from the 
urban environment.

 

PITCHED ROOF, FARM EFFECT, WATER BODY, DECKS, FARMSIDE OUTDOOR SIT OUTS, NATURAL 
LIGHTING & VENTILATION are some of the highlights of the villas.
  
Bank Loan will be provided up to 80 % of the Plot cost subject to submission of documents and approval
 
Please go thru the Master Plan and revert back with the choice of PLOT \ VILLA, we will let u know the available 
status.
 
Please feel free to call us for further info or mail us at sales@fortunebutterflycity.com  
 
Please do share the same with your family and friends.
 
Regards,
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Usha
    
Feels good to talk @ 
+91 40 - 6452 7682 / 4020 6946 / 6453 5220 / 9959 777 559 / 944 135 1934
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Subject: obsequious: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sun, 30 Mar 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190676adcc14814
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs21553tia; Mon, 31 Mar 2008 13:10:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.143.157.10 with SMTP id j10mr2020630wfo.229.1206994251024; Mon, 31 Mar 2008 13:10:51 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12398397-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
31si9443048wff.7.2008.03.31.13.10.49; Mon, 31 Mar 2008 13:10:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12398397-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12398397-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12398397-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_120686040144830"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12398397-2008.03.30-12.57.27--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12398397-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080330065728.E1CF3884EDA@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12398397-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Sunday, March 30, 2008

obsequious \ob-SEE-kwee-us\, adjective:

Servilely attentive; compliant to excess; fawning.

    His wealth nevertheless turns the townspeople into groveling, obsequious sycophants.
    -- Stephen Holden, "The Best Man': When She Says 'I Do,' She Means 'Not You'", New York Times, August 14, 
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1998

    Politicians these days have to pretend to like football, and I am tired of their obsequious, crowd-pleasing football 
jokes.
    -- Margaret Drabble, "Will the BBC pay up?", Times (London), July 6, 2000

    This is a brazenly stylish restaurant where the staff are razor-sharp and not remotely obsequious.
    -- Orna Mulcahy, "Brash, edgy -- and so good", Irish Times, August 1, 2000

Obsequious comes from Latin obsequiosus, from obsequium, "compliance," from obsequi, "to comply with," from ob-, 
"toward" + sequi, "to follow."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for obsequious

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12398397-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: xenophobia: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Mon, 31 Mar 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11906b34ccf4e855
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs25949tia; Mon, 31 Mar 2008 14:17:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.13.13 with SMTP id 13mr2096298wfm.163.1206998224168; Mon, 31 Mar 2008 14:17:04 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12400255-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
30si9406271wfc.6.2008.03.31.14.17.03; Mon, 31 Mar 2008 14:17:04 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12400255-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12400255-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12400255-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -1.733
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-1.733 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=0.766, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1206946800151780"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12400255-2008.03.31-00.00.17--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12400255-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080331065727.D70DD884E65@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12400255-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Monday, March 31, 2008

xenophobia \ZEN-uh-FOE-bee-uh\, noun:

Fear or hatred of strangers, people from other countries, or of anything that is strange or foreign.

    After calling for peace in 61 languages and beseeching the world to end racism and xenophobia, the pope made a 
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surprise announcement.
    -- "Will the Next Pope Be Catholic", SF Weekly, April 26, 2000

    In Europe today, it is xenophobia and the political manipulation of fear of foreigners that pose the greatest threat to 
democracy, or at least to the quality of democracy.
    -- Kofi Annan, "Democracy: An international issue", UN Chronicle, June-August, 2001

    The news, the incidents and accidents of everyday life, can be loaded with political or ethnic significance liable to 
unleash strong, often negative feelings, such as racism, chauvinism, the fear-hatred of the foreigner or, xenophobia.
    -- Pierre Bourdieu, On Television

    In the embattled atmosphere of wartime France, Apollinaire's quenchless appetite for the new was not widely shared. 
Xenophobia reigned.
    -- Ruth Brandon, Surreal Lives: The Surrealists 1917-1945

The word xenophobia was formed from the Greek elements xenos "guest, stranger, foreigner" + phobos "fear."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for xenophobia

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You Can Break The Paralyzing Grip Of SOCIAL ANXIETY Forever --
Conquering Social Anxiety Now! is a learning program that helps
permanently abolish thoughts & beliefs that create shyness, self-
consciousness, embarrassment & panic without drugs or therapy. It
works like nothing you've ever tried. Easy. Safe. Effective.
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12400255-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: advisory for Goa
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Tue, 01 Apr 2008 09:29:34 -0700
To: martin.dunford@uk.roughguides.com, louise.macdonald@lonelyplant.co.uk
CC: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190ad27e33b6440
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs167242tia; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 09:36:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.201.1 with SMTP id y1mr4445257rvf.200.1207067377514; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 09:29:37 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
b8si319533rvf.31.2008.04.01.09.29.36; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 09:29:37 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail009 (webmail009-s [10.13.128.9]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 4.0) 
with ESMTP id m31GTYgh002275; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 09:29:34 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <B82647F2-0118-1000-F632-FC639B4E1025-Webmail-10006@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.106.68.181
Received: from [91.106.68.181] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 09:29:34 -0700

Hello there.. Thank you for taking the time to speak to me today about the unfortunate situation in Goa and the case of 
Scarlett Keeling.  While i understand that you are in the business of promoting tourism i am also hoping that by 
working together with different organizations on several fronts we can help insure the safety and well-being of fellow 
travelers.

We are still working diligently in the political realms to affect positive change in India and Goa in particular.  
However, through the past 7 weeks of fighting for justice in Goa i have seen all to clearly that the political system is 
tied to the police system which is tied to the drug mafia.  A nexus of corruption that can only be eradicated by working 
together with the press to get the truth out.

My hope is that through reminders and warnings of what the real situation is on the sunny shores of Goa, we will save 
some lives as well as the dignity and the health of a potential rape victim.  In the first two days of investigating the 
circumstances of Scarlett's death, i was told of 13 mysterious deaths on or near the beaches of Anjuna.  Not to mention 
the 4 cases of gang rape, 3 of them being in daylight in the hills.

i have spent way too much time in the police stations of Northern Goa in regards to this case and can assure you that 
on the big wipe boards on the walls that note the various crimes in the area, NONE of these well known and well 
documented cases are reported by the police. i have sat dumbfounded while the Investigating Officer in Charge calmly 
pointed to the stick and the wooden paddle used on witnesses. As well as when we asked to see the clothes that 
Scarlett was wearing (which by the way were found by the mother 3days after the murder on a very busy path at the 
scene of the crime and then given to the police for evidence) the officer dumped her clothes and shoes from a plastic 
carrier bag onto a dirty floor and claimed that the shoes were useless as they weren't even two of a pair.  Now i'm just 
a yoga teacher, not an investigating officer, but all i had to do was pick up the laceless sandal and wipe away some of 
the mud with spit to see that of course they were two of p!
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 air.

Or, having been told by the police that there were no marks on the body we went to the morgue (blood stained walls 
and all, literally) to examine Scarlett's body in greater detail we noted the obvious rape and physical assault that 
Scarlett went through before she was murdered.  There are 50 markings covering her body head to toe.

The shocking bits of the story are too numerous to recount and don't think you need to hear all of them in order to get 
a picture of the situation.  i am aware that your guide makes mention of the cultural differences whilst traveling but 
also see that due to tourism campaigns much like the Incredible India campaign that either do not mention or downplay 
important differences and their significances there exists an ambiguity which leads to lack of understanding.

Is it possible for your guide to strengthen a warning to 1). Women should not travel the beaches at night, even in pairs 
women have been gang raped. 2). there is a strong connection between the free accessible drugs and the police that 
extort money from the vast number of tourists found with even a small amount of marijuana. 3). that should a 
Westerner be involved in either of the previous situations they will experience nothing short of injustice and 
humiliation from the police which are meant to protect and serve.  Not to mention huge financial extortion.

i appreciate your time and concern in this matter!  Please do not hesitate to contact me if there is anything i can do to 
help you help the readers of your guide!

Kind regards-

-dakini runningbear
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Subject: FW: GMTV
From: "Alex Derbyshire" <Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv>
Date: Tue, 1 Apr 2008 10:21:00 +0100
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119094a1ecf0f292
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs98290tia; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 02:21:05 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.157.15 with SMTP id f15mr24520548hue.2.1207041662700; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 02:21:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv>
Received: from barracuda.gm.tv (gmtv14a.gmtv.co.uk [195.152.86.14]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
d23si7682412nfh.12.2008.04.01.02.21.01; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 02:21:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 195.152.86.14 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv) client-ip=195.152.86.14;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 195.152.86.14 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv) smtp.mail=Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv
X-ASG-Debug-ID: 1207041661-5e66004d0000-GrZHYJ
X-Barracuda-URL: http://172.16.80.4:8000/cgi-bin/mark.cgi
Received: from SURFCONTROL.gmtv.co.uk (localhost [127.0.0.1]) by barracuda.gm.tv (Spam Firewall) with ESMTP 
id 078261FD04E for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 10:21:01 +0100 (BST)
Received: from SURFCONTROL.gmtv.co.uk ([172.16.80.19]) by barracuda.gm.tv with ESMTP id 
mOJTWJ8jlywdg6Wm for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 10:21:01 +0100 (BST)
Received: from Unknown [172.21.16.34] by SURFCONTROL.gmtv.co.uk - SurfControl E-mail Filter (5.5.0); Tue, 01 
Apr 2008 10:24:30 +0100
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.0.6603.0
X-Barracuda-BBL-IP: 172.21.16.34
X-Barracuda-RBL-IP: 172.21.16.34
Content-Class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C893D9.B31DE9D0"
X-ASG-Orig-Subj: FW: GMTV
Message-ID: <BC2547B92ABFDF42AACA205793CF09B0054595C5@gmtv14a.gmtv.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: GMTV
thread-index: AciT2YFehB3xFOQnS9u7saoQveuB2wAAB6pQ
X-SEF-Processed: 5_5_0_191__2008_04_01_10_24_30
X-Barracuda-Connect: UNKNOWN[172.16.80.19]
X-Barracuda-Start-Time: 1207041661
X-Barracuda-Virus-Scanned: by Barracuda Spam Firewall at gm.tv

Dear Vikram,

 

I am writing from GMTV - a breakfast television programme in London and we would like to speak to Fiona 
Mackeown on our programme about her daughter Scarlett. I am looking for a phone number in England for her. 
Following our telephone conversation, I would be grateful if you could help out with this. Ideally we would like to 
speak to her today.  
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Kind Regards  

 

Alexandra Derbyshire

GMTV

alex.derbyshire@gmtv.co.uk

0207 827 7254
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Subject: jollification: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Tue, 1 Apr 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190a2349a24a300
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs135665tia; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 06:18:17 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.240.9 with SMTP id n9mr4664300wfh.136.1207055894895; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 06:18:14 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12405906-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
28si10830910wfg.17.2008.04.01.06.18.14; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 06:18:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12405906-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12405906-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12405906-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207033200183220"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12405906-2008.04.01-00.00.43--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12405906-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080401065726.8010A8842FD@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12405906-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Listen to our free Dictionary.com podcast!
Learn about the origins of words from our resident Dictionary.com
word expert, Venus. You can also find our free podcast at iTunes or Podcast.com,
to download into your iPod or MP3 player.
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Tuesday, April 1, 2008

jollification \jol-ih-fuh-KAY-shuhn\, noun:

Merrymaking; festivity; revelry.

    Some inform; some prompt the conscience; some entertain, while having more than jollification in mind.
    -- Stuart Klawans, "A Greek Bearing Gifts", The Nation, June 21, 1999
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    In July, expect the usual impertinent jollifications in Key West: look-alike and Key-lime-pie-eating contests, arm-
wrestling tournaments.
    -- David Gates, "Resurrecting Papa", Newsweek, April 12, 1999

Jollification is from jolly (from Old French joli, jolif, "joyful, merry") + Latin -ficare, combining form of facere, "to 
make."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for jollification

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Listen to our free Dictionary.com podcast!
Learn about the origins of words from our resident Dictionary.com
word expert, Venus. You can also find our free podcast at iTunes or Podcast.com,
to download into your iPod or MP3 player.

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12405906-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: london calling
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Tue, 01 Apr 2008 01:06:54 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119090648a5c4bda
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs86439tia; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 01:06:59 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.168.7 with SMTP id v7mr4071966rvo.118.1207037217004; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 01:06:57 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
b5si247050rva.20.2008.04.01.01.06.56; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 01:06:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail009 (webmail009-s [10.13.128.9]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw004/MantshX 4.0) 
with ESMTP id m3186sO6011617 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 01:06:55 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <B82647F2-0118-1000-EA7B-FC639B4E1025-Webmail-10006@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.106.68.181
Received: from [91.106.68.181] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 01:06:54 -0700

well.. to say i miss you and your beautiful family is an understatement.. 

have my first bout of Delhi belly from this trip.. but that is nothing hugely interesting ;-0

it was an easy trip back, the guys from sky bumped us up to First Class.. so even though i couldn't enjoy the gormet 
food and flowing fine alcohol, i was able to lay down comfortably in the bed and sleep the entire trip.. so far, no sign 
of jet lag  ;-) 

trying to find out how the press conference went yesterday with Nirmala back in Delhi.. do you have any word??

received an email from a friend of a woman i met in an Anjuna internet cafe when i went to Western Union.. she 
wants to discuss a known peodophile in the area..

as well, met a western man in the lounge while we were waiting to board yesterday who seems to have some 
information about things that have been happening in Arambol.. will give him a day or so to settle back into the UK 
and get in touch with him..

can you please have Teresa scan and mail me all the documents  for the case??

Fiona and i had a bit of reconciliation of the energy on the plane yesterday.. luckily...  :-)   though as par normal in our 
time together, reconciliation seems to mean me addressing the energy and making amends, while she listens and 
accepts.. it would be very nice if at least once she was willing to take notice of her own energy and make amends,, but 
i won't hold my breath!  ;-) 

anyway.. not sure how i feel about being back.. Gusta and i were already in an unharmonious place when we went to 
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goa and despite the lovely first month we shared while there.. now that i am back in the flat, i don't know how long it 
is healthy much less possible to continue as we were..  time will tell!

it is gray and drizzling here, what a surprise.. but i will focus on what i can do for the case from this end and sorting 
out my bills so that i can return to Goa when needed!

much love to you Yoda!!! and big kisses to all the family!!

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxdakini
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Subject: Re: advisory for Goa
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 10:44:28 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190d8ebf9cf90ea
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 22:14:28 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804012214r1df108abq680ef31612ef670@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <B82647F2-0118-1000-F632-FC639B4E1025-Webmail-10006@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2764_29008942.1207113268834"
References: <B82647F2-0118-1000-F632-FC639B4E1025-Webmail-10006@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Dakini,
 
Miss you allready. 
 
Goa Govt has ordered a CBI inquiry today.
 
Love
 
XXXX
 
Big Hug
 
 
Vikram
 
Do send me fiona's email add also
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Subject: BOI ONLINE SHARE TRADING
From: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 13:26:24 +0530 (IST)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190e2cf7c0d45e0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs55843tia; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 01:07:19 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.232.20 with SMTP id e20mr5686990wfh.59.1207123638209; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 01:07:18 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in>
Received: from mumbai.bankofindia.co.in ([203.199.104.66]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
27si2252100wff.8.2008.04.02.01.07.16; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 01:07:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.66 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) client-ip=203.199.104.66;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.66 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) smtp.mail=mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
Received: from dcdwap01.bankofindia.com (unknown [172.1.14.71]) by mumbai.bankofindia.co.in (Postfix) with 
ESMTP id 1628877AA6D for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 13:26:24 +0530 (IST)
Message-ID: <23467852.1207123903724.JavaMail.prodapps@dcdwap01.bankofindia.com>
Reply-To: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_19494_7122754.1207123903724"
X-JTOid: 10117:19827
X-MailServ-MailFilter-MailScanner-Information: Please contact the ISP for more information
X-MailServ-MailFilter-MailScanner: Found to be clean
X-MailScanner-From: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in

 

 if you are not able to view the picture, kindly click the URL mentioned below

 http://infosecurity.bankofindia.com:8081/navneet/boi-online-share-trading-co.jpg

------------------------------------------------------------------------
This message contains some privileged information and is intended
only for the recipient named. If you are not the named addressee of
this e-mail including attachments, if any, you should not disseminate,
distribute, print  or copy this  e-mail. Please notify us immediately by
e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this
e-mail from your system.

Although Bank of India has taken reasonable precautions to ensure
no viruses are present in this e-mail; Bank cannot be held
responsible in any manner for any loss or damage arising from the
use of this  email or attachments.
------------------------------------------------------------------------



file:///C|/...Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080402-dakini%20runningbear%20shares%20an%20article%20with%20you-110945501.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:00 PM]

Subject: dakini runningbear shares an article with you
From: dakinilove@mac.com
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 19:07:26 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190f4fcb3153c1f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs106825tia; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 06:24:59 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.192.1 with SMTP id p1mr14807039waf.47.1207142698059; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 06:24:58 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from merinews.com ([216.227.212.87]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m27si1829227pof.1.2008.04.02.06.24.56; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 06:24:58 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 216.227.212.87 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
dakinilove@mac.com) client-ip=216.227.212.87;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 216.227.212.87 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from server.merinews.com (merinews.com [216.227.212.87]) by merinews.com (8.12.11.20060308/8.12.11) 
with ESMTP id m32DbQKB022700 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 19:07:26 +0530
Message-ID: <5480518.1207143446000.JavaMail.root@server.merinews.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

        
Dear vikram,
I was going through merinews and came across this article. I felt you would like to read
this so I am forwarding it across to you.
You can access the article by clicking on the link below:

http://www.merinews.com/catFull.jsp?articleID=131435

Do let me know how you liked it.

 
Sender
dakini runningbear



file:///C|/...Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080402-dakini%20runningbear%20shares%20an%20article%20with%20you-110949194.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:00 PM]

Subject: dakini runningbear shares an article with you
From: dakinilove@mac.com
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 19:08:19 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190f50a38c0b87c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs106962tia; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 06:25:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.80.4 with SMTP id d4mr14811009wab.44.1207142753098; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 06:25:53 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from merinews.com ([216.227.212.87]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m29si2101855poh.10.2008.04.02.06.25.52; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 06:25:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 216.227.212.87 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
dakinilove@mac.com) client-ip=216.227.212.87;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 216.227.212.87 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from server.merinews.com (merinews.com [216.227.212.87]) by merinews.com (8.12.11.20060308/8.12.11) 
with ESMTP id m32DcJWJ022734 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 19:08:19 +0530
Message-ID: <22180303.1207143499911.JavaMail.root@server.merinews.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

        
Dear vikram,
I was going through merinews and came across this article. I felt you would like to read
this so I am forwarding it across to you.
You can access the article by clicking on the link below:

http://www.merinews.com/catFull.jsp?articleID=131483

Do let me know how you liked it.

 
Sender
dakini runningbear



file:///C|/...Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080402-dakini%20runningbear%20shares%20an%20article%20with%20you-110952888.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:00 PM]

Subject: dakini runningbear shares an article with you
From: dakinilove@mac.com
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 19:09:01 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190f513cf9ab1e1
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs107061tia; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 06:26:33 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.193.1 with SMTP id q1mr14788152waf.75.1207142792291; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 06:26:32 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from merinews.com ([216.227.212.87]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m27si1832050pof.1.2008.04.02.06.26.31; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 06:26:32 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 216.227.212.87 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
dakinilove@mac.com) client-ip=216.227.212.87;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 216.227.212.87 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of dakinilove@mac.com) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from server.merinews.com (merinews.com [216.227.212.87]) by merinews.com (8.12.11.20060308/8.12.11) 
with ESMTP id m32Dd1vx022753 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 19:09:01 +0530
Message-ID: <29904320.1207143541041.JavaMail.root@server.merinews.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

        
Dear vikram,
I was going through merinews and came across this article. I felt you would like to read
this so I am forwarding it across to you.
You can access the article by clicking on the link below:

http://www.merinews.com/catFull.jsp?articleID=131435

Do let me know how you liked it.

 
Sender
dakini runningbear



file:///C|/...ikram%20varma%20email/20080402-deus%20ex%20machina_%20Dictionary.com%20Word%20of%20the%20Day-110932324.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:01 PM]

Subject: deus ex machina: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190f3dff6164787
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs104070tia; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 06:05:33 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.143.36.15 with SMTP id o15mr5805383wfj.182.1207141531503; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 06:05:31 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12411012-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
24si2388258wfc.18.2008.04.02.06.05.30; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 06:05:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12411012-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12411012-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12411012-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207119601220490"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12411012-2008.04.02-00.00.51--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12411012-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080402065725.D437888404C@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12411012-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You told us you wanted more and here it is!
FREE audio pronunciation!
FREE illustrations!
Click here to experience an even better Dictionary.com!
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Wednesday, April 2, 2008

deus ex machina \DAY-uhs-eks-MAH-kuh-nuh; -nah; -MAK-uh-nuh\, noun:

1. In ancient Greek and Roman drama, a god introduced by means of a crane to unravel and resolve the plot.
2. Any active agent who appears unexpectedly to solve an apparently insoluble difficulty.

    In times of affluence and peace, with technology that always seems to arrive like a deus ex machina to solve any 
problem, it becomes easy to believe that life is perfectible.



file:///C|/...ikram%20varma%20email/20080402-deus%20ex%20machina_%20Dictionary.com%20Word%20of%20the%20Day-110932324.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:01 PM]

    -- Stephanie Gutmann, The Kinder, Gentler Military

    But we also need the possibility of cataclysm, so that, when situations seem hopeless, and beyond the power of any 
natural force to amend, we may still anticipate salvation from a messiah, a conquering hero, a deus ex machina, or 
some other agent with power to fracture the unsupportable and institute the unobtainable.
    -- Stephen Jay Gould, Questioning the Millennium

Deus ex machina is New Latin for "god from the machine"; it is a translation of the Greek theos ek mekhanes.

Trivia: The dramatic device dates from the 5th century BC and is especially associated with Euripides, one of the 
greatest classical tragedians.

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for deus ex machina

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You told us you wanted more and here it is!
FREE audio pronunciation!
FREE illustrations!
Click here to experience an even better Dictionary.com!

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12411012-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!



file:///C|/...ents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080402-Do%20we%20like%20same%20movies_-110907060.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:01 PM]

Subject: Do we like same movies?
From: Natrajan <donotreply@chakpak.com>
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 03:35:37 +0530 (GMT+05:30)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190c0641df67396
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs207667tia; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 15:05:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.118.5 with SMTP id q5mr27709350huc.62.1207087547309; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 15:05:47 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <donotreply@chakpak.com>
Received: from box7.chakpak.com (box7.chakpak.com [118.91.232.103]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
5si876747nfv.32.2008.04.01.15.05.44; Tue, 01 Apr 2008 15:05:47 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of donotreply@chakpak.com designates 118.91.232.103 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=118.91.232.103;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of donotreply@chakpak.com designates 
118.91.232.103 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=donotreply@chakpak.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=donotreply@chakpak.com
Received: from box7.chakpak.com (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by box7.chakpak.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
7AC646A00E6 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 03:48:15 +0530 (IST)
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; 
b=Tfyc9VpdEL4ZCP/s3o6HQxLFrC0mIW01wp035kavQ0I5Zh6dif2h1xqUX6jawGq9xvSHLsA3TJWod9ozicEJIKaRt
fsbGjjVamQ9fiuz4DqhJ7shWKx+u3WZgm4FnfuJkpQE9AiyWHM2/FR47fiLfcZIjNGQqyxKXP/gHY023Pc=; 
c=nofws; d=chakpak.com; q=dns; s=m1
Message-ID: <4205079.87201207087537563@chakpak.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Enigmail-Version: 0.95.2

I just joined Chakpak to connect with other movie lovers. Come see the movies I love and see if we have any in 
common.

Click below to join my group of friends on Chakpak!

http://chakpak.com/register

Natrajan

Chakpak is a free site that lets you share movie ratings and reviews with friends and meet people who have similar 
tastes in movies. It also lets you manage your favorite movie videos, wallpapers, join fan clubs and get good movie 
recommendations from friends. You should check it out.

You have received this email because Natrajan directly invited you to join his/her community on Chakpak.
If you prefer not to receive invitations from Chakpak, click here to prevent any future invitations 



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080402-FW_%20GMTV-110911749.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:01 PM]

Subject: Re: FW: GMTV
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 11:06:59 +0530
To: "Alex Derbyshire" <Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190da35ab99838f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 22:36:59 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804012236r7f4490c7rda793f8fbf17a5d@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BC2547B92ABFDF42AACA205793CF09B0054595C5@gmtv14a.gmtv.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2994_20811087.1207114619541"
References: <BC2547B92ABFDF42AACA205793CF09B0054595C5@gmtv14a.gmtv.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Alex,
 
I dont have her UK number as yet. Would forward it to you as soon as I have it.
 
Rgds
 
 
Vikram Varma

 
On 4/1/08, Alex Derbyshire <Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv> wrote:

    Dear Vikram,

     

    I am writing from GMTV - a breakfast television programme in London and we would like to speak to Fiona 
Mackeown on our programme about her daughter Scarlett. I am looking for a phone number in England for her. 
Following our telephone conversation, I would be grateful if you could help out with this. Ideally we would like to 
speak to her today.  

     

    Kind Regards  

     

    Alexandra Derbyshire

    GMTV

    alex.derbyshire@gmtv.co.uk

    0207 827 7254 



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080402-FW_%20GMTV-110911749.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:01 PM]

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080402-FW_%20GMTV-110920579.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:01 PM]

Subject: RE: FW: GMTV
From: "Alex Derbyshire" <Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv>
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 10:21:46 +0100
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190e712dea8d404
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs67240tia; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 02:21:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.204.1 with SMTP id b1mr25976517hug.42.1207128108423; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 02:21:48 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv>
Received: from barracuda.gm.tv (gmtv14a.gmtv.co.uk [195.152.86.14]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
i8si2016466nfh.1.2008.04.02.02.21.47; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 02:21:48 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 195.152.86.14 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv) client-ip=195.152.86.14;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 195.152.86.14 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv) smtp.mail=Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv
X-ASG-Debug-ID: 1207128106-4b8200710000-GrZHYJ
X-Barracuda-URL: http://172.16.80.4:8000/cgi-bin/mark.cgi
Received: from SURFCONTROL.gmtv.co.uk (localhost [127.0.0.1]) by barracuda.gm.tv (Spam Firewall) with ESMTP 
id 934BC204C5E for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 10:21:46 +0100 (BST)
Received: from SURFCONTROL.gmtv.co.uk ([172.16.80.19]) by barracuda.gm.tv with ESMTP id 
qO3FSILC4jUUwtTF for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 10:21:46 +0100 (BST)
Received: from Unknown [172.21.16.34] by SURFCONTROL.gmtv.co.uk - SurfControl E-mail Filter (5.5.0); Wed, 02 
Apr 2008 10:25:17 +0100
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.0.6603.0
X-Barracuda-BBL-IP: 172.21.16.34
X-Barracuda-RBL-IP: 172.21.16.34
Content-Class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C894A2.F8D097B0"
X-ASG-Orig-Subj: RE: FW: GMTV
Message-ID: <BC2547B92ABFDF42AACA205793CF09B0054595DF@gmtv14a.gmtv.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: FW: GMTV
thread-index: AciUg5VW8N5BDdXHSpSimkxxJ8eKWAAH1vAw
X-SEF-Processed: 5_5_0_191__2008_04_02_10_25_17
X-Barracuda-Connect: UNKNOWN[172.16.80.19]
X-Barracuda-Start-Time: 1207128106
X-Barracuda-Virus-Scanned: by Barracuda Spam Firewall at gm.tv

Hi,

Thanks very much

Alex

 

-----Original Message-----
From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
Sent: 02 April 2008 06:37
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To: Alex Derbyshire
Subject: Re: FW: GMTV

 

Hi Alex,

 

I dont have her UK number as yet. Would forward it to you as soon as I have it.

 

Rgds

 

 

Vikram Varma

 

On 4/1/08, Alex Derbyshire <Alex.Derbyshire@gm.tv> wrote:

Dear Vikram,

 

I am writing from GMTV - a breakfast television programme in London and we would like to speak to Fiona 
Mackeown on our programme about her daughter Scarlett. I am looking for a phone number in England for her. 
Following our telephone conversation, I would be grateful if you could help out with this. Ideally we would like to 
speak to her today.  

 

Kind Regards  

 

Alexandra Derbyshire

GMTV

alex.derbyshire@gmtv.co.uk

0207 827 7254

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
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Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
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Subject: Rocket Piano Newsletter April 02, 2008
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Tue, 1 Apr 2008 15:09:56 -0400
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1190b654d1a1b8a9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs193220tia; Tue, 1 Apr 2008 12:09:59 -0700 (PDT)
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Hi Vikram,

Welcome to this weeks Piano Newsletter.  In this edition we'll talk
about the staying in time when you play with a band, and we look at
the life of Ben Folds.

Let's get started!
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PLAYING WITH A BAND AND THE IMPORTANCE OF PLAYING IN TIME

Being able to play music with other people is one of the most
rewarding and fun parts of playing music.  It is also quite
difficult, because if you are playing with others playing in time
becomes very important.   

This is particularly important in group situations.  Having all
instruments in time in a group situation is vital to creating a
quality sound.  If you find it hard to play along in a band to
begin with, don't worry, it is quite natural, as playing in time
can be quite difficult.  I myself have had quite a lot of trouble
learning how to play with other musicians, this was because for
years I just played solo piano.  When it came time to play with
others I didn't know where to begin.  

It is important to learn techniques and skills that come with
playing along with a band.  A good way to prepare you for playing
with other is to learn how to play along with a metronome. 
Learning how to play with a band and a metronome requires you to
play in time so any practice that develops this aspect of your
playing is valuable.  

Depending on what kind of band you are playing with, you might have
to read chord charts.  What usually happens is that you get the
chords in the song written out for you in a chord chart.  A lot of
the time the chord chart will show you what chords to play and when
to play them.  In songs that are quite simple the chords might
change every bar or every two bars.  This means you have to be able
to count in time to know when to change to the next chord. 

You can run into trouble if you're counting incorrectly which can
cause you to change chords either too early or too late.  If you do
this while the rest of the band are changing chords in time, your
music will sound bad.  

Because the piano is an instrument which can be used to play
melody, harmony and the rhythm of a song it can be played solo. 
When playing solo piano it's very easy to lose track of the timing
and the beat of the song.  So it is also important to learn how to
play in time when you playing solo.  It's very easy to go out of
time when you are playing by yourself because it isn't as
noticeable when you are playing alone so you have to be hard on
yourself and practice playing piano with a metronome.  This isn't
always a very fun part of playing, but it is important if you want
to sound good. 

If you want to start a band, the best thing for you too do is go
out and find people who play the kind of music you like listening
to and playing.  Get some songs that you all like and have a listen
to them and then try and play the song.  It's probably a good idea
to start off with quite a simple song.  It's important that you
concentrate on the timing of the songs so you get used to playing
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strictly in time.  If you can find the chord charts to the songs
you like you can start from there.  Have a listen to the song and
try and follow the chord changes on the charts.  

Though it depends on what kind of band you're looking at playing
in, you will generally find that most bands have at least a drummer
and a bass player (this is called the rhythm section).  From there
you can have as few or as many other instruments you like, but
getting a bass player and a drummer is a good place to start.  Or
you could you might be able to talk your friends into learning, to
play.  Some of the greatest bands were started that way. 

When it comes to playing with other people there are several
important things to consider. The first is playing in time; this is
something that can't be emphasized enough.  No matter where you
want to go with your playing being able to play in time is a
critical skill. Also you should try and find musicians to play
with.  Anyone with a passion for music and a desire to practice
will be perfect. Just keep playing and trying to develop your
skills as a complete musician. 

If you think you'd like to introduce someone to playing through the
Rocket piano course, then here is a link where you can get a gift
certificate to give as a gift.
http://www.rocketpiano.com/gift_cert.php

This week we look at the life of Ben folds. I remember when I first
got the album "Whatever and Ever Amen".  I really loved the songs
because to me they sounded so honest and quite confessional.  A
type of lyrical song writing that isn't easy to do well.  I
downloaded the guitar tab for the song "Brick" because it was
easier for me to get guitar tab than to find the sheet music for it
and transcribed it onto the piano.  I loved playing it, and
sometimes tried to sing along.  I also remember trying to write a
song in the Ben Folds style.  I think I've written a couple of
songs that are unashamedly very derivative, but I guess that's the
ultimate compliment you can give to someone, if you imitate them...

BEN FOLDS - From Wikipedia

Benjamin Scott Folds was born September 12, 1966, in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina.  Although widely known for his prowess as a
pianist, his first instrument was drums, and he is also adept at
guitar and bass. Folds musical career didn't really get off the
ground until the late '80s, as bassist for band Majosha, but he is
best known as the frontman and pianist of Ben Folds Five. Folds'
compositional and playing technique remain wholly unique, combining
elements of the typical 'singer/songwriter' genre, jazz, and power
rock. Indeed, his music is evocative of artists such as Joe Jackson
and Sir Elton John, with an added edge and bold infusion of energy
and wit. Although his music has no distinctive genre with which it
is associated, the terms piano rock and indie are often used to
describe his unique style. It is worth noting that popular,
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piano-centric artists such as trio-based Keane and solo artist Matt
Hales, a.k.a. Aqualung, began their rise to popularity after Ben
Folds' three-member band, Ben Folds Five, broke up in 2000 due to
creative differences.

As of fall 2005, Ben Folds has released four solo LPs. His first
album, Fear of Pop: Volume 1, was recorded and released while Ben
Folds Five was still together. Since it was highly experimental and
a pre-breakup release, his first "proper" solo album was Rockin'
the Suburbs (2001), on which he played most of the instruments
himself. A year later, in 2002, he released Ben Folds Live, which
is a collection of live solo recordings of mostly songs originally
recorded with Ben Folds Five. In late 2003, two solo EPs, Speed
Graphic and Sunny 16, were released, with a third entitled Super D
released in mid-2004. His most recent release is Songs for
Silverman (2005).

Ben resides in Nashville, Tennessee, with his wife, Frally Hynes,
and two children, Louis and Gracie. The family also spends a few
months each year in Frally's hometown of Adelaide, South Australia,
a city immortalized in Folds' wry, nostalgic song "Adelaide." He
often tours Japan, the United States, and other parts of the world.

Folds' tours are famous for his solo act as "a man and a piano,"
often having the audience become involved by "playing" the
accompanying instruments (such as the trumpet and saxophone
harmonies in "Army") and singing choir-like backing vocals on "Not
the Same". His concerts are charismatic, yet calm - an enjoyable
experience for most. And although Folds is constantly putting out
new songs, his concerts rarely omit classic fan favorites such as
"Philosophy," "One Angry Dwarf," and "Army."

Folds also produced and arranged the William Shatner album, Has
Been (2004); he previously worked with Shatner on the songs "In
Love" and "Still in Love" for Fear of Pop.

Folds described his former band, Ben Folds Five, as "punk rock for
sissies," and his oddball lyrics often contain nuances of
depression, melancholy and self-conflict. Folds also provided a
number of songs for film soundtracks. Some of these include "Lonely
Christmas Eve" for the Jim Carrey film How the Grinch Stole
Christmas! (2000), and a rendition of the Beatles' "Golden
Slumbers" for the film I Am Sam (2001). He has also done charity
compilations, from singing "Wicked Little Town" (from film and
stage show Hedwig and the Angry Inch) on the benefit album "Wig in
a Box" (2003) to appearing on No Boundaries, a benefit album for
Kosovo refugees, with the song "Leather Jacket."

On a planned tour of Australia, Folds teamed up with solo artists
Ben Kweller and Ben Lee to travel the country together as The Bens,
at the suggestion of a fan on Ben Kweller's official website. The
trio also went on to record a four-track EP together, entitled The
Bens.
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In summer of 2004, Folds co-headlined an American tour with fellow
rockers Rufus Wainwright and Guster. His most recent solo album,
entitled Songs for Silverman, was released in the U.S. on April 26,
2005, featuring Jared Reynolds on bass, and Lindsay Jamieson on the
drums, thus returning to the trio format, which originally started
his success, in earnest. This album includes the track "Late," a
tribute to the late singer-songwriter Elliott Smith, and also
features "Weird Al" Yankovic on "Time." Folds performed with Rufus
Wainwright and Ben Lee in the summer of 2005 as part of the "Odd
Men Out" tour. In addition, Folds has performed with many other
famous musical names, including Weezer. Folds has also shown the
complexity behind his authentic sound by performing with the
Western Oz Symphony Orchestra, in March 2005, and the Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra, in November 2005.

Folds supports the independent music scene, creating his own record
label (Attacked By Plastic) and doing promotional work for
independent record stores across the country.

Recommended listening: 
Songs For Silverman
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=folds1

Also:
Ben Folds Live
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=folds2

DVD:
Ben Folds and Waso Live in Perth
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=folds3

Ben Folds Five - The Complete Sessions at West 54th
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=folds4

Recommended reading:
Ben Folds - Songs for Silverman
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=folds5

CLOSING COMMENTS

Next week we look at finding a manager, and we'll take a look at
the life of Oscar Peterson.

Until next week, all the best,

Ruth Searle

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ruth Searle is a pianist with years of experience behind her. 
Piano is her passion, and she is also the drive and inspiration
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behind Rocket Piano - the Ultimate Piano Learning Kit.  If you want
to take your piano playing skills to a new level, you need the
Rocket Piano Kit.  You get step by step instructions complete with
audio and video lessons, and you can instant access by clicking
through to the secure server now at http://www.rocketpiano.com.

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r?p=1exL/0s/o8Q-a92Zi
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Subject: Where are you headed this summer?
From: "MakeMyTrip" <meghna@makemytrip.com>
Date: Wed, 2 Apr 2008 06:39:55 -0400
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119100d642edd9b6
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs134012tia; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 09:52:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.177.7 with SMTP id z7mr6090271wfe.238.1207155133069; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 09:52:13 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-277263-1519-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com>
Received: from xsuite.precisionx2.net ([72.32.117.187]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
5si1635554ywd.0.2008.04.02.09.51.59; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 09:52:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: error (google.com: error in processing during lookup of bounce-277263-1519-
0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com: DNS timeout) client-ip=72.32.117.187;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=temperror (google.com: error in processing during lookup of bounce-
277263-1519-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com: DNS timeout) smtp.mail=bounce-277263-1519-
0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com
Message-ID: <47f3b9b3.0504c00a.6e4f.ffffe237SMTPIN_ADDED@mx.google.com>
Return-Path: bounce-277263-1519-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com
Email-ID: 1519
Reply-To: "MakeMyTrip" <meghna@makemytrip.com>
Contact-ID: 277263
Sf-Version: 3_5
Dsn: %2E7OVJ1J%5D3I%27%3AKHT34N%3F%3C%20%0A
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_NextPart_000_1207118395_CFX_iMSMail_3112623343"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

To ensure that you receive our offers and updates, add meghna@makemytrip.com to your
Address Book or Safe List.
Trip Xpert
April, 2008
        MakeMyTrip.com
 
Where are you headed this Summer? Vacations starting Rs.15,999  

Planning a holiday this summer? Wherever you want to go, you can make use of our unbelievable summer offers! Get 
ready to travel across the world at incredibly low fares, with our special International Supersavers! Also explore our 
exclusive deals on domestic airfare, as well as our flawlessly designed summer holiday packages!

And remember, whatever you do, don't forget to use your i-mint card to earn points! Holidays have never been better...
 
Airfare Deals
Domestic Airfares
Delhi - Hyderabad       Rs. 500
Delhi - Kolkata         Rs. 695
Delhi - Mumbai  Rs. 699
Delhi - Chennai         Rs. 999
Delhi - Bangalore       Rs. 1,399
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International Supersaver
Delhi - Bangkok         Rs. 8,650*
Delhi - Singapore       Rs. 11,348*
Delhi - Dubai   Rs. 12,250*
Delhi - London  Rs. 17,650*
Delhi - New York        Rs. 30,850*
*Return airfare
- Exclusive of taxes - Flights and Prices are subject to availability
 
New International Hotels        Book flights on Mobile and get Rs.500 off       Book summer holidays and earn i-mint 
points
 
Please do not directly reply to this mailer. If you do not wish to receive any further promotional
e-mails from MakeMyTrip.com, click here
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Subject: (Ð‘ÐµÐ· Ñ‚ÐµÐ¼Ñ‹)
From: Daria Moussalatova <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Date: Thu, 03 Apr 2008 16:25:48 +0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119144024a373b2b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs38237tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 05:26:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.86.61.13 with SMTP id j13mr750215fga.48.1207225558518; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 05:25:58 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Received: from webmail11.yandex.ru (webmail11.yandex.ru [213.180.200.52]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
4si1927091fgg.4.2008.04.03.05.25.57; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 05:25:58 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 213.180.200.52 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=213.180.200.52;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 
213.180.200.52 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru
Received: from YAMAIL (webmail11) by mail.yandex.ru id S2999457AbYDCMZv for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; 
Thu, 3 Apr 2008 16:25:51 +0400
X-Yandex-Spam: 0
Received: from [202.177.190.9] ([202.177.190.9]) by mail.yandex.ru with HTTP; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 16:25:48 +0400
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <680501207225548@webmail11.yandex.ru>
X-Mailer: Yamail [ http://yandex.ru ] 5.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----==--bound.68051.webmail11.yandex.ru"

--
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53549.jpg
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From: Daria Moussalatova <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Date: Thu, 03 Apr 2008 16:25:48 +0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119144024a373b2b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs38237tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 05:26:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.86.61.13 with SMTP id j13mr750215fga.48.1207225558518; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 05:25:58 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Received: from webmail11.yandex.ru (webmail11.yandex.ru [213.180.200.52]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
4si1927091fgg.4.2008.04.03.05.25.57; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 05:25:58 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 213.180.200.52 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=213.180.200.52;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 
213.180.200.52 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru
Received: from YAMAIL (webmail11) by mail.yandex.ru id S2999457AbYDCMZv for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; 
Thu, 3 Apr 2008 16:25:51 +0400
X-Yandex-Spam: 0
Received: from [202.177.190.9] ([202.177.190.9]) by mail.yandex.ru with HTTP; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 16:25:48 +0400
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <680501207225548@webmail11.yandex.ru>
X-Mailer: Yamail [ http://yandex.ru ] 5.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----==--bound.68051.webmail11.yandex.ru"
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Subject: bellwether: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119145f6516a19a7
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs43167tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 06:00:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.131.18 with SMTP id e18mr7025068wfd.39.1207227606332; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 06:00:06 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12421458-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
31si5631304wff.7.2008.04.03.06.00.05; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 06:00:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12421458-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12421458-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12421458-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.524
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.524 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.025, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207206001249210"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12421458-2008.04.03-00.00.45--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12421458-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080403065724.BB84E884038@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12421458-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Get your FREE Subscription to our Investing Term of the Day Newsletter!
Every business day you'll receive an email with the Investing Word of the Day,
a definition plus related educational articles
about investing, personal finance and business.
It's a great way to build your vocabulary, become a better investor,
and achieve your financial goals.
Click Here to Subscribe Free
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Thursday, April 3, 2008

bellwether \BEL-weth-uhr\, noun:

A leader of a movement or activity; also, a leading indicator of future trends.
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    Raised to believe they were among their generation's best and brightest, my class can be seen as a bellwether for a 
generation caught without a compass on the cutting edge of uncharted territory.
    -- Elizabeth Fishel, Reunion: The Girls We Used to Be, the Women We Became

    Before that election, Maine's proud citizens had fancied their state to be a sort of bellwether, a notion embodied in 
the saying "As Maine goes, so goes the nation."
    -- Robert Shogan, The Fate of the Union

Bellwether is a compound of bell and wether, "a male sheep, usually castrated"; from the practice of hanging a bell 
from the neck of the leader of the flock.
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Subject: Femina article
From: "deepa menon" <menon.deepa@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 18:26:23 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119145bfd31caba4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs42662tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 05:56:24 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.58.1 with SMTP id l1mr17283931wak.110.1207227383273; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 05:56:23 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.114.79.17 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 05:56:23 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <5d22caed0804030556t2ad19530k5458eae37b9b6bfe@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_1788_26227819.1207227383264"

Hi Vikram,
 
As per our conversation earlier, Femina is keenly interested in doing a story that takes off on the Keeling case in Goa. 
As a woman's magazine, we believe the real issue here is the danger that visits single women in our country, especially 
if they are foreigners. This is an attempt for us to shift the focus where we think it belongs -- on the safety of women 
in India. We believe that in the outpouring of accusations and counter-accusations, this issue has been lost.
We know Fiona MacKeown will be able to give us the insight we need for this article. I understand she is not in the 
country and is currently sorting out many urgent things before she comes back to India. Unfortunately, the story cannot 
wait two weeks. So I would appreciate it hugely if she took some time and shared with us her views on the topic.
Do let me know how we can arrange this.
I look forward to hearing from you,
Deepa Menon
Deputy Editor, Femina
Ph: 022-2273-3535 extn: 5783
0-9945023933
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Subject: Femina article
From: "deepa menon" <menon.deepa@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 18:26:23 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119145bfd31caba4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs42662tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 05:56:24 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.58.1 with SMTP id l1mr17283931wak.110.1207227383273; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 05:56:23 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.114.79.17 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 05:56:23 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <5d22caed0804030556t2ad19530k5458eae37b9b6bfe@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_1788_26227819.1207227383264"

Hi Vikram,
 
As per our conversation earlier, Femina is keenly interested in doing a story that takes off on the Keeling case in Goa. 
As a woman's magazine, we believe the real issue here is the danger that visits single women in our country, especially 
if they are foreigners. This is an attempt for us to shift the focus where we think it belongs -- on the safety of women 
in India. We believe that in the outpouring of accusations and counter-accusations, this issue has been lost.
We know Fiona MacKeown will be able to give us the insight we need for this article. I understand she is not in the 
country and is currently sorting out many urgent things before she comes back to India. Unfortunately, the story cannot 
wait two weeks. So I would appreciate it hugely if she took some time and shared with us her views on the topic.
Do let me know how we can arrange this.
I look forward to hearing from you,
Deepa Menon
Deputy Editor, Femina
Ph: 022-2273-3535 extn: 5783
0-9945023933
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Subject: Hello
From: "Pujitha Krishnan" <pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 08:59:15 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191254c495da3df
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs42907tia; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 20:29:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.140.1 with SMTP id n1mr24532915and.70.1207193355640; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 20:29:15 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.164.18 with HTTP; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 20:29:15 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <9f059f1a0804022029p3fc16158x4d2d27524e0c5d9b@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_4162_17526421.1207193355626"

Hi Vikram,

Could you please forward me the e-ticket from Spicejet? I need it for billing purposes and I'm trying to tie up those 
loose ends today. Will call soon.

Thank you,
Pujitha.
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Subject: Re: Hello
From: "Pujitha Krishnan" <pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 16:55:12 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191408826eb0125
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs29274tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 04:25:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.32.8 with SMTP id f8mr25708217anf.29.1207221912500; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 04:25:12 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.164.18 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 04:25:12 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <9f059f1a0804030425g373981eau43b68d102faea0b2@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <9f059f1a0804022029p3fc16158x4d2d27524e0c5d9b@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_1158_30005593.1207221912488"
References: <9f059f1a0804022029p3fc16158x4d2d27524e0c5d9b@mail.gmail.com>

Hi Vikram,

Reminder to also send me the timeline please. But the ticket is a little urgent.

Thanks,
Pujitha.

On Thu, Apr 3, 2008 at 8:59 AM, Pujitha Krishnan <pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,

    Could you please forward me the e-ticket from Spicejet? I need it for billing purposes and I'm trying to tie up those 
loose ends today. Will call soon.

    Thank you,
    Pujitha.
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Subject: Re: Hello
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 18:11:12 +0530
To: "Pujitha Krishnan" <pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119144e19e321ab5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 05:41:12 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804030541g557e4208r64e9cfb6e2c46b2@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <9f059f1a0804030425g373981eau43b68d102faea0b2@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_2353_10220740.1207226472589"
References: <9f059f1a0804022029p3fc16158x4d2d27524e0c5d9b@mail.gmail.com> 
<9f059f1a0804030425g373981eau43b68d102faea0b2@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Pujitha

Am attaching the mail from spice jet

Rgds

Vikram

On Thu, Apr 3, 2008 at 4:55 PM, Pujitha Krishnan <pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,

    Reminder to also send me the timeline please. But the ticket is a little urgent.

    Thanks,
    Pujitha.

    On Thu, Apr 3, 2008 at 8:59 AM, Pujitha Krishnan <pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Vikram,

        Could you please forward me the e-ticket from Spicejet? I need it for billing purposes and I'm trying to tie up 
those loose ends today. Will call soon.

        Thank you,
        Pujitha.
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-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088

        SpiceJet Ltd.,
319, Udyog Vihar, PhaseIV,
Gurgaon,Haryana,India.  Toll Free No. 1800 180 3333
0987 180 3333
        
        Reservation Number      Date
        M96NLI
        
Name    :       VIKRAM VERMA
Address :       A S/4, Paraiso De Goa, Alto Porvorim, 59.95.0.159 Goa IN 403521
        
        Name of Passenger(s)
        MR VIKRAM  VERMA
        Going Out
        Date                    Flight Number                   Departing                               Arriving
        
Sun, 30 Mar 2008
                        
SG 258
Fare Purchased - Res
                        
Goa
02:30 PM
                                
Mumbai
03:25 PM
        Coming Back
        Date                    Flight Number                   Departing                               Arriving
        
Wed, 02 Apr 2008
                        
SG 259
Fare Purchased - Res
                        
Mumbai[Terminal 1B]
04:15 PM
                                
Goa
05:15 PM
All times indicated are the local times at the relevant airport and we recommend you check-in 2 hours prior to 
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departure.
Fare rules and key conditions of carriage on following page Reminder.
This booking is non-refundable. However, if cancelled two hours prior to departure, the balance amount subject to 
cancellation fee shall be retained in a credit shell for upto 1 year and same can be used as payment for future travel by 
calling out Guest Sales & Reservation Center. Cancellation / Changes within "2 hours" of departure or failure to 
check-in for a SpiceJet flight at least 30 minutes before the scheduled departure will result in the fare being forfeited.
Please note that SpiceJet does not provide any hotel accommodation due to the delay/diversion/cancellation of flights 
for reasons beyond its control including weather/poor visibility etc.
Bookings made under the Citibank-Fly/Auction/or any other promotion, redemptions can not be amended/modified or 
cancelled.
        Fare Details    Rs      
        SpiceJet Base Fare      3,299.00        
        PSF     450.00  
        Fuel Charge     3,300.00        
        Congestion Charge       300.00  
        Subtotal        7,349.00        
        
        Payment Details Rs      
        Type            
        Credit Card             
        Date    
        Amount          
        Total Price     7,349.00        
        
        Balance Due     Rs. 7,349.00    
Web Fare Rule :
All times indicated is IST (Indian Standard Time).
Terms of Carriage :
The carriage of a Guest is subject to SpiceJet regulations relating to the conditions of Non-International Carriage 
(Passenger and Baggage) framed in accordance with The Carriage by Air Act, 1972 and Notification regarding 
application of the Carriage which is non-international. These regulations are known as SpiceJet Non-International 
Carriage (passenger and baggage) Regulations 1992. The liability of the company for damage sustained in the event of 
the death or wounding of a passenger or any other bodily injury suffered by a passenger or by his registered baggage 
during the course of carriage by air will be governed by the provisions of sections 4,5,6 and the rules contained in the 
Second Schedule of Carriage by Air Act 1972 with certain exceptions, adaptations, modifications, etc. as notified in 
the Govt. of India, Ministry of Civil Aviation Notification and as amended from time to time. All disputes shall be 
subject to jurisdiction of Delhi only.
For full terms and conditions of carriage including the below-mentioned conditions, please refer to www.spicejet.com. 
Guests are recommended to get acquainted with them.
SpiceJet is a ticket less airline. An itinerary does not constitute a document of carriage. The Booking in the SpiceJet 
database is the primary record of carriage and in the event of any differences between the itinerary and the Booking in 
the SpiceJet database, the Booking will prevail.
General:
        Bookings are non-refundable.
        Failure to show up at the check-in counter for the flight at least 30 minutes prior to the scheduled departure will 
result in the fare being forfeited.
        Check-in starts "2 hours" before scheduled departure and closes 30 minutes prior to the scheduled departure time. 
Guests are advised to reach well in-time for check-in and subsequent security formalities.
        All guests must carry valid photo identification at check-in.
        Infants under the age of 2 years, and not occupying a seat, are subject to an Infant fee of Rs. 525 plus PSF (Rs. 
225).
        Expectant mothers may travel up to and including the 27 weeks of their pregnancy, and will be accepted between 
the 28 to 35 weeks only if they are in possession of a doctor's certificate stating that they are fit to fly. Expectant 
mothers 36 weeks and above are not allowed to fly on SpiceJet flights.
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        Fees are subject to change without notice.
        On bookings made through Travel Agents, a non-refundable Transaction Fee will be collected directly by them.
        Schedule is subject to change and regulatory authority approvals.
        The Domestic Travel Protection Policy (the policy) is brought to you by TATA AIG General Insurance Company 
Limited (TATA AIG) and all liability in respect of the policy is the sole responsibility of TATA AIG and Spicejet 
Limited has no liability whatsoever and howsoever caused. For further details, please refer to www.spicejet.com.
Safety & Security :
        SpiceJet highly recommends that you remove all valuables (cameras, jewelry, money, electronics, perishables, 
etc.) and medication from your check-in luggage and place them in your carry-on.
        In case, the passenger decides to carry any valuables in their checked-in baggage against the above advice; they 
will do this at their own risk and shall not hold SpiceJet responsible for any pilferage / damage / etc. to such valuables.
        SpiceJet assumes no liability for wear and tear to luggage (scratches, torn zippers, straps, wheels, handles, scuffs, 
dents, soiling or manufacturer defects).
        The consumption of alcohol and smoking on board is strictly prohibited. SpiceJet reserves the right to refuse 
passage to any passenger that is under the influence of alcohol or drugs, or where SpiceJet believes it is necessary for 
the safety and comfort of guest(s) or for the protection of property.
        Any guest with medical condition or history will travel at his / her won risk and consequences.
        In the event of death of a passenger, or any bodily injury or wound suffered by a passenger which results in a 
permanent disablement incapacitating him from engaging in or being occupied with his usual duties or business 
occupation, the liability of the Carrier for each passenger shall be Rs 750,000 only if the passenger is 12 years or more 
of age and Rs 375,000 if the passenger is below 12 years of age on the date of the accident.
Baggage :
        Guests may carry a maximum of one piece of cabin baggage of maximum weight of 10.0 kg, not to exceed 55cm 
+ 35cm + 25cm (Total 115 cm, subject to extant BCAS guidelines and any other security regulations. No cabin 
baggage is allowed on any flights originating from Jammu and Srinagar airports.
        SpiceJet allows its Guests to check-in up to 20 kg of luggage, not to exceed 158 cm in overall dimensions 
(L+W+H), per paying passenger. Baggage in excess of 20 kg is subject to a fee to be paid at the airport and further 
subject to space constraints and other policy of Spicejet in this regard.
        The CarrierÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s liability for loss of baggage is limited to Rs 200 per kg with a maximum of Rs 3000 only. 
The Carrier assumes no liability for fragile or perishable articles.
Ticket Change / Cancellation :
        Changes / Cancellation within 2 hours of departure or failure to check-in for a SpiceJet flight at least 30 minutes 
before the scheduled departure will result in the fare being forfeited.
        Change in journey date/time can be requested at Spicejet Reservation Centre or at the airport or through the 
Spicejet internet website at www.spicejet.com, subject to payment of applicable fee plus any difference in the fare 
between the original fare paid and the fare of the revised booking. However, changes to guest name are not allowed.
        Cancellation of a ticket is subject to a cancellation fee and the balance amount being retained as a Credit Shell 
with Spicejet valid only for a period of one year from the date of cancellation. Credit Shell can be used by calling 
Spicejet Guest Sales & Reservations department at 9871803333 and by giving reference of the cancelled pnr.
Flight Delays / Cancellation :
        Spicejet operates on a point-to-point basis and will not be responsible for the consequence of delays including 
onward journey on a connecting airline.
        Where bad weather or instances beyond SpiceJet control has resulted in your flight being cancelled or delayed or 
diverted, SpiceJet will not be liable in any way for the delay / cancellation / diversion.
        Spicejet does not provide hotel accommodation / meals / transportation in case of delay / cancellation.
Special Services :
        The wheelchair and other requisite assistance to disabled / infirm guest(s) shall be provided on need basis on 
advance booking and on the spot infrastructure availability.
        Sports/Skiing equipment will be subject to applicable fee per equipment.
        Children under the age of 12 require adult accompaniment at all times. Spicejet will accept children aged between 
5Ã¢â‚¬â€œ12 years traveling alone as unaccompanied minor (UNMR) subject to levy of applicable fee and such other 
formalities as may be required at the airport.
Discount :
        Spicy Code : Spicy codes are specific codes given out to our Guests to obtain a discount as and when certain 
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promotional activities are carried out by SpiceJet. When a promotion occurs on SpiceJet, these Spicy Codes are given 
out to our Guests and/or Travel Partners through E-Mail or SMS, which may be used on the website to avail discounts 
on the basic fare.
        
Conditions :

    * Every spicy code is active for only a certain period of time.
    * Some spicy codes may be restricted to only Travel Partners/ Specific Travel Partners or may be given out to all 
our Guests.
    * Certain low fares may be excluded from these spicy code promotions.
    * Discount may be a fixed or a percentage value and the amount of discount may vary with every promotional 
activity.
    * Discount may or may not print on the Itinerary subject to the specific conditions of the promotional activity.
    * During the promotional activity, spicy codes can be used for any number of PNRs/Passengers.

Foreign (Non-Indian) Credit Card Acceptance :
        SpiceJet accepts payment for tickets through the use of Foreign Credit Cards. SpiceJet currently accepts Visa, 
MasterCard, Diners Club and American Express. The credit card needs to be shown at the airport checkÃ¢â‚¬â€œin 
counter for physical verification. The passenger name and credit card name should match. If there are multiple 
passengers booked on a PNR, at least one of the passengers should be the Credit Card holder. Passenger(s) who are 
unable to produce the physical credit card and/or the identity not matching with the credit card and photo identity will 
not be allowed to board the flight.
Spice Jet Pujitha.html
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Subject: Re: Hello
From: "Pujitha Krishnan" <pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 19:52:09 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11914aa87cdc5aee
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs54132tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 07:22:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.41.4 with SMTP id o4mr26061120ano.86.1207232529915; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 07:22:09 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.164.18 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 07:22:09 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <9f059f1a0804030722m3e90914dsa31e2fdd88bff6c@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804030541g557e4208r64e9cfb6e2c46b2@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_1920_19267245.1207232529911"
References: <9f059f1a0804022029p3fc16158x4d2d27524e0c5d9b@mail.gmail.com> 
<9f059f1a0804030425g373981eau43b68d102faea0b2@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804030541g557e4208r64e9cfb6e2c46b2@mail.gmail.com>

Thank you.

Pujitha.

On Thu, Apr 3, 2008 at 6:11 PM, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    HI Pujitha

    Am attaching the mail from spice jet

    Rgds

    Vikram

    On Thu, Apr 3, 2008 at 4:55 PM, Pujitha Krishnan <pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Vikram,

        Reminder to also send me the timeline please. But the ticket is a little urgent.

        Thanks,
        Pujitha.

        On Thu, Apr 3, 2008 at 8:59 AM, Pujitha Krishnan <pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com> wrote:
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            Hi Vikram,

            Could you please forward me the e-ticket from Spicejet? I need it for billing purposes and I'm trying to tie up 
those loose ends today. Will call soon.

            Thank you,
            Pujitha.

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

-- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Pujitha Krishnan
Freelance Writer
Mob: 098451 29939
Email: pujitha.krishnan@gmail.com 
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Subject: HI from Suneetha
From: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 10:34:50 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11912ac464c7e8cd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs52958tia; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 22:04:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.88.11 with SMTP id l11mr5433021rvb.156.1207199090663; Wed, 02 Apr 2008 22:04:50 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.140.171.12 with HTTP; Wed, 2 Apr 2008 22:04:50 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <4891d4690804022204o21e18728h61c7347fe796823c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_366_19614894.1207199090672"

Vikram,
 
Could you please start thinking a bit about those questions I sent you, Vikram?

-- 
thanks and regards

Suneetha
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Subject: Re: HI from Suneetha
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 18:12:05 +0530
To: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119144ee7a94f05f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 05:42:05 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804030542y5c3059bcif51f37e52da6b389@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4891d4690804022204o21e18728h61c7347fe796823c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2375_4011499.1207226525505"
References: <4891d4690804022204o21e18728h61c7347fe796823c@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Suneetha,

Have just come back from a quick trip to Mumbai.

Will send you some answers today.

Rgds

Vikram

On Thu, Apr 3, 2008 at 10:34 AM, Suneetha B <yashovathi@gmail.com> wrote:

    Vikram,
     
    Could you please start thinking a bit about those questions I sent you, Vikram?

    -- 
    thanks and regards

    Suneetha

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
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Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: HI from Suneetha
From: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 19:57:38 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11914af88eeab88e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs54974tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 07:27:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.225.14 with SMTP id x14mr5598373ybg.153.1207232858497; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 07:27:38 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.150.50.19 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 07:27:38 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <4891d4690804030727k122eff12he81326b6af1ba131@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804030542y5c3059bcif51f37e52da6b389@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_1945_25101897.1207232858493"
References: <4891d4690804022204o21e18728h61c7347fe796823c@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804030542y5c3059bcif51f37e52da6b389@mail.gmail.com>

Thanks Vikram,
 
I do appreciate your gesture

Suneetha
 
On 4/3/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    HI Suneetha,

    Have just come back from a quick trip to Mumbai.

    Will send you some answers today.

    Rgds

    Vikram

    On Thu, Apr 3, 2008 at 10:34 AM, Suneetha B <yashovathi@gmail.com> wrote:

        Vikram,
         
        Could you please start thinking a bit about those questions I sent you, Vikram?

        -- 
        thanks and regards

        Suneetha 
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    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

-- 
thanks and regards

Suneetha 
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Subject: Re: HI from Suneetha
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 23:08:42 +0530
To: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119155e77cfb8177
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 10:38:42 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804031038v5459e95dyce0f7d75d4431a4a@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4891d4690804030727k122eff12he81326b6af1ba131@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_3937_13382444.1207244322445"
References: <4891d4690804022204o21e18728h61c7347fe796823c@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804030542y5c3059bcif51f37e52da6b389@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690804030727k122eff12he81326b6af1ba131@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Suneetha,

Have quickly typed my thoughts. Tomorrow is a busy day. Hope my answers are adequate, feel free to write in case 
you need any more info.

Rgds

Vikram
Suneetha.docx
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Subject: Re: HI from Suneetha
From: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 23:17:46 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191566c438a4b2e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs85280tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 10:47:48 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.151.150.20 with SMTP id c20mr38865ybo.203.1207244866923; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 10:47:46 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.150.50.19 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 10:47:46 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <4891d4690804031047y4d73285cs3733ea1f4b70a2f4@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804031038v5459e95dyce0f7d75d4431a4a@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_3022_33316038.1207244866934"
References: <4891d4690804022204o21e18728h61c7347fe796823c@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804030542y5c3059bcif51f37e52da6b389@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690804030727k122eff12he81326b6af1ba131@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804031038v5459e95dyce0f7d75d4431a4a@mail.gmail.com>

Thanks Vikram, I will get back after the read if I need anything else
 
Thanks a lot
 
Suneetha

 
On 4/3/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    HI Suneetha,

    Have quickly typed my thoughts. Tomorrow is a busy day. Hope my answers are adequate, feel free to write in case 
you need any more info.

    Rgds

    Vikram

-- 
thanks and regards

Suneetha 
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Subject: Re: HI from Suneetha
From: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 23:23:56 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119156c68666ee54
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs86533tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 10:53:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.185.14 with SMTP id i14mr47505ybf.157.1207245236714; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 10:53:56 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.150.50.19 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 10:53:56 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <4891d4690804031053g12ec5f3dx5921044002bf0029@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4891d4690804031047y4d73285cs3733ea1f4b70a2f4@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_3075_20135958.1207245236706"
References: <4891d4690804022204o21e18728h61c7347fe796823c@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804030542y5c3059bcif51f37e52da6b389@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690804030727k122eff12he81326b6af1ba131@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804031038v5459e95dyce0f7d75d4431a4a@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690804031047y4d73285cs3733ea1f4b70a2f4@mail.gmail.com>

Vikram,
 
there is a slight problem, could you resend the document in Word please? I cannot open this particular doc sent.
 
Sorry for the trouble
 
Suneetha

 
On 4/3/08, Suneetha B <yashovathi@gmail.com> wrote:

    Thanks Vikram, I will get back after the read if I need anything else
     
    Thanks a lot
     
    Suneetha

     
    On 4/3/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        HI Suneetha,

        Have quickly typed my thoughts. Tomorrow is a busy day. Hope my answers are adequate, feel free to write in 
case you need any more info.

        Rgds

        Vikram
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    -- 
    thanks and regards

    Suneetha 

-- 
thanks and regards

Suneetha 
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 19:08:17 +0530
To: "rupesh samant" <rupeshsamant@gmail.com>
CC: pramod.reporter@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11914825c9ad2242
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 06:38:17 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804030638j179a9aa2kd0ad3807854e1969@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_2773_33544403.1207229897978"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088

53549.jpg
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Subject: Touching Base: From: "Shariq Ali" <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 11:55:29 +0100
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11913eb49bae70a3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs25300tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 03:53:19 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.145.16 with SMTP id s16mr3596964hud.23.1207219997186; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 03:53:17 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail134.messagelabs.com (mail134.messagelabs.com [85.158.137.35]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id d2si5130368nfc.11.2008.04.03.03.53.15; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 03:53:17 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.35 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.137.35;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.35 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-3.tower-134.messagelabs.com!1207219992!19172467!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 14269 invoked from network); 3 Apr 2008 10:53:12 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-3.tower-134.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 3 Apr 2008 10:53:12 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC53@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Touching Base: Thread-Index: AciVeTsjxpzPYNx3QQiVO+P0ouuGRg==

Hi Vikram,

It was great to talk to you earlier.  Marcus' e-mail address is: high-tide.films@ntlworld.com

My direct line at work is 00 44 207 241 9221 and my cell phone number is 07967 372 390.  Please could you reply to 
this e-mail so that I know you have received mine?

I look forward to receiving the timeline info and testimonals from you later today.

Kind regards

Shariq Ali

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
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this message after it was sent. 

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: Re: Touching Base: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 18:13:14 +0530
To: "Shariq Ali" <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119144ff37512a02
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 05:43:14 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804030543r494eea7fqde9e45cd601a3d6b@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC53@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2387_3110395.1207226594270"
References: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC53@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Shariq,

Just to confirm receipt of your email.

Would be sending you the documents soon.

Rgds

Vikram

On Thu, Apr 3, 2008 at 4:25 PM, Shariq Ali <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,

    It was great to talk to you earlier.  Marcus' e-mail address is: high-tide.films@ntlworld.com

    My direct line at work is 00 44 207 241 9221 and my cell phone number is 07967 372 390.  Please could you reply 
to this e-mail so that I know you have received mine?

    I look forward to receiving the timeline info and testimonals from you later today.

    Kind regards

    Shariq Ali

    This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

    Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient 
to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect 
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its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
    (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: dakini runningbear shares an article with you
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 09:44:56 +0530
To: dakinilove@mac.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11917a4f2afbc08e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 21:14:56 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804032114n4b7f58chbd4946f47af52bb4@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <29904320.1207143541041.JavaMail.root@server.merinews.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_6262_23169005.1207282496187"
References: <29904320.1207143541041.JavaMail.root@server.merinews.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

I think its horrible and the perspective of a cynical mind.

In the range of journalists who have covered the case, this certainly feels like the most negative mind so far.

Take care

Love

Vikram

On Wed, Apr 2, 2008 at 7:09 PM, <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:

        
    Dear vikram,
    I was going through merinews and came across this article. I felt you would like to read
    this so I am forwarding it across to you.
    You can access the article by clicking on the link below:

    http://www.merinews.com/catFull.jsp?articleID=131435

    Do let me know how you liked it.

     
    Sender
    dakini runningbear

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
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Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: dakini runningbear shares an article with you
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Thu, 03 Apr 2008 21:56:53 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11917cb689bbc03e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs850tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 21:56:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.92.2 with SMTP id u2mr1105033wal.139.1207285016924; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 21:56:56 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
j38si10322607waf.54.2008.04.03.21.56.55; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 21:56:56 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail007 (webmail007-s [10.13.128.7]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 4.0) 
with ESMTP id m344urMo015415 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 21:56:53 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <9B6A7D0F-0119-1000-B5D7-41CEA6DB8859-Webmail-10018@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804032114n4b7f58chbd4946f47af52bb4@mail.gmail.com>
References: <29904320.1207143541041.JavaMail.root@server.merinews.com> 
<f4302a0a0804032114n4b7f58chbd4946f47af52bb4@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 21:56:53 -0700

i agree.. it isn't the most positve, that's for sure.. and thought it good to send so that should that reporter call again, you 
will know what angle they are taking.. 

miss you

lots of love
dakini xx

 
On Friday, April 04, 2008, at 05:14AM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >I think its horrible and the perspective of a cynical mind.
> >
> >In the range of journalists who have covered the case, this certainly feels
> >like the most negative mind so far.
> >
> >
> >Take care
> >
> >Love
> >
> >Vikram
> >
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> >
> >
> >On Wed, Apr 2, 2008 at 7:09 PM, <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:
> >
>> >>  *Dear vikram,*I was going through merinews <http://www.merinews.com> and
>> >> came across this article. I felt you would like to read
>> >> this so I am forwarding it across to you.
>> >> You can access the article by clicking on the link below:
>> >>
>> >> http://www.merinews.com/catFull.jsp?articleID=131435
>> >>
>> >> Do let me know how you liked it.
>> >>
>> >>  *Sender*dakini runningbear
>> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >-- 
> >Vikram Varma
> >A S/4
> >Parasio De Goa
> >Porvorim
> >Bardez
> >Goa
> >
> >Mob 93 255 366 99
> >Res 0832 325 6688
> >Off 0832 325 3088
> >



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-HI%20from%20Suneetha-111128695.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:07 PM]

Subject: Re: HI from Suneetha
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 08:59:11 +0530
To: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119177b0e3a631e0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 20:29:11 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804032029l18ae21fh36ec80af626c9451@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4891d4690804031053g12ec5f3dx5921044002bf0029@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_5893_25630159.1207279751012"
References: <4891d4690804022204o21e18728h61c7347fe796823c@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804030542y5c3059bcif51f37e52da6b389@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690804030727k122eff12he81326b6af1ba131@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804031038v5459e95dyce0f7d75d4431a4a@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690804031047y4d73285cs3733ea1f4b70a2f4@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690804031053g12ec5f3dx5921044002bf0029@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI

See if you can open this with Word.

Suneetha.doc
        



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-HI%20from%20Suneetha-111202183.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:07 PM]

Subject: Re: HI from Suneetha
From: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 09:26:57 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11917947eeb43763
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs133789tia; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 20:56:59 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.151.108.17 with SMTP id k17mr356121ybm.75.1207281417849; Thu, 03 Apr 2008 20:56:57 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.150.50.19 with HTTP; Thu, 3 Apr 2008 20:56:57 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <4891d4690804032056s2432171fg39d3348b3dc6cd3@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804032029l18ae21fh36ec80af626c9451@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_4762_10495695.1207281417831"
References: <4891d4690804022204o21e18728h61c7347fe796823c@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804030542y5c3059bcif51f37e52da6b389@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690804030727k122eff12he81326b6af1ba131@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804031038v5459e95dyce0f7d75d4431a4a@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690804031047y4d73285cs3733ea1f4b70a2f4@mail.gmail.com> 
<4891d4690804031053g12ec5f3dx5921044002bf0029@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804032029l18ae21fh36ec80af626c9451@mail.gmail.com>

Yes,  Vikram
 
Thanks a lot for that...
 
 
The answers look very promising for the article and interview I have in mind, I would also like to have a photograph if 
possible...any one
 
God bless you,
 
Suneetha

 
On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    HI

    See if you can open this with Word.

-- 
thanks and regards

Suneetha 



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-no_subject-111334696.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:07 PM]

Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 19:36:14 +0530
To: aditisharma21@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11919c24e2733826
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 07:06:14 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804040706y3d002dd9x1513e625af37a4ad@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_4572_9002787.1207317974921"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088

53549.jpg
        



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-no_subject-112086613.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:08 PM]

Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 19:36:14 +0530
To: aditisharma21@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11919c24e2733826
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 07:06:14 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804040706y3d002dd9x1513e625af37a4ad@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_4572_9002787.1207317974921"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088

53549.jpg
        



file:///C|/...s/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-ostentation_%20Dictionary.com%20Word%20of%20the%20Day-111293063.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:08 PM]

Subject: ostentation: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119197b16168d8ec
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs65965tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 05:48:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.77.11 with SMTP id z11mr816466wfa.23.1207313307307; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 05:48:27 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12425713-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
9si9835904wfc.16.2008.04.04.05.48.26; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 05:48:27 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12425713-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12425713-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12425713-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207292400277880"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12425713-2008.04.04-00.00.45--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12425713-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080404065723.4757E884034@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12425713-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You told us you wanted more and here it is!
FREE audio pronunciation!
FREE illustrations!
Click here to experience an even better Dictionary.com!
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Friday, April 4, 2008

ostentation \os-ten-TAY-shuhn\, noun:

Excessive or pretentious display; boastful showiness.

    In a city where the wealthy are known for ostentation, many are now buying low-profile economy cars to fool 
kidnappers and thieves.
    -- Anthony Faiola, "Brazil's Elites Fly Above Their Fears", Washington Post, June 1, 2002



file:///C|/...s/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-ostentation_%20Dictionary.com%20Word%20of%20the%20Day-111293063.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:08 PM]

    After his marriage, when Francis finally had enough money to indulge his tastes, his extravagance and ostentation in 
matters of dress frequently occasioned comment.
    -- Lisa Jardine and Alan Stewart, Hostage to Fortune

    It is too early to probe the cause or say how far the staggering ostentation of the wealthy fomented the sullen 
disaffection of the poor.
    -- Stephen McKenna, Sonia

    The Puritan leadership was especially distressed by the sartorial ostentation of the lower classes, who were supposed 
to content themselves with "raiment suitable to the order in which God's providence has placed them."
    -- Patricia O'Toole, Money & Morals in America: A History

Ostentation comes from Latin ostentatio, ostentation-, from ostentare, "to display," frequentative of ostendere, "to hold 
out, to show," from ob-, obs-, "in front of, before," + tendere, "to stretch, to stretch out, to present."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for ostentation

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You told us you wanted more and here it is!
FREE audio pronunciation!
FREE illustrations!
Click here to experience an even better Dictionary.com!

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12425713-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!



file:///C|/...s/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-ostentation_%20Dictionary.com%20Word%20of%20the%20Day-112044980.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:08 PM]

Subject: ostentation: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119197b16168d8ec
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs65965tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 05:48:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.77.11 with SMTP id z11mr816466wfa.23.1207313307307; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 05:48:27 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12425713-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
9si9835904wfc.16.2008.04.04.05.48.26; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 05:48:27 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12425713-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12425713-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12425713-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207292400277880"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12425713-2008.04.04-00.00.45--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12425713-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080404065723.4757E884034@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12425713-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You told us you wanted more and here it is!
FREE audio pronunciation!
FREE illustrations!
Click here to experience an even better Dictionary.com!
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Friday, April 4, 2008

ostentation \os-ten-TAY-shuhn\, noun:

Excessive or pretentious display; boastful showiness.

    In a city where the wealthy are known for ostentation, many are now buying low-profile economy cars to fool 
kidnappers and thieves.
    -- Anthony Faiola, "Brazil's Elites Fly Above Their Fears", Washington Post, June 1, 2002



file:///C|/...s/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-ostentation_%20Dictionary.com%20Word%20of%20the%20Day-112044980.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:08 PM]

    After his marriage, when Francis finally had enough money to indulge his tastes, his extravagance and ostentation in 
matters of dress frequently occasioned comment.
    -- Lisa Jardine and Alan Stewart, Hostage to Fortune

    It is too early to probe the cause or say how far the staggering ostentation of the wealthy fomented the sullen 
disaffection of the poor.
    -- Stephen McKenna, Sonia

    The Puritan leadership was especially distressed by the sartorial ostentation of the lower classes, who were supposed 
to content themselves with "raiment suitable to the order in which God's providence has placed them."
    -- Patricia O'Toole, Money & Morals in America: A History

Ostentation comes from Latin ostentatio, ostentation-, from ostentare, "to display," frequentative of ostendere, "to hold 
out, to show," from ob-, obs-, "in front of, before," + tendere, "to stretch, to stretch out, to present."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for ostentation

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You told us you wanted more and here it is!
FREE audio pronunciation!
FREE illustrations!
Click here to experience an even better Dictionary.com!

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12425713-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-Russian%20Photo-111306755.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:08 PM]

Subject: Russian Photo
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 18:31:26 +0530
To: barneyhenderson@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191986f9824a960
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:01:26 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_4138_14358905.1207314086165"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088

53549.jpg
        



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-Russian%20Photo-111323423.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:09 PM]

Subject: Re: Russian Photo
From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 18:34:02 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11919895cf2c8bba
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs67885tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:04:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.215.14 with SMTP id n14mr2867195ang.69.1207314242742; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 06:04:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.128.12 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:04:02 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804040604u3133c0a4o55768257b6963d97@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_5108_15450311.1207314242744"
References: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com>

Thanks Vikram,
Please send me the summary for Kuzmin as soon as you can.
All the best,
Barney

 
On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-Russian%20Photo-111325822.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:09 PM]

Subject: Re: Russian Photo
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 18:59:47 +0530
To: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11919a0f070c9f07
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:29:47 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804040629q49b12a7cidbce7190468f30c5@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804040604u3133c0a4o55768257b6963d97@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_4371_5947177.1207315787859"
References: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804040604u3133c0a4o55768257b6963d97@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Barney,

This is a brief summary:

Name Evgeny Kuzmin

Russian National

Died on December 9 , 2007

Died in Mandrem, North Goa

Under Police Station Pernem

Case No  U.D   47/2007

Age

Russian Police officer working against Anti Narcotics

On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 6:34 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

    Thanks Vikram,
    Please send me the summary for Kuzmin as soon as you can.
    All the best,
    Barney



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-Russian%20Photo-111325822.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:09 PM]

     
    On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-Russian%20Photo-111329569.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:09 PM]

Subject: Re: Russian Photo
From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 19:19:02 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11919b28f52c18e9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs73523tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:49:05 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.58.2 with SMTP id g2mr2916784ana.108.1207316942677; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 06:49:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.128.12 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:49:02 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804040649s264907e4xd25bb410328852d5@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804040629q49b12a7cidbce7190468f30c5@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_5263_33551442.1207316942671"
References: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804040604u3133c0a4o55768257b6963d97@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804040629q49b12a7cidbce7190468f30c5@mail.gmail.com>

Thanks Vikram,
It sounds like it could be a big story. I'd appreciate it if we could run the exclusive nationwide, tomorrow for Sunday.
Speak to you tomo.
Barney

 
On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Barney,

    This is a brief summary:

    Name Evgeny Kuzmin

    Russian National

    Died on December 9 , 2007

    Died in Mandrem, North Goa

    Under Police Station Pernem

    Case No  U.D   47/2007

    Age

    Russian Police officer working against Anti Narcotics



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080404-Russian%20Photo-111329569.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:09 PM]

    On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 6:34 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

        Thanks Vikram,
        Please send me the summary for Kuzmin as soon as you can.
        All the best,
        Barney

         
        On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res 0832 325 6688
            Off 0832 325 3088

         

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Russian Photo
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 18:31:26 +0530
To: barneyhenderson@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191986f9824a960
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:01:26 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_4138_14358905.1207314086165"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088

53549.jpg
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Subject: Re: Russian Photo
From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 18:34:02 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11919895cf2c8bba
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs67885tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:04:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.215.14 with SMTP id n14mr2867195ang.69.1207314242742; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 06:04:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.128.12 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:04:02 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804040604u3133c0a4o55768257b6963d97@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_5108_15450311.1207314242744"
References: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com>

Thanks Vikram,
Please send me the summary for Kuzmin as soon as you can.
All the best,
Barney

 
On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088
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Subject: Re: Russian Photo
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 18:59:47 +0530
To: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11919a0f070c9f07
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:29:47 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804040629q49b12a7cidbce7190468f30c5@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804040604u3133c0a4o55768257b6963d97@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_4371_5947177.1207315787859"
References: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804040604u3133c0a4o55768257b6963d97@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Barney,

This is a brief summary:

Name Evgeny Kuzmin

Russian National

Died on December 9 , 2007

Died in Mandrem, North Goa

Under Police Station Pernem

Case No  U.D   47/2007

Age

Russian Police officer working against Anti Narcotics

On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 6:34 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

    Thanks Vikram,
    Please send me the summary for Kuzmin as soon as you can.
    All the best,
    Barney
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    On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: Russian Photo
From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 19:19:02 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11919b28f52c18e9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs73523tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:49:05 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.58.2 with SMTP id g2mr2916784ana.108.1207316942677; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 06:49:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.128.12 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 06:49:02 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804040649s264907e4xd25bb410328852d5@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804040629q49b12a7cidbce7190468f30c5@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_5263_33551442.1207316942671"
References: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804040604u3133c0a4o55768257b6963d97@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804040629q49b12a7cidbce7190468f30c5@mail.gmail.com>

Thanks Vikram,
It sounds like it could be a big story. I'd appreciate it if we could run the exclusive nationwide, tomorrow for Sunday.
Speak to you tomo.
Barney

 
On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Barney,

    This is a brief summary:

    Name Evgeny Kuzmin

    Russian National

    Died on December 9 , 2007

    Died in Mandrem, North Goa

    Under Police Station Pernem

    Case No  U.D   47/2007

    Age

    Russian Police officer working against Anti Narcotics
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    On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 6:34 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

        Thanks Vikram,
        Please send me the summary for Kuzmin as soon as you can.
        All the best,
        Barney

         
        On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res 0832 325 6688
            Off 0832 325 3088

         

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: service details. etc
From: Pratap Chakravarty <pratap_chak@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 07:24:25 -0700 (PDT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11919d2f61344eb5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs78112tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 07:24:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.138.16 with SMTP id l16mr2986851and.119.1207319067290; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 07:24:27 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <pratap_chak@yahoo.com>
Received: from web30501.mail.mud.yahoo.com (web30501.mail.mud.yahoo.com [68.142.200.114]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id 34si6274024agc.32.2008.04.04.07.24.25; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 07:24:27 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of pratap_chak@yahoo.com designates 68.142.200.114 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=68.142.200.114;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of pratap_chak@yahoo.com designates 
68.142.200.114 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=pratap_chak@yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=pratap_chak@yahoo.com
Received: (qmail 96551 invoked by uid 60001); 4 Apr 2008 14:24:25 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.com; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=PWVy2jcYgj5V5Eu0I74DXC9VAJqBIcc2F6atj1YA5WzGa27B4XfwXhhlo48tGhyoN84e5nWki+nsKkP+1fJDo7Gz
Vg094NNuAgCyN7gKFv4lWu8hwZFjthuyfRS6I4foERWiCEeRsDnn9cgPLOI7636OtuLDI6wzoY+syF4YI/A=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
.RUgbfsVM1kYUsqiTa.zM7sEVEF1A1N0dYIVmZ0Xw7zfaLMmL6rsT1Kk3qOeLCfvsMmh0yuG3DCDhXBQ8nPIy
dv_kfgFXb2UKCMEnRfmLsS.vIzlQQ20s7JBsQ--
Received: from [202.83.194.18] by web30501.mail.mud.yahoo.com via HTTP; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 07:24:25 PDT
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="0-1159078572-1207319065=:96477"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <33843.96477.qm@web30501.mail.mud.yahoo.com>

Seth,
    Here's basic bones which can be fleshed out if you need with collaboratives/dates and docs. Now from grapevine i 
hear what I apprehend could be true, cheers Pratap
  

You rock. That's why Blockbuster's offering you one month of Blockbuster Total Access, No Cost.
{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg1252\deff0\deflang1033{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss\fcharset0 Arial;}} {\*\generator Msftedit 
5.41.15.1507;}\viewkind4\uc1\pard\f0\fs20\par \par \par Dear Vikram,\par Here's a brief resume of my tenure in 
AFP.\par \par 1) Offered job of Special correspondent on Dec 9th, 1986.\par 2) Accepted offer and resumed work on 
Dec 9th, 1986.\par 3) Received addendum on dec 11th 1986, stipulating in my aqppointment letter\par that termination 
rules will adhere to Indian Working Journalists' Act.\par \par 4) Two years later on 16, November 1988 I was wounded 
in head and chest by shrapnel while\par discharging my duty as journalist near Jalalabad in Afghanistan.\par \par 5) 
Company promised compensation but renaged and paid just my basic surgery bill\par of Rs 11,000 and even before the 
wounds had healed I was sent back to Afghanistan\par several times which is supported by details on Passport.\par All 
post-surgery expenses have been borne by me. Huge amount of mail exchanges\par , mostly in French, are supportive 
documents. \par \par 6) Since my apppointment, I have have been receiving wage increments every year without\par 
fail as token of my work and four separate letters of appriciations of my hard work are\par with me.\par \par \par 7) In 
terms of work. I have covered each and every major event in India i.e. Babri mosque\par demolition/riots, Rajiv 
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Gandhi assassination, Kargil war, Gujarat and Maharashtra\par earthquake. Gujarat riots, several national elections, 
plane crashes, Kandahar hijack,\par the attack on parliament, epidemics, droughts/floods , nuclear tests, diplomatic 
issues,\par International events, judiciary, business and sports.\par In Afghanistan covered events dating 1988 to 
1996.\par Bangladesh: worked as stand in bureau chief. Visited on several ocassions to covered\par national disasters, 
etc.\par \par 8) Sri Lanka and Nepal: ditto.\par \par \par I am collecting documents and have in possession a massive 
piece of paper given by one bureau chief to another in 2000 when AFP Delhi started doing illegal photo clienting and 
evading tax on income of its expatriate employees.\par \par I am in the process of collecting a list of such clients 
including those who pays AFP directly either in Hong Kong or London to avoid local taxes.\par \par }
AFP.rtf
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Subject: service details. etc
From: Pratap Chakravarty <pratap_chak@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 07:24:25 -0700 (PDT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11919d2f61344eb5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs78112tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 07:24:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.138.16 with SMTP id l16mr2986851and.119.1207319067290; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 07:24:27 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <pratap_chak@yahoo.com>
Received: from web30501.mail.mud.yahoo.com (web30501.mail.mud.yahoo.com [68.142.200.114]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id 34si6274024agc.32.2008.04.04.07.24.25; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 07:24:27 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of pratap_chak@yahoo.com designates 68.142.200.114 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=68.142.200.114;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of pratap_chak@yahoo.com designates 
68.142.200.114 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=pratap_chak@yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=pratap_chak@yahoo.com
Received: (qmail 96551 invoked by uid 60001); 4 Apr 2008 14:24:25 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.com; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=PWVy2jcYgj5V5Eu0I74DXC9VAJqBIcc2F6atj1YA5WzGa27B4XfwXhhlo48tGhyoN84e5nWki+nsKkP+1fJDo7Gz
Vg094NNuAgCyN7gKFv4lWu8hwZFjthuyfRS6I4foERWiCEeRsDnn9cgPLOI7636OtuLDI6wzoY+syF4YI/A=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
.RUgbfsVM1kYUsqiTa.zM7sEVEF1A1N0dYIVmZ0Xw7zfaLMmL6rsT1Kk3qOeLCfvsMmh0yuG3DCDhXBQ8nPIy
dv_kfgFXb2UKCMEnRfmLsS.vIzlQQ20s7JBsQ--
Received: from [202.83.194.18] by web30501.mail.mud.yahoo.com via HTTP; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 07:24:25 PDT
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="0-1159078572-1207319065=:96477"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <33843.96477.qm@web30501.mail.mud.yahoo.com>

Seth,
    Here's basic bones which can be fleshed out if you need with collaboratives/dates and docs. Now from grapevine i 
hear what I apprehend could be true, cheers Pratap
  

You rock. That's why Blockbuster's offering you one month of Blockbuster Total Access, No Cost.
{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg1252\deff0\deflang1033{\fonttbl{\f0\fswiss\fcharset0 Arial;}} {\*\generator Msftedit 
5.41.15.1507;}\viewkind4\uc1\pard\f0\fs20\par \par \par Dear Vikram,\par Here's a brief resume of my tenure in 
AFP.\par \par 1) Offered job of Special correspondent on Dec 9th, 1986.\par 2) Accepted offer and resumed work on 
Dec 9th, 1986.\par 3) Received addendum on dec 11th 1986, stipulating in my aqppointment letter\par that termination 
rules will adhere to Indian Working Journalists' Act.\par \par 4) Two years later on 16, November 1988 I was wounded 
in head and chest by shrapnel while\par discharging my duty as journalist near Jalalabad in Afghanistan.\par \par 5) 
Company promised compensation but renaged and paid just my basic surgery bill\par of Rs 11,000 and even before the 
wounds had healed I was sent back to Afghanistan\par several times which is supported by details on Passport.\par All 
post-surgery expenses have been borne by me. Huge amount of mail exchanges\par , mostly in French, are supportive 
documents. \par \par 6) Since my apppointment, I have have been receiving wage increments every year without\par 
fail as token of my work and four separate letters of appriciations of my hard work are\par with me.\par \par \par 7) In 
terms of work. I have covered each and every major event in India i.e. Babri mosque\par demolition/riots, Rajiv 
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Gandhi assassination, Kargil war, Gujarat and Maharashtra\par earthquake. Gujarat riots, several national elections, 
plane crashes, Kandahar hijack,\par the attack on parliament, epidemics, droughts/floods , nuclear tests, diplomatic 
issues,\par International events, judiciary, business and sports.\par In Afghanistan covered events dating 1988 to 
1996.\par Bangladesh: worked as stand in bureau chief. Visited on several ocassions to covered\par national disasters, 
etc.\par \par 8) Sri Lanka and Nepal: ditto.\par \par \par I am collecting documents and have in possession a massive 
piece of paper given by one bureau chief to another in 2000 when AFP Delhi started doing illegal photo clienting and 
evading tax on income of its expatriate employees.\par \par I am in the process of collecting a list of such clients 
including those who pays AFP directly either in Hong Kong or London to avoid local taxes.\par \par }
AFP.rtf
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Subject: RE: Touching Base: From: "Shariq Ali" <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 2008 10:47:24 +0100
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11918d355557ab01
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs39293tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 02:45:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.121.15 with SMTP id t15mr2528307buc.8.1207302313057; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 02:45:13 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail149.messagelabs.com (mail149.messagelabs.com [85.158.137.147]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id t2si6653333gve.3.2008.04.04.02.45.11; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 02:45:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.147 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.137.147;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.137.147 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-2.tower-149.messagelabs.com!1207302307!7139599!5
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 20422 invoked from network); 4 Apr 2008 09:45:08 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-2.tower-149.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 4 Apr 2008 09:45:08 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C89638.E2CD4971"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC5C@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Touching Base: Thread-Index: AciViJyrZswdsLUsSRuIhS0vlBn1HgAr6qkw

Hi Vikram,
 
I hope you are well?  Sorry to hassle you, but can I please request that you send me the time line and other information 
requested as soon as possible.  I appreciate that you are very busy but it is vital that we have as much information as 
soon as we can so that we can plan out our investigation thoroughly.
 
My direct line at work is 00 44 207 241 9221.  Please do call or e-mail me if you need any information from my end.
 
Kind regards
 
Shariq

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 03 April 2008 13:43
    To: Shariq Ali
    Subject: Re: Touching Base:

    HI Shariq,
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    Just to confirm receipt of your email.

    Would be sending you the documents soon.

    Rgds

    Vikram

    On Thu, Apr 3, 2008 at 4:25 PM, Shariq Ali <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk> wrote:

        Hi Vikram,

        It was great to talk to you earlier.  Marcus' e-mail address is: high-tide.films@ntlworld.com

        My direct line at work is 00 44 207 241 9221 and my cell phone number is 07967 372 390.  Please could you 
reply to this e-mail so that I know you have received mine?

        I look forward to receiving the timeline info and testimonals from you later today.

        Kind regards

        Shariq Ali

        This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other 
than the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

        Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the 
recipient to ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not 
adversely affect its systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient 
should carry out such virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the 
MessageLabs Email Security System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be 
intercepted by MessageLabs for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more 
information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
        Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
        (WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 
02580387)

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
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    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: All the Best from Tamil Nadu
From: Blue Tao Restaurant ANJUNA Goa <bluetaogoa@yahoo.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 02:25:42 -0700 (PDT)
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191de7d6dbf5550
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs181068tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 02:25:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.172.16 with SMTP id u16mr4144150ane.29.1207387543601; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 02:25:43 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bluetaogoa@yahoo.com>
Received: from web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com (web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com [216.252.110.188]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id n26si11386830ele.13.2008.04.05.02.25.42; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 02:25:43 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bluetaogoa@yahoo.com designates 216.252.110.188 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=216.252.110.188;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bluetaogoa@yahoo.com designates 
216.252.110.188 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bluetaogoa@yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=bluetaogoa@yahoo.com
Received: (qmail 18173 invoked by uid 60001); 5 Apr 2008 09:25:42 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.com; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Reply-To:Subject:To:In-Reply-To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-
Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=CUHwEjAxY49ttENZxra5aVyh2WC1ftp0D1dKUGyONfc0UneysBWjjL4qwQ3HDADNnPStIm1JIGg91FJP+618F
3/LpZck+gnFoAxifm67JvoOQl86N2mCUc4muBgAUSDMGxtDDcnAIRvhUER6g38JkvzQRB8VUECtGKFDObonrx
8=;
X-YMail-OSG: uQUe47sVM1lAcXsQCrvQq2EOLyJKAgIyjNOXpcxbssVx5LpDwiXqY7umwo0qQiCQXQ--
Received: from [122.165.1.116] by web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com via HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 02:25:42 PDT
Reply-To: bluetaogoa@yahoo.com
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0802290630v48875eb7i1fc1488fbd70f208@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-2087558756-1207387542=:18162"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <366179.18162.qm@web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com>

Hi Vikram, how are you? I'm reading your name everywhere and also here in Tamil Nadu every newspaper has always 
an article, small or big, to talk about Scarlette. It seems that at the end the CBI will put his nose into the case and I 
trust that the truth will bubble up: just the day before I left Goa to come here my barber (he is working in front of the 
famous bar frequented by the Anjuna police personnel) told me that the two policemen that killed Scarlette was both 
married with childrens and this (according to him) was the reason why the police was trying to divert the 
investigations.
I wish that this story will fade away shortly and help your life to resume to normality.
Just some days ago I was reading on the newspaper that Micky Pacheco was soliciting three companies to make 
proposals to increse the sefety of the beaches in Goa, an issue that was higlighted from our friend Steve three weeks 
before. I think it would be fine if he could have the opportunity to put forward the same proposal the has been already 
proved to be effective and successful in some village and beach of Sardinia (Italy).
I hope you will find a little time to my problem with Marta. I don't know the indian laws on this subject but a thing is 
certain, that I want to have a official document in which I declare that Marta has left her residence on february 28th 
and from the same date she has started to live together with Thomas John Bernasconi, eventually has settled in 
Switzerland, and since that date she has no more shown in Goa to visit her daughter Linda Alice.
In her "Declaration of Separation" she writes that she should nominate a lawyer to start the divorce papers, but till now 
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nothing of the sort has happened. My several request to her to come to Goa because in this case, according to the still 
operating Portuguese Laws, the divorce will be much easier and faster, have beed unanswered.
Here in Tamil Nadu, far from Goa and from the Blue Tao, my life is quite slowing down and I feel my mind more free 
and my body quite in good shape.
A big hug and a strong recommendation: TAKE CARE - remember that nothing is more important than yourself, first 
for you, second for your family and third for your friends.
 

You rock. That's why Blockbuster's offering you one month of Blockbuster Total Access, No Cost. 
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Subject: Re: All the Best from Tamil Nadu
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:24:27 +0530
To: bluetaogoa@yahoo.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191eddde14acffc
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 06:54:27 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804050654m2e80e4fdrcd415e122ce0eb7f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <366179.18162.qm@web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_9804_23379566.1207403667366"
References: <f4302a0a0802290630v48875eb7i1fc1488fbd70f208@mail.gmail.com> 
<366179.18162.qm@web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Jagran,

Nice to see your email.  Yes Scarletts case has kept me quite busy.

But hopefully things should settle down now.

I would go through Matha's letter and advise after that.

Hope you and Alice are having a nice time there.

Take care

Vikram
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Subject: All the Best from Tamil Nadu
From: Blue Tao Restaurant ANJUNA Goa <bluetaogoa@yahoo.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 02:25:42 -0700 (PDT)
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191de7d6dbf5550
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs181068tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 02:25:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.172.16 with SMTP id u16mr4144150ane.29.1207387543601; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 02:25:43 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bluetaogoa@yahoo.com>
Received: from web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com (web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com [216.252.110.188]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id n26si11386830ele.13.2008.04.05.02.25.42; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 02:25:43 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bluetaogoa@yahoo.com designates 216.252.110.188 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=216.252.110.188;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bluetaogoa@yahoo.com designates 
216.252.110.188 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bluetaogoa@yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=bluetaogoa@yahoo.com
Received: (qmail 18173 invoked by uid 60001); 5 Apr 2008 09:25:42 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.com; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Reply-To:Subject:To:In-Reply-To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-
Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=CUHwEjAxY49ttENZxra5aVyh2WC1ftp0D1dKUGyONfc0UneysBWjjL4qwQ3HDADNnPStIm1JIGg91FJP+618F
3/LpZck+gnFoAxifm67JvoOQl86N2mCUc4muBgAUSDMGxtDDcnAIRvhUER6g38JkvzQRB8VUECtGKFDObonrx
8=;
X-YMail-OSG: uQUe47sVM1lAcXsQCrvQq2EOLyJKAgIyjNOXpcxbssVx5LpDwiXqY7umwo0qQiCQXQ--
Received: from [122.165.1.116] by web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com via HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 02:25:42 PDT
Reply-To: bluetaogoa@yahoo.com
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0802290630v48875eb7i1fc1488fbd70f208@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-2087558756-1207387542=:18162"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <366179.18162.qm@web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com>

Hi Vikram, how are you? I'm reading your name everywhere and also here in Tamil Nadu every newspaper has always 
an article, small or big, to talk about Scarlette. It seems that at the end the CBI will put his nose into the case and I 
trust that the truth will bubble up: just the day before I left Goa to come here my barber (he is working in front of the 
famous bar frequented by the Anjuna police personnel) told me that the two policemen that killed Scarlette was both 
married with childrens and this (according to him) was the reason why the police was trying to divert the 
investigations.
I wish that this story will fade away shortly and help your life to resume to normality.
Just some days ago I was reading on the newspaper that Micky Pacheco was soliciting three companies to make 
proposals to increse the sefety of the beaches in Goa, an issue that was higlighted from our friend Steve three weeks 
before. I think it would be fine if he could have the opportunity to put forward the same proposal the has been already 
proved to be effective and successful in some village and beach of Sardinia (Italy).
I hope you will find a little time to my problem with Marta. I don't know the indian laws on this subject but a thing is 
certain, that I want to have a official document in which I declare that Marta has left her residence on february 28th 
and from the same date she has started to live together with Thomas John Bernasconi, eventually has settled in 
Switzerland, and since that date she has no more shown in Goa to visit her daughter Linda Alice.
In her "Declaration of Separation" she writes that she should nominate a lawyer to start the divorce papers, but till now 
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nothing of the sort has happened. My several request to her to come to Goa because in this case, according to the still 
operating Portuguese Laws, the divorce will be much easier and faster, have beed unanswered.
Here in Tamil Nadu, far from Goa and from the Blue Tao, my life is quite slowing down and I feel my mind more free 
and my body quite in good shape.
A big hug and a strong recommendation: TAKE CARE - remember that nothing is more important than yourself, first 
for you, second for your family and third for your friends.
 

You rock. That's why Blockbuster's offering you one month of Blockbuster Total Access, No Cost. 
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Subject: Re: All the Best from Tamil Nadu
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:24:27 +0530
To: bluetaogoa@yahoo.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191eddde14acffc
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 06:54:27 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804050654m2e80e4fdrcd415e122ce0eb7f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <366179.18162.qm@web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_9804_23379566.1207403667366"
References: <f4302a0a0802290630v48875eb7i1fc1488fbd70f208@mail.gmail.com> 
<366179.18162.qm@web56009.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Jagran,

Nice to see your email.  Yes Scarletts case has kept me quite busy.

But hopefully things should settle down now.

I would go through Matha's letter and advise after that.

Hope you and Alice are having a nice time there.

Take care

Vikram
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Subject: Am so proud of all your achievements
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 05:31:56 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191d12607de677b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs160417tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 22:32:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.101.71.9 with SMTP id y9mr4857110ank.64.1207373554096; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 22:32:34 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s25.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s25.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.225]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id z26si10738928ele.15.2008.04.04.22.32.33; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 22:32:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.225 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.225;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.225 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W17 ([65.55.162.188]) by blu139-omc3-s25.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Fri, 4 Apr 2008 22:31:56 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W17C5AF2C9B209923A7E6C0A8F10@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_70ec433d-298d-404f-9556-89553e7a3a11_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.151.196]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804041928r7f9974een89e7a188d87daf03@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804041928r7f9974een89e7a188d87daf03@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 05 Apr 2008 05:31:56.0504 (UTC) FILETIME=[5CDE5580:01C896DE]

Hi Vikram,
 
I saw this story this morning.  Congrats on one success after another.  I read every story done on each of your cases.
 
Are you thinking of opening a boutique law firm in Goa instead of individual practice? This way you can get a couple 
of smart, junior lawyers to assist you as you expand your business.
 
Much love
Dj

    Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 07:58:39 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Hindustan Times on the Russian Case

    http://www.hindustantimes.com/StoryPage/StoryPage.aspx?id=65eae29d-f099-4c19-ab5e-
cd9560e971f9&MatchID1=4679&TeamID1=6&TeamID2=3&MatchType1=1&SeriesID1=1179&MatchID2=4674&Te
amID3=4&TeamID4=8&MatchType2=1&SeriesID2=1177&PrimaryID=4679&Headline=Another+murder+covered+u
p+in+Goa%3f
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    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

Grab it. You dream job is up for grabs.
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Subject: Am so proud of all your achievements
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 05:31:56 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191d12607de677b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs160417tia; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 22:32:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.101.71.9 with SMTP id y9mr4857110ank.64.1207373554096; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 22:32:34 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s25.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s25.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.225]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id z26si10738928ele.15.2008.04.04.22.32.33; Fri, 04 Apr 2008 22:32:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.225 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.225;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.225 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W17 ([65.55.162.188]) by blu139-omc3-s25.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Fri, 4 Apr 2008 22:31:56 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W17C5AF2C9B209923A7E6C0A8F10@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_70ec433d-298d-404f-9556-89553e7a3a11_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.151.196]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804041928r7f9974een89e7a188d87daf03@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804041928r7f9974een89e7a188d87daf03@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 05 Apr 2008 05:31:56.0504 (UTC) FILETIME=[5CDE5580:01C896DE]

Hi Vikram,
 
I saw this story this morning.  Congrats on one success after another.  I read every story done on each of your cases.
 
Are you thinking of opening a boutique law firm in Goa instead of individual practice? This way you can get a couple 
of smart, junior lawyers to assist you as you expand your business.
 
Much love
Dj

    Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 07:58:39 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Hindustan Times on the Russian Case

    http://www.hindustantimes.com/StoryPage/StoryPage.aspx?id=65eae29d-f099-4c19-ab5e-
cd9560e971f9&MatchID1=4679&TeamID1=6&TeamID2=3&MatchType1=1&SeriesID1=1179&MatchID2=4674&Te
amID3=4&TeamID4=8&MatchType2=1&SeriesID2=1177&PrimaryID=4679&Headline=Another+murder+covered+u
p+in+Goa%3f
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    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

Grab it. You dream job is up for grabs.
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Subject: bail
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 20:54:36 +0530
To: "Fiona Mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191f3066eebdd82
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 08:24:36 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804050824u532831efmc5ea3b53c50cfb0f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_10168_1472041.1207409076016"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

ibn news

The Goa court order granting bail to prime accused Shannuboy in the Scarlette murder case says there is no evidence 
against him.

The court says that even after 23 days of detention there is no prima facie evidence against him for bringing out his 
nexus with the rape and murder of Scarlette Keeling.

The court also said no eyewitness statement testified Shanuboy's involvement in sexual assault and murder.

The children's court hearing the Scarlette case granted bail to Placido Carvalho alias Shannuboy on Friday.

The Goa police arrested him on March 12 for drugging and raping the British teenager and leaving her to die on the 
beach.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: bail
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 20:54:36 +0530
To: "Fiona Mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191f3066eebdd82
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 08:24:36 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804050824u532831efmc5ea3b53c50cfb0f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_10168_1472041.1207409076016"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

ibn news

The Goa court order granting bail to prime accused Shannuboy in the Scarlette murder case says there is no evidence 
against him.

The court says that even after 23 days of detention there is no prima facie evidence against him for bringing out his 
nexus with the rape and murder of Scarlette Keeling.

The court also said no eyewitness statement testified Shanuboy's involvement in sexual assault and murder.

The children's court hearing the Scarlette case granted bail to Placido Carvalho alias Shannuboy on Friday.

The Goa police arrested him on March 12 for drugging and raping the British teenager and leaving her to die on the 
beach.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: camarilla: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191eaedf5ab9064
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs204449tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 06:03:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.143.165.13 with SMTP id s13mr1610896wfo.115.1207400586926; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 06:03:06 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12429392-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
27si11830688wfa.0.2008.04.05.06.03.06; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 06:03:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12429392-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12429392-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12429392-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207378801307010"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12429392-2008.04.05-00.00.53--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12429392-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080405065722.A087E88404A@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12429392-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Saturday, April 5, 2008

camarilla \kam-uh-RIL-uh; -REE-yuh\, noun:

A group of secret and often scheming advisers, as of a king; a cabal or clique.

    Mr Kiselev likened Yeltsin's entourage to a "camarilla" . . . which would turn Russia "into a gigantic banana 
republic corrupted from top to bottom by a rotten clique of demagogues".
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    -- Marcus Warren, "Moguls at war over control of Kremlin", Daily Telegraph, July 23, 1999

    The arrest in October 1976 of Mao's radical camarilla, the so-called Gang of Four, led by his maniacal widow, Jiang 
Qing, was the second "liberation," delivering the Chinese from the most extreme forms of ideological conditioning.
    -- Willem Van Kemenade, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Inc.

Camarilla comes from Spanish, literally, "a small room," from Late Latin camera, "chamber" ("vault; arched roof" in 
Latin), from Greek kamara, "vault."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for camarilla

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12429392-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: camarilla: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191eaedf5ab9064
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs204449tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 06:03:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.143.165.13 with SMTP id s13mr1610896wfo.115.1207400586926; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 06:03:06 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12429392-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
27si11830688wfa.0.2008.04.05.06.03.06; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 06:03:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12429392-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12429392-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12429392-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207378801307010"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12429392-2008.04.05-00.00.53--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12429392-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080405065722.A087E88404A@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12429392-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Saturday, April 5, 2008

camarilla \kam-uh-RIL-uh; -REE-yuh\, noun:

A group of secret and often scheming advisers, as of a king; a cabal or clique.

    Mr Kiselev likened Yeltsin's entourage to a "camarilla" . . . which would turn Russia "into a gigantic banana 
republic corrupted from top to bottom by a rotten clique of demagogues".
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    -- Marcus Warren, "Moguls at war over control of Kremlin", Daily Telegraph, July 23, 1999

    The arrest in October 1976 of Mao's radical camarilla, the so-called Gang of Four, led by his maniacal widow, Jiang 
Qing, was the second "liberation," delivering the Chinese from the most extreme forms of ideological conditioning.
    -- Willem Van Kemenade, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Inc.

Camarilla comes from Spanish, literally, "a small room," from Late Latin camera, "chamber" ("vault; arched roof" in 
Latin), from Greek kamara, "vault."
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Subject: fiona email
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sat, 05 Apr 2008 05:45:27 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191e9eba30c880c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs202265tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 05:45:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.202.15 with SMTP id z15mr3593406waf.72.1207399529339; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 05:45:29 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.178]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
k23si13873997waf.15.2008.04.05.05.45.28; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 05:45:29 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.178;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail025 (webmail025-s [10.13.128.25]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw003/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m35CjRlN027066 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 05:45:27 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 05:45:27 -0700

westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com

 :-)   :-) 

missing you and the family.. even though i've got the time for my practice!
xxxxxx
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Subject: Re: fiona email
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 20:53:54 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191f2fc53b38f79
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 08:23:54 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804050823o742d22d9qf886a2e720fbc30@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_10164_16165221.1207409034617"
References: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

ibn news

The Goa court order granting bail to prime accused Shannuboy in the Scarlette murder case says there is no evidence 
against him.

The court says that even after 23 days of detention there is no prima facie evidence against him for bringing out his 
nexus with the rape and murder of Scarlette Keeling.

The court also said no eyewitness statement testified Shanuboy's involvement in sexual assault and murder.

The children's court hearing the Scarlette case granted bail to Placido Carvalho alias Shannuboy on Friday.

The Goa police arrested him on March 12 for drugging and raping the British teenager and leaving her to die on the 
beach.

On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 6:15 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:

    westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com

    :-) :-)

    missing you and the family.. even though i've got the time for my practice!
    xxxxxx

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa
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Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: fiona email
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sat, 05 Apr 2008 08:44:36 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191f42c34d57375
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs220011tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 08:44:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.15.1 with SMTP id s1mr3879051wai.0.1207410279022; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 08:44:39 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.178]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m27si14226337wag.50.2008.04.05.08.44.38; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 08:44:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.178;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail016 (webmail016-s [10.13.128.16]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw003/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m35FiaUM020311 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 08:44:37 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <BA1BC70F-0119-1000-C7E2-16A46348E558-Webmail-10018@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804050823o742d22d9qf886a2e720fbc30@mail.gmail.com>
References: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804050823o742d22d9qf886a2e720fbc30@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 08:44:36 -0700

just when i thought we could rest a little..

that doesn't sound like very good news boss...  :-( 

is there anything we can do?

xxxx

 
On Saturday, April 05, 2008, at 04:23PM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >ibn news
> >
> >The Goa court order granting bail to prime accused Shannuboy in the
> >Scarlette murder case says there is no evidence against him.
> >
> >The court says that even after 23 days of detention there is no prima facie
> >evidence against him for bringing out his nexus with the rape and murder of
> >Scarlette Keeling.
> >
> >The court also said no eyewitness statement testified Shanuboy's involvement
> >in sexual assault and murder.
> >
> >The children's court hearing the Scarlette case granted bail to Placido
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> >Carvalho alias Shannuboy on Friday.
> >
> >The Goa police arrested him on March 12 for drugging and raping the British
> >teenager and leaving her to die on the beach.
> >
> >
> >
> >On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 6:15 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >wrote:
> >
>> >> westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
>> >>
>> >>  :-)   :-) 
>> >>
>> >> missing you and the family.. even though i've got the time for my
>> >> practice!
>> >> xxxxxx
>> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >-- 
> >Vikram Varma
> >A S/4
> >Parasio De Goa
> >Porvorim
> >Bardez
> >Goa
> >
> >Mob 93 255 366 99
> >Res 0832 325 6688
> >Off 0832 325 3088
> >
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Subject: fiona email
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sat, 05 Apr 2008 05:45:27 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191e9eba30c880c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs202265tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 05:45:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.202.15 with SMTP id z15mr3593406waf.72.1207399529339; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 05:45:29 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.178]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
k23si13873997waf.15.2008.04.05.05.45.28; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 05:45:29 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.178;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail025 (webmail025-s [10.13.128.25]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw003/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m35CjRlN027066 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 05:45:27 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 05:45:27 -0700

westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com

 :-)   :-) 

missing you and the family.. even though i've got the time for my practice!
xxxxxx
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Subject: Re: fiona email
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 20:53:54 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191f2fc53b38f79
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 08:23:54 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804050823o742d22d9qf886a2e720fbc30@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_10164_16165221.1207409034617"
References: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

ibn news

The Goa court order granting bail to prime accused Shannuboy in the Scarlette murder case says there is no evidence 
against him.

The court says that even after 23 days of detention there is no prima facie evidence against him for bringing out his 
nexus with the rape and murder of Scarlette Keeling.

The court also said no eyewitness statement testified Shanuboy's involvement in sexual assault and murder.

The children's court hearing the Scarlette case granted bail to Placido Carvalho alias Shannuboy on Friday.

The Goa police arrested him on March 12 for drugging and raping the British teenager and leaving her to die on the 
beach.

On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 6:15 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:

    westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com

    :-) :-)

    missing you and the family.. even though i've got the time for my practice!
    xxxxxx

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa
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Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: fiona email
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sat, 05 Apr 2008 08:44:36 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191f42c34d57375
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs220011tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 08:44:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.15.1 with SMTP id s1mr3879051wai.0.1207410279022; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 08:44:39 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.178]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m27si14226337wag.50.2008.04.05.08.44.38; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 08:44:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.178;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail016 (webmail016-s [10.13.128.16]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw003/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m35FiaUM020311 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 08:44:37 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <BA1BC70F-0119-1000-C7E2-16A46348E558-Webmail-10018@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804050823o742d22d9qf886a2e720fbc30@mail.gmail.com>
References: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804050823o742d22d9qf886a2e720fbc30@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 08:44:36 -0700

just when i thought we could rest a little..

that doesn't sound like very good news boss...  :-( 

is there anything we can do?

xxxx

 
On Saturday, April 05, 2008, at 04:23PM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >ibn news
> >
> >The Goa court order granting bail to prime accused Shannuboy in the
> >Scarlette murder case says there is no evidence against him.
> >
> >The court says that even after 23 days of detention there is no prima facie
> >evidence against him for bringing out his nexus with the rape and murder of
> >Scarlette Keeling.
> >
> >The court also said no eyewitness statement testified Shanuboy's involvement
> >in sexual assault and murder.
> >
> >The children's court hearing the Scarlette case granted bail to Placido
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> >Carvalho alias Shannuboy on Friday.
> >
> >The Goa police arrested him on March 12 for drugging and raping the British
> >teenager and leaving her to die on the beach.
> >
> >
> >
> >On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 6:15 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >wrote:
> >
>> >> westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
>> >>
>> >>  :-)   :-) 
>> >>
>> >> missing you and the family.. even though i've got the time for my
>> >> practice!
>> >> xxxxxx
>> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >-- 
> >Vikram Varma
> >A S/4
> >Parasio De Goa
> >Porvorim
> >Bardez
> >Goa
> >
> >Mob 93 255 366 99
> >Res 0832 325 6688
> >Off 0832 325 3088
> >
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Subject: Fiona's address ?
From: "Karn Kowshik" <Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 14:30:49 +0530
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
CC: "Akanksha Banerji" <akanksha.banerji@network18online.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191dd14b8197bf4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs178392tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 02:01:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.149.2 with SMTP id w2mr338058wad.190.1207386065810; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 02:01:05 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com>
Received: from smtp-gateway.tataisp.com (smtp-gateway.tataisp.com [203.124.230.5]) by mx.google.com with 
ESMTP id m10si13409158waf.35.2008.04.05.02.01.04; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 02:01:05 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 203.124.230.5 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com) client-ip=203.124.230.5;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 203.124.230.5 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com) 
smtp.mail=Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com
Received: from fes01.tv18.com ([125.19.33.52]) by smtp-gateway.tataisp.com with InterScan Messaging Security 
Suite; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 14:40:43 +0530
Received: from TV18MAIL.bom.tv18.com ([192.168.30.150]) by fes01.tv18.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830); Sat, 5 Apr 2008 14:30:50 +0530
Content-Class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C896FB.8B4D6423"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.3790.1830
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Message-ID: <E46310F035F01E49A33E417366A5673F01DC2062@TV18MAIL.bom.tv18.com>
Importance: normal
Priority: normal
Thread-Topic: Fiona's address ?
Thread-Index: AciW+huovCq03spVQcmwZtfLggM7ww==
Return-Path: <Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 05 Apr 2008 09:00:50.0591 (UTC) FILETIME=[8BC43AF0:01C896FB]
X-TM-AS-Product-Ver: SMEX-8.0.0.1181-5.000.1023-15830.006
X-TM-AS-Result: No--16.724000-8.000000-31
X-TM-AS-User-Approved-Sender: No
X-TM-AS-User-Blocked-Sender: No
X-imss-version: 2.050
X-imss-result: Passed
X-imss-scores: Clean:99.90000 C:2 M:3 S:5 R:5
X-imss-settings: Baseline:2 C:2 M:2 S:3 R:2 (0.1500 0.1500)

Dear Vikram,
 
Sending you the contact details for Akanksha Banerji, our correspondent in London.
 
Tel : +447944107062
akanksha.banerji@network18online.com
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Can you provide us with Fiona's address in London, as well as a contact number for her (maybe a friend's number?). 
Appreciate if you can give us these details today, so that we can start working on it as soon as possible.
 
Hope rest all is well.
 
Best,
karn
DISCLAIMER AND PRIVILEGE NOTICE : This e-mail and any files transmitted with it contain confidential, 
copyright, proprietary and legally privileged information. It should not be used by anyone who is not the original 
intended recipient. Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by any other person is strictly prohibited. If you receive 
this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply email and then destroy the message. Opinions, conclusions 
and other information in this message that do not relate to official business of Network18 Media & Investments Ltd., 
its subsidiaries, holding companies i.e. Network18 group shall be understood to be neither given nor endorsed by 
Network18 group. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be timely, Secure, error or virus-free. The sender 
does not accept liability for any errors or omissions.DISCLAIMER AND PRIVILEGE NOTICE : This e-mail and any 
files transmitted with it contain confidential, copyright, proprietary and legally privileged information. It should not be 
used by anyone who is not the original intended recipient. Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by any other 
person is strictly prohibited. If you receive this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply email and then 
destroy the message. Opinions, conclusions and other information in this message that do not relate to official business 
of Network18 Media & Investments Ltd., its subsidiaries, holding companies i.e. Network18 group shall be understood 
to be neither given nor endorsed by Network18 group. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be timely, 
Secure, error or virus-free. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions.
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Subject: Fiona's address ?
From: "Karn Kowshik" <Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 14:30:49 +0530
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
CC: "Akanksha Banerji" <akanksha.banerji@network18online.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191dd14b8197bf4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs178392tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 02:01:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.149.2 with SMTP id w2mr338058wad.190.1207386065810; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 02:01:05 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com>
Received: from smtp-gateway.tataisp.com (smtp-gateway.tataisp.com [203.124.230.5]) by mx.google.com with 
ESMTP id m10si13409158waf.35.2008.04.05.02.01.04; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 02:01:05 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 203.124.230.5 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com) client-ip=203.124.230.5;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 203.124.230.5 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com) 
smtp.mail=Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com
Received: from fes01.tv18.com ([125.19.33.52]) by smtp-gateway.tataisp.com with InterScan Messaging Security 
Suite; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 14:40:43 +0530
Received: from TV18MAIL.bom.tv18.com ([192.168.30.150]) by fes01.tv18.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830); Sat, 5 Apr 2008 14:30:50 +0530
Content-Class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C896FB.8B4D6423"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.3790.1830
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Message-ID: <E46310F035F01E49A33E417366A5673F01DC2062@TV18MAIL.bom.tv18.com>
Importance: normal
Priority: normal
Thread-Topic: Fiona's address ?
Thread-Index: AciW+huovCq03spVQcmwZtfLggM7ww==
Return-Path: <Karn.Kowshik@network18online.com>
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 05 Apr 2008 09:00:50.0591 (UTC) FILETIME=[8BC43AF0:01C896FB]
X-TM-AS-Product-Ver: SMEX-8.0.0.1181-5.000.1023-15830.006
X-TM-AS-Result: No--16.724000-8.000000-31
X-TM-AS-User-Approved-Sender: No
X-TM-AS-User-Blocked-Sender: No
X-imss-version: 2.050
X-imss-result: Passed
X-imss-scores: Clean:99.90000 C:2 M:3 S:5 R:5
X-imss-settings: Baseline:2 C:2 M:2 S:3 R:2 (0.1500 0.1500)

Dear Vikram,
 
Sending you the contact details for Akanksha Banerji, our correspondent in London.
 
Tel : +447944107062
akanksha.banerji@network18online.com
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Can you provide us with Fiona's address in London, as well as a contact number for her (maybe a friend's number?). 
Appreciate if you can give us these details today, so that we can start working on it as soon as possible.
 
Hope rest all is well.
 
Best,
karn
DISCLAIMER AND PRIVILEGE NOTICE : This e-mail and any files transmitted with it contain confidential, 
copyright, proprietary and legally privileged information. It should not be used by anyone who is not the original 
intended recipient. Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by any other person is strictly prohibited. If you receive 
this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply email and then destroy the message. Opinions, conclusions 
and other information in this message that do not relate to official business of Network18 Media & Investments Ltd., 
its subsidiaries, holding companies i.e. Network18 group shall be understood to be neither given nor endorsed by 
Network18 group. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be timely, Secure, error or virus-free. The sender 
does not accept liability for any errors or omissions.DISCLAIMER AND PRIVILEGE NOTICE : This e-mail and any 
files transmitted with it contain confidential, copyright, proprietary and legally privileged information. It should not be 
used by anyone who is not the original intended recipient. Any use, distribution, copying or disclosure by any other 
person is strictly prohibited. If you receive this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply email and then 
destroy the message. Opinions, conclusions and other information in this message that do not relate to official business 
of Network18 Media & Investments Ltd., its subsidiaries, holding companies i.e. Network18 group shall be understood 
to be neither given nor endorsed by Network18 group. Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be timely, 
Secure, error or virus-free. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions.
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Subject: Goa
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 07:46:47 +0530
To: "DJ Hotmail" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191c5f23f604b13
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 19:16:47 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804041916r57756095u76888b609128b4ac@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_6516_418855.1207361807028"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

How are things ?  You must have heard that the case is now being handed over to the CBI.

Have also been appointed as the advocate for the Russian Federation in Goa.

Looking at more cases now.

Love

Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Goa
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:17:48 +0530
To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191ed7c6ed8400b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 06:47:48 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_9777_7463907.1207403268075"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Fiona,

How are you ? 

I can imagine the pressure being alone with so many things to do.

Dakini has been in touch.

A couple of Indian TV Channels wanted your number so that they could talk to you. Let me know if you are 
comfortable with that.

Leo is about to get a deportation order from the Goa Govt. Trying to sort that out.

My love to all the children.

Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Goa
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 07:46:47 +0530
To: "DJ Hotmail" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191c5f23f604b13
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 19:16:47 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804041916r57756095u76888b609128b4ac@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_6516_418855.1207361807028"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI DJ,

How are things ?  You must have heard that the case is now being handed over to the CBI.

Have also been appointed as the advocate for the Russian Federation in Goa.

Looking at more cases now.

Love

Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Goa
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:17:48 +0530
To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191ed7c6ed8400b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 06:47:48 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_9777_7463907.1207403268075"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Fiona,

How are you ? 

I can imagine the pressure being alone with so many things to do.

Dakini has been in touch.

A couple of Indian TV Channels wanted your number so that they could talk to you. Let me know if you are 
comfortable with that.

Leo is about to get a deportation order from the Goa Govt. Trying to sort that out.

My love to all the children.

Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Hindustan Times on the Russian Case
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 07:58:39 +0530
To: "DJ Hotmail" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191c6a0105c5778
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 19:28:39 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804041928r7f9974een89e7a188d87daf03@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_6533_8326458.1207362519547"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

http://www.hindustantimes.com/StoryPage/StoryPage.aspx?id=65eae29d-f099-4c19-ab5e-
cd9560e971f9&MatchID1=4679&TeamID1=6&TeamID2=3&MatchType1=1&SeriesID1=1179&MatchID2=4674&Te
amID3=4&TeamID4=8&MatchType2=1&SeriesID2=1177&PrimaryID=4679&Headline=Another+murder+covered+u
p+in+Goa%3f
-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Hindustan Times on the Russian Case
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 07:58:39 +0530
To: "DJ Hotmail" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191c6a0105c5778
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 4 Apr 2008 19:28:39 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804041928r7f9974een89e7a188d87daf03@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_6533_8326458.1207362519547"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

http://www.hindustantimes.com/StoryPage/StoryPage.aspx?id=65eae29d-f099-4c19-ab5e-
cd9560e971f9&MatchID1=4679&TeamID1=6&TeamID2=3&MatchType1=1&SeriesID1=1179&MatchID2=4674&Te
amID3=4&TeamID4=8&MatchType2=1&SeriesID2=1177&PrimaryID=4679&Headline=Another+murder+covered+u
p+in+Goa%3f
-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: India Business World MARCH 16th - MARCH 31st 2008
From: Helplinelaw.com<news@helplinelaw.com>
Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 05:18:22 -0500 (CDT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1191e10918402849
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs186330tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 03:10:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.65.132.13 with SMTP id j13mr3850372qbn.34.1207390212545; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 03:10:12 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <root@sv.indastro.com>
Received: from sv.indastro.com (sv.indastro.com [70.87.139.210]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
6si7518359ywc.3.2008.04.05.03.10.11; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 03:10:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of root@sv.indastro.com designates 70.87.139.210 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=70.87.139.210;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of root@sv.indastro.com 
designates 70.87.139.210 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=root@sv.indastro.com
Received: by sv.indastro.com (Postfix, from userid 0) id 46E2048C5A6; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 05:18:22 -0500 (CDT)
X-Sender: <news@helplinelaw.com>
X-Mailer: PHP
Content-Type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1
Message-ID: <20080405101822.46E2048C5A6@sv.indastro.com>

        Legal Solutions....Worldwide!   
New Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata & Other Major Cities.
Home    Our Services    Subscribe       Contact us

To ensure you continue to recieve all correspondence and newsletter updates from www.helplinelaw.com, please add 
this email id (news@helplinelaw.com) to your address book.

INDIA BUSINESS WORLD - MARCH 16th - MARCH 31st - 2008

The Month that was...

News & important developments from the most prospective of the New World markets.... India. Our effort is to 
provide you with the latest and relevant developments that take place in the Indian business, economic and legal 
environment.

ECONOMIC & LEGAL NEWS

LIFE TERMS FOR ALL FOUR CONVICTS IN SHIVANI BHATNAGAR MURDER CASE:A fast track court has 
sentenced all four convicts in the Shivani Bhatnagar murder case, including former Haryana cadre IPS officer R K 
Sharma, to life imprisonment.....More....

PASSENGERS IN GOODS CARRIAGES NOT ENTITLED FOR INSURANCE COMPENSATION, RULES 
SUPREME COURT:The Supreme Court has ruled that passengers in goods carriages will not be entitled for insurance 
compensation. The Supreme Court overruled a judgement of the Allahabad High Court in a case involving National 
Insurance Company....More....

ANDHRA PRADESH REPEALS URBAN LAND CEILING ACT:Around 20,000 hectares of land in and around 
Hyderabad is set to be freed for development, with the Andhra Pradesh state assembly passing a resolution to repeal 
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the over threedecade old Urban Land Ceiling Act.........More....

WIFE CANNOT CLAIM PROPERTY OF IN-LAWS FOR MAINTENANCE, RULES SUPREME COURT:The 
Supreme Court has held that the right of seeking maintenance of a neglected wife is confined only to her husband and 
she cannot recover the arrears of maintenance from the property and assets of her in-laws......More....

EDIBLE OIL EXPORT PROHIBITED:TThe Government has with immediate effect prohibited export of all edible 
oils. Notification No. 85 dated 17.3.2008 has been issued in this regard. It may be recalled that before the ban imposed 
by the above Notification, export of edible oils was free.....More....

HIGH COURT SHOULD RARELY REVIEW ITS ORDER IN CRIMINAL CASES: SUPREME COURT:The 
Supreme Court has said a High Court can review its own order in a criminal case only under rare circumstances such 
as when the relief has been obtained by playing fraud on the court...........More....

Others..

BUSINESS NEWS

TATAS CLINCH JAGUAR-LAND ROVER FOR $2.3-BILLION:Ford Motors on March 26 handed over the keys of 
its marquee brands Jaguar-Land Rover (JLR) to Tata Motors for about $2.3 billion in an all-cash deal....... More....

ECB.S SHARE IN OUTSTANDING EXTERNAL DEBT RISES TO 25% IN 2006-07:India.s external debt has grown 
20% in 2006-07 . the highest in any year since 2000-01. Apparently, this will indicate an increase in the magnitude of 
India.s external indebtedness.......More....

REAL ESTATE FIRM BPTP BAGS COUNTRY.S LARGEST LAND DEAL, OUTBIDS DLF & OMAXE: Delhi-
based real estate firm BPTP has bagged the country.s largest land deal worth Rs 5,006 crore, beating India.s largest 
real estate firm DLF.... More....

RBI UNLIKELY TO CUT INTEREST RATES: ASSOCHAM:The Reserve Bank of India is unlikely to cut interest 
rates despite signals of slowdown in growth as pressure on inflation persists, industry body Assocham 
said.........More....

SUN PHARMA GETS FDA NOD TO MARKET GENERIC ETHYOL:Drug maker Sun Pharmaceutical Industries 
has said that it has received FDA approval for marketing a generic version of Medimmune's Ethyol amifostine 
injection, used in the treatment of cancer........ More....

DLF GETS AA RATING FROM CRISIL FOR NON-CONVERTIBLE DEBENTURES:Rating agency Crisil has 
assigned 'AA' to DLF.s Rs 5,000 crore non convertible debentures besides assigning 'P1+' rating to company's Rs 3,000 
crore short-term debt, according to a statement released by DLF, India.s largest real estate developer.........More....

110% RISE IN CORPORATE ADVANCE TAX PAYMENTS:Corporate advance tax payments for the final quarter of 
the fiscal year have risen sharply, indicating that earnings for the January-March period, scheduled to be announced 
next month, could be robust.........More....

DELHI HC REJECTS SWISS DRUG MAJOR ROCHE.S PLEA TO STOP CIPLA FROM MANUFACTURING 
AND SELLING GENERIC VERSION OF ITS CANCER DRUG:In what could be a shot in the arm for Indian generic 
drugmakers, the Delhi High Court has rejected an injunction plea by Swiss drug major Roche to prevent Cipla from 
manufacturing and selling generic versions of its patented anticancer drug Tarceva (Erlotinib) in India......More....

STRIDES ARCOLAB GETS FDA APPROVAL FOR FOSPHENYTOIN:Pharmaceutical firm Strides Arcolab said 
that it has received FDA approval for Fosphenytoin injection, used in the treatment of epileptic seizures....... More....

PFIZER FILES TWO SEPARATE PATENT INFRINGEMENT CASES AGAINST RANBAXY LABORATORIES: 
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In a bid to extend the exclusivity of its $13-billion anti-cholesterol drug Lipitor, Pfizer.the world.s largest 
drugmaker.has filed two separate patent infringement cases against Ranbaxy Laboratories..........More....

TOMMY HILFIGER CONSIDERS DIRECT OWNERSHIP OF ITS INDIAN OPERATIONS BY BRINGING 51% 
FDI:Global premium lifestyle brand Tommy Hilfiger, controlled by buyout private equity Apax Partners, is looking at 
direct ownership of its India operations by bringing in the maximum permissible 51% foreign direct investment (FDI) 
allowed in single brand retail......More....

INDIA.S LARGEST WINE MAKER CHAMPAGNE INDAGE BUYS AUSTRALIAN VINTAGE.S LOXTON 
WINERY:INDIA.S largest wine maker Champagne Indage has acquired Australian Vintage.s Loxton winery for Rs 
225 crore.....More....

GOLDMAN SACHS BUYS OUT PRATHAM INVESTMENT AND TRADING PVT LTD (PITPL):After parting 
ways with the Kotak Mahindra Group in 2006, the Goldman Sachs (GS) is building its business brick by brick in India. 
One of the world.s largest financial services giant, GS is buying out Pratham Investment and Trading Pvt Ltd 
(PITPL).......More....

Others..

NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND JOINT VENTURES

ICICI IN RS 1KCR DEAL WITH JAYPEE INFRA:India.s largest private sector bank, ICICI Bank, has entered into a 
Rs 1,150-crore equity-cum-debt deal with Jaypee Infratech, which will build and operate the 165-km Taj Expressway 
linking Noida with Agra.... More....

HSBC ARM HIKES STAKE IN YES BANK TO 4.88%:HSBC.S financial investment arm, HSBC Financial Services 
(Middle East), has hiked its stake in private sector Yes Bank to 4.88% from 0.89%......More....

BARING PRIVATE EQUITY BUYS 12% IN SHAREKHAN FOR RS 240 CR:Baring Private Equity has pipped 
financial services giant Merrill Lynch to buy 12% stake in Mumbaibased brokerage company Sharekhan. The Rs 240-
crore deal values Sharekhan at Rs 2,000 crore.......More....

SOROS BUYS 2.5% IN INDIABULLS REALTY ARM:The signs of a softening in property prices are unmistakable 
but veteran global investor George Soros does not seem to be worried as the real estate-savvy billionaire businessman 
has picked up a 2.5% stake in Indiabulls Real Estate (IRE) in a deal worth Rs 276 crore......More....

IRISH GROUP PICKS 50% IN ANDHRA CEMENT CO FOR RS 1,840 CR:IRISH building materials group CRH 
has announced the acquisition of a 50% stake in Hyderabad-based cement company, My Home Industries (MHIL) for 
290 million euros (Rs 1,840 crore)......More....

ARCELORMITTAL UPS STAKE IN NOBLE TO 50%:ARCELORMITTAL, the world.s largest steelmaker, said that 
it will increase to 49.95% its stake in Noble International, a provider of parts, component assemblies and services to 
the auto industry....More....

NETHERLANDS BASED PEARLE EUROPE TO FORM JV WITH RELIANCE FOR OPTICALS RETAIL:The 
Netherlands based Pearle Europe, part of international investment major HAL Group, is getting into a 50:50 joint 
venture partnership with Reliance Retail to sell optical products under the Vision Express brand....More....

TELCO CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT COMPANY (TELCON)TAKES 79% STAKE IN SPANISH FIRM:Tata 
group company, Telco Construction Equipment Company (TELCON),has said that it has signed a deal to acquire a 
79% stake in Spain-based Serviplem SA...More....

Others..
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INDIA BUSINESS WORLD - MARCH 16th - MARCH 31st - 2008

The Month that was...

News & important developments from the most prospective of the New World markets.... India. Our effort is to 
provide you with the latest and relevant developments that take place in the Indian business, economic and legal 
environment.

ECONOMIC & LEGAL NEWS

LIFE TERMS FOR ALL FOUR CONVICTS IN SHIVANI BHATNAGAR MURDER CASE:A fast track court has 
sentenced all four convicts in the Shivani Bhatnagar murder case, including former Haryana cadre IPS officer R K 
Sharma, to life imprisonment.....More....

PASSENGERS IN GOODS CARRIAGES NOT ENTITLED FOR INSURANCE COMPENSATION, RULES 
SUPREME COURT:The Supreme Court has ruled that passengers in goods carriages will not be entitled for insurance 
compensation. The Supreme Court overruled a judgement of the Allahabad High Court in a case involving National 
Insurance Company....More....

ANDHRA PRADESH REPEALS URBAN LAND CEILING ACT:Around 20,000 hectares of land in and around 
Hyderabad is set to be freed for development, with the Andhra Pradesh state assembly passing a resolution to repeal 
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the over threedecade old Urban Land Ceiling Act.........More....

WIFE CANNOT CLAIM PROPERTY OF IN-LAWS FOR MAINTENANCE, RULES SUPREME COURT:The 
Supreme Court has held that the right of seeking maintenance of a neglected wife is confined only to her husband and 
she cannot recover the arrears of maintenance from the property and assets of her in-laws......More....

EDIBLE OIL EXPORT PROHIBITED:TThe Government has with immediate effect prohibited export of all edible 
oils. Notification No. 85 dated 17.3.2008 has been issued in this regard. It may be recalled that before the ban imposed 
by the above Notification, export of edible oils was free.....More....

HIGH COURT SHOULD RARELY REVIEW ITS ORDER IN CRIMINAL CASES: SUPREME COURT:The 
Supreme Court has said a High Court can review its own order in a criminal case only under rare circumstances such 
as when the relief has been obtained by playing fraud on the court...........More....

Others..

BUSINESS NEWS

TATAS CLINCH JAGUAR-LAND ROVER FOR $2.3-BILLION:Ford Motors on March 26 handed over the keys of 
its marquee brands Jaguar-Land Rover (JLR) to Tata Motors for about $2.3 billion in an all-cash deal....... More....

ECB.S SHARE IN OUTSTANDING EXTERNAL DEBT RISES TO 25% IN 2006-07:India.s external debt has grown 
20% in 2006-07 . the highest in any year since 2000-01. Apparently, this will indicate an increase in the magnitude of 
India.s external indebtedness.......More....

REAL ESTATE FIRM BPTP BAGS COUNTRY.S LARGEST LAND DEAL, OUTBIDS DLF & OMAXE: Delhi-
based real estate firm BPTP has bagged the country.s largest land deal worth Rs 5,006 crore, beating India.s largest 
real estate firm DLF.... More....

RBI UNLIKELY TO CUT INTEREST RATES: ASSOCHAM:The Reserve Bank of India is unlikely to cut interest 
rates despite signals of slowdown in growth as pressure on inflation persists, industry body Assocham 
said.........More....

SUN PHARMA GETS FDA NOD TO MARKET GENERIC ETHYOL:Drug maker Sun Pharmaceutical Industries 
has said that it has received FDA approval for marketing a generic version of Medimmune's Ethyol amifostine 
injection, used in the treatment of cancer........ More....

DLF GETS AA RATING FROM CRISIL FOR NON-CONVERTIBLE DEBENTURES:Rating agency Crisil has 
assigned 'AA' to DLF.s Rs 5,000 crore non convertible debentures besides assigning 'P1+' rating to company's Rs 3,000 
crore short-term debt, according to a statement released by DLF, India.s largest real estate developer.........More....

110% RISE IN CORPORATE ADVANCE TAX PAYMENTS:Corporate advance tax payments for the final quarter of 
the fiscal year have risen sharply, indicating that earnings for the January-March period, scheduled to be announced 
next month, could be robust.........More....

DELHI HC REJECTS SWISS DRUG MAJOR ROCHE.S PLEA TO STOP CIPLA FROM MANUFACTURING 
AND SELLING GENERIC VERSION OF ITS CANCER DRUG:In what could be a shot in the arm for Indian generic 
drugmakers, the Delhi High Court has rejected an injunction plea by Swiss drug major Roche to prevent Cipla from 
manufacturing and selling generic versions of its patented anticancer drug Tarceva (Erlotinib) in India......More....

STRIDES ARCOLAB GETS FDA APPROVAL FOR FOSPHENYTOIN:Pharmaceutical firm Strides Arcolab said 
that it has received FDA approval for Fosphenytoin injection, used in the treatment of epileptic seizures....... More....

PFIZER FILES TWO SEPARATE PATENT INFRINGEMENT CASES AGAINST RANBAXY LABORATORIES: 
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In a bid to extend the exclusivity of its $13-billion anti-cholesterol drug Lipitor, Pfizer.the world.s largest 
drugmaker.has filed two separate patent infringement cases against Ranbaxy Laboratories..........More....

TOMMY HILFIGER CONSIDERS DIRECT OWNERSHIP OF ITS INDIAN OPERATIONS BY BRINGING 51% 
FDI:Global premium lifestyle brand Tommy Hilfiger, controlled by buyout private equity Apax Partners, is looking at 
direct ownership of its India operations by bringing in the maximum permissible 51% foreign direct investment (FDI) 
allowed in single brand retail......More....

INDIA.S LARGEST WINE MAKER CHAMPAGNE INDAGE BUYS AUSTRALIAN VINTAGE.S LOXTON 
WINERY:INDIA.S largest wine maker Champagne Indage has acquired Australian Vintage.s Loxton winery for Rs 
225 crore.....More....

GOLDMAN SACHS BUYS OUT PRATHAM INVESTMENT AND TRADING PVT LTD (PITPL):After parting 
ways with the Kotak Mahindra Group in 2006, the Goldman Sachs (GS) is building its business brick by brick in India. 
One of the world.s largest financial services giant, GS is buying out Pratham Investment and Trading Pvt Ltd 
(PITPL).......More....

Others..

NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND JOINT VENTURES

ICICI IN RS 1KCR DEAL WITH JAYPEE INFRA:India.s largest private sector bank, ICICI Bank, has entered into a 
Rs 1,150-crore equity-cum-debt deal with Jaypee Infratech, which will build and operate the 165-km Taj Expressway 
linking Noida with Agra.... More....

HSBC ARM HIKES STAKE IN YES BANK TO 4.88%:HSBC.S financial investment arm, HSBC Financial Services 
(Middle East), has hiked its stake in private sector Yes Bank to 4.88% from 0.89%......More....

BARING PRIVATE EQUITY BUYS 12% IN SHAREKHAN FOR RS 240 CR:Baring Private Equity has pipped 
financial services giant Merrill Lynch to buy 12% stake in Mumbaibased brokerage company Sharekhan. The Rs 240-
crore deal values Sharekhan at Rs 2,000 crore.......More....

SOROS BUYS 2.5% IN INDIABULLS REALTY ARM:The signs of a softening in property prices are unmistakable 
but veteran global investor George Soros does not seem to be worried as the real estate-savvy billionaire businessman 
has picked up a 2.5% stake in Indiabulls Real Estate (IRE) in a deal worth Rs 276 crore......More....

IRISH GROUP PICKS 50% IN ANDHRA CEMENT CO FOR RS 1,840 CR:IRISH building materials group CRH 
has announced the acquisition of a 50% stake in Hyderabad-based cement company, My Home Industries (MHIL) for 
290 million euros (Rs 1,840 crore)......More....

ARCELORMITTAL UPS STAKE IN NOBLE TO 50%:ARCELORMITTAL, the world.s largest steelmaker, said that 
it will increase to 49.95% its stake in Noble International, a provider of parts, component assemblies and services to 
the auto industry....More....

NETHERLANDS BASED PEARLE EUROPE TO FORM JV WITH RELIANCE FOR OPTICALS RETAIL:The 
Netherlands based Pearle Europe, part of international investment major HAL Group, is getting into a 50:50 joint 
venture partnership with Reliance Retail to sell optical products under the Vision Express brand....More....

TELCO CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT COMPANY (TELCON)TAKES 79% STAKE IN SPANISH FIRM:Tata 
group company, Telco Construction Equipment Company (TELCON),has said that it has signed a deal to acquire a 
79% stake in Spain-based Serviplem SA...More....
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Dear Customer,

We thank you for being a part of the Reliance Communications Ltd.

We would like to inform you that your bill for the current month has been processed.

Please find attached a soft copy of the bill for your reference.

Looking forward to build a lifetime relationship with you.

For more details on Reliance Products and Services, you may visit our web-site
www.reliancecommunications.co.in
Thanking You

Customer Care
Reliance Communications Ltd.

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not send any reply to this e-mail.

If you don't have Acrobat Reader, please download

The information provided is based on prevailing terms and conditions of the company, which are
subject to change without prior notice. This electronic message transmission contains information
from Reliance Communications Ltd. & is confidential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use
of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, beware that any
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Dear Customer,

We thank you for being a part of the Reliance Communications Ltd.

We would like to inform you that your bill for the current month has been processed.

Please find attached a soft copy of the bill for your reference.

Looking forward to build a lifetime relationship with you.

For more details on Reliance Products and Services, you may visit our web-site
www.reliancecommunications.co.in
Thanking You

Customer Care
Reliance Communications Ltd.

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not send any reply to this e-mail.

If you don't have Acrobat Reader, please download

The information provided is based on prevailing terms and conditions of the company, which are
subject to change without prior notice. This electronic message transmission contains information
from Reliance Communications Ltd. & is confidential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use
of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, beware that any
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disclosure, copy distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited.
If you have received the electronic transmission in error please notify us immediately.
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Received: by 10.114.179.1 with SMTP id b1mr4374205waf.42.1207447132543; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:58:52 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.178]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
j6si15335820wah.6.2008.04.05.18.58.51; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:58:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.178 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=17.250.248.178;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com 
designates 17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail020 (webmail020-s [10.13.128.20]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw003/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m361wobl028519 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 18:58:50 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:58:50 -0700

the point of my ramble was that even though its 3am here now.. i was guided to turn on the computer.. 

only i though it might have been Mick that was trying to get in touch with me..

xxxx

miss you loads
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 07:44:45 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192183a2b8fbe7b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:14:45 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_11104_15186336.1207448085081"
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Nice to read your long mail.  Seems you are a little unhappy.

When in India, You were missing your girlfriend terribly, now it seems you are missing Goa.

We want you back.

:-)

Vikram

On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:28 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:

    the point of my ramble was that even though its 3am here now.. i was guided to turn on the computer..

    only i though it might have been Mick that was trying to get in touch with me..

    xxxx

    miss you loads

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa
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Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sat, 05 Apr 2008 19:28:33 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11921904d38eeaf3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs262953tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:28:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.59.1 with SMTP id h1mr4390564waa.39.1207448915237; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 19:28:35 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
n37si15340096wag.24.2008.04.05.19.28.34; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 19:28:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com 
designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail020 (webmail020-s [10.13.128.20]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m362SXxc026243 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:28:33 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com>
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 19:28:33 -0700

you knew i would!  it took less time than you said though..

well,, actually, i wouldn't say i;m unhappy.. just seeing the reality of my relationship as it stands right now.. we are 
very different places..

its 3am and i'm still searching the web for informaition.. saw Barney's 

and writing mick to make sure he's ok..

i would like to come back as well.. its just the work thing and paying off the bills i've accrued..

as well, i need to be practicing and teaching.. 

No Rest for the Wicked, isn't that right, Ji?

there are always lots of things i love about everywhere i am.. just seems difficult to fit all the best things of life into 
one place!

better get to bed now, i can hear Gusta in there.. think she is sniffling from crying.. she's bascially having a mid life 
crisis, and i'm not sure how best to respond..

and i just want to work all the time.. 
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not the best combination.. 

anyway.. please keep me posted!  and in your thoughts and heart  xx

all my love to you and rest of the family  :-) 

so sweet, Ash sent me a message on Facebook today saying job well done for CBI..  :-) 

xxxx

 
On Sunday, April 06, 2008, at 03:14AM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >Nice to read your long mail.  Seems you are a little unhappy.
> >
> >When in India, You were missing your girlfriend terribly, now it seems you
> >are missing Goa.
> >
> >
> >We want you back.
> >
> >
> > :-) 
> >
> >
> >Vikram
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:28 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >wrote:
> >
>> >> the point of my ramble was that even though its 3am here now.. i was
>> >> guided to turn on the computer..
>> >>
>> >>
>> >> only i though it might have been Mick that was trying to get in touch with
>> >> me..
>> >>
>> >> xxxx
>> >>
>> >> miss you loads
>> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >-- 
> >Vikram Varma
> >A S/4
> >Parasio De Goa
> >Porvorim
> >Bardez
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> >Goa
> >
> >Mob 93 255 366 99
> >Res 0832 325 6688
> >Off 0832 325 3088
> >
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 16:57:42 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119237de16c9fc15
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 04:27:42 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804060427l2592eb81y722bead2e2596ea6@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_386_17442112.1207481262454"
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com> <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-
EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

What news from Amanda.

Any progress ?   Does she need any help ?

Take Care

On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:58 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:

    you knew i would!  it took less time than you said though..

    well,, actually, i wouldn't say i;m unhappy.. just seeing the reality of my relationship as it stands right now.. we are 
very different places..

    its 3am and i'm still searching the web for informaition.. saw Barney's

    and writing mick to make sure he's ok..

    i would like to come back as well.. its just the work thing and paying off the bills i've accrued..

    as well, i need to be practicing and teaching..

    No Rest for the Wicked, isn't that right, Ji?

    there are always lots of things i love about everywhere i am.. just seems difficult to fit all the best things of life into 
one place!

    better get to bed now, i can hear Gusta in there.. think she is sniffling from crying.. she's bascially having a mid life 
crisis, and i'm not sure how best to respond..

    and i just want to work all the time..
    not the best combination..
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    anyway.. please keep me posted!  and in your thoughts and heart  xx

    all my love to you and rest of the family :-)

    so sweet, Ash sent me a message on Facebook today saying job well done for CBI.. :-)

    xxxx

    On Sunday, April 06, 2008, at 03:14AM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
    >Nice to read your long mail.  Seems you are a little unhappy.
    >
    >When in India, You were missing your girlfriend terribly, now it seems you
    >are missing Goa.
    >
    >
    >We want you back.
    >
    >
    >:-)
    >
    >
    >Vikram
    >
    >
    >
    >
    >On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:28 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
    >wrote:
    >
    >> the point of my ramble was that even though its 3am here now.. i was
    >> guided to turn on the computer..
    >>
    >>
    >> only i though it might have been Mick that was trying to get in touch with
    >> me..
    >>
    >> xxxx
    >>
    >> miss you loads
    >>
    >
    >
    >
    >--
    >Vikram Varma
    >A S/4
    >Parasio De Goa
    >Porvorim
    >Bardez
    >Goa
    >
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    >Mob 93 255 366 99
    >Res 0832 325 6688
    >Off 0832 325 3088
    >

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sun, 06 Apr 2008 05:05:20 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11923a05ec121cad
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs18665tia; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 05:05:23 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.49.16 with SMTP id b16mr4683637wak.65.1207483522573; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 05:05:22 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
l23si16297337waf.5.2008.04.06.05.05.22; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 05:05:22 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail023 (webmail023-s [10.13.128.23]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw004/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m36C5Kn4028412 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 05:05:20 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <8921ED0F-0119-1000-D543-CB3E6B3C8997-Webmail-10017@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804060427l2592eb81y722bead2e2596ea6@mail.gmail.com>
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com> <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-
EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804060427l2592eb81y722bead2e2596ea6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 05:05:20 -0700

haven't heard anything from her since returning.. and i've been so focused on getting the little life of me back on 
london footing that i haven't mailed her..

in fact, don't think i've heard from her since i passed on fiona's email.. 

will send her a message now..

and have just gotten my phone back on track, so will send you a text shortly..

xxxx

is it too redundant to say i miss you?

 :-) 
 
On Sunday, April 06, 2008, at 12:27PM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >What news from Amanda.
> >
> >Any progress ?   Does she need any help ?
> >
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> >Take Care
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:58 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >wrote:
> >
>> >> you knew i would!  it took less time than you said though..
>> >>
>> >> well,, actually, i wouldn't say i;m unhappy.. just seeing the reality of
>> >> my relationship as it stands right now.. we are very different places..
>> >>
>> >> its 3am and i'm still searching the web for informaition.. saw Barney's
>> >>
>> >> and writing mick to make sure he's ok..
>> >>
>> >> i would like to come back as well.. its just the work thing and paying off
>> >> the bills i've accrued..
>> >>
>> >> as well, i need to be practicing and teaching..
>> >>
>> >> No Rest for the Wicked, isn't that right, Ji?
>> >>
>> >> there are always lots of things i love about everywhere i am.. just seems
>> >> difficult to fit all the best things of life into one place!
>> >>
>> >> better get to bed now, i can hear Gusta in there.. think she is sniffling
>> >> from crying.. she's bascially having a mid life crisis, and i'm not sure how
>> >> best to respond..
>> >>
>> >> and i just want to work all the time..
>> >> not the best combination..
>> >>
>> >> anyway.. please keep me posted!  and in your thoughts and heart  xx
>> >>
>> >> all my love to you and rest of the family  :-) 
>> >>
>> >> so sweet, Ash sent me a message on Facebook today saying job well done for
>> >> CBI..  :-) 
>> >>
>> >> xxxx
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> >> On Sunday, April 06, 2008, at 03:14AM, "Vikram Varma" <
>> >> varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
>>> >> >Nice to read your long mail.  Seems you are a little unhappy.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >When in India, You were missing your girlfriend terribly, now it seems
>> >> you
>>> >> >are missing Goa.
>>> >> >
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>>> >> >
>>> >> >We want you back.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> > :-) 
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >Vikram
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:28 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
>>> >> >wrote:
>>> >> >
>>>> >> >> the point of my ramble was that even though its 3am here now.. i was
>>>> >> >> guided to turn on the computer..
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >> only i though it might have been Mick that was trying to get in touch
>> >> with
>>>> >> >> me..
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >> xxxx
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >> miss you loads
>>>> >> >>
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >--
>>> >> >Vikram Varma
>>> >> >A S/4
>>> >> >Parasio De Goa
>>> >> >Porvorim
>>> >> >Bardez
>>> >> >Goa
>>> >> >
>>> >> >Mob 93 255 366 99
>>> >> >Res 0832 325 6688
>>> >> >Off 0832 325 3088
>>> >> >
>> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >-- 
> >Vikram Varma
> >A S/4
> >Parasio De Goa
> >Porvorim
> >Bardez
> >Goa
> >
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> >Mob 93 255 366 99
> >Res 0832 325 6688
> >Off 0832 325 3088
> >
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Subject: cappacinno..
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:58:50 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11921751939a2bbd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs261690tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 18:58:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.179.1 with SMTP id b1mr4374205waf.42.1207447132543; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:58:52 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.178]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
j6si15335820wah.6.2008.04.05.18.58.51; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:58:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.178 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=17.250.248.178;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com 
designates 17.250.248.178 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail020 (webmail020-s [10.13.128.20]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw003/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m361wobl028519 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 18:58:50 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:58:50 -0700

the point of my ramble was that even though its 3am here now.. i was guided to turn on the computer.. 

only i though it might have been Mick that was trying to get in touch with me..

xxxx

miss you loads
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 07:44:45 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192183a2b8fbe7b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:14:45 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_11104_15186336.1207448085081"
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Nice to read your long mail.  Seems you are a little unhappy.

When in India, You were missing your girlfriend terribly, now it seems you are missing Goa.

We want you back.

:-)

Vikram

On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:28 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:

    the point of my ramble was that even though its 3am here now.. i was guided to turn on the computer..

    only i though it might have been Mick that was trying to get in touch with me..

    xxxx

    miss you loads

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa
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Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sat, 05 Apr 2008 19:28:33 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11921904d38eeaf3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs262953tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:28:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.59.1 with SMTP id h1mr4390564waa.39.1207448915237; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 19:28:35 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
n37si15340096wag.24.2008.04.05.19.28.34; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 19:28:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com 
designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail020 (webmail020-s [10.13.128.20]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m362SXxc026243 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:28:33 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com>
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 19:28:33 -0700

you knew i would!  it took less time than you said though..

well,, actually, i wouldn't say i;m unhappy.. just seeing the reality of my relationship as it stands right now.. we are 
very different places..

its 3am and i'm still searching the web for informaition.. saw Barney's 

and writing mick to make sure he's ok..

i would like to come back as well.. its just the work thing and paying off the bills i've accrued..

as well, i need to be practicing and teaching.. 

No Rest for the Wicked, isn't that right, Ji?

there are always lots of things i love about everywhere i am.. just seems difficult to fit all the best things of life into 
one place!

better get to bed now, i can hear Gusta in there.. think she is sniffling from crying.. she's bascially having a mid life 
crisis, and i'm not sure how best to respond..

and i just want to work all the time.. 
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not the best combination.. 

anyway.. please keep me posted!  and in your thoughts and heart  xx

all my love to you and rest of the family  :-) 

so sweet, Ash sent me a message on Facebook today saying job well done for CBI..  :-) 

xxxx

 
On Sunday, April 06, 2008, at 03:14AM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >Nice to read your long mail.  Seems you are a little unhappy.
> >
> >When in India, You were missing your girlfriend terribly, now it seems you
> >are missing Goa.
> >
> >
> >We want you back.
> >
> >
> > :-) 
> >
> >
> >Vikram
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:28 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >wrote:
> >
>> >> the point of my ramble was that even though its 3am here now.. i was
>> >> guided to turn on the computer..
>> >>
>> >>
>> >> only i though it might have been Mick that was trying to get in touch with
>> >> me..
>> >>
>> >> xxxx
>> >>
>> >> miss you loads
>> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >-- 
> >Vikram Varma
> >A S/4
> >Parasio De Goa
> >Porvorim
> >Bardez
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> >Goa
> >
> >Mob 93 255 366 99
> >Res 0832 325 6688
> >Off 0832 325 3088
> >
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 16:57:42 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119237de16c9fc15
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 04:27:42 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804060427l2592eb81y722bead2e2596ea6@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_386_17442112.1207481262454"
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com> <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-
EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

What news from Amanda.

Any progress ?   Does she need any help ?

Take Care

On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:58 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:

    you knew i would!  it took less time than you said though..

    well,, actually, i wouldn't say i;m unhappy.. just seeing the reality of my relationship as it stands right now.. we are 
very different places..

    its 3am and i'm still searching the web for informaition.. saw Barney's

    and writing mick to make sure he's ok..

    i would like to come back as well.. its just the work thing and paying off the bills i've accrued..

    as well, i need to be practicing and teaching..

    No Rest for the Wicked, isn't that right, Ji?

    there are always lots of things i love about everywhere i am.. just seems difficult to fit all the best things of life into 
one place!

    better get to bed now, i can hear Gusta in there.. think she is sniffling from crying.. she's bascially having a mid life 
crisis, and i'm not sure how best to respond..

    and i just want to work all the time..
    not the best combination..
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    anyway.. please keep me posted!  and in your thoughts and heart  xx

    all my love to you and rest of the family :-)

    so sweet, Ash sent me a message on Facebook today saying job well done for CBI.. :-)

    xxxx

    On Sunday, April 06, 2008, at 03:14AM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
    >Nice to read your long mail.  Seems you are a little unhappy.
    >
    >When in India, You were missing your girlfriend terribly, now it seems you
    >are missing Goa.
    >
    >
    >We want you back.
    >
    >
    >:-)
    >
    >
    >Vikram
    >
    >
    >
    >
    >On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:28 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
    >wrote:
    >
    >> the point of my ramble was that even though its 3am here now.. i was
    >> guided to turn on the computer..
    >>
    >>
    >> only i though it might have been Mick that was trying to get in touch with
    >> me..
    >>
    >> xxxx
    >>
    >> miss you loads
    >>
    >
    >
    >
    >--
    >Vikram Varma
    >A S/4
    >Parasio De Goa
    >Porvorim
    >Bardez
    >Goa
    >
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    >Mob 93 255 366 99
    >Res 0832 325 6688
    >Off 0832 325 3088
    >

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sun, 06 Apr 2008 05:05:20 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11923a05ec121cad
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs18665tia; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 05:05:23 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.49.16 with SMTP id b16mr4683637wak.65.1207483522573; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 05:05:22 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
l23si16297337waf.5.2008.04.06.05.05.22; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 05:05:22 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail023 (webmail023-s [10.13.128.23]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw004/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m36C5Kn4028412 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 05:05:20 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <8921ED0F-0119-1000-D543-CB3E6B3C8997-Webmail-10017@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804060427l2592eb81y722bead2e2596ea6@mail.gmail.com>
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com> <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-
EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804060427l2592eb81y722bead2e2596ea6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 05:05:20 -0700

haven't heard anything from her since returning.. and i've been so focused on getting the little life of me back on 
london footing that i haven't mailed her..

in fact, don't think i've heard from her since i passed on fiona's email.. 

will send her a message now..

and have just gotten my phone back on track, so will send you a text shortly..

xxxx

is it too redundant to say i miss you?

 :-) 
 
On Sunday, April 06, 2008, at 12:27PM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >What news from Amanda.
> >
> >Any progress ?   Does she need any help ?
> >
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> >Take Care
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:58 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >wrote:
> >
>> >> you knew i would!  it took less time than you said though..
>> >>
>> >> well,, actually, i wouldn't say i;m unhappy.. just seeing the reality of
>> >> my relationship as it stands right now.. we are very different places..
>> >>
>> >> its 3am and i'm still searching the web for informaition.. saw Barney's
>> >>
>> >> and writing mick to make sure he's ok..
>> >>
>> >> i would like to come back as well.. its just the work thing and paying off
>> >> the bills i've accrued..
>> >>
>> >> as well, i need to be practicing and teaching..
>> >>
>> >> No Rest for the Wicked, isn't that right, Ji?
>> >>
>> >> there are always lots of things i love about everywhere i am.. just seems
>> >> difficult to fit all the best things of life into one place!
>> >>
>> >> better get to bed now, i can hear Gusta in there.. think she is sniffling
>> >> from crying.. she's bascially having a mid life crisis, and i'm not sure how
>> >> best to respond..
>> >>
>> >> and i just want to work all the time..
>> >> not the best combination..
>> >>
>> >> anyway.. please keep me posted!  and in your thoughts and heart  xx
>> >>
>> >> all my love to you and rest of the family  :-) 
>> >>
>> >> so sweet, Ash sent me a message on Facebook today saying job well done for
>> >> CBI..  :-) 
>> >>
>> >> xxxx
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> >> On Sunday, April 06, 2008, at 03:14AM, "Vikram Varma" <
>> >> varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
>>> >> >Nice to read your long mail.  Seems you are a little unhappy.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >When in India, You were missing your girlfriend terribly, now it seems
>> >> you
>>> >> >are missing Goa.
>>> >> >
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>>> >> >
>>> >> >We want you back.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> > :-) 
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >Vikram
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >On Sun, Apr 6, 2008 at 7:28 AM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
>>> >> >wrote:
>>> >> >
>>>> >> >> the point of my ramble was that even though its 3am here now.. i was
>>>> >> >> guided to turn on the computer..
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >> only i though it might have been Mick that was trying to get in touch
>> >> with
>>>> >> >> me..
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >> xxxx
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >> miss you loads
>>>> >> >>
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >--
>>> >> >Vikram Varma
>>> >> >A S/4
>>> >> >Parasio De Goa
>>> >> >Porvorim
>>> >> >Bardez
>>> >> >Goa
>>> >> >
>>> >> >Mob 93 255 366 99
>>> >> >Res 0832 325 6688
>>> >> >Off 0832 325 3088
>>> >> >
>> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >-- 
> >Vikram Varma
> >A S/4
> >Parasio De Goa
> >Porvorim
> >Bardez
> >Goa
> >
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> >Mob 93 255 366 99
> >Res 0832 325 6688
> >Off 0832 325 3088
> >
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Subject: Do we like same movies?
From: Natrajan <donotreply@chakpak.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 04:50:34 +0530 (GMT+05:30)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11920e44eb8995d0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs255049tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 16:20:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.132.2 with SMTP id f2mr8320367hud.19.1207437643866; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 16:20:43 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <donotreply@chakpak.com>
Received: from box7.chakpak.com (box7.chakpak.com [118.91.232.103]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h4si10846686nfh.8.2008.04.05.16.20.40; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 16:20:43 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of donotreply@chakpak.com designates 118.91.232.103 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=118.91.232.103;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of donotreply@chakpak.com designates 
118.91.232.103 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=donotreply@chakpak.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=donotreply@chakpak.com
Received: from box7.chakpak.com (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by box7.chakpak.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
5A3B36A0175 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 05:03:44 +0530 (IST)
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; 
b=FOpQtV/NiW2MSJ2jBJBth6Vyjx+Ij3RRftuweX0C/SyrUKF7eAW05Y3geSIQUT0nwzktPtPX5FNA/HdrC2dHrHS
y6K8IJR7pZiZO7ez3brikKxLAzDVvl7SmhcxJ7TDq/hiYFSqWo7RXnS9iXohTsIJL/X4bh5yQrWjAE8a7ew4=; 
c=nofws; d=chakpak.com; q=dns; s=m1
Message-ID: <26196319.1327431207437634066@chakpak.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Enigmail-Version: 0.95.2

I just joined Chakpak to connect with other movie lovers. Come see the movies I love and see if we have any in 
common.

Click below to join my group of friends on Chakpak!

http://chakpak.com/register

Natrajan

Chakpak is a free site that lets you share movie ratings and reviews with friends and meet people who have similar 
tastes in movies. It also lets you manage your favorite movie videos, wallpapers, join fan clubs and get good movie 
recommendations from friends. You should check it out.

You have received this email because Natrajan directly invited you to join his/her community on Chakpak.
If you prefer not to receive invitations from Chakpak, click here to prevent any future invitations 
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Subject: Do we like same movies?
From: Natrajan <donotreply@chakpak.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 04:50:34 +0530 (GMT+05:30)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11920e44eb8995d0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs255049tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 16:20:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.132.2 with SMTP id f2mr8320367hud.19.1207437643866; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 16:20:43 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <donotreply@chakpak.com>
Received: from box7.chakpak.com (box7.chakpak.com [118.91.232.103]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
h4si10846686nfh.8.2008.04.05.16.20.40; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 16:20:43 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of donotreply@chakpak.com designates 118.91.232.103 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=118.91.232.103;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of donotreply@chakpak.com designates 
118.91.232.103 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=donotreply@chakpak.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=donotreply@chakpak.com
Received: from box7.chakpak.com (localhost.localdomain [127.0.0.1]) by box7.chakpak.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 
5A3B36A0175 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 05:03:44 +0530 (IST)
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; 
b=FOpQtV/NiW2MSJ2jBJBth6Vyjx+Ij3RRftuweX0C/SyrUKF7eAW05Y3geSIQUT0nwzktPtPX5FNA/HdrC2dHrHS
y6K8IJR7pZiZO7ez3brikKxLAzDVvl7SmhcxJ7TDq/hiYFSqWo7RXnS9iXohTsIJL/X4bh5yQrWjAE8a7ew4=; 
c=nofws; d=chakpak.com; q=dns; s=m1
Message-ID: <26196319.1327431207437634066@chakpak.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Enigmail-Version: 0.95.2

I just joined Chakpak to connect with other movie lovers. Come see the movies I love and see if we have any in 
common.

Click below to join my group of friends on Chakpak!

http://chakpak.com/register

Natrajan

Chakpak is a free site that lets you share movie ratings and reviews with friends and meet people who have similar 
tastes in movies. It also lets you manage your favorite movie videos, wallpapers, join fan clubs and get good movie 
recommendations from friends. You should check it out.

You have received this email because Natrajan directly invited you to join his/her community on Chakpak.
If you prefer not to receive invitations from Chakpak, click here to prevent any future invitations 
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Subject: FE.
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 11:36:12 +0530
To: "Vipul Sangoi" <vipul@raindesign.info>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11922578a1085a2d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 23:06:12 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804052306w280c95dbs1d22b67662122333@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_11694_21958280.1207461972965"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

:)

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
fc1.xlsx
        

fc1 taken by vipul.xlsx
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Subject: FE.
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 11:36:12 +0530
To: "Vipul Sangoi" <vipul@raindesign.info>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11922578a1085a2d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 23:06:12 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804052306w280c95dbs1d22b67662122333@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_11694_21958280.1207461972965"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

:)

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
fc1.xlsx
        

fc1 taken by vipul.xlsx
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Subject: Re: fiona email
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 07:09:09 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11921630dc2a4de4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 18:39:09 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804051839g3f55311ej1906fdd1831d4564@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BA1BC70F-0119-1000-C7E2-16A46348E558-Webmail-10018@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_10993_31456464.1207445949841"
References: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804050823o742d22d9qf886a2e720fbc30@mail.gmail.com> <BA1BC70F-0119-1000-C7E2-
16A46348E558-Webmail-10018@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

I am thinking, ...........could you please make some coffee for me.. 

On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 9:14 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:

    just when i thought we could rest a little..

    that doesn't sound like very good news boss... :-(

    is there anything we can do?

    xxxx

    On Saturday, April 05, 2008, at 04:23PM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
    >ibn news
    >
    >The Goa court order granting bail to prime accused Shannuboy in the
    >Scarlette murder case says there is no evidence against him.
    >
    >The court says that even after 23 days of detention there is no prima facie
    >evidence against him for bringing out his nexus with the rape and murder of
    >Scarlette Keeling.
    >
    >The court also said no eyewitness statement testified Shanuboy's involvement
    >in sexual assault and murder.
    >
    >The children's court hearing the Scarlette case granted bail to Placido
    >Carvalho alias Shannuboy on Friday.
    >
    >The Goa police arrested him on March 12 for drugging and raping the British
    >teenager and leaving her to die on the beach.
    >
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    >
    >
    >On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 6:15 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
    >wrote:
    >
    >> westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    >>
    >> :-) :-)
    >>
    >> missing you and the family.. even though i've got the time for my
    >> practice!
    >> xxxxxx
    >>
    >
    >
    >
    >--
    >Vikram Varma
    >A S/4
    >Parasio De Goa
    >Porvorim
    >Bardez
    >Goa
    >
    >Mob 93 255 366 99
    >Res 0832 325 6688
    >Off 0832 325 3088
    >

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: fiona email
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:54:52 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192171796e165fa
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs261545tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 18:54:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.59.2 with SMTP id m2mr1237665wak.197.1207446894672; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:54:54 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.176]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
n9si12059018wag.39.2008.04.05.18.54.54; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:54:54 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.176;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail020 (webmail020-s [10.13.128.20]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw001/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m361sqAt022922 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 18:54:52 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E460-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804051839g3f55311ej1906fdd1831d4564@mail.gmail.com>
References: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804050823o742d22d9qf886a2e720fbc30@mail.gmail.com> <BA1BC70F-0119-1000-C7E2-
16A46348E558-Webmail-10018@mac.com> <f4302a0a0804051839g3f55311ej1906fdd1831d4564@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:54:52 -0700

would you like that extra strong dakini style? 

xx 

i just returned home from a social /work marathon session.. most all of my clients are dear friends so it always takes 
about 3hours longer than its meant to.. at least i love my work  :-) 

it was an extra nice time because i've met a new friend/client who is ready to host dakini yoga classes at his art-sy 
bespoke furniture studio.. after his massage he fell asleep and missed the dinner he was meant to go to with a different 
new friend.  when he woke up from his nap and called to explain, at first she was a little suspcious.. 

but then..
she asked who it was and when he told her it was me.. she is the one woman that just today i was disappointed to have 
lost her number on the phone stolen in mumbai..   :-)   :-) 

so, this side.. except for challenging time that Gusta and i are having.. it was a very good day..

Now, tell me..  

what the heck is going on with Shanno boy??  
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did mick say in his deposition that we saw him with large amount of drugs? is this the missing evidence that's needed 
to help?

he called twice this evening while i was out..

Gusta of course thought he was offish but the only message he left was that the CBI was on its way...

On Sunday, April 06, 2008, at 02:39AM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >I am thinking, ...........could you please make some coffee for me..
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 9:14 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >wrote:
> >
>> >> just when i thought we could rest a little..
>> >>
>> >> that doesn't sound like very good news boss...  :-( 
>> >>
>> >> is there anything we can do?
>> >>
>> >> xxxx
>> >>
>> >>
>> >> On Saturday, April 05, 2008, at 04:23PM, "Vikram Varma" <
>> >> varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
>>> >> >ibn news
>>> >> >
>>> >> >The Goa court order granting bail to prime accused Shannuboy in the
>>> >> >Scarlette murder case says there is no evidence against him.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >The court says that even after 23 days of detention there is no prima
>> >> facie
>>> >> >evidence against him for bringing out his nexus with the rape and murder
>> >> of
>>> >> >Scarlette Keeling.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >The court also said no eyewitness statement testified Shanuboy's
>> >> involvement
>>> >> >in sexual assault and murder.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >The children's court hearing the Scarlette case granted bail to Placido
>>> >> >Carvalho alias Shannuboy on Friday.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >The Goa police arrested him on March 12 for drugging and raping the
>> >> British
>>> >> >teenager and leaving her to die on the beach.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 6:15 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
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>>> >> >wrote:
>>> >> >
>>>> >> >> westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >>  :-)   :-) 
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >> missing you and the family.. even though i've got the time for my
>>>> >> >> practice!
>>>> >> >> xxxxxx
>>>> >> >>
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >--
>>> >> >Vikram Varma
>>> >> >A S/4
>>> >> >Parasio De Goa
>>> >> >Porvorim
>>> >> >Bardez
>>> >> >Goa
>>> >> >
>>> >> >Mob 93 255 366 99
>>> >> >Res 0832 325 6688
>>> >> >Off 0832 325 3088
>>> >> >
>> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >-- 
> >Vikram Varma
> >A S/4
> >Parasio De Goa
> >Porvorim
> >Bardez
> >Goa
> >
> >Mob 93 255 366 99
> >Res 0832 325 6688
> >Off 0832 325 3088
> >
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Subject: Re: fiona email
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 07:09:09 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11921630dc2a4de4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 18:39:09 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804051839g3f55311ej1906fdd1831d4564@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BA1BC70F-0119-1000-C7E2-16A46348E558-Webmail-10018@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_10993_31456464.1207445949841"
References: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804050823o742d22d9qf886a2e720fbc30@mail.gmail.com> <BA1BC70F-0119-1000-C7E2-
16A46348E558-Webmail-10018@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

I am thinking, ...........could you please make some coffee for me.. 

On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 9:14 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com> wrote:

    just when i thought we could rest a little..

    that doesn't sound like very good news boss... :-(

    is there anything we can do?

    xxxx

    On Saturday, April 05, 2008, at 04:23PM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
    >ibn news
    >
    >The Goa court order granting bail to prime accused Shannuboy in the
    >Scarlette murder case says there is no evidence against him.
    >
    >The court says that even after 23 days of detention there is no prima facie
    >evidence against him for bringing out his nexus with the rape and murder of
    >Scarlette Keeling.
    >
    >The court also said no eyewitness statement testified Shanuboy's involvement
    >in sexual assault and murder.
    >
    >The children's court hearing the Scarlette case granted bail to Placido
    >Carvalho alias Shannuboy on Friday.
    >
    >The Goa police arrested him on March 12 for drugging and raping the British
    >teenager and leaving her to die on the beach.
    >
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    >
    >
    >On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 6:15 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
    >wrote:
    >
    >> westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    >>
    >> :-) :-)
    >>
    >> missing you and the family.. even though i've got the time for my
    >> practice!
    >> xxxxxx
    >>
    >
    >
    >
    >--
    >Vikram Varma
    >A S/4
    >Parasio De Goa
    >Porvorim
    >Bardez
    >Goa
    >
    >Mob 93 255 366 99
    >Res 0832 325 6688
    >Off 0832 325 3088
    >

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: fiona email
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:54:52 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192171796e165fa
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs261545tia; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 18:54:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.59.2 with SMTP id m2mr1237665wak.197.1207446894672; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:54:54 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.176]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
n9si12059018wag.39.2008.04.05.18.54.54; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:54:54 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.176;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.176 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail020 (webmail020-s [10.13.128.20]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw001/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m361sqAt022922 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Sat, 5 Apr 2008 18:54:52 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E460-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804051839g3f55311ej1906fdd1831d4564@mail.gmail.com>
References: <80DC2B10-0119-1000-C8DF-0F74541AC0CA-Webmail-10021@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804050823o742d22d9qf886a2e720fbc30@mail.gmail.com> <BA1BC70F-0119-1000-C7E2-
16A46348E558-Webmail-10018@mac.com> <f4302a0a0804051839g3f55311ej1906fdd1831d4564@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Sat, 05 Apr 2008 18:54:52 -0700

would you like that extra strong dakini style? 

xx 

i just returned home from a social /work marathon session.. most all of my clients are dear friends so it always takes 
about 3hours longer than its meant to.. at least i love my work  :-) 

it was an extra nice time because i've met a new friend/client who is ready to host dakini yoga classes at his art-sy 
bespoke furniture studio.. after his massage he fell asleep and missed the dinner he was meant to go to with a different 
new friend.  when he woke up from his nap and called to explain, at first she was a little suspcious.. 

but then..
she asked who it was and when he told her it was me.. she is the one woman that just today i was disappointed to have 
lost her number on the phone stolen in mumbai..   :-)   :-) 

so, this side.. except for challenging time that Gusta and i are having.. it was a very good day..

Now, tell me..  

what the heck is going on with Shanno boy??  
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did mick say in his deposition that we saw him with large amount of drugs? is this the missing evidence that's needed 
to help?

he called twice this evening while i was out..

Gusta of course thought he was offish but the only message he left was that the CBI was on its way...

On Sunday, April 06, 2008, at 02:39AM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >I am thinking, ...........could you please make some coffee for me..
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 9:14 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >wrote:
> >
>> >> just when i thought we could rest a little..
>> >>
>> >> that doesn't sound like very good news boss...  :-( 
>> >>
>> >> is there anything we can do?
>> >>
>> >> xxxx
>> >>
>> >>
>> >> On Saturday, April 05, 2008, at 04:23PM, "Vikram Varma" <
>> >> varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
>>> >> >ibn news
>>> >> >
>>> >> >The Goa court order granting bail to prime accused Shannuboy in the
>>> >> >Scarlette murder case says there is no evidence against him.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >The court says that even after 23 days of detention there is no prima
>> >> facie
>>> >> >evidence against him for bringing out his nexus with the rape and murder
>> >> of
>>> >> >Scarlette Keeling.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >The court also said no eyewitness statement testified Shanuboy's
>> >> involvement
>>> >> >in sexual assault and murder.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >The children's court hearing the Scarlette case granted bail to Placido
>>> >> >Carvalho alias Shannuboy on Friday.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >The Goa police arrested him on March 12 for drugging and raping the
>> >> British
>>> >> >teenager and leaving her to die on the beach.
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >On Sat, Apr 5, 2008 at 6:15 PM, dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
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>>> >> >wrote:
>>> >> >
>>>> >> >> westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >>  :-)   :-) 
>>>> >> >>
>>>> >> >> missing you and the family.. even though i've got the time for my
>>>> >> >> practice!
>>>> >> >> xxxxxx
>>>> >> >>
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >
>>> >> >--
>>> >> >Vikram Varma
>>> >> >A S/4
>>> >> >Parasio De Goa
>>> >> >Porvorim
>>> >> >Bardez
>>> >> >Goa
>>> >> >
>>> >> >Mob 93 255 366 99
>>> >> >Res 0832 325 6688
>>> >> >Off 0832 325 3088
>>> >> >
>> >>
> >
> >
> >
> >-- 
> >Vikram Varma
> >A S/4
> >Parasio De Goa
> >Porvorim
> >Bardez
> >Goa
> >
> >Mob 93 255 366 99
> >Res 0832 325 6688
> >Off 0832 325 3088
> >
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Subject: RE: Goa
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 22:00:04 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192493f337b72eb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs46771tia; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 09:31:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.34.16 with SMTP id h16mr7219864anh.21.1207499486139; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 09:31:26 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s8.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s8.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.144]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id r28si15102559ele.4.2008.04.06.09.31.24; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 09:31:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.144 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.144;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.144 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W16 ([65.54.162.116]) by bay0-omc2-s8.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sun, 6 Apr 2008 09:30:04 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_f8b8d9dc-2c3e-4064-8181-d02dfcbf4d01_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.148.158.88]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 06 Apr 2008 16:30:04.0286 (UTC) FILETIME=[77D571E0:01C89803]

hi vikram
i heard about the bail to shannaboy, that just proves the police were talking shit and are completely incompetent when 
they claimed
to have cracked the case, besides we all know they paid the police. please do give my number to the tv stations, im 
going on tv over here to talk about scarlett and the fact im starting a website to help others and put donations that are 
being offered somewhere. i also want to keep up the pressure on the indian government about the fact that a woman in 
india is in danger as far as the police are concerned and not protected,also how difficult it is to communicate to male 
police officers in india as a woman. its taken me a few days to settle down here but starting to find my feet again.
so sorry to hear about leo ,how can they do that with no evidence, give him my love and tell him hes in my thoughts 
and good luck with your fight for him, thinking about you too , give my love to mina and the children .
fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx

    Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:17:48 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Goa

    HI Fiona,

    How are you ? 
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    I can imagine the pressure being alone with so many things to do.

    Dakini has been in touch.

    A couple of Indian TV Channels wanted your number so that they could talk to you. Let me know if you are 
comfortable with that.

    Leo is about to get a deportation order from the Goa Govt. Trying to sort that out.

    My love to all the children.

    Vikram

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!
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Subject: RE: Goa
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 22:00:04 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192493f337b72eb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs46771tia; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 09:31:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.34.16 with SMTP id h16mr7219864anh.21.1207499486139; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 09:31:26 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s8.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s8.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.144]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id r28si15102559ele.4.2008.04.06.09.31.24; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 09:31:26 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.144 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.144;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.144 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W16 ([65.54.162.116]) by bay0-omc2-s8.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sun, 6 Apr 2008 09:30:04 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
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hi vikram
i heard about the bail to shannaboy, that just proves the police were talking shit and are completely incompetent when 
they claimed
to have cracked the case, besides we all know they paid the police. please do give my number to the tv stations, im 
going on tv over here to talk about scarlett and the fact im starting a website to help others and put donations that are 
being offered somewhere. i also want to keep up the pressure on the indian government about the fact that a woman in 
india is in danger as far as the police are concerned and not protected,also how difficult it is to communicate to male 
police officers in india as a woman. its taken me a few days to settle down here but starting to find my feet again.
so sorry to hear about leo ,how can they do that with no evidence, give him my love and tell him hes in my thoughts 
and good luck with your fight for him, thinking about you too , give my love to mina and the children .
fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx

    Date: Sat, 5 Apr 2008 19:17:48 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Goa

    HI Fiona,

    How are you ? 
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    I can imagine the pressure being alone with so many things to do.

    Dakini has been in touch.

    A couple of Indian TV Channels wanted your number so that they could talk to you. Let me know if you are 
comfortable with that.

    Leo is about to get a deportation order from the Goa Govt. Trying to sort that out.

    My love to all the children.

    Vikram

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!
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Subject: importunate: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Sun, 6 Apr 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11923d7e3f65c90a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
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Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs23978tia; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 06:06:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.133.15 with SMTP id g15mr549596wfd.347.1207487160966; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 06:06:00 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12431429-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
9si15340321wfc.16.2008.04.06.06.06.00; Sun, 06 Apr 2008 06:06:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12431429-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12431429-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12431429-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
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List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12431429-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080406065720.C7B39884A61@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12431429-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Sunday, April 6, 2008

importunate \im-POR-chuh-nit\, adjective:

Troublesomely urgent; overly persistent in request or demand; unreasonably solicitous.

    An emperor penguin in captivity starved to death by feeding all his rations -- about six pounds of fish daily -- to an 
importunate chick.
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    -- Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson, The Emperor's Embrace

    The play is a cacophony of importunate ringing doorbells and telephones, of pleas both professional and romantic 
from an exasperating assortment of colleagues and admirers.
    -- Ben Brantley, "Present Laughter", New York Times, November 19, 1996

    Jokes form a kind of currency, such that a wise-crack from the most importunate beggar may bring instant reward.
    -- Max Rodenbeck, Cairo: The City Victorious

Importunate is derived from Latin importunus, "unsuitable, troublesome, (of character) assertive, insolent, 
inconsiderate."
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Subject: importunate: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
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To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
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importunate \im-POR-chuh-nit\, adjective:

Troublesomely urgent; overly persistent in request or demand; unreasonably solicitous.

    An emperor penguin in captivity starved to death by feeding all his rations -- about six pounds of fish daily -- to an 
importunate chick.
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    -- Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson, The Emperor's Embrace

    The play is a cacophony of importunate ringing doorbells and telephones, of pleas both professional and romantic 
from an exasperating assortment of colleagues and admirers.
    -- Ben Brantley, "Present Laughter", New York Times, November 19, 1996

    Jokes form a kind of currency, such that a wise-crack from the most importunate beggar may bring instant reward.
    -- Max Rodenbeck, Cairo: The City Victorious

Importunate is derived from Latin importunus, "unsuitable, troublesome, (of character) assertive, insolent, 
inconsiderate."
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Subject: Re: Goa
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11927295de123403
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 6 Apr 2008 21:33:52 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl>
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Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Fiona,

A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

But we would have to get around that.

What is your plan for the next few days ?

Love

Vikram
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From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
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Fiona,

A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

But we would have to get around that.

What is your plan for the next few days ?

Love

Vikram
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Subject: woebegone: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
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X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.539
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Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
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Sender: bounce-12437624-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Monday, April 7, 2008

woebegone \WOE-bee-gon\, adjective:

1. Beset or overwhelmed with woe; immersed in grief or sorrow; woeful.
2. Being in a sorry condition; dismal-looking; dilapidated; run-down.
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    Socrates, condemned to death by the people of Athens, prepares to drink a cup of hemlock, surrounded by 
woebegone friends.
    -- Alain De Botton, The Consolations of Philosophy

    This woebegone lot includes Henry, a real-estate developer whose dream project has, like his marriage, slipped into 
bankruptcy; Henry's sister, Wiloma, who has hurled herself headlong into the arms of a New Age church to survive 
her own divorce; and Henry and Wiloma's decrepit Uncle Brendan, a former monk whose faith has eroded along with 
his health, stranding him in a nursing home.
    -- Jennifer Howard, review of The Forms of Water by Andrea Barrett, New York Times, June 13, 1996

    After 40 years as a producer he thinks of himself as a battered, scarred but well-armoured animal, "like an old 
turtle"; and if such creatures could speak they would probably sound like [him], a bit woebegone but drolly unsurprised 
by life's vicissitudes.
    -- "Time for another Hugo hit", Times (London), May 22, 2000

Woebegone is from Middle English wo begon, from wo (from Old English wa, used to express grief) + begon, past 
participle of begon, "to go about, to beset," from Old English began, bigan, from bi-, "around, about" + gan, "to go."
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Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
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X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
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Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
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woebegone \WOE-bee-gon\, adjective:

1. Beset or overwhelmed with woe; immersed in grief or sorrow; woeful.
2. Being in a sorry condition; dismal-looking; dilapidated; run-down.
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    Socrates, condemned to death by the people of Athens, prepares to drink a cup of hemlock, surrounded by 
woebegone friends.
    -- Alain De Botton, The Consolations of Philosophy

    This woebegone lot includes Henry, a real-estate developer whose dream project has, like his marriage, slipped into 
bankruptcy; Henry's sister, Wiloma, who has hurled herself headlong into the arms of a New Age church to survive 
her own divorce; and Henry and Wiloma's decrepit Uncle Brendan, a former monk whose faith has eroded along with 
his health, stranding him in a nursing home.
    -- Jennifer Howard, review of The Forms of Water by Andrea Barrett, New York Times, June 13, 1996

    After 40 years as a producer he thinks of himself as a battered, scarred but well-armoured animal, "like an old 
turtle"; and if such creatures could speak they would probably sound like [him], a bit woebegone but drolly unsurprised 
by life's vicissitudes.
    -- "Time for another Hugo hit", Times (London), May 22, 2000

Woebegone is from Middle English wo begon, from wo (from Old English wa, used to express grief) + begon, past 
participle of begon, "to go about, to beset," from Old English began, bigan, from bi-, "around, about" + gan, "to go."
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Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 22:16:11 -0700
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192c76764ae4a45
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 7 Apr 2008 22:16:11 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804072216k7fb04ff4tc4f6f8039c4e030f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <8921ED0F-0119-1000-D543-CB3E6B3C8997-Webmail-10017@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_14658_5886863.1207631771554"
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com> <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-
EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804060427l2592eb81y722bead2e2596ea6@mail.gmail.com> <8921ED0F-0119-1000-D543-
CB3E6B3C8997-Webmail-10017@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Dakini,

Have arrived in Delhi. Going to be two hectic days before I return to Goa.

Trying to find out the exact schedule for the CBI inquiry to start.

Will begin my Yoga here. At least I have some time to myself  in the mornings and evenings.

Take care

Luv

Vikram



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080408-cappacinno..-111898074.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:25 PM]

Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Tue, 08 Apr 2008 00:53:42 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192d06c0f2a97de
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs293280tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 00:53:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.75.1 with SMTP id c1mr7062117wal.114.1207641227582; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 00:53:47 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
k9si2542818wah.3.2008.04.08.00.53.46; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 00:53:47 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com 
designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail029 (webmail029-s [10.13.128.29]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m387rgpO008719 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 00:53:42 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <27F7D72A-0119-1000-8865-7F2227E6D25A-Webmail-10011@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804072216k7fb04ff4tc4f6f8039c4e030f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com> <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-
EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804060427l2592eb81y722bead2e2596ea6@mail.gmail.com> <8921ED0F-0119-1000-D543-
CB3E6B3C8997-Webmail-10017@mac.com> <f4302a0a0804072216k7fb04ff4tc4f6f8039c4e030f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 00:53:42 -0700

i nearly sent a mail to ask about your yoga last night!  my little yoga teacher heart went flutter to know that you are 
indeed beginning your practice!!

once you find out the schedule for the CBI, does that mean we will know when we are meant to return?

received nice email from Fiona yesterday  :-)   she says that the funeral won't be for three weeks or so still while the 
forensics is being done, just in case the authorities need anything else from the body.. 

have emailed with Amanda, and looking to go visit her this weekend,.. or to Devon...

i have a meeting with the owner of a local studio that would be perfect for me to teach at today.. and another meeting 
with a lovely (rather cute as well!) man that i massaged on Saturday who also has a space in West London that might 
be good for leading classes.. trying to balance stalling while i wait to find out about the inquiry with using the energy i 
've returned with to get some positive energy circulating here in London..

did you get my text yesterday?  my english mobile is up and operational again 0044 7800 908 924

and know i will return to the bedroom to begin my practice.. gusta and i are shuffling around the flat trying to give 
each other space to do our bits.. she has gotten in the habit of early morning practice, much to more yoga teacher 
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delight

despite the yoga, i feel both of us have changed beyond the confines of our relationship.. and i am still looking to 
ways that i can move out.. the flat is small and each of our energies rather large.. a bit of a bummer to be honest, but 
especially after the events in Goa, i do not feel to spend so much time dealing with nonesense..  everything will be 
revealed.. patience has never been my strong suit!   :-) 

my focus is on work, whichever form that is called for.. 

quite wonderful to have some of my creature comforts close at hand,, ie, practice, my music, coffee and cigerettes at 
will, the ability to work.. 

the trade-offs are still being taken in account and weighed..  :-) 

Enjoy Delhi and the start of your gift to yourself of being in your body with yoga!

love you!

xxxxxdakini

 
On Tuesday, April 08, 2008, at 06:16AM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >Hi Dakini,
> >
> >Have arrived in Delhi. Going to be two hectic days before I return to Goa.
> >
> >
> >Trying to find out the exact schedule for the CBI inquiry to start.
> >
> >Will begin my Yoga here. At least I have some time to myself  in the
> >mornings and evenings.
> >
> >Take care
> >
> >Luv
> >
> >
> >Vikram
> >
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 22:16:11 -0700
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192c76764ae4a45
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 7 Apr 2008 22:16:11 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804072216k7fb04ff4tc4f6f8039c4e030f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <8921ED0F-0119-1000-D543-CB3E6B3C8997-Webmail-10017@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_14658_5886863.1207631771554"
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com> <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-
EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804060427l2592eb81y722bead2e2596ea6@mail.gmail.com> <8921ED0F-0119-1000-D543-
CB3E6B3C8997-Webmail-10017@mac.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Dakini,

Have arrived in Delhi. Going to be two hectic days before I return to Goa.

Trying to find out the exact schedule for the CBI inquiry to start.

Will begin my Yoga here. At least I have some time to myself  in the mornings and evenings.

Take care

Luv

Vikram
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Subject: Re: cappacinno..
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Tue, 08 Apr 2008 00:53:42 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192d06c0f2a97de
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs293280tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 00:53:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.75.1 with SMTP id c1mr7062117wal.114.1207641227582; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 00:53:47 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
k9si2542818wah.3.2008.04.08.00.53.46; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 00:53:47 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of dakinilove@mac.com 
designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail029 (webmail029-s [10.13.128.29]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m387rgpO008719 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 00:53:42 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <27F7D72A-0119-1000-8865-7F2227E6D25A-Webmail-10011@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804072216k7fb04ff4tc4f6f8039c4e030f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E4A7-EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804051914v38e87cdn3e3cc94a9fba8ec0@mail.gmail.com> <508CFC0C-0119-1000-E506-
EB4AC4B74870-Webmail-10014@mac.com> 
<f4302a0a0804060427l2592eb81y722bead2e2596ea6@mail.gmail.com> <8921ED0F-0119-1000-D543-
CB3E6B3C8997-Webmail-10017@mac.com> <f4302a0a0804072216k7fb04ff4tc4f6f8039c4e030f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.104.234
Received: from [91.104.104.234] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 00:53:42 -0700

i nearly sent a mail to ask about your yoga last night!  my little yoga teacher heart went flutter to know that you are 
indeed beginning your practice!!

once you find out the schedule for the CBI, does that mean we will know when we are meant to return?

received nice email from Fiona yesterday  :-)   she says that the funeral won't be for three weeks or so still while the 
forensics is being done, just in case the authorities need anything else from the body.. 

have emailed with Amanda, and looking to go visit her this weekend,.. or to Devon...

i have a meeting with the owner of a local studio that would be perfect for me to teach at today.. and another meeting 
with a lovely (rather cute as well!) man that i massaged on Saturday who also has a space in West London that might 
be good for leading classes.. trying to balance stalling while i wait to find out about the inquiry with using the energy i 
've returned with to get some positive energy circulating here in London..

did you get my text yesterday?  my english mobile is up and operational again 0044 7800 908 924

and know i will return to the bedroom to begin my practice.. gusta and i are shuffling around the flat trying to give 
each other space to do our bits.. she has gotten in the habit of early morning practice, much to more yoga teacher 
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delight

despite the yoga, i feel both of us have changed beyond the confines of our relationship.. and i am still looking to 
ways that i can move out.. the flat is small and each of our energies rather large.. a bit of a bummer to be honest, but 
especially after the events in Goa, i do not feel to spend so much time dealing with nonesense..  everything will be 
revealed.. patience has never been my strong suit!   :-) 

my focus is on work, whichever form that is called for.. 

quite wonderful to have some of my creature comforts close at hand,, ie, practice, my music, coffee and cigerettes at 
will, the ability to work.. 

the trade-offs are still being taken in account and weighed..  :-) 

Enjoy Delhi and the start of your gift to yourself of being in your body with yoga!

love you!

xxxxxdakini

 
On Tuesday, April 08, 2008, at 06:16AM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
> >Hi Dakini,
> >
> >Have arrived in Delhi. Going to be two hectic days before I return to Goa.
> >
> >
> >Trying to find out the exact schedule for the CBI inquiry to start.
> >
> >Will begin my Yoga here. At least I have some time to myself  in the
> >mornings and evenings.
> >
> >Take care
> >
> >Luv
> >
> >
> >Vikram
> >
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Subject: RE: Goa
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 01:51:21 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192a8cefd7b755f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs228832tia; Mon, 7 Apr 2008 13:21:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.191.2 with SMTP id o2mr2782418wff.209.1207599689370; Mon, 07 Apr 2008 13:21:29 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s23.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s23.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.159]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 30si18654719wfg.5.2008.04.07.13.21.28; Mon, 07 Apr 2008 13:21:29 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.159 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.159;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.159 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W51 ([65.54.162.151]) by bay0-omc2-s23.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Mon, 7 Apr 2008 13:21:21 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_4c181b11-8045-4c61-8107-4c146f22ecaa_"
X-Originating-IP: [87.114.149.193]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 07 Apr 2008 20:21:21.0449 (UTC) FILETIME=[F1AE3990:01C898EC]

hi vikram
 im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday morning, they 
have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
 speak soon
fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Goa

    Fiona,

    A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

    But we would have to get around that.

    What is your plan for the next few days ?
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    Love

    Vikram

Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!
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Subject: Re: Goa
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192c4d8d751bfc2
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_14123_24319776.1207629090271"
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Fiona,

The key question before the british media

Is the visible conduct of the Goa Government  the conduct of a civilised Govt.

Do they really want British Tourists or do they just want British Money.

On the one hand they say Goa is Safe

On the other hand they publicly declare that, everybody knows Anjuna is not safe and families should not go to the 
beach belt area because when crime happens there the Govt cannot be held responsible.

When crime happens
They refuse to acknowledge it.
When they do, they blame the victim for the crime
Once  they register the case, they manipulate things to an extent where the criminals go scott free

All this when the Chief Minister is personally monitering the case on a day to day basis.

So the British Government must caution in a travel advisory about these facts and declare
Goa to be unsafe untill a committee appointed by them scrutinises the cases  
 in Goa and once satisfied , declares Goa to be safe.

This is the only action which would prompt the Goa Govt into corrective measures.

This stand would be critical for the British Media.

For the Indian Media, We need to request them to study the position on the Ground and see the facts for themselves.

Your stand would help prevent future crimes here.

Nice to hear that you are starting a collection to assist in this cause.
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There are millions here who are involved with Scarlets Case and would like to ssee Justice.

Love to you and the children.

Vikram

P.S What news about the forensic tests ?
       What is the plan for Scarlets Burial ?

On 4/7/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram
     im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday morning, 
they have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
     speak soon
    fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: Goa

        Fiona,

        A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

        But we would have to get around that.

        What is your plan for the next few days ?

        Love

        Vikram

    Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
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Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Goa
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 15:27:49 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192d7855fdaed61
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs310928tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 02:57:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.193.1 with SMTP id q1mr547108waf.75.1207648671122; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 02:57:51 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s5.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s5.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.141]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id v38si21259925wah.7.2008.04.08.02.57.50; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 02:57:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.141 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.141;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.141 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W46 ([65.54.162.146]) by bay0-omc2-s5.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Tue, 8 Apr 2008 02:57:49 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W4627A4E4670942C8D7B493D3F20@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_974b14d3-51b0-42fc-af4a-dbfe55941946_"
X-Originating-IP: [87.114.149.193]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 08 Apr 2008 09:57:49.0619 (UTC) FILETIME=[00E7C030:01C8995F]

    Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Goa

    Hi Fiona,

    The key question before the british media

    Is the visible conduct of the Goa Government  the conduct of a civilised Govt.

    Do they really want British Tourists or do they just want British Money.

    On the one hand they say Goa is Safe
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    On the other hand they publicly declare that, everybody knows Anjuna is not safe and families should not go to the 
beach belt area because when crime happens there the Govt cannot be held responsible.

    When crime happens
    They refuse to acknowledge it.
    When they do, they blame the victim for the crime
    Once  they register the case, they manipulate things to an extent where the criminals go scott free

    All this when the Chief Minister is personally monitering the case on a day to day basis.

    So the British Government must caution in a travel advisory about these facts and declare
    Goa to be unsafe untill a committee appointed by them scrutinises the cases  
     in Goa and once satisfied , declares Goa to be safe.

    This is the only action which would prompt the Goa Govt into corrective measures.

    This stand would be critical for the British Media.

    For the Indian Media, We need to request them to study the position on the Ground and see the facts for themselves.

    Your stand would help prevent future crimes here.

    Nice to hear that you are starting a collection to assist in this cause.

    There are millions here who are involved with Scarlets Case and would like to ssee Justice.

    Love to you and the children.

    Vikram

    P.S What news about the forensic tests ?
           What is the plan for Scarlets Burial ?

    On 4/7/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
         im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday morning, 
they have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
         speak soon
        fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

            Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
            Subject: Re: Goa
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            Fiona,

            A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

            But we would have to get around that.

            What is your plan for the next few days ?

            Love

            Vikram

        Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688   hi , thanks for that information, i will put it to the press.
    what did u mean when u said evidence is missing . did u mean scarletts case or leos case.
     the corroner said a few bits of scarletts body were missing, ie. her kidneys and her uterus. they dont know why but 
needed to do extensive testing as a result. they took her liver and her right femur over here and i dont feel ok burrying 
her with a bone missing. they said i could have it back but dont know how long, i will let you knuw when i find out,
    love to you all
    fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
    Off    0832 325 3088

Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email IDâ€™s? Get a unique one here. Try it now!
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Subject: RE: Goa
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 01:51:21 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192a8cefd7b755f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs228832tia; Mon, 7 Apr 2008 13:21:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.191.2 with SMTP id o2mr2782418wff.209.1207599689370; Mon, 07 Apr 2008 13:21:29 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s23.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s23.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.159]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 30si18654719wfg.5.2008.04.07.13.21.28; Mon, 07 Apr 2008 13:21:29 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.159 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.159;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.159 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W51 ([65.54.162.151]) by bay0-omc2-s23.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Mon, 7 Apr 2008 13:21:21 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_4c181b11-8045-4c61-8107-4c146f22ecaa_"
X-Originating-IP: [87.114.149.193]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 07 Apr 2008 20:21:21.0449 (UTC) FILETIME=[F1AE3990:01C898EC]

hi vikram
 im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday morning, they 
have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
 speak soon
fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Goa

    Fiona,

    A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

    But we would have to get around that.

    What is your plan for the next few days ?
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    Love

    Vikram

Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!
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Subject: Re: Goa
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192c4d8d751bfc2
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_14123_24319776.1207629090271"
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Fiona,

The key question before the british media

Is the visible conduct of the Goa Government  the conduct of a civilised Govt.

Do they really want British Tourists or do they just want British Money.

On the one hand they say Goa is Safe

On the other hand they publicly declare that, everybody knows Anjuna is not safe and families should not go to the 
beach belt area because when crime happens there the Govt cannot be held responsible.

When crime happens
They refuse to acknowledge it.
When they do, they blame the victim for the crime
Once  they register the case, they manipulate things to an extent where the criminals go scott free

All this when the Chief Minister is personally monitering the case on a day to day basis.

So the British Government must caution in a travel advisory about these facts and declare
Goa to be unsafe untill a committee appointed by them scrutinises the cases  
 in Goa and once satisfied , declares Goa to be safe.

This is the only action which would prompt the Goa Govt into corrective measures.

This stand would be critical for the British Media.

For the Indian Media, We need to request them to study the position on the Ground and see the facts for themselves.

Your stand would help prevent future crimes here.

Nice to hear that you are starting a collection to assist in this cause.
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There are millions here who are involved with Scarlets Case and would like to ssee Justice.

Love to you and the children.

Vikram

P.S What news about the forensic tests ?
       What is the plan for Scarlets Burial ?

On 4/7/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram
     im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday morning, 
they have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
     speak soon
    fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: Goa

        Fiona,

        A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

        But we would have to get around that.

        What is your plan for the next few days ?

        Love

        Vikram

    Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
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Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: Goa
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 15:27:49 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192d7855fdaed61
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs310928tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 02:57:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.193.1 with SMTP id q1mr547108waf.75.1207648671122; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 02:57:51 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s5.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s5.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.141]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id v38si21259925wah.7.2008.04.08.02.57.50; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 02:57:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.141 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.141;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.141 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W46 ([65.54.162.146]) by bay0-omc2-s5.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Tue, 8 Apr 2008 02:57:49 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W4627A4E4670942C8D7B493D3F20@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_974b14d3-51b0-42fc-af4a-dbfe55941946_"
X-Originating-IP: [87.114.149.193]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 08 Apr 2008 09:57:49.0619 (UTC) FILETIME=[00E7C030:01C8995F]

    Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Goa

    Hi Fiona,

    The key question before the british media

    Is the visible conduct of the Goa Government  the conduct of a civilised Govt.

    Do they really want British Tourists or do they just want British Money.

    On the one hand they say Goa is Safe
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    On the other hand they publicly declare that, everybody knows Anjuna is not safe and families should not go to the 
beach belt area because when crime happens there the Govt cannot be held responsible.

    When crime happens
    They refuse to acknowledge it.
    When they do, they blame the victim for the crime
    Once  they register the case, they manipulate things to an extent where the criminals go scott free

    All this when the Chief Minister is personally monitering the case on a day to day basis.

    So the British Government must caution in a travel advisory about these facts and declare
    Goa to be unsafe untill a committee appointed by them scrutinises the cases  
     in Goa and once satisfied , declares Goa to be safe.

    This is the only action which would prompt the Goa Govt into corrective measures.

    This stand would be critical for the British Media.

    For the Indian Media, We need to request them to study the position on the Ground and see the facts for themselves.

    Your stand would help prevent future crimes here.

    Nice to hear that you are starting a collection to assist in this cause.

    There are millions here who are involved with Scarlets Case and would like to ssee Justice.

    Love to you and the children.

    Vikram

    P.S What news about the forensic tests ?
           What is the plan for Scarlets Burial ?

    On 4/7/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
         im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday morning, 
they have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
         speak soon
        fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

            Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
            Subject: Re: Goa
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            Fiona,

            A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

            But we would have to get around that.

            What is your plan for the next few days ?

            Love

            Vikram

        Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688   hi , thanks for that information, i will put it to the press.
    what did u mean when u said evidence is missing . did u mean scarletts case or leos case.
     the corroner said a few bits of scarletts body were missing, ie. her kidneys and her uterus. they dont know why but 
needed to do extensive testing as a result. they took her liver and her right femur over here and i dont feel ok burrying 
her with a bone missing. they said i could have it back but dont know how long, i will let you knuw when i find out,
    love to you all
    fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
    Off    0832 325 3088

Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email IDâ€™s? Get a unique one here. Try it now!
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Subject: inquest in UK
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192f059a47a8b36
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 10:11:46 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_21028_9013873.1207674706552"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Fiona
 
Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does not have 
the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about the facts 
of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
 
Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he has.
 
A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to assist the 
coroner in his report.
 
Do treat this as urgent.
 
 
Love & Rgds
 
Vikram
 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
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Subject: inquest in UK
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192f059a47a8b36
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 10:11:46 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_21028_9013873.1207674706552"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Fiona
 
Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does not have 
the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about the facts 
of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
 
Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he has.
 
A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to assist the 
coroner in his report.
 
Do treat this as urgent.
 
 
Love & Rgds
 
Vikram
 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Tue, 08 Apr 2008 12:20:26 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192ed6b811dcfbd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs371119tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 09:20:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.74.17 with SMTP id b17mr2082474rvl.234.1207671634396; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 09:20:34 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>
Received: from titan.dnsprotect.com (titan.dnsprotect.com [207.210.103.242]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
6si1057593ywc.9.2008.04.08.09.20.33; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 09:20:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 
207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.210.103.242;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1JjGYc-0005Ls-3T; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 12:20:26 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.46.245
Message-ID: <E1JjGYc-0005Ls-3T@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

1 Studio Apartment available for sale (350 sq ft. approx)
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3652
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Tue, 08 Apr 2008 12:20:26 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192ed6b811dcfbd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs371119tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 09:20:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.74.17 with SMTP id b17mr2082474rvl.234.1207671634396; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 09:20:34 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>
Received: from titan.dnsprotect.com (titan.dnsprotect.com [207.210.103.242]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
6si1057593ywc.9.2008.04.08.09.20.33; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 09:20:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 
207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.210.103.242;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1JjGYc-0005Ls-3T; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 12:20:26 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.46.245
Message-ID: <E1JjGYc-0005Ls-3T@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

1 Studio Apartment available for sale (350 sq ft. approx)
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3652
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: From: "Shariq Ali" <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 13:00:51 +0100
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192de6d51716e78
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs328650tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 04:58:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.66.252.18 with SMTP id z18mr2985705ugh.37.1207655912557; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 04:58:32 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail68.messagelabs.com (mail68.messagelabs.com [193.109.255.67]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id x6si15092772gvf.0.2008.04.08.04.58.31; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 04:58:32 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 193.109.255.67 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=193.109.255.67;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 193.109.255.67 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-13.tower-68.messagelabs.com!1207655908!85354491!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 24303 invoked from network); 8 Apr 2008 11:58:30 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-13.tower-68.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 8 Apr 2008 11:58:30 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC63@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Index: AciZcDCfcW21CK6qRmOx5FfTHtB/JQ==

Hi Vikram,

I hope you are well?  Can you please call me on 00 44 207 241 9221?  I had a few questions I wanted to ask you 
regarding the inquest and post mortem reports for Scarlett Keeling.

Kind regards

Shariq 

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent. 

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
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for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 17:32:39 +0530
To: "Shariq Ali" <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192dea993c1222c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 05:02:39 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804080502m573b26b5i5eaed99bde7b3d69@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC63@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_18893_11731669.1207656159646"
References: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC63@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Shariq,
 
We could speak right now.  My Delhi number is  91 93 5090 1976 .
 
Rgds
 
Vikram
 
In my hurry, I could not mail you the time line. Will ask some one to do that from goa.
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Subject: From: "Shariq Ali" <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 13:00:51 +0100
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192de6d51716e78
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs328650tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 04:58:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.66.252.18 with SMTP id z18mr2985705ugh.37.1207655912557; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 04:58:32 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail68.messagelabs.com (mail68.messagelabs.com [193.109.255.67]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id x6si15092772gvf.0.2008.04.08.04.58.31; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 04:58:32 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 193.109.255.67 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=193.109.255.67;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 193.109.255.67 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-13.tower-68.messagelabs.com!1207655908!85354491!1
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 24303 invoked from network); 8 Apr 2008 11:58:30 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-13.tower-68.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 8 Apr 2008 11:58:30 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC63@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Index: AciZcDCfcW21CK6qRmOx5FfTHtB/JQ==

Hi Vikram,

I hope you are well?  Can you please call me on 00 44 207 241 9221?  I had a few questions I wanted to ask you 
regarding the inquest and post mortem reports for Scarlett Keeling.

Kind regards

Shariq 

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent. 

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
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for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email 
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 17:32:39 +0530
To: "Shariq Ali" <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192dea993c1222c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 05:02:39 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804080502m573b26b5i5eaed99bde7b3d69@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC63@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_18893_11731669.1207656159646"
References: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC63@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Shariq,
 
We could speak right now.  My Delhi number is  91 93 5090 1976 .
 
Rgds
 
Vikram
 
In my hurry, I could not mail you the time line. Will ask some one to do that from goa.
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Subject: re. funds for scarlett
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 15:47:12 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192d8a13be26285
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs313480tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 03:17:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.145.1 with SMTP id s1mr1118186wad.173.1207649834307; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 03:17:14 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.137]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id y11si17210857pod.9.2008.04.08.03.17.13; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 03:17:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.137 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.137;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.137 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W19 ([65.54.162.119]) by bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Tue, 8 Apr 2008 03:17:12 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W193D7B28EBBF7A0E465194D3F20@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_7d64fb1b-1f54-4f2d-9baf-5dcee2a4c389_"
X-Originating-IP: [87.114.149.193]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 08 Apr 2008 10:17:12.0171 (UTC) FILETIME=[B5D71BB0:01C89961]

hi vikram 
marcus suggested we ask sam, nicklas boss for a donation to scarletts fund and sky , for exclusive access to the funeral 
as both of these will sell footage and pictures and make a lot of money. i havent received money from sky yet but they 
havent included the funeral for what they aggreed to pay. what do you think. fi

    Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Goa

    Hi Fiona,

    The key question before the british media

    Is the visible conduct of the Goa Government  the conduct of a civilised Govt.
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    Do they really want British Tourists or do they just want British Money.

    On the one hand they say Goa is Safe

    On the other hand they publicly declare that, everybody knows Anjuna is not safe and families should not go to the 
beach belt area because when crime happens there the Govt cannot be held responsible.

    When crime happens
    They refuse to acknowledge it.
    When they do, they blame the victim for the crime
    Once  they register the case, they manipulate things to an extent where the criminals go scott free

    All this when the Chief Minister is personally monitering the case on a day to day basis.

    So the British Government must caution in a travel advisory about these facts and declare
    Goa to be unsafe untill a committee appointed by them scrutinises the cases  
     in Goa and once satisfied , declares Goa to be safe.

    This is the only action which would prompt the Goa Govt into corrective measures.

    This stand would be critical for the British Media.

    For the Indian Media, We need to request them to study the position on the Ground and see the facts for themselves.

    Your stand would help prevent future crimes here.

    Nice to hear that you are starting a collection to assist in this cause.

    There are millions here who are involved with Scarlets Case and would like to ssee Justice.

    Love to you and the children.

    Vikram

    P.S What news about the forensic tests ?
           What is the plan for Scarlets Burial ?

    On 4/7/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
         im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday morning, 
they have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
         speak soon
        fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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            Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
            Subject: Re: Goa

            Fiona,

            A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

            But we would have to get around that.

            What is your plan for the next few days ?

            Love

            Vikram

        Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!
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Subject: re. funds for scarlett
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 15:47:12 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192d8a73b462f1b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs313530tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 03:17:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.193.1 with SMTP id q1mr570891waf.75.1207649858097; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 03:17:38 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s29.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s29.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.165]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id k9si2833019wah.3.2008.04.08.03.17.36; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 03:17:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.165 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.165;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.165 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W47 ([65.54.162.147]) by bay0-omc2-s29.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Tue, 8 Apr 2008 03:17:12 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W472871FEEC6ACC0DFDA29DD3F20@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_20402584-1cfe-4f1c-9057-ec41314674cc_"
X-Originating-IP: [87.114.149.193]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 08 Apr 2008 10:17:12.0518 (UTC) FILETIME=[B60C0E60:01C89961]

hi vikram 
marcus suggested we ask sam, nicklas boss for a donation to scarletts fund and sky , for exclusive access to the funeral 
as both of these will sell footage and pictures and make a lot of money. i havent received money from sky yet but they 
havent included the funeral for what they aggreed to pay. what do you think. fi

    Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Goa

    Hi Fiona,

    The key question before the british media

    Is the visible conduct of the Goa Government  the conduct of a civilised Govt.
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    Do they really want British Tourists or do they just want British Money.

    On the one hand they say Goa is Safe

    On the other hand they publicly declare that, everybody knows Anjuna is not safe and families should not go to the 
beach belt area because when crime happens there the Govt cannot be held responsible.

    When crime happens
    They refuse to acknowledge it.
    When they do, they blame the victim for the crime
    Once  they register the case, they manipulate things to an extent where the criminals go scott free

    All this when the Chief Minister is personally monitering the case on a day to day basis.

    So the British Government must caution in a travel advisory about these facts and declare
    Goa to be unsafe untill a committee appointed by them scrutinises the cases  
     in Goa and once satisfied , declares Goa to be safe.

    This is the only action which would prompt the Goa Govt into corrective measures.

    This stand would be critical for the British Media.

    For the Indian Media, We need to request them to study the position on the Ground and see the facts for themselves.

    Your stand would help prevent future crimes here.

    Nice to hear that you are starting a collection to assist in this cause.

    There are millions here who are involved with Scarlets Case and would like to ssee Justice.

    Love to you and the children.

    Vikram

    P.S What news about the forensic tests ?
           What is the plan for Scarlets Burial ?

    On 4/7/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
         im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday morning, 
they have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
         speak soon
        fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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            Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
            Subject: Re: Goa

            Fiona,

            A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

            But we would have to get around that.

            What is your plan for the next few days ?

            Love

            Vikram

        Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

Exclusive Marriage Proposals! Find UR life partner at Shaadi.com Try it!
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Subject: Re: re. funds for scarlett
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 17:24:08 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192de2cd1071998
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 04:54:08 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804080454t12bb1351odeaf2b90ce0f66a7@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W193D7B28EBBF7A0E465194D3F20@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_18833_32737687.1207655648296"
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W193D7B28EBBF7A0E465194D3F20@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Fiona
 
I think its a good Idea. But first we need to bounce this off them to see what they would like to donate for Scarletts 
Fund. If the amount is substantial, ,then we could give them exclusive rights.
 
Else its better to have the entire media cover this.
 
Either way the media would cover this and we could take a step forward towards justice.
 
Also you would have to open an account with your bank titled THE SCARLETT FUND and you should be the sole 
signatory to this account.
 
This should help breathing life into offers for donations  made by Sky and Sam,  if they are acceptable to you. As well 
as meeting future expenses for steps in this direction.
 
What news about your contract with Channel 4 ?
 
Luv
 
Vikram
 
 

 
On Tue, Apr 8, 2008 at 3:47 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram 
    marcus suggested we ask sam, nicklas boss for a donation to scarletts fund and sky , for exclusive access to the 
funeral as both of these will sell footage and pictures and make a lot of money. i havent received money from sky yet 
but they havent included the funeral for what they aggreed to pay. what do you think. fi
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        Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700
        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: Goa

        Hi Fiona,

        The key question before the british media

        Is the visible conduct of the Goa Government  the conduct of a civilised Govt.

        Do they really want British Tourists or do they just want British Money.

        On the one hand they say Goa is Safe

        On the other hand they publicly declare that, everybody knows Anjuna is not safe and families should not go to 
the beach belt area because when crime happens there the Govt cannot be held responsible.

        When crime happens
        They refuse to acknowledge it.
        When they do, they blame the victim for the crime
        Once  they register the case, they manipulate things to an extent where the criminals go scott free

        All this when the Chief Minister is personally monitering the case on a day to day basis.

        So the British Government must caution in a travel advisory about these facts and declare
        Goa to be unsafe untill a committee appointed by them scrutinises the cases  
         in Goa and once satisfied , declares Goa to be safe.

        This is the only action which would prompt the Goa Govt into corrective measures.

        This stand would be critical for the British Media.

        For the Indian Media, We need to request them to study the position on the Ground and see the facts for 
themselves.

        Your stand would help prevent future crimes here.

        Nice to hear that you are starting a collection to assist in this cause.

        There are millions here who are involved with Scarlets Case and would like to ssee Justice.

        Love to you and the children.

        Vikram

        P.S What news about the forensic tests ?
               What is the plan for Scarlets Burial ?
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        On 4/7/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

            hi vikram
             im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday 
morning, they have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
             speak soon
            fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

                Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
                From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
                To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
                Subject: Re: Goa

                Fiona,

                A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

                But we would have to get around that.

                What is your plan for the next few days ?

                Love

                Vikram

            Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res  0832 325 6688
        Off    0832 325 3088 

    Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!
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-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: re. funds for scarlett
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 15:47:12 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192d8a13be26285
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs313480tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 03:17:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.145.1 with SMTP id s1mr1118186wad.173.1207649834307; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 03:17:14 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.137]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id y11si17210857pod.9.2008.04.08.03.17.13; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 03:17:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.137 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.137;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.137 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W19 ([65.54.162.119]) by bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Tue, 8 Apr 2008 03:17:12 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W193D7B28EBBF7A0E465194D3F20@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_7d64fb1b-1f54-4f2d-9baf-5dcee2a4c389_"
X-Originating-IP: [87.114.149.193]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 08 Apr 2008 10:17:12.0171 (UTC) FILETIME=[B5D71BB0:01C89961]

hi vikram 
marcus suggested we ask sam, nicklas boss for a donation to scarletts fund and sky , for exclusive access to the funeral 
as both of these will sell footage and pictures and make a lot of money. i havent received money from sky yet but they 
havent included the funeral for what they aggreed to pay. what do you think. fi

    Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Goa

    Hi Fiona,

    The key question before the british media

    Is the visible conduct of the Goa Government  the conduct of a civilised Govt.
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    Do they really want British Tourists or do they just want British Money.

    On the one hand they say Goa is Safe

    On the other hand they publicly declare that, everybody knows Anjuna is not safe and families should not go to the 
beach belt area because when crime happens there the Govt cannot be held responsible.

    When crime happens
    They refuse to acknowledge it.
    When they do, they blame the victim for the crime
    Once  they register the case, they manipulate things to an extent where the criminals go scott free

    All this when the Chief Minister is personally monitering the case on a day to day basis.

    So the British Government must caution in a travel advisory about these facts and declare
    Goa to be unsafe untill a committee appointed by them scrutinises the cases  
     in Goa and once satisfied , declares Goa to be safe.

    This is the only action which would prompt the Goa Govt into corrective measures.

    This stand would be critical for the British Media.

    For the Indian Media, We need to request them to study the position on the Ground and see the facts for themselves.

    Your stand would help prevent future crimes here.

    Nice to hear that you are starting a collection to assist in this cause.

    There are millions here who are involved with Scarlets Case and would like to ssee Justice.

    Love to you and the children.

    Vikram

    P.S What news about the forensic tests ?
           What is the plan for Scarlets Burial ?

    On 4/7/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
         im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday morning, 
they have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
         speak soon
        fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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            Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
            Subject: Re: Goa

            Fiona,

            A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

            But we would have to get around that.

            What is your plan for the next few days ?

            Love

            Vikram

        Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!
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Subject: re. funds for scarlett
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 15:47:12 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192d8a73b462f1b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs313530tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 03:17:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.193.1 with SMTP id q1mr570891waf.75.1207649858097; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 03:17:38 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s29.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s29.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.165]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id k9si2833019wah.3.2008.04.08.03.17.36; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 03:17:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.165 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.165;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.165 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W47 ([65.54.162.147]) by bay0-omc2-s29.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Tue, 8 Apr 2008 03:17:12 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W472871FEEC6ACC0DFDA29DD3F20@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_20402584-1cfe-4f1c-9057-ec41314674cc_"
X-Originating-IP: [87.114.149.193]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 08 Apr 2008 10:17:12.0518 (UTC) FILETIME=[B60C0E60:01C89961]

hi vikram 
marcus suggested we ask sam, nicklas boss for a donation to scarletts fund and sky , for exclusive access to the funeral 
as both of these will sell footage and pictures and make a lot of money. i havent received money from sky yet but they 
havent included the funeral for what they aggreed to pay. what do you think. fi

    Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: Goa

    Hi Fiona,

    The key question before the british media

    Is the visible conduct of the Goa Government  the conduct of a civilised Govt.
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    Do they really want British Tourists or do they just want British Money.

    On the one hand they say Goa is Safe

    On the other hand they publicly declare that, everybody knows Anjuna is not safe and families should not go to the 
beach belt area because when crime happens there the Govt cannot be held responsible.

    When crime happens
    They refuse to acknowledge it.
    When they do, they blame the victim for the crime
    Once  they register the case, they manipulate things to an extent where the criminals go scott free

    All this when the Chief Minister is personally monitering the case on a day to day basis.

    So the British Government must caution in a travel advisory about these facts and declare
    Goa to be unsafe untill a committee appointed by them scrutinises the cases  
     in Goa and once satisfied , declares Goa to be safe.

    This is the only action which would prompt the Goa Govt into corrective measures.

    This stand would be critical for the British Media.

    For the Indian Media, We need to request them to study the position on the Ground and see the facts for themselves.

    Your stand would help prevent future crimes here.

    Nice to hear that you are starting a collection to assist in this cause.

    There are millions here who are involved with Scarlets Case and would like to ssee Justice.

    Love to you and the children.

    Vikram

    P.S What news about the forensic tests ?
           What is the plan for Scarlets Burial ?

    On 4/7/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
         im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday morning, 
they have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
         speak soon
        fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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            Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
            Subject: Re: Goa

            Fiona,

            A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

            But we would have to get around that.

            What is your plan for the next few days ?

            Love

            Vikram

        Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

Exclusive Marriage Proposals! Find UR life partner at Shaadi.com Try it!
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Subject: Re: re. funds for scarlett
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 17:24:08 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192de2cd1071998
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 04:54:08 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804080454t12bb1351odeaf2b90ce0f66a7@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W193D7B28EBBF7A0E465194D3F20@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_18833_32737687.1207655648296"
References: <f4302a0a0804050647q72bccad3m92dfdffb07b46db6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W16317D761CBF37DDDE0ABFD3F00@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804062133q57ddc9a0i65ec17ad47bc29d9@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W515CC2459DA159738F1B89D3F30@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804072131k7c2695fci3952cb82d4407d0f@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W193D7B28EBBF7A0E465194D3F20@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Fiona
 
I think its a good Idea. But first we need to bounce this off them to see what they would like to donate for Scarletts 
Fund. If the amount is substantial, ,then we could give them exclusive rights.
 
Else its better to have the entire media cover this.
 
Either way the media would cover this and we could take a step forward towards justice.
 
Also you would have to open an account with your bank titled THE SCARLETT FUND and you should be the sole 
signatory to this account.
 
This should help breathing life into offers for donations  made by Sky and Sam,  if they are acceptable to you. As well 
as meeting future expenses for steps in this direction.
 
What news about your contract with Channel 4 ?
 
Luv
 
Vikram
 
 

 
On Tue, Apr 8, 2008 at 3:47 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram 
    marcus suggested we ask sam, nicklas boss for a donation to scarletts fund and sky , for exclusive access to the 
funeral as both of these will sell footage and pictures and make a lot of money. i havent received money from sky yet 
but they havent included the funeral for what they aggreed to pay. what do you think. fi
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        Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:31:30 -0700
        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: Goa

        Hi Fiona,

        The key question before the british media

        Is the visible conduct of the Goa Government  the conduct of a civilised Govt.

        Do they really want British Tourists or do they just want British Money.

        On the one hand they say Goa is Safe

        On the other hand they publicly declare that, everybody knows Anjuna is not safe and families should not go to 
the beach belt area because when crime happens there the Govt cannot be held responsible.

        When crime happens
        They refuse to acknowledge it.
        When they do, they blame the victim for the crime
        Once  they register the case, they manipulate things to an extent where the criminals go scott free

        All this when the Chief Minister is personally monitering the case on a day to day basis.

        So the British Government must caution in a travel advisory about these facts and declare
        Goa to be unsafe untill a committee appointed by them scrutinises the cases  
         in Goa and once satisfied , declares Goa to be safe.

        This is the only action which would prompt the Goa Govt into corrective measures.

        This stand would be critical for the British Media.

        For the Indian Media, We need to request them to study the position on the Ground and see the facts for 
themselves.

        Your stand would help prevent future crimes here.

        Nice to hear that you are starting a collection to assist in this cause.

        There are millions here who are involved with Scarlets Case and would like to ssee Justice.

        Love to you and the children.

        Vikram

        P.S What news about the forensic tests ?
               What is the plan for Scarlets Burial ?
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        On 4/7/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

            hi vikram
             im talking to the press accosiation tomorrow and the telegraph on wednesday and british tv on tuesday 
morning, they have a huge amount of viewers. other than that digging and moving gravell.
             speak soon
            fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

                Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 10:03:52 +0530
                From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
                To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
                Subject: Re: Goa

                Fiona,

                A lot of evidence it seems has been destroyed or tampered with.

                But we would have to get around that.

                What is your plan for the next few days ?

                Love

                Vikram

            Windows Live Messenger : Get connected, share yourself, make a difference the way you chat. Check it out!

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res  0832 325 6688
        Off    0832 325 3088 

    Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!
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-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Rocket Piano Newsletter April 09, 2008
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 13:58:53 -0400
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192f30ec4b88d8c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs385164tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 10:59:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.196.1 with SMTP id t1mr7904815waf.80.1207677546364; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 10:59:06 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
Received: from a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com (a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.COM [209.2.34.147]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 9si14892148ywf.2.2008.04.08.10.59.04; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 10:59:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com 
designates 209.2.34.147 as permitted sender) client-ip=209.2.34.147;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-614883-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com designates 209.2.34.147 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-
614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
Received: from gr-perl1-0-110.v.l ([192.168.0.110]) by a.mail.confirmed-optin.getresponse.com with QMQP; 08 Apr 
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Hi Vikram,

Welcome to this weeks Piano Newsletter.  In this edition we'll talk
about finding a manager, and we look at the life of Oscar Peterson.
Let's get started!
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FINDING A MANAGER

Finding a manager is one of the most important steps to becoming a
professional musician.  Finding a manager can be quite a difficult
task but it is my belief that you can only go so far without one. 
There are a few things you need to know about anyone who wants to
be your manager. 
1)      What kind of artists they usually represent.
2)      How much they expect to be paid (and how they want to be paid).
3)      What they do for their clients.
4)      What they will do for you specifically.
If you are planning to seek out a manager you should ask permission
before you send a potential manager anything, you don't want to be
wasting their time or your press kits.  If you are serious about
finding someone good you could get in touch with some record labels
and find out who they use.  If the manager's numbers they give you
aren't any good for you they may be able to point you in the right
direction. 

When it comes to paying a manager between 10 and 20 percent seems
like a common spread.  Never pay a manager up front.  There are
many good and reputable managers who don't require any money up
front to work for you.  Also if you pay a manager upfront they have
no incentive to find work for you.  A percentage of your net is the
most common and best way to pay your manager. 

Managers should only take a percentage from the work they actually
get for you.  If you take a manager on and you already have some
gigs lined up then there is no reason you should give your manager
a percentage of those concerts.  

As with most business agreements you will need to sign a contract. 
At this point you should get a lawyer involved.  Many people feel
it is important to get a specialist in for this role.  While this
would be ideal and there are specialists who work in the
entertainment industry; any lawyer versed in contract law should be
adequate. 

You should never sign an exclusive contract unless you absolutely
have to.  This can potentially limit you in the future if your
manager stops helping you and you need to move on from him/her. 

Finding a manager is an important step in your musical career.  You
should try and get a manager as soon as you can to begin promoting
you.  Building a career in the music industry takes time and a lot
of work, so it is best to start as soon as possible. 

OSCAR PETERSON  - Wikipedia.

Born Oscar Emmanuel Peterson, CC , CQ , O.Ont., D.Mus. Oscar is a
Canadian jazz pianist and composer. He was born on August 15, 1925
in Montreal, Quebec.
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He began learning trumpet and piano from his father at the age of
five, but by the age of seven, after a bout of tuberculosis, he
concentrated on the piano.  Some of the artists who influenced
Oscar during the early years were Teddy Wilson, Nat "King" Cole,
James P. Johnson and the legendary Art Tatum, to whom many have
tried to compare Oscar in later years.  In fact, one of Oscar's
first exposures to the musical talents of Art Tatum came early in
his teen years when his father played an Art Tatum record to him
and Oscar was so intimidated by what he heard that he didn't touch
the piano for over a month.

He soon developed a reputation as a technically brilliant and
melodically inventive jazz pianist, and became a regular on
Canadian radio.  His United States introduction was at Carnegie
Hall, New York City in 1949 by Norman Granz; owing to union
restrictions his appearance could not be billed.

Some of his musical associates have included Ray Brown, Ben
Webster, Herb Ellis, Ed Thigpen, Niels-Henning Ã˜rsted Pedersen,
Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, Clark Terry, Joe Pass, and Stan
Getz.  An important step in his career was joining impresario
Norman Granz's labels (especially Verve records) and Granz's Jazz
at the Philharmonic package, with which he was able to play with
the major jazz artists of the time.  Granz was also his manager for
most of Peterson's career.  Some cognoscenti assert though that
Peterson's best recordings were made for the MPS label in the late
'sixties and early 'seventies.  For some years subsequently he
recorded for Granz's Pablo Records after the label was founded in
1973 and in more recent years for the Telarc label.

In 1993, Oscar suffered a serious stroke that weakened his left
side and sidelined him for two years.  However he has overcome this
setback and is today still touring, recording and composing on a
limited basis.  In 1997 he received a Grammy for Lifetime
Achievement and an International Jazz Hall of Fame Award, proof
that Oscar Peterson is still regarded as one of the greatest jazz
musicians ever to play.

His work has earned him seven Grammy awards over the years and he
was elected to the Canadian Music Hall of Fame in 1978.  He also
belongs to the Juno Awards Hall of Fame and the Canadian Jazz and
Blues Hall of Fame.

He was made an Officer of the Order of Canada in 1972, and promoted
to Companion, its highest rank, in 1984.  He is also a member of
the Order of Ontario, a Chevalier of the National Order of Quebec,
and an officer of the French Ordre des Arts et des Lettres.
He has received the Roy Thomson Award (1987), a Toronto Arts Award
for lifetime achievement (1991), the Governor General's Performing
Arts Award (1992), the Glenn Gould Prize (1993), the award of the
International Society for Performing Artists (1995), the Loyola
Medal of Concordia University (1997), the Praemium Imperiale World
Art Award (1999), the UNESCO Music Prize (2000), and the Toronto
Musicians' Association Musician of the Year award (2001).
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>From 1991 to 1994 he was chancellor of York University in Toronto.
In 2004 the City of Toronto named the courtyard of the
Toronto-Dominion Centre Oscar Peterson Square.

Peterson's niece, Sylvia Sweeney, is a Canadian journalist and
documentary film producer.  Her 1992 film In the Key of Oscar is
about Peterson.

On August 15, 2005 Peterson celebrated his 80th anniversary at the
HMV flagship store in Toronto.  A crowd of about 200 gathered to
celebrate with him there.  Diana Krall sang happy birthday to him
and also performed a vocal version of one of Peterson's songs "When
Summer Comes", the lyrics for this version were written by Elvis
Costello,  Krall's husband.  Canada Post unveiled a commemorative
postage stamp in his honour.  This marked the first time that a
Canadian postage stamp was created celebrating an individual who
was still alive other than Queen Elizabeth II.  The event was
covered by a live radio broadcast by Toronto jazz station, Jazz.FM.

Recommended listening: 
Night Train
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=oscar1

Also:
Jazz in Paris
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=oscar2

DVD:
Norman Granz Jazz In Montreux Presents Oscar Peterson Trio '77
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=oscar3

Recommended reading:
Oscar Peterson Note for Note
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=oscar4

CLOSING COMMENTS

Next week we talk about something a bit unusual: sounds can heal, 
and we'll take a look at the life of Billy Joel.

Until next week, all the best,

Ruth Searle

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ruth Searle is a pianist with years of experience behind her. 
Piano is her passion, and she is also the drive and inspiration
behind Rocket Piano - the Ultimate Piano Learning Kit.  If you want
to take your piano playing skills to a new level, you need the
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Rocket Piano Kit.  You get step by step instructions complete with
audio and video lessons, and you can instant access by clicking
through to the secure server now at http://www.rocketpiano.com.

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r?p=1exL/0z/v8Q-a93wL
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Hi Vikram,

Welcome to this weeks Piano Newsletter.  In this edition we'll talk
about finding a manager, and we look at the life of Oscar Peterson.
Let's get started!
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FINDING A MANAGER

Finding a manager is one of the most important steps to becoming a
professional musician.  Finding a manager can be quite a difficult
task but it is my belief that you can only go so far without one. 
There are a few things you need to know about anyone who wants to
be your manager. 
1)      What kind of artists they usually represent.
2)      How much they expect to be paid (and how they want to be paid).
3)      What they do for their clients.
4)      What they will do for you specifically.
If you are planning to seek out a manager you should ask permission
before you send a potential manager anything, you don't want to be
wasting their time or your press kits.  If you are serious about
finding someone good you could get in touch with some record labels
and find out who they use.  If the manager's numbers they give you
aren't any good for you they may be able to point you in the right
direction. 

When it comes to paying a manager between 10 and 20 percent seems
like a common spread.  Never pay a manager up front.  There are
many good and reputable managers who don't require any money up
front to work for you.  Also if you pay a manager upfront they have
no incentive to find work for you.  A percentage of your net is the
most common and best way to pay your manager. 

Managers should only take a percentage from the work they actually
get for you.  If you take a manager on and you already have some
gigs lined up then there is no reason you should give your manager
a percentage of those concerts.  

As with most business agreements you will need to sign a contract. 
At this point you should get a lawyer involved.  Many people feel
it is important to get a specialist in for this role.  While this
would be ideal and there are specialists who work in the
entertainment industry; any lawyer versed in contract law should be
adequate. 

You should never sign an exclusive contract unless you absolutely
have to.  This can potentially limit you in the future if your
manager stops helping you and you need to move on from him/her. 

Finding a manager is an important step in your musical career.  You
should try and get a manager as soon as you can to begin promoting
you.  Building a career in the music industry takes time and a lot
of work, so it is best to start as soon as possible. 

OSCAR PETERSON  - Wikipedia.

Born Oscar Emmanuel Peterson, CC , CQ , O.Ont., D.Mus. Oscar is a
Canadian jazz pianist and composer. He was born on August 15, 1925
in Montreal, Quebec.
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He began learning trumpet and piano from his father at the age of
five, but by the age of seven, after a bout of tuberculosis, he
concentrated on the piano.  Some of the artists who influenced
Oscar during the early years were Teddy Wilson, Nat "King" Cole,
James P. Johnson and the legendary Art Tatum, to whom many have
tried to compare Oscar in later years.  In fact, one of Oscar's
first exposures to the musical talents of Art Tatum came early in
his teen years when his father played an Art Tatum record to him
and Oscar was so intimidated by what he heard that he didn't touch
the piano for over a month.

He soon developed a reputation as a technically brilliant and
melodically inventive jazz pianist, and became a regular on
Canadian radio.  His United States introduction was at Carnegie
Hall, New York City in 1949 by Norman Granz; owing to union
restrictions his appearance could not be billed.

Some of his musical associates have included Ray Brown, Ben
Webster, Herb Ellis, Ed Thigpen, Niels-Henning Ã˜rsted Pedersen,
Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, Clark Terry, Joe Pass, and Stan
Getz.  An important step in his career was joining impresario
Norman Granz's labels (especially Verve records) and Granz's Jazz
at the Philharmonic package, with which he was able to play with
the major jazz artists of the time.  Granz was also his manager for
most of Peterson's career.  Some cognoscenti assert though that
Peterson's best recordings were made for the MPS label in the late
'sixties and early 'seventies.  For some years subsequently he
recorded for Granz's Pablo Records after the label was founded in
1973 and in more recent years for the Telarc label.

In 1993, Oscar suffered a serious stroke that weakened his left
side and sidelined him for two years.  However he has overcome this
setback and is today still touring, recording and composing on a
limited basis.  In 1997 he received a Grammy for Lifetime
Achievement and an International Jazz Hall of Fame Award, proof
that Oscar Peterson is still regarded as one of the greatest jazz
musicians ever to play.

His work has earned him seven Grammy awards over the years and he
was elected to the Canadian Music Hall of Fame in 1978.  He also
belongs to the Juno Awards Hall of Fame and the Canadian Jazz and
Blues Hall of Fame.

He was made an Officer of the Order of Canada in 1972, and promoted
to Companion, its highest rank, in 1984.  He is also a member of
the Order of Ontario, a Chevalier of the National Order of Quebec,
and an officer of the French Ordre des Arts et des Lettres.
He has received the Roy Thomson Award (1987), a Toronto Arts Award
for lifetime achievement (1991), the Governor General's Performing
Arts Award (1992), the Glenn Gould Prize (1993), the award of the
International Society for Performing Artists (1995), the Loyola
Medal of Concordia University (1997), the Praemium Imperiale World
Art Award (1999), the UNESCO Music Prize (2000), and the Toronto
Musicians' Association Musician of the Year award (2001).
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>From 1991 to 1994 he was chancellor of York University in Toronto.
In 2004 the City of Toronto named the courtyard of the
Toronto-Dominion Centre Oscar Peterson Square.

Peterson's niece, Sylvia Sweeney, is a Canadian journalist and
documentary film producer.  Her 1992 film In the Key of Oscar is
about Peterson.

On August 15, 2005 Peterson celebrated his 80th anniversary at the
HMV flagship store in Toronto.  A crowd of about 200 gathered to
celebrate with him there.  Diana Krall sang happy birthday to him
and also performed a vocal version of one of Peterson's songs "When
Summer Comes", the lyrics for this version were written by Elvis
Costello,  Krall's husband.  Canada Post unveiled a commemorative
postage stamp in his honour.  This marked the first time that a
Canadian postage stamp was created celebrating an individual who
was still alive other than Queen Elizabeth II.  The event was
covered by a live radio broadcast by Toronto jazz station, Jazz.FM.

Recommended listening: 
Night Train
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=oscar1

Also:
Jazz in Paris
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=oscar2

DVD:
Norman Granz Jazz In Montreux Presents Oscar Peterson Trio '77
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=oscar3

Recommended reading:
Oscar Peterson Note for Note
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=oscar4

CLOSING COMMENTS

Next week we talk about something a bit unusual: sounds can heal, 
and we'll take a look at the life of Billy Joel.

Until next week, all the best,

Ruth Searle

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ruth Searle is a pianist with years of experience behind her. 
Piano is her passion, and she is also the drive and inspiration
behind Rocket Piano - the Ultimate Piano Learning Kit.  If you want
to take your piano playing skills to a new level, you need the
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Rocket Piano Kit.  You get step by step instructions complete with
audio and video lessons, and you can instant access by clicking
through to the secure server now at http://www.rocketpiano.com.

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r?p=1exL/0z/v8Q-a93wL
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Hi Vikram,
I tried calling you this evening but perhaps your mobile doesn't work in delhi?
Please can you send the documents re the second Russian death to me tomorrow?
Many thanks!
Barney

On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 7:19 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

    Thanks Vikram,
    It sounds like it could be a big story. I'd appreciate it if we could run the exclusive nationwide, tomorrow for 
Sunday.
    Speak to you tomo.
    Barney

     
    On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Barney,

        This is a brief summary:

        Name Evgeny Kuzmin

        Russian National

        Died on December 9 , 2007

        Died in Mandrem, North Goa
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        Under Police Station Pernem

        Case No  U.D   47/2007

        Age

        Russian Police officer working against Anti Narcotics

        On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 6:34 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

            Thanks Vikram,
            Please send me the summary for Kuzmin as soon as you can.
            All the best,
            Barney

             
            On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

                -- 
                Vikram Varma
                A S/4
                Parasio De Goa
                Porvorim
                Bardez
                Goa

                Mob 93 255 366 99
                Res 0832 325 6688
                Off 0832 325 3088

             

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa
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        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088 
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<f4302a0a0804040629q49b12a7cidbce7190468f30c5@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804040649s264907e4xd25bb410328852d5@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804071326u7786d010sd72200bf0e138fd4@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Barney,

Will send them today.

My delhi mobile number is 09350901976.  You could try me on that too.

Vikram

On 4/7/08, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,
    I tried calling you this evening but perhaps your mobile doesn't work in delhi?
    Please can you send the documents re the second Russian death to me tomorrow?
    Many thanks!
    Barney

    On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 7:19 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

        Thanks Vikram,
        It sounds like it could be a big story. I'd appreciate it if we could run the exclusive nationwide, tomorrow for 
Sunday.
        Speak to you tomo.
        Barney

         
        On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
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            Hi Barney,

            This is a brief summary:

            Name Evgeny Kuzmin

            Russian National

            Died on December 9 , 2007

            Died in Mandrem, North Goa

            Under Police Station Pernem

            Case No  U.D   47/2007

            Age

            Russian Police officer working against Anti Narcotics

            On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 6:34 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

                Thanks Vikram,
                Please send me the summary for Kuzmin as soon as you can.
                All the best,
                Barney

                 
                On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

                    -- 
                    Vikram Varma
                    A S/4
                    Parasio De Goa
                    Porvorim
                    Bardez
                    Goa

                    Mob 93 255 366 99
                    Res 0832 325 6688
                    Off 0832 325 3088
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            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res 0832 325 6688
            Off 0832 325 3088 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: Russian Photo
From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 01:56:12 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192a9141499a1f8
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs229202tia; Mon, 7 Apr 2008 13:26:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.33.4 with SMTP id g4mr11108701ang.111.1207599972383; Mon, 07 Apr 2008 13:26:12 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.128.12 with HTTP; Mon, 7 Apr 2008 13:26:12 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804071326u7786d010sd72200bf0e138fd4@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804040649s264907e4xd25bb410328852d5@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_13664_7849662.1207599972364"
References: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804040604u3133c0a4o55768257b6963d97@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804040629q49b12a7cidbce7190468f30c5@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804040649s264907e4xd25bb410328852d5@mail.gmail.com>

Hi Vikram,
I tried calling you this evening but perhaps your mobile doesn't work in delhi?
Please can you send the documents re the second Russian death to me tomorrow?
Many thanks!
Barney

On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 7:19 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

    Thanks Vikram,
    It sounds like it could be a big story. I'd appreciate it if we could run the exclusive nationwide, tomorrow for 
Sunday.
    Speak to you tomo.
    Barney

     
    On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Barney,

        This is a brief summary:

        Name Evgeny Kuzmin

        Russian National

        Died on December 9 , 2007

        Died in Mandrem, North Goa
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        Under Police Station Pernem

        Case No  U.D   47/2007

        Age

        Russian Police officer working against Anti Narcotics

        On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 6:34 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

            Thanks Vikram,
            Please send me the summary for Kuzmin as soon as you can.
            All the best,
            Barney

             
            On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

                -- 
                Vikram Varma
                A S/4
                Parasio De Goa
                Porvorim
                Bardez
                Goa

                Mob 93 255 366 99
                Res 0832 325 6688
                Off 0832 325 3088

             

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa
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        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: Russian Photo
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:34:37 -0700
To: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192c506901ca4d3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 7 Apr 2008 21:34:37 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804072134o69cf6b93l6fccd73f7e4fe75e@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804071326u7786d010sd72200bf0e138fd4@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_14175_10284134.1207629277563"
References: <f4302a0a0804040601m1b659bc0nc810fd39992e8c8@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804040604u3133c0a4o55768257b6963d97@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804040629q49b12a7cidbce7190468f30c5@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804040649s264907e4xd25bb410328852d5@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804071326u7786d010sd72200bf0e138fd4@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Barney,

Will send them today.

My delhi mobile number is 09350901976.  You could try me on that too.

Vikram

On 4/7/08, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,
    I tried calling you this evening but perhaps your mobile doesn't work in delhi?
    Please can you send the documents re the second Russian death to me tomorrow?
    Many thanks!
    Barney

    On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 7:19 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

        Thanks Vikram,
        It sounds like it could be a big story. I'd appreciate it if we could run the exclusive nationwide, tomorrow for 
Sunday.
        Speak to you tomo.
        Barney

         
        On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
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            Hi Barney,

            This is a brief summary:

            Name Evgeny Kuzmin

            Russian National

            Died on December 9 , 2007

            Died in Mandrem, North Goa

            Under Police Station Pernem

            Case No  U.D   47/2007

            Age

            Russian Police officer working against Anti Narcotics

            On Fri, Apr 4, 2008 at 6:34 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

                Thanks Vikram,
                Please send me the summary for Kuzmin as soon as you can.
                All the best,
                Barney

                 
                On 4/4/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

                    -- 
                    Vikram Varma
                    A S/4
                    Parasio De Goa
                    Porvorim
                    Bardez
                    Goa

                    Mob 93 255 366 99
                    Res 0832 325 6688
                    Off 0832 325 3088
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            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res 0832 325 6688
            Off 0832 325 3088 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: voluble: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192e231f7e93c1f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs339971tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 06:04:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.133.15 with SMTP id g15mr1682293wfd.271.1207659863670; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 06:04:23 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12442273-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
9si20835945wfc.16.2008.04.08.06.04.23; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 06:04:23 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12442273-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12442273-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12442273-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.543
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.543 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.045, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207638001141490"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12442273-2008.04.08-00.01.01--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12442273-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080408065719.91272884911@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12442273-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Tuesday, April 8, 2008

voluble \VOL-yuh-buhl\, adjective:

1. Characterized by a ready flow of speech.
2. Easily rolling or turning; rotating.
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3. (Botany) Having the power or habit of turning or twining.

    Rostow was voluble, exuberant and full of good and sometimes foolish ideas.
    -- Kai Bird, The Color of Truth

    Two glasses of wine made him voluble and three made him bellicose, sentimental and sometimes slurred.
    -- "How Nixon turned into Tricky Dicky", Daily Telegraph, March 9, 1999

    He listened patiently and with quiet amusement to my enthusiasm. Indeed, this turned out to be our pattern: I, more 
ignorant but more voluble, would babble on, while he would offer an occasional objection or refinement.
    -- Phillip Lopate, Totally, Tenderly, Tragically

    Her tongue, so voluble and kind,
    It always runs before her mind.
    -- Matthew Prior, "Truth and Falsehood"

Voluble derives from Latin volubilis, "revolving, rolling, fluent," from volvere, "to roll."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for voluble

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12442273-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: voluble: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1192e231f7e93c1f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs339971tia; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 06:04:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.133.15 with SMTP id g15mr1682293wfd.271.1207659863670; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 06:04:23 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12442273-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
9si20835945wfc.16.2008.04.08.06.04.23; Tue, 08 Apr 2008 06:04:23 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12442273-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12442273-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12442273-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.543
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.543 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.045, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207638001141490"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12442273-2008.04.08-00.01.01--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12442273-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080408065719.91272884911@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12442273-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Tuesday, April 8, 2008

voluble \VOL-yuh-buhl\, adjective:

1. Characterized by a ready flow of speech.
2. Easily rolling or turning; rotating.
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3. (Botany) Having the power or habit of turning or twining.

    Rostow was voluble, exuberant and full of good and sometimes foolish ideas.
    -- Kai Bird, The Color of Truth

    Two glasses of wine made him voluble and three made him bellicose, sentimental and sometimes slurred.
    -- "How Nixon turned into Tricky Dicky", Daily Telegraph, March 9, 1999

    He listened patiently and with quiet amusement to my enthusiasm. Indeed, this turned out to be our pattern: I, more 
ignorant but more voluble, would babble on, while he would offer an occasional objection or refinement.
    -- Phillip Lopate, Totally, Tenderly, Tragically

    Her tongue, so voluble and kind,
    It always runs before her mind.
    -- Matthew Prior, "Truth and Falsehood"

Voluble derives from Latin volubilis, "revolving, rolling, fluent," from volvere, "to roll."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for voluble

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
Learn more
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Subject: afflatus: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Wed, 9 Apr 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119334e1dc71113b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs510354tia; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 06:09:29 -0700 (PDT)
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Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12447056-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12447056-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12447056-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
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List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
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Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

orijinz the new word and phrase card game is getting rave reviews!
"We haven't put this game down since Christmas." "We love orijinz"
"Great, great, GREAT word game!" "infectious" "So much Fun"
"Best game for thinking adults in a long time." "We had a blast"
Join the fun! A great Mother's day gift too! Only $14.95.
Special limited time offer: Free shipping for orders of 2 games or more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Wednesday, April 9, 2008

afflatus \uh-FLAY-tuhs\, noun:

A divine imparting of knowledge; inspiration.

    Whatever happened to passion and vision and the divine afflatus in poetry?
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    -- Clive Hicks, "From 'Green Man' (Ronsdale)", Toronto Star, November 21, 1999

    Aristophanes must have eclipsed them . . . by the exhibition of some diviner faculty, some higher spiritual afflatus.
    -- John Addington Symonds, Studies of the Greek Poets

    The miraculous spring that nourished Homer's afflatus seems out of reach of today's writers, whose desperate 
yearning for inspiration only indicates the coming of an age of "exhaustion.
    -- Benzi Zhang, "Paradox of origin(ality)", Studies in Short Fiction, March 22, 1995

Afflatus is from Latin afflatus, past participle of afflare, "to blow at or breathe on," from ad-, "at" + flare, "to puff, to 
blow." Other words with the same root include deflate (de-, "out of" + flare); inflate (in-, "into" + flare); soufflÃ©, the 
"puffed up" dish (from French souffler, "to puff," from Latin sufflare, "to blow from below," hence "to blow up, to puff 
up," from sub-, "below" + flare); and flatulent.

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for afflatus

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

orijinz the new word and phrase card game is getting rave reviews!
"We haven't put this game down since Christmas." "We love orijinz"
"Great, great, GREAT word game!" "infectious" "So much Fun"
"Best game for thinking adults in a long time." "We had a blast"
Join the fun! A great Mother's day gift too! Only $14.95.
Special limited time offer: Free shipping for orders of 2 games or more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12447056-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Fwd: (Ð‘ÐµÐ· Ñ‚ÐµÐ¼Ñ‹)
From: Daria Moussalatova <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Date: Wed, 09 Apr 2008 14:31:03 +0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11932bd2a580b699
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs487607tia; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 03:31:10 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.86.3.4 with SMTP id 4mr105875fgc.69.1207737068565; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 03:31:08 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Received: from webmail48.yandex.ru (webmail48.yandex.ru [77.88.32.221]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
4si2003fgg.4.2008.04.09.03.31.06; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 03:31:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 77.88.32.221 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=77.88.32.221;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 
77.88.32.221 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru
Received: from YAMAIL (webmail48) by mail.yandex.ru id S12877882AbYDIKbF for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; 
Wed, 9 Apr 2008 14:31:05 +0400
X-Yandex-Spam: 0
Received: from [221.134.43.237] ([221.134.43.237]) by mail.yandex.ru with HTTP; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 14:31:03 
+0400
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <2794711207737063@webmail48.yandex.ru>
X-Mailer: Yamail [ http://yandex.ru ] 5.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----==--bound.279472.webmail48.yandex.ru"

Hello Vikram! I translated the file that Oksana sent me.This letter is an official letter to Russian ministry.

 

-------- ÐŸÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ðµ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ --------

03.04.08, 16:25, "Daria  Moussalatova" <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>:

--

Ñ ÑƒÐ²Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÐµÐ¼,Ð”Ð°Ñ€ÑŒÑ

-------- Ð—Ð°Ð²ÐµÑ€ÑˆÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ Ð¿ÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ð³Ð¾ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ñ --------

--
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Ñ ÑƒÐ²Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÐµÐ¼,Ð”Ð°Ñ€ÑŒÑ

Me and my civil husband A
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Subject: RE: inquest in UK
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, 9 Apr 2008 15:46:03 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11932b0967a16e82
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs485149tia; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 03:17:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.5.13 with SMTP id 13mr14095369ane.15.1207736243764; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 03:17:23 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s38.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s38.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.174]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id d21si23068183and.30.2008.04.09.03.17.22; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 03:17:23 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.174 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.174;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.174 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W39 ([65.54.162.139]) by bay0-omc2-s38.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 9 Apr 2008 03:16:03 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W39CAF6D2358D0689306DAFD3ED0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_6a3308bb-99dc-470b-a0fe-e100c69cbce2_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.148.158.88]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 09 Apr 2008 10:16:03.0362 (UTC) FILETIME=[B73D7020:01C89A2A]

hi ,,i will get the coroners number to you and give your no to her . fi   xx

    Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: inquest in UK

    Hi Fiona
     
    Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does not have 
the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about the facts 
of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
     
    Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he has.
     
    A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to assist 
the coroner in his report.
     
    Do treat this as urgent.
     
     
    Love & Rgds
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    Vikram
     

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088

Exclusive Marriage Proposals! Find UR life partner at Shaadi.com Try it!
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Wed, 09 Apr 2008 10:34:07 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119339bd59bcd288
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs521059tia; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 07:34:22 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.56.1 with SMTP id e1mr241131waa.52.1207751660938; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 07:34:20 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>
Received: from titan.dnsprotect.com (titan.dnsprotect.com [207.210.103.242]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
7si434914ywo.1.2008.04.09.07.34.20; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 07:34:20 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 
207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.210.103.242;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1JjbNH-0008H2-Av; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 10:34:07 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.24.198
Message-ID: <E1JjbNH-0008H2-Av@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

CALANGUTE RENTALS
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3633
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: Oksanas letter
From: Daria Moussalatova <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Date: Wed, 09 Apr 2008 14:30:15 +0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11932bc832287abd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs487501tia; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 03:30:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.86.84.5 with SMTP id h5mr163646fgb.27.1207737025550; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 03:30:25 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Received: from webmail49.yandex.ru (webmail49.yandex.ru [77.88.32.222]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
p38si19142481fke.13.2008.04.09.03.30.24; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 03:30:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 77.88.32.222 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=77.88.32.222;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 
77.88.32.222 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru
Received: from YAMAIL (webmail49) by mail.yandex.ru id S3442153AbYDIKaP for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; 
Wed, 9 Apr 2008 14:30:15 +0400
X-Yandex-Spam: 0
Received: from [221.134.43.237] ([221.134.43.237]) by mail.yandex.ru with HTTP; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 14:30:14 
+0400
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <2799991207737015@webmail49.yandex.ru>
X-Mailer: Yamail [ http://yandex.ru ] 5.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----==--bound.280000.webmail49.yandex.ru"

Hello Vikram! I translated the file that Oksana sent me.This letter is an official letter to Russian ministry.

 

-------- ÐŸÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ðµ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ --------

03.04.08, 16:25, "Daria  Moussalatova" <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>:

--

Ñ ÑƒÐ²Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÐµÐ¼,Ð”Ð°Ñ€ÑŒÑ

-------- Ð—Ð°Ð²ÐµÑ€ÑˆÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ Ð¿ÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ð³Ð¾ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ñ --------

--
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Ñ ÑƒÐ²Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÐµÐ¼,Ð”Ð°Ñ€ÑŒÑ

53549.jpg
        

Me and my civil husband A
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Subject: Oksanas letter
From: Daria Moussalatova <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Date: Wed, 09 Apr 2008 14:30:57 +0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11932bd2b9042cc9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs487603tia; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 03:31:10 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.86.26.11 with SMTP id 11mr178846fgz.17.1207737068239; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 03:31:08 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Received: from webmail54.yandex.ru (webmail54.yandex.ru [77.88.32.228]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
28si812fkx.11.2008.04.09.03.31.06; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 03:31:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 77.88.32.228 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=77.88.32.228;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 
77.88.32.228 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru
Received: from YAMAIL (webmail54) by mail.yandex.ru id S6522420AbYDIKbG for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; 
Wed, 9 Apr 2008 14:31:06 +0400
X-Yandex-Spam: 0
Received: from [221.134.43.237] ([221.134.43.237]) by mail.yandex.ru with HTTP; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 14:30:57 
+0400
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <2774821207737057@webmail54.yandex.ru>
X-Mailer: Yamail [ http://yandex.ru ] 5.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----==--bound.277483.webmail54.yandex.ru"

Hello Vikram! I translated the file that Oksana sent me.This letter is an official letter to Russian ministry.

 

Me and my civil husband A
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Subject: Plan your summer vacations today!
From: "MakeMyTrip" <meghna@makemytrip.com>
Date: Wed, 9 Apr 2008 05:52:10 -0400
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11932a554e7c9202
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs483299tia; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 03:05:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.225.14 with SMTP id x14mr45547ybg.153.1207735506382; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 03:05:06 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-277263-1554-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com>
Received: from xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com (mail.xsuite.mmtprecision.com [72.32.144.170]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 6si16859679ywi.7.2008.04.09.03.05.04; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 03:05:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 72.32.144.170 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of bounce-277263-
1554-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com) client-ip=72.32.144.170;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 72.32.144.170 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of bounce-277263-1554-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com) smtp.mail=bounce-277263-1554-
0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com
Message-ID: <47fc94d2.0609c00a.43c3.fffff3efSMTPIN_ADDED@mx.google.com>
Received: from makemytrip.com [72.32.144.170] by xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com
Reply-To: "MakeMyTrip" <meghna@makemytrip.com>
Contact-ID: 277263
Sf-Version: 3_5
Return-Path: bounce-277263-1554-0@xsuite.mmtprecision.makemytrip.com
Dsn: %2E7OVJ1J%5D3I%27%3AKHT34N%3F%3C%20%0A
Email-ID: 1554
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_NextPart_000_1207720331_CFX_iMSMail_3714566875"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

To ensure that you receive our offers and updates, add meghna@makemytrip.com to your
Address Book or Safe List.
Trip Xpert
April, 2008
        MakeMyTrip.com
 
SINGAPORE & MALAYSIAN HOLIDAYS STARTING at Rs. 40,500/-*        

With summer vacations around the corner, it's time to start planning! Choose from our exclusive range of international 
holiday packages to travel across the world or avail the best airfare deals to domestic as well as international 
destinations.

To gain further on all this, earn i-mint points on every transaction! Happy Holidays!
 
Airfare Deals
Domestic Airfares
Delhi - Hyderabad       Rs. 475
Delhi - Kolkata         Rs. 490
Delhi - Mumbai  Rs. 500
Delhi - Chennai         Rs. 1,299
Delhi - Bangalore       Rs. 1,399
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International Supersaver
Delhi - Bangkok         Rs. 8,650*
Delhi - Singapore       Rs. 10,850*
Delhi - Dubai   Rs. 12,250*
Delhi - London  Rs. 17,650*
Delhi - New York        Rs. 30,850*
*Return airfare
- Exclusive of taxes - Flights and Prices are subject to availability
 
New International Hotels        Where are you headed this Summer? Vacations starting Rs.15,999  Earn reward points 
on every booking! Register now
 
Please do not directly reply to this mailer. If you do not wish to receive any further promotional
e-mails from MakeMyTrip.com, click here
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Subject: The documents
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 9 Apr 2008 08:24:21 +0530
To: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119311af8ef49fcd
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 8 Apr 2008 19:54:21 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804081954hb31846g67fa4a3bac587d50@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_22664_32513223.1207709661627"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Barney,
 
I have this information to start with.  I understand that he was a liutnant with the Moscow police and into anti 
narcotics.
 
The cause of death has been reserved untill they provide the viscera report.
 
 
More later
 
Cheers
 
Vikram
-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
PAGE 1.pdf
        

PAGE 2.pdf
        

PAGE 3.pdf
        

PAGE 4.pdf
        

PAGE 5.pdf
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Subject: Your HDFC Bank Card Statement by Email.
From: "stmt.support@hdfcbank.com" <stmt.support@hdfcbank.com>
Date: Wed, 9 Apr 2008 19:51:04 +0530 (IST)
To: "VARMA.VIKRAM@GMAIL.COM" <VARMA.VIKRAM@GMAIL.COM>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119338fb4962ac2c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs519313tia; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 07:21:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.47.6 with SMTP id u6mr42731wfu.296.1207750866320; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 07:21:06 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <stmt.support@hdfcbank.com>
Received: from dl360.air2web.co.in ([210.210.1.31]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
24si423906wfc.18.2008.04.09.07.21.05; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 07:21:06 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: softfail (google.com: domain of transitioning stmt.support@hdfcbank.com does not designate 
210.210.1.31 as permitted sender) client-ip=210.210.1.31;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=softfail (google.com: domain of transitioning 
stmt.support@hdfcbank.com does not designate 210.210.1.31 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=stmt.support@hdfcbank.com
Received: from APP-SRVR (appwl.air2web.co.in [192.168.0.2]) by dl360.air2web.co.in (8.12.11/8.12.11) with 
ESMTP id m39ERCZk031167 for <VARMA.VIKRAM@GMAIL.COM>; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 19:57:12 +0530
Message-ID: <17221503.1207750864091.JavaMail.root@192.168.0.30>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=22861468.1207750864083.JavaMail.root.APP-SRVR

Dear HDFC Bank cardmember,

You are an esteemed member of the HDFC Bank Cards family and it is our constant endeavour to provide services 
which make usage of the HDFC Bank Credit Card more convenient to you.

As part of our efforts to keep you updated on the transactions on your card promptly, we would like to enroll you for e-
statements where by you will receive your monthly credit card statement by e-mail. This facility not only ensures you 
receive the statement on the date of generation itself, but also gives you the convenience of receiving it even when you 
are travelling.

The convenient e-statement facility comes to you absolutely free of cost. Paper statements will continue to be 
dispatched to you at your mailing address.

You will need Internet Explorer version 5.5 or above and Adobe Acrobat reader on your computer to access the e-
statement.

We are sure you will appreciate the benefits of receiving e-statements. However, if you do not wish to be enrolled for 
this facility, please reply to this mail with your card number and "Do not enroll" in the subject line.
If you would like to receive e-statements at a different mail ID, please reply with your card number and " New e-mail 
ID" in the subject line.

You will start receiving e-statements from May 2008 onwards depending on your statement date at this e-mail ID, or 
at the id which you specify to us.

Looking forward to your continued patronage of HDFC Bank Credit Cards,

Warm regards,
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HDFC Bank Card 
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Subject: BOI HI TECH SERVICE MAKES EVERYONE LIFE EASY
From: <mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 20:23:22 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11938c6ad0bb64fa
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs80292tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 07:39:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.114.15 with SMTP id m15mr463477wfc.235.1207838354579; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 07:39:14 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in>
Received: from dcexedge01.boicorp.net ([203.199.104.69]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
30si3014920wfg.5.2008.04.10.07.39.13; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 07:39:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.69 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) client-ip=203.199.104.69;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.69 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) smtp.mail=mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
Received: from dcexmbx03.boicorp.net (172.1.11.78) by bankofindia.com (172.1.11.101) with Microsoft SMTP Server 
(TLS) id 8.0.751.0; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 20:23:23 +0530
Received: from dcdwap01.bankofindia.com (172.1.14.71) by dcexmbx03.boicorp.net (172.1.11.78) with Microsoft 
SMTP Server id 8.0.744.0; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 20:23:22 +0530
Message-ID: <25070995.1207838640551.JavaMail.prodapps@dcdwap01.bankofindia.com>
Reply-To: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_19853_2465118.1207838640551"
X-JTOid: 10123:19853
Return-Path: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
X-TM-AS-Product-Ver: SMEX-8.0.0.1181-5.000.1023-15840.003
X-TM-AS-Result: No--5.331000-5.000000-31
X-TM-AS-User-Approved-Sender: No
X-TM-AS-User-Blocked-Sender: No
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Subject: Fwd: FW: YOUR LETTER
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 16:04:38 +0530
To: dakini.runningbear <dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11937e6baad8d7c6
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 03:34:38 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804100334v3ebf2257ufd63fb9b43098d8e@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <52713.10253.qm@web25502.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2407_13600548.1207823678283"
References: <52713.10253.qm@web25502.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: michael mannion <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Fri, Mar 28, 2008 at 11:16 AM
Subject: Fwd: FW: YOUR LETTER
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Note: forwarded message attached.

     __________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail.
More Ways to Keep in Touch. http://uk.docs.yahoo.com/nowyoucan.html

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Assistance Consular" <assistance@goaukconsular.org>
To: <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 2008 11:11:49 +0530
Subject: FW: YOUR LETTER

 

-----Original Message-----
From: Assistance Consular [mailto:assistance@goaukconsular.org]
Sent: 27 March 2008 17:06
To: masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
Subject: YOUR LETTER

 

Dear Mr. Mannion,

We can confirm that we have received a copy of your letter dated 25th March 2008 to the investigating officer at 
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Anjuna police station. This letter was immediately forwarded on to our offices in Mumbai and Delhi, as well as the 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office in London. We are sorry to hear that your father is unwell.

We subsequently spoke to the police on the matter who confirmed that they would like to question you further about 
the incident and are not planning to lift the look out circular until this has taken place.  The British Government is 
unable to interfere in the judicial processes of another country, as they are unable to interfere in our own.  We cannot 
be involved in the police investigation nor can we give legal advice.  This policy is laid out in Support for British 
Nationals: A Guide. I have attached a link for you below.

http://www.fco.gov.uk/Files/kfile/consularfullguide,2.pdf   

If you have concerns about the actions of the Indian police we strongly advise you to take this up with your lawyer.

Regards,

Shilpa

 

Shilpa Caldeira (Ms.)

Head of Consular Section - Goa

British Tourist Assistance Office

S 13-14, Dempo Tower, Patto Plaza

Panaji, Goa - 403 001 (India)

Tel: 91-832-2438734, 2438897

Fax: 91-832-6641297

website: www.ukinindia.com

Timings: Monday to Friday 09:00 to 13:00, 14:30 to 15:30

 

***********************************************************************************
Visit http://www.fco.gov.uk for British foreign policy news and travel advice; and http://www.i-uk.com - the essential 
guide to the UK.

Data Protection Act 1998

The Foreign and Commonwealth Office processes personal data as notified to the Information Commissioner
(http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk)for the purpose of working for the UK's interests in a safe,
just and prosperous world.  Such personal data may be shared with other UK Government Departments and
Public Authorities.

Please note that all messages sent and received by members of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office and its
missions overseas may be monitored centrally.  This is done to ensure the integrity of the system.

***********************************************************************************
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-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: inquest in UK
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 21:11:37 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11939004d2d87990
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs89707tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:42:11 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.88.3 with SMTP id q3mr846090rvl.46.1207842131081; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:42:11 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s4.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s4.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.140]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id b8si2492958rvf.1.2008.04.10.08.42.10; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:42:11 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.140 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.140;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.140 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W56 ([65.54.162.156]) by bay0-omc2-s4.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:41:37 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_d0ad50ca-3ba7-4adb-b971-5d3b2399ec62_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.148.158.88]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 10 Apr 2008 15:41:37.0127 (UTC) FILETIME=[5CAF2F70:01C89B21]

hi vikram
dakini is putting the coroner over here in touch with the two doctors in goa, can you email me the contacts list please. i 
am intending to come over at the end of this month for a week . i have opened an account called the scarlett keeling 
trust to take donations to help fight the case. let me know if theres anything else you think i should do or say.
fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: inquest in UK

    Hi Fiona
     
    Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does not have 
the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about the facts 
of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
     
    Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he has.
     
    A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to assist 
the coroner in his report.
     
    Do treat this as urgent.
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    Love & Rgds
     
    Vikram
     

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088

Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email IDâ€™s? Get a unique one here. Try it now!
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Subject: RE: inquest in UK
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 21:11:37 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193900523d49eec
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs89711tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:42:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.164.1 with SMTP id m1mr824763rve.266.1207842133058; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:42:13 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.137]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id f42si2378896rvb.9.2008.04.10.08.42.11; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:42:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.137 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.137;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.137 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W3 ([65.54.162.103]) by bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:41:37 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W3AC446F21762A0E659551D3EC0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_75508525-4f2f-4c50-9f76-6cd21be0dbc1_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.148.158.88]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 10 Apr 2008 15:41:37.0723 (UTC) FILETIME=[5D0A20B0:01C89B21]

hi vikram
dakini is putting the coroner over here in touch with the two doctors in goa, can you email me the contacts list please. i 
am intending to come over at the end of this month for a week . i have opened an account called the scarlett keeling 
trust to take donations to help fight the case. let me know if theres anything else you think i should do or say.
fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: inquest in UK

    Hi Fiona
     
    Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does not have 
the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about the facts 
of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
     
    Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he has.
     
    A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to assist 
the coroner in his report.
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    Do treat this as urgent.
     
     
    Love & Rgds
     
    Vikram
     

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088

Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email IDâ€™s? Get a unique one here. Try it now!
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Subject: RE: inquest in UK
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 21:11:38 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193900d44aeaca4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs89797tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:42:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.251.1 with SMTP id y1mr850470rvh.11.1207842165881; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:42:45 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s41.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s41.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.177]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 9si2515221ywf.2.2008.04.10.08.42.44; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:42:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.177 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W45 ([65.54.162.145]) by bay0-omc2-s41.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Thu, 10 Apr 2008 08:41:38 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W456FFBEDA4893F6E333F01D3EC0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_2cf11af2-c250-4447-9758-9f016e62c843_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.148.158.88]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 10 Apr 2008 15:41:38.0001 (UTC) FILETIME=[5D348C10:01C89B21]

hi vikram
dakini is putting the coroner over here in touch with the two doctors in goa, can you email me the contacts list please. i 
am intending to come over at the end of this month for a week . i have opened an account called the scarlett keeling 
trust to take donations to help fight the case. let me know if theres anything else you think i should do or say.
fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: inquest in UK

    Hi Fiona
     
    Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does not have 
the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about the facts 
of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
     
    Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he has.
     
    A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to assist 
the coroner in his report.
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    Do treat this as urgent.
     
     
    Love & Rgds
     
    Vikram
     

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088

Planning marriage in 2008! Join Shaadi.com matrimony FREE! Try it now!
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Subject: Re: inquest in UK
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 21:52:09 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193924e345a185b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:22:09 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_4959_10952525.1207844529007"
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Fiona
 
 
The contact list is in my computer in goa. I would ask Aishvarya to mail it to you.
 
Please tell Dakini that I must  make the decisions about procedures in goa.
 
The Govt Doctors are not allowed to talk to anybody except the police. So why  does she want to give out the numbers 
to the coroner ?
 
Anyway the numbers are
 
Dr Sapeco 9422057731
Dr Rodrigues  9823159590
 
All the best.
 
 
Love
 
Vikram

On Thu, Apr 10, 2008 at 9:11 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram
    dakini is putting the coroner over here in touch with the two doctors in goa, can you email me the contacts list 
please. i am intending to come over at the end of this month for a week . i have opened an account called the scarlett 
keeling trust to take donations to help fight the case. let me know if theres anything else you think i should do or say.
    fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
        Subject: inquest in UK

        Hi Fiona
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        Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does not 
have the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about the 
facts of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
         
        Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he has.
         
        A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to assist 
the coroner in his report.
         
        Do treat this as urgent.
         
         
        Love & Rgds
         
        Vikram
         

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088 

    Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email ID's? Get a unique one here. Try it now!

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: inquest in UK
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 22:05:02 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193930eef7d9af4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs97506tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:35:19 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.71.8 with SMTP id y8mr894634rvk.63.1207845318169; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:35:18 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s36.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s36.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.172]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id g22si2452347rvb.5.2008.04.10.09.35.17; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:35:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.172 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.172;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.172 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W26 ([65.54.162.126]) by bay0-omc2-s36.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:35:01 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W2670A1D9D8CB9AA98C90B3D3EC0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_949ca0ce-afee-4d08-abc7-10d769db5e2f_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.148.158.88]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 10 Apr 2008 16:35:01.0987 (UTC) FILETIME=[D2EE0330:01C89B28]

hi vikram
i dont know why dakini is doing what she is doing i will ask her. the coroners number is 01271341257 her name is 
cath lake if you need to contact her.
i have the doctors numbers already and it is the press numbers i wanted, its easier for me to arrange the press myself 
now as dakini is so far away and things are less hectic now. i got the number of clarence mitchell from the sky team. 
he is the man that is advising the maccans. they are the couple that lost their daughter in portugal. i spoke to him and 
he was very helpful.
 fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 21:52:09 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: inquest in UK

    Hi Fiona
     
     
    The contact list is in my computer in goa. I would ask Aishvarya to mail it to you.
     
    Please tell Dakini that I must  make the decisions about procedures in goa.
     



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080410-inquest%20in%20UK-118422484.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:36 PM]

    The Govt Doctors are not allowed to talk to anybody except the police. So why  does she want to give out the 
numbers to the coroner ?
     
    Anyway the numbers are
     
    Dr Sapeco 9422057731
    Dr Rodrigues  9823159590
     
    All the best.
     
     
    Love
     
    Vikram

    On Thu, Apr 10, 2008 at 9:11 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
        dakini is putting the coroner over here in touch with the two doctors in goa, can you email me the contacts list 
please. i am intending to come over at the end of this month for a week . i have opened an account called the scarlett 
keeling trust to take donations to help fight the case. let me know if theres anything else you think i should do or say.
        fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

            Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
            Subject: inquest in UK

            Hi Fiona
             
            Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does not 
have the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about the 
facts of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
             
            Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he 
has.
             
            A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to 
assist the coroner in his report.
             
            Do treat this as urgent.
             
             
            Love & Rgds
             
            Vikram
             

            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
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            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res 0832 325 6688
            Off 0832 325 3088 

        Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email ID's? Get a unique one here. Try it now!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email IDâ€™s? Get a unique one here. Try it now!
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Subject: RE: inquest in UK
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 22:05:02 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193930f159c9ada
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs97737tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:36:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.22.1 with SMTP id z1mr872702rvi.277.1207845318666; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:35:18 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s14.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s14.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.150]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id c20si2441312rvf.3.2008.04.10.09.35.18; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:35:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.150 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.150;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.150 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W36 ([65.54.162.136]) by bay0-omc2-s14.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:35:02 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W36FA9CAA7B35BC665EF47BD3EC0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_8c2a7cc8-f615-430e-94f7-2074d877977f_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.148.158.88]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 10 Apr 2008 16:35:02.0525 (UTC) FILETIME=[D3401AD0:01C89B28]

hi vikram
i dont know why dakini is doing what she is doing i will ask her. the coroners number is 01271341257 her name is 
cath lake if you need to contact her.
i have the doctors numbers already and it is the press numbers i wanted, its easier for me to arrange the press myself 
now as dakini is so far away and things are less hectic now. i got the number of clarence mitchell from the sky team. 
he is the man that is advising the maccans. they are the couple that lost their daughter in portugal. i spoke to him and 
he was very helpful.
 fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 21:52:09 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: inquest in UK

    Hi Fiona
     
     
    The contact list is in my computer in goa. I would ask Aishvarya to mail it to you.
     
    Please tell Dakini that I must  make the decisions about procedures in goa.
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    The Govt Doctors are not allowed to talk to anybody except the police. So why  does she want to give out the 
numbers to the coroner ?
     
    Anyway the numbers are
     
    Dr Sapeco 9422057731
    Dr Rodrigues  9823159590
     
    All the best.
     
     
    Love
     
    Vikram

    On Thu, Apr 10, 2008 at 9:11 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
        dakini is putting the coroner over here in touch with the two doctors in goa, can you email me the contacts list 
please. i am intending to come over at the end of this month for a week . i have opened an account called the scarlett 
keeling trust to take donations to help fight the case. let me know if theres anything else you think i should do or say.
        fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

            Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
            Subject: inquest in UK

            Hi Fiona
             
            Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does not 
have the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about the 
facts of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
             
            Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he 
has.
             
            A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to 
assist the coroner in his report.
             
            Do treat this as urgent.
             
             
            Love & Rgds
             
            Vikram
             

            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
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            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res 0832 325 6688
            Off 0832 325 3088 

        Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email ID's? Get a unique one here. Try it now!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!
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Subject: Re: inquest in UK
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 22:13:04 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11939380cfeff3fc
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:43:04 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804100943h59b9b110nace53d8b8d91c624@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W2670A1D9D8CB9AA98C90B3D3EC0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_5130_28422313.1207845784688"
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W2670A1D9D8CB9AA98C90B3D3EC0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

It might not be up to date, but Just see if this list helps
 

 
On Thu, Apr 10, 2008 at 10:05 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram
    i dont know why dakini is doing what she is doing i will ask her. the coroners number is 01271341257 her name is 
cath lake if you need to contact her.
    i have the doctors numbers already and it is the press numbers i wanted, its easier for me to arrange the press myself 
now as dakini is so far away and things are less hectic now. i got the number of clarence mitchell from the sky team. 
he is the man that is advising the maccans. they are the couple that lost their daughter in portugal. i spoke to him and 
he was very helpful.
     fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 21:52:09 +0530

        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: inquest in UK

        Hi Fiona
         
         
        The contact list is in my computer in goa. I would ask Aishvarya to mail it to you.
         
        Please tell Dakini that I must  make the decisions about procedures in goa.
         
        The Govt Doctors are not allowed to talk to anybody except the police. So why  does she want to give out the 
numbers to the coroner ?
         
        Anyway the numbers are
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        Dr Sapeco 9422057731
        Dr Rodrigues  9823159590
         
        All the best.
         
         
        Love
         
        Vikram

        On Thu, Apr 10, 2008 at 9:11 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

            hi vikram
            dakini is putting the coroner over here in touch with the two doctors in goa, can you email me the contacts list 
please. i am intending to come over at the end of this month for a week . i have opened an account called the scarlett 
keeling trust to take donations to help fight the case. let me know if theres anything else you think i should do or say.
            fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

                Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
                From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
                To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
                Subject: inquest in UK

                Hi Fiona
                 
                Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does 
not have the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about 
the facts of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
                 
                Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he 
has.
                 
                A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to 
assist the coroner in his report.
                 
                Do treat this as urgent.
                 
                 
                Love & Rgds
                 
                Vikram
                 

                -- 
                Vikram Varma
                A S/4
                Parasio De Goa
                Porvorim
                Bardez
                Goa

                Mob 93 255 366 99
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                Res 0832 325 6688
                Off 0832 325 3088 

            Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email ID's? Get a unique one here. Try it now!

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088 

    Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email ID's? Get a unique one here. Try it now!

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
Scarlet Tel Numbers A.xls
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Subject: Re: inquest in UK
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 22:15:33 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119393a51367c3fc
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 09:45:33 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804100945o21c4ae6es438456203ad016e@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W36FA9CAA7B35BC665EF47BD3EC0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_5142_14831640.1207845933370"
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W36FA9CAA7B35BC665EF47BD3EC0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Its the sheet no 1 which has the telephone numbers
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Wed, 09 Apr 2008 14:38:19 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119347b6b45e9c1a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs551006tia; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 11:38:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.208.14 with SMTP id f14mr260427rvg.283.1207766313652; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 11:38:33 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>
Received: from titan.dnsprotect.com (titan.dnsprotect.com [207.210.103.242]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
6si956808ywc.9.2008.04.09.11.38.33; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 11:38:33 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 
207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.210.103.242;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1JjfBb-00051r-DX; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 14:38:19 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.38.188
Message-ID: <E1JjfBb-00051r-DX@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

2 bed apartment calangute area
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3653
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: pugnacious: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119386f3d4354311
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs67604tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 06:03:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.128.6 with SMTP id a6mr434486wfd.206.1207832624245; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 06:03:44 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12451837-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
30si2643639wfc.6.2008.04.10.06.03.43; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 06:03:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12451837-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12451837-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12451837-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207810800197880"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12451837-2008.04.10-00.00.45--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12451837-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080410065716.D482388402A@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12451837-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Thursday, April 10, 2008

pugnacious \puhg-NAY-shuhs\, adjective:

Inclined to fight; combative; quarrelsome.

    Roberto's pugnacious grandmother lived across the meadow and would yell threats and curses helplessly from her 
balcony.
    -- Tag Gallagher, The Adventures of Roberto Rossellini

    The idea that he was truculent or pugnacious, that he went about with a chip on his shoulder, that he loved fighting 
for the sake of fighting, was, however, a mistake.
    -- William Roscoe Thayer, Theodore Roosevelt: An Intimate Biography
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Pugnacious comes from Latin pugnare, "to fight," from pugnus, "fist."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for pugnacious

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12451837-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: reference letter
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 13:22:00 +0530
To: "Bela Swarup" <belaswarup2007@rediffmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193751d7d4970c3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 00:52:00 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804100052j6ef9d7b4na1543ce4570e8e89@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_1076_12953857.1207813920679"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Bela,
 
The content of the letter basically should speak of the person knowing me personally and not that I have worked in 
their organisation.
 
 
It could be something like this.
 
 
I have known Mr Vikram Varma, currently Advocate of the Supreme Court of India for the last xxxxx   years.
 
Mr Varma is a credit to the profession and would be of considerable assistance to the cause of justice in any matter 
that he is involved.
 
My best wishes are with him.
 
 
The number of years the person says he knows me and the comments of the person could vary.
 
 
I think an easier way would be for me to go and meet the person giving me the reference letter personally.
 
 
Love
 
Vikram
 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
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Off 0832 325 3088
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Subject: SpiceJet Itinerary for Vikram/Varma Res # ZYJVCH
From: <itinerary@spicejet.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 22:39:56 +0530
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119394927a5d7cda
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs101640tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 10:01:47 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.192.3 with SMTP id p3mr1870609waf.161.1207846905827; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 10:01:45 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <itinerary@spicejet.com>
Received: from sm6.cyberspaceindia.com (sm6.cyberspaceindia.com [69.20.9.146]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
m28si2909709waf.20.2008.04.10.10.01.44; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 10:01:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
itinerary@spicejet.com) client-ip=69.20.9.146;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 69.20.9.146 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of itinerary@spicejet.com) smtp.mail=itinerary@spicejet.com
Received: from UnknownHost [59.145.211.200] by sm6.cyberspaceindia.com with SMTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 22:31:49 
+0530
Received: from spicejet.com by spicejet.com (MDaemon PRO v9.6.1) with ESMTP id md50003561043.msg for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 22:31:11 +0530
Received: from mail pickup service by spicejet.com with Microsoft SMTPSVC; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 22:39:56 +0530
thread-index: AcibLbNbJP5I/hHxSrGuMK03q91eDQ==
Thread-Topic: SpiceJet Itinerary for Vikram/Varma Res # ZYJVCH
Message-ID: <EB786DD89D084B14839D8A3F27C5F3CE@royalbdc>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_NextPart_000_615CA_01C89B5B.CD15DB30"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Microsoft CDO for Windows 2000
Content-Class: urn:content-classes:message
Importance: normal
Priority: normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.3790.4073
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 10 Apr 2008 17:09:56.0718 (UTC) FILETIME=[B37C98E0:01C89B2D]
X-Spam-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 10 Apr 2008 22:31:11 +0530 (not processed: spam filter heuristic analysis 
disabled)
X-Return-Path: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-Envelope-From: itinerary@spicejet.com
X-MDaemon-Deliver-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-MDAV-Processed: spicejet.com, Thu, 10 Apr 2008 22:31:12 +0530

Please find attached your booking with SpiceJet Limited. Thank you for choosing SpiceJet!

Please do NOT reply to this mail. If you have any doubts or queries, write to custrelations@spicejet.com or simply 
click on Customer Relations.

        
print now

Looks best on Samsung Printers
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SpiceJet Ltd.,
319, Udyog Vihar, PhaseIV,
Gurgaon,Haryana,India.  Toll Free No. 1800 180 3333
0987 180 3333
        
        Reservation Number      Date
        ZYJVCH  10 April 2008
Domestic TravInsure Policy Number 8C647189
        
Name    :       Vikram/Varma
Address         :       A S/4 Paraiso De Goa
Alto Porvorim
122.162.230.152

Goa 403521,India
        
        Name of Passenger(s)
        MR.VIKRAM VARMA   (04A)
        Going Out
        Date                    Flight Number                   Departing                               Arriving
        
Sunday, 13 April 2008
                        
SG 257
Fare Purchased - Web
                        
Delhi [Terminal 1B]
04:45 PM
                                
Goa
07:00 PM
All times indicated are the local times at the relevant airport and we recommend you check-in 2 hours prior to 
departure.
Fare rules and key conditions of carriage on following page Reminder.
This booking is non-refundable. However, if cancelled two hours prior to departure, the balance amount subject to 
cancellation fee shall be retained in a credit shell for upto 1 year and same can be used as payment for future travel by 
calling our Guest sales & Reservation Center.
Cancellation / Changes within '2 hours' of departure or failure to check-in for a SpiceJet flight at least 30 minutes 
before the scheduled departure will result in the fare being forfeited.
All Guests, including children and infants, must present valid photo identification at check-in. It is your responsibility 
to ensure you have the appropriate travel documents at all times.
Please note that SpiceJet does not provide any hotel accommodation due to the delay/diversion/cancellation of flights 
for reasons beyond its control including weather/poor visibility etc.
Bookings made under the Citibank-Fly/Auction/or any other promotion, redemptions can not be amended/modified or 
cancelled.
        Payment Details         Rs      
                SpiceJet Base Fare      1699.00         
        PSF     225.00  
        Fuel Charge     2000.00         
        Congestion Charge       150.00  
        Web Transaction Charge  50.00   
        Subtotal        4124.00         
        Advance Seat Selection  50.00   
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        Payment Details         Rs      
        Type    Mastercard      
        Date    10 April 2008   
        Amount  4303.00         
        Domestic TravInsure     129.00  
        Total Price     4303.00         
        
        Balance Due     Rs. 0.00        

Web Fare Rule :
All times indicated is IST (Indian Standard Time).
Terms of Carriage :
The carriage of a Guest is subject to SpiceJet regulations relating to the conditions of Non-International Carriage 
(Passenger and Baggage) framed in accordance with The Carriage by Air Act, 1972 and Notification regarding 
application of the Carriage which is non-international. These regulations are known as SpiceJet Non-International 
Carriage (passenger and baggage) Regulations 1992. The liability of the company for damage sustained in the event of 
the death or wounding of a passenger or any other bodily injury suffered by a passenger or by his registered baggage 
during the course of carriage by air will be governed by the provisions of sections 4,5,6 and the rules contained in the 
Second Schedule of Carriage by Air Act 1972 with certain exceptions, adaptations, modifications, etc. as notified in 
the Govt. of India, Ministry of Civil Aviation Notification and as amended from time to time. All disputes shall be 
subject to jurisdiction of Delhi only.
For full terms and conditions of carriage including the below-mentioned conditions, please refer to www.spicejet.com. 
Guests are recommended to get acquainted with them.
SpiceJet is a ticket less airline. An itinerary does not constitute a document of carriage. The Booking in the SpiceJet 
database is the primary record of carriage and in the event of any differences between the itinerary and the Booking in 
the SpiceJet database, the Booking will prevail.
General :
        Bookings are non-refundable.
        Failure to show up at the check-in counter for the flight at least 30 minutes prior to the scheduled departure will 
result in the fare being forfeited.
        Check-in starts '2 hours' before scheduled departure and closes 30 minutes prior to the scheduled departure time. 
Guests are advised to reach well in-time for check-in and subsequent security formalities.
        All guests must carry valid photo identification at check-in.
        Infants under the age of 2 years, and not occupying a seat, are subject to an Infant fee of Rs. 525 plus PSF (Rs. 
225).
        Expectant mothers may travel up to and including the 27 weeks of their pregnancy, and will be accepted between 
the 28 to 35 weeks only if they are in possession of a doctor's certificate stating that they are fit to fly. Expectant 
mothers 36 weeks and above are not allowed to fly on SpiceJet flights.
        Fees are subject to change without notice.
        On bookings made through Travel Agents, a non-refundable Transaction Fee will be collected directly by them.
        Schedule is subject to change and regulatory authority approvals.
        The Domestic Travel Protection Policy (the policy) is brought to you by TATA AIG General Insurance Company 
Limited (TATA AIG) and all liability in respect of the policy is the sole responsibility of TATA AIG and Spicejet 
Limited has no liability whatsoever and howsoever caused. For further details, please refer to www.spicejet.com.
Safety & Security :
        SpiceJet highly recommends that you remove all valuables (cameras, jewelry, money, electronics, perishables, 
etc.) and medication from your check-in luggage and place them in your carry-on.
        In case, the passenger decides to carry any valuables in their checked-in baggage against the above advice; they 
will do this at their own risk and shall not hold SpiceJet responsible for any pilferage / damage / etc. to such valuables.
        SpiceJet assumes no liability for wear and tear to luggage (scratches, torn zippers, straps, wheels, handles, scuffs, 
dents, soiling or manufacturer defects).
        The consumption of alcohol and smoking on board is strictly prohibited. SpiceJet reserves the right to refuse 
passage to any passenger that is under the influence of alcohol or drugs, or where SpiceJet believes it is necessary for 
the safety and comfort of guest(s) or for the protection of property.
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        Any guest with medical condition or history will travel at his / her won risk and consequences.
        In the event of death of a passenger, or any bodily injury or wound suffered by a passenger which results in a 
permanent disablement incapacitating him from engaging in or being occupied with his usual duties or business 
occupation, the liability of the Carrier for each passenger shall be Rs 750,000 only if the passenger is 12 years or more 
of age and Rs 375,000 if the passenger is below 12 years of age on the date of the accident.
Baggage :
        Guests may carry a maximum of one piece of cabin baggage of maximum weight of 10.0 kg, not to exceed 55cm 
+ 35cm + 25cm (Total 115 cm, subject to extant BCAS guidelines and any other security regulations. No cabin 
baggage is allowed on any flights originating from Jammu and Srinagar airports.
        SpiceJet allows its Guests to check-in up to 20 kg of luggage, not to exceed 158 cm in overall dimensions 
(L+W+H), per paying passenger. Baggage in excess of 20 kg is subject to a fee to be paid at the airport and further 
subject to space constraints and other policy of Spicejet in this regard.
        The Carrier's liability for loss of baggage is limited to Rs 200 per kg with a maximum of Rs 3000 only. The 
Carrier assumes no liability for fragile or perishable articles.
Ticket Change / Cancellation :
        Changes / Cancellation within 2 hours of departure or failure to check-in for a SpiceJet flight at least 30 minutes 
before the scheduled departure will result in the fare being forfeited.
        Change in journey date/time can be requested at Spicejet Reservation Centre or at the airport or through the 
Spicejet internet website at www.spicejet.com, subject to payment of applicable fee plus any difference in the fare 
between the original fare paid and the fare of the revised booking. However, changes to guest name are not allowed.
        Cancellation of a ticket is subject to a cancellation fee and the balance amount being retained as a Credit Shell 
with Spicejet valid only for a period of one year from the date of cancellation. Credit Shell can be used by calling 
Spicejet Guest Sales & Reservations department at 9871803333 and by giving reference of the cancelled pnr.
Flight Delays / Cancellation :
        Spicejet operates on a point-to-point basis and will not be responsible for the consequence of delays including 
onward journey on a connecting airline.
        Where bad weather or instances beyond SpiceJet control has resulted in your flight being cancelled or delayed or 
diverted, SpiceJet will not be liable in any way for the delay / cancellation / diversion.
        Spicejet does not provide hotel accommodation / meals / transportation in case of delay / cancellation.
Special Services :
        The wheelchair and other requisite assistance to disabled / infirm guest(s) shall be provided on need basis on 
advance booking and on the spot infrastructure availability.
        Sports/Skiing equipment will be subject to applicable fee per equipment.
        Children under the age of 12 require adult accompaniment at all times. Spicejet will accept children aged between 
5-12 years traveling alone as unaccompanied minor (UNMR) subject to levy of applicable fee and such other 
formalities as may be required at the airport.
Discount :
        Spicy Code : Spicy codes are specific codes given out to our Guests to obtain a discount as and when certain 
promotional activities are carried out by SpiceJet. When a promotion occurs on SpiceJet, these Spicy Codes are given 
out to our Guests and/or Travel Partners through E-Mail or SMS, which may be used on the website to avail discounts 
on the basic fare.
        
Conditions :

    * Every spicy code is active for only a certain period of time.
    * Some spicy codes may be restricted to only Travel Partners/ Specific Travel Partners or may be given out to all 
our Guests.
    * Certain low fares may be excluded from these spicy code promotions.
    * Discount may be a fixed or a percentage value and the amount of discount may vary with every promotional 
activity.
    * Discount may or may not print on the Itinerary subject to the specific conditions of the promotional activity.
    * During the promotional activity, spicy codes can be used for any number of PNRs/Passengers.

Foreign (Non-Indian) Credit Card Acceptance :
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        SpiceJet accepts payment for tickets through the use of Foreign Credit Cards. SpiceJet currently accepts Visa, 
MasterCard, Diners Club and American Express. The credit card needs to be shown at the airport checkâ€“in counter 
for physical verification. The passenger name and credit card name should match. If there are multiple passengers 
booked on a PNR, at least one of the passengers should be the Credit Card holder. Passenger(s) who are unable to 
produce the physical credit card and/or the identity not matching with the credit card and photo identity will not be 
allowed to board the flight.
SpiceJet Itinerary.html
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Subject: Summer & Monsoon Special at Lemon Tree Amarante Beach Resort, Goa
From: "Manish Dayya" <manish.dayya@lemontreehotels.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 10:43:59 +0530
To: <manish.dayya@lemontreehotels.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11936e15968353b8
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varmavikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs2352tia; Wed, 9 Apr 2008 22:49:10 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.68.5 with SMTP id v5mr529751rvk.179.1207806548143; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 22:49:08 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <manish.dayya@lemontreehotels.com>
Received: from S44967.milestonemc.com (s44967.milestonemc.com [74.205.24.74]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP 
id f21si1564674rvb.0.2008.04.09.22.48.54; Wed, 09 Apr 2008 22:49:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 74.205.24.74 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
manish.dayya@lemontreehotels.com) client-ip=74.205.24.74;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 74.205.24.74 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of manish.dayya@lemontreehotels.com) smtp.mail=manish.dayya@lemontreehotels.com
Received: from Manish [202.189.248.238] by S44967.milestonemc.com with ESMTP (SMTPD-9.21) id A21704EC; 
Thu, 10 Apr 2008 01:13:59 -0400
Reply-To: <manish.dayya@lemontreehotels.com>
Organization: LTABR
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/related; boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0072_01C89AF8.47F87010"
X-Mailer: Microsoft Office Outlook, Build 11.0.5510
Thread-Index: AciaSTN1MBlJ36HKQ2Odl7r9lTl41wAAhLSAAB4gclA=
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.3198
Message-ID: <200804100117738.SM05696@Manish>

Dear Guest:

 

As a regular visitor and a well wisher of the Lemon Tree Amarante Beach Resort, Goa, I am taking the liberty of 
requesting you to be the unofficial brand ambassador for our company.

 

As you may know, we have a very unusual and thematic resort called The Lemon Tree Amarante Beach Resort, Goa. 
Details of this unique Resort are available on our website www.lemontreehotels.com

 

You must have also received our Goa â€œSummer and Monsoon offerâ€ emailer, which for your convenience, I have 
copied below.

 

My request is that you forward this emailer to your friends and colleagues, to help us enhance awareness of this resort 
and the very special package that we are offering this summer!
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Thank you in advance for your co operation and support!

 

[https://reservations.synxis.com/LBE/rez.aspx?Chain=7710&Dest=LEMTREE1]

 

 

Kind Regards,

 

Manish Dayya

Hotel Manager

Lemon Tree Amarante Beach Resort    

Vadi, Candolim, Bardez

Goa 403515, India

 

T +91-832-3988188

F +91-832-3988388

M +91-9970181734

 

www.lemontreehotels.com

 

 

Lemon Tree Hotels are operating at: Udyog Vihar, Gurgaon; City Center, Gurgaon; Candolim, Goa; Hinjawadi, Pune; 
Kaushambi, Ghaziabad.

 

Lemon Tree Hotels are opening soon at: World Trade Park, Jaipur; Navrangpura, Ahmedabad; S P Marg, Chennai; 
Chikalthana, Aurangabad; R N T Marg, Indore; Madhavpura, Hyderabad; Andheri Kurla Road, Mumbai; St Johns 
Road, Bangalore; Connaught Road, Pune.
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Sabre
        

Apollo/Galileo
        

Worldspan
        

Amadeus

Lemon Tree, Udyog Vihar
        

UZ 81104
        

UZ 3930
        

UZ 11715
        

UZ DEL 715

Lemon Tree, City Center
        

UZ 81506
        

UZ 3845
        

UZ 11714
        

UZ DEL 714

Lemon Tree Amarante Beach Resort
        

UZ 81102
        

UZ 30281
        

UZ 12367
        

UZ GOI 367
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Lemon Tree, Hinjawadi
        

UZ 74762
        

UZ 28581
        

UZ 12369
        

UZ PNQ 369

Lemon Tree, East Delhi Mall
        

YX 76672
        

YX 59307
        

YX DELLT
        

YX DELLTH

_______________________________________________

DISCLAIMER:

This communication is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient; (i) please do 
not read or disclose to others, (ii) please notify the sender by reply mail, and (iii) please delete this communication 
from your system.

 

Failure to follow this process may be unlawful. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Subject: testing
From: "dakini runningbear" <dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 11:19:21 +0100
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11937d8bf93803fa
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs39932tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 03:19:23 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.221.19 with SMTP id t19mr397719wfg.4.1207822761846; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 03:19:21 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.142.73.4 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 03:19:21 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <a22a9f480804100319k1317c48fq8fa6566fc2575e35@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_19909_20025295.1207822761826"

testing... 
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Subject: Re: The documents
From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 16:18:58 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11937f3dce639708
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs45231tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 03:49:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.215.14 with SMTP id n14mr2503623ang.69.1207824539133; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 03:48:59 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.128.12 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 03:48:58 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804100348r7455d849kadaa697041df0a2f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804081954hb31846g67fa4a3bac587d50@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_24643_4456070.1207824539130"
References: <f4302a0a0804081954hb31846g67fa4a3bac587d50@mail.gmail.com>

Hi Vikram,
Thanks for sending all that over.
We need to get some proof that the death was suspicious, besides the fact that the viscera has been witheld. Any 
witnesses?
Also, is there a way we can confirm he was an anti-narcotics officer?
Thirdly, any family I can speak to?
Many thanks, I hope you are well.
Barney

 
On 4/9/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Barney,
     
    I have this information to start with.  I understand that he was a liutnant with the Moscow police and into anti 
narcotics.
     
    The cause of death has been reserved untill they provide the viscera report.
     
     
    More later
     
    Cheers
     
    Vikram
    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
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    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088
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Subject: Re: The documents
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 16:39:41 +0530
To: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193806d242e627a
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 04:09:41 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804100409j55f7c839w3100223aa831df6f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804100348r7455d849kadaa697041df0a2f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2681_29352146.1207825781382"
References: <f4302a0a0804081954hb31846g67fa4a3bac587d50@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804100348r7455d849kadaa697041df0a2f@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Barney you do speak russian ?

 
On Thu, Apr 10, 2008 at 4:18 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,
    Thanks for sending all that over.
    We need to get some proof that the death was suspicious, besides the fact that the viscera has been witheld. Any 
witnesses?
    Also, is there a way we can confirm he was an anti-narcotics officer?
    Thirdly, any family I can speak to?
    Many thanks, I hope you are well.
    Barney

     
    On 4/9/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Barney,
         
        I have this information to start with.  I understand that he was a liutnant with the Moscow police and into anti 
narcotics.
         
        The cause of death has been reserved untill they provide the viscera report.
         
         
        More later
         
        Cheers
         
        Vikram
        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
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        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: The documents
From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 17:16:46 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193828c57d417a7
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs55581tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 04:46:48 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.43.13 with SMTP id q13mr1819450anq.120.1207828006390; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 04:46:46 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.128.12 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 04:46:46 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804100446k77b2e7ebv1b5c9c5dbe27d30d@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804100409j55f7c839w3100223aa831df6f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_24785_19967976.1207828006381"
References: <f4302a0a0804081954hb31846g67fa4a3bac587d50@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804100348r7455d849kadaa697041df0a2f@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804100409j55f7c839w3100223aa831df6f@mail.gmail.com>

Unfortunately not! Nor would anybody in my office..

On 4/10/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    Barney you do speak russian ?

     
    On Thu, Apr 10, 2008 at 4:18 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

        Hi Vikram,
        Thanks for sending all that over.
        We need to get some proof that the death was suspicious, besides the fact that the viscera has been witheld. Any 
witnesses?
        Also, is there a way we can confirm he was an anti-narcotics officer?
        Thirdly, any family I can speak to?
        Many thanks, I hope you are well.
        Barney

         
        On 4/9/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

            Hi Barney,
             
            I have this information to start with.  I understand that he was a liutnant with the Moscow police and into anti 
narcotics.
             
            The cause of death has been reserved untill they provide the viscera report.
             
             
            More later
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            Cheers
             
            Vikram
            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res 0832 325 6688
            Off 0832 325 3088

         

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: where are you
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 13:01:05 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119373eae1e551aa
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 00:31:05 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804100031i683ece17xdeab0c47c5126217@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_872_21654269.1207812665171"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi dakini
 
Hope all is well.  What news for the day ?
 
XXX
 
Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088
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Subject: Re: where are you
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 00:53:49 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119375389e335515
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs18125tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 00:53:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.249.20 with SMTP id w20mr579143rvh.189.1207814031852; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 00:53:51 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
c20si1685508rvf.3.2008.04.10.00.53.51; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 00:53:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail022 (webmail022-s [10.13.128.22]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw004/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m3A7rnW7006100 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 00:53:50 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <5584D12A-0119-1000-C90D-68413A385479-Webmail-10014@mac.com>
in-reply-to: <f4302a0a0804100031i683ece17xdeab0c47c5126217@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804100031i683ece17xdeab0c47c5126217@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.106.104
Received: from [91.104.106.104] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 00:53:49 -0700

good morning boss   :-) 

i'm right here.. making plans for my next bold move...

will call you in a little bit once Gusta has left for work..

had good long converstation with Fiona last night.. and Shariq again, and email from Maria..

i feel like i need to get back there asap..

think its more difficult for fiona to imagine coming more than 5days..

feel we should land in Delhi and have some meetings..

i can feel the case weakening from here..

will call shortly..

love love love xxxxx

 
On Thursday, April 10, 2008, at 08:32AM, "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
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> >Hi dakini
> >
> >Hope all is well.  What news for the day ?
> >
> >XXX
> >
> >Vikram
> >
> >-- 
> >Vikram Varma
> >A S/4
> >Parasio De Goa
> >Porvorim
> >Bardez
> >Goa
> >
> >Mob 93 255 366 99
> >Res 0832 325 6688
> >Off 0832 325 3088
> >
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Subject: Your Tata AIG Domestic TravInsure Insurance Policy Confirmation - Specially Designed for SpiceJet 
Passenger
From: DomesticTravInsure@tata-aig.com
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 12:00:28 -0500 (CDT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11939485016ca436
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs101512tia; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 10:00:54 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.228.2 with SMTP id a2mr1965055ybh.208.1207846852283; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 10:00:52 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <DomesticTravInsure@tata-aig.com>
Received: from plmler5.mail.eds.com (plmler5.mail.eds.com [199.228.142.80]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
a38si627305rnc.4.2008.04.10.10.00.45; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 10:00:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 199.228.142.80 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
DomesticTravInsure@tata-aig.com) client-ip=199.228.142.80;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 199.228.142.80 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of DomesticTravInsure@tata-aig.com) smtp.mail=DomesticTravInsure@tata-aig.com
Received: from plmler5.mail.eds.com (localhost [127.0.0.1]) by plmler5.mail.eds.com (8.14.2/8.13.8) with ESMTP id 
m3AH0TwG010142 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 12:00:29 -0500
Received: from plswh115.plano.webhost.eds.net (plswh115.plano.webhost.eds.net [205.141.198.145]) by 
plmler5.mail.eds.com (8.14.2/8.13.8) with ESMTP id m3AH0TO9010113 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 10 
Apr 2008 12:00:29 -0500
X-EDSCOD-Source-Ip: 205.141.198.145
X-Envelope-From: DomesticTravInsure@tata-aig.com
Received: from plswh115 (localhost [127.0.0.1]) by plswh115.plano.webhost.eds.net (8.11.7p3+Sun/8.11.7) with 
ESMTP id m3AH0S128437 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 12:00:28 -0500 (CDT)
Message-ID: <32020192.1207846828804.JavaMail.webspher@plswh115>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_295047_2523428.1207846828785"

 

Dear Passenger,

 

We thank you for choosing TATA AIG Domestic TravInsure - Specially Designed for SpiceJet Passengers. Please find 
attached your policy certificate in this e-mail. We suggest you to please take a print of this certificate and keep it with 
you during travel for your reference. 

 

To view or download the full Terms and Conditions of your Insurance Policy, please click here.

 

We wish you a safe and pleasant journey!
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With Warm Regards

Customer Service (TATA AIG)

 

Please do NOT reply to this mail as it was automatically generated on your purchase of Travel Insurance along with 
your SpiceJet Booking. If you have any doubts or queries, write to customersupport@tata-aig.com or call at 1-800-11-
99-66 from BSNL/MTNL or you may also call at these local helpline numbers in your respective cities:

 

Delhi - 66603500

Mumbai - 66939500

Chennai - 66841050

Hyderabad - 66629882

Bangalore - 66500001

Pune - 66014156

Ahmedabad - 66610201
8C647189.pdf
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Subject: Re: (Ð‘ÐµÐ· Ñ‚ÐµÐ¼Ñ‹)
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 14:10:49 +0530
To: "Daria Moussalatova" <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193ca4e7b13e053
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.141.67.15 with HTTP; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 01:40:49 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804110140y179c8a30x71932e0a12570477@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <512721207895577@webmail34.yandex.ru>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_40452_31786433.1207903249990"
References: <512721207895577@webmail34.yandex.ru>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hello Daria,
 
 
Thank you very much for the interpretation of the letter in English.  Please tell Oksana that I am scrutinising this case.
 
Vikram

 
On 4/11/08, Daria Moussalatova <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru> wrote:

    -------- ÐŸÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ðµ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ --------
    09.04.08, 14:31, "Daria  Moussalatova" <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>:

    Hello Vikram! I translated the file that Oksana sent me.This letter is an official letter to Russian ministry.

           Me and my civil husband A.S.Burdov stayed in Goa 12.11.2005-26.11.2005.Before the journey we asked about 
danger in the sea (snakes or any other threaten). Our agency convinced us that it was safe.
          We stayed in Ramada Caravel Beach Resort (4+* or 5*) In South Goa.We repeated our questions there and the 
staff also told us not to worry. My husband died 22.11.2005.He was jumping on the waves his upper body was out of 
the water as he started to rush out to the shore (I was witnessing all these from the shore) He was falling and 2 foreign 
tourists and me run towards him. There was no lifeguard at all! (There were many people worried about that on the 
arrival to South Goa and it appeared there is absolutely no lifeguard there at all. We were discussing this before) My 
husband had a wound like a big coin reminding a bite, there was a bigger one on the hip and same fingers, I also saw 
some others on the hospital photos later. He had a shock, his eyes were mad and he couldn't breath. THERE WAS NO 
DOCTOR AT ALL!!! I was told that the doctor is on the was, a foreign women who tried to help him with the 
artificial respiration, he had a pulse and he was conscious but he could not talk, as I was explained after it was due to 
the beginning of paralyzing process he started to have blue spots. We stayed 20 min there waiting for help, then 
someone brought a sun bad and we carried him to the hotel, no one was answering my questions. When we left the 
hotel through the back door (as I was said that the ambulance is waiting there) we had to put him in the TAXY!!! 
THERE WAS NO AMBULANCE ANY DOCTORS AT ALL! The hotel manager went with him and I had to wait for 
another car,it took 15 min.I went together with 3 other managers and an interpreter to the hospital.I saw athat taxy car 
at the entrence 8 people were having a relaxed chat next to the car.I realised that he was dead by the face of the 
interpreter,his body was still inside the car.When I started to panic and to ask them about electroshok to struggle for 
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his live,they were smiling at my face.After I was explained that it is normal for indian culture to react to death this 
way.They put him to morgue,I was having a heart ace,but doctors were just smiling,in 3 hours they gave me a pill in 
the morgue only.It is terrible to be in indian hospital,that was not renovated since 40 s.I was treated in the same small 
room with other patients and interrogated with the police,I was also given papers to sign.I refused to sign a paper that 
was saying that I m not going to start a case against the hotell.That caused a problem,they kept me 2 more hours 
there.All the managers were running here and there and they were successful to come up with the diagnose-DRAWN 
!!! NOT A WORD ABOUT WOUNDS,not a word about toxic poison,I was histeric.Next day I was sopposed to come 
back to the morgue for the medical conclussion,but the hotel management didn't let me go there,the insurance company 
didn't sent me an agent,they called me by the evening only.I was kept there till the day of my return ticket!!!5 days 
turned to be a hell,I was dissconnected from a tel line,not alloweded to calll moscow,stuff spyed on my each step.
    I had to use my mobile (that costed me 2000 dollars)The local police staition people warned me that I have to bring 
them papers from russian side in 3 days otherwise they would have to crimate him in India.It was impossaible to get it 
in 3 days,relatives in moscow  had to go to MID(Russian ministry of foregn affairs),make a report,and after official 
conformation from consulate in Mumbai,to transport him from Goa.This was impjssible to finish in 3 days.Later on I 
learned from Russian side that it was all a dellussion(it is all arranged by an insurance company)I had to use personal 
connections from Moscow to receive help.He was delievered to Russia 27.11.2005,although I was promiced that his 
body would be balzamied,it was not and his body came allmostly decomposed.They sent his body in such a condition 
that our criminalists and medical  expert were shocked.I had an official paper signed and stamped by Russian consulate 
in Mumbai that said that his body would be balzamied.We had to burry him in a closed coffin.Why did they treat us 
this way,why did they do everything for us not to be able  to have a second medical research here in Moscow,who 
paid for the truth never to be revielled?Goa is a reach state that mainly lives for tourizm. That's why no one was 
interested to warn about danger like snakes scatts and meduses,that cause of death.There was a 1.5 meter snake killed 
in our hotell,fnother day a murena was found on the shore,other tourists told me about4 meters snake.
    A letter appeared that Â«tourists are responsible for the risk of swimmingÂ» another day.This had to be a proof of 
their so-called Â«precotionsÂ»They also tried to still my passport.I was really treated bad.In the beginning I was 
promiced that my bill would not include Alexandr expenses but at the end they took their words back.
    It was a scatt most probably,he stepped on him and the sharp sning made a wound.The divers told me about the 
earth quaqe 2004 when a riff was destroyed and many sea snakes and scattes came closer to the beach line.I am 
receiving a lot of letters from people facing similar problems in Goa and everyones case were kept secret by Goan 
side.I also received a letter from a girl who stayed in the same hotel with us<she is saying that there eas no warning 
lettr after my departure.I didn't meet this girl before but she was writing me that she was talking to the village people 
and to the shack owner,every witness explained her that my husben was fliva when he was out of the water.Aftr she 
asked same quastions to the hotel guide and his answer was DRAWN just like the official version.She asked about the 
danger of swimming and he tried to convince her that it was safe.So she didn't believe and asked the interpretor.The 
girl was repeating the official verson,but after Tatyana(interpretor) told her the truth.He was wounded but alive she 
said.
    There are official proofs in the Mumbai consulate,letters from witnesses about the wounds and others. There was an 
interview with general consule(to gazeta.ru)where he said that my husbends parts were givven to expertise,the result is 
still UNKNOWN.
      I want our government to figure out if this place is safe for tourists.I Have  informations that other countries 
consider this to be dangerouse.I also want to rise the question about vacination(which is abligatory in many countries 
exept Russia)
    I am asking to take precotions and to tart protecting russian citizens there,to check out for the danger  or to close this 
place for tourizm.

                                                               With respect from russian citizen
                                                                         Ponamareva Oksana

    -------- ÐŸÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ðµ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ --------
    03.04.08, 16:25, "Daria  Moussalatova" <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>:

    --
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    Ñ ÑƒÐ²Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÐµÐ¼,Ð”Ð°Ñ€ÑŒÑ
    -------- Ð—Ð°Ð²ÐµÑ€ÑˆÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ Ð¿ÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ð³Ð¾ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ñ --------

    --
    Ñ ÑƒÐ²Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÐµÐ¼,Ð”Ð°Ñ€ÑŒÑ
    -------- Ð—Ð°Ð²ÐµÑ€ÑˆÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ Ð¿ÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ð³Ð¾ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ñ --------

    --
    Ñ ÑƒÐ²Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÐµÐ¼,Ð”Ð°Ñ€ÑŒÑ

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Autopsy questions
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 09:04:44 -0700
To: catherine.lake@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk
CC: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193e3b6400a4b84
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.141.67.15 with SMTP id u15cs360rvk; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 09:04:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.199.3 with SMTP id w3mr1621143rvf.43.1207929890253; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 09:04:50 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
g22si4294033rvb.5.2008.04.11.09.04.49; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 09:04:50 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail031 (webmail031-s [10.13.128.31]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m3BG4ikA024118; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 09:04:44 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <AA82D92A-0119-1000-EA71-91D623F368F4-Webmail-10019@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.106.104
Received: from [91.104.106.104] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 09:04:44 -0700

Hi Catherine.. 

Thank you for taking the time over the past couple days to explain some of the details about Scarlett's autopsy and 
British procedure!  I am sure you are busy and i appreciate your patience and assistance with my questions.  :-) 

In further to our conversation today,  I am sending along the two specific questions that Advocate Varma has asked me 
to find answers to..

1.  Which specific organs are missing from Scarlett's body? 

2.  I know that you said every autopsy is different, but we are wondering if you can give us  British "guideline" (if 
there is any!) as to how much of  a sample generally needs to be taken from individual organs for the forensic testing.  
For example, in a British Forensic autopsy in a case like this, would the entire stomach need to be taken?

We have been in contact with the British High Commission in India and they have offered their assistance to the Goan 
Government in specific to modernize their Forensic Department.  It does seem that many of the problems arise from 
lack of funding and lack of training and that by helping the Governments to work together we can help to educate and 
reform  a very inadequate system.

If it isn't too much of a bother when you do get the time to answer the above questions, would you mind sending a 
separate correspondence for each question?  This will be very helpful to Advocate Varma. 
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Thank you again for your time and assistance!  I hope you have a very good weekend  :-) 

And i will post the copies of both the autopsies tomorrow.. i have just noticed the time and will not be able to leave 
the desk before the post office closes.  You should receive them by Monday..

Sincerely-

dakini runningbear
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Subject: Bank of india - BCSBI Member
From: <mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 21:11:42 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193e193d61f931e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.141.67.15 with SMTP id u15cs624970rvk; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 08:27:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.57.17 with SMTP id f17mr36533wfa.340.1207927651343; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 08:27:31 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in>
Received: from dcexedge01.boicorp.net ([203.199.104.69]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
30si5597247wfc.6.2008.04.11.08.27.30; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 08:27:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.69 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) client-ip=203.199.104.69;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 203.199.104.69 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in) smtp.mail=mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
Received: from dcexmbx03.boicorp.net (172.1.11.78) by bankofindia.com (172.1.11.101) with Microsoft SMTP Server 
(TLS) id 8.0.751.0; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 21:11:43 +0530
Received: from dcdwap01.bankofindia.com (172.1.14.71) by dcexmbx03.boicorp.net (172.1.11.78) with Microsoft 
SMTP Server id 8.0.744.0; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 21:11:42 +0530
Message-ID: <33208428.1207927939053.JavaMail.prodapps@dcdwap01.bankofindia.com>
Reply-To: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_40380_858455.1207927939053"
X-JTOid: 10125:19853
Return-Path: mktg-advt.boi@bankofindia.co.in
X-TM-AS-Product-Ver: SMEX-8.0.0.1181-5.000.1023-15842.003
X-TM-AS-Result: No--3.968800-5.000000-31
X-TM-AS-User-Approved-Sender: No
X-TM-AS-User-Blocked-Sender: No

Bank of india is member of BCSBI(Banking code and standard Board of india) and has adopted the code Bank's 
commitment

Click here for details www.bcsbi.org.in
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Subject: caesura: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 07:00:01 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193d9a726c71216
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.141.67.15 with SMTP id u15cs615924rvk; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 06:09:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.135.9 with SMTP id i9mr843687wfd.250.1207919342587; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 06:09:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12456761-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
30si5009160wfd.19.2008.04.11.06.09.02; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 06:09:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12456761-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12456761-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12456761-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.497
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.497 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
FUZZY_CPILL=0.001, HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1207897201225420"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12456761-2008.04.11-00.00.18--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12456761-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080411065716.42D8D88402C@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12456761-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Friday, April 11, 2008

caesura \sih-ZHUR-uh; -ZUR-\, noun;
plural caesuras or caesurae \sih-ZHUR-ee; -ZUR-ee\:

1. A break or pause in a line of verse, usually occurring in the middle of a line, and indicated in scanning by a double 
vertical line; for example, "The proper study || of mankind is man" [Alexander Pope, An Essay on Man].
2. Any break, pause, or interruption.

    After an inconclusive day spent discussing the caesura of "Sonnet"'s opening line, Luke and his colleagues went for 
cocktails at Strabismus.
    -- Martin Amis, Heavy Water and Other Stories
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    The crucial event of the Robedaux family occurs offscreen, in a narrative caesura between the film's two "acts."
    -- Richard Corliss, "The Patter of Little Footes", Time, May 13, 1985

    Say her name today in the right circles and you'll notice a sudden intake of breath, a caesura of pure awe.
    -- Michael Dirda, "In which our intrepid columnist visits the Modern Language Association convention and reflects 
on what he found there", Washington Post, January 28, 2001

    During the historical caesura between the total destruction of Aquileia and the seventh-century foundation of the 
city of Heraclea as the first political capital of the second Venice, the refugees lived on Grado and the other islands, 
just as Cassiodorus had seen them: humbly, simply, and by the toil of their hands.
    -- Patricia Fortini Brown, Venice and Antiquity

Caesura comes from Latin caesura, "a cutting off, a division, a stop," from the past participle of caedere, "to cut."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for caesura

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12456761-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Coroner
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 14:22:57 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193caffe0abfc33
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.141.67.15 with HTTP; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 01:52:57 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804110152n42d09522v7764039c533deec1@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_40473_15591000.1207903977418"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Dakini,
 
Fiona mentioned that you wanted to have the coroner in contact with Rodrigues/ Sapeco.
 
I dont see much point in providing the numbers of the Police Surgeons in Goa to the Coroner in U.K,  because the 
police surgeons in Goa are only allowed to speak through the Goa Police. Deviation from this procedure could lead 
them to being suspended.
 
But need to bounce of future action plans.
 
 
Love
 
Vikram
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
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Subject: Fwd: (Ð‘ÐµÐ· Ñ‚ÐµÐ¼Ñ‹)
From: Daria Moussalatova <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 10:32:57 +0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193c2fe3c5ea7a9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.141.67.15 with SMTP id u15cs595054rvk; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 23:33:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.86.53.8 with SMTP id b8mr4883485fga.64.1207895581383; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 23:33:01 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>
Received: from webmail34.yandex.ru (webmail34.yandex.ru [213.180.223.182]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
p9si3537354fkb.14.2008.04.10.23.33.00; Thu, 10 Apr 2008 23:33:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 213.180.223.182 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=213.180.223.182;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru designates 
213.180.223.182 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru
Received: from YAMAIL (webmail34) by mail.yandex.ru id S5211260AbYDKGc5 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; 
Fri, 11 Apr 2008 10:32:57 +0400
X-Yandex-Spam: 0
Received: from [221.134.21.8] ([221.134.21.8]) by mail.yandex.ru with HTTP; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 10:32:57 +0400
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <512721207895577@webmail34.yandex.ru>
X-Mailer: Yamail [ http://yandex.ru ] 5.0
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

-------- ÐŸÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ðµ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ --------
09.04.08, 14:31, "Daria  Moussalatova" <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>:

Hello Vikram! I translated the file that Oksana sent me.This letter is an official letter to Russian ministry.

        Me and my civil husband A.S.Burdov stayed in Goa 12.11.2005-26.11.2005.Before the journey we asked about 
danger in the sea (snakes or any other threaten). Our agency convinced us that it was safe.
       We stayed in Ramada Caravel Beach Resort (4+* or 5*) In South Goa.We repeated our questions there and the 
staff also told us not to worry. My husband died 22.11.2005.He was jumping on the waves his upper body was out of 
the water as he started to rush out to the shore (I was witnessing all these from the shore) He was falling and 2 foreign 
tourists and me run towards him. There was no lifeguard at all! (There were many people worried about that on the 
arrival to South Goa and it appeared there is absolutely no lifeguard there at all. We were discussing this before) My 
husband had a wound like a big coin reminding a bite, there was a bigger one on the hip and same fingers, I also saw 
some others on the hospital photos later. He had a shock, his eyes were mad and he couldnâ€™t breath. THERE WAS 
NO DOCTOR AT ALL!!! I was told that the doctor is on the was, a foreign women who tried to help him with the 
artificial respiration, he had a pulse and he was conscious but he could not talk, as I was explained after it was due to 
the beginning of paralyzing process he started to have blue spots. We stayed 20 min there waiting for help, then 
someone brought a sun bad and we carried him to the hotel, no one was answering my questions. When we left the 
hotel through the back door (as I was said that the ambulance is waiting there) we had to put him in the TAXY!!! 
THERE WAS NO AMBULANCE ANY DOCTORS AT ALL! The hotel manager went with him and I had to wait for 
another car,it took 15 min.I went together with 3 other managers and an interpreter to the hospital.I saw athat taxy car 
at the entrence 8 people were having a relaxed chat next to the car.I realised that he was dead by the face of the 
interpreter,his body was still inside the car.When I started to panic and to ask them about electroshok to struggle for 
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his live,they were smiling at my face.After I was explained that it is normal for indian culture to react to death this 
way.They put him to morgue,I was having a heart ace,but doctors were just smiling,in 3 hours they gave me a pill in 
the morgue only.It is terrible to be in indian hospital,that was not renovated since 40 s.I was treated in the same small 
room with other patients and interrogated with the police,I was also given papers to sign.I refused to sign a paper that 
was saying that I m not going to start a case against the hotell.That caused a problem,they kept me 2 more hours 
there.All the managers were running here and there and they were successful to come up with the diagnose-DRAWN 
!!! NOT A WORD ABOUT WOUNDS,not a word about toxic poison,I was histeric.Next day I was sopposed to come 
back to the morgue for the medical conclussion,but the hotel management didnâ€™t let me go there,the insurance 
company didnâ€™t sent me an agent,they called me by the evening only.I was kept there till the day of my return 
ticket!!!5 days turned to be a hell,I was dissconnected from a tel line,not alloweded to calll moscow,stuff spyed on my 
each step.
I had to use my mobile (that costed me 2000 dollars)The local police staition people warned me that I have to bring 
them papers from russian side in 3 days otherwise they would have to crimate him in India.It was impossaible to get it 
in 3 days,relatives in moscow  had to go to MID(Russian ministry of foregn affairs),make a report,and after official 
conformation from consulate in Mumbai,to transport him from Goa.This was impjssible to finish in 3 days.Later on I 
learned from Russian side that it was all a dellussion(it is all arranged by an insurance company)I had to use personal 
connections from Moscow to receive help.He was delievered to Russia 27.11.2005,although I was promiced that his 
body would be balzamied,it was not and his body came allmostly decomposed.They sent his body in such a condition 
that our criminalists and medical  expert were shocked.I had an official paper signed and stamped by Russian consulate 
in Mumbai that said that his body would be balzamied.We had to burry him in a closed coffin.Why did they treat us 
this way,why did they do everything for us not to be able  to have a second medical research here in Moscow,who 
paid for the truth never to be revielled?Goa is a reach state that mainly lives for tourizm. Thatâ€™s why no one was 
interested to warn about danger like snakes scatts and meduses,that cause of death.There was a 1.5 meter snake killed 
in our hotell,fnother day a murena was found on the shore,other tourists told me about4 meters snake.
A letter appeared that Â«tourists are responsible for the risk of swimmingÂ» another day.This had to be a proof of 
their so-called Â«precotionsÂ»They also tried to still my passport.I was really treated bad.In the beginning I was 
promiced that my bill would not include Alexandr expenses but at the end they took their words back.
It was a scatt most probably,he stepped on him and the sharp sning made a wound.The divers told me about the earth 
quaqe 2004 when a riff was destroyed and many sea snakes and scattes came closer to the beach line.I am receiving a 
lot of letters from people facing similar problems in Goa and everyones case were kept secret by Goan side.I also 
received a letter from a girl who stayed in the same hotel with us<she is saying that there eas no warning lettr after my 
departure.I didnâ€™t meet this girl before but she was writing me that she was talking to the village people and to the 
shack owner,every witness explained her that my husben was fliva when he was out of the water.Aftr she asked same 
quastions to the hotel guide and his answer was DRAWN just like the official version.She asked about the danger of 
swimming and he tried to convince her that it was safe.So she didnâ€™t believe and asked the interpretor.The girl was 
repeating the official verson,but after Tatyana(interpretor) told her the truth.He was wounded but alive she said.
There are official proofs in the Mumbai consulate,letters from witnesses about the wounds and others. There was an 
interview with general consule(to gazeta.ru)where he said that my husbends parts were givven to expertise,the result is 
still UNKNOWN.
   I want our government to figure out if this place is safe for tourists.I Have  informations that other countries consider 
this to be dangerouse.I also want to rise the question about vacination(which is abligatory in many countries exept 
Russia)
  I am asking to take precotions and to tart protecting russian citizens there,to check out for the danger  or to close this 
place for tourizm.

                                                            With respect from russian citizen              
                                                                      Ponamareva Oksana
 

-------- ÐŸÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ðµ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ --------
03.04.08, 16:25, "Daria  Moussalatova" <dariamoussalatova@yandex.ru>:

--
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Ñ ÑƒÐ²Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÐµÐ¼,Ð”Ð°Ñ€ÑŒÑ
-------- Ð—Ð°Ð²ÐµÑ€ÑˆÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ Ð¿ÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ð³Ð¾ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ñ --------

--
Ñ ÑƒÐ²Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÐµÐ¼,Ð”Ð°Ñ€ÑŒÑ
-------- Ð—Ð°Ð²ÐµÑ€ÑˆÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ Ð¿ÐµÑ€ÐµÑÑ‹Ð»Ð°ÐµÐ¼Ð¾Ð³Ð¾ ÑÐ¾Ð¾Ð±Ñ‰ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ñ --------

--
Ñ ÑƒÐ²Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸ÐµÐ¼,Ð”Ð°Ñ€ÑŒÑ
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Subject: Goa
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 15:05:35 +0530
To: "DJ Hotmail" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193cd709bc5e537
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.141.67.15 with HTTP; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 02:35:35 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804110235g42d4f10eg9cc4276bd5ebac7f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_40669_8115924.1207906535648"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi DJ,
 
I am very happy. The corrupt police officer who tried to hush up the case has been dismissed from service.
 
A good step in the right direction.
 
 
Love
 
Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
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Subject: Re: inquest in UK
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 14:16:51 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193caa6926cec29
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.141.67.15 with HTTP; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 01:46:51 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804110146pb6da2c9lb7c73c6bb2954b01@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W36FA9CAA7B35BC665EF47BD3EC0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_40454_20925181.1207903611016"
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W36FA9CAA7B35BC665EF47BD3EC0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Fiona,
 
 
Do let me know if you need any help in the contract with Channel 4.  The contract ideally should have been signed 
before the filming.
 
I had requested for the final copy to be verified by me before you sign it, but havent recieved it by email as yet.
 
Am leaving for Goa on Sunday and am looking forward to being home.
 
 
Meenal and Aishvarya would be coming to Delhi on the 18th for two weeks.
 
Love
 
Vikram
 

 
On 4/10/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram
    i dont know why dakini is doing what she is doing i will ask her. the coroners number is 01271341257 her name is 
cath lake if you need to contact her.
    i have the doctors numbers already and it is the press numbers i wanted, its easier for me to arrange the press myself 
now as dakini is so far away and things are less hectic now. i got the number of clarence mitchell from the sky team. 
he is the man that is advising the maccans. they are the couple that lost their daughter in portugal. i spoke to him and 
he was very helpful.
     fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2008 21:52:09 +0530
        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
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        Subject: Re: inquest in UK

        Hi Fiona
         
         
        The contact list is in my computer in goa. I would ask Aishvarya to mail it to you.
         
        Please tell Dakini that I must  make the decisions about procedures in goa.
         
        The Govt Doctors are not allowed to talk to anybody except the police. So why  does she want to give out the 
numbers to the coroner ?
         
        Anyway the numbers are
         
        Dr Sapeco 9422057731
        Dr Rodrigues  9823159590
         
        All the best.
         
         
        Love
         
        Vikram

         
        On Thu, Apr 10, 2008 at 9:11 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

            hi vikram
            dakini is putting the coroner over here in touch with the two doctors in goa, can you email me the contacts list 
please. i am intending to come over at the end of this month for a week . i have opened an account called the scarlett 
keeling trust to take donations to help fight the case. let me know if theres anything else you think i should do or say.
            fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

                Date: Tue, 8 Apr 2008 22:41:46 +0530
                From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
                To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
                Subject: inquest in UK

                 
                Hi Fiona
                 
                Had a long talk with Shariq from Channel 4.   It seems that the Coroner performing the Third autopsy does 
not have the detailed infomation about the first and the second autopsy and may have not been briefed in writing about 
the facts of the case till the body was brought to him for the third autopsy.
                 
                Please check with him and if that is the case, I would be happy to inform him in writing about any queries he 
has.
                 
                A detailed information about the circumstances before a body is taken for an inquest in normally required to 
assist the coroner in his report.
                 
                Do treat this as urgent.
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                Love & Rgds
                 
                Vikram
                 

                -- 
                Vikram Varma
                A S/4
                Parasio De Goa
                Porvorim
                Bardez
                Goa

                Mob 93 255 366 99
                Res 0832 325 6688
                Off 0832 325 3088 

            Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email ID's? Get a unique one here. Try it now!

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088 

    Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: inquest in UK
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 14:49:21 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
CC: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193cc82b894ddd6
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.141.67.15 with HTTP; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 02:19:21 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804110219w6a11646pfc154563c0d5fc36@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804110146pb6da2c9lb7c73c6bb2954b01@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_40583_30809570.1207905561399"
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W36FA9CAA7B35BC665EF47BD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804110146pb6da2c9lb7c73c6bb2954b01@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Just got news that Albequerque has been dismissed from service
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 13:13:20 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193e7a806eac590
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs125374tia; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 10:13:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.208.14 with SMTP id f14mr1655734rvg.204.1207934026105; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 10:13:46 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>
Received: from titan.dnsprotect.com (titan.dnsprotect.com [207.210.103.242]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
8si5173900ywg.8.2008.04.11.10.13.45; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 10:13:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 
207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.210.103.242;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1JkMoS-0002uR-Nx; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 13:13:20 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.28.83
Message-ID: <E1JkMoS-0002uR-Nx@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

CALANGUTE RENTALS
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3633
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 13:13:46 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193e7ae5f6753fe
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs125390tia; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 10:14:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.22.1 with SMTP id z1mr1649922rvi.277.1207934051522; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 10:14:11 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>
Received: from titan.dnsprotect.com (titan.dnsprotect.com [207.210.103.242]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
6si5313821ywi.7.2008.04.11.10.14.10; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 10:14:11 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 
207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.210.103.242;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1JkMos-000381-DQ; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 13:13:46 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.28.83
Message-ID: <E1JkMos-000381-DQ@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

CALANGUTE RENTALS
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3633
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: Goa - Great news
From: DJ VARMA <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 22:50:01 +0000
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1193faeea521d072
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs136859tia; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 15:50:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.140.15 with SMTP id n15mr2673414and.120.1207954238049; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 15:50:38 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <djvarma@hotmail.com>
Received: from blu139-omc3-s10.blu139.hotmail.com (blu139-omc3-s10.blu139.hotmail.com [65.55.175.210]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id 12si7659608wrl.20.2008.04.11.15.50.36; Fri, 11 Apr 2008 15:50:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 65.55.175.210 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=65.55.175.210;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of djvarma@hotmail.com designates 
65.55.175.210 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=djvarma@hotmail.com
Received: from BLU108-W2 ([65.55.162.189]) by blu139-omc3-s10.blu139.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Fri, 11 Apr 2008 15:50:01 -0700
Message-ID: <BLU108-W2EC59647E0C728A9BB095A8EF0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: djvarma@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_aed41265-b51e-417e-af56-a87d0d16875e_"
X-Originating-IP: [144.139.149.226]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804110235g42d4f10eg9cc4276bd5ebac7f@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804110235g42d4f10eg9cc4276bd5ebac7f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 11 Apr 2008 22:50:01.0829 (UTC) FILETIME=[604B3150:01C89C26]

Hi Vikram,
 
This is great news.
 
Everyone was saying how well you came across in all your TV and print interviews.  By Gods grace,  you and 
Scarletts family have worked together to pull off a miracle to get justice. 
 
We are so proud of your achievements. 
 
Love
Dj

    Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 15:05:35 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: djvarma@hotmail.com
    Subject: Goa

    Hi DJ,
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    I am very happy. The corrupt police officer who tried to hush up the case has been dismissed from service.
     
    A good step in the right direction.
     
     
    Love
     
    Vikram

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

before someone else does Find the job of your dreams
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Subject: RE: inquest in UK
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Sat, 12 Apr 2008 16:24:47 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119424602e5a9cf8
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs168723tia; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 03:54:56 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.107.19 with SMTP id f19mr4665831wac.113.1207997694518; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 03:54:54 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s15.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s15.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.151]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id y11si7257394pod.9.2008.04.12.03.54.53; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 03:54:54 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.151 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.151;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.151 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W39 ([65.54.162.139]) by bay0-omc2-s15.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sat, 12 Apr 2008 03:54:47 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W3980A5B27431C97C3AFF3CD3EE0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_d2afe9e4-2ac5-46f3-b3dd-06c4b582401a_"
X-Originating-IP: [62.136.101.52]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804110219w6a11646pfc154563c0d5fc36@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W36FA9CAA7B35BC665EF47BD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804110146pb6da2c9lb7c73c6bb2954b01@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804110219w6a11646pfc154563c0d5fc36@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 12 Apr 2008 10:54:47.0644 (UTC) FILETIME=[9FDBF9C0:01C89C8B]

hi vikram
i also heard about alberquerque, do we know the reasons for his dismissal. have you heard peter d sousa talking about 
suing me? perhaps i should announce publicly that im considering suing him. i will send you the contract by post. i am 
considering coming over at the end of this month for a press conference in delhi and to hurry the cbi up . do you think 
this is neccesary.how neccesary do you think it is for dakini to be there . do we both have to make depositions to the 
cbi? i have opened an account in scarletts name called the scarlett keeling trust. i am looking into regestering this as a 
charity. i have to be very careful how i spend the money in this account as the public will be watching me. so if you 
can advise me as to what is essential to the case or not i would appreciate it.
how are things going with leo? hope everythings ok.
tell minall i will be in touch soon about her stock, i have some money for her and need some more.
take care ,
fi  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 14:49:21 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
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    Subject: Re: inquest in UK
    CC: dakinilove@mac.com

    Just got news that Albequerque has been dismissed from service
     
     

Exclusive Marriage Proposals! Find UR life partner at Shaadi.com Try it!
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Subject: Re: inquest in UK
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, 12 Apr 2008 17:04:29 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119426a40f3766cb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 04:34:29 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804120434w2f971cb1rf9e9a589a5f688ca@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W3980A5B27431C97C3AFF3CD3EE0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_9189_5340738.1208000069898"
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W36FA9CAA7B35BC665EF47BD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804110146pb6da2c9lb7c73c6bb2954b01@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804110219w6a11646pfc154563c0d5fc36@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W3980A5B27431C97C3AFF3CD3EE0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Fiona,
 
He has been dismissed because of his bad handling of the case.
 
Yes Peter has been talking about suing you, but that is something I would be able to handle easily.
 
You would need to come mainly  when the CBI has taken over the case. But a longer stay would be certainly be useful 
for the case.
 
How is the pressure on you in England. 
 
I don't see much of british T.V here, but the news on the net is not much.  The case seems to be dormant right now.
 
In India the question being asked is " Why are the organs missing from Scarletts body ? "
 
I am planning to write a letter to the GMC on this when I get back to Goa.
 
Both you and Dakini are always welcome in my home, but as of now, neither you or Dakini's presence is critical. I am 
sure the children need you more than the case does
 
What is critical is a daily email update  and  questions  which you need help with.
 
 
Love
 
Vikram
 
 
But I would need a confirmation about the missing organs from the Coroner in England.
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On Sat, Apr 12, 2008 at 4:24 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram
    i also heard about alberquerque, do we know the reasons for his dismissal. have you heard peter d sousa talking 
about suing me? perhaps i should announce publicly that im considering suing him. i will send you the contract by 
post. i am considering coming over at the end of this month for a press conference in delhi and to hurry the cbi up . do 
you think this is neccesary.how neccesary do you think it is for dakini to be there . do we both have to make 
depositions to the cbi? i have opened an account in scarletts name called the scarlett keeling trust. i am looking into 
regestering this as a charity. i have to be very careful how i spend the money in this account as the public will be 
watching me. so if you can advise me as to what is essential to the case or not i would appreciate it.
    how are things going with leo? hope everythings ok.
    tell minall i will be in touch soon about her stock, i have some money for her and need some more.
    take care ,
    fi  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 14:49:21 +0530

        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: inquest in UK
        CC: dakinilove@mac.com

        Just got news that Albequerque has been dismissed from service
         
         

    Exclusive Marriage Proposals! Find UR life partner at Shaadi.com Try it!

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: RE: inquest in UK
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Sat, 12 Apr 2008 21:05:54 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119434746df152ef
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs187330tia; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 08:35:56 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.149.2 with SMTP id w2mr4882263wad.29.1208014555041; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 08:35:55 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s25.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s25.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.161]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id z20si7843926pod.4.2008.04.12.08.35.54; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 08:35:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.161 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.161;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.161 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W35 ([65.54.162.135]) by bay0-omc2-s25.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Sat, 12 Apr 2008 08:35:54 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W3580ED7E05FF3D306DB396D3EE0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_16d23a43-9b81-4bd9-9e1a-1aba60d76c21_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.161.37.182]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804120434w2f971cb1rf9e9a589a5f688ca@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W36FA9CAA7B35BC665EF47BD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804110146pb6da2c9lb7c73c6bb2954b01@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804110219w6a11646pfc154563c0d5fc36@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W3980A5B27431C97C3AFF3CD3EE0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804120434w2f971cb1rf9e9a589a5f688ca@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 12 Apr 2008 15:35:54.0186 (UTC) FILETIME=[E51A0AA0:01C89CB2]

hi vikram
thanks for replying so quickly
im not too worried about peters talk about suing me, but not too sure about his talk about suocide and how much he 
might affect public opinion. why is the cbi taking so long ? . they are still going to take over arent they?.
 let me know when i am needed over there and i will come. marcus will be over soon and i might come with him. but 
dont know yet. preassure isnt too bad here . im doing the tv thing on tuesday this week.
speak soon
fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Sat, 12 Apr 2008 17:04:29 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: inquest in UK

    Hi Fiona,
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    He has been dismissed because of his bad handling of the case.
     
    Yes Peter has been talking about suing you, but that is something I would be able to handle easily.
     
    You would need to come mainly  when the CBI has taken over the case. But a longer stay would be certainly be 
useful for the case.
     
    How is the pressure on you in England. 
     
    I don't see much of british T.V here, but the news on the net is not much.  The case seems to be dormant right now.
     
    In India the question being asked is " Why are the organs missing from Scarletts body ? "
     
    I am planning to write a letter to the GMC on this when I get back to Goa.
     
    Both you and Dakini are always welcome in my home, but as of now, neither you or Dakini's presence is critical. I 
am sure the children need you more than the case does
     
    What is critical is a daily email update  and  questions  which you need help with.
     
     
    Love
     
    Vikram
     
     
    But I would need a confirmation about the missing organs from the Coroner in England.
     
     
     

     
    On Sat, Apr 12, 2008 at 4:24 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
        i also heard about alberquerque, do we know the reasons for his dismissal. have you heard peter d sousa talking 
about suing me? perhaps i should announce publicly that im considering suing him. i will send you the contract by 
post. i am considering coming over at the end of this month for a press conference in delhi and to hurry the cbi up . do 
you think this is neccesary.how neccesary do you think it is for dakini to be there . do we both have to make 
depositions to the cbi? i have opened an account in scarletts name called the scarlett keeling trust. i am looking into 
regestering this as a charity. i have to be very careful how i spend the money in this account as the public will be 
watching me. so if you can advise me as to what is essential to the case or not i would appreciate it.
        how are things going with leo? hope everythings ok.
        tell minall i will be in touch soon about her stock, i have some money for her and need some more.
        take care ,
        fi  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

            Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 14:49:21 +0530

            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
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            Subject: Re: inquest in UK
            CC: dakinilove@mac.com

            Just got news that Albequerque has been dismissed from service
             
             

        Exclusive Marriage Proposals! Find UR life partner at Shaadi.com Try it!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Sat, 12 Apr 2008 11:29:32 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1194341e7f80f1c0
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs186936tia; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 08:30:04 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.200.8 with SMTP id x8mr4528679ybf.149.1208014202561; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 08:30:02 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>
Received: from titan.dnsprotect.com (titan.dnsprotect.com [207.210.103.242]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
5si7221607ywl.5.2008.04.12.08.30.01; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 08:30:02 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 
207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.210.103.242;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1JkhfY-0001VN-Em; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 11:29:32 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.16.220
Message-ID: <E1JkhfY-0001VN-Em@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

Semi-Detached Villas at Assagaon - North Goa
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3653
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: About Fiona's latest trauma
From: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 22:30:36 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11948bb2f28801f3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs284567tia; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 10:00:38 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.156.9 with SMTP id d9mr5264793ybe.116.1208106037021; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 10:00:37 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.150.50.19 with HTTP; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 10:00:36 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <4891d4690804131000u3e878df5g5a606361ebc3447b@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_11252_11602269.1208106037012"

Vikram,
 
 
I guess when it is traumatic just reading about that girl who is just a year old than my own daughter, Fiona the mother 
herself must be going through hell...
 
 
Could you tell me what has happened in the last few days?
 
Has Fiona gone back too? The papers here dont mention much but the bare or controversial details...
 
I just read about this third autopsy...my heart goes out to Fiona, may God give her the strength to bear all this and 
come out stronger for the sake of the rest of her children...
-- 
thanks and regards

Suneetha
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Subject: good morning
From: "dakini runningbear" <dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com>
Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 11:56:40 +0100
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119476dfd61ce491
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs248524tia; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 03:56:41 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.54.3 with SMTP id c3mr546886wfa.274.1208084200476; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 03:56:40 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.142.73.4 with HTTP; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 03:56:40 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_27351_25426694.1208084200461"

burr.. its freezing here in the country!
 
just a quick to say good morning, mid day article is pretty good :-)
 
Sujay called about an hour ago, he is having his correspondent do interview later this evening...
 
have you seen the sting videos on Goan Voice.. they are on the uk site..
 
lots of love to you boss!
 
xxxxx
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Subject: Re: good morning
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com>
BCC: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119486f37988ece4
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 08:37:38 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_14041_30211353.1208101058285"
BCC: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi,
 
I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
 
The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
 
I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
 
If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
 
Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
 
 
We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
 
In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed his Dy 
S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be made the 
scrape goat ?
 
Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
 
Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
 
Love
 
 
Vikram
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Subject: Re: good morning
From: "dakini runningbear" <dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com>
Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 19:05:55 +0100
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11948f6f9b2a0cc2
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs291762tia; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 11:05:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.158.17 with SMTP id g17mr1532139wfe.157.1208109955125; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 11:05:55 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.142.73.4 with HTTP; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 11:05:55 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <a22a9f480804131105t5b25de5esdf7f4dc92a97a22a@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_27981_22443818.1208109955111"
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>

yes.. i read an article about nerlon saying that.. :-)

great... lets' get him to squeal :-) :-)

i have been on the phone with catherine twice for quite a while on thurs and fri.. she has to get info from the 
pathologist.. will follow up again tomorrow if i dont hear anything by mid day..

she need seem little less helpful when i spoke to her the second time.. she might need an email direct from you.. my 
charm only goes so far with the ladies ;-)

rushing to work now, just returned to london from amanda's.. met her mom... now have hard copy of stephens' file.. 

can you please ask Teresa to get me our case file??? 

sujay called this morning, he is meant to be arranging interview with a reporter of his here for later this evening after i 
finish work

love love love 

xxxxxx

On Sun, Apr 13, 2008 at 4:37 PM, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi,
     
    I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
     
    The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
     
    I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
     
    If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
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    Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
     
     
    We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
     
    In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed his Dy 
S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be made the 
scrape goat ?
     
    Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
     
    Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
     
    Love
     
     
    Vikram
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Subject: Re: inquest in UK
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 13:32:48 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11946cecdc49b9d8
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 01:02:48 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804130102s7d20169ftd8acc768ac83c6d3@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W3580ED7E05FF3D306DB396D3EE0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_12459_24012900.1208073768262"
References: <f4302a0a0804081011t112fbc98va1868a6d0f0b9c95@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W56C92BE121D62F01230B5AD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804100922o67fae0cbid660f52b887252d6@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W36FA9CAA7B35BC665EF47BD3EC0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804110146pb6da2c9lb7c73c6bb2954b01@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804110219w6a11646pfc154563c0d5fc36@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W3980A5B27431C97C3AFF3CD3EE0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804120434w2f971cb1rf9e9a589a5f688ca@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W3580ED7E05FF3D306DB396D3EE0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Fiona,
 
He  is the counsel for the defense and would try and put up all kind of theories to save his client.  But lets focus on that 
when the Trial happens.
 
 
In the meantime, the Indian media is keen to know what are your reactions on finding the kidneys, the uterus and the 
stomach missing from Scarletts body.
 
I have informed them that you are deeply disturbed about this and we would take up the matter with the Goa Medical 
College as well as the Government.
 
Do let me know if you have any other thoughts on this.
 
 
Vikram
 
 
 

 
On Sat, Apr 12, 2008 at 9:05 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram
    thanks for replying so quickly
    im not too worried about peters talk about suing me, but not too sure about his talk about suocide and how much he 
might affect public opinion. why is the cbi taking so long ? . they are still going to take over arent they?.
     let me know when i am needed over there and i will come. marcus will be over soon and i might come with him. 
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but dont know yet. preassure isnt too bad here . im doing the tv thing on tuesday this week.
    speak soon
    fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        Date: Sat, 12 Apr 2008 17:04:29 +0530

        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
        Subject: Re: inquest in UK

        Hi Fiona,
         
        He has been dismissed because of his bad handling of the case.
         
        Yes Peter has been talking about suing you, but that is something I would be able to handle easily.
         
        You would need to come mainly  when the CBI has taken over the case. But a longer stay would be certainly be 
useful for the case.
         
        How is the pressure on you in England. 
         
        I don't see much of british T.V here, but the news on the net is not much.  The case seems to be dormant right 
now.
         
        In India the question being asked is " Why are the organs missing from Scarletts body ? "
         
        I am planning to write a letter to the GMC on this when I get back to Goa.
         
        Both you and Dakini are always welcome in my home, but as of now, neither you or Dakini's presence is critical. 
I am sure the children need you more than the case does
         
        What is critical is a daily email update  and  questions  which you need help with.
         
         
        Love
         
        Vikram
         
         
        But I would need a confirmation about the missing organs from the Coroner in England.
         
         
         

         
        On Sat, Apr 12, 2008 at 4:24 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

            hi vikram
            i also heard about alberquerque, do we know the reasons for his dismissal. have you heard peter d sousa talking 
about suing me? perhaps i should announce publicly that im considering suing him. i will send you the contract by 
post. i am considering coming over at the end of this month for a press conference in delhi and to hurry the cbi up . do 
you think this is neccesary.how neccesary do you think it is for dakini to be there . do we both have to make 
depositions to the cbi? i have opened an account in scarletts name called the scarlett keeling trust. i am looking into 
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regestering this as a charity. i have to be very careful how i spend the money in this account as the public will be 
watching me. so if you can advise me as to what is essential to the case or not i would appreciate it.
            how are things going with leo? hope everythings ok.
            tell minall i will be in touch soon about her stock, i have some money for her and need some more.
            take care ,
            fi  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

                Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 14:49:21 +0530

                From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
                To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
                Subject: Re: inquest in UK
                CC: dakinilove@mac.com

                Just got news that Albequerque has been dismissed from service
                 
                 

            Exclusive Marriage Proposals! Find UR life partner at Shaadi.com Try it!

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088 

    Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
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Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 00:34:14 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11946105de0767ab
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs223514tia; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 21:34:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.192.4 with SMTP id p4mr4903174ybf.214.1208061287953; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 21:34:47 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>
Received: from titan.dnsprotect.com (titan.dnsprotect.com [207.210.103.242]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
5si8172892ywl.5.2008.04.12.21.34.47; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 21:34:47 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 
207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.210.103.242;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1Jktuw-0006UG-Sf; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 00:34:14 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.26.20
Message-ID: <E1Jktuw-0006UG-Sf@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

productionix - PHP PROGRAMMERS REQUIRED FOR MIRAMAR OFFICES
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3654
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: questions from preetu
From: "Preetu Nair" <preetu.nair@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 12:02:41 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119467c4c350b79e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs230413tia; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 23:32:42 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.241.10 with SMTP id o10mr1365176wfh.155.1208068361249; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 23:32:41 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.142.232.7 with HTTP; Sat, 12 Apr 2008 23:32:41 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <c0b0f2380804122332j27a1c6ebiceba79ccc2c09884@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_33942_18959065.1208068361224"

Dear Vikram

Thanks for agreeing to help at such a short notice. Here are the questions. It anything is missing, please do add.

Q. Which are the vital organs that are missing from Scarlett's body? How did you come to know about it?

Q. During the first autopsy conducted by DR Sapeco, which parts were removed for viscera or any other examination?

Q. During the second autopsy conducted by a panel of doctors, which parts were removed for viscera or any other 
examination?

Q. Has it been mentioned anywhere that Scarlett's vital organs both kidneys, stomach and uterus have been removed 
for any examination? If it has been mentioned, who has mentioned it and where?

Q. Can the doctors remove any organ? What is the law?

Q. What are you planning to do now?

Thanks

Preetu

-- 
"Live unnoticed"
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------
Preetu Nair
Principal Correspondent
The Times of India,
Miramar,
Panaji,
Goa-403 001
India
http://goadourado.sulekha.com/blog/posts.htm
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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--------------------------------------------------------- 
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Subject: Re: questions from preetu
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 13:13:16 +0530
To: "Preetu Nair" <preetu.nair@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11946bcecfc5a580
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Sun, 13 Apr 2008 00:43:16 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804130043r67651c9fv5fd4a123f6a16576@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <c0b0f2380804122332j27a1c6ebiceba79ccc2c09884@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_12362_31434116.1208072596862"
References: <c0b0f2380804122332j27a1c6ebiceba79ccc2c09884@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

On Sun, Apr 13, 2008 at 12:02 PM, Preetu Nair <preetu.nair@gmail.com> wrote:

    Dear Vikram

    Thanks for agreeing to help at such a short notice. Here are the questions. It anything is missing, please do add.

    Q. Which are the vital organs that are missing from Scarlett's body? How did you come to know about it?

 
I have been informed that the stomach, both the kidneys and the uterus are missing from the body. Am waiting for the 
formal confirmation which I hope should be in by tomorrow.

    Q. During the first autopsy conducted by DR Sapeco, which parts were removed for viscera or any other 
examination?

On the memorandum of autopsy, no organs were removed, but the slice of each kidney, stomach contents along with a 
slice of the liver and brain was retained for viscera.

    Q. During the second autopsy conducted by a panel of doctors, which parts were removed for viscera or any other 
examination? 

Similar parts were removed except for the contents of the stomach, which were already removed.
 
 

    Q. Has it been mentioned anywhere that Scarlett's vital organs both kidneys, stomach and uterus have been removed 
for any examination? If it has been mentioned, who has mentioned it and where?

No documents confirm that these organs have been removed. This action of removal if taken, has not been recorded.
 

    Q. Can the doctors remove any organ? What is the law?

No doctor may remove any organ from the body without the written consent of the next of kin.
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    Q. What are you planning to do now?

I would scrutinise the circumstances and the facts in depth and take relevent action under law.
 
 
 
Prima Facie it seems that the process adopted by the police for both investigations and forensics is inadequate for 
serving justice.
 
 Perhaps its time to scrutinise the systems & procedures and make relevent changes for justice to be delivered.
 
Without such an effort  by the intelligentia,  neither the living nor the dead would get justice.
 
 
 
Thanks

    Preetu

    -- 
    "Live unnoticed"
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
    Preetu Nair
    Principal Correspondent
    The Times of India,
    Miramar,
    Panaji,
    Goa-403 001
    India
    http://goadourado.sulekha.com/blog/posts.htm
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------- 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: [mirambika] Fw: From Siba Mohanty, The New Indian Express
From: Sandeep Behera <SBehera@wwfindia.net>
Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2008 12:55:18 +0530
To: "Anna Forslund" <Anna.Forslund@wwf.se>, "Sue Lieberman" <SLiebermanOld@wwf.org.uk>, "Neera Pradhan" 
<neera.pradhan@wwfnepal.org>, tamaki_ura@nifty.com
CC: viveksheelsagar@yahoo.com, harumis@iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp, kingcobra@gmail.com
BCC: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1194bca393fb8361
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs353893tia; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 00:15:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.22.1 with SMTP id z1mr6495745wai.48.1208157355488; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 00:15:55 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <sentto-11961679-96-1208157350-varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com>
Received: from n17a.bullet.scd.yahoo.com (n17a.bullet.scd.yahoo.com [66.94.237.46]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id k23si13502287waf.15.2008.04.14.00.15.51; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 00:15:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of sentto-11961679-96-1208157350-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com designates 66.94.237.46 as permitted sender) client-
ip=66.94.237.46;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of sentto-11961679-96-1208157350-
varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com designates 66.94.237.46 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=sentto-
11961679-96-1208157350-varma.vikram=gmail.com@returns.groups.yahoo.com; domainkeys=pass 
header.From=mirambika@yahoogroups.com
Comment: DomainKeys? See http://antispam.yahoo.com/domainkeys
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=lima; d=yahoogroups.com; 
b=Fl+/hjh6gMrybJR8u7pp0Z2AOsogXTBEyWK3V2cyrjeQ5GnoON0tG3aW8jKl2KrgMoMtKZublspPm0cDelsEyDf3
qCIs/LUvk32j0K3Aibibkifou19dku3owkqJpJUM;
Received: from [66.218.69.5] by n17.bullet.scd.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 14 Apr 2008 07:15:51 -0000
Received: from [66.218.67.91] by t5.bullet.scd.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 14 Apr 2008 07:15:50 -0000
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 11961679-m96
X-Sender: SBehera@wwfindia.net
X-Apparently-To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Received: (qmail 40123 invoked from network); 14 Apr 2008 07:15:48 -0000
X-Received: from unknown (66.218.67.96) by m50.grp.scd.yahoo.com with QMQP; 14 Apr 2008 07:15:48 -0000
X-Received: from unknown (HELO server.wwfindia.net) (202.144.88.70) by mta17.grp.scd.yahoo.com with SMTP; 14 
Apr 2008 07:14:57 -0000
X-Mailer: Lotus Notes Release 7.0 August 18, 2005
Message-ID: <OFBC243625.F62B578F-ON6525742B.002850B9-6525742B.0028C555@wwfindia.net>
X-MIMETrack: Serialize by Router on mailserver/wwfindia(Release 7.0|August 18, 2005) at 04/14/2008 12:55:35 PM
BCC: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
X-Originating-IP: 202.144.88.70
X-eGroups-Msg-Info: 1:5:0:0:0
Sender: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Mailing-List: list mirambika@yahoogroups.com; contact mirambika-owner@yahoogroups.com
Delivered-To: mailing list mirambika@yahoogroups.com
List-Id: <mirambika.yahoogroups.com>
Precedence: bulk
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:mirambika-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com>
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: groups-email-ff-m
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Reply-To: mirambika@yahoogroups.com
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="=_mixed 0028C5536525742B_="

FYI

Regards

Sandeep

Sandeep Kumar Behera (Ph D)
Senior Coordinator
Freshwater & Wetlands Programme
WWF-India
172/B, Lodi Estate
New Delhi 110 003
Ph - 91 11 41504813/20
Mob - 91 11 9312902040
----- Forwarded by Sandeep Behera/wwfindia on 04/14/2008 12:50 PM -----
"Siba Mohanty" <sibamohanty@gmail.com>

04/13/2008 01:54 PM     
To
        "Sandeep Behera" <SBehera@wwfindia.net>
cc
        
Subject
        Re: From Siba Mohanty, The New Indian Express

        

Dear Dr Behera,

The story on dolphins appeared on April 13 edition of The New Indian Express. Please find attached the PDF file of 
the story.

Do let me know your feedbacks.

Thanks and Regards

Siba Mohanty

__._,_.___
Messages in this topic (1) Reply (via web post) | Start a new topic
Messages | Files | Photos | Links | Database | Polls | Members | Calendar
Yahoo! Groups
Change settings via the Web (Yahoo! ID required)
Change settings via email: Switch delivery to Daily Digest | Switch format to Traditional
Visit Your Group | Yahoo! Groups Terms of Use | Unsubscribe
Visit Your Group
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Subject: RE: Autopsy questions NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2008 08:05:45 -0700
To: Catherine.LAKE@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk
CC: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1194d7879cc8df7f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs428338tia; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 08:05:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.74.17 with SMTP id b17mr3445586rvl.113.1208185551361; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 08:05:51 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
l31si10398530rvb.2.2008.04.14.08.05.50; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 08:05:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail006 (webmail006-s [10.13.128.6]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 4.0) 
with ESMTP id m3EF5k7n026647; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 08:05:47 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <B96E423F-0119-1000-B23C-CDAAC6864A50-Webmail-10024@mac.com>
in-reply-to: 
<6185AE485D353740A15CA8AE2AB1CB7D208AAA@hqdcpamail1.dcpa.devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk>
References: 
<6185AE485D353740A15CA8AE2AB1CB7D208AAA@hqdcpamail1.dcpa.devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.106.104
Received: from [91.104.106.104] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 08:05:45 -0700

Hi Catherine, thank you for getting back to me.. 

i have just posted you copies of the two post mortem reports from India.. they have been sent overnight so will be to 
you by 1pm tomorrow..

i have searched them quite throughly and have noted that Dr. Sapeco removed the stomach and its contents and half of 
each kidney.  The panel of Dr's removed the other half of each kidney.  While it is noted that swabs and slices of 
organs have been sent for testing, i can find nowhere on either report that the uterus was removed.

And the pathologists are silenced through the police in India so speaking to them directly unfortunately doesn't seem to 
be an option.

Thank you again for your help!

This is a rather urgent matter and your time and the pathologists is very appreciated!

Sincerely-

dakini
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On Monday, April 14, 2008, at 12:36PM, <Catherine.LAKE@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk> wrote:
> >Dakini,
> >
> >I am still waiting a reply from the pathologist. 
> >
> >However, if you have a post mortem report from India there should be written confirmation in that report showing 
the samples retained for any examination by the pathologists there.
> >
> >Regards,
> >Catherine
> >
> >-----Original Message-----
> >From: dakini runningbear [mailto:dakinilove@mac.com]
> >Sent: 11 April 2008 17:05
> >To: LAKE Catherine 53654
> >Cc: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com; Vikram Varma
> >Subject: Autopsy questions
> >
> >
> >Hi Catherine.. 
> >
> >Thank you for taking the time over the past couple days to explain some of the details about Scarlett's autopsy and 
British procedure!  I am sure you are busy and i appreciate your patience and assistance with my questions.  :-) 
> >
> >In further to our conversation today,  I am sending along the two specific questions that Advocate Varma has asked 
me to find answers to..
> >
> >1.  Which specific organs are missing from Scarlett's body? 
> >
> >2.  I know that you said every autopsy is different, but we are wondering if you can give us  British "guideline" (if 
there is any!) as to how much of  a sample generally needs to be taken from individual organs for the forensic testing.  
For example, in a British Forensic autopsy in a case like this, would the entire stomach need to be taken?
> >
> >We have been in contact with the British High Commission in India and they have offered their assistance to the 
Goan Government in specific to modernize their Forensic Department.  It does seem that many of the problems arise 
from lack of funding and lack of training and that by helping the Governments to work together we can help to educate 
and reform  a very inadequate system.
> >
> >
> >If it isn't too much of a bother when you do get the time to answer the above questions, would you mind sending a 
separate correspondence for each question?  This will be very helpful to Advocate Varma. 
> >
> >
> >Thank you again for your time and assistance!  I hope you have a very good weekend  :-) 
> >
> >And i will post the copies of both the autopsies tomorrow.. i have just noticed the time and will not be able to leave 
the desk before the post office closes.  You should receive them by Monday..
> >
> >
> >
> >Sincerely-
> >
> >dakini runningbear
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> >**************************************************************
> >Devon & Cornwall Constabulary aims to serve the communities
> >of Devon & Cornwall and help inspire greater confidence in the
> >Police. For more information please visit our website at 
> >www.devon-cornwall.police.uk
> >**************************************************************
> >This e-mail is intended for the named recipient only and may 
> >contain privileged information, which is protected in law.
> >If you have received this mail in error, you may not read,
> >copy, disseminate or otherwise deal with it. In this case,
> >please delete the mail and contact the sender immediately.
> >
> >
> >Internet e-mail is not secure, therefore
> >Devon & Cornwall Constabulary does not accept legal 
> >responsibility for the contents or distribution of this message 
> >including file attachments. Any views or opinions presented are 
> >solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those 
> >of Devon & Cornwall Constabulary. All reasonable efforts have been 
> >made to check that any attached software or other material is/are 
> >free of computer viruses, but  Devon & Cornwall Constabulary accepts 
> >no responsibility for any damage, howsoever arising, as a result of 
> >their transmission to the recipient's computer or network.
> >**************************************************************
> >
> >
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Subject: coroner's email
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2008 03:25:57 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1194c7840a662b12
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs382541tia; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 03:26:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.122.20 with SMTP id z20mr3221771rvm.239.1208168759750; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 03:25:59 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
g22si9583580rvb.5.2008.04.14.03.25.58; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 03:25:59 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail006 (webmail006-s [10.13.128.6]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw004/MantshX 4.0) 
with ESMTP id m3EAPvdS029698 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 03:25:58 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <B96E423F-0119-1000-AA73-CDAAC6864A50-Webmail-10024@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.106.104
Received: from [91.104.106.104] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 03:25:57 -0700

catherine.lake@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk

here it is  :-) 

always wonderful to my head and heart to hear your voice...

big love
xxxxxxdakini
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Subject: Monthly Bill Invoice Number : 331652341529
From: CustomerCare <EBill@relianceservice.co.in>
Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2008 18:45:11 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1194d0c7148f5101
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs408282tia; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 06:07:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.178.13 with SMTP id a13mr1802877wff.129.1208178471399; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 06:07:51 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <EBill@relianceservice.co.in>
Received: from flp040.relianceada.com (flp040.relianceada.com [202.138.120.92]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
9si11835484wfc.16.2008.04.14.06.07.35; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 06:07:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.138.120.92 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
EBill@relianceservice.co.in) client-ip=202.138.120.92;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.138.120.92 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of EBill@relianceservice.co.in) smtp.mail=EBill@relianceservice.co.in
Received: from P0232EBL01 ([97.253.16.195]) by radagflp010.flp.com (Lotus Domino Release 6.5.5) with ESMTP id 
2008041418451146-169784 ; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 18:45:11 +0530
Message-ID: <3352458.1208178432723.JavaMail.ccadm@P0232EBL01>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-MIMETrack: Itemize by SMTP Server on RADAGFLP010/FLP(Release 6.5.5|November 30, 2005) at 04/14/2008 
06:45:11 PM, Serialize by Router on RADAGFLP010/FLP(Release 6.5.5|November 30, 2005) at 04/14/2008 06:45:11 
PM
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=6241625.1208178411210.JavaMail.ccadm.P0232EBL01

Dear Customer,

We thank you for being a part of the Reliance Communications Ltd.

We would like to inform you that your bill for the current month has been processed.

Please find attached a soft copy of the bill for your reference.

Looking forward to build a lifetime relationship with you.

For more details on Reliance Products and Services, you may visit our web-site
www.reliancecommunications.co.in
Thanking You

Customer Care
Reliance Communications Ltd.

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not send any reply to this e-mail.

If you don't have Acrobat Reader, please download

The information provided is based on prevailing terms and conditions of the company, which are
subject to change without prior notice. This electronic message transmission contains information
from Reliance Communications Ltd. & is confidential or privileged. The information is intended to be for the use
of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, beware that any
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disclosure, copy distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited.
If you have received the electronic transmission in error please notify us immediately.

331652341529_8.pdf
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Subject: On Scarlett Keeling's Case
From: gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2008 16:44:34 +0100 (BST)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1194d9bf8bf6a39b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs434330tia; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 08:44:41 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.148.1 with SMTP id v1mr3770923wad.199.1208187879265; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 08:44:39 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
Received: from web7902.mail.in.yahoo.com (web7902.mail.in.yahoo.com [202.86.4.78]) by mx.google.com with 
SMTP id n20si13194258pof.12.2008.04.14.08.44.35; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 08:44:39 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.86.4.78 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in) client-ip=202.86.4.78;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.86.4.78 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in) smtp.mail=hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in
Received: (qmail 83118 invoked by uid 60001); 14 Apr 2008 15:44:34 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=e0CHhHqk+Xq3uf4BAgpREgGo0eSrbU8JiF/K37HurJwKO7L62kct2+zJqGl9adMII3EbR7+V4ae93j53Kf7milOxXu
oC64VqYDvkfTloIhl1NCLsSWlPFFIA+M+KacfLz8Vs4TWu2F6i+Zzz9lxu1mYJiUWwLIu6FOGvqCho4pQ=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
BTYyLEEVM1mX0AWHbdfxHqMHc4fZtSUcsjr7D2jq_yGeV0qPha50mko1_XFFBc6wqd3WX4SEeJ_hG8AvVtToL
xkBsWPdwY0IIbp8A0evKCsDNjeL8qwBZQlrsetYGg--
Received: from [220.224.100.240] by web7902.mail.in.yahoo.com via HTTP; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 16:44:34 BST
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-1456286348-1208187874=:82654"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <394809.82654.qm@web7902.mail.in.yahoo.com>

Dear sir,
Thank you for talking to me today.
This is my email id, and you will be able to find me either on the BBC Delhi numbers between 10 and 7 on weekdays , 
or else on my cell: (0)9971636688.
Do please keep me posted on the developments of the case here on.
Thank you for the information you've given me so far.
Sincerely,
Gayathri Sreedharan

Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here. 
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Subject: Re: On Scarlett Keeling's Case
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2008 23:10:35 +0530
To: "gayathri sridharan" <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1194e06239c9ec12
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 10:40:35 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804141040v600357fcid2e85fa99dad6c15@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <394809.82654.qm@web7902.mail.in.yahoo.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_23503_24013920.1208194835185"
References: <394809.82654.qm@web7902.mail.in.yahoo.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hell Gayathri,

Just ot confirm that I have recieved your email.

Would be in touch for any deveopments.

Rgds

V.Varma

On Mon, Apr 14, 2008 at 9:14 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

    Dear sir,
    Thank you for talking to me today.
    This is my email id, and you will be able to find me either on the BBC Delhi numbers between 10 and 7 on 
weekdays , or else on my cell: (0)9971636688.
    Do please keep me posted on the developments of the case here on.
    Thank you for the information you've given me so far.
    Sincerely,
    Gayathri Sreedharan

    Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
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Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Scarlett Keeling
From: "Cavanagh, Claire" <CLAIRE.CAVANAGH@ITN.CO.UK>
Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2008 13:01:03 +0100
To: <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1194ccf812cd6c85
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs399048tia; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 05:01:19 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.86.31.18 with SMTP id e18mr13267595fge.68.1208174477790; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 05:01:17 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <CLAIRE.CAVANAGH@itn.co.uk>
Received: from monaco.itn.co.uk (monaco.itn.co.uk [213.219.44.85]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
4si4637699fge.3.2008.04.14.05.01.16; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 05:01:17 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of CLAIRE.CAVANAGH@itn.co.uk designates 213.219.44.85 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=213.219.44.85;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of CLAIRE.CAVANAGH@itn.co.uk 
designates 213.219.44.85 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=CLAIRE.CAVANAGH@itn.co.uk
X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.25,655,1199664000"; d="scan'208,217";a="21369865"
Received: from unknown (HELO mx6.ITN.LOCAL) ([192.168.220.11]) by monaco.itn.local with ESMTP; 14 Apr 
2008 13:01:04 +0100
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C89E27.366D65A6"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.3790.3959
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Message-ID: <DFFEE4C74F4F7C469FCEFF12FC55A80D0290F8E4@mx6.ITN.LOCAL>
Importance: normal
Priority: normal
Thread-Topic: Scarlett Keeling
Thread-Index: AcieJzZEmVcJ5mVYSl+hzzYnU0oBMw==

Dear Mr Vikram,
 
I spoke to you today about the latest developments in the Scarlett Keeling case, regarding the return of her body to the 
UK without some of her internal organs.
 
As I said on the phone, I would like to be able to contact Fiona MacKeown in the UK on the telephone. If you could 
supply me with her telephone number and email address, I would be most grateful.
 
Many thanks
 
Claire Cavanagh
 
Claire Cavanagh
Producer, Independent Radio News
Supplier of news to 260 commercial radio stations in the UK  
0207 430 4814
claire.cavanagh@itn.co.uk
 
 
CLAIRE CAVANAGH
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200 GRAY'S INN ROAD
LONDON
WC1X 8XZ
UNITED KINGDOM
T +44 (0)20 7833 3000
F
E CLAIRE.CAVANAGH@ITN.CO.UK
WWW.ITN.CO.UK
ITN News direct to your desktop only on Windows Vista - View ITN Hub here
P  Please consider the environment. Do you really need to print this email?

Please Note:

 

Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent 
those of Independent Television News Limited unless specifically stated. 
This email and any files attached are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual
or entity to which they are addressed. 
If you have received this email in error, please notify postmaster@itn.co.uk 

Please note that to ensure regulatory compliance and for the protection of our clients and business,
we may monitor and read messages sent to and from our systems.

Thank You.
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Subject: Re: Scarlett Keeling
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2008 23:12:45 +0530
To: "Cavanagh, Claire" <CLAIRE.CAVANAGH@itn.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1194e081e7195bfb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Mon, 14 Apr 2008 10:42:45 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804141042y67cae55rf0213b35db9535a8@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <DFFEE4C74F4F7C469FCEFF12FC55A80D0290F8E4@mx6.ITN.LOCAL>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_23514_4969840.1208194965275"
References: <DFFEE4C74F4F7C469FCEFF12FC55A80D0290F8E4@mx6.ITN.LOCAL>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hello Claire,

This is to confirm receipt of your email.

Would send you Fiona's number tomorrow.

Rgds

Vikram Varma

On Mon, Apr 14, 2008 at 5:31 PM, Cavanagh, Claire <CLAIRE.CAVANAGH@itn.co.uk> wrote:

    Dear Mr Vikram,
     
    I spoke to you today about the latest developments in the Scarlett Keeling case, regarding the return of her body to 
the UK without some of her internal organs.
     
    As I said on the phone, I would like to be able to contact Fiona MacKeown in the UK on the telephone. If you could 
supply me with her telephone number and email address, I would be most grateful.
     
    Many thanks
     
    Claire Cavanagh
     
    Claire Cavanagh
    Producer, Independent Radio News
    Supplier of news to 260 commercial radio stations in the UK  
    0207 430 4814
    claire.cavanagh@itn.co.uk
     
     
    CLAIRE CAVANAGH

    200 GRAY'S INN ROAD
    LONDON
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    WC1X 8XZ
    UNITED KINGDOM
    T +44 (0)20 7833 3000
    F
    E CLAIRE.CAVANAGH@ITN.CO.UK
    WWW.ITN.CO.UK
    ITN News direct to your desktop only on Windows Vista - View ITN Hub here
    P  Please consider the environment. Do you really need to print this email?

    Please Note:

     

    Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent 
    those of Independent Television News Limited unless specifically stated. 
    This email and any files attached are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual
    or entity to which they are addressed. 
    If you have received this email in error, please notify postmaster@itn.co.uk 

    Please note that to ensure regulatory compliance and for the protection of our clients and business,
    we may monitor and read messages sent to and from our systems.

    Thank You.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Claim your free adidas bag and holiday voucher
From: irctcpromotions@irctc.co.in
Date: 15 Apr 08 13:38:09
To: X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119513bee15a1a99
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs533788tia; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 01:38:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.53.14 with SMTP id b14mr1266878wfa.332.1208248692577; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 01:38:12 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <irctcpromotions@irctc.co.in>
Received: from smtp.irctc.co.in (smtp.irctc.co.in [203.94.240.87]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
30si13991213wff.11.2008.04.15.01.38.10; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 01:38:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: fail (google.com: domain of irctcpromotions@irctc.co.in does not designate 203.94.240.87 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=203.94.240.87;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=hardfail (google.com: domain of irctcpromotions@irctc.co.in does not 
designate 203.94.240.87 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=irctcpromotions@irctc.co.in
Received: from 10.34.29.22 (unknown [10.34.20.9]) by smtp.irctc.co.in (Postfix) with SMTP id 5F653898B9 for 
<varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 13:48:21 +0530 (IST)
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-TYPE: text/html
Message-ID: <20080415081821.5F653898B9@smtp.irctc.co.in>

        India Today Book Club
Exclusive Offer         
Pay Rs 499/- & Save over 4990/-
                
        Encyclopedia Britannica jumbo-pack worth Rs 1793/- for Rs 499/-
        
FREE
        adidas bag worth Rs 499/-
        
FREE
        exciting holidays worth Rs 2990/-
        
FREE
        1 year BooksBuddy membership worth Rs 300
                
Send no money now. Option to pay on delivery.
Get Offer
You have received this mail because you opted for getting special offers and commercial promotions by email.  
IRCTC is not responsible for content other than its own and makes no warranties or guarantees about the products or 
services that are advertised. This mail has been sent from an unmonitored mail account and hence, please do not reply 
to this mail.
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Subject: french journalist, documentary on "Scarlet case"
From: gwen le gouil <gwenreportage@yahoo.fr>
Date: Tue, 15 Apr 2008 14:34:02 +0000 (GMT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195281ca993afe9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs584130tia; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 07:34:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.78.134.7 with SMTP id h7mr5788079hud.76.1208270049003; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 07:34:09 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <gwenreportage@yahoo.fr>
Received: from web25705.mail.ukl.yahoo.com (web25705.mail.ukl.yahoo.com [217.12.10.177]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id f6si22558468nfh.21.2008.04.15.07.34.06; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 07:34:09 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.177 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
gwenreportage@yahoo.fr) client-ip=217.12.10.177;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.177 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of gwenreportage@yahoo.fr) smtp.mail=gwenreportage@yahoo.fr; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=gwenreportage@yahoo.fr
Received: (qmail 63121 invoked by uid 60001); 15 Apr 2008 14:34:06 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.fr; h=X-YMail-OSG:Received:X-
Mailer:Date:From:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Message-ID; 
b=uP290zE4QoZz+RUZqdD+7PNPPbnksiqndfNhowX9ibN4/SmzvHGT2hXicjxCLFt51om4DzzL58MMAn154wijS+u
c84CJU5pIwGrYcASxAt3Did8dNxn4rIxAQB49BPkYdzXqPNzS3+bVRJa4DZoCQ1H4TzPd9D7127cffFaEWzI=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
a98JXa8VM1kr5CGmVu9snDyplsp8J4QHHxI_YZ3m.hcfkRowKYK31bgZMbrptFCd3HtcgH5oUu8Bvi6EVAjrpCYE
2yDBvTM-
Received: from [122.163.201.130] by web25705.mail.ukl.yahoo.com via HTTP; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 14:34:02 GMT
X-Mailer: YahooMailRC/902.40 YahooMailWebService/0.7.185
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-524241767-1208270042=:62629"
Message-ID: <721860.62629.qm@web25705.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>

Dear Sir,
As I told you this afternoon, I would like to follow Fionna Mackeown and interview her when she will come to Goa. 
Could you please send me her mobile phone number by mail? 
This documentary is for french tv (M6) and if Fionna and you are ok, I will come to Goa to meet and interview you as 
soon as possible. 
I am in Delhi right now, for another report which could have a link with this story. 
best regards
Gwen Le Gouil

ooooooooside 2008-04-16 and 2008-04-22 ooooooooside 2008-04-23 and 2008-04-29 between 2008-04-04 and 9999-
99-99 <hr size="1"> EnvoyÃ© avec <a 
href="http://us.rd.yahoo.com/mailuk/taglines/isp/control/*http://us.rd.yahoo.com/evt=52423/*http://fr.docs.yahoo.com/
mail/overview/index.html">Yahoo! Mail</a>.<br>Une boite mail plus intelligente. </a>
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Subject: Fwd: RE: Autopsy questions NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Tue, 15 Apr 2008 02:56:15 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195183719e903ea
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs546159tia; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 02:56:20 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.115.6 with SMTP id s6mr4174247rvm.4.1208253378745; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 02:56:18 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.177]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
f42si12040411rvb.9.2008.04.15.02.56.18; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 02:56:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.177;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.177 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail033 (webmail033-s [10.13.128.33]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw002/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m3F9uFB0008053 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 02:56:16 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <0D28E03F-0119-1000-C2BB-49BFCB1DB108-Webmail-10013@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.106.104
Received: from [91.104.106.104] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 02:56:15 -0700

> >From: <Catherine.LAKE@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: April 15, 2008 10:47:43 AM BST
> >Subject: RE: Autopsy questions NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
> >
> >Dakini,
> >
> >Confirmation from pathologist, the following organs were not present in the body:
> >
> >Stomach
> >Parts of the intestines
> >Kidneys
> >Pancreas
> >Spleen
> >Uterus
> >
> >As previous, each post mortem is individual and the authorities in Goa need to be consulted as to why the organs 
were retained.
> >
> >Regards,
> >Catherine
> >
> >-----Original Message-----
> >From: dakini runningbear [mailto:dakinilove@mac.com]
> >Sent: 14 April 2008 16:06
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> >To: LAKE Catherine 53654
> >Cc: Vikram Varma
> >Subject: RE: Autopsy questions NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
> >
> >
> >Hi Catherine, thank you for getting back to me.. 
> >
> >i have just posted you copies of the two post mortem reports from India.. they have been sent overnight so will be 
to you by 1pm tomorrow..
> >
> >i have searched them quite throughly and have noted that Dr. Sapeco removed the stomach and its contents and 
half of each kidney.  The panel of Dr's removed the other half of each kidney.  While it is noted that swabs and slices 
of organs have been sent for testing, i can find nowhere on either report that the uterus was removed.
> >
> >And the pathologists are silenced through the police in India so speaking to them directly unfortunately doesn't 
seem to be an option.
> >
> >Thank you again for your help!
> >
> >This is a rather urgent matter and your time and the pathologists is very appreciated!
> >
> >Sincerely-
> >
> >dakini
> >
> > 
> >On Monday, April 14, 2008, at 12:36PM, <Catherine.LAKE@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk> wrote:
>> >>Dakini,
>> >>
>> >>I am still waiting a reply from the pathologist. 
>> >>
>> >>However, if you have a post mortem report from India there should be written confirmation in that report 
showing the samples retained for any examination by the pathologists there.
>> >>
>> >>Regards,
>> >>Catherine
>> >>
>> >>-----Original Message-----
>> >>From: dakini runningbear [mailto:dakinilove@mac.com]
>> >>Sent: 11 April 2008 17:05
>> >>To: LAKE Catherine 53654
>> >>Cc: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com; Vikram Varma
>> >>Subject: Autopsy questions
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>Hi Catherine.. 
>> >>
>> >>Thank you for taking the time over the past couple days to explain some of the details about Scarlett's autopsy 
and British procedure!  I am sure you are busy and i appreciate your patience and assistance with my questions.  :-) 
>> >>
>> >>In further to our conversation today,  I am sending along the two specific questions that Advocate Varma has 
asked me to find answers to..
>> >>
>> >>1.  Which specific organs are missing from Scarlett's body? 
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>> >>
>> >>2.  I know that you said every autopsy is different, but we are wondering if you can give us  British "guideline" 
(if there is any!) as to how much of  a sample generally needs to be taken from individual organs for the forensic 
testing.  For example, in a British Forensic autopsy in a case like this, would the entire stomach need to be taken?
>> >>
>> >>We have been in contact with the British High Commission in India and they have offered their assistance to the 
Goan Government in specific to modernize their Forensic Department.  It does seem that many of the problems arise 
from lack of funding and lack of training and that by helping the Governments to work together we can help to educate 
and reform  a very inadequate system.
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>If it isn't too much of a bother when you do get the time to answer the above questions, would you mind sending 
a separate correspondence for each question?  This will be very helpful to Advocate Varma. 
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>Thank you again for your time and assistance!  I hope you have a very good weekend  :-) 
>> >>
>> >>And i will post the copies of both the autopsies tomorrow.. i have just noticed the time and will not be able to 
leave the desk before the post office closes.  You should receive them by Monday..
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>Sincerely-
>> >>
>> >>dakini runningbear
>> >>**************************************************************
>> >>Devon & Cornwall Constabulary aims to serve the communities
>> >>of Devon & Cornwall and help inspire greater confidence in the
>> >>Police. For more information please visit our website at 
>> >>www.devon-cornwall.police.uk
>> >>**************************************************************
>> >>This e-mail is intended for the named recipient only and may 
>> >>contain privileged information, which is protected in law.
>> >>If you have received this mail in error, you may not read,
>> >>copy, disseminate or otherwise deal with it. In this case,
>> >>please delete the mail and contact the sender immediately.
>> >>
>> >>
>> >>Internet e-mail is not secure, therefore
>> >>Devon & Cornwall Constabulary does not accept legal 
>> >>responsibility for the contents or distribution of this message 
>> >>including file attachments. Any views or opinions presented are 
>> >>solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those 
>> >>of Devon & Cornwall Constabulary. All reasonable efforts have been 
>> >>made to check that any attached software or other material is/are 
>> >>free of computer viruses, but  Devon & Cornwall Constabulary accepts 
>> >>no responsibility for any damage, howsoever arising, as a result of 
>> >>their transmission to the recipient's computer or network.
>> >>**************************************************************
>> >>
>> >>
> >**************************************************************
> >Devon & Cornwall Constabulary aims to serve the communities
> >of Devon & Cornwall and help inspire greater confidence in the
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> >Police. For more information please visit our website at 
> >www.devon-cornwall.police.uk
> >**************************************************************
> >This e-mail is intended for the named recipient only and may 
> >contain privileged information, which is protected in law.
> >If you have received this mail in error, you may not read,
> >copy, disseminate or otherwise deal with it. In this case,
> >please delete the mail and contact the sender immediately.
> >
> >
> >Internet e-mail is not secure, therefore
> >Devon & Cornwall Constabulary does not accept legal 
> >responsibility for the contents or distribution of this message 
> >including file attachments. Any views or opinions presented are 
> >solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those 
> >of Devon & Cornwall Constabulary. All reasonable efforts have been 
> >made to check that any attached software or other material is/are 
> >free of computer viruses, but  Devon & Cornwall Constabulary accepts 
> >no responsibility for any damage, howsoever arising, as a result of 
> >their transmission to the recipient's computer or network.
> >**************************************************************
> >
> >
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Subject: London Breaks from Â£97
From: "Marriott.com" <marriott@marriott.delivery.net>
Date: Tue, 15 Apr 2008 01:23:21 -0700 (PDT)
To: VARMA.VIKRAM@GMAIL.COM
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119512ee48feed65
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs531604tia; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 01:24:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.123.4 with SMTP id a4mr4090297rvn.294.1208247838530; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 01:23:58 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <marriott@marriott.delivery.net>
Received: from mh.marriott.m0.net (mh.marriott.m0.net [209.11.164.109]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
k2si12359562rvb.6.2008.04.15.01.23.56; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 01:23:58 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of marriott@marriott.delivery.net designates 209.11.164.109 as permitted 
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Join Marriott RewardsÂ® >>
Learn more >>

Update Email Address >>

Create an Online Account >>
Find More Deals:
                
More search options >>

Find Rates/Availability:
                
City
State (U.S. only)
Country
Enter travel dates (if known):
Check-in date
        
Check-out date
        
Number of guests
                
More search options >>
No search results after clicking Find? >>
                Marriott's Look No FurtherÂ® - Best Rate Guarantee! >>
Explore Our Global Sites:
                                
                
        
                
                
                This is your London weekend â€“ an upscale hotel, a down-to-earth price and two one-day travel cards to 
see the sights. Choose your package ... room only, or breakfast too.

Â£97 - Â£235 â€“ Choose your MarriottÂ® or RenaissanceÂ® hotel >>
        
        It's breakfast. It's lunch. It's dinner. It's a carefree family weekend, with free meals for kids â€“ at favourite places 
worldwide.

Find an Escape! Family Time package near you >> 
        Else Merete Krigslun's Special Offers   
        France â€“ Paris shopping break, MÃ©tro + breakfast from â‚¬182 >>      
        Aruba â€“ 7th night free, resort packages from US$269 - $789 >> 
        Australia â€“ Sydney luxury hotel: champagne, breakfast & more >>       
        Get custom offers featuring your favourite places and pastimes â€“ from golf packages in Orlando to spa specials 
in Singapore:
Create an online account Â– join Marriott Rewards >>    
                
        Featured Destination Offers     
        UK â€“ Alton Towers Theme Park tickets, historic hotel from Â£171 >>    
        Italy â€“ Romance in Rome: 3-course meal, wine, resort amenities >>     
        Austria â€“ "We Will Rock You" in Vienna: tickets, limo, buffet from â‚¬275 >>  
        Germany â€“ Soccer package in Karlsruhe, breakfast & more from â‚¬106 >>        
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        Guatemala â€“ Guatemala City shopping + massage from US$125 >>  
        Search all specials >>  
                
        Hotel Openings  
        International:
Austria â€“ CourtyardÂ® Vienna Messe
Kazakhstan â€“ Marriott Executive ApartmentsÂ® Atyrau
Mexico â€“ Mexico City Marriott Reforma Hotel   
        United States:
Georgia â€“ Courtyard Atlanta Vinings
Illinois â€“ SpringHill SuitesÂ® Chicago Downtown/River North
Nevada â€“ Courtyard Carson City        
        Search all new hotels >>        
        What's New      
        Honeymoon Gift Registry â€“ Strawberries, Spa, Suite

No toasters, no worries. Register now, enjoy gifts for your perfect honeymoon â€“ from champagne and strawberries 
to a paradise resort. Not getting married? Tell a friend who is. It's free!

Register now â€“ free 'n easy >>

Fast Favourites â€“ Gift Cheques

Whatever the celebration, give a gift they'll love to unwrap ... from a spa makeover to a gourmet lunch, from golf to a 
weekend getaway.

Gift Cheques â€“ give an experience >>

India â€“ 18 Hotels on the Horizon

Mumbai, Bangalore, Hyderabad ... see where new Marriott hotels will be opening. Watch for marble baths and plush 
linens ... and extended-stay designs that make business a pleasure.

Ancient country, new luxury â€“ learn more >>   
                Fast Takes              
                London Break â€“ Go Underground

A luxury hotel, a travel card for public transport â€“ you're set for a great London weekend. Here are three ways to 
tour the town:

First time â€“ Make tracks for the must-sees â€“ Big Ben, the Tower of London, Trafalgar Square ... and ride the 
London Eye.

Ready for more â€“ Get to the neighbourhoods ... from Paddington near Hyde Park to the West End, trendy night spots 
in Battersea to the reggae beats of Brixton.

See what's new â€“ Check out this spring's festivals and shows, sports matches and concerts. Search all London events 
>>

Discover London >>
Find your London deal â€“ hotel + local transport >>

Green Marriott â€“ You're Our Partner
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Saving water ... protecting coral reefs ... reducing greenhouse gases. Marriott continues at the forefront of conservation 
â€“ your stays help us cover new ground:

Energy: Marriott has been an EPA ENERGY STARÂ® Partner of the Year since 2004 ... and opened the first certified 
green hotel and conference centre in the U.S.A.

Wildlife: We're protecting habitat for marine turtles in Florida, scarlet macaws in Costa Rica and coastline animals in 
Bangkok.

Cool Thinking: Business Week applauded our SpudWareÂ® biodegradable utensils ... and Computer World ranked us 
#10 for green IT.

See planet-friendly projects from China to the Caribbean. Visit Green Marriott.                 
                
Marriott Hotels & Resorts       JW Marriott     Renaissance     Courtyard Marriott      Fairfield Inn Marriott  Spring Hill 
Suites Marriott     Residence Inn Marriott  Towne Place Marriott    Marriott Vacation Club International
        Terms Of Use :: Internet Privacy Statement

Add us to your address book to ensure delivery of Marriott.com email updates to your inbox - not spam or junk 
folders. For step-by-step directions, visit Email Help.

Privacy: We respect your need for privacy. Marriott.com does not make email addresses available to third parties for 
their use. Any personal information you provide is stored in a secure environment designed to prevent misuse.

Unsubscribe: Visit our unsubscribe page and check the box next to "Marriott Promotions & News." Unsubscribe here, 
or paste this link into your browser:
https://www.marriott.co.uk/Channels/profile/email/unsubscribeRedirect-uk.mi?uniqueId=544117088

Please do not reply to this message as replies to this email address are not read.

You can also unsubscribe by writing to: Internet Customer Care - Unsubscribe, 1818 North 90 Street, Omaha, NE 
68114-1315 USA (include name, Marriott Rewards number [if applicable] and email address)

Please allow 10 business days for processing. If you unsubscribe from promotional email, we will continue to send 
only transactional messages such as reservation confirmation emails.

All contents Â©2008 Marriott International
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Tue, 15 Apr 2008 10:59:46 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11952994c5c7afa6
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
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smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1JlmdO-0000ds-A1; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 10:59:46 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.31.253
Message-ID: <E1JlmdO-0000ds-A1@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

Accommodation in Goa
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3656
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 15 Apr 2008 21:05:46 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11952ba398e57816
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs590578tia; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 08:35:48 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.101.70.15 with SMTP id x15mr15079313ank.116.1208273746473; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 08:35:46 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.6.8 with HTTP; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 08:35:46 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804150835m72f6af31ga22427b7cd93551c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_40487_26839111.1208273746418"

However, medical practice in India is to remove a slice for testing â€“ not the entire organ.
 
"You only need to take 100 grams in total of all organs put together for testing â€“ the spleen, kidney, liver and 
stomach," said Dr Rukmani Krishnamurthy, Director of the Forensic Science Laboratory, Kalina.

The combined weight of the missing organs is estimated at 1500 grams by Dr Rajan Dere of Sion Hospital.
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Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, 15 Apr 2008 21:31:39 +0530
To: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11952d1edf4cabf8
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 09:01:39 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804150901q5f557b54m6ec65442f4abdb55@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804150835m72f6af31ga22427b7cd93551c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_32390_29700711.1208275299551"
References: <79e908940804150835m72f6af31ga22427b7cd93551c@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Barney that is very useful news.

On Tue, Apr 15, 2008 at 9:05 PM, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

    However, medical practice in India is to remove a slice for testing â€“ not the entire organ.
     
    "You only need to take 100 grams in total of all organs put together for testing â€“ the spleen, kidney, liver and 
stomach," said Dr Rukmani Krishnamurthy, Director of the Forensic Science Laboratory, Kalina.

    The combined weight of the missing organs is estimated at 1500 grams by Dr Rajan Dere of Sion Hospital.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Rocket Piano Newsletter April 16, 2008
From: "Ruth Searle - Rocket Piano" <ruth@rocketpiano.com>
Date: Tue, 15 Apr 2008 13:40:06 -0400
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119532c19b409c8c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
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xu3+sp8zn9g+Tgdz+VVTPz13QKYO7IA4DAl6bcvSMCD3CjXn2o5LMqK+dy+jtLmE4cW+cpoWzrKSu+wrMBte0n
sJFk=;
Sender: rocketpiano_news@getresponse.com
X-Serial: 
s56aN1yHrd6EyzN3mDilo/GjQzzkZNsdMRpX7ZJO9BQ5+LxX1Mz7t7ke3vjMgJK7RIDv10W4jygd/qmOsVveeEGS
+iYhdwSHsd2F9jugZ9cp+gVl5va+k/PpjPAuKpH3WMiVm+0svFXwYTtPFLLKR/ECPqINfEPpTwF9nU97uN1ZFyt7
g9XrqkjRMIrMGfCuzAbs
Return-Path: <bounce-614883-varma.vikram=gmail.com@citius.getresponse.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Complaints-To: abuse@getresponse.com
X-Mailer: GetResponse 4.0
X-Response-Id: rocketpiano_news.FOLLOW.0.109-175481875
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Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
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Hi Vikram,

Welcome to this weeks Piano Newsletter.  In this edition we'll talk
about something a little out of the ordinary - whether sound can
heal.  We also look at the life of Billy Joel.

Let's get started!
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SOUNS HEALS! -  by: Keith Varnum 

Music Medicine Soothes the Soul and the Body 

Researchers throughout the world are reporting intriguing new ways
about how sound vibration heals the body, mind, spirit and the
environment. The words people choose to speak and the music people
listen to have profound power to decrease pain, draw people out of
emotional and mental isolation and even clear polluted water. And
scientists are discovering that certain deep space sounds are
amazingly similar to the sounds of dolphins, Tibetan bowls and
human choirs. 

Because you can use music, song, vibration and words to
dramatically affect your own health and the well-being of other
people. The impact, potential and mystery of the healing power of
sound is demonstrated in the following heart-warming true stories. 

Do you remember the movie "Awakenings?" Based on a true story, the
film features the work of neurologist Dr. Oliver Sacks with
Parkinson's disease patients. Many of these patients whose bodies
had been immobile for decades from the effects of Parkinson's began
groovin' to the sounds of music. Patients who had not left their
wheelchairs for years, got up and began dancing to certain types of
music. 

After the success of these patients, Sacks, teamed up with the
music director from the Institute for Physical and Neurological
Function and has been using music as therapy with miraculous
results. According to the music director, patients who can't walk
"bound out of their chairs and start dancing as long as the music
is present. For people who have motor problems, music acts as a
catalyst." 

When a Buddhist priest prayed for an hour over the polluted water
in a lake behind a dam in Japan, the crystalline structure of the
water changed from malformed and distorted to one of immense beauty
and power. The lake was transformed into a healthy source of pure
water. A distinctly visible aura appeared around the water crystals
in photographs. 

A music therapy instructor from Yale University tells a
breakthrough story about Jerry, a 26-year-old man who wouldn't
speak, whose mental age was between 2 and 8 and who threw extremely
self-destructive tantrums. Jerry was so transformed by music
therapy that he was able to free himself from his "autistic mold"
and create a way to support himself in the world. What'd he do?
Pairing up with a graphic designer, Jerry launched a profitable
greeting card company. Jerry writes many of the messages and helps
design the cards. Aptly, they name the company "Flew the Coop." 

What do the sounds of dolphins, human choirs and Tibetan bowls have
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in common? The sounds they make are uncannily similar to tones
found in outer space. 

While examining the recordings of spacecrafts Voyager I and II at
the California Institute for Human Science, scientists discover
that sounds produced by the rings of Uranus are virtually identical
to those produced by Tibetan bowls. Sounds emitted by the planet
Jupiter strongly compare to the high- pitched cries of dolphins.
And sounds from the smallest moon of Uranus resemble vocal choirs. 

Researchers believe that this similarity is no coincidence. The
cosmic vibrations of dolphins, bowls and choirs are currently being
used to stimulate alignment and healing at the cellular level. 

"Tibetan bowls" are used spiritually to assist people to relax plus
the bowl's vibration gently helps "break up" old patterns of
behavior that are no longer useful or healthy. 

Hospitals report that newborns who are sung or spoken to on a
regular basis go home 3-5 days earlier and weigh more than babies
who aren't exposed to specific periods of adult speech or song. 50%
of women who listen to music during childbirth don't need
anesthesia. 

We are only hearing the first few bars in the symphony of healing
that awaits humanity as we open to the dynamic harmonious effects
of sound. 

About The Author
Keith Varnum 
Drawing from the wisdom of native and ancient spiritual traditions,
Keith Varnum shares his 30 years of practical success as an author,
personal coach, acupuncturist, filmmaker, radio host, restaurateur,
vision quest guide and international seminar leader with "The Dream
Workshops". Keith helps people get the love, money, and health they
want with his Free Prosperity Ezine and Free Coaching at
http://www.TheDream.com 
keith@thedream.com 

BILLY JOEL - Wikipedia

William Martin Joel (born May 9, 1949 in The Bronx, New York),
better known as Billy Joel, is a globally-recognized pianist,
singer and songwriter. He produced pop music hits from 1973
(beginning with the single "Piano Man") to his retirement from the
genre in 1993. Joel could be considered, with Elton John, as being
the father of Piano rock. He has continued to tour occasionally
(usually with Elton John) in addition to writing and recording
classical music.

>From an early age, Joel had an intense interest in music,
especially classical music.
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His influences include:
--Ray Charles 
--Dave Brubeck 
--Sam Cooke 
--The Rolling Stones 
--The Beatles 
--Otis Redding 
--Ludwig van Beethoven 

Joel denies any influence of Elton John on his music, but there is
still a similarity between his early music and Elton's. He joined
his first band at age fourteen. In the late 1960s, he was in the
band Attila and then The Hassles, and also played in piano bars
under the name of "Bill Martin". His first solo album, Cold Spring
Harbor (a reference to the Long Island town of the same name), was
released in 1971.

Joel toured with Elton John; during the tours the two have played
each other's songs and performed duets. Joel was inducted into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1999.

Joel's songwriting cannot be separated from the life that inspired
so much of his work. Joel "was born in '49, a Cold War kid in
McCarthy time," as he wrote in his song "Leningrad". Joel first
lived in the modern-day South Bronx, an ethnically white
neighborhood at the time. His family then moved to Long Island, to
Levittown and then to Hicksville, both working class towns in
Nassau County. 

His father, Howard Joel, was a Jewish refugee from Germany and his
mother, Rosalind Hyman, was born in England, to an agnostic Jewish
family. Joel was not raised very religiously, and in fact attended
Roman Catholic mass with his Catholic friends, inspiring some of
his religion-themed lyrics. He has made many references in his
lyrics to locations in the New York City metropolitan area,
particularly the Island, in his songs. For example, the Miracle
Mile line in "It's Still Rock & Roll to Me" refers to the affluent
shopping district that's located on Northern Boulevard in the
community of Manhasset. Also, in his early song Billy the Kid, he
describes a certain "Billy" as being from the Town of Oyster Bay,
the municipality in which the hamlet of Levittown is located.

Joel has always relied heavily on his own experiences in writing
his songs; perhaps the best examples are "Piano Man", which he
wrote out of his experience of regularly playing at a piano bar in
the early 1970s, and "Scenes from an Italian Restaurant,"
purportedly written about either the Syosset mainstay Christiano's
or a similar eatery in New York City's Little Italy. His song "New
York State of Mind"--a track from 1976's Turnstiles album that has
since become a standard--also demonstrated his affinity for his home
state.

Joel also is known for his depiction of life in Lehigh County,
Pennsylvania, which he paid tribute to in one of his most popular
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songs, "Allentown," released in 1982. The song depicts living in
industrial Allentown, Pennsylvania in the early 1980s.

Joel's daughter Alexa has also been a motivation for lyrical
content; he penned "Lullabye" for her. Similarly, his song "The
Downeaster Alexa" combined his love for his daughter with a
depiction of the plight of boat captains in the offshore fishing
industry. "Uptown Girl" was a love song about the seemingly
mismatched romance between himself and Christie Brinkley, Alexa's
mother and his second wife.

Joel has always had a trusting, open attitude in both his business
and personal relationships. This attitude was manifested as advice
in the song "Tell Her About It", as well as in an expression of his
own needs in "Honesty" and "And So It Goes". It can also be found
in his description of the elements needed to make a relationship
work in "A Matter of Trust".

The song "We Didn't Start the Fire" lists historical events from
his birth in 1949 through the mid-1980's--the first thirty-five
years of Joel's life, reflecting his fascination with culture and
history. The song "Leningrad" shows Joel's appreciation for the
history of the Soviet Union and his feelings about the Cold War in
which he was raised. Before Joel went into the music business, he
always wanted to become a history teacher; later in his career, he
earned a New York state teaching license.

In addition, having attempted suicide earlier in his life, Joel
composed a song on request called "You're Only Human (Second Wind)"
specifically to strengthen those contemplating suicide to choose
life instead.

Joel has recently been returning to his fascination with classical
music and has been experimenting in that area. Fantasies and
Delusions, his first album of classical pieces, got a tepid
response from critics but went to #1 on the classical charts.

Joel entered the Betty Ford Center in March of 2005 for treatment
of alcohol abuse after what his publicist called "a recent bout of
severe gastrointestinal distress". He checked out of the center in
April of 2005. A friend who saw Joel after he checked out said that
Joel has completely sworn off all alcohol. Joel was treated
previously for alcohol abuse in 2002 when he spent two weeks at
Silver Hill Hospital in Connecticut.

Joel has a history of car accidents, including several that
occurred while he allegedly was under the influence of alcohol. In
the spring of 1982 Joel had already begun studio work on his next
album, The Nylon Curtain, when he was involved in a motorcycle
accident; a woman in a car ran a red light and hit Billy Joel on
his Harley-Davidson motorcycle. His left wrist was broken and his
hand badly damaged. When Billy Joel tells the story he says that
the police officer on the scene read his license as "William Joel,"
put two and two together, and said, "Hey lady, you just ran over
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Billy Joel!" After the woman learned who she hit, she asked for his
autograph. He offered to use his bleeding wrists to write her an
autograph. Due to surgery (which included the temporary insertion
of five pins into his wrist) and a month in the hospital,
production of the album was temporarily shut down while Joel
recovered.

Joel married his business manager, Elizabeth Weber, in May of 1971
An additional obstacle for the singer was the breakdown of that
marriage in 1982, an event partially blamed on the stress created
by Weber's management of her husband's career.

When she left, Joel's wife took half of the singer's assets with
her. Even with such personal tragedies, creating the music for the
album proved to be difficult, "You're always in the desert looking
for the oasis and all that's out there with you is the piano--this
big black beast with 88 teeth . . . 50,000 packs of cigarettes
later, you start getting it."

Like his appearance on James Lipton's "Inside the Actor's Studio,"
Billy Joel has been passing on his hard-learned experience with the
music industry and as an artist to a new generation. Some of these
have been recorded and are available, such as the fourth CD in his
Box Set. He is reportedly a very funny speaker and the class is as
entertaining as a Billy Joel concert.

Billy Joel was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1999.

Recommended listening: 
My Lives
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=joel1

Also:
Piano Man
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=joel2

DVD:
Billy Joel - The Essential Video Collection
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=joel3

Recommended reading:
Billy Joel - Fantasies and Delusions
http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=joel4

CLOSING COMMENTS
At some point every pianist goes looking for music to learn and
play.  The best place I've found to get sheet music for almost any
song you can think of is Sheet Music Plus.  You can search music
categories and styles, by composer and artist.  They even run
specials most of the time so you can sometime pick up sheet music
at bargain prices.

Definitely have a look at Sheet Music Plus when you need sheet
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music:

http://www.rocketpiano.com/special-offers.php?type=sheetmusicplus

Next week we and we'll take a look some fun piano facts, and the
life of jazz pianist Bill Evans.

Until next week, all the best,

Ruth Searle

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ruth Searle is a pianist with years of experience behind her. 
Piano is her passion, and she is also the drive and inspiration
behind Rocket Piano - the Ultimate Piano Learning Kit.  If you want
to take your piano playing skills to a new level, you need the
Rocket Piano Kit.  You get step by step instructions complete with
audio and video lessons, and you can instant access by clicking
through to the secure server now at http://www.rocketpiano.com.

Rock Star Recipes Ltd
306-N West El Norte Parkway #54
Escondido
CA 92026
United States
--
To unsubscribe or to change your contact details, visit:
http://getresponse.net/r?p=1exL/0G/G8Q-a93CG
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Subject: Re: About Fiona's latest trauma
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 15:45:24 +0530
To: "Suneetha B" <yashovathi@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11956bb493ac2ea5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 03:15:24 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804160315o571488dbn2b481d322875cf65@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4891d4690804131000u3e878df5g5a606361ebc3447b@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_1221_606982.1208340924898"
References: <4891d4690804131000u3e878df5g5a606361ebc3447b@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

On Sun, Apr 13, 2008 at 10:30 PM, Suneetha B <yashovathi@gmail.com> wrote:

    Vikram,
     
     
    I guess when it is traumatic just reading about that girl who is just a year old than my own daughter, Fiona the 
mother herself must be going through hell...

I know what you mean. I too have a daughter who is fourteen now.

     
     
    Could you tell me what has happened in the last few days?

They operned the body for the third autopsy and found  the organs missing.  Seems in India the doctors feel that they 
don't need any permission from the family to remove the entire organs from a body during autopsy.

Of course they don't inform the family and most of the families don't confirm that the body they are signing for has all 
the organs in it.

Immedietely after collecting the body, it is normally cremated or buried and the loss of organs never comes to light.

In the case of Scarlett, the third autopsy has exposed this procedure rampantly practised in violation of all human 
rights.

A civilised society respects its dead and the family takes pains to bury the dead with ceremony as a symbol of both 
love and respect of life.

One cannot justify the removal of all the organs in total. They have removed the kidneys, the uterus, the stomach, the 
spleen and the pancreas.

A senior forensic scientist has confirmed that the total requirement for the lab is 150 gms of all the samples together.
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These people have removed 1500 gms of samples from the body.

I think its abhorrent.

We do need to scrutinise such actions in the mortuary by the media and the judiciary.

     
    Has Fiona gone back too? The papers here dont mention much but the bare or controversial details...
     

Fiona should be returning in about a weeks time
 

    I just read about this third autopsy...my heart goes out to Fiona, may God give her the strength to bear all this and 
come out stronger for the sake of the rest of her children...
    -- 

 

    thanks and regards

    Suneetha

Rgds

Vikram

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: Femina article
From: "deepa menon" <menon.deepa@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 15:29:52 +0530
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11956ad11289dc21
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs19804tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 02:59:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.82.17 with SMTP id f17mr2620716wfb.145.1208339992816; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 02:59:52 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.143.18.8 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 02:59:52 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <5d22caed0804160259s769f0d5pd8c94dda66b750c4@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <5d22caed0804030556t2ad19530k5458eae37b9b6bfe@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_21172_13120790.1208339992795"
References: <5d22caed0804030556t2ad19530k5458eae37b9b6bfe@mail.gmail.com>

Hi Vikram, Deepa here.

On 03/04/2008, deepa menon <menon.deepa@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Vikram,
     
    As per our conversation earlier, Femina is keenly interested in doing a story that takes off on the Keeling case in 
Goa. As a woman's magazine, we believe the real issue here is the danger that visits single women in our country, 
especially if they are foreigners. This is an attempt for us to shift the focus where we think it belongs -- on the safety 
of women in India. We believe that in the outpouring of accusations and counter-accusations, this issue has been lost.
    We know Fiona MacKeown will be able to give us the insight we need for this article. I understand she is not in the 
country and is currently sorting out many urgent things before she comes back to India. Unfortunately, the story cannot 
wait two weeks. So I would appreciate it hugely if she took some time and shared with us her views on the topic.
    Do let me know how we can arrange this.
    I look forward to hearing from you,
    Deepa Menon
    Deputy Editor, Femina
    Ph: 022-2273-3535 extn: 5783
    0-9945023933
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Subject: Re: Femina article
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 15:33:13 +0530
To: "deepa menon" <menon.deepa@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11956b0204ef3809
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 03:03:13 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804160303j1a7990dem81b415b5cb02eeb8@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <5d22caed0804160259s769f0d5pd8c94dda66b750c4@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_1120_32346356.1208340193628"
References: <5d22caed0804030556t2ad19530k5458eae37b9b6bfe@mail.gmail.com> 
<5d22caed0804160259s769f0d5pd8c94dda66b750c4@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Deepa,

Am sending you the photos as an attachment

Rgds

Vikram

goa 2007 -40.jpg
        

goa 2007 -8.jpg
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Subject: Re: Femina article
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 15:34:27 +0530
To: "deepa menon" <menon.deepa@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11956b141ca2b1a9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 03:04:27 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804160304l7cfbee90od8eaef7dc244654b@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <5d22caed0804160259s769f0d5pd8c94dda66b750c4@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_1129_9024953.1208340267158"
References: <5d22caed0804030556t2ad19530k5458eae37b9b6bfe@mail.gmail.com> 
<5d22caed0804160259s769f0d5pd8c94dda66b750c4@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

And one of Fiona

IMG_0666.JPG
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Subject: Fwd: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:19:34 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
CC: "dakini runningbear" <dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195635c6953548f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 00:49:34 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804160049v7e7556a5w3cd1d7692dd2ccee@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804150835m72f6af31ga22427b7cd93551c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_145_3879063.1208332174905"
References: <79e908940804150835m72f6af31ga22427b7cd93551c@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Apr 15, 2008 at 9:05 PM
Subject:
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>

However, medical practice in India is to remove a slice for testing â€“ not the entire organ.
 
"You only need to take 100 grams in total of all organs put together for testing â€“ the spleen, kidney, liver and 
stomach," said Dr Rukmani Krishnamurthy, Director of the Forensic Science Laboratory, Kalina.

The combined weight of the missing organs is estimated at 1500 grams by Dr Rajan Dere of Sion Hospital.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: interesting article Must read
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 18:45:57 +0530
To: menon.vinodkumar@gmail.com
CC: vinodm@mid-day.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119576093630440d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 06:15:57 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804160615u8b7d12nc89a8bb5cc65a543@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2763_28548730.1208351757252"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

http://www.aol.in/news/story/2008041602239012000007/index.html
-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Letter sent by Catherine to Dakini
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:16:24 +0530
To: menon.vinodkumar@gmail.com
CC: vinodm@mid-day.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195632dfb9bff3f
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 00:46:24 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804160046u48a53686jff2108aaca0f9829@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_117_17379037.1208331984449"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

From: <Catherine.LAKE@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk>
>To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
>Date: April 15, 2008 10:47:43 AM BST
>Subject: RE: Autopsy questions NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
>
>Dakini,
>
>Confirmation from pathologist, the following organs were not present in the body:
>
>Stomach
>Parts of the intestines
>Kidneys
>Pancreas
>Spleen
>Uterus
>
>As previous, each post mortem is individual and the authorities in Goa need to be consulted as to why the organs 
were retained.
>
>Regards,
>Catherine

-
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: miasma: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 14:07:39 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11958b8bc871acc7
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs101977tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 12:31:53 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.154.20 with SMTP id b20mr113299wfe.166.1208374312052; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 12:31:52 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12478828-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
9si18156282wfc.16.2008.04.16.12.31.51; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 12:31:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12478828-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12478828-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12478828-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -1.546
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-1.546 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=0.952, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1208354859140290"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12478828-2008.04.16-07.07.55--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12478828-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080416140448.C3EF5884032@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12478828-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Tuesday, April 15, 2008

miasma \my-AZ-muh; mee-\, noun:

1. A vaporous exhalation (as of marshes or putrid matter) formerly thought to cause disease; broadly, a thick vaporous 
atmosphere or emanation.
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2. A harmful or corrupting atmosphere or influence; also, an atmosphere that obscures; a fog.

    The critics, he says, "will sit in their large automobiles, spewing a miasma of toxic gas into the atmosphere, and 
they will thank you for not smoking a cigarette."
    -- Charles E. Little, "No One Communes Anymore", New York Times, October 17, 1993

    To destroy such prejudices, which many a time rise and spread themselves like a miasma, is an imperative duty of 
theory, for the misbegotten offspring of human reason can also be in turn destroyed by pure reason.
    -- Carl von Clausewitz, On War (translated by Colonel James John Graham)

    He spends whatever money he has on hash and eventually heroin . . . and proceeds to sink into a miasma of anger 
and alienation.
    -- Jhumpa Lahiri, "Money Talks in Pakistan", New York Times, March 12, 2000

    Girls of my generation stumbled through much of our early adolescence in a dense miasma of longing.
    -- Ellen Pall, "She had a Crush on Them", New York Times, July 29, 1990

Miasma comes from Greek miasma, "pollution," from miainein, "to pollute."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for miasma

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
Learn more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12478828-6054437S@lists.lexico.com         To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 10:04:22 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119578cf74e2f934
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs57185tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 07:04:31 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.150.1 with SMTP id x1mr27692wad.109.1208354668403; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 07:04:28 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>
Received: from titan.dnsprotect.com (titan.dnsprotect.com [207.210.103.242]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
6si16490716ywi.7.2008.04.16.07.04.25; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 07:04:28 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 
207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.210.103.242;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1Jm8FK-0000n1-Su; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 10:04:22 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.27.100
Message-ID: <E1Jm8FK-0000n1-Su@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

 3BR Semi-Detached Villas at Anjuna - North Goa
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3682
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: Newsletter subscription mail
From: classifiedsgoa<info@classifiedsgoa.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 10:04:52 -0400
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
CC: info@classifiedsgoa.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119578d6b27bb3c9
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs57232tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 07:04:56 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.196.1 with SMTP id t1mr37741waf.80.1208354695799; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 07:04:55 -0700 (PDT)
Return-Path: <nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>
Received: from titan.dnsprotect.com (titan.dnsprotect.com [207.210.103.242]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
9si15932678ywf.2.2008.04.16.07.04.55; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 07:04:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 
207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.210.103.242;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: best guess record for domain of 
nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com designates 207.210.103.242 as permitted sender) 
smtp.mail=nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com
Received: from nobody by titan.dnsprotect.com with local (Exim 4.68) (envelope-from 
<nobody@titan.dnsprotect.com>) id 1Jm8Fo-00010j-SN; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 10:04:52 -0400
X-PHP-Script: www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php for 59.95.27.100
Message-ID: <E1Jm8Fo-00010j-SN@titan.dnsprotect.com>
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - titan.dnsprotect.com
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - gmail.com
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [99 99] / [47 12]
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - titan.dnsprotect.com

Accommodation in Goa
===================================================
http://www.classifiedsgoa.com/index.php?list=advertisement&method=showdetails&rollid=3656
===================================================
Additional message:
Unsubscribe from our newsletters http://classifiedsgoa.com/newsletter/?p=unsubscribe&id=1
===================================================
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Subject: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 20:17:03 +0530
To: vibha.verma23@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11957b3fd296d0ad
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 07:47:03 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804160747i29409708u9d9f6c260ef2ee88@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_3453_18091509.1208357223718"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

http://www.aol.in/news/story/2008041602239012000007/index.html
-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: objurgate: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119575571e336333
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs48858tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 06:03:49 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.187.2 with SMTP id k2mr2679264wff.119.1208351027621; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 06:03:47 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12476923-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
30si16427438wfa.2.2008.04.16.06.03.46; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 06:03:47 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12476923-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12476923-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12476923-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1208329200125620"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12476923-2008.04.16-00.00.44--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12476923-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080416065710.3F4CD884031@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12476923-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

orijinz the new word and phrase card game is getting rave reviews!
"We haven't put this game down since Christmas." "We love orijinz"
"Great, great, GREAT word game!" "infectious" "So much Fun"
"Best game for thinking adults in a long time." "We had a blast"
Join the fun! A great Mother's day gift too! Only $14.95.
Special limited time offer: Free shipping for orders of 2 games or more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Wednesday, April 16, 2008

objurgate \OB-juhr-gayt\, transitive verb:

To express strong disapproval of; to criticize severely.

    I objurgate the centipede,
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    A bug we do not really need.
    -- Ogden Nash, "The Centipede"

    The act about to be objurgated here calls on the Food and Drug Administration to oversee a broad revision of food 
labeling.
    -- Daniel Seligman, "Federal Food Follies", Fortune, July 1, 1991

Objurgate comes from the past participle of Latin from objurgare, "to scold, to blame," from ob-, "against" + jurgare, 
"to dispute, to quarrel, to sue at law," from jus, jur-, "law" + -igare (from agere, "to lead").

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for objurgate

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

orijinz the new word and phrase card game is getting rave reviews!
"We haven't put this game down since Christmas." "We love orijinz"
"Great, great, GREAT word game!" "infectious" "So much Fun"
"Best game for thinking adults in a long time." "We had a blast"
Join the fun! A great Mother's day gift too! Only $14.95.
Special limited time offer: Free shipping for orders of 2 games or more

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12476923-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Re: On Scarlett Keeling's Case
From: gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 07:41:48 +0100 (BST)
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11955f7d0a75a105
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs680734tia; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 23:41:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.144.1 with SMTP id r1mr4950235rvd.10.1208328115400; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 23:41:55 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
Received: from web7905.mail.in.yahoo.com (web7905.mail.in.yahoo.com [202.86.4.81]) by mx.google.com with 
SMTP id l31si15287479rvb.2.2008.04.15.23.41.51; Tue, 15 Apr 2008 23:41:55 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.86.4.81 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in) client-ip=202.86.4.81;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.86.4.81 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in) smtp.mail=hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in
Received: (qmail 23102 invoked by uid 60001); 16 Apr 2008 06:41:48 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:In-Reply-To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-
Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=NOw571s4jdebVsc5WSxSwBrQXAXpRqP/ibpa+tGhmGPT4PK/eqfpx6ia5Tklw+KEs1k5OtJ1gzD9PkmNQFq6lwrz
WHuL9Id+jrSTYjBkCjcj5Fkug+63NAANlds5Mt4iaMUSIzR2ij2gla0YsdqNDnyII9W5W7K+AF1+10LJ/+0=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
DRXNHcoVM1m1oFTI9iOsPKGCzKzEffccRfKT952rZS1YIQmnQr0ZoEeXvWJcTmtxy5SPzBanQRfQRuxBKgKXz
LU_tja1FNGpqLfqeW4X0N479lw-
Received: from [132.185.144.122] by web7905.mail.in.yahoo.com via HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 07:41:48 BST
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804141040v600357fcid2e85fa99dad6c15@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-560537547-1208328108=:23014"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <867789.23014.qm@web7905.mail.in.yahoo.com>

Hi sir, how are you?
I was wondering if there are any developments in the case, and also to check with you on a couple of things:
!. Why are authorities in Goa saying the body parts werent removed
2. Do you anticipate any problems in Fion's coming back to India?
3. When is the CBI going to formally announce its involvement?
4. I'm told that the practice of removing body parts for embalming and preservation is a common practice in hospitals, 
for lack of facilities, and that most of these are done without written consent from the families; could it just be case of 
the body parts being removed for preservation?
 
Do please answer my queries,
Thanks.
Gayathri Sreedharan

Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:
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    Hell Gayathri,

    Just ot confirm that I have recieved your email.

    Would be in touch for any deveopments.

    Rgds

    V.Varma

    On Mon, Apr 14, 2008 at 9:14 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

        Dear sir,
        Thank you for talking to me today.
        This is my email id, and you will be able to find me either on the BBC Delhi numbers between 10 and 7 on 
weekdays , or else on my cell: (0)9971636688.
        Do please keep me posted on the developments of the case here on.
        Thank you for the information you've given me so far.
        Sincerely,
        Gayathri Sreedharan
        Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here. 
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Subject: Re: On Scarlett Keeling's Case
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:36:46 +0530
To: "gayathri sridharan" <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119564584eb349a1
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 01:06:46 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804160106h42802086xfcb2e0f3193503dc@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <867789.23014.qm@web7905.mail.in.yahoo.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_315_1895484.1208333206625"
References: <f4302a0a0804141040v600357fcid2e85fa99dad6c15@mail.gmail.com> 
<867789.23014.qm@web7905.mail.in.yahoo.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

On Wed, Apr 16, 2008 at 12:11 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

    Hi sir, how are you?
    I was wondering if there are any developments in the case, and also to check with you on a couple of things:
    !. Why are authorities in Goa saying the body parts werent removed

They have stated that all the organs are with them in marked Jars.
 

    2. Do you anticipate any problems in Fion's coming back to India?

No the chief Secretary has confirmed that they would have no objection to her returning to India for the CBI  Inquiry.
 

    3. When is the CBI going to formally announce its involvement?

Around five days back the Goa Govt has sent the papers for the CBI  Inquiry. So should be another four to five days.

    4. I'm told that the practice of removing body parts for embalming and preservation is a common practice in 
hospitals, for lack of facilities, and that most of these are done without written consent from the families; could it just 
be case of the body parts being removed for preservation?

This practice of  removing  organs  far in excess of  the quantity required  by the Forensic Scientist, is an abhorrent 
practice. Nobody has questioned it because normally after receipt of the body from the morgue, it is immediately 
cremated or burned and nobody is wise to the facts.

In Scarlett's case, with the third autopsy,  the practice has been exposed and we have a body without any of the organs.

The justification that it is common practice is not good enough for any human rights watch group or commission.

This practice  needs to be scrutinised in detail by the Judiciary as well as the media.
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Rgds

V.Varma

     
    Do please answer my queries,
    Thanks.
    Gayathri Sreedharan

    Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        Hell Gayathri,

        Just ot confirm that I have recieved your email.

        Would be in touch for any deveopments.

        Rgds

        V.Varma

        On Mon, Apr 14, 2008 at 9:14 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

            Dear sir,
            Thank you for talking to me today.
            This is my email id, and you will be able to find me either on the BBC Delhi numbers between 10 and 7 on 
weekdays , or else on my cell: (0)9971636688.
            Do please keep me posted on the developments of the case here on.
            Thank you for the information you've given me so far.
            Sincerely,
            Gayathri Sreedharan
            Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088 
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    Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: On Scarlett Keeling's Case
From: gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 11:11:09 +0100 (BST)
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11956b76fb381b1d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs21356tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 03:11:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.128.11 with SMTP id a11mr5060774rvd.232.1208340673505; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 03:11:13 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
Received: from web7907.mail.in.yahoo.com (web7907.mail.in.yahoo.com [202.86.4.83]) by mx.google.com with 
SMTP id c20si15266197rvf.3.2008.04.16.03.11.10; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 03:11:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.86.4.83 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in) 
client-ip=202.86.4.83;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.86.4.83 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in) smtp.mail=hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in
Received: (qmail 59840 invoked by uid 60001); 16 Apr 2008 10:11:09 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:In-Reply-To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-
Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=q8tsrDBYe1KuI0lAQmxy2nDXvWJH/utCdGzSjBfSfTJySYtTn4EYaanDEQi+0VrUSG9DTNOMJvVTH5bK/F0G1
WXciogST9RMBY8Oaatd27xT9gf1BjWhYfTWT9MHpHzBqHavC8QstYKu11Isfk8HaHQ1kXY2/hh3Ajbux+zLJm8=
;
X-YMail-OSG: 
fkBnaY4VM1mLbQ0NzKEjbDKCPxLPgf_is5zJwvwRddVNYXJ9Q3ekMb.hCupdwrkYPXYivg2sZNVzZkI.HJdKJuo
8Nw_V5v4ZhrqYMn4MQMevqrU-
Received: from [132.185.240.121] by web7907.mail.in.yahoo.com via HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 11:11:09 BST
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804160106h42802086xfcb2e0f3193503dc@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-755673026-1208340669=:59763"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <267630.59763.qm@web7907.mail.in.yahoo.com>

Thank you sir. I suppose ther might be some doubt about why the parts werent restored when the body was sent back 
to Britain? Do you still suspect foul play?
Thank you for your time,
Gayathri Sreedharan

Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    On Wed, Apr 16, 2008 at 12:11 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

        Hi sir, how are you?
        I was wondering if there are any developments in the case, and also to check with you on a couple of things:
        !. Why are authorities in Goa saying the body parts werent removed
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    They have stated that all the organs are with them in marked Jars.
     

        2. Do you anticipate any problems in Fiona's coming back to India?

    No the chief Secretary has confirmed that they would have no objection to her returning to India for the CBI  
Inquiry.
     

        3. When is the CBI going to formally announce its involvement?

    Around five days back the Goa Govt has sent the papers for the CBI  Inquiry. So should be another four to five days.

        4. I'm told that the practice of removing body parts for embalming and preservation is a common practice in 
hospitals, for lack of facilities, and that most of these are done without written consent from the families; could it just 
be case of the body parts being removed for preservation?

    This practice of  removing  organs  far in excess of  the quantity required  by the Forensic Scientist, is an abhorrent 
practice. Nobody has questioned it because normally after receipt of the body from the morgue, it is immediately 
cremated or burned and nobody is wise to the facts.

    In Scarlett's case, with the third autopsy,  the practice has been exposed and we have a body without any of the 
organs.

    The justification that it is common practice is not good enough for any human rights watch group or commission.

    This practice  needs to be scrutinised in detail by the Judiciary as well as the media.

    Rgds

    V.Varma

         
        Do please answer my queries,
        Thanks.
        Gayathri Sreedharan

        Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

            Hell Gayathri,

            Just ot confirm that I have recieved your email.

            Would be in touch for any deveopments.

            Rgds
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            V.Varma

            On Mon, Apr 14, 2008 at 9:14 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

                Dear sir,
                Thank you for talking to me today.
                This is my email id, and you will be able to find me either on the BBC Delhi numbers between 10 and 7 on 
weekdays , or else on my cell: (0)9971636688.
                Do please keep me posted on the developments of the case here on.
                Thank you for the information you've given me so far.
                Sincerely,
                Gayathri Sreedharan
                Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res 0832 325 6688
            Off 0832 325 3088 

        Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here. 
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Subject: Re: On Scarlett Keeling's Case
From: gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 2008 11:11:10 +0100 (BST)
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11956b778aa85f6d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs21360tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 03:11:16 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.198.9 with SMTP id a9mr5067261rvq.123.1208340675624; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 03:11:15 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
Received: from web7910.mail.in.yahoo.com (web7910.mail.in.yahoo.com [202.86.4.86]) by mx.google.com with 
SMTP id f21si15814792rvb.0.2008.04.16.03.11.11; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 03:11:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 202.86.4.86 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in) client-ip=202.86.4.86;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 202.86.4.86 is neither permitted nor denied by best 
guess record for domain of hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in) smtp.mail=hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in
Received: (qmail 73534 invoked by uid 60001); 16 Apr 2008 10:11:10 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.in; h=X-YMail-
OSG:Received:Date:From:Subject:To:In-Reply-To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-
Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=vZFpAbz9EPoNuh7oa2J19bd44pfyqtfo3j0LYEfdjeWT5VsmcjRyVJcxMbeCDRJXaARsIAHtIOoVw6DO/W6t06xq
wf3DiioIpuaHbrCPHaX1fhhe/idKAwqxij1AIHQEiDzVPFoJLn5RGVnc0+jfSFK4u8nz1ZPrrTR1/67u9Mw=;
X-YMail-OSG: t0zyVIEVM1knJd_QS5bUIhu3vjd4I3z1ZQJLDuHP
Received: from [132.185.240.121] by web7910.mail.in.yahoo.com via HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 11:11:10 BST
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804160106h42802086xfcb2e0f3193503dc@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-1630273248-1208340670=:71425"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Message-ID: <475116.71425.qm@web7910.mail.in.yahoo.com>

Thank you sir. I suppose ther might be some doubt about why the parts werent restored when the body was sent back 
to Britain? Do you still suspect foul play?
Thank you for your time,
Gayathri Sreedharan

Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    On Wed, Apr 16, 2008 at 12:11 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

        Hi sir, how are you?
        I was wondering if there are any developments in the case, and also to check with you on a couple of things:
        !. Why are authorities in Goa saying the body parts werent removed

    They have stated that all the organs are with them in marked Jars.
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        2. Do you anticipate any problems in Fiona's coming back to India?

    No the chief Secretary has confirmed that they would have no objection to her returning to India for the CBI  
Inquiry.
     

        3. When is the CBI going to formally announce its involvement?

    Around five days back the Goa Govt has sent the papers for the CBI  Inquiry. So should be another four to five days.

        4. I'm told that the practice of removing body parts for embalming and preservation is a common practice in 
hospitals, for lack of facilities, and that most of these are done without written consent from the families; could it just 
be case of the body parts being removed for preservation?

    This practice of  removing  organs  far in excess of  the quantity required  by the Forensic Scientist, is an abhorrent 
practice. Nobody has questioned it because normally after receipt of the body from the morgue, it is immediately 
cremated or burned and nobody is wise to the facts.

    In Scarlett's case, with the third autopsy,  the practice has been exposed and we have a body without any of the 
organs.

    The justification that it is common practice is not good enough for any human rights watch group or commission.

    This practice  needs to be scrutinised in detail by the Judiciary as well as the media.

    Rgds

    V.Varma

         
        Do please answer my queries,
        Thanks.
        Gayathri Sreedharan

        Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

            Hell Gayathri,

            Just ot confirm that I have recieved your email.

            Would be in touch for any deveopments.

            Rgds

            V.Varma
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            On Mon, Apr 14, 2008 at 9:14 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

                Dear sir,
                Thank you for talking to me today.
                This is my email id, and you will be able to find me either on the BBC Delhi numbers between 10 and 7 on 
weekdays , or else on my cell: (0)9971636688.
                Do please keep me posted on the developments of the case here on.
                Thank you for the information you've given me so far.
                Sincerely,
                Gayathri Sreedharan
                Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res 0832 325 6688
            Off 0832 325 3088 

        Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res 0832 325 6688
    Off 0832 325 3088 

Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here. 
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Subject: abulia: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 14:59:35 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195e3bb24ebe5a5
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs15112tia; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 14:13:04 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.151.157.8 with SMTP id j8mr2317095ybo.162.1208466780832; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 14:13:00 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12481173-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
38si2586348wrl.1.2008.04.17.14.12.59; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 14:13:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12481173-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12481173-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12481173-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1208444375179870"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12481173-2008.04.17-08.10.32--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12481173-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080417145643.2D8B0887034@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12481173-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Sunday, April 13, 2008

abulia \uh-BOO-lee-uh; uh-BYOO-\, noun:

Loss or impairment of the ability to act or to make decisions.

    I was suffering from an aboulia, you know. I couldn't seem to make decisions.
    -- Anatole Broyard, "Reading and Writing; (Enter Pound and Eliot)", New York Times, May 30, 1982
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    There's little escape from her black hole of abulia.
    -- James Saynor, "Woman in the Midst of a Nervous Breakdown", New York Times, June 12, 1994

Abulia derives from Greek a-, "without" + boule, "will." The adjective form is abulic.

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for abulia

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12481173-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Fwd: RE: Autopsy questions
From: dakini runningbear <dakinilove@mac.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:42:57 -0700
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195bc3f8a921441
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs186955tia; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:43:01 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.79.12 with SMTP id g12mr604264rvl.182.1208425380145; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:43:00 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <dakinilove@mac.com>
Received: from smtpoutw.mac.com (smtpoutw.mac.com [17.250.248.179]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
f42si17750840rvb.9.2008.04.17.02.42.59; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:43:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) 
client-ip=17.250.248.179;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of dakinilove@mac.com designates 
17.250.248.179 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=dakinilove@mac.com
Received: from webmail026 (webmail026-s [10.13.128.26]) by smtpoutw.mac.com (Xserve/smtpoutw004/MantshX 
4.0) with ESMTP id m3H9gvxB007830 for <varma.vikram@gmail.com>; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:42:57 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <BDE9005A-0119-1000-85F2-FC1A85AA9E80-Webmail-10017@mac.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Originating-IP: 91.104.123.233
Received: from [91.104.123.233] from webmail.mac.com with HTTP; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:42:57 -0700

> >From: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
> >To: "dakini runningbear" <dakinilove@mac.com>
> >Date: April 16, 2008 09:23:57 PM BST
> >Subject: RE: Autopsy questions
> >
> >
> >
> >hi dakini
> >re. text message,
> >as far as i knew vikram asked you for a copy of the contract between ch4 and myself quite a while ago and i told 
you and him i would post it which i have done. although originally i asked for them to pay for your flights they said 
no, but i did insist that they pay for your flight home as you had been invaluable to the investigations during the first 
few weeks and would be there during the start of filming.
> >i dont have a problem with you raising money for yourself from friends and family so that you can continue to 
volunteer your help with investigations but that is separate and you made it clear that this is my fight  when we were in 
india, i was  advised to be very careful with money raised in scarletts name as the public can turn if they think anything 
improper has happened as far as funds raised. i will take advise from clarence mitchell at length tomorrow morning 
about how to present the account i have opened in Scarlett's name. i will forward you the account details when i have 
done that.
> >it doesn't make sense to me that you are raising money for the varmas as that would be between vikram and i and 
we have spoken about it.
> >i also incurred debts by staying in goa to fight for justice for Scarlett's murder longer than intended but have to find 
work to sort that out. Scarlett's death has left me heavily in debt but i need to take advise as to whether i can use fund  
money for undertakers etc.
> >it has been really lovely that you have voluntarily offered your help and you have been a wonderful asset to our 
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team but i feel strong enough to deal with a lot more of my shit now
> >i feel bad that you are struggling to continue to help me fight this cause and really do not want to feel responsible 
for excess stress that this is causing you .if you can continue to support me through this without undue stress to 
yourself financially that would be wonderful and i do really appreciate your help.
> >speak soon 
> >fi
> >
>> >> Date: Fri, 11 Apr 2008 09:04:44 -0700
>> >> From: dakinilove@mac.com
>> >> To: catherine.lake@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk
>> >> CC: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com; varma.vikram@gmail.com
>> >> Subject: Autopsy questions
>> >> 
>> >> Hi Catherine.. 
>> >> 
>> >> Thank you for taking the time over the past couple days to explain some of the details about Scarlett's autopsy 
and British procedure!  I am sure you are busy and i appreciate your patience and assistance with my questions.  :-) 
>> >> 
>> >> In further to our conversation today,  I am sending along the two specific questions that Advocate Varma has 
asked me to find answers to..
>> >> 
>> >> 1.  Which specific organs are missing from Scarlett's body? 
>> >> 
>> >> 2.  I know that you said every autopsy is different, but we are wondering if you can give us  British "guideline" 
(if there is any!) as to how much of  a sample generally needs to be taken from individual organs for the forensic 
testing.  For example, in a British Forensic autopsy in a case like this, would the entire stomach need to be taken?
>> >> 
>> >> We have been in contact with the British High Commission in India and they have offered their assistance to 
the Goan Government in specific to modernize their Forensic Department.  It does seem that many of the problems 
arise from lack of funding and lack of training and that by helping the Governments to work together we can help to 
educate and reform  a very inadequate system.
>> >> 
>> >> 
>> >> If it isn't too much of a bother when you do get the time to answer the above questions, would you mind 
sending a separate correspondence for each question?  This will be very helpful to Advocate Varma. 
>> >> 
>> >> 
>> >> Thank you again for your time and assistance!  I hope you have a very good weekend  :-) 
>> >> 
>> >> And i will post the copies of both the autopsies tomorrow.. i have just noticed the time and will not be able to 
leave the desk before the post office closes.  You should receive them by Monday..
>> >> 
>> >> 
>> >> 
>> >> Sincerely-
>> >> 
>> >> dakini runningbear
> >
> >_________________________________________________________________
> >Technology : Catch up on updates on the latest Gadgets, Reviews, Gaming and Tips to use technology etc.
> >http://computing.in.msn.com/
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Subject: RE: good morning
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:10:26 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11958f7a68395cca
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs108487tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:36 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.161.6 with SMTP id n6mr249890rvo.201.1208378435254; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:35 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s3.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s3.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.139]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id b39si16509585rvf.8.2008.04.16.13.40.34; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.139 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.139;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.139 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W33 ([65.54.162.133]) by bay0-omc2-s3.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:26 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W335491FE017C2F11768C56D3EA0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_8d217834-d24c-4346-b88c-506bac1c9749_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.161.37.182]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Apr 2008 20:40:26.0189 (UTC) FILETIME=[19B76FD0:01C8A002]

hi vikram
i just had a text from dakini saying that you had asked her for a copy of the contract between ch 4 and myself. i told 
her a while ago that i would post it to you and have done that. i also advised her to be very careful raising money for 
her personal use in the name of scarlett as the public can be very funny about these things. i dont think she took it very 
well as she is struggling. i will take advise tomorrow morning from clarence mitchell as to how to present this account 
so that there are no mistakes. i am feeling much stronger about handling things myself now so if you need anything 
else from me you can ask me directly. i will have my own computer by the end of next week. i will be flying over on 
the 25th and dakini will be back sat . speak soon
fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com
    Subject: Re: good morning

    Hi,
     
    I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
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    The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
     
    I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
     
    If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
     
    Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
     
     
    We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
     
    In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed his Dy 
S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be made the 
scrape goat ?
     
    Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
     
    Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
     
    Love
     
     
    Vikram

     

Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!
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Subject: RE: good morning
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:10:27 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11958f7b9eb6fd3b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs108495tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:41 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.175.16 with SMTP id x16mr603831wae.116.1208378440185; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:40 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s5.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s5.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.141]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id g25si15863253wag.37.2008.04.16.13.40.39; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.141 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.141;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.141 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W51 ([65.54.162.151]) by bay0-omc2-s5.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:27 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W51C5462538515CC83FCC80D3EA0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_b33f9dde-8098-4fb1-8db1-903508a243fb_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.161.37.182]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Apr 2008 20:40:27.0992 (UTC) FILETIME=[1ACA8D80:01C8A002]

hi vikram
i just had a text from dakini saying that you had asked her for a copy of the contract between ch 4 and myself. i told 
her a while ago that i would post it to you and have done that. i also advised her to be very careful raising money for 
her personal use in the name of scarlett as the public can be very funny about these things. i dont think she took it very 
well as she is struggling. i will take advise tomorrow morning from clarence mitchell as to how to present this account 
so that there are no mistakes. i am feeling much stronger about handling things myself now so if you need anything 
else from me you can ask me directly. i will have my own computer by the end of next week. i will be flying over on 
the 25th and dakini will be back sat . speak soon
fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com
    Subject: Re: good morning

    Hi,
     
    I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
     



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122886660.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:58 PM]

    The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
     
    I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
     
    If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
     
    Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
     
     
    We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
     
    In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed his Dy 
S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be made the 
scrape goat ?
     
    Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
     
    Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
     
    Love
     
     
    Vikram

     

Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email IDâ€™s? Get a unique one here. Try it now!



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122893859.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:58 PM]

Subject: RE: good morning
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:10:29 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11958f822392add6
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs108532tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:08 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.191.14 with SMTP id o14mr259498rvf.130.1208378467216; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:07 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s21.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s21.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.157]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id g22si16550073rvb.5.2008.04.16.13.41.06; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:07 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.157 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.157;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.157 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W47 ([65.54.162.147]) by bay0-omc2-s21.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:28 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W47E0197ACF87E01125090ED3EA0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_5b2272cb-6961-48af-a82a-71b500979f68_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.161.37.182]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Apr 2008 20:40:28.0969 (UTC) FILETIME=[1B5FA190:01C8A002]

hi vikram
i just had a text from dakini saying that you had asked her for a copy of the contract between ch 4 and myself. i told 
her a while ago that i would post it to you and have done that. i also advised her to be very careful raising money for 
her personal use in the name of scarlett as the public can be very funny about these things. i dont think she took it very 
well as she is struggling. i will take advise tomorrow morning from clarence mitchell as to how to present this account 
so that there are no mistakes. i am feeling much stronger about handling things myself now so if you need anything 
else from me you can ask me directly. i will have my own computer by the end of next week. i will be flying over on 
the 25th and dakini will be back sat . speak soon
fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com
    Subject: Re: good morning

    Hi,
     
    I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
     



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122893859.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:58 PM]

    The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
     
    I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
     
    If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
     
    Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
     
     
    We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
     
    In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed his Dy 
S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be made the 
scrape goat ?
     
    Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
     
    Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
     
    Love
     
     
    Vikram

     

Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email IDâ€™s? Get a unique one here. Try it now!



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122901060.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:59 PM]

Subject: RE: good morning
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:10:28 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11958f833109e56e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs108539tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:11 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.140.249.20 with SMTP id w20mr253074rvh.189.1208378470946; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:10 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s17.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s17.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.153]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id b8si17141119rvf.1.2008.04.16.13.41.10; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:10 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.153 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.153;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.153 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W36 ([65.54.162.136]) by bay0-omc2-s17.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:28 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W368220A140F9FD765C6BA8D3EA0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_c764537e-f65e-4e64-a3c4-bb8132808191_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.161.37.182]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Apr 2008 20:40:28.0580 (UTC) FILETIME=[1B244640:01C8A002]

hi vikram
i just had a text from dakini saying that you had asked her for a copy of the contract between ch 4 and myself. i told 
her a while ago that i would post it to you and have done that. i also advised her to be very careful raising money for 
her personal use in the name of scarlett as the public can be very funny about these things. i dont think she took it very 
well as she is struggling. i will take advise tomorrow morning from clarence mitchell as to how to present this account 
so that there are no mistakes. i am feeling much stronger about handling things myself now so if you need anything 
else from me you can ask me directly. i will have my own computer by the end of next week. i will be flying over on 
the 25th and dakini will be back sat . speak soon
fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com
    Subject: Re: good morning

    Hi,
     
    I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
     



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122901060.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:59 PM]

    The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
     
    I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
     
    If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
     
    Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
     
     
    We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
     
    In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed his Dy 
S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be made the 
scrape goat ?
     
    Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
     
    Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
     
    Love
     
     
    Vikram

     

Exclusive Marriage Proposals! Find UR life partner at Shaadi.com Try it!



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122908240.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:59 PM]

Subject: RE: good morning
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:10:29 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11958f83a02ad78d
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs108543tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.115.60.1 with SMTP id n1mr630084wak.37.1208378473280; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:13 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s20.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s20.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.156]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id l38si15789262waf.27.2008.04.16.13.41.12; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:13 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.156 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.156;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.156 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W12 ([65.54.162.112]) by bay0-omc2-s20.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:29 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W12211766079ED835DC3F39D3EA0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_0acb85a6-80ab-4c36-9828-c217de55576e_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.161.37.182]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Apr 2008 20:40:29.0816 (UTC) FILETIME=[1BE0DF80:01C8A002]

hi vikram
i just had a text from dakini saying that you had asked her for a copy of the contract between ch 4 and myself. i told 
her a while ago that i would post it to you and have done that. i also advised her to be very careful raising money for 
her personal use in the name of scarlett as the public can be very funny about these things. i dont think she took it very 
well as she is struggling. i will take advise tomorrow morning from clarence mitchell as to how to present this account 
so that there are no mistakes. i am feeling much stronger about handling things myself now so if you need anything 
else from me you can ask me directly. i will have my own computer by the end of next week. i will be flying over on 
the 25th and dakini will be back sat . speak soon
fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com
    Subject: Re: good morning

    Hi,
     
    I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
     



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122908240.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:59 PM]

    The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
     
    I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
     
    If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
     
    Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
     
     
    We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
     
    In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed his Dy 
S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be made the 
scrape goat ?
     
    Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
     
    Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
     
    Love
     
     
    Vikram

     

Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122915414.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:59 PM]

Subject: RE: good morning
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 02:10:27 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11958f84bb09e878
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs108552tia; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.141.141.3 with SMTP id t3mr247155rvn.226.1208378477521; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:17 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.137]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id l31si17139166rvb.2.2008.04.16.13.41.16; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:41:17 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.137 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.137;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.137 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W49 ([65.54.162.149]) by bay0-omc2-s1.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Wed, 16 Apr 2008 13:40:27 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W492DC796F57AD1E24E0FE9D3EA0@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_c6e13a54-e06d-4fda-9a9c-dd8b6e69dfbf_"
X-Originating-IP: [86.161.37.182]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Apr 2008 20:40:27.0236 (UTC) FILETIME=[1A573240:01C8A002]

hi vikram
i just had a text from dakini saying that you had asked her for a copy of the contract between ch 4 and myself. i told 
her a while ago that i would post it to you and have done that. i also advised her to be very careful raising money for 
her personal use in the name of scarlett as the public can be very funny about these things. i dont think she took it very 
well as she is struggling. i will take advise tomorrow morning from clarence mitchell as to how to present this account 
so that there are no mistakes. i am feeling much stronger about handling things myself now so if you need anything 
else from me you can ask me directly. i will have my own computer by the end of next week. i will be flying over on 
the 25th and dakini will be back sat . speak soon
fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com
    Subject: Re: good morning

    Hi,
     
    I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
     



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122915414.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:59 PM]

    The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
     
    I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
     
    If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
     
    Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
     
     
    We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
     
    In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed his Dy 
S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be made the 
scrape goat ?
     
    Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
     
    Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
     
    Love
     
     
    Vikram

     

Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122922586.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:59 PM]

Subject: Re: good morning
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 08:09:22 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195a401ee4e0442
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 19:39:22 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804161939hdf91a5dkc3cec16f7fb2eb40@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W335491FE017C2F11768C56D3EA0@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_6049_14567681.1208399962076"
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W335491FE017C2F11768C56D3EA0@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Fiona,

Your contract is a very confidential document. I don't want this to be seen by anyone except you and your lawyer that 
is me.

I have not and will not ask anybody to collect such a document from you for my scrutiny. Even Dakini. Though she is 
a wonderful person with lots of positive energy and love.

In the discussion on this with Dakini, My only comment has been that  I have not seen the signed copy of the contract.

I do not wish to discuss any contract related to you,  with anybody except you and only you.

Please do not hand over such contracts to anybody else for delivery to me.

But you do need to handle this diplomatically and firmly.

Dakini called to inform me that she  is coming to India on Sunday and I  have offered her to be my guest.

My role has been and is to support you for Justice and not take the lead in any matter for personal financial gain. That 
should be the decent thing to do for all the people who support you in the issue. Dakini does make decisions unilateraly 
sometimes, but by and large she is focussed on assisting .

I do feel that we need to have closer communications to handle an issue with such wide international attention. So your 
new computer at home should help.

Dakini has mentioned about her financial problems and my suggestion is,  she could find a way to overcome them, 
without putting any burden on you. You do have enough problems and issues on your plate right now.

Things will work out.

How are you managing the children to be looked after in your absence ?

There is no confirmation from the CBI, but I think they should also  be in Goa by then.



file:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/1/Desktop/vikram%20varma%20email/20080417-good%20morning-122922586.txt[7/4/2009 4:37:59 PM]

I am looking forward to seeing you in India and being in touch through email untill then.

Big Hug  xxxx

Vikram

On 4/17/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram
    i just had a text from dakini saying that you had asked her for a copy of the contract between ch 4 and myself. i told 
her a while ago that i would post it to you and have done that. i also advised her to be very careful raising money for 
her personal use in the name of scarlett as the public can be very funny about these things. i dont think she took it very 
well as she is struggling. i will take advise tomorrow morning from clarence mitchell as to how to present this account 
so that there are no mistakes. i am feeling much stronger about handling things myself now so if you need anything 
else from me you can ask me directly. i will have my own computer by the end of next week. i will be flying over on 
the 25th and dakini will be back sat . speak soon
    fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com
        Subject: Re: good morning

        Hi,
         
        I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
         
        The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
         
        I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
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        If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
         
        Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
         
         
        We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
         
        In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed his 
Dy S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be made 
the scrape goat ?
         
        Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
         
        Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
         
        Love
         
         
        Vikram
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Vikram Varma
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Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: good morning
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 08:13:18 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195a43ba82e6549
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 19:43:18 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804161943x417d043g4e8f90ba3837299e@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804161939hdf91a5dkc3cec16f7fb2eb40@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_6084_1781228.1208400198316"
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W335491FE017C2F11768C56D3EA0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804161939hdf91a5dkc3cec16f7fb2eb40@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

On 4/17/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    Hi Fiona,

    Your contract is a very confidential document. I don't want this to be seen by anyone except you and your lawyer 
that is me.

    I have not and will not ask anybody to collect such a document from you for my scrutiny. Even Dakini. Though she 
is a wonderful person with lots of positive energy and love.

    In the discussion on this with Dakini, My only comment has been that  I have not seen the signed copy of the 
contract.

    I do not wish to discuss any contract related to you,  with anybody except you and only you.

    Please do not hand over such contracts to anybody else for delivery to me.

    But you do need to handle this diplomatically and firmly.

    Dakini called to inform me that she  is coming to India on Sunday and I  have offered her to be my guest.

    My role has been and is to support you for Justice and not take the lead in any matter for personal financial gain. 
That should be the decent thing to do for all the people who support you in the issue. Dakini does make decisions 
unilateraly sometimes, but by and large she is focussed on assisting .

    I do feel that we need to have closer communications to handle an issue with such wide international attention. So 
your new computer at home should help.

    Dakini has mentioned about her financial problems and my suggestion is,  she could find a way to overcome them, 
without putting any burden on you. You do have enough problems and issues on your plate right now.
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    Things will work out.

    How are you managing the children to be looked after in your absence ?

    There is no confirmation from the CBI, but I think they should also  be in Goa by then.

    I am looking forward to seeing you in India and being in touch through email untill then.

    Big Hug  xxxx

    Vikram

    On 4/17/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
        i just had a text from dakini saying that you had asked her for a copy of the contract between ch 4 and myself. i 
told her a while ago that i would post it to you and have done that. i also advised her to be very careful raising money 
for her personal use in the name of scarlett as the public can be very funny about these things. i dont think she took it 
very well as she is struggling. i will take advise tomorrow morning from clarence mitchell as to how to present this 
account so that there are no mistakes. i am feeling much stronger about handling things myself now so if you need 
anything else from me you can ask me directly. i will have my own computer by the end of next week. i will be flying 
over on the 25th and dakini will be back sat . speak soon
        fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

            Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com
            Subject: Re: good morning

            Hi,
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            I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
             
            The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
             
            I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
             
            If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
             
            Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
             
             
            We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
             
            In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed 
his Dy S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be 
made the scrape goat ?
             
            Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
             
            Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
             
            Love
             
             
            Vikram

             

        Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

-- 
Vikram Varma
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Subject: RE: good morning
From: fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 17:44:10 +0530
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195c4e758b073de
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs209622tia; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 05:14:18 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.181.6 with SMTP id d6mr1301705waf.50.1208434455708; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 05:14:15 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
Received: from bay0-omc2-s9.bay0.hotmail.com (bay0-omc2-s9.bay0.hotmail.com [65.54.246.145]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id f20si17451323waf.56.2008.04.17.05.14.15; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 05:14:15 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 65.54.246.145 as permitted 
sender) client-ip=65.54.246.145;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com designates 
65.54.246.145 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Received: from BAY108-W10 ([65.54.162.110]) by bay0-omc2-s9.bay0.hotmail.com with Microsoft 
SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.3959); Thu, 17 Apr 2008 05:14:10 -0700
Message-ID: <BAY108-W10CBC0F6A2786B95DA03D5D3E50@phx.gbl>
Return-Path: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_535d1b97-162b-4f7d-9bec-b97dc62e0015_"
X-Originating-IP: [87.113.72.1]
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804161939hdf91a5dkc3cec16f7fb2eb40@mail.gmail.com>
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W335491FE017C2F11768C56D3EA0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804161939hdf91a5dkc3cec16f7fb2eb40@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 17 Apr 2008 12:14:10.0357 (UTC) FILETIME=[8AB90E50:01C8A084]

hi vikram
thankyou for your quick reply, i did wonder about the order on the contract as it seemed to be for dakinis benefit
. she wanted tosee if there was anything in the contract which included flights and expenses for her. i realy appreciate 
dakini volunteering her help but am worried that it goes beyond her means.
 i spoke to clarence this morning and he said it would be unethical for anyone to collect funds under scarletts name 
that were not for the account.
 as dakini was collecting money for her debts and she claimed for you , i am a bit worried about how to approach her 
about this.
i am still waiting for further advice about registring this account to stop anyone duplicating it and how to present it 
publicly

will be in touch as soon as i know more ,and will try to be diplomatic.
fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 08:09:22 +0530
    From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
    To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com
    Subject: Re: good morning
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    Hi Fiona,

    Your contract is a very confidential document. I don't want this to be seen by anyone except you and your lawyer 
that is me.

    I have not and will not ask anybody to collect such a document from you for my scrutiny. Even Dakini. Though she 
is a wonderful person with lots of positive energy and love.

    In the discussion on this with Dakini, My only comment has been that  I have not seen the signed copy of the 
contract.

    I do not wish to discuss any contract related to you,  with anybody except you and only you.

    Please do not hand over such contracts to anybody else for delivery to me.

    But you do need to handle this diplomatically and firmly.

    Dakini called to inform me that she  is coming to India on Sunday and I  have offered her to be my guest.

    My role has been and is to support you for Justice and not take the lead in any matter for personal financial gain. 
That should be the decent thing to do for all the people who support you in the issue. Dakini does make decisions 
unilateraly sometimes, but by and large she is focussed on assisting .

    I do feel that we need to have closer communications to handle an issue with such wide international attention. So 
your new computer at home should help.

    Dakini has mentioned about her financial problems and my suggestion is,  she could find a way to overcome them, 
without putting any burden on you. You do have enough problems and issues on your plate right now.

    Things will work out.

    How are you managing the children to be looked after in your absence ?

    There is no confirmation from the CBI, but I think they should also  be in Goa by then.

    I am looking forward to seeing you in India and being in touch through email untill then.

    Big Hug  xxxx

    Vikram
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    On 4/17/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

        hi vikram
        i just had a text from dakini saying that you had asked her for a copy of the contract between ch 4 and myself. i 
told her a while ago that i would post it to you and have done that. i also advised her to be very careful raising money 
for her personal use in the name of scarlett as the public can be very funny about these things. i dont think she took it 
very well as she is struggling. i will take advise tomorrow morning from clarence mitchell as to how to present this 
account so that there are no mistakes. i am feeling much stronger about handling things myself now so if you need 
anything else from me you can ask me directly. i will have my own computer by the end of next week. i will be flying 
over on the 25th and dakini will be back sat . speak soon
        fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

            Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
            From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
            To: dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com
            Subject: Re: good morning

            Hi,
             
            I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
             
            The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
             
            I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
             
            If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
             
            Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
             
             
            We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
             
            In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed 
his Dy S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be 
made the scrape goat ?
             
            Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
             
            Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
             
            Love
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            Vikram

             

        Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 

Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email IDâ€™s? Get a unique one here. Try it now!
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Subject: Re: good morning
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 20:50:17 +0530
To: "fiona mackeown" <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195cf8c4a3f2933
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 08:20:17 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804170820w7f9937cev80c913a8509924d9@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <BAY108-W10CBC0F6A2786B95DA03D5D3E50@phx.gbl>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_13153_26946300.1208445617304"
References: <a22a9f480804130356k23adc757t969b6f437ee74fe7@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804130837g6a8d60ddj90ad11f41335e474@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W335491FE017C2F11768C56D3EA0@phx.gbl> 
<f4302a0a0804161939hdf91a5dkc3cec16f7fb2eb40@mail.gmail.com> <BAY108-
W10CBC0F6A2786B95DA03D5D3E50@phx.gbl>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi Fiona,
 
I agree with Clarence completely. 
 
Take care.
 
Much Love
 
 
Vikram
 
 
 
 
 
On Thu, Apr 17, 2008 at 5:44 PM, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

    hi vikram
    thankyou for your quick reply, i did wonder about the order on the contract as it seemed to be for dakinis benefit
    . she wanted tosee if there was anything in the contract which included flights and expenses for her. i realy 
appreciate dakini volunteering her help but am worried that it goes beyond her means.
     i spoke to clarence this morning and he said it would be unethical for anyone to collect funds under scarletts name 
that were not for the account.
     as dakini was collecting money for her debts and she claimed for you , i am a bit worried about how to approach 
her about this.
    i am still waiting for further advice about registring this account to stop anyone duplicating it and how to present it 
publicly

    will be in touch as soon as i know more ,and will try to be diplomatic.
    fi xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

        Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 08:09:22 +0530
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        From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
        To: westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com

        Subject: Re: good morning

        Hi Fiona,

        Your contract is a very confidential document. I don't want this to be seen by anyone except you and your lawyer 
that is me.

        I have not and will not ask anybody to collect such a document from you for my scrutiny. Even Dakini. Though 
she is a wonderful person with lots of positive energy and love.

        In the discussion on this with Dakini, My only comment has been that  I have not seen the signed copy of the 
contract.

        I do not wish to discuss any contract related to you,  with anybody except you and only you.

        Please do not hand over such contracts to anybody else for delivery to me.

        But you do need to handle this diplomatically and firmly.

        Dakini called to inform me that she  is coming to India on Sunday and I  have offered her to be my guest.

        My role has been and is to support you for Justice and not take the lead in any matter for personal financial gain. 
That should be the decent thing to do for all the people who support you in the issue. Dakini does make decisions 
unilateraly sometimes, but by and large she is focussed on assisting .

        I do feel that we need to have closer communications to handle an issue with such wide international attention. So 
your new computer at home should help.

        Dakini has mentioned about her financial problems and my suggestion is,  she could find a way to overcome 
them, without putting any burden on you. You do have enough problems and issues on your plate right now.

        Things will work out.

        How are you managing the children to be looked after in your absence ?

        There is no confirmation from the CBI, but I think they should also  be in Goa by then.

        I am looking forward to seeing you in India and being in touch through email untill then.

        Big Hug  xxxx

        Vikram
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        On 4/17/08, fiona mackeown <westlodgeinindia@hotmail.com> wrote:

            hi vikram
            i just had a text from dakini saying that you had asked her for a copy of the contract between ch 4 and myself. i 
told her a while ago that i would post it to you and have done that. i also advised her to be very careful raising money 
for her personal use in the name of scarlett as the public can be very funny about these things. i dont think she took it 
very well as she is struggling. i will take advise tomorrow morning from clarence mitchell as to how to present this 
account so that there are no mistakes. i am feeling much stronger about handling things myself now so if you need 
anything else from me you can ask me directly. i will have my own computer by the end of next week. i will be flying 
over on the 25th and dakini will be back sat . speak soon
            fi 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

                Date: Sun, 13 Apr 2008 21:07:38 +0530
                From: varma.vikram@gmail.com
                To: dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com
                Subject: Re: good morning

                Hi,
                 
                I have just arrived in goa and am back home at last. 
                 
                The Indian media is now taking the disappearance of the vital organs very seriously.
                 
                I would need a formal confirmation about the list of missing organs from the coroners office ASAP.
                 
                If Catherine could mail you the list, you must forward it to me immedietely.
                 
                Seems like all the TV stations are now taking up this issue.
                 
                 
                We have a long walk before we get some Justice.
                 
                In the meantime Nerlon has requested for a detailed probe into his conduct and claimed that he had informed 
his Dy S.P and S.P Bosco George about foul play in the case. But they did not take any action. So why should he be 
made the scrape goat ?
                 
                Interesting. because we all know that this is not true.
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                Anyway lets see what happens tomorrow.
                 
                Love
                 
                 
                Vikram

                 

            Windows Live Spaces : Help your online world come to life, add 500 photos a month. Try it!

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res  0832 325 6688
        Off    0832 325 3088 

    Coolhotmail : Board of the same old Email ID's? Get a unique one here. Try it now!

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res 0832 325 6688
Off 0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Hello
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 23:22:33 +0530
To: "DJ Hotmail" <djvarma@hotmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195d842c35e6889
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 10:52:33 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804171052h2150018ese0dcd1d82c49be03@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_13842_21244972.1208454753776"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hi DJ,

How are things getting along with you ?  the case seems to be now on the right track.

Meenal and Ash are now in Delhi and Amay and me are in Goa.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: On Scarlett Keeling's Case
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 10:33:13 +0530
To: "gayathri sridharan" <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195ac3d41cca1b3
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Wed, 16 Apr 2008 22:03:13 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804162203s3c897c5exa2e6160117fe4465@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <475116.71425.qm@web7910.mail.in.yahoo.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_7689_30517272.1208408593524"
References: <f4302a0a0804160106h42802086xfcb2e0f3193503dc@mail.gmail.com> 
<475116.71425.qm@web7910.mail.in.yahoo.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

On 4/16/08, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

    Thank you sir. I suppose ther might be some doubt about why the parts werent restored when the body was sent 
back to Britain? Do you still suspect foul play?
    Thank you for your time,
    Gayathri Sreedharan

Hello Gayathri,

There is something definitely wrong out here.   Human rights do require a decent life and a decent burial.  All civilised 
societies take a lot a care to bury/cremate their dead.

A human being dead or alive has a right to his/her organs with him.

suppose instead of the internal organs, the pathologists, without consent, routinely started taking away the arms/legs or 
head. would that be acceptable to a civilised society.

There would certainly be an uproar. But only because that inhuman act was clearly visible.

In the case of Scarlett the act is no different but would have  remained invisible in the absence of another autopsy.

So in my mind this practice of Indian Pathologists, which has been condemned by an Internationalal Pathologist from 
Sweden, should be scrutinised by both the media and the judiciary.  

We need to understand why this  action  has been done without Fiona's consent.

Taking away complete  organs from the body might stand the test of rationality and science, but completely  fails the 
test of human respect in case consent has not been expressly provided.

Rgds
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Vikram Varma

    Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        On Wed, Apr 16, 2008 at 12:11 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

            Hi sir, how are you?
            I was wondering if there are any developments in the case, and also to check with you on a couple of things:
            !. Why are authorities in Goa saying the body parts werent removed

        They have stated that all the organs are with them in marked Jars.
         

            2. Do you anticipate any problems in Fiona's coming back to India?

        No the chief Secretary has confirmed that they would have no objection to her returning to India for the CBI  
Inquiry.
         

            3. When is the CBI going to formally announce its involvement?

        Around five days back the Goa Govt has sent the papers for the CBI  Inquiry. So should be another four to five 
days.

            4. I'm told that the practice of removing body parts for embalming and preservation is a common practice in 
hospitals, for lack of facilities, and that most of these are done without written consent from the families; could it just 
be case of the body parts being removed for preservation?

        This practice of  removing  organs  far in excess of  the quantity required  by the Forensic Scientist, is an 
abhorrent practice. Nobody has questioned it because normally after receipt of the body from the morgue, it is 
immediately cremated or burned and nobody is wise to the facts.

        In Scarlett's case, with the third autopsy,  the practice has been exposed and we have a body without any of the 
organs.

        The justification that it is common practice is not good enough for any human rights watch group or commission.

        This practice  needs to be scrutinised in detail by the Judiciary as well as the media.

        Rgds

        V.Varma

             
            Do please answer my queries,
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            Thanks.
            Gayathri Sreedharan

            Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

                Hell Gayathri,

                Just ot confirm that I have recieved your email.

                Would be in touch for any deveopments.

                Rgds

                V.Varma

                On Mon, Apr 14, 2008 at 9:14 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

                    Dear sir,
                    Thank you for talking to me today.
                    This is my email id, and you will be able to find me either on the BBC Delhi numbers between 10 and 7 
on weekdays , or else on my cell: (0)9971636688.
                    Do please keep me posted on the developments of the case here on.
                    Thank you for the information you've given me so far.
                    Sincerely,
                    Gayathri Sreedharan
                    Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

                -- 
                Vikram Varma
                A S/4
                Parasio De Goa
                Porvorim
                Bardez
                Goa

                Mob 93 255 366 99
                Res 0832 325 6688
                Off 0832 325 3088 

            Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
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        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res 0832 325 6688
        Off 0832 325 3088 

    Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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b=Grf2MXyDVkeHXdM33hqD0ID4QL0xUKRKPOtD6bBN3V97cuVVAu38lKgGtlCzmBnRke0RFF5/AvMsVbIqIx
AyJsbQZUSEKZCAhLBTuzijgs3+b+lWZR+h6cP2bnrWvK2FP5rUNyyL1ZEhhWaayCuh/1VyQDtyHEHjifpzZW8AG
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Definitely sir, I completely agree with you.
However, I was wondering if this might be a case of  deliberate removal or is it just sheer carelessness and ignorance 
on part of the doctors at Goa.. What do you think?
Gayathri.

Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    On 4/16/08, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

        Thank you sir. I suppose ther might be some doubt about why the parts werent restored when the body was sent 
back to Britain? Do you still suspect foul play?
        Thank you for your time,
        Gayathri Sreedharan
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    Hello Gayathri,

    There is something definitely wrong out here.   Human rights do require a decent life and a decent burial.  All 
civilised societies take a lot a care to bury/cremate their dead.

    A human being dead or alive has a right to his/her organs with him.

    suppose instead of the internal organs, the pathologists, without consent, routinely started taking away the arms/legs 
or head. would that be acceptable to a civilised society.

    There would certainly be an uproar. But only because that inhuman act was clearly visible.

    In the case of Scarlett the act is no different but would have  remained invisible in the absence of another autopsy.

    So in my mind this practice of Indian Pathologists, which has been condemned by an Internationalal Pathologist 
from Sweden, should be scrutinised by both the media and the judiciary.  

    We need to understand why this  action  has been done without Fiona's consent.

    Taking away complete  organs from the body might stand the test of rationality and science, but completely  fails 
the test of human respect in case consent has not been expressly provided.

    Rgds

    Vikram Varma

        Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

            On Wed, Apr 16, 2008 at 12:11 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

                Hi sir, how are you?
                I was wondering if there are any developments in the case, and also to check with you on a couple of things:
                !. Why are authorities in Goa saying the body parts werent removed

            They have stated that all the organs are with them in marked Jars.
             

                2. Do you anticipate any problems in Fiona's coming back to India?

            No the chief Secretary has confirmed that they would have no objection to her returning to India for the CBI  
Inquiry.
             

                3. When is the CBI going to formally announce its involvement?
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            Around five days back the Goa Govt has sent the papers for the CBI  Inquiry. So should be another four to five 
days.

                4. I'm told that the practice of removing body parts for embalming and preservation is a common practice in 
hospitals, for lack of facilities, and that most of these are done without written consent from the families; could it just 
be case of the body parts being removed for preservation?

            This practice of  removing  organs  far in excess of  the quantity required  by the Forensic Scientist, is an 
abhorrent practice. Nobody has questioned it because normally after receipt of the body from the morgue, it is 
immediately cremated or burned and nobody is wise to the facts.

            In Scarlett's case, with the third autopsy,  the practice has been exposed and we have a body without any of the 
organs.

            The justification that it is common practice is not good enough for any human rights watch group or 
commission.

            This practice  needs to be scrutinised in detail by the Judiciary as well as the media.

            Rgds

            V.Varma

                 
                Do please answer my queries,
                Thanks.
                Gayathri Sreedharan

                Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

                    Hell Gayathri,

                    Just ot confirm that I have recieved your email.

                    Would be in touch for any deveopments.

                    Rgds

                    V.Varma

                    On Mon, Apr 14, 2008 at 9:14 PM, gayathri sridharan <hi_gaia@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

                        Dear sir,
                        Thank you for talking to me today.
                        This is my email id, and you will be able to find me either on the BBC Delhi numbers between 10 and 7 
on weekdays , or else on my cell: (0)9971636688.
                        Do please keep me posted on the developments of the case here on.
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                        Thank you for the information you've given me so far.
                        Sincerely,
                        Gayathri Sreedharan
                        Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

                    -- 
                    Vikram Varma
                    A S/4
                    Parasio De Goa
                    Porvorim
                    Bardez
                    Goa

                    Mob 93 255 366 99
                    Res 0832 325 6688
                    Off 0832 325 3088 

                Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
            Porvorim
            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res 0832 325 6688
            Off 0832 325 3088 

        Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here.

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
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    Off    0832 325 3088 

Check out the all-new face of Yahoo! India. Click here. 
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Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
Learn more
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Monday, April 14, 2008

pin money \pin money\, noun:

1. An allowance of money given by a husband to his wife for private and personal expenditures.
2. Money for incidental expenses.
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3. A trivial sum.

    Women's groups have contended that jobs that usually go to men pay more because of the old-fashioned idea that a 
man is supporting a family while a woman is merely working for pin money.
    -- Juan Williams, "A Question of Fairness", The Atlantic, February-1987

    Many young people take jobs in hotels and pubs as a way of earning a bit of pin money, or to top up the student 
loans and parental hand-outs that see them through the cash-strapped college years
    -- Nick Pandya, "Failed to make the grade? You're still wanted", The Guardian, September 7, 2002

    A record-smashing fine sounds tough, but it's pin money for Credit Suisse.
    -- Nick Cohen, "Life in a bubble bath", The Observer, December 22, 2002

Pin money originally referred to money given by husbands to their wives for the specific purpose of buying pins.

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for pin money
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Method Proven To Stop Panic, Anxiety, Phobias Without Drugs
I am a nurse and thought about what would I do for my patients;
research the problem and get information...
"I was doing a relaxation technique one day and my 9 yr-old daughter said,
'Mom, you don't need to do that anymore, you don't have anxiety anymore.'
I feel this program saved my life." -Shari
Learn more
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Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Thursday, April 17, 2008

roister \ROY-stur\, intransitive verb:

1. To engage in boisterous merrymaking; to revel; to carouse.
2. To bluster; to swagger.

    For some people, she was the archetype of the roistering New Russians, with their love of partying, fast cars and 
foreign holidays.
    -- Alan Philps, "Brezhnev's outrageous daughter dies at 69", Daily Telegraph, July 2, 1998

    Back in our expatriate days, we roistering provincials, slap-happy to be in Paris, drunk on the beauty of our 
surroundings, were fearful of retiring to our Left Bank hotel rooms lest we wake up back home, retrieved by parents 
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who would remind us of how much they had invested in our educations, and how it was time for us to put our 
shoulders to the wheel.
    -- Mordecai Richler, Barney's Version

    . . .the bullying, lying, lily-livered, lecherous, roistering, brandy-swigging, battle-fleeing, toad-eating Harry Paget 
Flashman, whose charming roguery has won him a worldwide following.
    -- Michael Browning, "Flashman' Trio Fine Fun, Leaves Us Shouting 'More!'", Palm Beach Post, September 24, 
2000

Roister is probably from Middle French rustre, "a boor, a clown; clownish," from Latin rusticus, "rustic," from rus, 
"country."
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Congratulations! We received your registration for vikram.varma@aol.in. AOL (TM) is proud to have you as a 
member of our online community.

Confirm your email address now! If you requested to reserve this email address as part of the AOL (TM) Registration 
Service, please select the "Yes, I made this request" link below. Otherwise, if this was not requested by you, please 
select the "No, I did not make this request" link below to reject this request.

Yes, I made this request and I want to reserve this email address as part of the AOL Registration Service

No, I did not make this request and I do not want my e-mail address registered with the AOL Registration Service

To learn more about AOL Registration Service, please visit the AOL Registration Service Web site at 
http://my.screenname.aol.com/en-in.

Thank you,

AOL Registration Service Team

This e-mail has been sent from an e-mail address that is not monitored. Please do not reply to this message. We are 
unable to respond to any replies.
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doc5pg2.pdf
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Subject: flights
From: "dakini runningbear" <dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 11:31:43 +0100
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1196116f130d0d80
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs101549tia; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 03:31:45 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.241.10 with SMTP id o10mr601348wfh.155.1208514703690; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 03:31:43 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.142.73.4 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 03:31:43 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <a22a9f480804180331i3e01396co83f6cda1b4d75e39@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_2896_24187.1208514703693"

hello Ji :-)

ticket in hand.. both of them :-) :-)

land with spice jet  20th april 1715hrs..

the tan has faded.. but i hope you recognize me anyway!!

big love
xxxxxxxx
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Subject: Re: flights
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 16:56:23 +0530
To: "dakini runningbear" <dakini.runningbear@googlemail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1196148faef2dc33
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:26:23 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180426y6ae6c66ubcb949c05886d0da@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <a22a9f480804180331i3e01396co83f6cda1b4d75e39@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_6448_24826716.1208517983018"
References: <a22a9f480804180331i3e01396co83f6cda1b4d75e39@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Great will pick you up.
 
Am sending the article
 
Love
 
Vikram
D1P1.pdf
        

D1P2.pdf
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Subject: Fwd: Midday
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 18:55:14 +0530
To: menon.vinodkumar@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11961b5cc45b2587
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:25:14 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180625r6867466fn8c24c5e8ed978a1f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <224993.31922.qm@web25506.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_7108_25627091.1208525114646"
References: <224993.31922.qm@web25506.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Small Confirmation.  His first Advocate was  Adv Peter D'Souza from Mapusa.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: michael mannion <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Apr 18, 2008 4:53 PM
Subject: Midday
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com, vinod@mid-day.com, vinodkumar@gmail.com

Michael Mannion 35 years of age , youngest of five children . I grew up and went to school in South London. Attended 
St Francis Primary school from the ages 7 -11 . Then attended St Thomas the Apostle secondary school from the ages 
11-16 . I then went onto St francis Xavier college for two years ,before attending Edge Hill College which is attached 
to the University of Lancaster, where i graduated with a BA hons in social sciences.

   in 1996 i decided that i wanted to travel and see some more of the world . On my first travlling experience itravelled 
for almot 18 months visiting India ,Thailand and Austalia . The  undoubted high light of the journey was my months 
spent in India .

Idia fascinated me with its mix old the "old world & the new ".Yhe diversity of culture i have always found 
fascinating. On the whole the people that i encountered in India were warm caring , interesting people. the cuisine of 
India i enjoyed imensely. As photography is a hoby of mine , india is an amazing place to take amazing photographs.

 My first visit to India included visiting Kerela, Tamil Nadu , Orissa ,North and West Bengal, the Golden temple in 
Amritsar and Himachal Pradhesh.

 I first came to Goa in 2002 , i enjoyed my time in Goa finding it a relaxed place with a fantastic coastline and warm 
residents. I have continued to return regularly to goa since 2002.

The night of the 17/02 /08 i was in "luis Cafe' on Anjuna beach and was there to the early hours of the morning. At 
approximately 3.am a young girl fell overe outside the shack then came into the shack , it seemed that she was 
inebriated she stated that she was living in Siloin and had no money to get a taxi home . I suggested to those present 
that a taxi shouild be arranged for her , but this sadly did not materialize.

The girl stayed in the kitchen area of the shack for sometime with some people who were there. sometime later she 
came to the front area of the shack where i spokebriefly to her and ascretained she was 15 years of age and from 
Devon in England. She was hard to undrestand due to her level of intoxication.The young Girl "Scarlett" then returned 
to the kitchen area of the shack. At approximately 5am an Indian guy said that he was going to make sure Scarlett got 
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back safely to another beach shack where i presume she was known.

Shortly after this i went to the back of the shack to urinate , the guy who was supposed to be taking Scarlett home was 
pulling off on his scooter and from the beam iof his headlights i saw the bar man with scarlett on the floor some 
distance from the shack.

I left the shack on my own scooter appalled by what i had seen being the girl was a minor.

Some days afterwards i called the Deputy High Commission in Mumbai to tell them i was a British National  and what 
i had witnessed on the morning of 18/02/08. I was given the number of a lawyer and called him and went directly to 
see him . The advice from the lawyer aws to keep low and even leave the state of Goa ,untill he knew more and then 
would advise me accordingly.

at that point i decided it was best to leave Goa.

After sometime away from Goa i started to get some more positive responses from the British High commission and 
learning that the original Investigating Officer had been suspended .Coupled with this i made contact advocate Varma. 
Feeling it was now safer to return to Goa , i did just that and returned to Goa.

As asked by the Goa police i deposed my statement to both the police and a Magistrate First class.I also assisted the 
police in a subsequent Pachanama. I was assured by the police that the "LOC'' look Out Circular issued in my name 
preventing me from leaving the country would be duely lifted . Now a month after the depositions and Panchanama the 
"LOC" is still in place.

 The fact thaat iam not allowed to leave the country is causing great distres to me and my family back in London. My 
father who is 75 years and not in good health ,he is suffering from Chronic Pulmonary Ostructive disease commonly 
known as "COPD" , My father ia also a diabetic patient.The fact that i cannot return to be with him is causing him 
much mental distress and im sure is not helping his physical health also. Further to this my Grandmother who is 86 is 
confined to bed unable to walk and is not in good health either, she is also greatly distresed by my inability to leave 
the country.

My brother who has flown out to be with me and give me moral support is still here with me i feel he is suffering also 
as he has a llife to return to in England. he as well as myself have financial commitments to attend to in England and 
like myself being here have no earnings coming in as we are both carpenters in London.

The money that i have been using to survive on is now rapidly  diminishing, this is causing both me and my family 
undue stress. My three sisters are deeply upset and concerned why their brothers are still in India.I am becoming more 
mentally and enotionally tired as the days go on. I feel i have done everything i can to help this case and are confused 
as to why im am not being allowed to return to my familt who i miss greatly. We are a close family who believe in 
and support each other and are all very distressed by this incident. All i want is to to return to the love and support of 
my family and continue my life in London

Yahoo! for Good helps you make a difference

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
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Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Goans and Non Goans
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 17:21:56 +0530
To: satishnandgaonkar@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119616061fd7e457
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:51:56 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180451o619385feo87c3c40afe42fdb6@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_6633_25955525.1208519516497"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Interesting read

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
D1P1.pdf
        

D1P2.pdf
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Subject: How is your "Map of reality?"
From: "Michael Mackenzie" <support@project-meditation.org>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 12:00:19 -0400
To: "Vikram" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1196243d3968dcdb
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs146218tia; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 09:00:25 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.114.180.18 with SMTP id c18mr2740617waf.128.1208534422596; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 09:00:22 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zEycLOwMzA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com>
Received: from smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com (smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com [207.106.200.7]) by 
mx.google.com with ESMTP id j34si87680waf.29.2008.04.18.09.00.20; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 09:00:22 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zEycLOwMzA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-
01.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.7 as permitted sender) client-ip=207.106.200.7;
DomainKey-Status: good
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of 
zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zEycLOwMzA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com designates 207.106.200.7 as 
permitted sender) smtp.mail=zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zEycLOwMzA==@smtp-verifiedoptin-01.aweber.com; 
domainkeys=pass header.From=pm0000@aweber.com
DomainKey-Signature: q=dns; a=rsa-sha1; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=aweber.com; h=Received:Message-ID:Content-
type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:To:From:Sender:X-Loop:X-Mailer:X-Subscription:X-
Verification:X_Id:Date:Subject; b=XJrpSDCEnst2e5ktBujWPJKCsq/wXDZ26u7p6//9cq9zgHLdPsYW9Xz61e6rV1Xs 
vTt1HcZxcYzMkH8QNMqrsJX6zQ8BVkrS1dom9SpzCpwuo2u01fv0d8Myw8erBjAo
Received: (qmail 32514 invoked by uid 0); 18 Apr 2008 16:00:19 -0000
Message-ID: <78.0E.15277.495C8084@mail12>
Content-type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
Sender: pm0000@aweber.com
X-Loop: pm0000@aweber.com
X-Mailer: AWeber 4.0
X-Subscription: Subscribed on 02/03/2008, via web form, by 59.95.11.33, from http://www.project-meditation.org/?
pageid=signup&unit=pm0005
X-Verification: Verified by 59.95.11.33
X_Id: 373214:04-18-2008-11-10-13:varma.vikram@gmail.com/365503

--- The Good Life ---
By Michael Mackenzie | Issue 013
 
Visit the Project Meditation Community by clicking here

Hi there Vikram,

I hope you are enjoying and creating the habit of LifeFlow. The overall benefits you will enjoy will make a 
phenomenal change to your happiness and future well being.
Inside This Issue:
> How is your "Map of reality?"
> LifeFlow meditation makes you feel so good
> Aware of your thoughts
> Well done Divinitywolf
> Creative Flow and Optimal Learning
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How is your "Map of reality?"

If you have read the report on your "Map of reality" you will understand how we all unconsciously create our own 
"Individual map of reality," and although it is very real to us it is not in fact reality, only the reality that we perceive 
ourselves and it to be.
By making LifeFlow meditation a part of your daily routine you can change and improve your map of reality and 
allow dysfunctional feelings like anger, anxiety and fear to simply flow away.

When you realize how you can change and improve your map of reality through meditation, you can improve the 
quality of your life, your experiences, your relationships, your wellbeing and your success.
LifeFlow meditation makes you feel so good

During meditation you will experience the pleasure of deep relaxation, inner peace and calm as stress begins to flow 
away.

As meditation produces deep relaxation in the muscles, some muscles may relax faster than others which have been 
holding tension (which you weren't even aware of before.)

The residual tension you may notice from certain muscles can feel strange, the truth is you simply were not aware of it 
before you relaxed.

Simply give it a little time to release the tension which has built up.

As you become more calm (and less stressed) in your life, remember that you will be producing less of the "stress 
hormone" cortisol.

Cortisol is the major age-accelerating hormone. It also interferes with learning and memory and the more of it you 
produce the more vulnerable you are to disease.
Aware of your thoughts

You may become aware for the first time of all the busy sub-conscious thoughts that never let up asking you questions 
- criticizing and judging you - often chipping away at your self-esteem. Your chatterbox probably goes unnoticed amid 
the variety of noises of your daily life.

"Meditation is not a way of making your mind quiet. It's a way of entering into the quiet that's already there--buried 
under the 50,000 thoughts the average person thinks every day". Deepak Chopra
Congratulations Divinitywolf

Well done Divinitywolf, you certainly deserved to win the Mediheaven subscription. Hope you are enjoying it.
Creative Flow and Optimal Learning

Creative Flow and Optimal learning will be available within the next 7 days. I will let you know as soon as it is.

 

Keep up with your meditation and enjoying a happier and healthier lifestyle. Imagine how you will be feeling one year 
on.

I'll leave you with a message from a member of the community...

We are so much happier

I started off using lifeflow 10 and moved on to 9 about a month ago. My husband is doing 10. We are so much happier 
than we have been for years. I don't have anything big happen when I meditate it's just very relaxing. I dream a lot 
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more though. It's how our lives have changed when we're not meditating that's the biggest change to us. Our home is 
so happy and not tense. I used to flip over little things that don't bother me now. I do jigsaws again and instead of 
watching the T.V. all the time we play family games. We did our vision board and the children really love it. I am 
working very hard on not drinking as much and I have cut back a lot,
lots of love Beth X X X
 

Have a great weekend.

Yours for HUGE meditation success,

Michael M

P.S. "The problem is never how to get new, innovative thoughts into your mind, but how to get old ones out. Every 
mind is a building filled with archaic furniture. Clean out a corner of your mind and creativity will instantly fill it." - 
Dee Hock

Visit the Project Meditation Community by clicking here

About the author:

Michael Mackenzie is a master of Meditation who has greatly enhanced the lives of thousands of people through his 
teachings. He is most commonly known for creating 'LifeFlow' which he refers to as 'Meditation 2.0' because of the 
ease of use.

LifeFlow involves simply listening to revolutionary sound technology. The listener is instantly guided to profoundly 
deep states conducive to meditation just by listening to the LifeFlow tracks.

His mission is to help millions of people globally to learn to improve their mental, physical and spiritual well-being 
through his 21st Century meditation programs.

You can learn more about Michael, and LifeFlow audio technology by visiting:

www.project-meditation.org

Copyright 2008 - Project Meditation
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www.project-meditation.org

Ace Management LLC
1201 Orange Streets
One Commerce Center
Suite 600
City of Wilmington
New Castle County
Delaware
USA
19801

To unsubscribe or change subscriber options visit:
http://www.aweber.com/z/r/?zGysrAzMtCxMLIwMrBwstEa0zEycLOwMzA==
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Subject: Interesting Article
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 19:17:44 +0530
To: "Shariq Ali" <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11961ca67f3b581c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:47:44 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180647r65aded21k81176f771127dcb3@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_7260_12246526.1208526464741"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
D1P1.pdf
        

D1P2.pdf
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Subject: RE: Interesting Article
From: "Shariq Ali" <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 14:53:39 +0100
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11961cd9023f1496
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs129174tia; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:51:14 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.139.20 with SMTP id m20mr4794108bud.16.1208526672099; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:51:12 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
Received: from mail176.messagelabs.com (mail176.messagelabs.com [85.158.138.83]) by mx.google.com with SMTP 
id y37si17251727iky.7.2008.04.18.06.51.10; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:51:12 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.83 is neither permitted nor denied by best guess record for domain of 
shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk) client-ip=85.158.138.83;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 85.158.138.83 is neither permitted nor denied by 
best guess record for domain of shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk) smtp.mail=shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk
X-VirusChecked: Checked
X-Env-Sender: shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk
X-Msg-Ref: server-3.tower-176.messagelabs.com!1208526668!13491450!3
X-StarScan-Version: 5.5.12.14.2; banners=walltowall.co.uk,-,-
X-Originating-IP: [62.244.185.114]
Received: (qmail 29473 invoked from network); 18 Apr 2008 13:51:09 -0000
Received: from 62-244-185-114.cust.exponential-e.net (HELO r2d2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk) (62.244.185.114) by 
server-3.tower-176.messagelabs.com with SMTP; 18 Apr 2008 13:51:09 -0000
Content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C8A15B.9B0218EB"
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5
Message-ID: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BCB1@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Thread-Topic: Interesting Article
Thread-Index: AcihWzJCJ4udPVeMQjmazu/cQU47rAAADHWw

Thanks Vikram!  I cannot believe the arrogance and irrelivance of the article!

    -----Original Message-----
    From: Vikram Varma [mailto:varma.vikram@gmail.com]
    Sent: 18 April 2008 14:48
    To: Shariq Ali
    Subject: Interesting Article

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa
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    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088
    ______________________________________________________________________
    This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
    For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
    ______________________________________________________________________

This email message is confidential and for use by the addressee only. If the message is received by anyone other than 
the addressee, please return the message to the sender by replying to it and then delete the message from your 
computer. Internet emails are not necessarily secure. Wall to Wall does not accept responsibility for changes made to 
this message after it was sent.

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to avoid the transmission of viruses, it is the responsibility of the recipient to 
ensure that the onward transmission, opening or use of this message and any attachments will not adversely affect its 
systems or data. No responsibility is accepted by Wall to Wall in this regard and the recipient should carry out such 
virus and other checks as it considers appropriate. This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security 
System. A reply to this email or an email sent to any Wall to Wall email address may be intercepted by MessageLabs 
for the purpose of virus scanning and / or as part of an anti-spam service. For more information please visit 
http://www.messagelabs.com/email
Visit our website at http://www.walltowall.co.uk
(WALL TO WALL (HOLDINGS) LIMITED - 27/28 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8DH - Company No. 02580387)
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Subject: Interesting Articles
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 19:43:03 +0530
To: menon.vinodkumar@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11961e1928245b45
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 07:13:03 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180713r1dca2d5ck907050dd9936a0fa@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_7384_5573695.1208527983254"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
D1P1.pdf
        

D1P2.pdf
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Subject: inveigle: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 07:00:00 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11961a20d1df7954
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs122545tia; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:03:41 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.142.113.17 with SMTP id l17mr630633wfc.321.1208523820187; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:03:40 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12488111-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
30si21206999wfd.19.2008.04.18.06.03.39; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:03:40 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12488111-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12488111-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12488111-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.549
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.549 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[AWL=-0.051, BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1208502000194740"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12488111-2008.04.18-00.00.46--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12488111-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080418065707.E65518848E0@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12488111-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

You told us you wanted more and here it is!
FREE audio pronunciation!
FREE illustrations!
Click here to experience an even better Dictionary.com!
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Friday, April 18, 2008

inveigle \in-VAY-guhl; -VEE-\, transitive verb:

1. To persuade by ingenuity or flattery; to entice.
2. To obtain by ingenuity or flattery.

    Deep Blue had tried to inveigle Kasparov into grabbing several pawn offers, but the champion was not fooled.
    -- Robert Byrne, "Kasparov and Computer Play to a Draw", New York Times, February 14, 1996
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    He used to tell one about Kevin Moran ringing him up pretending to be a French radio journalist and inveigling Cas, 
new in France, into parlaying his three words of French into an interview.
    -- Tom Humphries, "Big Cas cameos will be missed", Irish Times, May 4, 2000

    Once a soft touch for these ragged moralists who inveigled her into sparing them her change, Agnes began to cross 
the road, begging for some change in her circumstances.
    -- Rachel Cusk, Saving Agnes

    In fact, he spent the entire time in the car park, waiting for eye witnesses from whom to inveigle quotes he could use 
as his own.
    -- Matthew Norman, "Diary", The Guardian, January 1, 2003

Inveigle comes from Anglo-French enveogler, from Old French aveugler, "to blind, to lead astray as if blind," from 
aveugle, "blind," from Medieval Latin ab oculis, "without eyes."

Dictionary.com Entry and Pronunciation for inveigle

Yesterday's Word - Previous Words - Help

You told us you wanted more and here it is!
FREE audio pronunciation!
FREE illustrations!
Click here to experience an even better Dictionary.com!

ADVERTISEMENT
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/         You are currently subscribed to
Dictionary.com Word of the Day
as: varma.vikram@gmail.com
To unsubscribe via email,
send a blank message to:
leave-12488111-6054437S@lists.lexico.com        To subscribe to Word of the Day by email,
please send a blank message to:
join-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com
Â©2008 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
65 Pine Ave, #319
Long Beach, CA 90802    Subscriptions to The Word of the Day
can be turned on and off via the Web at
http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/
        Tell a friend about The Word of the Day!
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Subject: Midday
From: michael mannion <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 11:23:31 +0000 (GMT)
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com, vinod@mid-day.com, vinodkumar@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119614666caf215c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs109805tia; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:23:42 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.82.161.19 with SMTP id j19mr4461405bue.76.1208517815221; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:23:35 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk>
Received: from web25506.mail.ukl.yahoo.com (web25506.mail.ukl.yahoo.com [217.12.10.152]) by mx.google.com 
with SMTP id z40si17013304ikz.4.2008.04.18.04.23.32; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:23:35 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.152 is neither permitted nor denied by domain of 
masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk) client-ip=217.12.10.152;
DomainKey-Status: good (test mode)
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=neutral (google.com: 217.12.10.152 is neither permitted nor denied by 
domain of masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk) smtp.mail=masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk; domainkeys=pass (test mode) 
header.From=masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
Received: (qmail 32912 invoked by uid 60001); 18 Apr 2008 11:23:32 -0000
DomainKey-Signature: a=rsa-sha1; q=dns; c=nofws; s=s1024; d=yahoo.co.uk; h=X-YMail-OSG:Received:X-
Mailer:Date:From:Reply-To:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-Type:Content-Transfer-Encoding:Message-ID; 
b=2rXko63MWg3sZozW7ph83bzxJ6phMH8KsFFc5ohVte3Z23ohWLuaNEP9FqqTWTZA4iHu1fZLGMocaGrHXKIb
ImEPVqFE5g+hZQXNIu/h9nnlUyaPtrslSgzvG8JtuZxIgvfr4TTqH1ZIH15P2wWFwuVBPpIzSbhjzgxA6LEFEVo=;
X-YMail-OSG: 
FikO4PgVM1kIXGYzwwv0ARWDXhMfh8kg2CFsGvF3AYhH2L_ltNDO1NVC3Uy48Tt6hZZtJOJiwx60WDSkk0Xq
5zSr7fYjGInQyvKe1Ln.NdS8z4nOF1MtnP3HKJuiHmvqS.k1UX4olerSDTHeSNNtUuJeRe8rlnfMAiWuqx8-
Received: from [220.225.77.230] by web25506.mail.ukl.yahoo.com via HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 11:23:31 GMT
X-Mailer: YahooMailWebService/0.7.185
Reply-To: masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Message-ID: <224993.31922.qm@web25506.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>

Michael Mannion 35 years of age , youngest of five children . I grew up and went to school in South London. Attended 
St Francis Primary school from the ages 7 -11 . Then attended St Thomas the Apostle secondary school from the ages 
11-16 . I then went onto St francis Xavier college for two years ,before attending Edge Hill College which is attached 
to the University of Lancaster, where i graduated with a BA hons in social sciences.

   in 1996 i decided that i wanted to travel and see some more of the world . On my first travlling experience itravelled 
for almot 18 months visiting India ,Thailand and Austalia . The  undoubted high light of the journey was my months 
spent in India .

Idia fascinated me with its mix old the "old world & the new ".Yhe diversity of culture i have always found 
fascinating. On the whole the people that i encountered in India were warm caring , interesting people. the cuisine of 
India i enjoyed imensely. As photography is a hoby of mine , india is an amazing place to take amazing photographs.

 My first visit to India included visiting Kerela, Tamil Nadu , Orissa ,North and West Bengal, the Golden temple in 
Amritsar and Himachal Pradhesh.
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 I first came to Goa in 2002 , i enjoyed my time in Goa finding it a relaxed place with a fantastic coastline and warm 
residents. I have continued to return regularly to goa since 2002.

The night of the 17/02 /08 i was in "luis Cafe' on Anjuna beach and was there to the early hours of the morning. At 
approximately 3.am a young girl fell overe outside the shack then came into the shack , it seemed that she was 
inebriated she stated that she was living in Siloin and had no money to get a taxi home . I suggested to those present 
that a taxi shouild be arranged for her , but this sadly did not materialize.

The girl stayed in the kitchen area of the shack for sometime with some people who were there. sometime later she 
came to the front area of the shack where i spokebriefly to her and ascretained she was 15 years of age and from 
Devon in England. She was hard to undrestand due to her level of intoxication.The young Girl "Scarlett" then returned 
to the kitchen area of the shack. At approximately 5am an Indian guy said that he was going to make sure Scarlett got 
back safely to another beach shack where i presume she was known.

Shortly after this i went to the back of the shack to urinate , the guy who was supposed to be taking Scarlett home was 
pulling off on his scooter and from the beam iof his headlights i saw the bar man with scarlett on the floor some 
distance from the shack.

I left the shack on my own scooter appalled by what i had seen being the girl was a minor.

Some days afterwards i called the Deputy High Commission in Mumbai to tell them i was a British National  and what 
i had witnessed on the morning of 18/02/08. I was given the number of a lawyer and called him and went directly to 
see him . The advice from the lawyer aws to keep low and even leave the state of Goa ,untill he knew more and then 
would advise me accordingly.

at that point i decided it was best to leave Goa.

After sometime away from Goa i started to get some more positive responses from the British High commission and 
learning that the original Investigating Officer had been suspended .Coupled with this i made contact advocate Varma. 
Feeling it was now safer to return to Goa , i did just that and returned to Goa.

As asked by the Goa police i deposed my statement to both the police and a Magistrate First class.I also assisted the 
police in a subsequent Pachanama. I was assured by the police that the "LOC'' look Out Circular issued in my name 
preventing me from leaving the country would be duely lifted . Now a month after the depositions and Panchanama the 
"LOC" is still in place.

 The fact thaat iam not allowed to leave the country is causing great distres to me and my family back in London. My 
father who is 75 years and not in good health ,he is suffering from Chronic Pulmonary Ostructive disease commonly 
known as "COPD" , My father ia also a diabetic patient.The fact that i cannot return to be with him is causing him 
much mental distress and im sure is not helping his physical health also. Further to this my Grandmother who is 86 is 
confined to bed unable to walk and is not in good health either, she is also greatly distresed by my inability to leave 
the country.

My brother who has flown out to be with me and give me moral support is still here with me i feel he is suffering also 
as he has a llife to return to in England. he as well as myself have financial commitments to attend to in England and 
like myself being here have no earnings coming in as we are both carpenters in London.

The money that i have been using to survive on is now rapidly  diminishing, this is causing both me and my family 
undue stress. My three sisters are deeply upset and concerned why their brothers are still in India.I am becoming more 
mentally and enotionally tired as the days go on. I feel i have done everything i can to help this case and are confused 
as to why im am not being allowed to return to my familt who i miss greatly. We are a close family who believe in 
and support each other and are all very distressed by this incident. All i want is to to return to the love and support of 
my family and continue my life in London
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Yahoo! for Good helps you make a difference 
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Subject: Re: Midday
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 17:08:05 +0530
To: masalamonkey@yahoo.co.uk
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1196153b511091fe
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:38:05 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180438l1994cf15x60755526e106c151@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <224993.31922.qm@web25506.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_6542_11038623.1208518685796"
References: <224993.31922.qm@web25506.mail.ukl.yahoo.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

 
 
His email is
 
menon.vinodkumar@gmail.com
 
 
 
Vikram
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Subject: From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 18:48:31 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11961afa81533e99
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs124538tia; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:18:34 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.140.2 with SMTP id n2mr5152651and.95.1208524712008; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:18:32 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.6.8 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:18:31 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804180618v1aa7a5abo1e331a6b7d68086c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_5723_32691447.1208524711988"

Vikram,
Have you heard of this case of Andrey Yurchenko?
Barney

 
----- Original Message ----
From: Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@yahoo.co.uk>
To: ira_artemenko@yahoo.com
Sent: Monday, April 7, 2008 8:17:05 AM
Subject: Goa

Dear Sir,
I am a reporter with the Hindustan Times in India and was given your email address by Amanda Bennett.
I am sorry to hear of your loss. Amanda says there may be suspicious circumstances surrounding the death of your 
brother?
Regards,
Barney Henderson
 
0091 9820956864

Hi! I am actually a madam :). My name is Irina.

All information-truth or false â€“ regarding the death of my brother, Andrey Yurchenko, we got from Oksana 
Shoymskaya- representative of Moscow "Goa tour" company in Goa. I am not sure whether what she told us was truth 
or just part of it, because the information she gave me and my mother is different.

We are Ukrainians. My brother lived in Kiev, Ukraine, I live in USA.

He bought this Goa tour in Kiev through Moscow travel agency.

 

So, we were said that my brother, 36 years old, in good health and being sober, drowned at 6 p.m. on November the 2, 
2007. It was  last day of his vacation.  Place of death is Calangute, North Goa, hotel name is " Colonia SantaMaria". 
Oksana Shoymskaya was called to identified the corpse. She told me that some people saw my brother struggling to 
make his way to the shore and hurried to help. They managed to take him out of the water, but  it was to late. She told 
my mother, that the motionless body , floating on the water surface, drew attention of people. She actually was not 
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there, so I can't take her as a witness. Besides, she tried to blackmail us, asked for $ 1000 if we wanted her to be 
present during the cremation. She also said, that my brother looked very nice and peaceful (not beaten I presume) and 
she didn't advice cremation.

I have 12 sheets of memorandum of autopsy, handwritten. I can hardly understand a word. The name of the person 
conducted autopsy looks like Dr. E.J. Rodrigues.

 

My brother had an insurance through "Coris International" in Moscow  (Coris Heritage Asia Pacific in Mumbai). They 
wouldn't pay to send his belongings back to us, so I had to negotiate for a month to get his stuff to US. There was a 
digital video camera and 6 DVDs he made during vacation . I looked through all of them. They were shot mainly 
during motor bike rides. And there are few pictures of some Indian guy( a friend?) , who accompanied my brother in 
those trips. The last DVD movie ended at 4 p.m. on  11/02/08- 2 hours before assumed drowning, and the sea on it 
looks dead calm.

I don't know how much money and how many bank cards my brother had with him. He was not a rich man. Just 
earned some extra money and went on vacation.

Reading about all these terrible deaths in Goa I can't stop wondering if it's possible that one can murder another for a 
few bucks? Is this is what happening in Goa, covered up by the police? It's hard to believe.

Are you writing an article or conducting independent investigation regarding deaths on Goa beaches?

Irina
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Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 19:16:47 +0530
To: "Shariq Ali" <shariq.ali@walltowall.co.uk>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11961c9885c48e7c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:46:47 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180646g52f3697ay4be144b6fe7dd0d9@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC63@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_7253_29174463.1208526407903"
References: <4177DCE102563A42BC10264B235F096006BC63@R2D2.wtw2000.walltowall.co.uk>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Interesting Article
D1P1.pdf
        

D1P2.pdf
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Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 19:20:58 +0530
To: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11961cd5bc83568c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:50:58 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180650k3123ef08u97cb865e0324d134@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804180618v1aa7a5abo1e331a6b7d68086c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_7269_2280906.1208526658303"
References: <79e908940804180618v1aa7a5abo1e331a6b7d68086c@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Fascinating.....
 
This case is from Ukraine...  But does need investigation...
 
It would be great if she could  email you scans of the Autopsy Report ?
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Subject: Re: From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 19:21:55 +0530
To: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11961ce3956a2de2
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:51:55 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180651v2c988602o57d527699af9ab7c@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804180618v1aa7a5abo1e331a6b7d68086c@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_7279_15920311.1208526715127"
References: <79e908940804180618v1aa7a5abo1e331a6b7d68086c@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Also if possible copies of the DVD's  .. 
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Subject: salubrious: Dictionary.com Word of the Day
From: Doctor Dictionary <doctor@dictionary.com>
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2008 22:31:28 UT
To: Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1195fba56f59a434
X-Mozilla-Status: 0000
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs49932tia; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 21:11:00 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.151.39.2 with SMTP id r2mr2822595ybj.243.1208491857793; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 21:10:57 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <bounce-12486346-6054437@lists.lexico.com>
Received: from lists.lexico.com (lists.lexico.com [66.161.12.115]) by mx.google.com with SMTP id 
12si3269261wrl.20.2008.04.17.21.10.56; Thu, 17 Apr 2008 21:10:57 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12486346-6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=66.161.12.115;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of bounce-12486346-
6054437@lists.lexico.com designates 66.161.12.115 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=bounce-12486346-
6054437@lists.lexico.com
X-Virus-Scanned: amavisd-new at lexico.com
X-Spam-Flag: NO
X-Spam-Score: -2.498
X-Spam-Status: No, score=-2.498 tagged_above=-100 required=3.5 tests=[BAYES_00=-2.599, 
HTML_MESSAGE=0.001, RDNS_NONE=0.1]
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8Bit
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="_----------=_1208471488186790"
MIME-Version: 1.0
Message-ID: <LYRIS-6054437-12486346-2008.04.17-15.45.41--varma.vikram#gmail.com@lists.lexico.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-12486346-6054437S@lists.lexico.com>
List-Subscribe: <mailto:subscribe-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
List-Owner: <mailto:owner-wordoftheday@lists.lexico.com>
X-URL: <http://www.dictionary.com/wordoftheday/list/>
Reply-To: doctor@dictionary.com
X-Message-Id: <20080417222836.2F259884076@mail.lexico.com>
Sender: bounce-12486346-6054437@lists.lexico.com

Dictionary.com  Dictionary.com Word of the Day

101 Questions Answered!
What is Hezbollah? What are stem cells?
How'd those swimsuits get so skimpy?

Click here for the KnowledgeNews answers
ADVERTISEMENT
Word of the Day for Saturday, April 12, 2008

salubrious \suh-LOO-bree-us\, adjective:

Favorable to health; promoting health; healthful.

    A physician warned him his health was precarious, so Montague returned to the United States, shelved his legal 
ambitions and searched for a salubrious climate where he might try farming.
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    -- "Teeing Off Into the Past At Oakhurst", New York Times, May 2, 1999

    For years, her mother has maintained that the sea air has a salubrious effect on both her spirits and her vocal cords.
    -- Anita Shreve, Fortune's Rocks

    Uptown, however, the tanners' less salubrious quarter is notorious for its stench.
    -- "Byzantium", Toronto Star, February 7, 1999

Salubrious is from Latin salubris, "healthful," from salus, "health."
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Subject: The Article
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 16:59:44 +0530
To: barneyhenderson@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119614c0d4ff656c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 10000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:29:44 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180429u280278bco6822b0face29e4f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----=_Part_6478_23073382.1208518184129"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

HI Barney
 
Interesting Read
 
 
Vikram
-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088
D1P1.pdf
        

D1P2.pdf
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Subject: Re: The Article
From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 17:13:49 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1196158f3ce6ecbc
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs112389tia; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:43:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.41.11 with SMTP id o11mr4934848ano.149.1208519029411; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:43:49 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.6.8 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:43:49 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804180443w5fdf1a7bw4699eb346f22063@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804180429u280278bco6822b0face29e4f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_5305_2031846.1208519029384"
References: <f4302a0a0804180429u280278bco6822b0face29e4f@mail.gmail.com>

Outrageous.
I'll forward it to my editor.
Do you think the details of Kuzmin / the other Russian deaths will be available today so we can run the story?
Barney

 
On 4/18/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    HI Barney
     
    Interesting Read
     
     
    Vikram
    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088
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Subject: Re: The Article
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 17:17:07 +0530
To: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119615bf6c4ccb9b
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:47:07 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180447p4f5c29fcp428c8e747ebcf86b@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804180443w5fdf1a7bw4699eb346f22063@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_6588_15088106.1208519227171"
References: <f4302a0a0804180429u280278bco6822b0face29e4f@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804180443w5fdf1a7bw4699eb346f22063@mail.gmail.com>
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

I am trying to email, but the file is still huge.   Let me fax it to you...  what is your fax number ?

 
On 4/18/08, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

    Outrageous.
    I'll forward it to my editor.
    Do you think the details of Kuzmin / the other Russian deaths will be available today so we can run the story?
    Barney

     
    On 4/18/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        HI Barney
         
        Interesting Read
         
         
        Vikram
        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res  0832 325 6688
        Off    0832 325 3088
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-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: The Article
From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 17:19:50 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119615e74d1a0b27
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs113181tia; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:49:52 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.93.19 with SMTP id q19mr5034248anb.28.1208519390785; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:49:50 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.6.8 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 04:49:50 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804180449y197fe64bt1d3885f40794f15f@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <f4302a0a0804180447p4f5c29fcp428c8e747ebcf86b@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_5350_27758469.1208519390669"
References: <f4302a0a0804180429u280278bco6822b0face29e4f@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804180443w5fdf1a7bw4699eb346f22063@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804180447p4f5c29fcp428c8e747ebcf86b@mail.gmail.com>

Ok great,
it's 022 66539250 (60)
Many thanks

 
On 4/18/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

    I am trying to email, but the file is still huge.   Let me fax it to you...  what is your fax number ?

     
    On 4/18/08, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

        Outrageous.
        I'll forward it to my editor.
        Do you think the details of Kuzmin / the other Russian deaths will be available today so we can run the story?
        Barney

         
        On 4/18/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

            HI Barney
             
            Interesting Read
             
             
            Vikram
            -- 
            Vikram Varma
            A S/4
            Parasio De Goa
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            Porvorim
            Bardez
            Goa

            Mob 93 255 366 99
            Res  0832 325 6688
            Off    0832 325 3088

    -- 
    Vikram Varma
    A S/4
    Parasio De Goa
    Porvorim
    Bardez
    Goa

    Mob 93 255 366 99
    Res  0832 325 6688
    Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Re: The Article
From: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 18:06:21 +0530
To: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId11961890d5fc841c
X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs119271tia; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 05:36:24 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.100.195.15 with SMTP id s15mr5104324anf.52.1208522181692; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 05:36:21 -0700 
(PDT)
Received: by 10.100.6.8 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 05:36:21 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <79e908940804180536q52497b67q9b7ddca834688594@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <79e908940804180449y197fe64bt1d3885f40794f15f@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_5520_9085519.1208522181676"
References: <f4302a0a0804180429u280278bco6822b0face29e4f@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804180443w5fdf1a7bw4699eb346f22063@mail.gmail.com> 
<f4302a0a0804180447p4f5c29fcp428c8e747ebcf86b@mail.gmail.com> 
<79e908940804180449y197fe64bt1d3885f40794f15f@mail.gmail.com>

Got the autopsy for Vladimir Kabanov - thanks - anything on Kuzim?

On 4/18/08, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

    Ok great,
    it's 022 66539250 (60)
    Many thanks

     
    On 4/18/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

        I am trying to email, but the file is still huge.   Let me fax it to you...  what is your fax number ?

         
        On 4/18/08, Barney Henderson <barneyhenderson@gmail.com> wrote:

            Outrageous.
            I'll forward it to my editor.
            Do you think the details of Kuzmin / the other Russian deaths will be available today so we can run the story?
            Barney

             
            On 4/18/08, Vikram Varma <varma.vikram@gmail.com> wrote:

                HI Barney
                 
                Interesting Read
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                Vikram
                -- 
                Vikram Varma
                A S/4
                Parasio De Goa
                Porvorim
                Bardez
                Goa

                Mob 93 255 366 99
                Res  0832 325 6688
                Off    0832 325 3088

        -- 
        Vikram Varma
        A S/4
        Parasio De Goa
        Porvorim
        Bardez
        Goa

        Mob 93 255 366 99
        Res  0832 325 6688
        Off    0832 325 3088 
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Subject: Welcome to the AOL Registration Service!
From: AOL Registration Service <noreply-screennameservice@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 11:47:36 EDT
To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId1196238423ade096
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with SMTP id j1cs144922tia; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 08:47:46 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by 10.150.201.13 with SMTP id y13mr3867784ybf.31.1208533665266; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 08:47:45 -0700 
(PDT)
Return-Path: <noreply-screennameservice@aol.com>
Received: from omr-m31.mx.aol.com (omr-m31.mx.aol.com [64.12.136.97]) by mx.google.com with ESMTP id 
44si49502hsa.9.2008.04.18.08.47.42; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 08:47:44 -0700 (PDT)
Received-SPF: pass (google.com: domain of noreply-screennameservice@aol.com designates 64.12.136.97 as 
permitted sender) client-ip=64.12.136.97;
Authentication-Results: mx.google.com; spf=pass (google.com: domain of noreply-screennameservice@aol.com 
designates 64.12.136.97 as permitted sender) smtp.mail=noreply-screennameservice@aol.com
Received: from newman-d01a.blue.aol.com (newman-d01a.blue.aol.com [205.188.138.203]) by omr-m31.mx.aol.com 
(v117.7) with ESMTP id MAILOMRM316-7f074808c29835; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 11:47:36 -0400
Message-ID: <20080418114736.11277.00417327@newman-d01.reg.aol.com.aol.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="part_20080418114736.11277.00397169.newman-
d01.reg.aol.com.aol.com"
X-AOL-IP: 205.188.138.203

Welcome to the AOL (TM) Registration Service!

Thank you for confirming your free E-mail address. AOL is proud to have you as a member of our online community.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Start using the AOL Registration Service today!

With AOL Registration Service, surfing the Web just got easier! Using your registered E-mail address, just sign in 
once at any Web site in the AOL Registration Service Network and travel smoothly from site to site within the partner 
network without having to remember multiple IDs and passwords!

-------------------------------------------

To learn more about AOL Registration Service, please visit the AOL Registration Service Web site at 
http://my.screenname.aol.com/en-in.

Thank you,
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AOL Registration Service Team

This e-mail has been sent from an e-mail address that is not monitored. Please do not reply to this message. We are 
unable to respond to any replies.
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Subject: Witness statement Burdov
From: "Vikram Varma" <varma.vikram@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2008 18:31:01 +0530
To: "Barney Henderson" <barneyhenderson@gmail.com>
X-Account-Key: account2
X-UIDL: GmailId119619fa1e4b290e
X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
Received: by 10.110.61.1 with HTTP; Fri, 18 Apr 2008 06:01:01 -0700 (PDT)
Message-ID: <f4302a0a0804180601j186573d8y8f869c85fe4a302e@mail.gmail.com>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----=_Part_7003_32575032.1208523661444"
Delivered-To: varma.vikram@gmail.com

Hello Vikram! I translated the file that Oksana sent me.This letter is an official letter to Russian ministry.

       Me and my civil husband A.S.Burdov stayed in Goa 12.11.2005-26.11.2005.Before the journey we asked about 
danger in the sea (snakes or any other threaten). Our agency convinced us that it was safe.
      We stayed in Ramada Caravel Beach Resort (4+* or 5*) In South Goa.We repeated our questions there and the 
staff also told us not to worry. My husband died 22.11.2005.He was jumping on the waves his upper body was out of 
the water as he started to rush out to the shore (I was witnessing all these from the shore) He was falling and 2 foreign 
tourists and me run towards him. There was no lifeguard at all! (There were many people worried about that on the 
arrival to South Goa and it appeared there is absolutely no lifeguard there at all. We were discussing this before) My 
husband had a wound like a big coin reminding a bite, there was a bigger one on the hip and same fingers, I also saw 
some others on the hospital photos later. He had a shock, his eyes were mad and he couldn't breath. THERE WAS NO 
DOCTOR AT ALL!!! I was told that the doctor is on the was, a foreign women who tried to help him with the 
artificial respiration, he had a pulse and he was conscious but he could not talk, as I was explained after it was due to 
the beginning of paralyzing process he started to have blue spots. We stayed 20 min there waiting for help, then 
someone brought a sun bad and we carried him to the hotel, no one was answering my questions. When we left the 
hotel through the back door (as I was said that the ambulance is waiting there) we had to put him in the TAXY!!! 
THERE WAS NO AMBULANCE ANY DOCTORS AT ALL! The hotel manager went with him and I had to wait for 
another car,it took 15 min.I went together with 3 other managers and an interpreter to the hospital.I saw athat taxy car 
at the entrence 8 people were having a relaxed chat next to the car.I realised that he was dead by the face of the 
interpreter,his body was still inside the car.When I started to panic and to ask them about electroshok to struggle for 
his live,they were smiling at my face.After I was explained that it is normal for indian culture to react to death this 
way.They put him to morgue,I was having a heart ace,but doctors were just smiling,in 3 hours they gave me a pill in 
the morgue only.It is terrible to be in indian hospital,that was not renovated since 40 s.I was treated in the same small 
room with other patients and interrogated with the police,I was also given papers to sign.I refused to sign a paper that 
was saying that I m not going to start a case against the hotell.That caused a problem,they kept me 2 more hours 
there.All the managers were running here and there and they were successful to come up with the diagnose-DRAWN 
!!! NOT A WORD ABOUT WOUNDS,not a word about toxic poison,I was histeric.Next day I was sopposed to come 
back to the morgue for the medical conclussion,but the hotel management didn't let me go there,the insurance company 
didn't sent me an agent,they called me by the evening only.I was kept there till the day of my return ticket!!!5 days 
turned to be a hell,I was dissconnected from a tel line,not alloweded to calll moscow,stuff spyed on my each step.
I had to use my mobile (that costed me 2000 dollars)The local police staition people warned me that I have to bring 
them papers from russian side in 3 days otherwise they would have to crimate him in India.It was impossaible to get it 
in 3 days,relatives in moscow  had to go to MID(Russian ministry of foregn affairs),make a report,and after official 
conformation from consulate in Mumbai,to transport him from Goa.This was impjssible to finish in 3 days.Later on I 
learned from Russian side that it was all a dellussion(it is all arranged by an insurance company)I had to use personal 
connections from Moscow to receive help.He was delievered to Russia 27.11.2005,although I was promiced that his 
body would be balzamied,it was not and his body came allmostly decomposed.They sent his body in such a condition 
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that our criminalists and medical  expert were shocked.I had an official paper signed and stamped by Russian consulate 
in Mumbai that said that his body would be balzamied.We had to burry him in a closed coffin.Why did they treat us 
this way,why did they do everything for us not to be able  to have a second medical research here in Moscow,who 
paid for the truth never to be revielled?Goa is a reach state that mainly lives for tourizm. That's why no one was 
interested to warn about danger like snakes scatts and meduses,that cause of death.There was a 1.5 meter snake killed 
in our hotell,fnother day a murena was found on the shore,other tourists told me about4 meters snake.
A letter appeared that Â«tourists are responsible for the risk of swimmingÂ» another day.This had to be a proof of 
their so-called Â«precotionsÂ»They also tried to still my passport.I was really treated bad.In the beginning I was 
promiced that my bill would not include Alexandr expenses but at the end they took their words back.
It was a scatt most probably,he stepped on him and the sharp sning made a wound.The divers told me about the earth 
quaqe 2004 when a riff was destroyed and many sea snakes and scattes came closer to the beach line.I am receiving a 
lot of letters from people facing similar problems in Goa and everyones case were kept secret by Goan side.I also 
received a letter from a girl who stayed in the same hotel with us<she is saying that there eas no warning lettr after my 
departure.I didn't meet this girl before but she was writing me that she was talking to the village people and to the 
shack owner,every witness explained her that my husben was fliva when he was out of the water.Aftr she asked same 
quastions to the hotel guide and his answer was DRAWN just like the official version.She asked about the danger of 
swimming and he tried to convince her that it was safe.So she didn't believe and asked the interpretor.The girl was 
repeating the official verson,but after Tatyana(interpretor) told her the truth.He was wounded but alive she said.
There are official proofs in the Mumbai consulate,letters from witnesses about the wounds and others. There was an 
interview with general consule(to gazeta.ru)where he said that my husbends parts were givven to expertise,the result is 
still UNKNOWN.
  I want our government to figure out if this place is safe for tourists.I Have  informations that other countries consider 
this to be dangerouse.I also want to rise the question about vacination(which is abligatory in many countries exept 
Russia)
 I am asking to take precotions and to tart protecting russian citizens there,to check out for the danger  or to close this 
place for tourizm.

                                                           With respect from russian citizen
                                                                     Ponamareva Oksana
 

-- 
Vikram Varma
A S/4
Parasio De Goa
Porvorim
Bardez
Goa

Mob 93 255 366 99
Res  0832 325 6688
Off    0832 325 3088 


